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TO

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

WILLIMI CO^TJ^GHAM PLUXKET,

AN placing at tlie head of tliese sheets a name,

to wliich the respect and the admh'ation of tlie

Public have attached so much celebrity; and in

avowing, at the same time, that I have selected

the name of a Friend, with whom I have been

united almost from childhood, in the closest ha-

bits of intimacy; I am aware that I subject my-

self to the imputation of acting as much from a

motive of pride, as from a sentiment of affection.

I admit the imputation to be well-founded. To

enjoy the happiness of such a Friend, and not

to exult in the possession, would be not to de-

serve it. It is a pride which, I trust, may be

indulged in without blame: and tlie distinction

of having been associated with a character, so

transcendently eminent for private worth, for

public virtue, and for intellectual endowments, I

shall always regard as one of the most honourable

<'ireumstances of my life.
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But, indepeiulently of these considerations, the

very nature of my sulvject supplies a reason for

the choice which I have made. For I know not,

in tnith, to whom I could, with greater propriety,

inscribe a work, whose chief end is to expose

false reasoning and to maintain time religion,

than to one, in whom the powers of just reason-

ing are so conspicuously displayed, and by whom

the great principles of religion are so sincerely

reverenced.

With these views, I trust, that I shall stand

excused by you, my dear Sir, in having, without

your knowledge, thus availed myself of the cre-

dit of your name. The following treatise, in

which vo many additions have been made to a

former publication, as in some measure to enti-

tle it to the appellation of a new work, I submit

to your judgment; well satisfied, that if it meet

your a})probation, it will not find an unfavourable

recej)tion from the public.

1 am, my dear Sir,

AVith the truest attachment,

Youi' aflectionate Friend and Servant,

THE AUTHOR.

TrinUy College, DubHiiy

i
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PREFATORY ADDRESS.
>90«9'<$''9«<»««

TO THE

STUDENTS IN DIVINITY

IN THE

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN.

—-v^SiVa^—

•

The following discourses, originally composed with a view

to your instruction, are now with the same design submitted

to your more deliberate examination.

In these latter days, Christianity seems destined to under-

go a fiercer trial than it has for many centuries experienced.

Its defenders a¥e called upon, not merely to resist the avow-

ed invader, who assails the citadel from without, but the con-

cealed and treacherous foe, who undermines the works, or

tampers with the garrison within. The temporizing Chris-

tian, who, und^r the mask of liberality, surrenders the funda-

mental doctrines of his creed ; and the imposing Rationalist^

who, by the illusions of a factitious resemblance, endeavours

to substitute philosophy for the gospel; are enemies even

more to be dreaded than the declared and systematic Deist.

The open attacks of the one, directed against the Evidences

of Christianity, have but served to strengthen the great out-

worlfs of our faith, by calling to its aid the united powers of

its adherents: whilst the machinations of the others, se-

cretly employed against the Doctrines o( ouv religion, threat-

en, by eluding the vigilance, and lulling the suspicions of its

friends, to subvert through fraud what had been found im-

pregnable by force. To aid these machinations, a modern

and depraved philosophy hath sent abroad its pornicions so*

B



pliistiies, iiifixUng tlie sources of moralilj, and enervating

the powers of rTiaiilv thoughl ; ami tlie belter to effect tJiese

purposes, clad in those engaging colours, wliich are peculiarly

adapted to caplivalo the imaginations of young and ardent

iniiid^. Against arts and cnmiies, such as these, the most

strenuous exertions of all who value the religion of Christ,

are at this moment imperiously demanded.

In what manner to prepare for this conflict, we are inform-

ed on high authority, We are to fake unto us the whole ar-

mour of a 0(1—having on the breastplate of righteousness

;

and ottr feet shod wikh the preparation of the gospel of
peace: above ally takinq- the shield of faith, wherewith we

shall be able to qaenrh all the fieri/ f^ff^^ls of the wicked: and
taking the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit,

which is THE word of god. These are the arms, which

are to ensure us victory in the contest :—and without these

arms, we neither can, nor ought to stand. A conspiracy the

most deep and deadly has been formed against Christianity.

The powers of darkness have combined their mightiest ef-

forts. Jf then the sentinels of the gospel sleep upon their

posts, if they do not instantly rouse to its defence, they are

guilty of the blackest treason to their heavenly Master.

There is no room for truce or accommodation. The Captain

of onr salvation has declared, that he that is not with him,

is airainst him. The force of this declaration is at this day

peculiarly manifest. It is now become necessary, that a

broad and distinct b'ne should be drawn between those who
truly arVnowledge the authority of revelation, and those

who, whilst they wear the semblance of Christians, but lend

the more effectual support to the enemies of Christianity.

Thc«^e reflections, though befitting all who profess the re-

b'gion of Christ, press peculiarly on those who are destined

to teach and to enforce his word. To you, my young
friends, who look forward to the clerical office, they are im-

portant beyond description: and, if allowed their due weight

upon your minds, they cannot fail to stimulate to the most
7caIous and effectual exertions in your pursuit of sacred

knowlrd'/fv Already, indeed, has a more enlivened spirit of
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icllglous inqtiiry been manifested amongst you. To promote
that spiril, ami to supply some additional securily anai-ist

the prevailing delusions of the day, these discourses, (»n the

doctrines of Atonement and Sacrifice,—doctrines ajrainst

which, above all others, the Deist and Ihe Ra(ion;i!iziiig

Christian direct their attacks,—were originally delivered,

and are now published.

The desire expressed for their publication, by the existin:^

divinity classes, had been long since complied with, but for

the addition of certain arduous Academic duties to the or-

dinate engagements of the Author's Collegiate situation.

To those who are so well acquainted with the laborious em-

ployments which those duties and engagements necessarily

impose, no apology can be requisite on the ground of delay.

More than twelve months have elapsed, since the greater

part of these sheets were committed to the press : and the

prosecution of the subject has been unavoidably suspended

during a considerable portion of the intervening period.

The form in which the work is now presented, secm.s

more to require explanation. The first design extended

only to the publication of the two discourses, with a few oc-

casional and supplementary remarks : and on this plan, the

sermons were sent to press. But on farther consideration, it

appeared advisable to enter into a more accurate and exten-

sive examination of the subject: even though a short text

should thereby be contrasted with a disproportionate body

of Notes. The great vice of the present day is a presump-

tuous precipitancy of judgment : and there is nothing from

which the cause of Christianity, as well as of general know-

ledge, has suffered more severely, than from that impatience

of investigation, and that confidence of decision upon hasty

and partial views, which mark the literary character of an

age, undeservedly extolled for its improvements in reasoning

and philosophy. A false taste in morals is natnrally con-

nected with a false taste in literature : and tlsc period of vi-

cious dissipation, is not likely to prove the era of dispassion-

ate and careful inquiry. 'J'here is, however, no short way

1o truth. The nature of things will /lol luTonimodatc itself
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io the Ia2incss, the interests, or the vices of men. The

paths which lead to knowledge are unalterably fixed ; and

can be traced only by slow and cautious steps.

From these considerations, it was judged expedient to re-

duce the subject of these discourses, and the crude and su-

perficial reasonings which have of late been exercised upon

it, to a stricter and more minute test of inquiry. For this

purpose, the present plan has been adopted as the best suit-

ed to that exactness of critical investigation which is due to

the importance of the subject : and as the most fitly calcu-

lated to direct the thoughts of the student to the most use-

fnl topics of inquiry, and the most profitable sources of in-

formation. Such a plan, I have little doubt, will be favour-

ably received by those whose minds, trained in the habits

of close deduction, and exercised in the researches of accu-

rate science, caimot but be readily disposed to accept, in the

place of general assertion and plausible declamation, a care-

ful review of facts, and a cautious examination of scripture.

One circumstance, which is of no mean value in the me-

thod here pursued, is, that it enables us, without interrupting

the thread of inquiry, to canvass and appreciate tjje preten-

sions of certain modern writers, whose high tone of self-ad-

miration, and loud vauntings of superior knowledge, have

been but too successful in obtaining for them a partial and

temporary ascendency in public opinion ; and who have em-

ployed tlie influence derived from that ascendency, to weak-

en the truths of Christianity, and to sap the dearest interestrs

of man. I trust, that you, my young readers, will see enough

in the lllustraiions and E.rplunaton/ Dissertations accom-

panying these Discovrses, to convince you of the emptiness

of their claims to that superiority, which, did they possess it,

would be applied to purposes so injurious. You will, proba-

bly, see sufficient reuson to pronounce, that their pretensions

to philosophic distinction, and their claims to critical pre-

eminence, stand on no better grounds than their assumption

of the ex<Iuhivc profession of a pure Christianity. The
confident and overbearing language of such men, you will

Ihcn regard as you oi'ght : and fiom the review of their rea-



sonings, and \he detail of their religious opinions, you will

naturally be led to feel the full value of the duly regulated

discipline of the youthful understanding, in those severer ex-

ercises of scientific study, which give vigour to the intellect,

and steadiness to the judgment ; and the still greater value

of that early reverence for the mysterious sublimities of re-

ligion, which teaches the humilily becoming man's highest

powers, when directed to the yet higher things of God.

The half learning of modern times has been the fruitful pa-

rent of multiplied evils : and it is not without good cause,

that the innovating theorist of the present day makes it his

first object to abridge the work of education, and under the

pretence of introducing a system of more immediate practi-

cal utility, to exclude that wholesome discipline, and regular

institution, which are essential to conduct the faculties of the

young mind to sound and manly strcngtJi.

I cannot conclude this prefatory address, without in-

dulging in the gratifying reflection, that, whilst the deceptions

of wit, and the fascinations of eloquence, combined with a

wily sophistry, and an imposing confidence, have but too fre-

quently produced their pernicious effects, to the detriment of

a true Christian faith on the minds of the inexperienced and

unreflecting; these audacious attempts have seldom found in

this place any other reception, than that of contempt and

aversion:—and with true pleasure I feel myself justified in

pronouncing with confidence, that, so long as the students of

this Seminary, intended for the ofl5ce of the ministrj^ con-

tinue to evince the same serious attention to religious sub-

jects, which has of late years so honourably distinguished

numbers of your body, and so profitably rewarded the zeal-

ous labours of your instructors in sacred literature, Chris-

tianity will have little to fear in this land from such attempts.

That you may gloriously persevere in these laudable ef-

forts to attain the most useful of all learning, and in the con-

scientious endeavour to qualify yourselves for the due dis-

charge of the most momentous of all dulies: that so the

work of God may not suffer in yonr hands; but (hat being

judged fit dispensers of that visJom trhirh i < fyttm nhnre,



you may hereafter be enabled to Umi many to righteousness,

and finally to obtain the recompense of the good and faith-

ful servants of Christ, is the ardent wish and prayer of yom

very sincere friend,

THE AUTHOR.
April 22, 1801.



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE

SECOND EDITION

It is now nearhj seven years since application was made

to the Author y by his Bookseller^ for a new Edition of the

Discourses on the Scriptural Doctrines of the

Atonement and Sacrifice. It heincr his intention to

introduce into the work considerable alterations in point

of form, and considerable additions in point of matter;

he deferred complying with the Bookseller's desire, un-

til he shonld be able to accomplish this intention. The same

preventive causes, to which in the prefatory address to

the students he had occasion formerly to advert, a<rain

operated to produce delay; and have occasioned this late ap-

pearance of the promised publication. The work, which

now issues from the press was, he is almost ashained to avow,

committed to it in the June of 1807—// is only to those,

however, who are unacquainted with the nature of the Au-

thor's academic occupations, that he feels any explanation

to be necessary upon this head. He takes this occasion also

to apologise, on the same ground, for the non-appearance of

certain other works, for which he stands engaged to the pub-

lic; and which, although for some years nearly completed,

he has not had time to carry through the press.

Sept. 21, 1809.



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE

THIRD EDITION,

IN the Edition now given to the pnhlicy odditional matter,

which, it is hoped, may bestow some additional value, has

been introduced; and a few changes {conceived to be im-

provements) in form, and arrangement, have been adopted.

The principal additions will be found in Numbers VII.

VIII. XII. XIV. XVII. XXVII. XXX. XLI. XLII.

LIII. LXV. LXIX. and its Postscript; and in thelastiwen-

ty pages of the Appendix. The Index of Matters, and List of

Books; are likewise enlarged: and a new Index of Texts is

introduced. The alterations of arrangement chiefly affect

Niirn1)ers XXXV. LIX. LXIX.— T/ie Syriac quotations

are printed in their proper character; which could not be

done in the former editions, from the want of a Syriac type.

It should be remarked also, for the better understanding of

certain parts cf the work, especially the notes in page 99

and page 161, that the Edition was sent to press early in the

year 1810; allhoucrh, from unavoidable delays, it only non

makes its appearance.

January 1st, 1812.



DISCOURSE I.

1 Cor. i. 23, 24.

But we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews'a Htum-
hliiiir-blocky and unto the Greiks foolishness; l)ut vnto
litem whicli are called—Christ tlie power of Goo, and
tlie wisdom of God.

That the subUme mystery of the Redemption, should

have escaped the compreliension both of the Jew, and of

the Greek : that a crucified Saviour should have j^iven of-

fence to the worldly expectant of a triumphant Messiah,

Avhilst the proud philosopher of the schools, turned with

disdain from the liumiliating; doctrine, wliich proclaimed the

insufliciency of human reason, and threatened to bend its as-

piring head before the foot of the cross—were events, which
the matured growth of national prejudice on the one hand,

and the habits of contentious discussion, aided by a depraved

moral system on the other, might, in the natural course of

things, have been expected to produce.—That the Son of

God had descended from heaven : that he had disrobed him-

self (a) of the glory which he had with the Father before

the world began : that he had assumed the form of the hum-

blest and most degraded of men : that submitting to a life

of reproach, and want, and sorrow, he had closed the scene

with a death of ignominy and torture ; and that through this

voluntary degradation and suffering, a Avay of reconciliation

with the Supreme Being had been opened to the whole hu-

man race ; and an atonement made for those transgressions,

from the punishment of which unassisted reason could have

devised no means of escape : these are truths, which preju-

dice and pride could not fail at all times to have rejected :

and these are truths, to which the irrelia:ion and self-suf-

ficiency of the present day, oppose obstacles not less insur-

mountable than those which the prejudice of the Jew, and

the philosophy of the Greek, presented in the aire of the

apostle. For, at this day, when we boast a wider diffusion

of learning, and more extensive acquirements of moral know-

ledge, do we not find these fundamental truths of revelation

questioned? Do we not see the liauchtinrss of lettered scep-

ticism presuming to reject the proffered \t^vm< of satvation,

Xa) See No. I

B
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because it cannot trace with the finjrer of human science, the

connexion between tlie cross of Christ, and tlie redemption

of man .' I5ut to these vain and presiimptiions aspirings after

knowiedire placed beyond human reacli, we are commanded
to preach Christ ckucifiku : which, iiowever it may to the

self-fancied wise ones of the workl appear as foolishness, is

yet to those who will hnnd)le their understanding to the dis-

pensations of the Ainiiirlily, the jrrandest display of the di-

vine perfections ; Christ, the power of God, and the wisdom

of God.
To us also, my brethren, who profess a conviction of this

trutii ; and who are called on by the return of this tlay, more

(b) particularly to recollect the great work of salvation,

wrought out for us by the memorable event which it records;

it may not be unprofitable to take a short view of the objec-

tions that have been urged against this fundamental {c) doc-

trine of t)ur religion: that so we may the better discern those

snares which beset the Christian path ; and that being guard-

ed asainst the obstructions which are insidiously raised

against that true and gospel faith, whereby alone we can hope

for acceptance and happiness, we may be able to place the

great pillar of our hopes upon a basis which no force can

shake, and no art can undermine.

In the consideration of this subject, which every Christian

must deem most highly deserving the closest exandnation,

our attention sliould be directed to two different classes of

objectors : those who deny the necessity of any mediation

whatever ; and those who question the particular nature of

that mediation, which has l)een appointed. Whilst the deist

on tlie one liand ridicules the very notion of a 31ediator: and

the philosophizing Christian on the other, fashions it to his

own hypothesis : we are -ailed on to vindicate the word of

truth from the injurious attacks of both ; and carefully to

secure it, not only against the open assaults of its avowed
enemies, but against the more dangerous misrepresentations

of its false or mistaken friends.

The objections which are peculiar to tlie former, are upon
this subject, of the same description with those which they

advance against every other part of revelation ; bearing with

e(jual force against the system of natural relision, which they

support, as against the doctrines of revealed religion, which

they oppose. And indeed, this sinijle circumstance, if

weighed with candour and reflection ; that is, if the deist

were truly tlie philosoplier he pretends to be ; might buf-

(b) See No. II. (c) See No^ III.
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fice to convince liini of liis error. For the closeness of tlio

aniiloj;^y between the works of iialnrc, and the word of the

gospel, being found to be such, that every blow whirh is

aimed at the one, rebounds with nndiminished force against

the other : the conviction t)f tlieir common origin must be

the inference of iin])iassed understandiii;!;.

Thus, wlien in the outset of his argument, the deist tells

us, that as obedience must be tlie oliject of (iod's approba-

tion, and disobedience the ground of his disj)leasure, it must

follow l)y natural conse([uence, tiiat when men have trans-

gressed the divine commauds, repentance and amendment of

life Avill place them in the same situation as if they had ne-

ver oflended :—he does not recollect, that actual experience

of the course of nature directly contradicts the assertion
;

and that, in the common occurrences of life, the man, who
by intemperance and voluptuousness, has injured his charac-

ter, his fortune, and his health, does not find hiF^iself instant-

ly restored to tlie full enjoyment of these !)lessings on re-

penting of his past misconduct, and determining on future

amendment. Now, if the attributes of the Deity demand,

that the punisliment should not outlive the crime, on what

gronnd shall we justify this temporal dispensation^ The dif-

ference in degree, cannot affect the question in the least. It

matters not, whether the punishment be of long or of short

duration ; whether in this world or in the next. If the jus-

tice or the goodness of God, require that punishment should

not be inflicted, when repentance has taken place ; it must

be a violation of those attributes to permit any punishment

whatever, the most slight, or the most transient. Nor will

it avail to say, that the evils of this life attendant upon vice,

are the effects of an established constitution, an«l follow in

the way of natural consequence. Is not that establi^Iied

constitution itself, the effect of the divine decree? And are

not its several operations as much the appointment of its Al-

mi<i;hty framer, as if they had individually flowed from his

immediate direction ? But besides, what reason have we to

suppose that God's treatment of ns in a future state, will

not be of the same nature as we find it in this; according

to established rules, and in the way of natural consequence?

Many circumstances might be urged on the contrary, to

evince the likelihood tliat it will, l^ut this is not necessary

to our present purpose. It is sufficient, that the deist cann(»t

prove that it will not. Our experience of the present state

of things evinces, that indemnity is not the consequence of

repentance here : c^in he adduce a counter-experience to

jshow, that it will hereafter ? The justice and -uodnois of
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CJod arc not then necessarily concerned, in virtue of the sin-

ner*s repentance, to remove all evil consequejit upon sin in

tlie next life, or else the arrangement of events in this, has

not been regulated by the dictates of justice and goodness.

If the deist admits the 'utter, what becomes of his natural re-

7

Now let us iFiquirc, whether the conclusions of abstract

reasoning will coincide with the deductions of experience.

If obedience be at all times our duty, in what way can pre-

sent repentance release us from the punishment of former

transgressions .'(d) Can repentance annihilate what is past ?

Or, can we do more by present obedience, than acquit our-

selves of present obligation? Or, does the contrition we
experience, added to the positive duties we discharge, con-

stitute a surplusage of merit, which may be transferred to

the reduction of our former demerit ? And is the justifica-

tion of the philosopher, who is too enlightened to be a Chris-

tian, to be built, after all, upon the absurdities of superero-

gation ? " We may as well affirm," says a learned Divine,

" that our former obedience atones for oiir present sins, as

that our present obedience makes amends for antecedent

transgressions." And it is surely with a peculiar ill grace,

that this sufficiency of repentance is urged by those, who
deny the possible efficacy of Christ's mediation ; since the

ground on which they deny the latter, equally serves for the

rejection of the former : the necessary connexion between

the merits of one being, and the acquittal of another, not

being less conceivable, tha?) that which is conceived to sub-

sist between obedience at one time, and the forgiveness of

disobedience at another.

Since then, upon the whole, experience (as far as it ex-

tends) goes to prove the natural inefficacy of rej)entance to

remove the effects of past transgressions; and the abstract

reason of the thing, can furnish no link, whereby to connect

present obedience with forgiveness of former sins: it follows,

that however the contemplation of Gobi's infinite goodness

and love, might excite some faint hope, that mercy would be

extended to the sincerely penitent; the animating cerialnhj

of this momentous truth, without which the religious sense

can have no place, can be derived from the express commu-
nication of the Deity alone, (p)

But it is yet urg<;d by those, who would measure the pro-

ceedinjis of divine wisdom by the standard of their o.wn rea-

son; that, admitting the necessity of a Ilevejatioji on this

(r/) See No. IV. (0 See No. V.



subject, it had l>ecn sufficient for \hc Dt ily to liavp made
kj.owii to mail J)is bcnevoltMit iiitnilioii; mui ilial \\n: <ir< uil-

oiis apparatus of the siIkme of icMitniptioii iiiusl liave been
superliuous, for Ihc purpose of rcseuiiii; llie worUI from the
terrors and dominion of sin; when this niiii;lit liave been ef-

fected in a way infinitely more simple and inlellisible, and
better calcidated to excite our gratitude and l«)ve, rnerj.'v by
proclairjiing; to maidvind a free pardon, ami perfect indemiiity,

on condition of repentance and amendment.
To the disputer, wlio would thus prescribe to God the

mode by which he may best conduct his creatures to happi-
ness, we might as before reply, by the application of his own
argument to tlie course of ordinary events: and we might
demand of him to inform us, wjierefore the Deity should have
left the sustenance of life, depending on the tedious process
of human labour and contrivance, in rearing from a small seed,

and conducting to the perfection fitting it for the use of man,
the necessary article of nourishment ; when the end micht
have been at once accomplished by its instantaneous produc-
tion. And will he contend tliat bread lias not been ordained
for the support of man ; because that, instead of the present
circuitous mode of its production, it might have been rained
down from heaven, like the manna in the wilderness.' On
grounds such as these, the philosopher (as he wishes to be
called) may be safely allowed to object to the notion of for-

giveness by a Mediator.

With respect to every such objection as this, it may be
well, once for all, to make this general observation. We find,

from the whole course of nature, that God governs the world,

not by independent acts, but by connected system. The
instruments which he employs .in the ordinary works of his

Providence, are not physically necessary to his operations.

He might have acted without them, if he pleased. " lie

might, for instance, have created all men, without tiie inter-

vention of parents: but where then had been the beneficial

connexion between parents and children; and the numerous
advantages resulting to human society from such connexion?"
The ditficulty lies here: the ?e.ses arising from the coiuuwinns
of God's acts may be various; and such are the pre<rna}iririi

of his works, that a single act may answer a prodigious va-

riety of purposes. Of tliese several pur[)o^es we are, for

the most part, is^norant: and from this ignorance are derived

most of our weak objections against the ways of his Provi-

dence; whilst we foolishly presume, that, like human agents,

he has but one end. in view. (/)

(/) See No. VI
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Tliis observation we shall find of material nse in our exa-

mination of the remaining arguments addnced by the deist

on the present subject. And there is none to which it more
forcibly aj)n!ies than to tlial by which he endeavours to prove

the noiion of a Mediator to be inconsistent with the divine

innnutifhilili/. It is eiiher, he affirms, (2*) agreeable to the

will ci' God to grant salvation on repentance, and then he will

grant it without a Mediator: or it is not agreeable to his will,

and then a iMediator can be of no avail, unless we admit the

mutability of the divine decrees.

But the objector is not, perhaps, aware how far this reason-

ing will extend. Let us try it in the case of prayer. All

such things as are agreeable to the will of God must be ac-

complished, whether we pray or not; and therefore our pray-

ers are useless, unless they be supposed to have a power of

alteriMj; his will. And indeed, with equal conclusiveness it

mi'iht be proved that repentance itself must be unnecessary.

For if it be fit that our sins should be forgiven, God will for-

give us without lepentance: and if it be unfit, repentance can

be of no avail, (/i)

The error in all these conclusions is the same. It consist*

in mistaking a conditional for an absolute decree; and in sup-

posing God to ordain an end unalterably, without any concern

as to the intermediate steps, whereby that end is to be ac-

complished. Whereas the manner is sometimes as necessary

as the act proposed: so that if not done in that particular

way, it would not have been done at all. Of this observation,

abundant illustration may be derived, as well from natural as

from revealed religion. " Thus we know from natural reli-

gion, that it is agreeable to the will of God, that the distresses

of manki'id should be relieved: and yet we see the destitute,

from a wise constitution of Providence, left to the precarious

benevolence of their fellow-men; aiul if not relieved by theni^

th<?y are not relieved at all. In like manner, in Revelation,

in the case of Xaaman the Syrian, we find that God was will-

ing: he should be healed of his leprosy; but yet he was not

willing that it should be Aowe^ except in one partirnlar man-
ner. Abana and Pharpar were as famous as any of the rivers

of Israel, (-ould he not wa^h in them, and be clean? Cer-

tainly he might, if theMesI'^u of (loti had been no more than

to heal him. Ov it might have been done without any wash-

ing: at all. But the lu-.ding was n<»t the only design of God,

nor the most important, l^he wanner of the cure was of

more consecjueuce iu the moral design of God, than the cure.

(^) See No. VII. (A) See No. VIIl-.
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itsell*: the effect being producetl, for tlio sake of inanifcstini;

to the whole kingdoin ol" Syria, llie sivat pouer of llic (jod

of Israel, by which the cure was perloiiiied." An<l in like

maimer, lhoii2;h God willed that liie penitent sinner should

receive for2;iveness; we may see good reason uliy, a^jreeably

1o his usual proceedina:, Jie mii:hl will it to fie cjranted in one
particular manjicr only, tlirougli the intervention of a Media-
tor. (i)

Althoup;li in the present staccc of tlie subject, in which wc
are concerned with the objections of the dkist, the arcrnnient

should be confined to the deductions of natural reason; yet
I liave added tliis instance from Revelation, because, strange

to say, some who assume the name of C/hiisliaiis, and profess

not altogether to discard the written word of Uevelalion,

adopt the very principle a\ hich we have just examined. For
what are the doctrines of that description of Chri«<tians, (k)

in the sister kingdom,* who glory in having bronoiht down
the higli things of God to the level of man's umler>{anding?

That Christ was a person sent into the world to promulgate

the will of God: to communicate new lights on the subject of

religious duties: by his life to set an example of perfect obe-

dience: by his death to manifest his sincerity: and by hi«

resurrection to convince us of the groat truth which he had

been commissioned to teach, our rising again to future life.

This, say they, is the sum and substance of Christianity. It

furnishes a purer morality, and a more operative enforcement:

its morality more pure, as built on jusler notions of the divine

nature: and its enforcement more operative, as founded on a

certainty of a state of retribution. (/)—And is then Christi-

anity nothing but a new and more formal promulgation of the

religion of nature? Is the death of Christ but an attestation

of his truth? And are we, after all, left to onr own merit for

acceptance; and obliged to trust for our salvation to tlie per-

fection of our obedience? Then, indeed, has the great Author

of our religion in vain submitted to the agonies of the cross;

if after having given to mankind a lav/, which leaves them

less excusable in their transgressions, he has left them to be

judsjed by the rigour of that law, and to stand or fall by their

own personal deserts.

It is said, indeed, that as by tliis new dispensation, the

certainty of pardon on repentance lias been made known,

mankind has been informed of all that is cssenti;:l in the dor-

trine of mediation. But granting that no more was intended

(0 See No. IX. {k) See Nn. X. (/) Sec No. XI

• England.
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to be conveycti, than the sufficiency of repentance; yet it

remains to be considered in nhnt nay that repentance was

likely to l)e brongiit about. AVas the bare declaration that

God would forgive the repentant sinner, sufficient to ensure

his amendment ? Or was it not rather calculated to render

him easy under guilt, from the facility of reconciliation?

What was there to alarm, to rouse the sinner from tiie apathy

of habitual transgression.^ What was there to make that im-

pression which the nature of God's moral government de-

mands? Shall we say that the grateful sense of divine mercy
would be sufficient; and that the generous feelings of our na-

ture, awakened by the supreme goodness, would have secured

our obedience? that is, shall we say, that the love of virtue

and of right would have maintained man in his allegiance?

And have we not theji had abundant experience of what man
can do, when left to his own exertions, to be cured of such

vain and idle fancies? AVhat is the history of man, from the

creation to the time of Christ, but a continued trial of his

natural strength? And what has been the moral of that his-

tory, but that man is strong, only as he feels himself weak?

strong, only as he feels that his nature is corrupt, and from a

consciousness of tliat corrnption, is led to place his whole

reliance upon God? What is the description which the apos-

tle of the Gentiles has left us, of the state of the world, at

the coming of our Saviour?

—

bein^ filed with all unrighfe'

oitf;ness,fornicationfivicl,'eflness^coveloiisness,inariciousness;

full of envij, murder, debate, deceit, malignity ; whisperers,

backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud, boasters, inven-

tors of evil things, disobedient to parents, without nnder-

standing, covenant breakers, without natural affection, im-

placable, unmerciful—who, knowincr the judgment of God,

that they which commit such things are worthy of death, not

only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do theuir^

ftere were the fruits of that natural jjoodness of the human

heart, which is the favourite theme and fundamental principle

with that class of Christians, with whom we are at present

concerned. And have we not then had full experiment of our

natural powers? (?/?) And shall we yet have the madness to

fly back to our own sufficiency, ami our own merits, and to

turn away from that gracious support, which is offered to us

tlironirh the mediatioji of (Christ? No: lost as men were, at

the time Christ appeared, to all sense of true religion: lost

as they must be to it, at all times, when left to a proud con-

• See Rom. i 29, .10, ?A, :>2.

(?«) See No. XI p.
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fidence in their own sufficiency: nothing sliort of a ntrong

and salutary terror coidd awaken them to virtue. AN ithoiit

some strikiup; expression of God's abhorrence of sin, which
might work powerfully on the imaq;inatioii aiui the heart, wiiat

could prove a sufficient counteraction to the violent impulse
of natural passions? Avhat, to the entailed depravation, which
the history of man, no less than the voice of Revelation,
pronounces to have infected tliewiiole human race ? Besitlcs,

without a full and adequate sense of guilt, the very notion of

forgiveness, as it relates to us, is uninlelligihle. We can
Iiave no idea of forgiveness, unless conscious of something to

be forgiven. Ignorant of our forgiveness, we remain ignorant

of that goodness which confers it. And thus, without some
proof of God's hatred for sin, we remain unacquainted with

the greatness of his love.

The simple promulgation then, of forgiveness on repent-

ance, could not answer the purpose. Merely to know the

condition, could avail nothing. An inducAimnt of sufficient

force to ensure lUfulfilmnil was essential. The system of

sufficiency had been fully tried, to satisfy mankind of its fol-

ly. It was now time to introduce a new sj^stem, the system
of hiiinillty. And for this purpose, what expedient could

have been devised more suitable than that which has been
adopted?—the sacrifice of the Son of God for the sins of

men: proclaiming to the world, by the greatness of the ran-

som, the immensity of the guilt :(7j) and thence, at the same
time evincing, in the most fearful manner, God's utter abhor-

rence of sin, in requiring such expiation ; and the infinity of

his love, in appointing it.

To this expedient for man's salvation, though it be the

clear and express language of Scripture, I have as yet sought

no support from the authority of Scripture itself. Having
hitherto had to contend with the deist, who denies all Reve-
lation ; and the pretended Christian, who rationalizing away
its substance, finds it a mere moral system, and can discover

in it no trace of a Redeemer: to urge the declarations of

Scripture, as to the particular nature of redemption, would

be to no purpose. Its authority disclaime<l by tJie one, and

evaded by the other, each becomes unassailable on any cround,

but that which he lias chosen for himself, the ground of ge-

neral reason.

But, we come now to consider the objections of a class of

Christians who, as they profess to derive their argunientB

from the language and meaning of (o) Scripture, will enable

• (n) See No. XIII. (o) See No. XIV
C
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us to try the subject of our discussion by the only true

standard, the word of Revelation. And indeed, it were most
sincerely to be wished, tliai the doctriiies of Scripture were

at all times collected purely from the Scripture itself: and
that preconceived uotions and arbitrary theories were not

first to be formed, and then the Scripture pressed into the

service of each fanciful dogma. If God has vouchsafed a

Revelation, has he not thereby imposed a duty of submitting

our understandings to its perfect wisdom? Shall weak, short-

sighted man presume to say, " If 1 find the discoveries of

Revelation correspond to my notions of what is right and
fit, 1 will admit them : but if they do not, I am sure they

cannot be the genuine sense of Scripture : and I am sure of

it, on this prii^ciple, that the wisdom of God cannot disagree

with itself?" That is, to express it truly, that the wisdom of

God cannot but agree with what this judge of the actions of

the Almighty deems it wise for him to do. The language

of Scripture must then, by every possible refinement, be made
to surrender its fair and natural meaning, to this predeter-

mination of its necessary import. But the word of revela-

tion being thus pared down to the puny dimensions of human
reason, how differs the Christian from the deist ? The only dif-

ference is this : that whilst the one denies that God hath given

us a Revelation ; the other, compelled by evidence to receive

it, endeavours to render it of no effect. But in both there

IS the same self-sufficiency, the same pride of understanding;,

that would erect itself on the ground of human reason, and
that disdains to accept the divine favour on any conditions

but its own. In both, in short, the very characteristic of a

Christian spirit is wanting

—

Humility. For in what con-

sists the entire of Christianity, but in this ; that feeling an

utter incapacity to work out our own salvation, we submit our

whole-selves, our hearts, and our understandings, to the divine

disposal; and relying on God's gracious assistance, ensured

to our honest endeavours to obtain it, through the mediation

of Christ Jesus, we look up to him, and to him alone, for

safety? Nay, what is the \ery nolion of religion, but this

humble reliance upon God^ Take this away, and we become
a race of independent beings, claiming as a debt the reward

of our good works ;('/)) a sort of contracting party with the

Almighty, contributing nought to his glory, but anxious to

maintain our own irulependence, and our own rights. And
is it not to subdue this rebellious spirit, which is necessarily

at war with virtue and with God, that Christianity has been

(/») See No. XV,
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introduced ? Does not every paire of revelation, peremptorily
pronounce this; and yet shall we exercise this spirit, evert
upon Christianity itself? Assuredly if we do; if, on the con-
trary, our pride of understanding:, and self-sufficiency of rea-
son, are not made to prostrate themselves hefore the awfully
mysterious truths of revelation; if we do not l)ring down the
rebellious spirit of our nature, to confess that llie nisdnni of
7nan is but foolishness with God ; we may bear the name of
Christians, but we want the essence of Christianity.

These observations, though they apply in their full extent,
only to those who reduce Christianity to a system purely-

rational; yet are, in a certain des^ree, applicable to the de-
scription of Christians, whose notion of redemption we r.ow

come to consider. For what but a preconceived theory, to

which scripture had been compelled to yield its obvious and
genuine signification, could ever have led to the opinion, that

in the death of Christ tliere was no expidlion for sin ; that

the word sacrifice has been used by the writers of the New
Testament merely in a figurative sense; and that the whole
doctrine of the redemption amounts but to this, " that God,
willing to pardon repentant sinners, and at the same time
willing to do it, only in that way, which would best promote
the cause of virtue, appointed that Jesus Chri>t should come
into the world; and that /ip, having taught the pure doctrines

of the gospel; having passed a life of exemplary virtue;

having endured many sufterings, and finally death itself, to

prove his truth, and perfect his obedience ; and having

risen again, to manifest the certainty of a future state; has

not only, by his example, proposed to mankind a pattern for

imitation; but has, by the merits of liis obedience, obtained,

through his intercession, as a reward, a kingdom or govern-

ment over the world, whereby he is enabled to bestow par-

don and final happiness, upon all who will accept them on the

terms of sincere repentance."(7) That is, in other words,

we receive salvation through a Mediator: the mediation con-

ducted through intercession: and that intercession success-

ful in recompense of the meritorious obedience of our Re-

deemer.

Here, indeed, we find the notion of redemption admitted:

but in setting up, for this purpose, the doctrine of pure inter-

cession, in opposition to tJiat of atonement, we shall perhaps

discover, when properly examined, some small timture of

that mode of reasoning, wliich, as we haSe seen, has led the

modern Socinian to contend against the idea of redemption

at large; and the deist, against that of revehiiion itself.

(7) Sre Xo. XVI.



For the present, let us confine our attention to the ohjer-

tions which the patrons of this new system brine; against the

principle of atonement, as set t'orth in the doctrines of tliat

chnrcli to which Me more immediately belong. As for those

which are founded in ^ iews of general reason, a liltle reflec-

tion will convince us, that there is not any, which can be al-

leged against the latter, that may not be urged, with equal

force, against the former : not a single difficulty wiih which
it is attempted to encumber the one, that does not equally

embarrass the other. This having been evinced, we shall

then see how little reason there was for relinquishing the plain

and natural meaning of scripture ; and for opening the door

to a latitude of interpretation, in which it is but too much
the fashion to indulge at the present day, and which if per-

severed in, must render the w^ord of God a nullity.

The first, and most important of the objections we have
now to consider, is that which represents the doctrine of

atonement, as founded on the divine ijuplacabiliii/—inas-

much as it supposes, that to appease the rigid justice of God,
it was requisite that punishment should be inflicted ; and
that consequently the sinner could not by any means have
been released, had not Christ suffered in his stead. (r)

Were this a faithful statement of the doctrine of atonement,

there had indeed been just ground for the objection. But
that this is not the fair representation of candid truth, let

the objector feel, by the application of the same mode of

reasoning, to the system which he upholds. If it was ne-

cessary to the forgiveness of man, that Christ should suffer ;

and through the merits of his obedience, and as the fruit of

his intercession, obtain the power of granting that forgive-

ness ; does it not follow, that had not Christ thus suffered

and interceded, we could not have been forgiven ? And has

he not then, as it were, taken us out of the hands of a severe

and strict judge ; and is it not to him alone that we owe our

pardon ? Here the argument is exactly parallel, and the ob-

jection of implacability equally applies. Now what is the an-

swer? " That although it is through the merits and intercession

ofChrist that we are forgiven
;
yet these were not the procMr-

inff causey but the wediis, by which God originally disposed

to forgive, tliought it right to bestow his pardon." Let
t))en the wor<l iiilercessimi be changed for s<trrijicey and see

whether the answer be not ecpially coru.lusive.

"^I'hc sacrifice of Christ was never deemed by any who
did not wish to calumniate the doctrine of atonement, to have

(r) See No. XVII
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9i}nde God placable, Init merely viewed as the means an.
pointed by divine wisdom, by wliich lo bestow foi-iveuc^s
And agreeably to this, do we not find this sarrihre every
where spoken of, as ordained by Go<i himself :'—r;ori so
loved the world, that he irave his only t>e^ollen Son, that
whosoever Ijelievelh in hitn, should not' perish, hut hareever-
lasliucr life^—^nd herein is love, not that we loved (iod, but
that he loved us, and sent his Son lo he the projHliafion for
our s/»4—and a^ain we are told, that we are ndnuud with
the prerious blood of Chris!, as of a lamb without blemish,
and without spot—who verilij was fore-ordained before the
foundation of the uor/z/J—and again, that Christ i* the
Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.^ Since
then, the notion of the efficiency of the sacrifice of Christ,
contained in the doctrine of atonement, stands precisely on
the same foundation with that of pure intercession merely
as the means whereby God has thought fit to grant his fa-
vour and gracious aid to repentant sinners, and to fulfil that
merciful intention, which he had at all limes entertained to-
wards his f\dlen creatures: and since by the same sort of re-
presentation, the charge of implacability in the Divine Heing,
is as applicable to the one scheme as to the other; that is,
since it is a calumny most foully cast upon both : we may es-
timate with what candour this has been made by those who
hold the one doctrine the fundamental ground of their ob-
jections against the other. For, on the ground of the ex-
pression of God's unbounded love to his creatures every
where through Scripture, and of his several declarations that
he forgave them freely, it is, that they principally contend,
that the notion of expiation by the sacrifice of Christ cannot
be the genuine doctrine of the New Testament. (.v)

But still it is demanded, " in what way can the death of
Christ, considered as a sacrifice of expiation, be conceived to
operate to the remission of sins, unless by the appeasing a
Being, who otherwise would not Iiave forgiven us ?"—To this
the answer of the Christian is, <' I know not, nor does it con-
cern me to knowm what manner the sacrifice of Christ is con-
nected with the forgiveness of sins: it is enough, that this is

declared by God to be the medium through which my salva-

tion is effected. I pretend not to dive into the counsels of
the Almighty. I submit to his wisdom : and f will not reject
his grace, because his mode of vouchsafing it is not within
my comprehension." But now let us try the doctrine of pure

* John iii. 16. f 1 John iv. 10. t 1 Pet. i. 18, 19, 20. i Rev. \iii. 8.

{!>) See No. XVI 1 1.
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intercession by this same objection. It has been asked, how
can the sufferings of one Being be conceived to have any

connexion with the forgiveness of another. Let us likewise

inquire, how the meritorious obedience of one Being, can be

conceived to have any connexion with tlie pardon of th.c

transgressions of another :(/) or Avhether the prayers of a

righteous Being in behalf of a wicked person, can be ima-

gined to have more weight in obtaining forgiveness for the

transgressor, than the same supplication, seconded by the of-

fering up of life itself, to procure that forgiveness ? The fact

is, th^p want of discoveiable connexion has nothing to do with

either. Neither the sacrifice nor the intercession has, as far

as we can comprehend, any efficacy whatever. All that we
know, or can know of the one or of the other is, that it has

been appointed as the means, by which God has determined

to act with respect to man. So that to object to the one, be-

cause the mode of operation is unknown, is not only giving up

the other, but the very notion of a Mediator; and if followed

on, cannot fail to lead to pure deism, and perhaps may not

stop even there.

Thus we have seen, to what the general objections against

the doctrine of atonement amount. The charges of divine

implacabiliti/j and of inefficacious means, we have found to

bear with as little force against this, as against the doctrine

which is attempted to be substituted in its room.

We come now to the objections which are drawn from the

immediate language of scripture, in those passages in which

the nature of our redemption rs described. And first, it is

asserted, that it is no where said in scripture, that God is re-

conciled to ns by Christ's €leath, but that we are every where

said to be reconciled to God.{v) Now, in this objection,

which clearly lays the whole stress upon onr obedience, we

discover the secret spring of this entire system, which is set

up in opposition to the scheme of atonement: we see that re-

luctance to part Avith the proud feeling of merit, with which

the principle of redemption by the sacrifice of Christ is

openly at war: and consequently we see the essential differ-

ence there is between the two doctrines at present under con-

sideration; and tlie necessity there exists for separating

them by the clearest marks of distinction. But to re-

turn to the objection that has been made, it very for-

tunately happens, that we have the meaning of the words in

their scripture use, defined l)y no less an authority than that

of our Saviour himself

—

If thou l)rin(r thij criff to the altar^

and there remeinl)eresf thai Ihij brother hath anghi against

(0 See No. XIX. (j>) See No. XX.



ihecy leave there fhy ^ifl before the altar^ and ^o thy nnxj—
first t)e reconciled to thy brother, and then come and offer

thy glll'"^ Now, from this plain iiislaiirt', in whirli the |nr-

son offending is expressly described, as the party to be reron-

cited to him wlio had been ojfendedy by airreeinjr lo his terms

of accommodation, and theieby makinc; liis peace uilii him;
it manifestly appears, in what sense tjiis expression is to be
understood in tiie language of the New Testament. The ve-

ry words then produced for the purpose of showing tliat there

was no displeasure on the part of God, which it was necessary

by some means to avert, prove the direct contrary : and our

being reconciled to God, evidently does not mean, our giving

up our sins, and thereby laying aside our enmity (w) to God,
(in which sense the objection supposes it to be taken) but the

turning away Jiis displeasure, w hereby we are enabled to re-

gain his favour. And indeed it were strange, had it not

meant this. What ! are we to suppose the God of the Chris-

tian, like the deity of the Epicurean, to look on with indifTer-

ence upon the actions of this life, and not to be offended at

the sinner? The displeasure of God, it is to be remembered,
is not like man's displeasure, a resentment or passion, but a

juflicial disapprobation : which if we abstract from our notion

of God, we must cease to view him as the moral governor of

the world. And it is from the want of this distinction, which
is so highly necessary ; and the consequent fear of degrading

the Deity, by attributing to him what micht appear to be the

weakness of passion ; that they, who trust to reason more
than to scripture, have been withheld from admitting any
principle that implied displeasure on the part of God. Had
they attended but a little to the plain lamruage of scripture,

they might have rectified their mistake. They would there

have found the wrath of God against the disobedient, spoken

of in almost every page.(.T) They would have found also a

case which is exactly in point to the main argument before us;

in which there is described, not only the wrath of God, but

the turning away of his displeasure by the mode of sacrifice.

The case is that of the three friends of Job,—in which God
expressly says, that his wrath is Icindled afrainst the friends

of Job, becmtse they had not spoken of him the ihinis that

was riirht ;f and at the same time directs them to offer up a

sacrifice, as the way of averting his anger. f^v)*

But then it is urged, that God is every w liere spoken of as

a being of irtfinite love. True ; and the whole difficulty

arises from building on partial texts. When men perpetually

• Mat. V. 23, 24. f •Tf>b slii. 7.

(tu) See No. XXI. (x) See No. XXII. (;') See No. XXIII
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talk of God's justice, as being necessarily modified by his

goodness, (r) they seem to forget that it is no less the lan-

guage of scripture, and of reason, that his goodness should

be modified by his justice. Our error on this subject pro-

ceeds from our own narrow views, which compel us to consi-

der the attributes of tlie Supreme Being, as so many distinct

qualities, when we should conceive of them as inseparably

blended together; and his whole nature as one great hnpulse

to what is best.

As to God's displeasure against sinners, there can be thea

upon the whole no reasonable ground of doubt. And against

the doctrine of atonement, no diflSculty can arise from the

scripture phrase of men [)eing reconciled to God: since, as

we have seen, that directly implies the turning away the dis-

pleasure of God, so as to be again restored to his favour and
protection.

But, though all this must be admitted by those who will

not shut their eyes against reason and scripture ;
yet still it

is contended, that the death of Christ cannot be considered

as a propitialorif sacrijice. Now, when we find him described

as the Lamb (a) of God, which takelh away the sins of the

rvorld ;^ when we are told, that Christ hath given himself

for ns, an offering and a sacrifice to God ;\ and that he

needed not, like the high-priests under the law, to offer np

sacrifice daily, first for his own sins, and then for the peo-

ple's ; for that this he did once, when he offered up himself;l
when he is expressly asserted to be the propitiation for our
siyis ;^ and God is said to have loved us, and to have sent

/ifs- S<m to be the propitiation {b)for our sins ;\\ when Isaiah

5J
describes his soul as made an offerincr for sin ;(c) when it

is .^aid that God spared not his own Son, but delivered hiin

up for us «//;** and that by him we have received the {d)

atonement ;tf when these, and many other such passages are

to be found ; when every expression referring to tJie death

of Christ, evidently indicates the notion of a sacrifice of

atonement and propitiation; when this sacrifice is particularly

represented, as of the nature of a sin-offering ; which was

a species of (e) sacrifice " prescribed to be offered upon the

commission of an otFcnce, after which the offending person

was considered as if he had never sinned:" it may well ap-

pear Hurprisijig on what ground it can be questioned, that th*'

(z) See No. XXIV. (a) Sec No. XXV (/>) See No. XXVI.
(f) See No. XWII. (r/) See No- XXVIIL (c) See No. XXIX.

• .Tglm i. 29 t Eph. v. 2. i Heb. vii. 27- § 1 Jolm ii. 2. || 1 John iv. 1#

H lb». liii. 10. ••• Rom. vm.32. ft Horn. v. 11.
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death of Christ is pronounced in scrij)tiire to have been a Ha-

critice of atonement and expialion for the sins of men.
It is asserted, that the several p;issap;rs which seem to

speak this langnai;e, contain nothing; more than fururalivc al-

lusions: that all that is intended is, that (-'hrist laiti down
his life for^ that is, on account o/* mankind :/) an<l that

there being circnmstances of resemblance between this event
and the sacrifices of the law, terms were borrowed from the
latter, to express the former in a manner more lively and
impressive. And as a proof that the application of these

terms is but (if) figurative, it is contended, (/«) 1st. That the

death of Christ did not correspond literally and exactly, to

tlie ceremonies of the Mosaic sacrifice : *2dly. That being

in different places compared to different kinds of sacrifices,

to all of which it could not possibly correspond, it cannot be

considered as exactly of the nature of uny : and lastly, that

there was no such thing as a sacrifice of propitiation or ex-

piation of sin under the Mosaic dispensation at all ; this

notion having been entirely of Heathen origin. (i)

As to the two first arguments, they deserve but little con-

sideration. The want of an exact similitude to the precise

form of the Mosaic sacrifice, is but a slender objection. It

might as well be said, that because Christ was not of the spe-

cies of animal, which had usually been offered up ; or because

he was not slain in the same manner ; or because he was not

offered by the high-priest, there could have been no sacri-

fice. (/c) But this is manifest trifling. If the formal notion

of a sacrifice for sin, that is, a life offered up in expiation be

adhered to, nothing more can be required to constitute it a

sacrifice, except by those who mean to cavil, not to discover

truth.

Again, as to the second argument, which from the compari-

son of Christ's death, to the different kinds of sacrifices,

would infer that it was not of the nature of «/??/, it may be

replied, that it will more reasonably follow, that it was of the

natnre of all. Resembling that of the (/) Passover, inas-

much as by it we were delivered from an evil yet greater

than that of Egyptian bondage; partaking the nature of the

sin offering;^ as being accepted in expiation of transgression
;

and similar to the institution of the scape-goaty as bearing tlie

accumulated sins of all : may we not reasonably suppose that

this one great sacrifice contained the full import and comple-

tion of the whole sacrificial system ? And that so far from be-

(/) See No. XXX. (g) See No. XXXI. (A) See No. ZXXII.

U) See No. XXXV. (>) Sec No. XXXIV. U) See No. XXXV.
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ing spoliei) of in fii^ure, as bearins; some leseiublaiice lo the
sacrifices of the law, thei/ were on the contrary, as the apostle

expressly tells us,^ but figures, or faint and partial representa-

tions of this stupendous sacrifice which had been ordained
from the beginninji; ? And besides, it is to be remarked in ge-

neral, with respect to the lic-;nrative ap])!ication of the sacrifi-

cial terms to the death of Christ ; that the striking resem-
blance between that and the sacrifices of the law, which is

assigned as the reason of such application, would have pro-
duced just the contrary eflect upon the sacred writers ; since

they must have been aware that the constant use of such ex-

pressions, aided by the strength of the resemblance, must
have laid a foundation for error, in that which constitutes the
main doctrine of the Christian faith. Being addressed to a

people whose religion was entirely sacrificial, in what but the

obvious and literal sense, could the sacrificial representations

of the death of Chiist have been understood?
We come now to the third and principal objection, which

is built upon the assertion, that no sacrifices of atonement
(in the sense in which we apply this term to the death of
Christ) had existence under the Mosaic law : such as were
called by that name having had an entirely different import-(?/?)

Now that certain oflferings under this denomination, related

to things, and were employed for the purpose of purification,

so as to render them fit instruments of the ceremonial wor-
ship, must undoubtedly be admitted. That others were again

appointed to reVieve persons from ceremonial incapacities, so
as to restore them to the privilege of joining in the services

of the temple, is equally true. But that there Avere others
of a nature strictly propitiatory, and ordained to avert the
displeasure of God from the transgressor, not only of the
ceremonial, but, in some cases, even of the (h) moral law,

will appear manifest upon a very slight examination. Thus
we find it decreed, that if a soul sin and commit a trespass

airainsl the Lord, and lie unto his nei(shhoiir in that which
was delivered to hitn to Iceep—or havefound that which was
iost, and Uelh concerning it, and swearkth falsfly, then,

because he hath sinned in tliis, he shall not only make resti-

tution to his neiirlihour—hnl lie sliall hriuir his trespass-offer-

ing" jmto the Lord, a ram wUhout lilanish out of the flock ;

and tlie priest shall make an AroNHMFxr /by him before the

hord, and it shall be fouoivfn iini.t And again, in a case

of criminal connexion with a bond-maid who was betrothed,

• Hcb. X. 1. (m) Sec No. XXXVl.
(w) See No. XXXV II. t Lev. vi. 2—7.
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the offender is ordered to hrhicr his trcspnsfi-offfrhiiry anU
llie priest is to make atonhmknt for liiin irHli tlie trespass-

olferinu^yfor the sin whick he hath done ; and the sin which he

hath done shall he fougivkn ///m.* Ami in the rase of all

offences whicli fell not under the description of /;rf.si///j/7/i/oj/8,

il is manifest from the sliirhtcst inspection of the hook of

Leviticus, that the atonement prescrihe<l, was appointeti as

the means whereby God might be propitiated ^ or reconciled

to the offender.

Again, as to the vicarions (o) import of the Mosaic sacri-

fice ; or, in otlier words, its expressini!; an acknowled^rment of

what the sinner had deserved ; this not only s^'cms <lirrctly

set forth in the account of the first ofTering in licviticus, where

it is said of the person who brought a free-will otferiiig, he

shall lay his hand upon the head (p) of lhei)Hrnl-offeriniryand

it shall be accepted fok hini^ to moke atonement for him:]

but the ceremony of the scape-goat on the day of expiation,

appears to place this matter beyond doubt. On this head,

however, as not being necessary {q) to my argument, I shall

not at present eidarge.

That expiatory sacrifice (in the strict and proper sense of

the word) was a part of the Mosaic institution, there remains

then, I trust, no sufficient reason to deny. That il existed

in like manner amongst the Arabians, (r) in the time of Job,

we have already seen. And that its universal prevalence in

the heathen world, though corrupted and disfigurcil by idola-

trous practices, was the result of an original divine appoint-

ment, every candid inquirer will find little reason to doubt. (s)

But be this as it may, it mnst be admitted, that propitiatory

sacrifices not only existed through the whole Gentile world,

but had place under the law of Moses. The argument then,

which from the non-existence of such sacrifices amongst the

Jews, would deny the term when applied to the death of

Christ, to indicate such sacrifice, necessarily falls to the

ground. (/)

But, in fact, they who deny the sacrifice of Christ to !)e a

real and proper sacrifice for sin, mnst, if they are consistent,

{\eny that any such sacrifice ever did exist, by divine appoint-

ment. For on what principle do they deny the f«)rnier, but

this?—that the sufferings and deatli of Christ, for the sins

and salvation of men, can make no change in G<)d :
can not

render him more ready to forgive, more benevolent than lie

h in liis own nature ; and consec^uently can iiave no power

• Levit. xix. 'iO, 22. (o) See No. XXXV HI (f>)
See So. XXXIV

K Levit. i. 4. (r/) See No. XL. '.'i J'-e-No. LW
v?^ See X^. XLf. ^r^So^XLlI



to avert iVoni the offender the punishment of his transgre?^'

sion. Now, on the same principle, evvr}i sacrifice for the ex-

piation of sin, must be impossible. And this explains tlie

true cause why these persons will not admit the lancnage of the

^ew Testament, clear and express as it is, to signify a real

and proper sacrifice for siii : and why they fee! it necessary
to explain away the equally clear and express description of

that species of sacrifice in the old.(i;) Settintj out with a

preconceived erroneous notion of its nature, and one wliich

involves a manifest contradiction; they hold themselves jus-

tified in rejecting every acceptation of scripture which sup-

ports it. But, had they more accurately examined the true

import of the term in scripture use, they would liave per-

ceived no sucli contradiction, nor wouUl they have found

themselves compelled to refine away by strained and unna-

tural interpretations, the clear and obvious meaning of the

sacred text. They would have seen, that a sacrifice for sin,

in scripture language, implies solely this, " a sacrifice wisely

and graciously appohiled by God, the moral governor of the

world, to expiate the guilt o( sin in such a manner as to avert

the punishment of it from the offender. "(r?;) To ask wki/

God should have appointed this particular mode, or in what
way it can avert the punishment of sin, is to take us back
to the general point at issue with the deist, which has been
already discussed. With the Christian, who admits redemp-
tion under any modification, such matters cannot be subjects

of inquiry.

But even to our imperfect apprehension, some circumstan-

ces of natural connexion and fitness may be pointed out.

The whole may be considered as a sensible and striking re-

presentation of a punishment, which the sinner was conscious

he deserved from God's justice: and then, on the part of

God, it becomes a public declaration of his holy displeasnre

against sin, and of his vicrcifvl compassion for the sinner;

and on the part of the offender, when offered by or for

him, it implies a sincere confession of gvilf, and a hearty de*

sire of obtaining pardon: and upon the dve performance of

this service, the sinner is pardoned, and escapes the penalty

of his transgression.

This we shall find agreeable to the nature of a ,<?ffrr(/?<r/or

sin, as laid down in the Old Testament. Now is there any

thine: in this de<rrading to tlie honour of God ; or in the

smalh'st df'2:ree inconsistent with the dictates of natural rea-

son ? And in this view, what is there in the death of Christ,

(t) See No. XLIII (w) SceNo. KUV
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«s a sacrifice for the sins of inankiiul, that may >iot in u ttr-

laiii (fep;rcc, he enibraccd by our naliiral lujlions .^ For ac-

cording to tiie explanation just r^ivcn, is it not a declaration

to the whole world, of the !;;reatncss of their sins ; and of the

proportionate mercy and compassion of (iod, who had ordain-

ed tJiis method, whereby, in a manner consistent with liis at-

tributes, his fallen creatures might be again taken into his

favour, on their making themselves parlies in this great sacri-

fice : that is, on their complying with those condilions, wliich,

on the received notion of sacrifice, would render them particb

in this; namely, an adequate conviction of guilt, a propor-

tionate sense of God's love, and a firm determination, with

an humble faith in the sufficiency of this sacrifice, to endea-

vour after a life of amendment and obedience? Thus much
falls within the reach of our comprehension on this mysterious

subject. Whether in the expanded range of God's nioial

o;overnment, some other end may not be held in view, in the

death of his only begotten Son, it is not for us to impure

;

nor does it in any degree concern us : what God haa been

pleased to reveal, it is alone our duty to believe.

One remarkable circumstance indeed there is, in which the

sacrifice of Christ differs from all those sacrifices which were

offered under the law. Our blessed Lord was not only the

Subject of the offering, but the Prie.s/ who offered it. There-

fore he has become not only a sacrifice, but an intercessor;

his intercession being founded upon this voluntary act of be-

nevolence, by which he offered himself nuthovt spot to God.

We are not only then in virtue of the sacrifice^ forgiven ; but

in virtue of the intercession admitted to favour and grace.

And thus the scripture notion of the sacrifice of Christ, in-

eludes every advantage, which the advocates for the pure in-

tercession, seek from their scheme of redemption. But it

also contains others, which they necessarily lose by the re-

jection of that notion. It contains the great advantage {x)

of impressing mankind with a due sense of their guilt, by

compelling a comparison with the immensity of the sacrifice

made to redeem them from its effects. It contains that, in

short, which is the soul and substance of all Christian virtue

—

Humility. And the fact is plainly this, that in every at-

tempt to get rid of the scripture doctrine of atonement, wr

find feelings of a description opposite to this evanjreiic qual-

ity, more or less to prevail : v.e find a fondness for tlie opin-

ion of man's own sufficiency, and an unwillingness to submit

with devout and implicit reverence, to th'^ snrrod word of

revelation.

(x) Sec No. XI.V,



If now upon llie whole it has appccired, tliiit natural reason

is unable to evince the ifficucif nf npenlance : if it Jias anpear-

e<l, tluit for the purj)ose of fora;iveness, the idea of a Mediato-

rinl srlicnn' is perfeclly consistent willi our ordinary notions:

if it l)as aj)pcared, that revelation has nn)st une(iuivocally

pronounced, that tJiroup;h the mediation of Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, our rcdonpliou has been effected: if it has ap-

peared, that Christ is declared to have ellected that redemp-

tion, by the sacrifice of liirnsclffor the sins of mankind : if it

has appeared, that iu tiie scripture meaning of sacrifice for sin,

is inchuled atoncnwntfor Iransgrression : and if it has appear-

ed that the expression has been applied to Christ, in the plain

and literal sense of the word, as the propitiation of an offend-

ed God : 1 trust we are sufficiently fortified aj!i;aiiist the deist,

who denies the divine mission; against the Socinian, who
denies the rkueeming mediation ; and against the modern
rationalizing Arian, who denies the expiatory sacrifice of

('hrist : in short, against all, who would deprive us of any part

of the precious beueOts, which on this day our Saviour died

to procure for us; against all, who would rob us of that Jium-

ble feeling of our own insufficiency, which alone can give u»

an ardent and aiiimating faith in the death and merits of our

blessed Redeemer.
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Heb. ix. 22. ^

And ivUhoid shedding of blood is no rcnii.^sl(fU.

On the last commemoralioii of the invfiil subjerl of this

(lay's observajicr, it was attempted in this pKire to clear the
important doctrine of redemption from those difficulties in

wliich it had been artfully entangled by the subtle specula-

tions of the disputatious deist, and of the philosophizing

Christian. The impotence of reason to erect the degra<led

sinner to an assured hope of the sifffiriencf/ of repentance,
pointed out tons the necessity of an express revelation on
this head : that revelation, in announcing the expedient of a

Mediator, was seen to fall in with the analoc;ies of tJie Provi-

dential economy: the Mediatorial scheme was shown to have
been accomplished, through the sacrifice of the only begotten
Son of God; and this sacrifice to have been effective to the

expiation of the sins of the whole humnn race. A\'hat the

peculiar nature, and true import of this sacrifice are; and in

what sense the expiation efTecled by it is strictly to be un-

derstood, it is my purpose on this day to inquire. And as,

on the one hand, there is no article of Christian knowledge of

deeper concern ; and, on the other, none thai has been more
studiously involved in obscurity ; I trust that you, my young
brethren, will not refuse your patient attention, whilst I en-

deavour to unfold to your apprehension, the gemiine, because

the scripture interpretation of that great sacrifice, whereby
Avc are redeemed from the power of sin, and have received the

promise of an eternal inheritance.

In the mode of inquiry which has been usually adopted on

this suliject, one prevailing error deserves to be notitx'd.

Tiie nature of sacrifice, as generally practised ami umlerstt)od,

antecedent to the time of Christ, has been first examined; and

from that, as a ground of explanation, the notion of Christ's

sacrifice has been derived : whereas, in fact by thiSy all fi)rmer

sacrifices are to be interpreted; and in reference to j7 only,

can they be understood. From an error so fundamental, it is

not wonderful that the greatest pernlcxitics should have

arisen concerninc: the nature of sacrifice in a:cneral ; and that

they should ultimately fall with cumulative <:onfusion on ihe
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nature of that particular sacrifice, to the investi2;ationof whicli

fanciful and niisiaken theories had been assumed as guides.

Thus, whilst some have presumptuously attributed the earlv

and universal practice of sacrifice, to an irrational and super-

stitious fear of an imagined sanguinary divinity ; and have
been led in defiance of the express language of revelation, to

reject and ridicule the notion of sacrifice, as originating only

in the grossness of (?/) superstition : others, not equally des-

titute of reverence for the sacred word, and consequently

not treating this solemn rite with equal disrespect, have yet
ascribed its origin to human (r) invention ; and have thereby
been compelled to j^ccount for the divine institution of the

Jewish sacrifices as a mere accommodation to prevailing

practice ; and consequently to admit, even tlie sacrifice of

Christ itself to have grown out of, and been adapted to, this

creature of human excogitation.

Of this latter class, the theories, as might be expected, are

various. In one, sacrifices are represented in the light of
^i/y.s',(«) intended to sooth and appease the Supreme Being,

in like manner as they are found to conciliate the favour of

men : in another, they are considered as federal rites, (b) a

kind of eating and drinking with God, as it were at his table,

and thereby implying the being restored to a state of friend-

ship with him, by repentance and confession of sins ; in a

third, they are described as but syiubolical actions, or a more
expressive language, denoting the gratitude of the offerer, in

such as are eucharistical ; and in those that are expiatory, the

acknowledirment of, and contrition for sin strongly expressed

by the death of the animal, representing that death which
the offerer confessed to be his own desert. (c)

To these different hypotheses, which in the order of theii'

enumeration, claim respectively the names of Spencer, SykeSf
and Warbiirton, it imy generally be replied, that the /rtc/ of

Abel's sacrifice seems inconsistent with them all : with the

first, inasmuth as it must have been antecedent to those dis-

tinctions of property, on which alone experience of the ef-

fects (r/) of gifts upon men could have been founded : with the

second, iiiasmuch as it took place several ages prior to that

period, at wliich both the words of scripture, and tlie opinions

of the wisest commentators liave fixed the permission (e) of

animal food to man : with the third, inasmucii as the lan-

guage, v.hicJi scripture expressly states to have been de-

rived to our first parents from divine (/) instruction, cannot

iy) See No XLVl. (c) See Xo. XI.VII. (a) See No. KLVIII.
(*) See No. XLIX. (c) Sec No. L (,l) Set No. LI. (0 See No. LIT

(/•) Pec No. LI!I-
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be supposed «o defective In those terms that related to the
worsiiip of God, as to have rendered it necessary for Abel
to call in the aid of actions, to express the sentiment of c;ra-

titude or sorrow; and still less likely is it that he wonld have
resorted to that species of action, which in the eye of rea-

son mnst have appeared displeasing to God, the slaughter of

an unoflTending animal. (o-)

To urge these topics of objection in their full force,

against the several theories 1 have mentioned, would lead to

a discussion far exceeding the due limits of a discourse fiuni

this place. I therefore dismiss them for the present. iNor

shall i, in refutation of iho (renera I idea of the human inven-

tion of sacrifice, enlarge upon the vniversalili/ (/t) of the

practice ; the sameness (i) of the notion of its efficacy, per-

vading nations and ages the most remote; and the nnreusou'

ableness of supposing any natural connexion between the

slaying of an animal, and the receiving pardon for the viola-

tion of God's laws,—all of which appear decisive against

that idea. But, as both the general idea and the particular

theories which have endeavoured to reconcile to it the na-

ture and origin of sacrifice, have been caused by a departure

from the true and only source of knowledge ; let us return to

that sacred fountain, and whilst we endeavour to establish

the genuine scripture notion of sacrifice, at the same time

provide the best refutation of every other.

It requires but little acquaintance with scripture to know
that the lesson which it every where inculcates, is, that man
by disobedience had fallen under the displeasure of his iMa-

ker ; that to be reconciled to his favour, and restored to ti)e

means of acceptable obedience, a Redeemer was appointed,

and that this Redeemer laid down his life to procure for re-

pentant sinners forgiveness and acceptance. This surren-

der of life has been called by the sacred writers a sacriiice;

and the end attained by it, expiation or atonement. M hh

such as have been desirous to reduce Christianity to a mere

moral system, it has been a favourite object to represent this

sacrifice as entirely figurative,(A) founded only in allusion

and similitude to the sacrifices of the law ;
whereas, that

this is spoken of by the sacred writers, as a real and proper

sacrifice, to which those under the law bore respect but as

types or shadows, is evident from various passages of holy

Avrit, but more particularly from the epistle to the Ilejirews;

in which it is expressly said, that the latv liavhn: ([
sh(t(lon'nj

good thuigs lo coniCy can never with those surrijices nhich

Lr) Sec No. LIV. (h) See No. LV. (0 See No. LVI-

m See Nos. XXXI. and XLIII.

E
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thcxj offered i/enr hif year ronlhnialh/, inahc the comers there-

7i)ito perfect

:

— t)ut tliis metn, nJ'Ur he had offered one sacri-

Jice for sins, for ever sat down on the rif^ht hand of God.^'

And again, when the writer of this epistle speaks of the

Iiigh-priest entering into tlie holy of holies with the blood of

the sacrifice, he asserts, that this was a figure for the time

then present, in which were offered lioth i^'ifts and sacrifi'eSy

that could not make liim that did the service perfect; l)u!

Christ tyeinor come, an hig^h-priest of i^ood things to come;
nt)t 1)1/ the l)lood of goats and calves, hat bij his own blood,

he entered once into the holy place, having: obtained eternal

redemption for tis ; for, he adds, if the blood of bulls and

of goats sanctifieth to the purifying of the Jtesh, how much
tnore shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spi-

rj7, offered himself without spot to God, purge your con-

sciencefrom dead ivorks to serve the living God ^'\ It must
be iinncessary to detail more of the numerous passages wliich

go to prove that the sacrifice of Christ was a true and eflect-

ive sacrifice, whilst those of the law were but faint repre-

sentations, and inadequate copies, intended for its introduc-

tion.

Now, if the sacrifices of the Law appear to have been but

preparations for this one great sacrifice, we are naturally led

to consider whether the same may not be asserted of sa-

crifice from the beginning: and whether we are not warranted

by scripture, in pronouncing the entire rite to have been or-

dained by God, as a type of that one sacrifice, in wliich

all others were to have their consummation.
That the institution was of divine (/) ordinance, may, in

tl'.e first instance, be reasonably inferred from the strong and
sensible attestation of the divine acceptance of sacrifice in

the case of {m) Abel, ariairi in that of Noah, afterwards in

that of Abraham, and also from the systematic establishment

of it by the same divine authority, in the dispensation of

Moses. And whether we consider the book of («) Job as

the production of Closes; or of that pious worshipper of the

true God, among the des<:endants of Abraham, whose name
it bears; or of some oilier person who lived a short time
afier, and composed il from the materials left by Job himself

;

the representation there made of God, as prescribing sacri-

fice to the friends of Job, in every supposition exhibits a
stronc authority, and of hi«:;h antifjuity, upon this question.

These few facts, which I ha\e s\ate<l, unaided by any
comment, and abstracting altogether from the arguments which
eiiibarraNS the contrary hypothesis, aiid to which 1 Iiave al-

• TIeb. X. 1, 12. t Hi h. ix. 9—14.

(/) See .Vo. LVII. {in) See No. LVIII. (rj) Sec No. LIX.
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ready alluded, ini2;lit perhaps be sufficient to Halisfy an in-

quiring and can^lid mind, liiat sarrilice must have had itn

ori2;in in divink institution, fiut if in adiiilion, this rite,

as practised in the earliest a<^es, shall Ixr found (•<)nne<t('d

with the sacrifiee of Christ, confessedly of di\ine app(»int-

ment ; little doubt can reasonably remain on this head. Let
lis Ihen e\ami?ie more particuhuly the circumstames of the

first sacrifice offered up by Abel.

It is clear from the words of scripture, that both (,'ain and
Abel made oblations to the Lord. It is clear also, notwilli-

staiuliiii!; the well known fanciful interpretation of an eminent
conmientator, (o) thai Abel's was an animal sacrifice. It is no

less clear, that Abel's was accepted, whilst that of Cain was

rejected. Now what conid have occasioned the distinction?

The acknowledgment of the Supreme Being and of his uni-

versal dominion, was no less strong in the ofterijiir of the

fruits of the earth by Cain, than in that of the firstlimis of

the flock by Abel: the intiinsic efficacy of the gift must have

been the same in each, each giving of tiie best that he pos-

sessed ; the expression of gratitude, ec|ually significant and
forcible in both. How then is the difierence (j>) to l)e ex-

plained ? If we look to the writer to the Hebrews, he informs

us, that the ground on which Abel's oblation was preferred

to that of Cain, was, that Abel offered his u\ faith; and the

criterion of this faith also appears to have been, in the opin-

ion of this writer, the animal sacrifice. The words are re-

markable

—

By faith Abel offered im to God a more excellent

sacrifice than Cain, hy which he obtained witness that he was

rifrhfeous, God testifying; of his Q'ifts.'^ The words here

translated, a more e?ccellenl sacrifice, are in an early version

rendered a much more sacrifice, (q) which phrase, though

uncouth in form, adequately conveys the original. The
meaning then is, that by faith Abel ofTered that which was

much more of the true nature of sacrifice than what had been

offered b}^ Cain. vYbel consequently was directed by faith,

and this faith was manifested in the nature of his offering.

What then are we to infer?—Without some revelation (r)

granted, some assurance held out as the object of faith, Abel

could not have exercised this virtue: ami without s«)ine pe-

culiar mode of sacrifice enjoined, he could not have exempli-

fied his faith by an appropriate offering. The offering made,

we have already seen, was that of an animal. Let us consi-

der v/helher this could have a coiuiexion with any divine a«-

«urance communicated at that early diiy.

(c) See No. LX. (p) See Xo. LXf. (7) See No. LXII.

(r) See No. LXIII. * Ht.b. \\. 4.
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It is obvious that the promise made to our first pareijlf<,

cofiveyed an intimation of some future deliverer, who should

overcome the tempter that had drawn man from his innocence,

and remove those evils whicli had been occasioned by the fall.

This assurance, without which, or some other 2:round of hope,
it seems difficult to conceive how the principle of reliaiou

could have had place amono; men, became to our first parents
the crand object of faith. To perpetuate this fundamental
article of reii2;ious belief among the descendants of Adam,
some striking memorial of the fall of man, and of the pro-

mised deliverance, would naturally be appointed. (s) And if

we admit that the sclieme of redemption by \he death of the

only begotten Son of God, was determined from the begin-

ning ; that is, if we admit that when God had ordained the

deliverance of man, he had ordained the means : if we admit
that Christ v.'as the Lamb slain from the fowidation of the

world; what memorial could be devised more apposite than
that of animal sacrifice ?—exemplifying, by the slaying of the

victim, the death which had been denounced against man's
disobedience :—thus exhibiting the awful lesson of that death
which was the wajres of sin, and at the same time represent-

ing that death which was actually to be undergone by the

Redeemer of mankind :—and hereby connecting in one view,

the two great cardinal events in the history of man, the fall,
and the recovery : the death denounced against sin, and
the death appointed for that Holy One who was to lay down
his life to deliver man from the consequences of sin. The
institution of animal sacrifice seems then to have been pecu-

liarly si<rnificant, as containing all the elements of religious

knowledcre : and the adoption of this rite, with sincere and
pious feelings, would at the same time imply an humble sense

of the unworthiness of the offerer; a confession that deaths
which was inflicted on the victim, was the desert of those

Bins which had arisen from man's transgression ; and a full

reliance upon the promises of deliverance, joined to an ac-

quiescence in the means appointed for its accomplishment.
If this view of the matter be just, there is nothing impro-

bable even in the supposition that that part of the significa-

tion of the rite which related to the sacrifice of Christ, might
have been in some degree made* kiiown from the beginning.

But not to co?itend for this, (scripture having furnished no
express found;»tion for the assumption,) room for the exercise

of faith is ecpially preserved, on the idea that animal sacrifice

was enjoined in the general as the religious sign of faith in

the promise of redemption, without any intimation of the

way in which it became a sign. Agreeably to these princi-

(*) See No. LXIV-
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pics, we shall find but liUle difilciilty in dctermininjr on what,

ground it was tliat iVbel's otreriiig; was acrepled, whilst that

of Cain was rejected. Abel, in firm rclianc« on tlie promise

of Odd, and in obedience to his command, ofieied thai sacri-

fice whicli had been enjoined as the re!ii:;ioijs expression of

his faith; whilst Cain, d is regard iiii;; the gracious assurances

that had been vouchsafed, or at least disdaining to adopt the

prescribed mode of manifesting his belief, possibly as not ap-

pearing to his reasoji to possess any efficacy or natural fitness,

tliought he had sufiiciently acquitted himself of his duty in

acknowledging the general snperintendancc of Cod, and ex-

pressing liis gratitude to the Supreme Benefactor, by pre-

senting some of those good things which lie tliereby confessed

to liave been derived from liis bounty. In short, Cain, the

first-born of the fall, exhibits the first fruits of his parents*

disobedience, in the arrogance and self-sufficiency of reason

rejecting the aids of revelation, because they fell not within

its apprehension of right. lie takes the first place in the

annals of deism, and displays, in his proud rejection of the

ordinance of sacrifice, the same spirit, which, in later days,

has actuated his enlightened followers, in rejecting the sacri-

fice of Christ.

This view of the subject receives strength, from the terms

of expostulation in Avhich God addresses Cain, on his express-

ing resentment at the rejection of his offering, an»l the ac-

ceptance of Abel's. Tho words in the present version are,

if thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted:'—and if tlwu

doest not well^ sin licth at the door^'—which words, as they

stand connected in the context, supply no very satisfactory

meaning, and have long served to exercise the ingenuity of

commentators to but little purpose. But if the word, whi« )i

is here translated si^, be rendered, as we find it in a great

variety of passages in the Ohl Testament, a six okff.rino,

the reading of the passage tlien becomes, if thou doest /re//,

shalt thou not be accepted.^ and if thou doest not nell, u sin

offering lieth even at the door, (t) The connexion is thus

rendered evident. God rebukes Cain for not conforming to

that species of sacrifice which had been ofTcred by Abel.

Ho refers to it as a matter of known injunction; and hrroby

points out the ground of distinction in iiis treatment ot him

and his brother : and thus, in direct terms, enforces the oli-

servance of animal sacrifice.

As that part of my general position, which pronounces sa-

crifice to have been of divine institution, receives support

from the passage just recited; so to that part of it which

maintains that this rite bore an aspect to the sarrlfce of

' Gen. iv. 7. (t) See No. LXV.
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Christ, additional evidence maybe derived from the language

of tlie writer to the Hebrews, inasmuch as he places the

blood of Abel's sacrifice in direct comparison with the blood

of Christ, which he styles pre-eminently the blood ofsprink-

lincr -''^ and represents both as speaking good thi^igs, in dif-

ferent degrees, (v) What then is the result of the foregoing

reflections ?—The sacrifice of Abel was an animal sacrifice.

This sacrifice was accepted. The ground of this acceptance

was the faith in which it was offered. Scripture assigns no

other object of this faith but the promise of a Redeemer:
and of this faith, the offering of an animal in sacrifice, appears

to have been the legitimate, and consequently the instituted,

expression. The institution of animal sacrifice then, was
coeval witli the fall, and had a reference to the sacrifice of our

redemption. But as it had also an immediate and most appo-

site application to that important event in the condition of

man, Avhich, as being the occasion of, was essentially connect-

ed with the work of redemntion, that likewise we have reason

to think was included in its signification. And thus, upon the

whole, SACRIFICE appears to have been ordained as a stand-

ing memorial of the death introduced by sin, and of that death

which rvas to be suffered by the Redeemer.
We accordingly find this institution of animal sacrifice con-

tinue until the giving of the law. No other offering than that

of an animal being recorded in scripture down to this pe-

riod, (/y) except in the case of Cain, and that we have seen

was rejected. The sacrifices of Noah and of Abraham are

stated to have been burnt-offerings. Of the same kind also

were the sin-offerings presented by Job, he being said to have
offered burnt-offerings according to the number of his sons,

lest some of them might have sinned in their hearts.-f But
when we come to the promulgation of the law, we find the

connexion between animal sacrifice and atonement, or recon.

ciliation with God, clearly and distinctly announced. It is

here declared that sarrifues for sin should, on conforming to

certain prescribed modes of oblation, be accepted as the means
of deliverance from the penal consequences of transgression.

And with respect to the peculiar efficacy of animal sacrifice,

we find this remarkable declaration,

—

the life ofthejlesh is in

the blood, and I have given it to you upon the altar, to make
atonement for the soul :% in reference to which words, the

sacred ^^riter, from wlioin I have taken the sul)ject of this

day's discourse, formally j)r«)nouncos, that without shedding

of blood there is no remission. Now in what conceivable

Jight can we view this institution, but in relation to that great

• Heb. xli. 24. f ^^^ »• 5- 1 Lev. xvii. 11.

(^0 See No. I.XVI-. (w) Sec No. LXVII-.
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sacrilicc which ivas to make atoncnicnt for sins : to tlial hlood

of sininklino:, which was to speak biUtv lhin<rs Ihuii lIuU uj

Abelf"^ or that of the law. The law itself is said to have
had respect solely unto him. To what else can the princi^)al

institution of the law refer?—an inslilulion too, whic h unless

so referred appears utterly unmeaniiio;. The oflerin;; up au
animal cannot be ima2;ined to have had any intrinsic ellic acy
in procnrins; pardon for the transi^ression of the oiferer. The
blood of bulls and of goats could have possessed no virtue,

whereby to cleanse him from his offences. Still less intelli-

gible is the application of the blood of the victim to the pu-

rifying of the parts of the tabernacle, and the apparatus of

the ceremonial worship. All tJiis can clearly have had no
other than an instihited meaning; and can be understood only

as in reference to some blood-shedding, which in an eminent
degree possessed the power of purifying from pollution. Ju

short, admit the sacrifice of Christ to be held in view in the

institutions of the law, and every part is plain and intelligible;

reject that notion, and every theory devised by the ingenuity

of man, to explain the nature of the ceremonial worship, be-

comes trifling and inconsistent.

Granting then the case of the Mosaic sacrifice and that of

Abel's to be the same; neither of them in itself efficacious
;

both instituted by God ; and both instituted in reference to

that true and efficient sacrifice, which was one day to be of-

fered : the rite, as practised before the time of Christ, may
justly be considered as a sacramental memorial, showiiig

forth the hordes death mitll he co?«e;f and when accompa-

nied with a due faith in the promises made to the early believ-

ers, may reasonably be judged to have been equally accept-

able with that sacramental memorial, which has been enjoined

by our Lord himself to his followers, for the shonin^forth
his death until his cominfr again. And it deserves to be

noticed that this very analogy seems to be intimated I ; our

Lord, in the language used by him at the institution of tliat

solemn Christian rite. For in speaking of his own blood, he

calls it, in direct reference to the blood wherewith Moses es-

tablished and sanctified the first covenant, the blood of the

KKW covenant, which was shed for the ronission of sins: I,

thus plainly marking out the similitude in the nature and ob-

jects of the two covenants, at the moment that he was pre-

scribing the great sacramental commemoration of his own

sacrifice.

From this view of the subject, the history of scripture sa

crifice becomes consistent throughout. The sacrifice of Abel,

and the patriarchal sacrifices down to the giving of the law,

*Heb. xii.24. f 1 Cor. xi- 26. iMtU.xxvi.28
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record and exemplify those momentous events in the history

of man,—tlie death incurred by sin, and that inflicted on our

Redeemer. When length of time, and mistaken jiotions of

religion leading to idolatry and every perversioji of the reli-

gious principle, had so far clouded and obscured this expres-

sive act of primeval worship, that it had ceased to be consi-

dered by the nations of the world in that nference in which
its true value consisted : when the mere rite remained, with-

out any remembrance of the promises, and consequently un-

accompanied by that faith in their fulfdment, which was to

render it an acceptable service : when the nations, deifying

cver}^ passion of the human heart, and erecting altars to every

vice, poured forth the blood of the victim, but to deprecate

the wrath, or satiate the vengeance of each offended deity:

when with the recollection of tlie true God, all knowledge of

the true worship was effaced from the minds of men : and

when joined to the absKrdift/ of the sacrificial riles, their

cruelly^ devoting to the malignity of innumerable sanguinary

gods endless multitudes of Iiuman victims, demanded the

divine interference ; then we see a people peculiarly selected,

to whom, by express revelation, the knowledge of the one
God is restored, and the species of worship ordained by him
from the beginning, particularly enjoined. The principal

part of the Jewish service, we accordingly find to consist of

sacrifice; to which the virtue of expiation and atonement is

expressly annexed: and in the manner of it, the particulars

appear so minutely set forth, that when the object of the whole

law should be brought to light, no doubt could remain as to

its intended application. The Jewish sacrifices therefore

seem to have been designed, as those from the beginning had
been, to prefigure that onCy which was to make atonement for

all mankind. And as in this all were to receive their con-

Bummation, so wilk this they all conclude: and the institu-

tion closes with the completion of its object. But, as the

gross perversions, which had pervaded the Gentile world, had
reached likewise to the chosen people ; and as the temptations

to idolatry, which surrounded them on all sides, were so pow-

erful as perpetually to endanger their adJierence to the God
of tlieir fatlHMS, we find the ceremonial service adapted to

their carnal habits. And since the law itself, with its accom-

panying sanctions, seems to have been principally temporal;

HO the worship it enjoins is found to have been for tlie most
part, rather a public and soh inn derlnration of allegiance to

the true God in opposition to the (ientile idolatries, than

a pure iind spiritual obedience in moral and religious matters,

which was reserved for that more perfect system, appointed



to succeed in due time, when the state of mankind would'
permit.

That the sacrifices of the law shouUl tlierefore have chiefly
operated to the cleansiiis; from exleriial iinjuirities, and to the
rendering persons or tliing;s lit to approLiclj (ioij in tlic exor-
cises of the ceremonial worship; whilst at tlie same lime
they were desi|[i;!ied to prefii?;ure the sacrilice of Christ, wlii* h
was pjirely spiritual, and possessed the transteiHleiit virtue
of atoiiinj; for all moral pollulion, involves in it no inconsis-

tency whatever, since in this the true proportion of the entire

dispensations is preserved. And to this point, it is particu-

larly necessary that our attention should be directed, in the
examination of the present subject ; as upon the tippunnt
disproportion in the objects and etfects of sacrifice in the
Mosaic and Christian schemes, the principal objections against

their intended correspondence have been fonnded.fa:)

The sacrifices of the law then beins; preparatory to that of
Christ ; the law itself beiixj; but a schoobnasler to briuu us
to Christ; the sacred writers in the Aen Testanieuly natu-

rally adopt the sacrificial terms of the ceiemonial servire,

and by their reference to the use of them as employed under
the law, clearly point out the sense in which they are to be
understood in their application under the sospel. In ex-

amininsc, then, the meaning; of such terms, when they occur
in the New Testament, we are clearly directed to the expla-

nation that is circumstantially civen of them in the 0/.7.

Thus, when we find the virtue of atonement attributed to (he

sacrifice of Christ, in like manner as it had been to those un-

der the law; by attending; to the representation so niinntrly

given of it in the latter, we are enabled to comprehend its

true import in the forme r.f?/)

Of the several sacrifices under the law, that one which
seems most exactly to illustrate the sacrifice of Christ, and
which is expressly compared with it by llie writer to the He-
brews, is that which was offered for the whole assembly on

the solemn anniversary of expiation. (r) The circumstances

of this ceremony, whereby atonement was to be made for the

sins of the whole Jewish people, seem sostrikinsjly sicnificant,

that they deserve a particular detail. On the day appointed

for this general expiation, the priest is commanded to offer a

bullock and a 2;oat as sin-offerinp;s, the one for himself, and

the other for the people: and havino; sprinkled the blood of

these in due form before the mercy-seal, to lead forth a se-

cond s^oat, denominated the scape-coat; and after laying; both

his hands upon the head of the scape-gjoat, and confessing;

over him all the inifpiities of the pcopl^^, to put fhcm upon the

(x) See No. LXVIII. (y) Sec No. LXiX. (s) See No. LXX.
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kead of the goat, and to send the animal, thus bearing the

sins of the people, away into the wilderness: in this manner
expressino; by an action, which cannot be misunderstood, that

tlie atonement, which it is directly affirmed was to be effected

by the sacrifice of the sin-offerins, consisted in removino; from
the people their iniquities by tfiis symbolical translation to

the animal. For it is to be remarked, that the ceremony of

the scape-goat is not a (fititinet one : it is a continuation of tlie

process, and is evi«lenlly the concluding part and symbolical

consummation of (he siii-olIering.(</) So that the transfer of

the iniquities of the people upon the head of tlie scape-goat,

and the bearing them away to tlie wilderness, manifestly im-

ply that the atonement effected by the sacrifice of tlie sin-

offering, consisted in the transfer and consequent removal of

those iniquities. What then are we taught to infer from this

ceremony?—That as the atonement under the law, or expia-

tion of the legal transgressions, was represented as a transla-

tion of those trans2;ressions, iti the act of sacrifice in which
the animal was slain, and the people thereby cleansed from

their legal impurities, and released from the penalties which
had been incurred ; so the great atonement for the sins of

mankind M^as to be effected by the sacrifice of Christ, under-

going for the restoration of men to the favour of God, that

death which had been denounced against sin; and which he

suffered in like manner as if the sins of men had been actual'

ly transferred to him, as those of the congregation had been
sijmhoUcaUy transferred to the sin-offering of the people.

That this is the true meaning of the atonement effected by
Christ's sacrifice, receives the fullest confirmation fromevejy
part of both the Old and the New Testament: and that thus

far the death of Christ is vicarious, cannot be denied without

a total disregard of the sacred writings.

It has indeed been asserted, by those who oppose the doc*

trine of atonement as thus explained, that nothing vicarious

appears in the jVIosaic sacrifices. (/;) "With what justice this

assertion has been made, may be jndged from the instance of

the sin-offering that has been adduced. The transfer to the

animal of tlie iiiicjiiilies of the people, (which must necessari-

ly mean the transfer of their penal effects, or the subjecting

the animal to suffer on account of those ini(juities)—this ac«

companied with the death of the victim ; and the consequence

of the whole lieing the removal of the punishment of those

iiii<|nities from the offerers, and the ablution of all legal offen-

siveness in the sight of fJod :—thus much of the nature of

vicarious, the language of the Old Testament justifies us in

attaching to the notion of atonement. Ijcss than this we are

(a) Sec No. LXXL {l>) Sec No. LXXII.
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clearly not al liberty to attach to it. Ami >\ liat tin- law llniv

sets tbitii as its express meaning, directly ilclcrniines I hat

uhich we must attribute to the i;reat alonenienl of w hich the

iMosaic ceremony was but a type : always remembering caie-

fully to distinguish between tJie figure and the substance

;

duly adjusting their relative value and extent; eslimaiiiig the

efficacy of the one as real, iniiinsic, and universal ; whilst

that of the other is to be viewed as limited, derived, and em-
blematic, (c)

It must be confessed, that to the principles on which the

doctrine of the Christian atonement has been explaiiie<l in

this, and a former discourse, several objections, in addiiion to

those already noticed, have been advanced. ((/) These, how-
ever, cannot now be examined in this place.. The most ifn-

portant have been discussed; and as for such as remain, [

trust that to a candid mind, the general view of the subject

which has been given, will prove sufficient for their refutation.

One word more, my young brethren, and I have done.

—

On this day we have assembled to commemorate the stu-

pendous sacrifice of himself, offered up by our blessed Lord
for our redemption from the bondage and wages of sin : and

on next Sunday, we are invited to participate of that solemn

rite which he hath ordained for the purpose of making us

partakers in the benefit of that sacrifice. Allow me to re-

mind you, that this is an awful call, and upon an aw tul occa-

sion. Let him Avho either refuses to obey this call, or pre-

sumes to attend upon it irreverently, beware w hat his condi-

tion is. The man who can be guilty of either deliberately,

is not safe.

Consider seriously w hat has been said, and may the God of
peace, that brovght again from the dead our Lord Jrsj/.s-,

that great Shepherd of the sheep, through the blood of the

everlasting covenant, make you perfect in every good nork
to do his will, working in you that nhich is well-pleasing in

his sight, through Jesus Christ ; to who)n be glory for ever

and ever—Amen,

(c) See No. LXXIIT. (J) See No. LXXIV





ILLUSTRATIONS
AND

EXPLANATORY DISSERTATIONS.

No. I. ON THE PRE-EXISTENCE OF CHRIST, AND THfc
SPECIES OF ARGUMENTS BY WHICH THIS ARTICLE OF
THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE HAS BEEN OPPOSED.

Page 17. Ex:fv<wcr5v exvrov—iiiv\c\]yy emptied himself—viz. of

thai form of Uod—Unit glory ivhicli he had with Hod Infore

the world was—see Phil. ii. 6, 7. compared with John xvii.

5. see also Krebs. Observ. Flav. p. '&2[), Fortuita Sacra,

p. 217—219. FJsner Obs. Sac. ii. p. 240—24.3. See also

Schleiisncrf on the word £x.evaa-ev. On the whole of the pas-

sage from Philippiaiis, J would particularly recommend the

observations of the Bishop of Lijicoln, Fjlttnents, ike. vol. ii.

p. Ill—115. Middleton likewise {Doctrine of the Greek
Article, p. 537—539.) deserves to be consulted.

It has indeed been pronounced in a late extraordinary-

publication, distinguished at least as much by strength of as-

sertion as by force of argument, that " a person who has not

paid particular attention to the subject, would be surprised

to find, how very few texts there are which even seem di-

rectly to assert the pre-existence of Christ."—How
this matter may appear to those who Jiave ^^ not paid parti-

cular attention to the subject," I leave to the author of this

work to determine. With those who have, it is unnecessary
to say, what must be the reception of an observation so di-

rectly opposed, not more to the plain and uniform languaire

of scripture, than to every conclusion of a just and rational

criticism applied to the sacred text. Bold however as this

writer appears in assertion, he seems by no means deficient

in prudence; for whilst he aflirms that even those/fw texts,

(as he chooses to represent them) furnish no real support to

the doctrine they are adduced to confirm ; lut has on this, as

on almost every other position throusliout hU book, afle* linj;

the interpretation of scripture, declined c\i)osinj: his proof
to hazard. AVe are referred indeed, to " the Conimeiilary

of Grotius, Dr. Lardner's letter on tlic Loiros, IMr. Liiul-

sey's apology for resigning the vicarage of Catterick, and
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the sequel to that apology, Hopton Ilaynes on the attributes

of God, and Dr. Priestley's history of early opinions.'*

These, v/e are told, will completely overturn the iniscrip-

hiral noiion of the pre-existence of Christ. And this they
are to accomplish, by showing that all such passages as con-
tribute to its support, " are either interpolated, corrupted, or
ynisiiuderstood,''— (see 3L . Tliomas Belslium's Review of
Mr. Wilberforce's treatise, pp. 27'J, "273.) Entrenched be-
hind this oddly marshalled phalanx, this gentleman feels per-
iectly secure. It seems indeed somewhat strange, that, en-

couraged by such powerful aid, he has not thought fit to of-

fer a single text in support of his own opinion ; nor a confu-
tation of any one of those which have been urged by his ad-

versaries in defence of theirs.

In the face however of this polemic array, and in defiance
of those extraordinary powers of modifyin^c scripture, which
we find here ascribed to it, I have not hesitated to cite th3
passages referred to in the beginning of this number. And
when we find the great person who is there spoken of, de-

scribed repeatedly, as having coine down from heaven, as

from a place of settled abode, previous to his appearance
among men, (see John iii. 13, 31. vi. 38, 6*2. xiii. 3. xvi.

28, &c.) when we find him declared by St. Paul, (1 Cor. xv.

47.) to be the Lord from heaven: and again, (Phil. ii. (5, 7>

8.) to have been in the form of God, yet to have taken tipon

him the form of a servant, and to have been made in the

likeness of man: when again we find him represented (Heb.
i. '2, 3.) as that Being, by whom God made the ivorlds ; and
z^ the briy^htness of his glory: which glory, as has been
already noticed, he had with God before the world was : and
when again we are told, (Coloss. i. 15, 16.) that he is the

image of the invisible God; and that by him were all things

created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth: when
these, and numerous other passages of the same import are

to be met in the evangelic and apostolic writings, and the

whole tenor of scripture is fountl perfectly corresponding; I

own, I cannot feel this essential article of the Christian faith

much endana;ercd, either from the confidence of this writer's

assertions, or from the force of those arguments under whose
mighty shade he is content triumphantly to repose.

Lest however curiosity may have been excited with re-

spect to those €t^et'rohtKT6t c-vxxeyiTfjLoi, wiiich Mr. B. and his

friends profess to have at their command ; I subjoin the fol-

lowing specimen.—The passage in Heb. i. "2. which directly

assigns the work of ckkation to Christ, will be admitted to

be one of (hose that ^^ seem to assert his prv-exislence.^^ In

what manner is this fallacious semblance to be removed ?—
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Ai a Kcct rtfi; ttivvxg i^oititrev, Gi'otiiis (rarislatrs, for 7vhmj} he
made the worlds .' and thus cives to the word J'<«, a siiruin.

cation whkh not only has no parallel in the entire of the
New Testament, bnt is in direct opposition to the established

rnie of all Graninuuians : ^toc, with a irentlive case commonly
ai^m^ymz the means bJ/ which ; hnt never iniplyiric; t fie fund
cause, unless when joined with the rHri/.s7///i;p. See Plwvo-
riiWSy'^ Scapula, Slcphaiiuf^y ffoofrcveni in T'lVrr, CHassiuSy

&c. See also on the appli<afion of the word in the New
Testament, Sykes on Redemption, pp. 196, 221, 2tl. hut
particularly Schleusner\'i enunteration of its various senses,

f

which seems to be quite decisive on the point. The solitary

instance which Grotins has been able to discover in defence

of his translation of the word ^ix, is to be found in Rom. vi.

4. in which it is manifest that his criticism cannot be main-

tained. Schleusner so pronounces upon it in the most pe-

remptory terms.

Whilst Grotius thus violates the rules and analogy of the

language in one part of the sentence, later Socinians,j finding

this mode of di'^torting the sense indefensible, have betaken

themselves to another, wliere they have exercised an ecpiaJ

violence on the original.—T»5 «/«>«<, which elsewhere in thi'

very epistle, (xi. 3.) is allowed to mean the material world;

and which is always used pluralUf by the Jews, as implying

the inferior and superior worlds ; and in its connexion here, ex-

* iA/fi6, ^^oB-eTK;. 6Tt f>ctv (T-vvTctTTerxi yeviKtt, ^fiXoi fitcc-irdxv. «iol,

S'loi era frotrjTx ro^e, f^to-trsvofTog era S'tjXovort. ort $'e xlTixnxfi, xtrien.

oiov, ^loc Ts eTeirrx ro^e. Phavor. p. 480.

f Amongst the multiplied texts wliich Sch/tusner lias collected, the only

one which seems to him not to coincide in the general result, is fiom 2 Pet.

i. f?. But this is manifestly a mistake, as may be clearly seen on consulting

Roeenmnlier, JK'ewcome, and indeed almost every Commentator, upon the

passage. It is to be noted also, that under the head of S'lx, coupled with the

genitive, the 20th sense ascribed by Schleusner, beai's no reference to tl»c

fnai cause, though the Latin term which he makes use of, may at first sight

seem to imply it.

i I do not mean by this expression to Intimate that Grotius is, strictly

speaking, to he ranked among the followers of Socinus. I am aware thut

this charge advanced ag:iinst him bv the autlior of J.^ Esprit de M. ^Irnniild

has been refuted, (see Bayle's Diet.' Voi. V. pp. 581, 582.) And his single

treatise, De Satisfactione Christi contra Paustum Socinnin, might he judged

sufficient to redeem him from the appellation. But his exposition of most

of the passages of scripture relating to the divinity of Christ, is so clearly

favourable to the main principle of the Socinian schcmt-, that with some

latitude the term Socinian is not unfairly applicable.— Dr Lardncr, in his

Letter on the Logos, (vol. xi. p. 112. Kippis's Edition of hi.^ Works) written

e.>:r)ressly for the purpose of establishing the proper humanity of Ch'-'st, af-

firms, that "Grotius explains texts better than the profe-rsed Sonnians.'

—

Whether Lard-ner, then, viewed him as far removed from the pale of th^

Fratres Poloni, is surely not difficult to decide
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actly corresponds with the timig's in heaven, and the things m
earthy (Col. 1. 16.) and npon the whole clearly means the phy-

.«jic«/ world, or the heavens and the earth ;'^ is yet strained by
the Socinians, to imply the evanorelicat dispensatimj : so that

the entire passage is made to signify merely that by Christ's

rninistri/, there should be, as it were, a new creation ; that

is, a new church heorvn npon earth, JNow it deserves to be
considered, on what principle of just interpretation, such a
translation can be adopted. It is true, that Christ in some
•f the Greek versions of Isa. ix. 6. has been styled, ^«t>}^

T« /ttfAAavTog ectmoq. But, admitlins; the word here to imply
a dispensation that was to come, does it follow that this one
dispensation is to be expressed by the plural word ccimxi ?

To force upon it this meaninsc, is again to do violence to

j^rammar and usage. And yet this is done, because the plu-

ral interpretation, t)i/ whom he constitvted the ages or dis-

pensations, lets in the obnoxious idea of pre-existence, as

completely as the sense of a materiat creation can do.

It may be worth while to inquire, in what way Mr. Lind-
sey has treated tliis subject, in an Essay written by him, in

the '2d vol. of the Theological Repository, entitled " Brief

Remarks concerning the two creations;" the express object

of which is to show that none l)ut a moral or spiritual crea-

tion was to be ascribed to Christ. lie never once notices

this passage of Hel^rews ; but directs his attention almost
entirely to the text in Colossians, and to that in Ephes. iii. 9.

And this is the more remarkable, as he refers to a passage to

the same purport in the very same chapter of Hebrews.
The reason of this however, it may not be difficult to disco-

ver, when it is considered that in the passasies Avhich he has
examined, though manifestly repugnant to his conclusion,

there was not to be fouml so brief and stubborn an expression,

as TVi aivvxi tTciviTii. As to the arguments derived b}^ hira

from the passages which he has thought proper to notice,

they do not seem entitled to very minute attention; they
amount merely to a note of Mr. Locke on the one; and an
assertion on the other, that the nntnral creation cannot fiave

been intended, " because this is uniformly spoken of tlnough-
out the Bible, as effi'cted by the inurediate power of God,
without the interposition of any other being whatever."
Thus Mr. Belsham's assertion, that Mr. Lindsey wovtd

overturn the notion of the pre-existence of Clu-ist, is main-
tained by iMr. Lindsey's own assertion that he h(fs done
8o. Ih; admits indeed, that liis argument is not likely to

• See IVhitby and Jloscinnuiler, in lor. and Col. i. 16. likewise Pcirce and
Hall^-t —-aho Kreba. Ohsrvr. on Cot i . 17
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^* have any cflTcct upon those who are Tritheists, or Ortho-
dox in the vnl<;;ar and strict sense; who caiMvilh tlic same
breath, and in the same sentence, without heins^ astonished

at tiieinselves, assert, that there are three Creators, and yet
but one Creator. There is no ar2;uinjr (he adds) with men
that can swaUow without feelincj downright conhadictions."
Mr. Belsham in Ids en2;a2;eFnents, tlial the (hanijjiofis of his

tenets wouUl be able fully to establisli them, by province tliat

all such passac;es of scripture as contradicted them, were
"either interpolated, corrupted, or misunderstood," forc;ot

to make the exception, wiiich is here very properly intro-

duced by IMr- Jjindsey:—for sonnd argiimenl nuist surely

be lost upon such men as the a!)ove.

But let us examine farther, in what way the parallel pas-

sages in Coloss. i. 16. and Ephes. iii. 9. which by iittribut-

ins; the work of Creation to Christ, seem to intimate his pre-

existence, are explained by other writers who are fellow-la-

bourers with iNIr. Belsham, in the laudable work of reducinj*;

the exalted dia;ni{y of our blessed Saviour to the common
standard of human nature. It is true, says IVIr. Tyrwhitt,
(Coiinnentaries avd Kssm/Sy vol. 2.) that it is said, (Ephes.

iii. 9.) that God created all lJihii!;s by Jesus Christ. But

these words are thus to be interpreted :

—

thing's must bo

taken for persons, because there are passages where the

word is so understood :—by thing;s that are, must be intended

persons peculiarly chosen b}" God, as the Jews were, in op-

position to the Gentiles, who are described as thing^s that

are not. But as we now speak of the Christian dispensation,

by all things must be understood, all persons, whether Jens

or Gentiles, who believe in the gospel : and by the word crea-

ted, is meant to be conveyed, " not the giving being, or bring-

ing into existence; but the conferring benefits and privileges,

or the placing in a new and more advantageous slate of being."

—And thus these few slight and obvions transitions beini:

admitted, Mr. Tyrwhitt easily explains the creation oi' all

things by Jesus Christ, to be, the bestowinir vpon all per-

sons who would accept them, the privileges of the gospel, bij

the ministri/ of Christ.

Again, on Coloss. i. IC. we are Informed by the German

divines, Ernestus and Teller, in a similar felicity of interpret

tation, that when it Is said, that by Ciirist were nil thinijrs

created, that are in heaven, and that arc in earth ; visible and

invisible, ^c. it is meant to express by an kasv ncriii-:, a^

new moral creation wrought in the world bif the gospel oj

Christ:—the things that are in heaven, and that are in earth,

medin'mg ihe Jews ?Lud Pagans

:

—and tlie thing< risihfr //"^
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invisible, the present and fvtvre p:eneraiions of men !.'!

See Rosenmnller^s Scholia—on Col. i. IC*
To remind these writers, tliat St. John has placed this

matter beyond dispute, in his first chapter, by declaring; that

the world which was made by Christ, was a worki which yet

knew liiw nol, and thcrefort couhl not have been the work
of a spiriliKfl creation, tlie very nature of which was to be-

stow the true knowledi^e of Christ and his gospel : to remind
them, I say, of this, and of the other express declarations in

that chapter, on the su})ject of Christ's pre-existence in ge-

neral, as well as ou that of the creation by him in particular,

is but to little purpose. It is replied, that in that chapter, the

Logos, lo whose operations the effects there spoken of are

ascribed, does not iw.\)\y 9. jierson, but an atlrihvie : and
that the work of creation is consequently not attributed to

Christ, but to the wisdom of God the Father. This is not

the place to discuss this point. Whoever wishes to see it

fully examined, may consult "Whitby, Doddridge, and Ro-
senmuller. To the inquiring reader, I would more particu-

larly recommend upon this head, Pearson on the Creed, p.

1 Hi—120: Le Clerc, Nov. Test. tom. i. p. 392—400. IVits.

Misc. Sacr. tom. ii. p. 88—118. Whitaker^s Origin of Ari-
anisw, p. 39

—

114. Howes^s Critical Observations, vol. iv.

p. 38—198. Bishop of Lincoln^s Elements, Art. ii. and
Dr. Laurence^ s Dissertation upon the Logos^.

But I am content to rest the whole issue of the question

upon the state of the case furnished by the Socinian or Uni-
tarian writers themselves. Let the reader but look into the

translation of this chapter by' Mr. Wakefield, and let him
form his judgment of the merits of the Socinian hypothesis,

from the mode of expounding scripture, which he will there

find employed for its support. Let him try if he can even
comprehend the distinct propositions contained in the first

fourteen verses. Let him try if he can annex any definite

notions to the assertion, that wisdom (meaning thereby an
attribute of God) jvas God: or to the assurance so strongly

enforced by repetition, that the wisdom of Gnd was withGoi]
;

in other words, that the Deity had not existed before ids own
essential attrib«des:—or again, if he can conceive, how the

evangelist (supposing him in his senses) could have thought it

necessary, after pronouncing the true light to be God, formal-

* WlLit says tlie learned dissenter, J/r. Peirce, upon such treatment of
this passag-e of Colossians ?

—" The inteii)itlation wliich relVrs to wh.it is

here s:ii(l of our Saviour, to the neu' creation, or the renf)vation of all ihing-s,

h »() forcctl and vioinitt that it can iiarcHy he tiioii^ht that men would evei*

have espoiised it, but for the sake (.f an hy])otht.sii. The readir may meet
with a confutation of it in most conimemators." Parophrasty Sic. p. 12-

note 'iv.
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\y to declare that John was nal llml Ii2;hl : or how he roiilii

alfmn, that the wisdom which lie had spoken of hut as an

atlrlbvte, was made flesh, and became a person^ visible and
tangible :—in short, let him try if he does not liiid, both in liie

translation and the explanatory notes, as much uniiiteniiiible

jargon as was ever crowded into the same c()mpas> ; nay, as

is even, accordinc; to Mr. A\ akeficld's notion, to !>»• found in

the Athanasian creed itself. This however is culled a rand id

and critictil investigation of scripture; and this, it is to be
remembered, is the latest,* and therefore to be supposed the

best digested production of the Socinian school : it comen
also from the hands of a writer certaitily possessed of classi-

cal erudition, a cpiality of whijii few of his Unitarian fellow-

labourers in the sister country are eiititle<l to boast.

But to add one instance more, of tlie ingenious mode of

reasoning, employed by these writers on the subject of Christ'n

pre-existence : in the 8th chap, of John we find our Saviour

arguing with the Jews; who, on his asserting that Abraham
had seen his day, immediately reply. Thou art not yet Jiflif

years old, and hast thou seen Abraham .'' Jesns said unto

them, Verilif, verily, I say unto you, before Abraham was,

\ AM. The inference from this, that our vSavionr here de-

clared himself to have existed before the time of Abraham,
appears not to be a very violent one ; his answer being

immediately and necessarily applied to the remark made by
the Jews upon his a^e, which rendered it impossible that

he could have seen Abraham : so that this passage w ill be ad

mitted to be one of those that " seem directly to assert the

pre-existence of Christ.'' Now in what way have Socinus,

and his followers, got rid of this " seemimr contrailiction to

their opinions?" u^iv AQ^ctccf^yt-ntrdxt, cyta etfjn, must be thus

translated: Before Abram can be Aura ham, that is, the
FATHER OF MANY NATIONS, I fimsl be THeMkSSIAH, OF

Saviour of the world. This famous discovery, which belomrs

to Socinus, was indeed esteemed of a naliiie ^o far above

mere human apprehension, that his nephe.w Faustus Socinus

informs us, he iiad received it from di\ine in-|»iiation.—Aoh

* J^oteson all the Hooks of Scripture, by Dr. Piicatlcy, Itave issued from the

press since tlie first eclilion of tliis work: and to the exposition there at-

tempted of the introduction of *t. John's pcosp-d, the remarks which I have

made on Mr. Wakefield's transhtion, apply ar. aptly as if for that tliey had

been orig-lnallv designed. Whoever has a curiosity to discover whether Mr.

Wakefield or Dr l^iestley be the more uniniellipible, may c»>nsuk J\'oict,

?cc. vol. iii. pp. 18, 19, compajred with Mr. W ikefield's conuuent alrea«ly re-

ferred to. In addition to this work, there has yet more lately been piven to

the public from the Socinian prc-s, what tl»'e autltors are pleased to call

.in improved Version of the A'evj restament. What new lifihis this improved

Version haS^th^^wn upon tlifs pirt >f scripture, will be seen when ue rcmc

more particularly to notice this performance in ano'-hcr part of this voiume
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sine multis precibus ipsius, Jesu nomine invocato, impelravit
ipse, {Socinus contr. Eutrop. torn. -2. p. t>7o.) This sub-

liiiie interpretation lias, it ninst be confessed, been relinquished

by later Socinians, who in imitation ot'Cirotius, consider Christ
as asserting only tliat he was before Abraham in the decree of
God. But how this <:ould serve as a reply to tiie objection of
the Jews, respecting priority of actual existence; or how in

this Christ said any thing of himself that was not true of every
human being, and therefore migatory ; or why the Jews upon
a declaration so innocent and so unmeaning, should have been
fired with rasje against him as a blasphemer; or (if the sense
be, that Christ existed in the divine mind antecedent, not to

Abraham's birth, but to his existence in the divine wind like-

wise) what the meaning can be of a priority in the divine

foreknowledge, I leave to Mr. Belsham and his assistant com-
mentators to unfold. Indeed this last interpretation seems
not to have given entire satisfaction to Socinians themselves,
as we find from a paper signed Discipulus, in the 4th vol. of
the Theol. Repos. in which it is asserted, " that the modern
Unitarians have needlessly departed from the interpretation

given by SlicJitingius, Enjidinus, and other old Socinians,

and have adopted another in its stead, which is not to be sup-

ported by any just grammatical construction.^'' This gen-
tleman then goes on to furbish up the old Socinian armour,
and exults in having rendered it completely proof against all

the weapons of orthodoxy.

Mr. Wakefield however seems to think it safer to revert to

the principles of Grotius's interpretation: and accordingly
having fortified it against tJie charge of grammatical inaccu-
racy, he presents it in somewhat of a new shape, by translat-

ing the passage. Before Abraham was born, I am he—viz.

the Messiah. By which, he says, Christ means to imply, that
" his mission was settled a!id certain before the birth of Abra-
ham." TJial Mr. Wakefield has, by this construction, not

only avoided the mystical conceits of Socinus's interpretation,

but also some of the errors chargeable on that of Grotius,

cannot be denied: but, besides, that he has built his entire

translation of tlie passaiz;e upon the arbitrary assumption of

an ellipsis, to which the texts cpioted as parallel furnish no
support whatever, it remains, as before, to be shown, what
intelligible connexion subsists between our Lord's answer,
and the question put to him by the Jews, ff he meant mere-
ly to say, that his mission as the Messiah had been ordained
before the birth of Abraham, (which" is in itself a tolerable

strain upon tlie words even of this new translation,) it will

re(piire all Mr. Wakefield's ingenuity to ex])lain iii jj hat way
this could have satisfied the Jews, as to the p»fi»ibility oi
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riirisrs Iiaviiia; achiiilly seen yMuahain, uliicli is llic prrrine

difliciilly our Jionl proposes to solve l»y his reply. Dorlor
Priestley, in iiis later view of this suliject, has not added
much in point of clearness or consistency U) Ifie Sociiiiaii

exposition, lie confesses, however, that the *' lihnil inuin-

ing o( our ]ior<rs expressions" in the ./(llh veise was, that
** he had lived before Abraham," an«l that it was so consider-
ed by the'Jews: but at the same time he contends that our
Lord did not intend his words to be so niulerstood : and that

when he afterwards speaks of his priority to Abraham, his

meanina; is to be thus explained ;
" that in a vcrif proper

sen.s'e of the words, he maybe said to have been even be-

fore Abraham, the iMessiah liavina; been jiekl forth as the

great object of hope and joy for the human race, not oidy to

Abraham, but even to his ancestors." (A'o/rs-, 6cc. vol. iii.

pp. 329, :530, 33:3, ,*{:il.) Such is what Dr. Priestley calls

the proper sense of the words. Before Abraham was, I am.
I have here given a very few instances, but such as furnish

a fair specimen of the mode of reasoning, by wjii«h ihose

enlightened commentators to whom IMr. Belsham refers, have
been enabled to explain away the direct and evident meaning
t)f scripture. I have adduced these instances tVom the ar-

guments which they have used relating to the pre-cxistence

of Christ, as going to the very essence of their scheme of

Christianih/, (if such it can be called,) and as being some of

those on which they principally rely. I have not scrupleil

to dwell thus long upon a matter not neressitrily connected

with the subject of these discourses, as some benefit may be

derived to the young student in divinity, (for whom tliis pub-

lication has been principally intended,) from exj)osing the

hollowness of the ground on which these high-soundinsr gen-

tlemen take their stand, whilst they trumpet forth their own
extensive knowledge, ami the ignorance of those who differ

from them. These few instances may serve to eive him some

idea of the fairness of their pretensions, and the souFuhiess

of their criticism, lie may be still better able to form a

judgment of their powers in scriptural exposition, wjien he

finds upon trial, that the formulie of interpretation, which

have been applied to explain away the notion of Christ's pre-

existence, from the passages that have l>seii cile<l, may be

employed with the best success in argninir away such a mean-

ing from ail}/ form of expression that can be de\ise<l.

Thus, for example, had it been directly asserted that our

Lord had existed forages before his appearance in thi«; world ;

it is replied, all this is true, in the decree of (ioil, hut it by no

means relates to an actual existence. Had Christ, as a proof

of hi« having existed prior to his incarnation, expressly de-
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clared that all things had been created l)y him: the answer is

obvious—he must have been ordainod by the divine mind,

h)ng before he came into beinir, as by him it had been decreed,

that the great moral creation, whereby a new people should

be raised up to God, was to l)e wrouglit. Should he go yet

farther, and affirm that he had resigned the God-like station

which he filled, and degraded himself to the mean condition

of man: a ready solution is had for this also—ho made no
ostentatious display of his miraculous powers, but offered

himself to the world like an ordinary man. If any stronger

forms of expression should be used, (and stronger can scarce-

ly be had, without recurring to the language of scripture)

they may all be disposed of in like manner.

But should even all the varieties of critical, logical, and
metaphysical refinement, be fountl in any case insufficient,

yet still we are not to suppose the point completely given up.

The modern Unitarian commentator is not discomfited. He
retires with unshaken fortitude within the citadel of his phi-

losophic conviction, and under its impenetrable cover, bids

defiance to the utmost force of his adversary's argument.
Of this let Dr. Priestley furnish an instance in his own words.

Endeavouring to prove, in opposition to Dr. Price, that the

expressions in John vi. 62. What, and if you shall see the

Son of Man ascend up where he nas before.'' furnish no argu-

ment in favour of Christ's pre-existence, he uses the following

remarkable language—that " thov^h not satisfied with any
interpretation of this extraordinary passage, yet rather than
believe our Saviour to have existed in any other state before

the creation of the world, or to have left some state of great

dignity and happiness when he came hither, he would have
recourse to the old and exploded Socinian idea of Christ's

actual ascent into heaven, or of his imagining that he had
been carried up thither in a vision ; which, like that of St.

Paul, he had not been able to distin\ruish from a reality : nay,
he would not build an article of faith, of such magnitude, on
the correctness of John's recollection and representation of
our Lord's lan^xunje ; and so strange and incredible does the

hypothesis of a pre-existent state appear, that sooner than

admit i/, he would suppose the whole verse to be an interpola

tion, or that thk old ai'Ostlk dictatfo one thing and
HIS AMANUENSIS WROTE ANOTHEK." {Lclters to Dr. Price,

pp. 57, Z)'^, Sec.)—Thus is complete*! the triumph of Unita-

rian philosophy over revelation: and thus is the charge of

incredulity against the pretended philosopher of the present

day refuted. For what is there tot) monstrous for his belief,

if you except only the truths of the Gospel?
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No. IL UNITARIAN OBJECTIONS TO THK KKMGIOUS OIJ-

SKRVANCE OK STATKl) DAVf*.

Pagf. 1«. (/>) That the day on which the Saviour of men
laid down his life for their transgressions, Bhonld have attach-

ed to it any feeliiifi^s of revereuce, or sliould he in any resjHMt

distiniruislied from tlie nnnd^er of ordinary days, Jias h)ng

been deiiicd by ditferent classes of dissenters from the estab-

lished form ; fora;etting that its celebiation was de>i;:ned to

awaken livelier feelings of devotion, by associating; circum-

stances ; and not reflecting that the argument which went

to prove, that no one day could possess a sanctity above

another, should have carried them much farther, and have

ended in the abolition of the Sabbath itself. The writer

however, already alluded to in the last number, has, in his

answer to Mr. AVilberforce's most excellent and truly pious

work on the present state of religion, completely removed the

charge of inconsistency, by directly asserting that " Chris-

tianity expressly abolishes all distinction of days." ' To a

true Christian," he observes, " every day is a Sabbath, every

place is a temple, and every action of life an act of devotion"—" whatever is lawful or expedient upon any one day of the

week, is, under the Christian dispensation, equally lawful and

expedient on any other." (Belsham^s RevieWj ike. p. 20.)

Lest we should however imagine that this writer means to

impose upon Christians so severe a duty as to require them

to substitute for occasional acts of devotion, that uuceusimr

homage, which the unbroken continuity of the Christian's

Sabbath, and the ubiquity of his temple, might seem to de-

mand ; he informs us, (p. K?3.) that " a virtuous man is per-

forming his duty to the Supreme Being, as really, and as

acceptably, when he is pursuing the proper business of life,

or even when enjoying its innocent and decent anjusements,

as when he is offering direct addresses to him in the closet,

or in the temple." And thus we see the n.attcr is rendered

perfectly easy. A Christian may be employed through Iho

entire of his life in worshipping his God, by never once think-

ing of him, but merely pursuing his proper business or his

innocent amusements. This, it is true, is a natural conse-

quence from liis first position; and gives to the original arccii-

ment a consistency, which before it wante<l. IJiit is consist-

ency of argument a substitute for Christianity ! Or could lh»-

teacher of divinity at Hackney have (ixpected, that from

such instructions, his pupils should not so far profit, as to

reject not oidy Christianity, but many of them the public

Avorship, and with it the recollection of a God !— It may be
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wortli while to inquire what has been tlie/«c/, respecting tlie

students of the late academy at IJackney : and, indeed, M'hat

is tlie state of all the dissenting; academies throu2;hout Great
Britain, into which the subverting; principles of Unitarianism

Jiave made tlieir way. Do any of this description now exist ?

—And wherefore do they nol !—Cut on this subject more in

Uie Appendix.

No. III. ox THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DOCTRINE OF
REDEMPTION.

Page IIL (r) Tliere is no one article of the Christian faith,,

which, considered in itself, is more deserving of our closest

attention, than thai of our redemption by Jesus Christ. Thi*
is in truth the very corner-stone of the fabric. Against this,

accordingly, every framer of a new hypothesis directs his

entire force. This once shaken, the whole structure falls iu

ruins. AV e therefore find the collective powers of heterodox

ingenuity summoned to combat this momentous doctrine, in

a work published some years back, entitled the Theoloorical

Repositori/. Of what consequence in the frame and essence

of Christianity, it was deemed by the principal marshaller of

this controversial host, may be inferred, not only from the

great labour he has bestowed on this one subject, (having

Avritten five different essays in tliat work, in opposition to the

received doctrine of atonement) but also from his express

declarations. In Tlieol. Rep. v. 1. p. 4'29, he pronounces
this doctrine to be *' one of the radical, as well as the most
generally prevailing corruptions of the Cliristian scheme :"

and in p. l"2t, he calls it " a disgrace to Christianity, and a

load upon it, which it must either throw ofT, or sink under.'*

And lest the coml)ined exertions of the authors of this work
might not prove sufficient to overturn this unchristian tenet,

he renews his attack upon it with undiminished zeal in his

Jlislory of tlie Corruptions of Christ laiiiti/ ; among which he
ranks this as one of the most important, stating (v. 1. p. 1.52)

that " as the doctrine of the Divine Unity was infringed by
the introdurtion of thai of the Divinity of Christ, and of the

Holy Ghost, (as a person distinct from the Father;) so the

doctrine of the natural placability of tlie Divine Being, and

our ideas of the e(|uity of his government, have been greatly

debased by the gradual introduction of the modern doctrine

of atonement." And on this account he declares his inten-

tion of showing in a falter manner, than with respect to any
other of the corruptions of Christianity, that it is totally un-

founded both in reason and scripture, and an entire departure

from the genuine doclrrne of the gospel. Indeed the avowed



defender of the Socinian licresy, must liave felt it indispen
sable to the support of his scheme, to set aside this doctrine.
Thus, (7//.S/. of Cor. v. 1. p. -272) he saya, *'

it immediately
foUows from his" {Socinns\s) " principh^s, that Christ beiijo.

onlj a man, though ever so innocent, his (hath could not in

any projier sense of the word, atone for the sins of other
men." Accordiii^ly, both in his Histori/ of the Convptioni^,
and in the TUcoloirical Reposilorj/, he b'eiids liis prijuipal
force aijainst (his doctrine of our church. Shall not then ho
determined a vehemence of attack upon this doctrine in par-
ticular, convince us still more of its importance in tlie Chris
tian scheme; and point out to the friends of gospel truth, on
what ground they are chiefly to stand in its defence ?

No. IV. PARDON NOT NKCEflSARIF.V CONSEqUENT UPON
REPENTANCE.

Page 20. (r/) Balguy in his Essai/ on Hedemplion (and,
after him, Dr. Holmes^) iias argued this point, with uncom-
mon strength and clearness. The cnse o{ peuitencej he re-

• The late Dr. Holmes, for some years Canon of Christ Church in Ox-
ford, and afterwards Dean of Wincliestcr. I cannot mention this gentle-
man's name, without p.iyine^ to it that tribute of respect wliich it so justly
claims. To his indef itig-able and learned research, the public is indibted
for cue of the most valuable adduions to biblical literaiure, which at this

day it is capable of receiving. Treading- in the steps of tliat great bene-

factor to the biblical student, Dr. Kennicot, he devoted a life to the col-

lection of materials, for the emendation of the text of the Septuapjint

scriptures, as his disting-uished predecessor had done for tliat of the He-
brew. After the most assiduous, and, to a person not acquainted with the

vigtiur of Dr. Holmes's mind, almost incredible labour in the collation of

MSS. and versions, he was ena])led to g-ive to the public the valuable result

of his inquiries, in one complete volume of the Pentateuch, and the Book
of Daniel. That it was not allotted to him to finish the great work in

which he had engaged, is most deeply to be regretted. It is, however, to

be iioped, tb.at the learned University, on whose reputation his labours have

reflected additional lustre, will not permit an undertaking of such incalcu-

lable utility to the Christian world, to remain unaccomplislud, especially

as the materials for its prosecution, which the industry of l)r Holmes has

so amply supplied, and which remain deposited in the Rotlleian Library,

must leave comparatively but little to be done for its hiud execution. The
preface to the volume which has been published, concludes with these

words: Hoc unum superest monendum, quod CoUationes isfx ex omni

gcnere,qux ad hoc opus per hos quindecim annos, jam fuerunt elaborut.T,

in BibUo'.heci Bodleianu reponantur, atque vel a me, si vivam ct val.am,

vel si aliter acciderit, ab :dio quodam Editore, sub au^picio ColendiSMmo-

rum Tvpogrupliei Clarendoniani Oxoniensis Curatorum, in publiruni emit-

tentur.''—The language also of the valuable and much to be lamcntetl au-

thor, (with whom I was personally actpuiinled, and had fur S(m;c jears the

satisfaction of corresponding,) was always such as to encourapfe the ex-

pectation here held out That this expectation should be gratified, and with

all practicable despatch, cannot but be the anxious wish ot every pcrsoa

interested in the pure and unadulterated exposition of scripture truUi

li
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marks, is clearly different from that of hmocencc : it implies

a mixture of guilt pre-contracted, and punishment propor-

tionably deserved. It is consecpienlly ii.consistent uith rec-

iitudey'thsii both should be treated alike by God. The pre-

sent conduct of the penitent will receive God's approbation:

but the reformation of the sinner cannot have a retrospective

effect. The agent may be changed, but his former sins can-

not be thereby cancelled : the convert and the sinner are the

same individual person: and the agent must be ansv.erable

for his whole conduct. The conscience of the peiiitert fur-

nishes a fair view of the case. His sentiments of himself,

can be only a mixture of approbation and disapprobation,

satisfaction and displeasure. His past sins must still, how-

ever sincerely he may have reformed, occasion self-dissatis-

faction : and this will even be the stronger, the more he im-

proves in virtue. Now as this is agreeable to truth, there is rea-

son to conclude, that God beholds him in the same light—see

Bal(rv7/\s Essay, ^7i^5. p. 31—55. and Mr. Holmes's four
TrcictSj p. 138, 139.—The author of the Scripture Account

of Sacrifices, Part 1. Sect. 6. and Part. 4. Sect. 4. has like-

wise examined this subject in a judicious manner.—It may be

worth remarking also, as Dr. Shuckford has done, that Ci-

cero goes no farther on this head than to assert, Quern pceni-

tet pe^casse, pent est innocens.

Lamentable it is to confess that the name of Warhvrlon

is to be coupled with the defence of the deistical objection,

against which the above reasoning is directed. But no less

true is it than strange, that in the account of natural religion

which that eminent writer has given, in the IXth book of the

Divine Leiration, he has pronounced in term.-, .in. most un-

qualified, pjson the intrinsic and necessary efficacy of repent-

ance : asserting, that it is plainly obvious to human reason,

from a view of the connexion that must subsist between the

creature and Iiis Maker, that whenever man forfeits the fa-

vour of God by a violation of the moral law, his sincere re-

pentance enlilles him to the pardon of his transgressions.

—

I have been led, with the less reluctance, to notice this per-

nicious paradox of the learned bishop, because it affords me
the opportui'ity of directing the reader's attention to the ju-

di<i<)us and satisfactoiy refutation, whicli it has lately receiv-

ed, in a prize essay, in one of the sister Universities. Sec

Mr, Pearson's Critical Kssaif on the IXth Book of the Di-

vine Ijejrationy p. 25-^34. The reasons tliat induced \V ar-

burton to adopt so heterodox a posit^ion, are assigned by him-

self in one of his private lettcis to his friend Dr. Hurd, and

are to the full as in'^!:fficient as the position is untenable.

These, together with the alarm giv"en to Dr. Hurd by the
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new doctrine taken up by his fiio'id, will be found noticed in

the Lctlers from a late eminent Prelatey p. 4*21

—

Alli.

No. V. THE SENSE ENTERTAINED nv MANKIND OF THE
NATURAL INEKFrCACV OF REPENTANCE, I'ROVEU FROM
THE HISTORY OF HUMAN SACRIFICES.

Page 20. (e) If we look to theprarlices of the Heathen
woHd, we shall tiud the result of the reasoninir wliich is ad-

vanced ill the pas^e referred to, confirmed from experience
by abundant proof. We shall find that almost the entire of

the religion of the Pajrau nations, consisted in riles of fhpre-

caflon. Fear of the Divine displeasure, seems to have b«joii

Die leading feature in their religious impressions; and in the

diversity, the costliness, and the cruelty of their sacrifices,

they sought to appease gods, to whose wrath they felt them-

selves exposed, from a consciousness of sin, unrelieved by
any information as to the means of escaping its effects. So
strikingly predominant was this feature of terror in the Gen-
tile superstitions, that we frid it expre^^sly laid down by the

father of Grecian history, to Qtiov zrect (p6o*^^ev n text raox^c^^-i »

{Herod. Lib. 1. cap. ;i2.) and Porphyry directly a- erta

*' tliat there was wanting some universal method of delivering

men's souls, which no sect of philosophy had ever yet found

out." August, de civil. Dei. Lib. x. cap. 3*2.)— that is,

that something besides their own repentance was wanting to

appease the anger of their gods.

The universal prevalence of human sacrifices through-

out the Gentile world, is a decisive proof of the light in which

the human mind, unaided by revelation, is disposed to view

the divinity ; and clearly evinces how little likelihood there

is in the supposition that unassisted reason could discover tlie

sufficiency of repentance to regain the favour of an offended

God. Of this savage custom, Mr. De Paauw {Rech. Phil,

surles Americ. v. 1. p. 211.) asserts, that there is ho naliou

mentioned in history, whom we cannot reproach with havi-

g

more than once made the blood of its citizens stream forth

in holy and pious ceremonies, to appease the divinity when

he appeared angry, or to move him when he appeared indo-

lent."

Of this position, both ancient and modern hi«^torians sup-

ply the fullest confirmation. Heliodorus {AllUioi^K- l«»>- 10.

p. 46.3—ed. 1(5:J0.) informs us, that the Ethiopians were re-

quired by their laws to sacrifice boys to the sun, and girls to

the moon. Sanchoniatlion, as <|uoted by Plnlo, {hMseb.

Prcep. Evnngr. lib. i. c. 10.) asserts, that among the Pho-

Bicians, " it was customary in great and public calamities, for
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princes and magistrates to offer up in sacrifice to the aveng-

ing; demons the dearest of their ofTsprina:," e<5 ^vt^»v ronrtf^a^cK;

^ciifMTi. This practice is also attributed to them by Por-

phyry. (Eiiseb. P. Ev. lib. iv.) llerodotns (lib. iv. cap.

62.) describes it as a custom with tlie Scythians, to sacrifice

every hundredth man of their prisoners to their god IMars.

And Keysler, who has carefully investigated the antiijuities

of that race, represents the spreading oaks under which they
were used to perform their sanguinary rites, as being always
profusely sprinkled with the blood of the expiring victims.

{Antiq. Septentr. Dissert, iii.) Of the Egyptians, Diodoius
relates it (lib. i. p. 99. ed. Wessel.) to have been an esta-

blished practice to sacrifice red-haired men at the tcmb of

Osiris; from which he says, misunderstood by the Greeks,

arose the fable of the bloody rites of Bnsiris. This charge

brought by Diodorns against the Egyptians, is supported by
Plutarch, on the authority of Manelho. {hid. el Osir. p. 380.)

At Heliopolis also, three men were daily offered up to Ijucina,

which practice Porpliyry informs us, was put a stop to by
Amasis, (see Wessel. Diod. p. 99. n. 86.) i\nd we are told

by an Arabian writer, Murtadi, that it had been customary
with the Egyptians to sacrifice to the river Nile, a young and
beautiful virgin, by flinging her, decked in the richest attire

into the stream : and, as Mr. Maurice remarks, a vestige of

tliis barbarous custom remains to this day ; for we learn from

Mr. Savary^s hellers on Egypl, (v. i. p. 118.) that the

Egyptians annually make a clay statue in the form of a wo-
man, and throw it into the river, previous to the opening of

the dam—see Maurice^s Indian Jnliquilies, p. 433.

Tiiat this cruel practice existed also among the Chinese,

appears from their histories, which record the oblation of

their monarch Chingtang, in pacification of their oflfended

deity, and to avert from the nation the dreadful calamities

with which it was at that time visited. This sacrifice, it is

added, was pronounced by the priests to be demanded by the

will of heaven : and the aged monarch is represented as sup-

plicating at the altar, tliat his life maybe accepted, as an

atonement for the sins of the people. {Marl in. Hisl. Sin.

lib. 3. p. 7.1. ed. 1(5.39.)—Even the Persians, whose mild and
beneficent religion appears at this day so repugnant to this

horrid usage, were not exempt from its contagion. Not only

were their sacred rites, like those of other nations, stained

with the blood of immolated victims, as may l)e seen in Hero-
dotus, (lib. 1. cap. 13-2. and lib. 7. rap. 113.) Xenophon,
{Cyrop. lib. 8.) Arrian, {l)e Exped. Alex. lib. 6. ad finem.)

Ovid, (fV/.s/. lib. 1.) Strabo, (lib. ir>. p. 106.5. ed. 1707.)

Bnidas, (in Mie^cc)
; and as is fully proved by Brissonius, {De
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Reg^. Pers, Princ. lib. 2. a cap. 5. ad. cap. 43.) but Herodo-
tus (lib. 7. cap. 114.) expressly pronouiu es it to have Ixmii

the Persian CH.s7om, to ofi'er human virtirns by inficiFTiatioii :

Ue^a-iKov ^g TSi ^uovra^ xecTd^va-c-ctv j and in support of his posi-

tion adduces two striking; instances of the fact ; in one of

which his testimony is corroborated by that of PInlarch.

The mysteries also of the Persian i^otl i>lithra, aiid the disco-

very of the Mithriac sepulchral cavern, as described by Mr.
Maurice, have led that writer in the most decisive manner to

afH\ to the Persian votary, the charj^e of human sacrifice.

(Indian Anllquilies, pp. t«6.*3, 981, &.c.)—The anci«Mit In-

dians likewise, however their descendants at this day may be

described by Mr. Orme, (Hist, of Indost. v. i. p. .0.) as of

a nature utterly repugnant to tliis sanguinary rite, are repre-

sented both by Sir W. Jones, (Asiat. Res. v. 1. p. 26.0.)

and Mr. Wilkins, (in his explanatory notes on the Heeto-

pades, note 292.) as having been polluted by the blood of hu-

man victims. This savage practice appears also to have
been enjoined by the very code of Brahma, as may be seen

in the Asiatic Researches, as above referred to. The self-

devotions so common among this people, tend likewise to

confirm the accusation. On these, and the several species

o( tneritorious suicide extracted from the Ayeen Akbery, by
Mr. Maurice, see Ind. Ant. p. 164— 166. The same wri-

ter asserts (p. 434.) that the Mahometans have exerted them-

selves, for the abolition of this unnatural usage, both in India

and Egypt. This author indeed abounds with proofs, esta-

blishing the fact of human sacrifice in ancient India.

Of the same horrid nature were the rites of the early

Druids, as may be seen in Diod. Sic. (v. 1. pp. 3.'i4, 353. cd.

Wess.) The Massilian grove of the Gallic Druids is de-

scribed by Lucan, in his Pharsalia, (lib. iii. 400, ^:c.) in

terms that make the reader shudder:—"that every branch

was reeking with human gore," is almost the least chilling of

the poetic horrors with which he has surrounded this dreadful

sanctuary of Druidical superstition. We are informed that

it was the custom of the Gallic Druids to set up an immense

gigantic figure of a wicker man, in the texture of which they

entwined above an hundred human victims, and then con-

sumed the whole as an oflTering to their gods. For a delinea-

tion of this monstrous spectacle, se'^ Clarkr's Car^^ar, p. 131.

fol. ed. 1712. Nor were the Druids of .Mona less cruel in

their religious ceremonies, than their brethren of daul
: 1 a-

citus (v. 2. p. 172. ed. Brot.) represents it as their constant

usage, to sacrifice to their gods the prisonor> taken in war:

cruore captivo adolere aras, fas habebant. In the northern

nations, these tremendous mvsteries were usually burietl in
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the cloom of the thickest woods. In the extended wilds of

Ardueniui, and the great Hercynian forest particularly, places

set apart for this dreadful purpose abounded.

Phylarchus, as quoted by Porphyry, affirms, that of old

it was a rule with every Grecian state, before they marched

against an enemy, to supplicate their gods by human victims,

and accordingly we find human sacrifices attributed to the

Thebans, Corinthians, Messenians, and Temessenses, by
Pausanias ; to the Lacedemonians by Fulgentius, Theodo-

ret, and Apollodorus ; and to the Athenians by Plutarch,

{Themist. p. 26*2. et Arist. p. 300. ed. Bryan) and it is no-

torious, that the Athenians, as Avell as the Massilians, had a

custom of sacrificing a man every year after loading him with

dreadful curses, that the wrath of the gods might fall upon

his head, and be turned away from the rest of the citizens

—

See Suidas on the words ws^i-^^jjiitot, %x6x^f<,x, and (pcc^^uKo^.

The practice prevailed also among the Romans, as appears

not only from the devotions so frequent in the early periods

of their history, but from the express testimonies of Livy,

Plutarch, and Pliny. In the year of Rome 657, we find a

law enacted in the Consulship of Lentulus and Crassus, by
which it was prohibited : but it appears notwithstanding to

have been in existence so late even as in the reign of Tra-

jan; for at this time three Vestal virgins having been punish-

ed for incontinence, the Pontiffs on consulting the books of

the Sibyls to know if a sufficient atonement had been made,

and finding that the offended deity continued incensed, or-

dered two men and two women, Greeks and Gauls, to be bu-

ried alive. {Univ. Hist. v. xiv. p. 588. ed. Dub.) Porphyry

also assures us, that even in his time, a man was every year

sacrificed at the shrine of Jupiter Lalialis.

The same cruel mode of appeasing Iheir offended gods,

we find ascribed to all the other Heathen nations: to the

Getff, by Herodotus, (lib. iv. c. 94.) to the Leucadians, by

Strabo, (lib. x. p. fi9t.) to the Goths, by Jornandes, (De

Heb. Gelir. cap. \ix.) to the Gauls, by Cicero, {pro Fonteio.

p. 1»7. ed. IGSM.) and by Cn-sar, (7)V//. Gall. lib. 6. § 15.)

to the Ileruli, by Procop. (^Bell. Goth. lil). ii. c. 15.) to the

Britons, by Tacitus, {.innal. xiv. IW.) and by Pliny, (lib.

XXX. cap. 1.) to the Germans by Tacitus, (De Mar. Germ.

rap. i\.) to the Carthagonians, by Saiichoniathon, {Evset).

P. Kv. lib. i. cap. 10.) by Plato, (in Dlinoc, Opera, p. 505.

ed. H50'2.) by Pliny, (lib.* xxxvi. cap. 12.) by Silius Italicus,

(lib. iv. lin. 7(37, ike) and by Justin, (lib. xviii. c. 6. and

I. xix. c. 1.) Knnius says of them, (ed. Hess. 1707, p. 28.)

Poenei soiit soliti sos sacruficare puellos. They are reported

by Diodorus to iiave offered two hundred human victims at
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once; and to so iinnatiiriil an extreme was tliis horrid super-
sliiion carried hy this people, thai it was usual for the parent
himself, to Klauu;hter the dearest and most heauliful of his

otl'sprinc; at tlic altars of their hKM)dy deities. Scripture
proves the practice to have existed in Canaan, hefore the Is-

raelites came thither, {Levit. xx. L':i.) Of the Arahiaris, tlie

Cretans, the Cyprians, the Rhodians, the rhoca-aiis, tliose

of Chios, Leshos, and Tenedos, the same may he establish-

ed ; see Porphi/r. ApmL Kuiieh. P. Kv. lih. iv. ( ap. IG.

3Ionimus, as quoted by Clem. Alexand. {Eiisib. ihid.) af-

firms the same of the inhabitants of Pella. And Kurijiides

lias 2;iven to the bloody altars of the Tauric J)iana, a cele-

brity that rejects additional confirmation.—So that the imi-

versality o( the practice in the ancient Heathen world, can-

not reasonably be questioned.

In what light then the Heathens of antiquity considered
tlieir deities, and how far they were under the impression of

the existence of a Supreme benevolence requiring nothifjg

but repentance and reformation of life, may be readily in-

ferred from this review of facts. Agreeably to the inference

which these furnish, we find the reflecting Tacitus pro-

nounce, (Hist. lib. i. c. 1.) "that the gods interfere in liiiman

concerns, but to punish,"—Non esse cura^ Diis securitateni

nostram, esse ultionem. And in this, he seems but to repeat

the sentiments of Lucan, who in his Pharsalia, (iv. IO7, ice.)

tiuis expresses himself:

Felix Roma, qiiidem, clvesque habilura beatos,

Si Ubertatis Superis turn cuia placeret,

Quam vindicta placet

On this subject, the Romans appear to have inherited the

opinions of the Greeks. IMeineis (Hislorin dortrivfc de vcro

DeOy p. 208.) asserts, that the more ancient (j reeks imagined

their gods to be envious of human felicity ; so that whenever

ajiy great success attended them, they were filled with terror,

lest the gods should be offended at it, and l)ring on lliern

some dreadful calamity. In this the learned professor but

affirms, what we have seen in p. 67. is the formal declaration

attributed to Solon by Herodotus: a declaration repeated

and confirmed by the historian, in the instances of l'oJy<rales

and\erxes: in the former of which, the prudent Amasi-*

groiinds his alarm for the safety of the too prosperous prince

of Samos, on the notoriety of the evvions nature of the di-

vine bein<r, to eet^v t7n^xf4,evof *»$ iri (p^ovipar, (lib. iii. cap. 40.)—
and in the latter, the sage Artabanus warns Xerxes, that even

the blessings wiiich the gods bestow in this life, arc derived

from an envious motive, ^t $ici y?,vKv* yeurxg t«» niuttt, ^fofcf»<
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«» avTM fv^to-K(T»t emy (lib. vii. cap. 46.) That fear of the godn
was not an unusual attendant on the belief of their existence,

may be inferred likewise from the saying of Phitarch, {Dt
Snpersl.) Ttx(^ m

f<.j> vof^K^nv 6tyq, f^v <pe&nc-^«< : and Pliny, (lib.

2. cap. 7.) speaking of the deification of death, diseases, and
plagues, says, that " these are ranked nmoig the gods, whilst

with a trembling fear we desire to have them pacified,"

—

dum esse placatasy trepido metn cupinius. Cudworth also,

(JntelL Si/st. p. 664.) shows, in the instances of Democritus
iind Epicurus, that terror was attached to the notion of a

divine existence : and that it was with a view to get free from
this terror, that Epicurus laboured to remove the idea of a

providential administration of human affairs. The testimony
of Plato is likewise strong to the same purpose : speaking of
the punishment of wicked men, he says, all these things

**' hath Nemesis decreed to be executed in the second period,

by the ministry of vindictive terrestrial demons, who are^

overseers of human affairs ; to ivhich demons the suprmne
God hath committed the government of this worlds—Bt
Anima Mundi. Opera p. 1096, ed. Franc. 1602.

Tiius the Gentile religion, in early ages, evidently appears
to have been a religion oi fear. The same it has been found
likewise in later times, and continues to this day. Of the

length of time during which this practice of human sacrifice

continued among the Northern nations, Mr. Thorkelin, who
was perfectly conversant with Northern literature, furnishes

several instances in his Essay on the Stave Trade. Ditmarus
charges the Danes with having put to death in their great
sacrifices, no fewer tlian ninety-nine slaves at once. {Loccen.
Antiq. Sve. Goth. lib. i. cap. 3.) In Sweden, on urgent oc-

casions, and particularly in times of scarcity and famine, they
sacrificed kinirs and princes. Loccenius {Histor. Her. Suecic.

lib. i. p. ,0.) gives the following account: " Tantafame Suecia
aflflicta est, ut ci vix gravior unquam incubuerit ; cives inter

ae dissidentes, cum poenam delictorum divinam agnoscerent,

primo anno bovcs, altero homines, tertio regem ipsum, velnt

irce catestis piacvlvm, ut sil)i persuasum habebant, Odino
immolabant :" and we arc told that tlie Swedes at one time

boasted of having sacrificed live kings in a sinc;le day. Adam
of Bremen, {Jlist. Kccles. cap. 2;j I.) speaking of the awful

grove of Upsal, a place distinguished for the celebration of

those horrid riles, says, " there was not a single tree in il

that was not reverenced as gifted with a portion of the divi-

nity, because stained with gore, and foul with human putre-

faction." In all the other Norlhern nations, wit}n)nt excep-
tion, the practice is found to have prevailed; an<lto so late a

period did it continue, that we learn from St. Boniface, tdat
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Gregory II. was obli2;e(l to make the sale of slaves for Hacri-

fice by the German converts, a capital otleiice ; and Carloman

ill the year 7 V,i, t'onnd it necessary to pass a law for its pre-

vention. IMallet, wJiose account «)f this horrid cusiom amonci;

the Northern nations deserves particularly to he ailen<lcd to,

affirms, that it was not abolished in those regions unlil the

ninth century. {Northern Anlifiuitiis^ vol. i. p. l.r^— 1 !-.)

And Jortin {Remarks on Kcrlcs. Hist. \..j. p. \:li:i.) reports

from Fleury, an adherence to this custom in the island of

Ru.a;ia, even so late as to the close of the twelfih century.

Tlie same dreadful usace is found to exi^^t to this day in

Africa; where, in the inland parts, they sacrifice the captives

taken in Mar to their fetiches: as appears fiom Snelirrave,

who in the kins: of Dahoome's camp, was witi-css to his ^a-

crificing multitudes to the deity of his nation. Among the

islanders of the South seas, we likewise learn from Captain

Cooke, that human sacrifices were very frequent : he speaks

of them as customary in Otoheile and the Sandwich I-lands;

and in the Island of Tongataboo, he mentions ten nien ofliered

at one festival. All these, however, are far exceedcil by the

pious massacre of human beings in the nations of Anitilca.

The accounts given by Acosta, Gomara, and other Sj)a! i<h

writers, of the monstrous carnage of this kind in these parts

of the world, are almost incredible. The annual sacrifices

of the Mexicans required many thousands of victims ; and

in Peru, two hundred children were devoted for the health

of the Ynca. (Acost. Hist, of hid. p. ;j71)—:;8a. ed. ICOI.

Anton, de Solis. and Clavig:. Hist, of Me.r. lib. vi. sect. 1«,

19, 20.)—Mr. Maurice also informs us, that at this day, among

certain tribes of the IMahrattas, human victims distinguished

by their beauty and youthful bloom, are fattened like oxen

for the altar, (hid. Antiq. p. iW3.) and the same writer

(pp. 1077, 1078.) instances other facts from Mr. Cranford's

Sketches of hidian mythology, from which he concludes,

that the notion of the efficacy of human sacrifice is by no

means extinct in India at the present time. This position is

certainly contradictory to the testimonies of Dow, Iloluef,

and Grose. But as the laborious research of Mr. Maurice

has drawn together numerous and authentic documents in

corroboration of his opinion, it nwy fairly be (juestioned m lie-

Iher the authority of these writers is to be considered as of

much Aveisht in the opposite scale. Tiic learned professor

Meiners (Historia Doct. de vcro Deo. Sect. i\ .)
does not

hesitate to pronounce the two former unentitled to credit ;

the first, as being of a disposition too crrdnh)us ; and the

second, as deserving to be reckoned for fiction and folly,

I
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another ^fegasthcnes.-^ Mr. Dow'h inconipeteiicy on the

subject of the Indian theolociy, has also been proved by Mr.
Halhed, who has shown, in the preface to his translation of

the Gentoo Code, (p. Ii2. cd. 17 7n.) that writer's total defi-

ciency in the knowledtre of tiic sacre«l writings of tlie Hin-
doos: aiid as to IMr. Grose, I refer the reailer to the Indian
Antifpfitiei^y (pp. '2 19, *2.").'>.) for instances of his superficial

acquaintance with the afif'airs of Hindostan. It is of tlie

greater importance to appreciate truly the value of the testi-

mony given by these writers, as on their reports has been
founded a conclusion, directly subversive of the fact here

attempted to be established.!

• In addition to the authorities already referred to upon this head, I

would sug-tj^est to tlie reader a perusal ot* JWr. Mickle*s Inquiry into the

Jirahinin Philosophy^ suffixed to the seventh Book of his Translation of

Camotns^s jAisiad. He will find in that interesting summary, abundant
proofs, not only of the existence of the practice of human sacrifice in mo-
dern India, but also of the total incredibility of the romances of Dow and
Holwel : and he will at the same time discover the reason why these au-

thors are viewed with so much partiality by a certain description of wri-

ters. The philosophic tincture of their observations upot\ religion, and the

liberties taken, by Mr. Holwel especially, with both the Mosaic and Chris-

tian revelations, were too nearly allied to the spirit of Unitarianism not to

have had charms for the advocates of that system.—The superiority of the
revelation of Brahvia over that of Moses, Mr. Holwel instances in the
creation of man. In the former, he says, " the creation of the human form
is dogged viith no difficulties, no ludicrous unintelligible circumstances, or

inconsistencies. God previously constructs mortal bodies of both 9excs for

the reception of the angelic spirits." (Midlers Lusiady vol. ii. p. 253.)

Mr. Holwel also, in his endeavours to prove the revelation of Birmah and
of Christ to be the same, gravely proceeds to solve the difficulty which
arises from their present want of resemblance, by asserting that " the doc-

trine of Christ, as it is delivered to us, is totally corrupted : that age after

age has discoloured it; that even the most ancient record of its history, the
Kew Testament, is grossly corrupted ; that St. Paul by his reveries, and
St. Peter by his sanction to kill and eat, began this woful declension, and
perversion of the doctrines of Christ." (Alickle's Lutiad, vol. ii. p. 254.)
After this, can we wonder, that Dr. Priestley considered this writer suffi-

ciently enlightened to be admitted as undoubted evidence in the establish-

ment of wliatever facts he might be pleased to vouch ? Yet it is whimsical
eno'igh that this writer, who is so eminently philosophical, and as such is

so ftvourite a witness with Dr. Priestley, should have disclosed an opinion

with respect to philosophers, so disreputable as the following. "The devil

and liis chiefs have often as well as the good angels, taken the human form,

•nd appeared in the character of tyrants, and corrupters of morals, or phi-

losophers, who are (he asserts) ihe devil's J'aith/rtl deputies'* (Midlc's JLu

siad, vol. ii. p. 250 )

\ To the curious reader who may wish to sec the latest and most interest-

ing account of the sanguinary superstitions of th(; Hindoos, and of the ge-

neral state of that people in point of civilization at the present day, I

would s'rongly recommend Du. Buch.\nan's JMcmoir on the Expediency

of an Kcrlt.iiastical Establishtmntfor British India: in which he will not

only find aniple confirmation of Mr. Maurice's statements, as to the dread-

ful extent of human sacrifice among the natives of Hindo.stan, (see pp. ^3,

34, 47—50, 91—104.) but also the most atlL-ctiDg exposition of the decstV'.

ing stale of religion amongst their concjuerors.
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The subject of this imniher may ilcrive atldilioiuil liii;lit

from the nature of the r^'pres(•nlutit)}^s of the Divinity,

throughout the Heathen nations. Tims in the ijua^es of the*

dc'ily anions; tlie Indians, we fintl an awful and tt;rrilir, power
the ruling feature. Thousands of outsliL'teluMl arms and

In this latter point of view it is a work tliat cannot he too pcncrally

known, nor too attentively perused. The contrast which it exhibits bc-

tweeji the indifference of Protestantism and the /cal of popery, in those

distant regions, is strikingly illustrative of the prevailinj^ cliaracicr of each.

An establishment of eiglueen military chaplains, of whom not mon- than

twelve are at any one time in actual appointment,— witli three clmrches,

(one at Calcutta, one at Madras, and one at Bombay,) constitutes the en-

tire means of religious instruction, for the vast extent of the British em-
pire in the East : whilst, at the various settlements and factories at Hcn-

coolen, Canton, and the numerous islands in that quarter in the possession

of Britain, not a single clergyman of the English church is to be found, to

perform the rite of baptism, or any other Cliristian rite whatever. British

armies also, have been known to be not unfrcquently in the field without a

chaplain: and it is said, that .Marquis Cornwallis was indebted to the ser-

vices of a British officer for the last solemn offices of intermciit. The con-

sequence (as Dr. Buchanan states") has been, that " all res])ect for Chris-

tian institutions has worn away; and that the Christian sabbath is now no

otherwise distinguished than by the display of tfie British flag"! '. ! So that

** we seem at present," he says, "to be trying the question, whe vher re-

ligion BE NECESSARY FOR A STATE : whether a remote commercial

empire, having no sign of the Deity, no type of any thing heaveidv, may
not yet maintain its Chri.stian purity, and its political strength, amidst Pa-

gan superstitions, and a voluptuous and unprincipled people." The eflect

also of this want of religious instruction. Dr. Buchanan describes to be

such as might naturally be expected,—a general spread of profligacy

amongst our own people ; and a firm belief amongst the natives, tliat 'the
ENGLISH HAVE KO RELIGIOX."
Now in what way does Dr. Buchanan describe the exertions of the no-

MiSH CHURCH to propagate its peculiar tenets.' An establishment of three

archbishops and seventeen bishops, with a proportional number of church-

es and inferior clergy, is indefatigably employed in sending through the

East, and particularly through the dominions of Protestant Britain, that

form of religious faith, which Protestants condemn as perniciously errone-

ous. In Bengal aU)ne, he states there are eight Romish churchf s, besi.lea

foin- Armenian, and two Greek : and it affords matter of melancholy retlec-

tiotj, that we are compelled to derive a consolation under the consequences

of our own religious apathy, from the contemplation of those beneficial ef-

fects which Dr. Buchanan ascribes to the influence of this Romish esta-

blishment, in its civilizing operation on the minds of the Asiatics.

The sentiments which an acquaintance with these facts must naturally

excite in the minds of such as retain any sense of the valucof true religion,

make it particularly desirable that this work should be known to ah
;
espe-

cially to those who have the power to promote the means of rectdxnig the

dreadful evils which it authenticates. To a religious mind the perusal ol

the work mu.st undoubtedly be distressing. But from the gloom which the

darkness of Pagan superstition, joined to the proHigftcy ot European irre-

ligion spreads over the recitals it contains, the pious heart will hud a reiici

in that truly evangelical production of pastoral love, presented mArchhi-

shop Wake's primary charge to the Protestant missionaries m India
;
ami

yet more in that delightful picture which is given of the church ot Mala-

bar:—a church, which, as it is rei)orted to have been of ap. slolic origin,

carries with it to this day the marks of apostolic simphc.tv ;
and v ncn

presents the astonislnng phenomenon of a numerous body ot Hindoo i^uris
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hands, generally filled with swords and dag£;er», hows and

arrows, and evurj instrument of destruction, express to the

terrified worshipper the cruel nature of the god. The col-

lars of human sculls, the forked tonsjues shooting from ser-

pents' jaws, the appendages of mutilated corses, and all the

other circumstances of terrific cruelty which distinguish the

black goddess, Seeva, Haree, and other of the idols of Hin-
dostan, (M(wrice\^ huL Antiq. pp. 18:% 253, :j27, 381, 382,

8.3G, 857, 882.) sufficiently manifest the genius of that re-

ligion which presented these as objects of adoration. To
the hideous idols of Mexico, one of which was of most gi-

gantic size, seated upou huge snakes, and expressly denomi-

nated TERROR, {ClaviiT. lib. vi. sect. 6.) it was usual to

present the heart, torn from the breast of the human victim,

and to insert it, whilst yet warm and reeking, in the jaws of

the blood-thirsty divinity. (Ibid. lib. vi. sect. 18.) The
supreme god of the ancient Scythians was worshipped by

tians, exceeding- bctli in their practice and their doctrines, the purity of
any (;liristian cluirch since the ug-c- of the apostles. ** Such are the heresies

of this churcli," said their Poituguese accusers, that "their clergy mar-
ried wives ; that they owued but two sacraments, baptism and the Lord's
supper ; that they denied transubstantiation ; that they neither invoked
saints nor believed in purgatory ; and that they had no other orders or
names of dignity in the church than bishop or deacon.*' Such was found
to be t ie state of the church of Malabar in the year 1599, and such there

is good reason to believe, had been its state from its foundation in the ear-

liest times of Cliristianity. (See Dr. Buchanaiis Memoir^ pp. 1—8, 12,

18, 55—62, 75—79.) To the question which Popery triumphantly proposes

to the Protestant, "where was your religion before luther ;'*

the answer, "in the bible," derives now an auxiliary from this most
import iiDt :iiul interesting f.ct.

I s'lould deem it necessary to apologize to the reader for this digression

respeciing the contents of Dr liuchanan's publication, were I not convinced

that \n drawing .ittenlion to its subject, I am doing- a real service to Chris-

tiavity.

As a most valuable Appf.ndix to this publication, I must bef^ leave also

to recommend to the reader the xviith article of the Ist volume of the

Qiiurter/y litvtciv. The impious policy that would impede the introduction

of I l)L- Christian religion into Irulia, is there treated as it deserves. The
fashiontble soDhistr) which had for a time prevailed upon this subject, is

most li.ippil) exposfil by the Reviewer. And with no common talent and
address, it is nn. nswerabb, proved, to be no less the interest than the duty
of the conriueror to spread ihe light of the g-ospel far and wide throuji^h the

rejfions ot' IIindo>;tan. Nfcl ncholy it truly is, that such arguments should

be wanting io to:iviiice a Cluislian people. Great is the power of llie Bri-

iish Empire ntost undoubtedly. Yet surely if its interests are fotmd to be
incompatible with the interests of Christ's kingdom, it cannot be difficult

to pronounce whicii of the two must fatl.

That the reader may ftel the lull force of the observations contained in

the al)ovc note, he is requested to peruse the extraordinary details, authen-

tica'cd by /Jr. Buchanan^ in his recent pu!)lication, entitled Chrisiian Ec-
searchfs in .Isia .• pvrtirularly those relating to tlie ivorship of Jiti^i^crnautt

and tlie present condition of (Jeyloiu which are to be found at p. 129— 147.

and p. 182—190. of that work. These detaiJs must be alarming indeed
to tverv serious mind.
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them Hiidcr the slniili(n(l<' of ;i iiakrd huoro, (TFcroJ. lih.

•iv. cap. 62.) ami in V alhalla, or the Hall of Slati^htfry the
paradise of the terrible god of the iSorthern Kiiropean re

gioiis, the cruel revelries of Woden wore eelrhrated by deep
potations from the sculls of enemies slain in hattU*.

Consistent with this characl<'r of their cods, wr find the
worship of many of the lleatimn nations to con->ist in suffer-

ing and morlilication, in cuttijig their llesh witii knives, and
scorcliing their limbs with fire. Of these unnatural and in-

human exercises of devotion, ancient history supplies num-
berless instances. In the worship of Haal, as related in the
book of Kings ; and the consecration to Moloch, as practised

by the Anmionites, and not unlVccjuently by the liebrewii

themselves, the sacred volume affords an incontestable record
of this diabolical superstition. Similar practices are attested

by almost every page of the profane historian. The cruel

austerities of the Gymnosophist both of Africa and India,

the dreadful sufferings of the iniliated votaries of Mithra
and Eleusis, (t^ee Maurice^s Ind. Jitliff. p. 990— 1000.)
the Spartan ha.uariya'rii in honour of Diana, the frantic and
savage rites of Bellona, and the horriil self-mutilations of the

worshippers of Cybele, but too clearly evince the <lreadful

views entertained by the ancient Heathens of the nature of

their gods. Of the last named class of Pagan devotees, (to

instance one as a specimen of all) we have the followinc ac-

count from Augustine—" De?e magna" sacerdotes, qui (ialli

vocabantur, virilia sibi amputabant, et furore perciti caput

rotabant, cultrisque faciem musculosque totius corporis dis-

secabant ; morsibus quoque se ipsos impelebant." {AuirusL

de Civ. Dei. pp. 140, 1.06. ed. 1661.) And Seneca, a>

quoted by the same writer, (lib. vi* cap. 10.) confirms this

report in the following passage, taken from his work on Su-

perstition, now no longer extant: " Ule viriles sibi partes

amputat, ille lacertos secat. IJbi iratos deos timent, qui sic

propitios merentur ?—Tantus est perturbata? mentis et sedi-

bus suis pulsae furor, ut sic Dii placentur (piemadmodum ne

homines quidem teterrimi.—Se ipsi in templis conlrucidant,

vtdneribus suis ac sanguine supplicant." And it deserves to

be remarked that these unnatural rites, togetlier with that

most unnatural of all, human sacrifice, are pronouiicrd by

Plutarch {Opera. \om. ii. p. 417. ed. Franc. 16*20.) to have

been instituted for the purpose of averting tJie wrath of ma
lignant demons.
Nor have these cruel modes of worship been confined to

the Heathens of antiquity. By the same unworthy concep-

tions of the Deity, the Pagans of later times have been led

to the same unworthy expressions of tiieir religious feelings.
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Thus, in the narrative of Cooke's voyages, we are informed

that it was usual with the inhabitants of the Friendly Islands,

when afflicted with any dangerous disorder, to cut off their

little finger as an offering to the deity, which they deemed ef-

ficacious to procure their recovery : and in the Sandwich
Islands it was the custom to strike out the fore-teeth, as a

propitiatory sacrifice to avert the anger of the Eatooa, or

divinity. If we look again to the religion of the Mexicans,

we meet the same sort of savage superstition, but carried to

a more unnatural excess. Clavigero (lib. 6. sect. 22.) says,
** it makes one shudder to read the austerities, which they

exercised upon themselves, either in atonement of their

transgressions, or in preparation for their festivals :" and then

proceeds, in this and the following sections, to give a dread-

ful description indeed of the barbarous self-lacerations, prac-

tised both by the Mexicans and TIascalans, in the discharge

of their religious duties : and yet he afterwards asserts, (v.

ii. p. 446. 4to. ed. Lond.) that all these, horrid as they are,

must be deemed inconsiderable, when compared v.ith the in-

humanities of the ancient priests of Bellona and Cybele, of

whom we have already spoken ; and still more so, when con-

trasted with those of the penitents of the East Indies and

Japan.

With good reason, indeed, has the author made this con-

cluding remark : for of the various austerities which have

been at different times practised as means of propitiating su-

perior powers, there are none that can be ranked with those

of the devotees of Hindostan at the present day. Dread-

ful as Mr. Maurice represents the rites of Mithra and Eleu-

sis to have been, dreadful as we find the other rites that have

been noticed, yet their accumulated horrors fall infinitely

short of the penitentiary tortures endured by the Indian

Yogee, the Gymnosophist of modern times—" to suspend

themselves on high in cages, upon trees considered sacred,

refusing all sustenance, but such as may keep the pulse of

life just beating ; to hang aloft upon tenter-hooks, and volun-

tarily bear inexpressible agonies; to thrust themselves by
hundreds under the wheels of immense machines that carry

about their unconscious gods, where they are instantly

crushed to atoms ; at other times, to hurl themselves from

precipices of stupendous height ; now to stand up to their

necks in rivers, till rapacious alligators come to devour them;

now to bury themselves in snow till frozen to death ; to mea-

sure with their naked bodies, trained over burning sands, the

e;round lying between one pagoda and another, distant per-

haps many leagues; or to brave, with fixed eyes, the ardour

of a meridian mm between the tropics ;'* these, with other
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penances not less tremendous, which Mr. iMaiirice has fullj

detailed in the last vol. of his Indian Autifjuities^ arc thft

means whereby the infatuated worshippers of Bralnna h<)j)e

to conciliate the Deity, and to obtain tlic hlessinj^s of imm«»r-

tality: and by these, all hope to attain those l»lessini:;s, ex-

cept only the wretched race of the C'handalahs, whom, by
the unalterable laws of Brahma, no repentance, no mortilica-

lion can rescue from the doom of eternal misery; and ajiainst

whom the gates of Jiappiness are for eVer closed.

—

Sec Maur.
Ind Ant. pp. 960, 9G1.

Now, from this enumeration of facts, it seems not diffirnlt

to decide, whether the dictate of untutored reason be the

conviction of the divine bknkvolencf:, and the persua-

sion that the Supreme Being is to be conciliated by good
and virtuous conduct alone: and from this also we shall be

enabled to judge what degree of credit is due to the asser-

tions of those who pronounce, that " all men naturally ap-

prehend the Deity to be propitious :" that " no nation what-

ever, either Jew or Heathen, ancient or modern, appears to

have had the least knowledge, or to betray the least sense of

their want, of any expedient of satisfaction for sin, besides

repentance and a good life : and that " from a full review of

the religions of all ancient and modern nations, they appear

to be utterly destitute of anything like a doctrine of proper

atonement.*^

These assertions Doctor Priestley has not scrupled to

make; {TheoL Rep. v. i. pp. 401, 411, 416, and 4il.) and

boldly offers " the range of the whole Jewish and Heathen

world," to supply a single fact in contradiction. He pro-

fesses also to survey this wide-extended range himself; and

for this purpose begins with adducing a single passage from

VirgH, whence he says, it appears that " even the implaca-

ble hatred of Juno could be appeased;" and an instance

from the Phczdon of Plato, from which he concludes that

Socrates, although " the farthest possible from the notion of

appeasing the anger of the gods by any external services,

yet died without the least doubt of an happy immortality :*'

notwithstanding that in page Si, when treatins; of another

subject, he had found it convenient to represent this philoxi-

pher as uWerly disbelieving; 3. fuUire state; and even here,

he adds, what renders his whole argument a nullity, provided

there were any such state for man. Havinc: by the former

of these established his position, as to the reli2:ion of the vul-

2;ar amoni:^ the Greeks and Romans; and by the latter, as to

the religion of the philosophers: he yet farther endeavour«

to fortify his conclusion by the assertion, that no facts have

been furnished either by Gale or Clarke, to justify the opjii-
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ion, that the ancients were at a loss as to tlie terms of divine

acceptance; notwithstanding that not only Clarke, (Evi-

dences, V. ii. p. 662—670. fol. l/JW.) bnt Leland, (CVtrisf.

Rvr. vol. i. pp. 259, 270, -17:3. 4to. 1761.) and various other

writers have collected numerous authorities on this head,

and that the whole mass of heathen superstitions speaks no

other language, insomuch that Bolingbroke himself (vol. v.

pp. 214, 215. 4to.) admits the point in its fullest extent.

He next proceeds to examine the religion of the ancient

Persians, and modern Parsis : and to prove this people to

have been free from any idea of atonement or sacrmce, he

quotes a prayer from Dr. Hyde, and a description of their

notion of future punishments from Mr. Grose : and though

these can at the utmost apply only to the present state of the

people, (and Avhoever w ill consult Dr. Hyde's history, pp.

570, 574. on the account given by Tavernier, of their no-

tion of obsolution ; and on that given by himself, of their

ceremony of the scape-doir^ will see good reason to deny the

justness even of this application) yet Dr. P. has not scru-

pled to extend the conclusion derived from them to the an-

cient Persians, in defiance of the numerous authorities re-

ferred to in this number, and notwithstanding that, as Mr.

Richardson asserts, (Dissert, pp. 25, 2B. »vo. 1778.) the

Parsis acknowledge the original works of their ancient law-

giver to have been long lost ; and that, consequently, the ce-

remonials of the modern Guebres, preserve little or no resem-

blance to the ancient worship of Persia. See also Hyde,

Ret. Vet. Pers. p. 574. ed. Oxon. 1760. Our author,

last of all, cites the testimonies of Mr. Dow and Mr. Grose,

to establish the same point concerning the religion of the

Hindoos; and particularly to show that it was "a maxim
with the Brahmans, never to defde their sacrifices with blood.''

The value to be attached to these testimonies, uiay be esti-

mated from what has been already advanced concerning these

writers ; from the terrific representations of the gods of Hin-

rfostan ; the cruel austerities with w hich they were worship-

ped ; and the positive declarations of the most authentic and

recent writers on the history of tlic Hindoos.

Thus, not a single authority of thdse adduced by Dr.

Priestley, is found to justify his position. But admitting

thrir fuflest application, to what do they amount?—to an in-

Htance of relenting haired in .funo, as described by Virgil;

an example of perfect freedom from all apprehension of di-

vine displeasure, in the case of Socrates ; and a quotation or

two from Mr. Dow and Mr. Grose, with a prayer from Dr.

Hyde, to ascertain the reliirious notions of the Parsis and the

Hindoos. These, with a few vasiuc observations on the tenete
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of certain atheists of ancient and moilcrn times; the tendcn'
cy of which is to show, that men who did not believe in a
moral Governor of the universe, dii! not fifir one; romphUe
his survey of the relia;ions history of the llruthoi world :

and in the conchision, derived from this jvr// ntpious induc-
tion', lie satisfactorily actiniesces, and Ijoldly ilelies his oppo-
nents to produce a single contradictory instance.—(N. H.
His abstract of the Jeivish testimonies, I reserve for a dia-

tinct discussion in another place: see No. XXXIII.)
When Dr. Priestley thus gravely asserts, that by this rx-

tensive review of facts, he has completely estahlislied the
position, that natural relip;ion impresses no fears of divine

displeasure, and prescribes no satisfaction for offended justi<e

beyond repentance ; it seems not diflicult to determine how
far he relies upon the ignorance of his readers, and upon the

force of a bold assertion. As to tJic position itself, it is clear,

that never w^as an avrof t(pec, more directly opposed to the

voice of history, and to notoriety of fact. Parkhnrst, in his

Hebrew Lexicon, on the word CDI^n, says, " it is known to

everf/ o«f, who is acquainted with the mytholocjy of the hea-

thens, hov; strongly and generally they retained the tradition

of an atonemenl or expinlion for sin.'* >V hat has lieen al-

ready offered in this number, may perhaps appear sutlicient

to justify this affirmation. But, indeed, independent of all

historical research, a very slight glance at tlie Greek and
Roman Classics, especially the poets, the popular divines of

the ancients can leave little doubt upon this head. So <'learly

does their language announce the notion of a propitiatory

ufonementy that if we would avoid an imputation on Dr.

Priestley's fairness, Ave are driven of necessity to cpieslion

the extent of his accp'aintance with those writers. Thus in

Homer, (//. i. 386.) we find the expression ©to* tXarKta-eui >o

used, as necessarily to imply the appeasing the amrer of the

god : and again, (//. ii. .jfjO.) the same expression is empIo>

ed, to denote the propitiation of 31inerva by sacrifui,

EvflatJf in.it rxv^oiTi Kxi cc^vetoK; iXxovrctt. Hesiod, in like manner,

(E^y. KAi H|M,. 338.) applies the term in such a sense as cannol

be misunderstood. Having declared the certainty that thr

wicked would be visited by the divine vengeance ; he pro

reeds to recommend sacrifice, as amongst the means of ren-

«iering the deity propitious

—

Axxon S't} cTrov^r.s-t Cvtrs-m tXarxfo-fim

Plutarch make's use of the word, expressly in rcfcrrnce t«

the aufrer of the g^oilsy tlixxvua-ext to i^,uu.x rn 9id. 1 hat tin-

words \xx<rxiTdxi, iXxT^oi, cS.c. carry with tlicm the force ol

rendering propitious an offended dei/i/, might be proved by

various other instances from the writers of antiquity : and

that in the use of the terms «ToTf«T«tr^« or «T»Tf#Ti«r**#«

K
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xxOx^ux, TTSfiylij^u, and (px^^ttKoi, the ancients meant to convey
the idea of a piacuUtr sucrijii e averling the anger ofthegod^,
he who is at all conversant with their writings needs not to

be informed. The word zrt^i^^ytf^oc particularly, Ijesychius
explains by the synonymous terms, uvriXvr^ov, ccvTiyJ^v^ov : and
Suidas describes its meaning in this remarkable manner,
O^TA/5 ezreM'/ov (A^^jvaie/) t&> xxt* evtxvrov cvvs^ovri -zs-ccvrtuv xukx'

(this Schleusner affirms to be the true reading;;

—

yn^i-^r.f^u rf^av

ysva, i)Tot T6>Ty,^iet x.xi uzroXvT^cocti;. Koii ovrui cviQccXXov rtj ^xXuTVii,

oic-xvei TO) HoTiioavi 6v(rtxv aziroTivvvvre^.

Nor is the idea of propitiatory atonement more clearly

expressed by the Greek, than it is by the Latin, writers of

antiquity. The words placare, propitiare, expiare, litare,

placamen, piaculum, and such like, occur so frequently, and
with such clearness of application, that their force cannot be
easily misapprehended or evaded. Thus Horace, (lib. ii. sat.

3.) Prudens plaravi sanguine Divos : and (lib. i. Ode 28.)

Teque piacnta uuWsl resolvent : and in his second Ode, he
proposes the question, cui dabit partes scetns e.vpiandl Jupi-

ter ? (" to which," says Parkhurst whimsically enough, " the

answer in the poet is, Apollo—the second person in the hea-

then trinity.") Caesar likew ise, speaking of the Gauls, saj^s,

as has been already noticed, Pro vita hominis nisi vita ho-

minis reddatur, won posse deorum immortalium mwnenplacari
jirbitrantur. Cicero, {pro Fonteio. x.) speaking of the same
people, says. Si quando aliquo metu adducti, deos placandos
esse arbitrantur, humanis hostiis eorum aras ac templa funes-

tant. The same writer (De Nat. Deor. lib. iii. cap. 6.) says,

Tu autem etiam Deciorum devolionibus placntos Deos esse

censes. From Silius Italicus and Justin, we have the most
explicit declarations that the object of the unnatural sacrifices

of the Carthaginians, was to obtain pardon from the gods^

Thus the former, (lib. 4. lin. 7t)7, ice.)

—

Mos fiiit in popuTis, qnos coiuruHt advena Dido
Posctre cxdt Dtos vcniani^ ac fluj:^rantlbus aris

(Infandum dictu; parvos imponere natos—

And in like manner the latter, (lib. xviii. cap. C.) expresseg

himself: Homines ut victimas immolabant : et impuberes aris

admovebant
;
parem sanguine eorum exposcentes, pro quorum

vita l)ii rogari maxime solent. Lucan also, referring to the

same bloody rites, usual in the worship of the cruel gods of

the Saxons, thus speaks of them, (Fharsal. lib. i. lin. 44.*?,

&C.)

Et qiubus ImniiUs placatiir sanguine diro

Teutates, horrensqiie feris altaribus Hcsns,
Fit I'harainis Scythia non miiior ara Diansr

—
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Virgil likewise, (Mn. ii. lin. 116.)

Sangubie placastis veiitos, et virjifine cncsS,

SAii^-uiiie quecienJL rediius, animdgue litunJum
Argolica

Siieloiiius relates of Olho, (cap. 7.) Per omnia pinnilontm
2;eiiera, manes Gdlhiii projnlune tenlasse. And Livy (lib. vii.

cap. ii.) saj's, Cum vis niorbi nee humanis consilii.s, ncc ope
divina levaretnr, ludi qiiocjue scenici, inter alia calestis irtt

pldcarniua institni dicunter : and the same writer, in anothef

place, directly explains the object of animal sacrifice ; Per

dies aliquot, liostia? majores sine litatione ca?sa^, dimjue noii

impetrata pax Deiim. The word litare is applir^l in the

same manner by Pliny, (De Viris lUust. TnlL Jlost.) Dnm
Numam sacrificiis iniitatur, Jovi Elicio Utart non potuit

;

fulmine ictus cum regia conflagravit. This sense of tlie word

might be confirmed by numerous instances. Servius, (^m.
iv. lin. oO.) and IVIacrobius, (lib. iii. cap. fj.) inform us, tha

it implies, " facto sacrificio placare luimen :" and Stephanus

says from Nonius, that it differs from sacrificare in this, that

the signification of the latter is, veniam pclerc^ but that of the

former, veniam impetrare.

But to produce all the authorities on tliis head were end-

less labour: and indeed to have produced so many miccht

seem to be an useless one, were it not of importance to enable

us to appreciate with exactness the claims to literary pre-

eminence, set up by a writer, who on all occasions pronounces

ex cathedra; and on whose dicta, advanced with an authori-

tative and imposing confidence, and received by his followers

with implicit reliance, has been erected a system, embracing

the most daring impieties that have ever disgraced the name

of Christianity. If the observations in this number, of the

length of which I am almost ashamed, have the eftect of

proving to any of his admirers, the incompetency of the

guide whom they have hitherto followed with unsuspecting ac-

quiescence, I shall so far have served the cause of truth and

of Christianity, and shall have less reason to regret the trou-

ble occasioned both to the reader and to myself, by thi«j \no-

tix detail.

No. VI. ox THE MULTIPLIED OPERATION OK THE DIVINE

ACTS.

Page 21. (/)—This thought we find happily .onvpy»'4

by Mr. Pope, in his Kssaij on j\Ian :

" In human works, tho* laboureil on witli pain,

" A thousand movements scarce one purpose gain
;

** In God's one siiiji^le does its end pro(Uicc ;

** Yet serves to seconu too, some otlicr ms« "

—
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In the illiistriitioii of lliis part of my subject, I have been
much iiulebted to the excellent Sermons of the Bishop of

Tjondoii, on the Clnistidu doctrine of Redemption : and also

to the sixtli letter of 11. Taylor's IJen ]}Iordec(tVs Apology—
a work, which though it contains much of what must be pro-

nounced to be erroneous doctrine, is nevertheless, in such
parts as do not take tlieir complexion from the ting:e of the

author's peculiar opinions, executed with acuteness, learning,

and research.

No. Vil. DEISTICAL REASONING INSTANCED IN CHUBR.

Page 22. (g)—The objection stated in the page here re-

ferred to, is urgr 1 by Chubb, in his reasoning on Redemp-
tion.

The species of argument here employed, is a favourite one
with this deistical writer. He applies it on another occasion,

to establish a conclusion, no less extraordinary, than that the

conversion of the Jews or Heathens to Christianity was a

matter of little consequence, either as to the favour of God,
or their own future safety

; for, adds he, if they were virtitoiis

and good men, they were secure without such conversion ; and
IF they were bad, vicious men, they were not secured by it I ! I

{Posthumous Works, vol. 2. p. 33.) Thus with the simple

apparatus of an if and a dilemma, 'was this acute reasoner

able, on all occasions, to subvert any part of the system of

revelation against which he chose to direct his attacks. The
A02 noY srn was never vvanling to this moral Archimedes

;

and the fulcrum and two-forked lever were always ready at

hand, to aid the designs of the logical mechanician.
Yet this man was one of the enlightened in his day. And

even at the present time there is good reason to think that he is

held in no small estimation by those who claim to be distinguish-

ed by that appellation, amongst the professors of Christianity.

For in the treatises of Unitarian and oiher philosophic Cliris-

tians of these later times, we find the arguments and opinions
of this writer plentifully scattered; and at the same time all

ostentatious display of the source from which they are de-
rived, most carefully avoided :—circumstances, from which
their serious reverence of the author, and the solid value tiiey

attach to his works, may reasonably be inferred.

Now, as this is one of the oracles from which these illumi-

nating teachers derive their lights, (without however confess-
incj it,) it may aflTord some satisfactio!i to the reader, who may
not have miserni)lo3'ed time in attempting to wade through
the bwamp of muddy metaphysics which he Jias left behind
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him, to have a short summary of hU notions concerning Cliris-

tiaiiily laid before him.

llaviiic; alto2;ether rejccled the Jewish revelation, ami pro-

nounced the New Testament to be a " f«)untain of r.onfuhion

and contradiction ;" and having consequently affirmed every
appeal to scripture to be " a certain way to perplexity and
dissatisfaction, but not to find out the truth :" he reconuiHMuls

our return from all these absurdities t«) " that prior rule of
action, that eternal and invaria])le rule of rii^lit and wronc, as

to an infallible gnide, and as the solid ,2;rouiid of our peace

and safety." Accordinsjly, having himself returned to this

infallible guide, he is enabled to make these wonderful disco-

veries— 1. That there is no particular Providence; and that,

consequently, any dependence on Providence, any trust in

God, or resignation to his will, can be no part of religion ;

and, that the idea of application to God for his assistance, or

prayer in any view, has no foundation in reason. 2. That

we have no reason to pronounce the soul of man to be imma-

terial, or that it will not perish with the body. 3. That if

ever we should suppose a future state in which man shall be

accountable, yet the judgment which shall take place in tliat

state, will extend but to a small part of the human race, and

but to a very few of the actions which he may perform: to

such alone, for example, as affect the public weal.

Such are the results of reason triumphing over scripture

:

and such is the wisdom of man when it opposes itself to the

wisdom of God !—Yet this strange and unnatural blasphemer

of divine truth declares, that the work which conveys to the

world the monstrous productions of insanity and impiety

above cited, (and these are but a small portion of the entire

of that description,) he had completed in the decline of life,

with the design to leave to mankind " a valuable legacy,"

conducing to their general happiness. The reader will hard-

ly be surprised, after what has been said, to learn that the

game infallible guide which led this maniac to revile the Jew-

ish and Christian scriptures, and to condemn tlie apostles and

first publishers of Christianity as hlvndcrers and imposl(,r>\

prompted him at the same time to speak with commendatn»;i

of the religion of * MAMOMF/r. '' Whether the Mahometan

• It deserves to be noticed, that a complacency for the rclipion of M.»ho.

met, is a character by which tl»e lit)erality of the Sacinian or Lnitariun .s

not less dislinpulshed than that of the deist. The reason a.ss.^c<l tor ih.s

by Mr. Van MiUlert is a just one. Mahonietanism is admired by boUi, be-

rkuse it sets aside those distinij:uishinp doctrines of the guspcl, the uirimr,

of Christ, and the sacrifice upon the cross ; and prepares the w.iy lor uhat

the latter are pleased to dignify with the title of Natur.l lUlipon, ami hr

former with that of Rational Christianity.— Tun .MiUcrt's Bnyle Uct joi. .

p. 208. The same writer also truly remarks, (p. 202-) that, besides exhibit-
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revelation be of a divine original or not, there seems (says he)

to be a plausible pretence, arising from the circumstances of

things, for s!(nnpinrj^ a divine dui racier tipon il^^ III—How-
ever, at other times he seems disposed not to elevate the

religion of Mahomet decidedly above that of Christ ; for he
observes, that " the turning from Mahometanisra to Chris-

tianity, or from Christianity to Mahometanism, is only laying

aside one external form of religion and making use of another,

which is of no more real benefit than a man's changing the

colour of his clothes." His decision upon this point, also,

he thinks he can even defend by the authority of St. Peter,

who, he says, has clearly given it as his opinion, in Acts x.

34, 35, that all forms of religion are indifferent.

ing a stran.G^e compound of Heathen and Jewish errors, the code of Maho-
met comprizes almost every heterodox opinion Ihat has ever been enter-

tained respecting the Christian faith.

Indeed, the decided part which the Unitarians have heretofore taken with
the Prophet of Mecca, seems not to be sufficiently adverted to at the pre-

sent day. The curious reader, if he will turnto^lfr. Leslie's Theolog Works^
vol. i. p. 207, will not be a little entertained to see conveyed, in a solemn
address from the English Unitarians to the Mahometan ambassador of Mo-
rocco, in the reign of Charles the second, a cordial approbation of Mahomet
and the Coran. The one is said to have been raised up by God to scourge
the idolizing Christians, whilst the other is spoken of as a precious record
of the true faith. Mahomet they represent to be ** a preacher of the gos-

pel of Christ ;" and they describe themselves to be his ** fellow-champions
for the truth." The mode of warfare they admit, indeed, to be difi'erent

;

but the object contended for they assert to be the same. " We, with our
Unitarian brethren, have been in all ages exercised, to defend with our pens
the faith of one supreme God ; as he hath raised your Mahomet to do the

same viith the s%vord, as a scourge on those idolizing Christians." (p. 209.)

Leslie, upon a full and deliberate view of the case, admits the justice of the
claim set up by the Unitarians to be admitted to rank with the followers of
Mahomet ;

pronouncing the one to have as good a title to the appellation of
Christians as the other, (p. 337.) On a disclosure by Mr. Leshe, of the
attempt which had thus been made by the Socinians, to form a confederacy
with the Mahometans, the authenticity of tlie address, and the plan of the
projected coalition, at the time were strenuously denied. The truth of
Mr. Leslie's statement, however, (of which from the character of the man no
doubt could well have been at any time entertained,) has been since most
fully and incontrovertibly confirmed.—See JVhitaker's Origin of ArianisDu
p. 399. Mr. Leslie also shows, that this Unitarian scheme of extolling-

Mahometanism as the only true Christianity, continued for a length of timo
to be acted on with activity and perseverance. He estal)lishes this at large,

by extracts from certain of their publications, in which it is endeavoured to

prove, " that Mahomet had no other design but to restore the belief of the

Unity of God, which at that time was extirpated among the Eastern Chris-

tians by the doctrines of the Trinity and Jncarnatio?: .- that Mahomet meant
not, tliat his religion slioidd be esteemed a new religion, but only the resti-

tution of the true intent of the Christian religion : that the Mahometan
learned men call themselves the true disciples of the Messias :" and, to

crown all, '* that Mahometanism has prevailed so greatly, not by force and
ihe sivord,—but by that one truth in the Coran^ the Unity of God" And,
as a iust consequence from all this, it is strongly contended, that " the Tar
tars had acted more rationally in embracing tlie sect of Mahomet, than the
Christian faith of the Trinity, Incarnation," &c. Lealie, vol. 1. pp. 216, 217.
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1 should not have so long detained my reader with such

contemptible, or rather pitiable extravagances, but that the

specimen they afford of the wild wanderings of reason, when
emancipated from revelation may prepare his mind for a juster

view of what is called rational Christianity.

No. VIII. ON THE CONSISTENCY OF PRAYER WITH THE
DIVINE IMMUTABILITY.

Page 22. (/i)—See Price's Dissertations—2nd. Edit,

pp. 209, 210. There are some observations of this excel-

lent and serious writer upon the nature of prayer, which are

not only so valuable in themselves, but with some extension

admit so direct a bearing upon the subject before us, that I

cannot resist the desire 1 feel of laying them before the reader.

In answer to the objection derived from the unchangeable-

ness of God, and the conclusion thence deduced that prayer

cannot make any alteration in the Deity, or cause him to be-

stow any blessings which he would not have bestowed with-

out it ; this reply is made. If it be in itself proper that we
should humbly apply to God for the mercies we need from
him, it must also be proper, that a regard should be paid to

such applications ; and that there should be a different treat-

ment of those Avho make them, and those who do not. To
argue this as implying changeableness in the Deity, would
be extremely absurd : for the unchangeableness of God, when
considered in relation to the exertion of his attributes in the

government of the world, consists not in always acting in the

same manner, however cases and circumstances may alter

;

but in always doing what is right, and in adapting his treat-

ment of his intelligent creatures to the variation of their ac-

tions, characters, and dispositions. If prayer then makes
an alteration in the case of the supplicant, as being the dis-

charge of an indispensable duty ; what would in truth infer

changeableness in God, would be, not his regarding and an-

swering it, but his not doing this. Hence it is manifest,

that the notice which he may be pleased to take of our pray-
ers by grajiting us blessings in answer to them, is not to be
considered as a yielding to importunity, but as an instance of

rectitude in suiting his dealings with us to our conduct. Nor
does it imply that he is backward to do us good, and there-

fore Avants to be solicited to it ; but merely that there are

certain conditions, on the performance of which the effects

of his goodness to us are suspended: that there is some-
thing to be done by us before we can be proper objects of his

favour ; or before it can be fit and consistent with the mea-
sures of the divine government to grant us particular benet
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fits. Accordingly, to the species of objection alluded to in

page 10, (namely, that our own worthiness or unworthiness,

and the determined will of God, must determine how we are

to be treated, absolutely^ and so as to render prayer alto-

gether unnecessary,) the answer is obvious, that before

prayer we may be unworthy ; and that prayer may be the

very thing that makes us worthy : the act of prayer being

itself the very condition, the very circumstance in our clia-

racters, that contributes to render us the proper objects of

divine regard, and the neglect of it being that which disqua-

lifies us for receiving blessings.

Mr. Wollaston, in his Religion of Nature, (pp. 115, 116.)

expresses the same ideas with his usual exact, and (1 may
here particularly say) mathematical precision. " The re-

spect or relation, (he observes,) which lies between God,

considered as an unchangeable being, and one that is humble
and supplicates, and endeavours to qualify himself for mercy,

cannot be the same with that which lies between the same
unchangeable God, and one that is obstinate, and will not

supplicate,* or endeavour to qualify himself: that is, the

same thing, or being, cannot respect opposite and coniradic-

tory characters in the same manner.f It is not in short, that

by our supplications we can pretend to produce any alteration

in the Deity, but by an alteration in ourselves, we may alter

the relation or respect lying between him and us."

The beautiful language of Mrs. Barbauld upon this sub-

ject, I cannot prevail upon myself to leave unnoticed. Ha-

ving observed upon that high-toned philosophy, which would

pronounce prayer to be the Aveak effort of an infirm mind to

alter the order of nature, and the decrees of Providence, in

which it rather becomes the wise man to acquiesce with a

manly resignation ; this elegant writer proceeds to state that

they who cannot boast of such philosophy, may plead the

example of him who prayed, though with meek submission,

that the cup of bitterness might pass from him ; and who, as

the moment of separation approached, interceded for his

friends and followers with all the anxiety of affectionate ten-

derness. But (she adds) we will venture to say, that prac-

tically there is no such philosophy.—If prayer were not en-

vre<pvx.u(; &toq. Hicrocl.

j This posHion he exhibits tlius, In lanjjuatje \vhich will be inltlligible

to mathematicians only. " The ratio of G to IVl 4-q, is different from that of

G to M—q: and yet G remains unaltered."—To tJiC opponents of the ar-

gument, this formula of its exposition will no doubt aftbrd g-vound rather

of jocularity than of conviction. For of men capable of maintaining- a con-

trary opinion, there can be no great hazard in pronouncing", that they are

not mathemalicians.
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joined for the perfection, it would be permitted to the weak*

ness of our nature. We should be betrayed into it, if we
thought it sin ; and pious ejaculations would escape our lips,

though we were obliged to preface them with, God forgive

me for praying ?—To those (she says) who press the objec-

tion, that we cannot see in what manner our prayers can be

answered, consistently with the government of the world ac-

cording to general laws : it may be sufficient to say, that

prayer being made almost an instinct of our nature, it cannot

be supposed but that, like all other instincts, it has its use

:

but that no idea can be Less philosophical, than one which

implies, that the existence of a God who governs the world,

should make no difference in our conduct ; and few things

less probable, than that the child-like submission which bows
to the will of a father, should be exactly similar in feature

to the stubborn patience which bends under the yoke of ne-

cessity. Remarks on Wakefield''s Inquiry^ p. 11—^14.

See also the excellent remarks of Doctor Percival to the same
purport, cited in the Appendix to this volume.

No. IX. ON THE GRANTING OF THE DIVINE FORGIVE^
NESS THROUGH A MEDIATOR OR INTERCESSOR.

Page 23. (i)--See H. Taylor'a Ben Mord. 5th Let-

ter : in which a number of instances are adduced from the

Old Testament, to show that God's dealing with his crea-

tures is of the nature here described. Thus we find, that

when God had declared that he would destroy the entire na-

tion of Israel for their idolatry at Horeb, {Numb. ch. 14.)

and again, for their intended violence against Caleb and
Joshua, {Deut. ch. 9.) yet upon the intercession of Moses,

he is said to have forgiven them. In like manner, for the

sake of ten righteous persons, he would have spared Sodom.
((re?i. xviii. 32.) In remembrance of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, and for their sakes, he is represented as being mer-
ciful to their posterity, {Gen. xxvi. 24.)—He forgave Abi-
melech also upon the prayer of Abraham, {Geti. xx. 7.) and
the friends of Job, upon the solicitation of that patriarch,

(/o6 xlii. 10.)—and, what renders these two last instances

particularly strong is, that whilst he declares the purpose of

forgiveness, he at the same time expressly prescribes the

mediation by which it was to be obtained. To quote more
of the numerous instances which the Old Testament sup-

plies on this head, must be unnecessary. What has been
urged will enable us to form a true judgment of that extra-

ordinary position, on which Dr.. Priestley relies not a little,

{Hist, of Cor. vol. 1. p. ir^e.) viz. that "the declarations

U
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of divine mercy are made without reserve or limitation to the

truly penitent, through all the books of scripiurey without

the most distant hint of any regard being had to the suffer-

ings or merit of any being whalever.^^

Very different indeed were the sentfments of the pious

writer referred to in the last number. He not merely ad-

mits the contrary of this position to be founded in the fact^

of revelation ; but he maintains the abstract reasonableness

of the principle, with a force and feeling that must render

his remarks upon this head particularly acceptable to the read-

er. If it be asked, he says, what influence our prayers can
have upon the state of others ; what benefit they can derive

from our intercessions ; or w^hether we can conceive, that

God, like weak men, can be persuaded by the importunity of

one person, to bestow upon another blessings which he would
not else have bestowed : the proper answer is to be derived

from the consideration, that it is by no means necessary to

suppose that the treatment which beings shall receive, de-

pends in all cases, solely on what they are in themselves.

This, without doubt, is what the universal Governor chiefly

regards ; but it is not alL And though there are some be-

nefits of such a nature, that no means can obtain them for

beings who have not certain qualifications, there are other

benefits w4iich one being may obtain for another, or for which
he may be indebted entirely to the kind offices of his fellow-

creatures. An advantage may become proper to be granted

to another, in consequence of some circumstances he may be
in, or some relations in which he may stand to others, which
abstracted from such circumstances and relations, would not

have been proper. Nothing more frequently happens in the

common course of events.

The whole scheme of nature seems, indeed, to be con-

trived on purpose in such a manner, as that beings might have
it in their power in numberless ways, to bless one another.

And one great end of the precarious and mutually depend-

ent condition of men, appears plainly to be, that they might

have room and scope for the exercise of the beneficent affec-

tions. From this constitution of things it is, that almost all

our happiness is conveyed to us, not immediately from the

hands of God, but by the instrumentality of our fellow-be-

ings, or through them as the channels of his beneficence, in

such a sense, that had it not been for their benevolence and

voluntary agency, we should have for ever wanted the bless-

ings we enjoy.

Now with respect to prayer, he asks, Why may not this

be one thing that may alter a case, and be a reason with the

divine Being for shoAving favour? Why, by praying for one
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another, may we not, as in many other ways, be useful to one

another ? Why may not the universal Father, in considera-

tion p^ the humble and benevolent intercessions of some of

his clHdren for others, be pleased often, in the course of his

Providence, to direct events for the advantage of the per-

sons interceded for, in a manner that otherwise would not

have been done ?—No truly benevolent and pious man (he

adds) can help lifting up his heart to the Deity in behalf of

his fellow-creatures. No one whose breast is properly warm-
ed with kind wishes to his brethren about him, and who feels

within himself earnest desires to do them all possible good^

can avoid offering up his kind wishes and desires to the com-

mon benefactor and ruler, who knows what is best for every

being, and who can make those we love infinitely happy. In

reality, (he contends) supplications to the Deity for our

friends and kindred, and all in whose welfare we are concern-

ed, are no less natural than supplications for ourselves. And
are they not (he demands) also reasonable ? What is there

in them that is not worthy the most exalted benevolence ?

May it not be fit, that a wise and good being should pay a

regard to them ? And may not the regarding and answering

them, and in general, granting blessings to some on account

of the virtue of others, be a proper method of encouraging

and honouring virtue, and of rewarding the benevolence of

beings to one another ? Perhaps, (he adds) there may not

be a better way of encouraging righteousness in the creation,

than by making it as much as possible the cause of happiness,

not only to the agent himself, but to all connected with him:

since there is no virtuous being, who would not, in many cir-^

cumstances, choose to be rewarded Avith a grant of blessings

to his fellow-beings rather than himself.

That our prayers for others may be attended with benefi-

cial effects upon ilieir condition, he considers also to be a
prevailing sentiment : otherwise, wherefore should we feel

ourselves impelled to offer them? Our immediate view in

praying must be to obtain what we pray for. This, which is

true as applied to prayers on our own behalf, must be also

true of our supplications for others. We cannot mean, in

addressing to the Deity our desires for others, merely to ob»

tain some benefit to ourselves. And this in itself proves, he
adds, that the effect of prayer is not merely to be estimated

by its tendency to promote our moral and religious improve-
ment.

At the same time I cannot but lay before the reader the
edifying and delightful representation given by the author, in

another place, of the beneficial influence of intercessionary/

prayer on the mind of him who offers it. ** No one can
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avoid feeling how happy an effect this must have in sweeten-

ing our tempers, in reconciling us to all about us, and causing

every unfriendly passion to die away within us. We cannot

offer up prayers to God for our fellow-men, without setting

them before our minds in some of the most engaging lights

possible ; as partaking of the same nature with ourselves, lia-

ble to the same wants and sufferings, and in the same helpless

circumstances ; as children of the same father, subjects of

the same all-wise government, and heirs of the same hopes.

He who prays for others with understanding and sincerity,

must see himself on the same level with them; he must be

ready to do them all the good in his power ; he must be pleas-

ed with whatever happiness they enjoy; he can do nothing

to lessen their credit or comfort ; and fervent desires will na-

turally rise within him while thus engaged, that his own breast

may be the seat of all those good dispositions and virtues,

which he prays that they may be blessed with. Resentment
and envy can never be indulged by one, who, whenever he
finds himself tempted to them, has recourse to this duty, and
sets himself to recommend to the divine favour the persons

who excite within him these passions. No desire of retalia-

tion or revenge, nothing of unpeaceableness, ill nature, or

haughtiness, can easily show itself in a heart kept under this

guard and discipline. How is it possible to use him ill, for

whom we are constant advocates with God ? How excellent

a parent or friend is he likely to make, who always remembers
before God the concerns and interests of his children and
friends, in the same manner that he remembers his own ? Is

there a more rational way of expressing benevolence than

this? or a more effectual way of promoting and enlarging itf

Nothing is more desirable or more delightful than to feel our-

selves continually under the power of kind affections to all

about us. Would we be thus happy ? Would we have our
hearts in a constant state of love and good-will ? Would we
have every tender sentiment strong and active in our breasts?

—Let us be constant and diligent in this part of devotion,

and pray continually for others, as we do for ourselves.''

{Price's Four DiaseriationSy pp. 207, 221—227, 237

—

239.)

Such was the language of a man, who, whilst (unlike Dr.
Priestley and his Unitarian associates) he really possessed,

and by the habits of his studies daily strengthened the powers
of accvraie thinking, had not rationalized away those just

and natural sentiments, which belong to the truly religious

character, and which, whilst the hi<!;hest exercises of mere
intellect cannot reach, its soundest decisions cannot but ap-v

prove. At the same time, how deeply is it to be deplored.
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that, in certain of his theological opinions, such a man should

have departed widely from the truth of scripture

!

I have willingly permitted myself in this extract to wander
beyond what the immediate subject demanded: because

amidst the thorny mazes of polemics, the repose and refresh-

ment which these flowers of genuine piety present, would, I

apprehend, afford to the reader a satisfaction not less than

they had yielded to myself.

No. X.—ON unitarians; or rational dissenters.

Page 23. {k) It is obvious, that the sect to which I here

allude, is that known by the title of Unitarians : a title, by
which it is meant modestly to insinuate, that they are the

only worshippers of One God, From a feeling similar to

that which has given birth to this denomination, they demand
also to be distinguished from the other non-conformists, by
the appellation of Rational Dissenters.

Mr. Howes has observed, {Critical Observ* vol. iv. p. 17.)

that the term Unitarian has been used with great vagueness,

by the very writers who arrogate the name : being applied

by some to a great variety of sects, Arians, Ebionites, Theo-
dotians, Sabellians and Socinians ; to any sect, in short, which
has pretended to preserve the unity of the Deity better than

the Trinitarians according to the council of Nice : whilst

by others, and particularly by Dr. Priestley, it is attributed

exclusively to those who maintain the mere humanity of Christ.

On this account, Mr. Howes proposed to substitute the word
Humanist^ as more precisely expressing the chief principle

of the sect intended : and this word he afterwards exchanged
for Humanitarian, Mr. Hobhouse and other Unitarians hav-

ing adopted that appellation. {Crit. Ohs. vol. iv. p. 91.)

—

However, as 1 find the latest writers of this description pre-

fer the denomination of Unitarian, I have complied with
their wishes, in adopting this terra throughout the present

work
;
perfectly aware, at the same time, of the impropriety

©f its appropriation, but being unwilling to differ with them
merely about names, where so much attention is demanded
by things.

For a full account of the doctrines of this new sect, (for

new it must be called, notwithstanding Doctor Priestley*s

laboured, but unsubstantial, examination of " Early Opin-

ions,") the reader may consult the Theoloe^ical Repositoryf

the various theological productions of Dr. Priestley, and par-

ticularly Mr. Belsham's Review of Mr, Wilberforce^s Trea-
tise. Indeed, this last publication presents, on the whole, se

extraordinary a system, and conveys so comprehensive a vieir
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of all the principles and consequences of the Unitarian

scheme, not to be found in any other work of so small a

compass ; that I think it may not be unacceptable, to subjoin

to these pages, a brief abstract of it as described by the

author. A summary of the tenets of this enlightened sect

may furnish matter of speculation, not merely curious but
instructive to those who are not yet tinctured with its prin-

ciples ; and to those who are, it may perhaps suggest a salu-

tary warning, by showing it in all its frightful consequences.

Unitarianism, it is true, has not yet made its way into this

country, in any digested shape ; but wherever there are found

to prevail, a vain confidence in the sufficiency of human rea

son, and a consequent impatience of authority and control,

with a desire to reject received opinions, and to fritter away
by subtle distinctions, plain and established precepts ; there

the soil is prepared for its reception, and the seed is already

sown.

No. XI. ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN UNITARIANS AN»
BOCINIANS.

Page 23. (/) The doctrine stated in the text, is that

maintained by all the Socinian writers. It may be found so

laid down {Theol. Rep. vol. i.) in the first article, written by
Dr. Priestley, under the title of Clemens. It is however to

be noted, that Doctor Priestley, his follower Mr. Belsham,

and others of the same theological opinions, disclaim the title

of Socinian ; and desire to be distinguished by that of Uni-

tarian^ for the reason assigned in the preceding number.
Mr. Belsham goes so far as to say, {Review, &c. p. 227,) that

his " Creed is as far removed from that of Socinus, as it is

from the peculiar doctrines of Mr. Wilberforce." Indeed,

to do Socinus justice, it must be admitted that the Creed of

the Unitarian differs materially from his. He had not reach-

ed the acme of modern illumination. He had not sufficient

penetration to discern the various mistakes in the application

of scripture, and the numerous errors in reasoning, commit-
ted by the evangelists and apostles, which have been detected

and dragged to light by the sagacious Unitarian. He had
not discovered that Christ was the human offspring of Joseph
and 31ary. He had not devested our Lord of his regal as

well as his sacerdotal character, and reduced him to the con-

dition of a mere prophet. He had weakly imagined that by
virtue of his re^al office, Christ possessed the power of de-

livering his f>eople from the punishment of their sins. But
Doctor Priestley has rectified this error. In his Hist, of Cor.
(vol. i. p. 272.) he expressly points out the difference be-
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fwcen himself and Socinus on this head. *' It immediately
ibllows," he says, " from his (Socinus's) principles, that

Christ being only a man, though ever so innocent, his death
coukl not, in any proper sense of the word, atone for the sins

oi other men. He was, however, far from abandoning the

doctrine of Redemj)tlony in the scripture sense of the word,
that is, of our deliverance from the guilt of sin by his gos-

pel, as promoting repentance and reformation ; and from the
piinishiiient due to sin, by his power of giving eternal life te

all that obey him.

—

But indeed, if God himselffreely forgives
the sins of men upon repentance, there could be no occasion,

properly speaking, for any thingfarther being done, to avert

the punishment with which they had been threatened.^*

This passage, whilst it marks the distinction between the

Socinian and the Unitarian, fully opens up the scheme of the
latter. But on this system, it may be curious to inquire, in

what light the death of our blessed Lord is represented.

Dr. Priestley (Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 39.) gives us this infor-

mation.—" Christ being a man, who suffered and died in the
best of causes, there is nothing so very different in the occa-
sion and manner of his death, from that of others who suffered

and died after him in the same cause of Christianity, but that

their sufferings and death may be considered in the same
light with /lis."—This extraordinary assertion exactly agrees

with what is recorded of Solomon Eccles, a great preacher
and prophet of the Quakers ; who expressly declares, " that

the blood of Christ was no more than the blood of any other
Saint." {Leslie^s Works, fol. vol. ii. p. 19.5.)—Thus strange-

ly do the philosophy of Doctor Priestley, and the fanaticism

of the Quaker, concur with that which both would pronounce
to be the gross absurdity of Popery. For if the death of
Christ be viewed in the same light with the death of any other
martyr, the invocation of the Popish saints may appear a
consequence not so revolting to Christian piety. That the
lines of error, in their manifold directions, should sometimes
intersect, if not for a certain length of way coincide, is not
liowever matter of surprise.

But, the death of Christ being treated in this manner by
Doctor Priestley and his Unitarian followers, one is naturally
led to inquire what their notions are of his state subsequent
to his resurrection. Mr. Belsham (Review, Sec. p. 74.)
gives us satisfaction on this head. The Unitarians, he says,

here entirely differ from the Socinians ; for that the latter

hold the '^ unscriptural and most incredible notion, that
since his resurrection he has been advanced to the govern--

ment of the Universe : but a consistent Unitarian, SicknoW'
[edging Jesus as a man in all respects like to his brethrenf
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regards iiis kingdom as entirely of a spiritual nature." We
are not, however, to suppose our blessed Lord altogether

banished from existence; for this gentleman admits again,

(p. «a.) that he is " now alive," somewhere, " and without
doubt employed in offices the most honourable and benevo-
lent ;'*—in such, of course, as any of his brother-men, to

whom he is above described as in all respects similar, might
be engaged.—On this, and other such wild blasphemies of

this sect, as represented by Mr. Belsham^ see the Appen-
dix.

No. XII. ON THE CORRUPTION OF MAN*S NATURAL STATE.

Page 24. (???) They who may wish to see this subject

extensively treated, will find it amply discussed in Leland's
work on the Advantage and Necessity of the Christian Re-
uelation. In Mr. Wilberforce's Practical View also, we
meet with a description of the state of unassisted nature, dis-

tinguished not less unhappily by its truth, than by its elo-

quence.

After a forcible enumeration of the gross vices into which
the heathen world, both ancient and modern had been sunk

;

and this not only amongst the illiterate and the vulgar, but
also amongst the learned and the refined, even to the decent
Virgil, and the philosophic Cicero ; he proceeds in the fol-

lowing animated tone, to examine the state of morals among
those who have been visited by the lights of the gospel.

"But," "says he, "you give up the heathen nations as

indefensible ; and wish rather to form your estimate of man,
from a view of countries which have been blessed with the

light of revelation.—True it is, and with joy let us record
the concession, Christianity has set the general tone of mo-
rals much higher than it was ever found in the Pagan world.

She has every where improved the character, and multiplied

the comforts of society
;
particularly to the poor and the

weak, whom from the beginning she professed to take under
her special patronage. Like her divine Author, " who sends
his rain on the evil and on the good," she showers down un-

numbered blessings on thousands wlio profit from her bounty,
while they forget or deny her power, and set at nought her

authority. Yet, even in this more favoured situation, we
shall discover too many lamentable proofs of the depravity
of man. Nay, this depravity will now become even more
apparent, and less deniable. For what bars does it not

now overleap? Over what motives is it not now victorious?

Consider well tlie superior li2;ht and advantages which we en-
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joy, and then appreciate the superior ol)ligation9 which are

imposed on us. Consider well," &c.
"Yet in spite of all our knowledge, thus powerfully en-

forced and pressed home upon us, how liitie has been our pro-

gress in virtue ? It has been by no means such as to prevent

the adoption in our days of various maxims of antiquity,

which when well considered, too clearly establish the depra-

vity of man." Having adduced several instances in proof

of this assertion, he thus proceeds ;
" But surely to any who

call themselves Christians, it may be justly urged as an as-

tonishing instance of human depravity, that we ourselves^

who enjoy the full light of revelation; to whom God has

vouchsafed such clear discoveries of what it concerns us to

know of his being and attributes; v/ho profess to believe that

in him we live, and move, and have our being ; that to him
we owe all the comforts we here enjoy, and the offer of eter-

nal glory purchased for us by the atoning blood of his own
Son : that we, thus loaded with mercies, should every one

of us be continually chargeable with forgetting his authority,

and being ungrateful for his benefits ; with slighting his gra-

cious proposals, or receiving them at best but heartlessly and

coldly."
" But to put the question concerning the natural depravity

of man to the severest test ; take the best of the human species,

the watchful, diligent, self-denying Christian, and let him
decide the controversy; and that, not by inferences drawn
from the practices of a thoughtless and dissolute world, but

by an appeal to his personal experience. Go with him intx)

his closet, ask him his opinion of the corruption of the heart

;

and he Avill tell you, that he is deeply sensible of its power,

for that he has learned it from much self-observation, and

long acquaintance with the workings of his own mind. He
will tell you, that every day strengthens this conviction ; yea,

that hourly he sees fresh reason to deplore his want of sim-

plicity in intention, his infirmity of purpose, his low views,

his selfish unworthy desires, his backwardness to set about

his duty, his languor and coldness in performing it : that he

finds himself obliged continually to confess that he feels

within him two opposite principles, and that he cannot do the

things that he would. He cries out in the language of the

excellent Hooker, " The little fruit which we have in holi-

ness, it is, God knoweth, corrupt and unsound: we put no

confidence at all in it, we challenge nothing in the world for

it, we dare not call God to reckoning, as if we had him in

our debt books ; our continual suit to him is, and must be,

to bear with our infirmities, and pardon our offences!''' {IViU

berjorce's Practical View, p. 28—37.)

M
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Such is the view which a pious and impressive writer has

given of what, all who reflect must acknowledge, to be the

true condition of man. Another writer, not less pious and

impressive, (Mrs. Kamiah More,) has, with her usual pow-
ers of eloquence, presented the same picture of the moral

and religious history of the world, in her admirable StriC'

iures on the Modern System of Female Education. To ob-

servations similar to those of Mr. Y/ilberforce on the doc-

trine of human depravity, she adds this remark. " Perhaps
one reason why the faults of the most eminent saints are re-

corded in scripture is, to add fresh confirmation to this doc-

trine. If Abraham, Moses, Noah, FAijnh, David, and

Peter sinned, wiio, shall we presume to say, has escaped the

universal taint?" (H. More's Works, vol. iv. pp. S:30, 331.)

How easily is this question answered by the follower of

Priestley :—or I may add, (strange as the combination may
appear,) of Wesley ! The former produces his philosopher,

the latter his saint, in refutation of such unworthy and dis

paraging notions of human nature. They differ indeed in

one material point. The one contends, that by his own vir-

tuous resolutions he can extricate himself from vicious pro-

pensities and habits ; w^hilst the other is proud to admit, that

the divine favour has been peculiarly exerted in his behalf,

to rescue him from his sins. The one denies, that he was
ever subject to an innate depravity : the other confesses that

he was, boasts even of its inveteracy, but glories that he has
been perfectly purified from its stains. But both are found
to agree most exactly in that vain self-complacency which
exults in the reflection that they '-are not '-^ as other men
are ;" and in the arrogant presumption that they are lifted

• The contemptuous lanj^uag-e, which the over-weening" Methodist is too
.'vpt to employ, with respect to all who are not within his sanctified pale, but
more especially with respect to the clerg-y of the establishment, affords but
too si.rong- a jiislificaiion of this charj^e, as it applies to him. The clergy
are uniformly with religionists of this description, "dumb dogs," •* watcli-

men who sleep upon tlieir posts," " priests of liaal," " wolves in sheep's
clothing," &c. &c. Indeed Mr. IVhiteJield informs us in his works, (vol.

iv p. 67.) that " Mr. IVesley thought 7neanly of Abraham, and, he believes

of David also :" whilst, of Mr- Wesley himself we are told, that " wherever
he went, he was received as an apostle ;" and that " in the honour due to

Moses he also had a share, being placed at the head of a great people by
him who called them," &ic. Ilnvipsou's life of Wesley, vol. iii. p. 35. Coke's

life of Wesley, p. 520.)—Mr. Wesley has taken care to let mankind know,
tiiat Methodism "is the only religion worthy of God ;" (JIamps. vol. iii.

p. 30.) and the miracles which repeatedly attested his divine mission for

the propagation of this religion, he has most copiously recorded through-
out his Journals—Whoever wishes to form a just idea of the pernicious ex-
travagances of tl'.is arch enthusiast, and of his followers, will find ample
satisfaction in Bishop Laving tori's Knthusiasm of JMithodiats and Papists

comparedy (a book, which B. Warburton, in one of his private letters to his
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above that corruption of nature from which the more humblo
and more deserving Christian feels himself not to be exempt.

In the philosophising Christian all this is natural and con-

sistent. But in the Methodist, (I speak of the Arminian
Methodist, or follower of Wesley,) it is altogether at vari-

ance with the doctrines which he professes to maintain. Ac-*

curacy of reasoning, however, is not among the distinctive

marks of this latter description of religionists. A warm
fancy, with a weak intellect : strong passions, and vehement
conceit, almost alwa3''s go to the composition of the charac-

ter. That such qualities should find many minds of conge-

uial aptitude, is a thing not to be wondered at. And there-

fore, that this mixture of fanaticism, hypocrisy, vanity, and
ignorance, should be widely spreading in both ^ countries, is

perfectly natural.

It is however to be lamented that such a mischievous cor-

ruption of true religion should receive countenance from any
of its real friends : and it is matter equally of surprise and
concern, that a system, which no longer covertly, but openly
and avowedly, works in continued hostility to the established

religion, has not met with more effectual resistance from those

who may be supposed to take an interest in the well-being of

the establishment. On the contrary, examples are not want-

ing of cases in which the clergy have been set aside in the
work of religious instruction ; whilst men, who uphold the

Wesleyan chimera of perfection, who openly reject the

f Liturgy and Articles, and oppose the doctrines of tha

friend Hiird, very unfairly describes, as " a bad copy of StUllngfleet's fa-

mous book of the Fanaticism of the Church of RomCt') and in the later

publication of JVott's Religious Enthusiasm considered.
* At tlie annual conference of the preachers in the Wesley connexion,

held at Bristol in July 1808, the number of Methodists of that connexion
in Great Britain and Ireland alone, was stated to exceed 151,000, that is,

more by above 8000 than in the year preceding".—At the succeeding annual
conference, which tcok place at Manchester, in the July of the last year,

the number of the same connexion, throughout the two islands, has been
stated to have received within the year an increase of nearly 7000, (of

which the increase in Ireland alone has been l;sOO) making the whole to

amount very nearly to 158,000 ; whilst the numbers of the society in the

West Indies and America, have at the same meeting been stated to exceed
173,000.

t The treatment which the Liturgy and the Articles have experienced

from Mr. Wesley, is, I apprehend, very little understood by the generality

of those who are disposed to look with complacency upon the sect of which
he has been the founder. Professing to adopt the Liturgy of the Church ot'

England, he has framed one for his followers, differing from it in many and
essential particulars. He confesses indeed that he has made some slight air

terations ; which he enumerates in such a way as would naturally induce the

supposition that the difference is altogether unimportant: whilst, in truth,

he has not only newly modified the common prayer, and nearly abolished

the whole of the baptismal office ; but, besides mutilating abov^e sixty of the >
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established Church, have been deemed fit objects of prefer-

ence to the recognized religious teachers of the land.

Psalms, has discarded thirty-four others, and newly rendered many of the
remainder. Of the Psalms whic'.i he has discarded, six at least are admit-
ted to be eminently prophetic of our Saviour, of liis incarnation, liis sulfer-

inq-s, and his ascension ; whilst the reason assigned for the expurgation ip,

their being* " improper for the mouth of a Christian congregation !
!" But

this is not all, the Kubrick and the appointed lessons are in most places al-

tered ; and the Catechism, and the two Creeds, (the Nicene and Athanasian)
totally discarded. Of these lust mentioned alterations, it is also particular-
ly to be observed, that Mr. Wesley gave to his Ibllowers no notice whatever;
whilst the former were represented by him as of a nature altogether unim-
po!-t:ifit: so that the ignorant amongst his adherents were led to imagine
that they were not materially departing from the forms of the establishment,
when in truth they were altogether drawn away from the offices of the
Church.—To complete the whole, Mr. Wesley provided his Communion
also with a new set of Jvticles, reducing the number from thirty-nine to

twenty five ; and making sucli changes in those which he retained, as he
found most convenient. Not to dwell too long upon this subject, suffice it

to adduce two instances of omitted Articles, from which the spirit that go-
verned the whole may easily be divined. The eighteenth Article, which
pronounces that " Eternal salvation is to be obtained only by the name of
Christ;" and the fifteenth, which asserts that *' Christ alone was without
§in,*' are two of those wliich the founder of Methodism has declared to be
unfit objects of a Christian's belief Thus it appears that the Socinian is

not the only sectary that would degrade the dignity of Christ.—Such are the
people from whom certain weak members of the establishment apprehend
no mischief.—On the points which have been here noticed, see particularly

JVott's Relig. Enth. p. 150—167.
It may be satisfactory to the reader to know exactly what are the Articles

and Psalms that have been rejected by Mr. Wesley.—The Articles rejected
are, the third, eighth, the greater part of the ui7ithy thirteenth, ffteenth^ se-

venteenth, eightcenthyX-wewXXeih, twenty -first, tiventy-third, twenty-sixth, much
of the twenty-seventh, tv^cnty-ninth, thirty-third, and three others of the
less important ones at the end. Those marked in Italics are more particu-
larly to be noticed. The 7'i'a/7n 5 rejected are, the 14th, 21st, 52d, 53d, 54th,
58th, 60th, 64th, 72d, 74th, 78th—83d, 87th, 88th, 94th, 101st, 105th, 106th^
108th—110th, 120th, 122d, 129th, 132d, 134th, 136th, 137th, 140th, 149th.
The general character of the rejected Articles and Psalms will pretty clear-

ly establish what has been alleged throughout Number XII. as to the na-
ture of the opinions which Mr. Wesley and his followers niaintain, or at least

of the doctrines which they reject.

Tlie pamphlet published by Mr. Hare, in refutation of the charges against
the Methodists, contamed in the former edition of this work, (a pamphlet
which reflects credit upon its author for the ingenuity more than for the
fairness with which he treats his subject,) reached my hands too late

for a revision of its arguments at the time when I was preparing the above
Number for the press. The new matter, however, which had been introdu-
ced into that Number, joined to the list now given of the rejected Articles
and Psalms, and assisted by the avowals of opinion made by Mr. Hare him-
self, on the part of those whose cause he espouses, may possibly be consider-
ed as superseding the necessity of a more specific reply. It is but fair to
add, that certain inaccuracies, (that one especially of ascribing to Mr. Wes-
Ijey what belonged to a letter of .Mrs. E. Ilutton,) I have corrected, although
at the expense of cancelling two leaves : and I return Mr. Hare n>y thanks
for enabling me to make the due corrections; although they certainly have
not been suggested in that pure spirit of Christian meekness, which belongs
to the character of Christian perfection, so fajiiiliarly claimed by him for
his brethren of the Wesley connexion.
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Against abuses such as these, and particularly against, the

open outrages upon decency and upon the rights of the es-

tablishment, of which many of this wild and fantastic sect

have been guilty, I am happy to say, that some respectable

members of the national church have lifted their voices in

both countries. Amongst these I allude with particular plea-

sure to my respected friend and brother academic, Dr. Hales :

and I allude to him the more willingly, not only because he

has with much ability and good temper combated and con-

futed the extravagant dogmas of sinless perfection and mi-

racnlous impulses, which are the distinguishing tenets of this

sect ; but because he has, in opposition to their wild rhapso-

dies, exhibited such a portrait of the true Christian, and of

the nature of that perfection which it is permitted him in this

life to attain, as is strictly warranted by scripture, and highlr

edifying to contemplate. I therefore here subjoin it, both as

being naturally connected with the present subject, and as

being calculated to afford satisfaction and improvement to the

Christian reader.
" The perfect Christian, according to the representation

©f holy writ, is he, who as far as the infirmity of his nature

will allow, aspires to universal holiness of life; uniformly

and habitually endeavouring to * stand perfect and complete

in all the will of God,' and to * fulfil all righteousness,' in

humble imitation of his Redeemer : who daily and fervently

prays for * increase of faith,' like the apostles themselves

;

and strenuously labours to * add to his faith, virtue ; and to

virtue, knowledge ; and to knowledge, temperance ; and to

temperance, patience ; and to patience, godliness ; and to god-

liness, brotherly kindness ; and to brotherly kindness, charity.'

Such is the assemblage of virtues necessary to constitute the

character of the perfect Christian ; ever aiming at, though
never attaining to, absolute or sinless perfection, in this pre-

sent state of trial, probation, and preparation for a better

;

and meekly resting all his hopes of favour and acceptance
with God, not on his own defective and imperfect ri2;hteous-

ness, but on * the free grace of God, through the redemption
that is in Christ Jesus :' ' for by grace we are saved through
faith, and this not of ourselves, it is the gift of God ; not of

works, that no one should boast.* "

—

Methodism Inspected,

pp. 30, 31.—This is the language of reason and of* scripture,

.
* Doctor Stack also uses a language of like sobriety and scriptural cor-

rectness, in those passages of his very useful Lectures on the Acts^ and on
the Romansy in which he has occasion to speak of the influence of the Holy
Spirit. See particularly pp. 35, 36, of the former work, and p. 148— 1.50, ol

the latter. Attend also to the excellent observations of the B. of Lincoln,
on the degree of purity attainable by tlie Christian, and tlie nature of the

endeavours which he is to make after peTfection. Ktem. r,f Christ, TheoL
vM it. p. 285.
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by which the Christian, though ever aspiring to a liigher and

a better nature, is still reminded of that nature which belongs

to him, and against the infirmities of which he can never

either relax in vigilance, or remit in exertion.

How strongly contrasted with such language are the dogmas

alluded to in page 101, and the authorities adduced in their

support ! That the nature of those dogmas, and the extent to

which they are maintained, may be the better understood, I

must here detain the reader with a few passages from the

writings of Mr. Wesley. As possessing the advantages of

education, talents, and knowledge of mankind, in a degree

which places him much above the level of those who have

succeeded him in the Methodist ministry, he may well be

supposed not to have propounded the opinions of the sect ia

a shape more extravagant than that in v/hich they are em-^

braced by his folloAvers. And first, on the subject of mira-

culous manifestations and impulses in the forgiveness of sins

and assurance of salvation, he tells us :
" God does now as

aforetime give remissions of sin, and the gift of the Holy

Ghost to us; and that always suddenly , as far as I have

known, and often in dreams, and in the visions of God.'*

(Hampson's Life of Wesl. ii. -81.)—Again: " I am one of

many witnesses of this matter of fact, that God does now
make good this his promise daily, very frequently during a

representation (how made I know not, but not to the outward

eye,) of Christ, either hanging on the cross, or standing on the

right hand of God." {Hamps. ii. 55.)—Again :
" I saw the

fountain opened in his side—we have often .sce?i Jesus Christ

crucified, and evidently set forth before us.'* {B. Lavingt.

vol. i. part. i. p. 51.)—And Co/ce, in his Life of Wesley, ssiys,

that " being in the utmost agony of mind, there was clearly

represented to him Jesus Christ pleading for him with God
the Father, and gaining a free pardon for him."—Secondly,

as to the tenet of perfection, Mr. Wesley affords us the fol-

lowing ample explanation.—*' They" (the purified in heart)

" are freed from self-will : as desiring nothiiia:, no not for a

moment, but the holy and perfect will of God ; neither sup-

plies in want, nor ease in pain, nor life, nor death, but conti-

nually cry in their inmost soul, Father, thy will he done.'*

" They are freed from evil thoughts,^' so that they cannot

* Tliat he, who could use such lan?^uage as this, would feel it necessary

to reject the hfteenth Article of the Chvu-ch, as the reader is already appriz-

ed Mr. Wesley did, will not appear surprising on a perusal of that article.

" Christ, in the truth of our nature, was made like unto us in all things, sin

only excepted, from which he was clearly void, both in his flesh and in his

spirit. He came to be a lamb without spot, who, by sacrifice of himself

once made should take away the siiis of the world : and sin, as St. .lohn

»aith, was not in him. Jixtt all ive the rest, although baptized avd born a^os't
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enter into them, no not for an instant. Aforetime, (i. e. when
only justified) when an evil thought came in, they looked up,

and it vanisjied away : but now it does not come in ; there

being no room for this in a soul which is full of God. They
are freed from wanderings in prayer : they have an unction

from the Holy One, which abideth in tJiem, and teacheth them
every hour ivhat they shall do, and what they shall speat.*'

—

(Pref. to 2d vol. of V/edeifs hymns, Hamps. iii. 52. and
Coke's Life of tVes, pp. 278, 344.)

These extracts from the writings of the father of Method-
ism, fairly open up to us the two great fundamental doctrines

of the sect : viz. 1. That the assurance of forgiveness and
of salvation, arise from a sudden infusion of divine feeling,

conveyed by some sensible and miraculous manifestation of

the Spirit : and 2d. That the true believer attains in this

life such perfection as to be altogether free from sin, and even
from the possibility of sin. Holding such doctrines, it is not
at all wonderful that the Wesleyan Methodist is indifferent

about every other. Mr. Wesley fairly says upon the subject
of doctrines, " I will not quarrel v\ ith you about any opinion;
believe them true or false!'' (^Third Appeal, p. 135.) In
another place he confesses, " the points we chiefly insisted

upon were, that Orthodoxy, or Right Opinions, is at best a
very slender part of religion,-^ if it can be allowed to be any

in Christ, yet oj^en. I in many things.' and if foe say moe have no siUytve deceive
ourselves, and the truth is ?wt in ws." Such is the doctrine of the Established
Church ; and such is the direct contrary of the doctrine which Mr. Wesley
and his followers hold upon the subject of this article: for which reason
they have with perfect consistency rejected it from their code of Christian
belief. And, for the same reason, the cry of the party is every where loudly
raised against every work that intimates the corruption of man's nature,
in the language of the Article.
As to the rejection of the eighteenth Article, Mr. Wesley's language has

not been so explicit, as to enable us to pronounce upon the precise ground
of that i-ejection with perfect certainty. But when we consider that in that
article tliere is contained a condemnation of the assertion, " that every man
shall be saved by the law or sect which he professeth ;" and that it is at the
same time affirmed, that " Holy Scripture doth set out unto us, only the
name of Jesus CAm?, whereby men must be saved:" and when at the same
time we recollect, that " the name of Jesus Christ" implies certain belief
and doctrines respecting the nature of the Saviour and the religion which he
lias taught

; whilst Mr. Wes'ey considers doctrines, or right opinions, to be
of little value, and holds th-^ rehgious feelings which distinguish the true
Methodist to be the only sure pledge and passport of salvation :—when we
compare these things together, we seem to run no great risk in concluding,
that this article was condemned by the founder of Methodism, as clearly
marking, that religious opinions were by no means a matter of indifference ;

that on the contrary, just notions concerning Christ were requisite for salva-
tion; and tliat for the want of these, no association with any particular sect
or religious description whatever could make compensation.

* On this favourite position of Mr. Wesley, Bishop Warburton justly re-
inarks, that here is a complete separation between reason and religion.
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part of it at alV^ UJ—This, it must be admitlecl, is an ex-

cellent expedient for adding to the numbers of the sect. A
perfect indiflTerence about doctrines, and a strong persuasion

that the divine favour is secured, whilst the fancy of each
individual is counted to him for faith,—are such recom-
mendations of any form of religion, as can scarcely be re-

sisted. But what can be more mischievous than all this?

What more destructive of true religion? The sound princi-

ples of Christian doctrine disparaged, as of no value to the
believer : and the serious feelings of Christian piety carica-

tured, and thereby brought into general disrepute : whilst

the sober and regulated teaching of the national clergy is

treated with contumely and contempt ; and separation from
the national church deemed a decisive criterion of godly sin-

cerity .'—In the contemplation of such a state of things, it

^eerns as if one were surveying the completion of the follow-

ing prospective description given to us by Sir AValter Raleigh.

"When," says he, "all order, discipline, and church go-

vernment shall be left to newness of opinion and men's fan-

cies ; soon after, as many kinds of religion will spring up as

there are parish churches within England; every contentious

and ignorant person clothing his fancy with the Spirit of
God, and his imagination with the gift of revelation : inso-

much as when the truth, which is but one, shall appear to

the simple multitude, no less variable than contrary to itself,

For when reason is no longer employed to disting-uleh right from ivrong-

opinions, I'eligion has no further connexion with it. But reason once sepa-

rated fi'om relif^ion, must not piety degenerate either into nonsense or mad-
ness ? And for the fiuits of grace, what can remain but the froth and dregs
of enthusiasm and superstition r" In the first ages of Christianity, tlie glory

of the gospel consisted in its being a reasonable service. By this it was dis-

tinguished from the several modes of Gentile religion, the essence of which
consisted in fanatic raptures, and superstitious ceremonies; without any
articles of belief, or formula of faith : right opinion being, on the principles

of the Pagan priesthood, at best, but a very slender part of religion, if any

part of it at all. Tlut Christianity arose on different principles. St. Paul
considers right opinion as one full third part of religion, where speaking of

the three great fundamental principles on which the Christian church is

Ci-ecled, he makes truth to be one of them. The fruit of the Spirit is in all

oooDNESS, RIGHTEOUSNESS, and TRUTH.—So different was St. Paul's

idea, from that entertained of Christianity by Mr. Wesley, who comprizes

all in the new birth, and makes believing to consist entirely \n feeling. On
the whole, therefore, we may fairly conclude, (with Warburton) that that

wisdom wliich devests Christianity of truth and reason, and resolves its es-

sence rather into mental and spiritual sensations, than tries it by moral de-

monstration, can never be the ivisJom which is frotn above, whose first cha-

racteristic attribute \s purity- Tlie same writer truly adds, that if Mr Wes-
ley's position be well founded, the first Reformers of religion from the er-

rors of popery have much to answer for : who, for the sake of right opinion,

at best a slender part of religion, if any part of it at all, occasioned so

much turmoil,and so many revolutions in civil, as well as in religious sys-

tems—Sec Warbicrton's Principles of jVat. and Rtv, Religion, vol. i. p. 263

—267.
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tlie faith of men will soon after die away by degrees, and all

religion be held in scorn and contempt."

—

Hist, of the Worlds

B. II. ch. V. sect. 1.

No. XIII. ON THE MISREPRESENTATION OF THE DOC-

TRINE OP ATONEMENT BY UNITARIANS.

Page 25. (n)—On this subject Dr. Priestley, {Hist, of

Cor, vol. i. p. 153.) thus represents the arguments of the

Orthodox. " Sin being an offence against an infinite Being,

requires an infinite satisfaction, which can only be made by

an infinite person ; that is, one who is no less than God him-

self. Christ, therefore, in order to make this infinite satis-

faction for the sins of men, must himself be God, equal to

God the Father."—With what candour this has been select-

ed, as a specimen of the mode of reasoning, by which the

doctrine of atonement as connected with that of the divinity

of Christ, is maintained by the established church, it is need-

less to remark. That some few indeed have thus argued, is

certainly to be admitted and lamented. But how poorly

such men have reasoned, it needed not the acuteness of Dr.

Priestley to discover. On their own principle, the reply ia

obvious,—that sin being committed by a finite creature, re-

quires only a finite satisfaction, for which purpose a finite per-

son might be an adequate victim. But the insinuation that

our belief is the divinity of Christ, has been the offspring of

this strange conceit, is much more becoming the determined

advocate of a favourite cause, than the sober inquirer after

truth. Our mode of reasoning is directly the reverse. The
scriptures proclaim the divinity of Christ ; and so far are we
from inferring this attribute of our Lord from the necessity

of an infinite satisfaction, that we infer from ily both the

great love of our Almighty Father, who has " spared not his

own Son, but delivered him up for us all ;" and the great

heinousness of human guilt, for the expiation of which, it was

deemed fit that so great a being should suffer. The decent

manner in which Mr. Eelsham has thought proper to repre-

sent the orthodox notion of the atonement is, that man
could " not have been saved, unless one God had died, to

satisfy the justice, and appease the wrath of another." {Re-

mew, &c. p. 221.) This is language with which I should

not have disgraced my page, but that it may serve to show

how dangerous a thing it is, to open a door to opinions that

ran admit of treatinic subjects the most sacred with a levity

which eeems so nearly allied to impi^y.
N
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No. XIV. ON THE DISRESPECT OF SCRIPTURE MANIFEST-
ED BY UNITARIAN WRITERS.

Page 2F). (r>)—Perhaps I may be charged with having
made a distinction in this place, which gives an unfair repre-

sentation of Unitarians, inasmuch as they also profess to de-

rive their arguments from scripture. But whether that pro-

fession be not intended in mockery, one might be almoj^t

tempted to question ; when it is found, that in every instance,

the doctrine of scrij)ture is tried by their abstract notion of

right, and rejected if not accordant :— v» hen by means of

figure and alhision, it is every where made to speak a language

the most repugnant to all fiiir, critical interpretation ; until

emptied of its true meaning, it is converted into a vehicle for

ievery fantastic theory, which under the name of rational,

they may think proper to adopt :—when in such parts as

propound gospel truths of a contexture too solid to admit of

an escape in figure and allusion, the sacred writers are charged
as bnnglers, producing " lame accounts, improper quotations,

and inconclusive reasonings,'' (Dr. Priestlei/*s I2th Letter to

Mr. Burn) and philosophy is consequently called in to rec-

tify their errors :—when one writer of this class (Steinbart)

tells us, that " the narrations," (in the New Testament) " true

or false, are only suited for ignorant, uncultivated minds, who
cannot enter into the evidence of natural religion ;" and
again, that " Moses, according to the childish conceptions of

the Jews in his days, paints God as agitated by violent affec-

tions, partial to one people, and hating all other nations :"

—

when another, (Semler) remarking on St. Peter's declaration,

that prophecy came not in old ti)ne by the will of man^ bid

Holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy
Spirit^ says, that *' Peter speaks iiere according to the con-

ception of the Jevv's," and that '' tJie prophets may have
delivered the offspring of their own brains as divine revela-

tions :" {Dr. Erskine^s Sketches and Hints of Ch. Hist.

No. 3. pp. 66, 71.)—when a third (Engedin) speaks of St.

John's portion of the New Testament, as w^ritten with '< con-

cise and abrupt obscurity, inconsistent with itself, and made
up of allegories ;" and Gagneius glories in having given " a

little light to St. Paul's darkness, a darkness, as some think,

industriously affected :"—when we find Mr. Evanson, one of

those able commentators referred to by Mr. Belsham in his

Review, Mcc. p. 200, assert, {Dissonance^ &c. p. i.) that *' the

evangelical histories contain gross and irreconcileable contra-*-

dictions," and consequently discard three out of the four,,

retaining the gospel of St. Luke only, at the same time draw-
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ing Ins pen over as much of this, as either from its infelicifi/

of stijle, or otiier such causes happens not to meet his appro-

bation :—when we find Dr. Priestley, besides his charge

against the writers of the Ncav Testament before recited, re-

present in his letter to Dr. Price, the narration of Moses
concerning the creation and the fall of man, as a lame account

;

and thereby meriting the praise of magnanitnity bestowed on
him by theologians, equally enlightened :—when finally, not

to accumulate instances where so many challenge attention,

we find the gospel openly described by Mr. Belsham, {Re-

view, &c. p. 217.) as containing nothing more than the deism
of the French Theo-Philanthrope, save only ihe fact of the

resurrection of a human being
;
(see Appendix) and when,

for the purpose of establishing this, he engages that the Uni-
tarian writers shall prune down the scriptures to this monil
siys^e?^ and this single fact, by showing that whatever sup-

ports any thing else is either " interpolation, omission, false

reading, mistranslation, or erroneous interpretation," (RevieWy

pp. 206, 217, 272.)—when, I say, all these things are consi-

dered, and Avhen Ave find the Bible thus contemned and rer

jected by the gentlemen of this new light, and a new and
more convenient gospel carved out for themselves, can the

occasional profession of reverence^ for scripture, as the word
of God, be treated in any other light than as a convenient
mask, or an insulting sneer ?

* The fathers of the Soclnian school are as widely distinguished from
their followers of the present day, by their modesty and moderation, as by
their learning and their talents. Yet, that it may be the more plainly dis-

cerned how remote the spirit of Socinianism has been at all times from the
reverence due to the authority of scripture, I here subjoin, in the words of
two of their early writers, specimens of the treatment which the sacred
volume commonly receives at their hand.

—

Faustus Socinus, after pronoun-
cing with sufficient decision against the received doctrine of the Atonement,
proceeds to say, " Ego quidem, etiamsi non semel, sed scepe id in sacris inor

ninientis scriptum extaret ; non idcirco tamen ita rem prorsus se habere
crederem." Socin. Opera, tom. ii. p. 204.—And with like determination,
Smalchis affirms of the Incarnation ;

*' Credimus, etiamsi non semel atque
itermn, sed satis crebro et disertissivie scriptum extaret Deum esse hominem
factum, multo satius esse, quia hsec res sit absurda, et san^ rationi plane
contraria, et in Deum blasphema, modum aliquem dicendi cninminisci, quo
ista de Deo dici possint, quam ista simp/iciter ita tit verba sonant intelligere"

(Homil. viii. ad cap. 1. Joh.)—Thus it appears from these instances, joined
to those which have been adduced above, to those which have been noticed

at the end of Number 1. and to others of the like nature which might be
multiplied from writers of the Socinian school without end; that the most
explicit, and precise, and emphatical language, announcing the doctrine^

which the philosophy of that school condemns, would, to his disciples, be
words of no meaning; and the scripture which adopted sucli language, but
an idle fable. JVon persuadebis etiamsi persuaseris, is the true motto of the
Unitarian. And the reader, I trust, will not think that I have drawn too
strong conclusions upon this subject in the three last pages of the first num-
ber, wlien he fmds the proof of what is there advanced strengthe»\ing so

powerfully as we proceed.
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It might be a matter of more than curious Bpeculation, to

frame a Bible according to the modifications of the Unitarian

commentators. The world would then see, after all the due
amputations and amendments, to what their respect for the
sacred text amounts. Indeed it is somewhat strange, that

men so zealous to enlighten and improve the world, have not,

long before this, blessed it with so vast a treasure. Can it be
that they think the execution of such a work would impair

their claim to the name of Christians ? Or is it rather, that

even the Bible so formed, must soon yield to another more
perfect, as the still increasing flood of light poured in new
knowledge ? That the latter is perhaps the true cause, may
be inferred, as well from the known magnanimity of those

writers, which cannot be supposed to have stooped to the

former consideration, as from Dr. Priestley's own declarations.

In his Letters to a Philosophical Unbeliever, (Part 2. p, 33
—35.) he informs us, that he was once " a Calvinist, and
that of the straitest sect." Afterwards, he adds, he " be-

came an high Arian, next a low Arian, and then a Socinian,

and in a little time a Socinian of the lowest kind, in which
Christ is considered as a mere man, the son of Joseph and
Mary, and naturally as fallible and peccable as Moses or
any other Prophet.'^ And after all, he tells us, (Def. of Unit,

for 1787, p. 111.) that he " does not know when his creed

will be fixed." Mr. Belsham having set out and ended at

the same point with Dr. Priestley ; it is not improbable that

he has gone through the same revolution : and that he, and
others who have enjoyed the same progressive illumination,

would equally with Doctor Priestley still contend for the

freedom of an unsettled creed, is not perhaps too violent a
presumption. Now, as every step, in such an indefinite pro-

gress, must induce a corresponding change of canon, it is not

wonderful that they whose creed is in a perpetual state of
variation, and whose Bible must be, like their almanac, suited

only to a partii ular season, should not have attempted any
•fixed standard * of the Sacred Word.

No. XV. ON THE HEATHEN NOTIONS OF MERIT ENTER-
TAINED BY UNITARIAN WRITERS.

Page 26. {p)—A writer, whom I cannot name but with

respect,—to the beauties of whose composition, no one that

* Since the date of the above observation in the last edition of this work,
a Testament has been published by the Unitarians, under the title of An
Improved Version of the JVev) Testatntnt. Of this Improved Version^ some
notice has been already taken in the preceding pages, and more sliall, be
said hereafter.
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possesses taste or feeling, can be insensible,—speaking of Dr.
Price, in her captivating defence of public worship against

Mr. Wakefield, (to which publication I have already referred

the reader in a preceding number,) uses this extraordinary
language :

" When a man like Dr. Price is about to resign

liis soul into the hands of his Maker, he ouc;ht to do it not
only wiih a reliance on his mercy, but his justice.''* {3Trs.
Barbavld's Renutrks on Mr. Wakefield's Inquiry, p. 72.)
Jn the same style do Unitarian writers in general express
themselves on this subject, representing good works as giving
a claim of right to the divine acceptance.

Indeed the manner in which some Socinians of the new
school speak of their virtues, their merits, and their title to

the rewards of a happy immortality, is such as might lead us
to suppose ourselves carried back to the days of the old hea-
then schools of the Stoics, and receiving lessons not from
the followers of the humble Jesus, but from the arrogant and
magniloquent Chrysippus, Seneca, or Epictetus. Whej\
Chrysippus tells us, that " as it is proper for Jupiter to glory
in himself, and in his own life, and to think and speak magni-
ficently of himself, as living in a manner that deserves to be
hisjhly spoken of; so these things are becoming all good men,
as being in nothing exceeded by Jupiter:" (Pliit. de Stoic,
Repugn. Oper. tom. ii. p. 1038. ed. Xyl.) when Seneca
pronounces, that " a good man differs only in time from God,"
{De Provid. cap. i.) that " there is one thing in which the
wise man excels God, that God is wise by the benefit of na-
ture, not by his own choice," (Epist. 53.) and that " it k
shameful to importune the gods in prayer, since a man's hap-
piness is -entirely in his own power," {Epist. 31.) and when
Epictetus {Disc. lib. iv. cap. 10.) represents the dying man
making his address to God, in a strain of self-confidence,

without the least acknowledgment of any one failure or neg-
lect of duty; so that, as Miss Carter with a becoming piety
remarks, it is such an address, " as cannot without shocking
arrogance be uttered by any one born to die ;" when, I
say, we hear such language from the ancient stoic, what do
we hear but the sentiments of the philosophizing Christian
of the present day ? and on casting an eye into the works of
Priestley, Lindsey, Evanson, Wakefield, Belsham, and the
other Unitarian writers, do we not instantly recognize that
proud, and independent, and I had almost said heaven-defy-
ing self-reliance, which had once distinguished the haughty
disciple of the Stoa?
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No. XVI.—oif DR. JOHi^ Taylor's scheme of
ATONEMENT.

Page 27. (q)—The scheme of Atonement^ as it is here

iaid down, is that which has been maintained in the letters of

Ben Mordecaij by the learned and ingenious, but prejudiced

and erroneous, H. Taylor. It is substantially the same that

has been adopted by other theologians, who admitting a me-
diatorial scheme in the proper sense of the word, have

thought right to found it upon the notion of a jmre benevo-

lence, in opposition to that of a retributive justice in the

Deity. But I have selected the statement of it given by this

writer, as being the best digested and most artfully fortified.

It seems to avoid that part of the scheme of Dr. Taylor of

Norwich, which favours the Socinian principles : but as will

appear on examination, it cannot be entirely extricated from

them, being originally built on an unsound foundation.

With respect to the system of Dr. Taylor of Norwich, as

laid down in his Key to the Apostolic writings, and his

Scripture Doctrine of Atonement, it is obvious to remark,

that it is nothing more than an artificial accommodation of

scripture phrases, to notions utterly repugnant to scripture

doctrine. A short view of his scheme will satisfy us on this

head. By a Sacrifice, he says, {Script. Doctr. ch. 2. No.

24, 25.) is meant " a symbolical address to God, intended

to express before him the devotions, affections. &c. by sig-

nificant, emblematical actions :" and consequently he adds,
*' whatever is expressive of a pious and virtuous disposition,

jnay be rightly included in the notion of a sacrifice ; as pray-
firs, thanksgivings, labours,'^ Sec. Src.

Having thus widened up the notion of Sacrifice, it be-

comes necessary that sacrificial atonement should be made
of equally extensive signification : and accordingly, because

the word i£33 which we commonly translate as making atone-

ment, is, as he says, found to be applied in the Old Testa-

ment, in its general sense, to all means used for procuring

any benefit, spiritual or temporal, at God's hands, whether
for ourselves or others, such as obedience, a just life, sacri-

fices, prayers, intercessions, self-denials, &c. ^c. lie there-

fore thinks himself justified in extending to all these, that

particular species of atonement which is effected by sacri-

fice : and thereby is enabled to pronounce the sacrifice of
Christ to be aground of atonement, without taking in a sin-

gle idea that truly and properly belongs to sacrifice, or sa-

crificial atonement. And so, he triumphantly concludes,

{Script. Doctr. &c. No. 102.) that he has made out the sa^
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criflc« of Christ to be " truly and properly, in the highest

manner, and far beyond any other piacular and expiatory, to

make an atonement for sins, or take them away ; not only to

give us an example, not only to assure us of remission, or to

procure our Lord a commission to publish the forgiveness of

sin : but moreover to obtain that forgiveness, by doing what
God in his wisdom and goodness judged fit and expedient to

be done, in order to the forgiveness of sin."

But in what, according to this explication, consists the ef-

ficacy of Christ's sacrifice, and how has it made ttonement
for sin?—He informs us himself, {Key ^ Sec, No. 148.) Obe-
dience, or doing the will of God, was the sacrifice of sweet

smelling savour, which made atonement for the sins of the

world : in this sense, that God, on account of his (Christ's)

goodness, and perfect obedience, thought fit to grant unto

mankind the forgiveness of those sins that were past ; and

farther, erected a glorious and perfect dispensation of grace,

exceeding any which had gone before, in means, promises,

and prospects, at the head of which he set his Son, our Lord
Jesus Christ," &c. &c.—Thus then, the obedience of Christ

was the sacrifice: and the benefits procured to us by that

obedience, constitute the atonement effected by it. And the

nature of these benefits, and the way in which they are

wrought out for us by Christ's obedience, as we find them ex-

plained by this writer, will help us to a just view of the true

nature of that which he calls our atonement.
" Truth required," says he, {Key, &c. No. 149.) << that

grace be dispensed in a manner the most proper and probable

to produce reformation and holiness. Now this is what our
Lord has done. He has bought us by his bloody and pro-

cured the remission of sins, as what he did and sufiTered wa»
a proper reason for granting it, and a fit way of conveying
and rendering effectual the grace of God," &c.—" Now, (he
says,) this could be done no otherwise, than by means of a
moral kind, such as are apt to influence our minds, and en-

gage us to forsake what is evil, and to work that which is

good," &c.—'< and what means of this sort could be more
effectual than the heavenly and most illustrious example of

the Son of God, showing us the most perfect obedience to

God, and the most generous goodness and love to men, re-

commended to oiir imitation by all possible endearments,
and engaging considerations ?"—And again, he says, {Script.

Doctr. No. 170.) *' By the blood of Christ, God discharges

us from the guilt, because the blood of Christ is the m.ost

powerful mean of freeing us from the pollution and poiver of
sin,^^—and he adds, "it is the ground of redemption, as it

i's a mean of sanctification ?—What then meau?> the blood
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of Christ?—'* not a mere corporeal substance; in whicfe

case, as he says, it would be of no more value in the
eight of God, than any other thing of the same kind;
nor is it to be considered merely in relation to our
Lord's death and sufferings, as if mere death or suffering

could be of itself pleasing and acceptable to God :" no, the

writer informs us, {Key^ &c. No. 146.) that the " blood of
Christ is his perfect obedience and goodness: and that it

implies a character,^'' which we are to transcribe into our
lives and conduct. And accordingly he maintains, (^Script.

Doctr. No. 185.) that "our Lord's sacrifice and death is

so plainly represented, as a powerful mean of improving
our virtue, that we have no sufficient ground to consider its

virtue and efficacy in any other iight.^*

To what then, according to this writer, does the entire

scheme of the Atonement amount ?—God being desirous to

rescue man from the consequences and dominion of his sins,

and yet desirous to effect this in such a way as might best

conduce to the advancement of virtue, thought fit to make
forgiveness of all sins that were past a reward of the merito-

rious obedience of Christ : and by exhibiting that obedience
as a model for universal imitation, to engage mankind to follow

his example, that being thereby improved in their virtue, they
might be rescued from the dominion of sin : and thus making
the example of Christ a " mean of sanctification," redemp-
tion from sin might thereby be effected.—This, as far as I

have been able to collect it, is a faithful transcript of the

author's doctrine. And what there is in all this, of the na-

ture of sacrifice or atonemenfy (at least so far as it affects

those who have lived since the time of Christ,) or in what
material respect it differs from the Socinian notion, which
represents Christ merely as our instructor and example, I-

profess myself unable to discover.

I have been thus full in my account of this writer's scheme,
because by some strange oversight, and possibly from his

artful accommodation of scripture phrases to his own notions,

whereby he is e?)al)led to express liiniself in the language of

scripture, his works have received considerable circulation,

even among those whose opinions on this subject are of an

opposite description. Nay, the erroneous tenets of this

author have been conveyed in a collection of Theological

Tract^y, some time since published by an able and learned

prelate in the sister country: and the candidates for orders

in this, are by authority enjoined to receive part of their

theological instruction from his writings.—Those who wish

to see the errors of this scheme more amply reviewed and

refuted, I refjr to the examination of the doctrine in the
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Scrlphtre Account of Sacrifices, by Mr. Portal, and in the

Criticisms on modern Notions of Atonement, by Dr. Richie :

in the latter of which particularly, the fallacy of the author's

principles, and the gross ambiguity of his terms, are exposed

with no less truth than ingenuity.

With respect to H, Taylor, who in his jB. Mord. partly

coincides with this writer in his explication of atonement, it

is but justice to say, that he gives a view of the subject in

the main materially different: inasmuch as he represents

Christ's concern for mankind, and his earnest intercession

recommended by his meritorious obedience, to be the ap-

pointed means of his obtaining from God that kingdom which

empowers him to dispense forgiveness, &c.—Whereas Dr.

J. Taylor makes the obedience of Christ (with regard to such

as have lived since his time) the means of redemption, as

being the means of man's improvement in virtue: and so far

from attributing any efficacy to Christ's obedience, as opera-

ting through intercession, (to which, we find from scripture,

God has frequently bestowed his blessings, see Number IX.

pp. 89, 90.) he considers the intercessions and prayers of

good men for others, in no other light than as acts of obedience,

goodness and virtue. So that, in fact, the whole of his

scheme, when rightly considered, (excepting only with re-

spect to those who lived before Christ, in which part he seems

inconsistent with himself, and on his own principles not easy

to be understood) falls in with the notion of good works and

moral obedience, as laid down by the Socinian. And here

lies the secret of Mr. Belsham's remark, (^Review, &c. p. 18.)

that " Dr. Taylor has, in general, well explained these Jewish

phrases'' (viz. propitiation, sacrifice, redemption through

Christ's blood, &c.) " in his admirable Key."—As Mr. Bel-

sham rejects the notion of redemption by Christ, and of faith

in Christ, in toto, (see Review, &c. pp. 18, 104, 145.) it is not

difficult to assign the cause of this commendation.

No. XVII. THE DOCTRINE OF ATONEMENT FALSELY CHAR-

GED WITH THE PRESUMPTION OF PRONOUNCING ON THE
NECESSITY OF CHRISt's DEATH.

Page 23. (r) That men could not have been forgiven, un-

less Christ had suffered to purchase their forgiveness, is no

part of the doctrine of atonement, as held by the Church of

England. What God could or could not have done, it pre-

sumes not to pronounce. What God declares he has done,

that merely it asserts : and on his express word alone is it

founded. But it is to be remembered, that on this, as on

many other occasions, that a priori reasoinn'j;, which so kc-

O
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quently misleads those who object to the doctrines of our

Church, is imputed by them to us. Not being themselves in

the habit of bowing with humble reverence to the sacred

word, they consider not that we speak merely its sugges-

tions :* and that if we do at any time pliilosophize, it is but

to follow^ not to lead the meaning of scripture. To enter

into the councils of the Ahnighty, and to decide what infinite

wisdom must have determined, under a constitution of things

different from the present, were a speculation not less absurd

than it is impious. Of llfis, even the few writers, whose lan-

guage has, by a rigorous interpretation, been forced into a

ground for the above charge against the doctrine of atonement,

are perfectly innocent : for it never occurred to them to sup-

• The language of Witslus upon this suhject is worth attending to.

—

** Supposito extare Revelationem de mysteriis, at inquiri in sensum ver-.

borum quibus ista Revelatio mihi exponitur : non est in ista inquisitione ita

procedendum, ul primo ralionem meam consulam, quidea, in idearumacno-
tionum suarum scriniis, rei de qua agilur simile aut adversum habeat, ut

secundum eas quas ibi invenio notiones verba revelationis exponam, id unice

operam dans, ut sensum tandem aliquem quanta maxima possum commodi-
tate iis dem ; qui istis meis praenotionibus optima conveniat. Sed attenden-

dumest ad ipsa verba, quid in omnibus suis circumstantiis significare aptanata
sint, quidque secundum scripturae stilum significare soleant: atque hac vil

reperto sensu quern verba sine torsione per se fundunt, secure in eo acquies-

cendum est, omniaque rationis scita subjicienda suntisti sensui quern iis me
verbis docet Deus. To these observation he subjoins an example of the

opposite modes of investigating the sense of scripture by the philosophizing

and the humble inquirer, applying the former epithet to Socinus, and taking

for the particular subject of investigation the passage in John i. 14. o Koycg

a-di^^ tyiviTo.—•* Socinus ita procedit : nihil invenit in toto rationis suae pe-
mi, quod ipsi reprsesentet, Deum ita humanae unitum naturae, ut ea unara
cum ipso constituat personam ; ideoque talem conceptum absurdum Deoque
injuriosum esse sciscit. Id snpponit ad hormn verboruni explicationetn se

accingens: idcirco omnes ingenii sui nervos intendit, ut sensum aliquem iis

applicet, qui ab isthac assertione, remotissimus sit. Sollicitat verba si7igiUa,

sollicitat nexwrn eoruni,Jlectit, torc/uet, oTtviia agit, ne id diccre videantur quod
dicutit- Nos longe aliter procedendum existimamus. Accedimus ad banc
pericopam simplici atque humili mente auuituri ntcfue accepturi quidfjuid Uco
nos piaceai docere. Consideramus verba in nativo suo significatu, et prout
passim in sacris literis usurpantur; expendimus quid xoyo^ notet secundum
phrasin Johannis, quid y/vto-^-sti, quid <ret.e^ : consideramus quomodo alibi dc
hac re sacrx litera; loquantur. Ex his omnibus formamus sensum, quem re-

cipimus humili fidei obsequio firmiterque apud animum nostrum statuimus,

Fdium Dei humanara naturam tam arete sibi junxisse, ut idem et Deus et

homo sit: et quamvis nostra ratio nihil unquam huic rei simili invenerit, ta-

men earn verissimam esse, quia verba Dei hoc docent. Qui ita, ut Socinut,

instituunt, eos ex suo penu niulta in verbum Dei inferre necesse est: qua le

ei insignis fit injuria. Qui uti nos, illi cogitationes snas ex verbo Dei Jiauri

unt, quibus rationis sux penum locnpletent, quod Deo glr)riosum est."

—

Misc.

Sacr. tom ii. pp. 591, 592.—Ifthe spirit whicli governed S<)cinu.«, in his criti-

cal investigation of the sacred text, has been fairly described by Witsius, in

tUe passage which has just been cited, it must be unnecessary to add, that

his followers of the present day have, in no rcbpe-t, departed fiom the e5kuui«

pie of tlicir master.
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pose a constitution of things different from lliat which divine

wistlom has appointed.

When, therefore, Grotius, Stillingfleet, and Clarke, are

charged (as they are in H. Taylor's B. Mord. Let. 5.)

with contending for " the iiecessUy of a vindication of God'y
honour, either by the suffering of the offenders, or by that

of Christ in their room," they are by no means to be consi-

dered as contending, that it was impossible for God to have
established such a dispensation as might enable him to for-

give the sinner without some satisfsTction to his justice, which
is the sense forcibly put upon their words: but that, accord-

ing to the method and dispensation which God's wisdom has
chosen, there results a moral necessity of such vindication,

founded in the niisdom and prudence of a Being, who has an-

nounced himself to mankind, as an upright Governor, resolv-

ed to maintain the observance of his laws.

That by the necessity spoken of, is meant but a moral ne-

cessityf or in other words, sl fitness and propriety, Dr. Clarke

himself informs us: for he tells us, (Sermon 137. vol. ii. p.

142. fol. ed.) that "when the honour of God's laws had
been diminished by sin, it was reasonable and necessaryy in

respect of God's wisdom in governing the world, that there

should be a vindication," &c. And again, (Sermon 138.

vol. ii. p. 150.) in ansAver to the question, "could not God,
if he had pleased, absolutely, and of his supreme authority,

without any sufferings at all, have pardoned the sins of those

whose repentance he thought fit to accept?" he says, "it

becomes not us us to presume to say he had not poiier so to

do :" but that there seems to be a fitness, in his testifying

his indignation against sin ; and that " the death of Christ

was necessary to make the pardon of sin reconcileable, not

perhaps absolutely with strict justice, (for we cannot pre-

sume to say that God might not, consistently with mere jus-

tice, have remitted as much of his own right as he pleased)

—but it was necessary, at least in this respect, to make the
pardon of sin consistent with the wisdom of God, in his

good government of the world ; and to be a proper attesta-

tion of his irreconcileable hatred against all unrighteousness."

That the word necessary is imprudently used by Dr.
Clarke and others, I readily admit ; as it is liable to be mis-

understood, and furnishes matter of cavil to those who would
misrepresent the whole of the doctrine. But it is evident

from the passages I have cited, that so far from considering

the sacrifice of Christ as a debt paid to, because rigorously

exacted by, the divine justice, it is represented by Dr.
Clarke, and generally understood, merely as a fit expedient,

demanded by the wisdom of God, whereby mercy might be
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safely administered to sinful man. Now it is curious to re-

mark, that H. Taylor, v, ho so warmly objects to this notion

of a necessity of vindicating God's honour, as maintained by
Clarke, &c. when he comes to reply to the deist, in defence

of the scheme of Christ's mediation, uses a mode of reason-

ing that seems exactly similar. '* God, he says, (B. Mord.
Let. 5.) was not made placable by intercession; but was
ready and willing to forgive, before, as well as after : and only
waited to do it in such a manner as might best show his re-

gard to righteousness.^^—Is not this in other words saying,

there was a fitness, and consequently a moral necessity that

God should have forgiven sins through the intercession and
meritorious obedience of Christ, for the purpose of vindi-

cating Ids glory as a rigJiteoiis Governor/*

The profound Bishop Butler makes the following observa-

tions upon the subject of this Number.—Certain questions (he

says) have been brought into the subject of redemption, and
determined with rashnei:s, and perhaps with equal rashness

contrary ways. For instance, whether God could have saved

the world by other means than the death of Christ, consist-

ently with the general laws of his government. And, had not

Christ come into the world, what would have been the future

condition of the better sort of men: those just persons over
the face of the earth, for whom, Manasses in his prayer as-

serts, repentance was not appointed.—The meaning of the

first of these questions is greatly ambiguous : and neither of

them can properly be answei-ed, without going upon that in-

finitely absurd supposition, that we know the whole of the

case. And perhaps the very inquiry, what would have fol-

lowed, if God had not done as he Jias, may have in it some
very great impropriety, and ought not to be carried on any
farther than is necessary to help our partial and inadequate

conceptions of things. {Butleys Analogy, p. 240.)—Such
were the reflections of that great Divine, and genuine philo-

sopher, who at the same time maintained the doctrine of

atonement in its legitimate strictness. Will it then still be
said, that divines of the Church of England uphold, as a part

of that doctrine, the position, that men could not have been
saved, had not Christ died to purchase their forgiveness ?

No. XVIII. ON THE MODE OF REASOMNG WHEREBY THE
SUFFICIENCY OF GOOD WORKS WITHOUT MEDIATION IS

ATTEMPTED TO BE DEFENDED FROM SCRIPTURE.

Page 29. (.?)—Dr. Priestley enumerates a great variety

of texts to this purpose in his 3d paper of the signature of

Clemens. {Theol. Repos. vol. i.) Dr. Sykes, in the 2d
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ch. of his Scripture Doctrine of Redemption^ and H. Tay-

lor, in his .'>lh and 6th Letters, (JB. Mord.) have done the

same. Dr. Priestley adds to these texts, the instances of

Job, David, Hezekiah, Nehemiah, and Daniel, to show that

on good works alone dependence was to be placed for ac-

ceptance : and that the pardon of sin is every where in scrip-

ture represented, as dispensed solely on account of man's

personal virtue, without the least regard to the sufferings or

merit of any being whatever.

A great display is constantly made of texts of this nature

by all who oppose the received doctrine of atonement. But
it is to be remarked, that as they all amount merely to this,

that repentance and a good life are acceptable to God ; the

inference derived from them can only have weight against

that doctrine, when its supporters shall disclaim repentance

and a good life as necessary concomitants of that faith in

Christ's merits, whereby they hope to be saved : or when it

shall be made to appear from scripture, that these are oithem-

selves sufficient. But do those writers who dwell so much on

good works, in opposition to the doctrine of atonement, se-

riously mean to insinuate, that the advocates of this doctrine

endeavour to stretch the beneficial influence of Christ's

death to the impenitent and disobedient ?—Or can it be ne

cessary to remind them, that obedience and submission to

the divine will are the main ingredients of that very spirit

which we hold to be indispensable to the producing and per-

fecting of a Christian faith ? And again, do they wish to in-

fer, that because these qualities are acceptable to God, they

are so in themselves^ and independent of all other considera-

tions ? Is it forgotten, that whilst some parts of scripture

speak of these as well pleasing to God ; others, and not less

numerous, might be adduced to show, that beside these some-

thing more is required? Dr. Priestley indeed fairly asserts,

that nothing more is required, and that the language of

scripture every where represents repentance and good w^orks

as sufficient of themselves to recommend us to the divine fa-

vour. {Hist, of Cor, vol. i. p. 155.) How then does he
get over those declarations of scripture ?—He shall speak for

himself.

" It certainly must be admitted," he says, (Theol. Rep. vol.

i. p. 252.) "that some texts do seem to represent the par-

don of sin, as dispensed in consideration of something else

than our repentance, or personal virtue ;—and according to

their literal sense, the pardon of sin is in some way or other

procured by Christ." But he adds, that " since the pardon
of sin is sometimes represented as dispensed in consideration

of the SHfFerings, sometimes of the merit, sometimes of the re-
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aurrection, and even of the life and obedience of Christ : wliea

it is sometimes Christ, and sometimes the Spirit that inter-

cedes for us : when the dispensing of pardon is sometimes

said to be the proper act of God the Father; and again,

when it is Christ that forgives us : we can hardly hesitate in

concluding that these must be severally jiartial representa-

tions, in the nature of figures and allusions, which at proper
distances are allowed to be inconsistent

:

—and from so vague
a representation of a matter of fact, founded on texts which
carry with them so much the air of figure, allysion and ac-

commodation, reason and common sense, he says, compel us

to appeal to the plain general tenor of scripture," which he

pronounces to be in favour of the sufficiency of good works.

—And thus a great part of scripture is swept away at one

stroke, under the name of figure, allusion, Sec, Sec. And be-

cause Christ is pointed out to us as the means of our salva-

tion, in every light in which he is viewed, (for as to the Fa-

ther and the Holy Spirit being spoken of, as also concerned

in the work of our redemption, this creates no difficulty)

reason and common sense compel us to pronounce him, as

not connected with our salvation in any.

This furnishes an additional specimen of the way in which
scripture is treated by our modern rational commentators.

A number of texts, enforcing a spirit of humble submission

to God's will, which is by no means inconsistent with, but on

the contrary includes in its nature a spirit of Christian

faith, are taken literally, as not implying this faith, be-

cause it is not expressly named. And then another set of

passages, in which this faith is expressly named, and literally

required, are set aside ^^ fururative. And it is pronounced

upon the whole, that common sense is to decide the matter.

And thus by rejecting one set of passages entirely as figura-

tive ; and then by explaining another set literally and indepen-

dently, with which the former were connected, and would
have perfectly coalesced, so as to affiard a satisfactory and

consistent meaning ; the point is clearly made out. Relying

upon this method, which Dr. Priestley has discovered, of

retaining whatever establishes his opinion, and rejecting what-

ever makes against it, Mr. Belsham may indeed safely chal-

lenge the whole body of the orthodox, to produce a single

text that shall stand in opposition to his and Dr. Priestley's

dogmas.
But moreover, it has been well remarked, that all such de-

clarations in scripture as promise pardon to repentance, and

are thence inferred to pronounce repentance of itself suffi-

cient, as they were subsecpient to the promise of a Redeemer,
must be altoffether inconclusive, even viewed in a distinct
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and independent lij^ht, inasmuch as it may have been in virtue

of the pre-ordained atonement, that this repentance was ac-

cepted. And as to the force of the word freely, on which
not only Dr. Priestley relies very much, but also Dr. Sykes
in his Scrip. Docfr. of Redemp. and H. Taylor in the begin-

ning of his Sixth Letter, (B. Mord. Apol.) it is obvious, that

notiiins; more is meant by passages that employ this expres-

sion in describing God's forgiveness of sinners, than that this

forgiveness was free w^ith respect to any merits on the part

of many or any claim which from repentance, or any other

cause, he might be supposetl to possess : since admitting such

claim it would be not free, but earned. And in this very
sense it is, that Dr. J. Taylor himself, in his JiTeT/, kc. (No.

67.) contends that the word free is to be understood :
" the

blessing of redemption being, as he says, with regard to us^

of free grace—that is, not owing to any obedience of ours."

Any other application of the term, must make the word free

synonymous w itli unconditional ; in which case forgiveness

could not be a free gift, if repentance were required to obtain

it; that is, unless it were extended indiscriminately to the

impenitent as well as the penitent. So that, in fact, the very
use of the word free, as applied to God's forgiveness of men,
is so far from supporting the opinion of the sufficiency of re-

pentance in itself, that it goes to establish the direct contrary

:

clearly evincing that repentance can give no claim to forgive-

ness.—See some excellent reasoning on this subject in the

judicious discourses delivered at the Bampton Lecture, by
3Ir. Veysie, Serm. 6 and 7.

No. XIX. THE WANT OF A DISCOVERABLE CONNEXION
BETWEEN THE MEANS AND THE END, EQUALLY APPLIES
TO EVERY SCHEME OF ATONEMENT.

Page 30. (t)—Dr. J. Taylor illustrates this matter by a
familiar parallel. {Key, &c. No. 151.)—To the question,
*' wherein is Christ's love and obedience a just foundation of
the divine grace ?" he answers, that he knows not how to

explain himself better than by the following instance.—There
have been masters willing, now and then, to grant a relaxation

of study, or even to remit deserved punishment, in case any
one boy, in behalf of the whole school, or of the offender,

would compose a copy of Latin verses. This at once show-
ed the master's love and lenity was a proper expedient for

promoting learning and benevolence to the society of little

men, training up for future usefulness, Sec.—and one may say,

that the kind verse-maker purchased the favour in both cases,

or that his learnins;, industry, goodness, and compliance ivith
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the s^overnor's will and pleasure, was a just ground and fouB-

daiion of the pardon and refreshment, or a proper reason of»

granting them.

This Dr. T. declares to be the best explanation he can
give of his scheme of man's redemption by Christ. And
that in this there is any natural connexion between the exer-

tions of the individual, and the indulgence granted to the rest

of this little society, it is not even pretended. The whole
contrivance is admitted as a good expedient or means, where-
by the intended kindness of the master was to be shown.
If, in order to supply a link, whereby they may be drawn into

connexion, the indulgence granted be supposed as a reward
to the exertions and obedience of the individual, as is done
by H. Taylor, in his Ben Mord. Apology : then, unless this

reward, in the case of Christ, be but ostensibly such, and
intended solely as a public e?^hibition to mankind, of the

favour with which obedience and good conduct will be viewed
by the Deity, (in which case it is not a real reward, but mere-
ly a prudent expedient as before,) it must of necessity be
admitted that the trial of Christ's obedience was a principal

object in the scheme of his incarnation, for without some trial

of his obedience how could it merit a reward ? Now in what
just sense of the word there could have been any trial of

Christ's obedience, it is for those to consider who do not

mean to degrade the Son of God to the Socinian standard.

The author of the Scripture Account of Sacrifices, has

devised a scheme, the chief object of which is to remedy the

want of connexion. In this, the sacrifice of Christ is not
considered as a wise expedient of an instituted nature merely,
but as a natural inducement y whereby God's displeasure

against mankind was literally averted, by Christ's intercession

and mediation recommended by his great zeal and interest in

the salvation of men, manifested in the offering up his life in

the cause. The author of this scheme has, with great inge-

nuity, accommodated to his notion the nature of the Patri-

archal and Jewish sacrifices ; making their efficacy to consist

entirely in the force of supplication or intercession, and their

nature to be that of a gift, strongly expressive of homage and
devotion. This author, however, although his work contains

most excellent and instructive matter, is not perfectly con-

sistent ; since, to have appointed a scheme of intercession,

whereby, agreeably to rectitude, God might be induced to

grant forgiveness, (and that God did appoint this scheme, the

author is obliged to confess,) is in other Avords to have plan-

ned the redemption of man through the medium of interces-

sion, but not in consequence of it :—in which case, this theory
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falls ill with the notion of institvted means adopted by the

icst.

But surely, upon the whole, it is not wonderful that the

grand and mysterious scheme of our redemption should pre-

sent to the ambitious curiosity of human intellect, the same
impediment which restrains its inquisitive researches in every

part of nature :—the modus operandi, the connecting link of

cause and effect, being itself a mystery impenetrable to hu-

man sagacity, equally in things the most familiar and the most
obscure. On this subject, it were well that the old distinc-

tion laid down by Mr. Locke were remembered by those who
would deem it an insult to have it supposed that they were

not perfectly acquainted with the writings of that eminent

philosopher.

No. XX. ON THE SCRIPTURE PHRASE OF OUR BEING RE"

CONCILED TO GOD.

Page 30. (i-)—See Theol. Repos, vol. i. pp. 177, 178, in

which several texts are adduced to establish this proposition.

It is likeAvise attempted to maintain it on the general ground

of the divine immutability : in virtue of which, it is asserted,

the sufferings of Christ can produce no change in God: and
that in man, consequently, the change is to be brought about.

God is therefore not to be reconciled to men, but men to God,
H. Taylor also (Ben Mord. Apol. p. 692—694.) contends,

that " God is never said to be reconciled to the world, be-

cause he was never at enmity with it. It was the world that

was at enmity with God, and was to be reconciled by coming
to the knowledge of his goodness to them." He adduces
texts similar to those above referred to, in confirmation of his

opinion: and upon the whole, peremptorily asserts, that
'"' the New Testament knows no such language, as that God
was reconciled to the world." The same ground had been
before taken by Sykes, in his Scrip. Dodr. of Redemp. (pp.
56, 426.) and in his Comm. on Hebr.—" There could be no
need," he says, (on Heb. vii. 27.) " of reconciling God to

man, when he had already shown his love to man so far as to

send his Son to reconcile 7nan to God.^^

The argument adopted by these writers had been long be-

fore urged by Crellius, in support of the system of Socinus.

And it deserves to be remarked, that all these writers have
built their arguments upon an erroneous acceptation of the

original word, w^hich implies reconciliation. Hammond, and
after him, Le Clerc, (on Matt. v. 24.) remark, that the words
KciTa,x>.c(,T]eT&cx,i aud ^iix,xxccr]eG-&o(,t, have a peculiar sense in the

New Testament : that, whereas in ordinary Greek authors

P
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they sisiiify to he pacified^ and so reconciled, here on Ihc

other hand, in the force of the reciprocal Hilhpahel among
the HebreAVS, is implied to reconcile oiie^s self to another,

lliat is to appease, or obtain the favour of, that other : and

in snpport of this interpretation, they adduce instances from

Rom. V. 10. 1 Cor. vii. 11. 2 Cor. v. 20. and especially

Matt. V. 24. in which last hxXXctynCi ra uhx<pe», must neces-

sarily signify, take care that thy brother he reconciled to

thee, since that which goes before is not, that he hath done

thee injury, but thou him: nr.d this they derive from the

force of the Hebrew word r^ni transferred to the Greek verb,

in the use of it by Jewish writers. In this sense of the words

fexrecxxxmirGxi and hccXXctrrtc-exty as applied in the New * Tes-
tament, all the Commentators concur. See B-osenmuller

and Wall on 2 Cor. v. 20. and Whitby on tlie words where-

ver they occur. Schleusner, in his excellent Lexicon, con-

firms by several instances the explication of the terms Jiere

contended for: and Palairet, in his Observ- Philolog. in

Nov, Test, Mat, v, 24, maintains, that this use of the

terms is not confined to the Jewish writers, transferring the

force of the Acrb ni"i to the Greek expression, but is frequent

among writers purely Greek: he instances Thcano in Opusc,

Mytholog, and Appian. Alexandr. de Bell. Civil, and ex-

plains it as an elliptical form, the words si^ x^-^^* being under-

gtood,

It is evident then, that the writers who have founded tlieir

objection against the propitiation of the divinity, on the use

of the word reconciled in the New Testament, have attended

rather to the force of the term, as applied in the language of

the translation, than in that of the originaU But, even
without looking beyond the translation, it seems surprising

that the context did not correct their error, clearly deter-

mining the sense, not only in Matt, v. 24. where it is per-

fectly obvious and unec.uivocal, as is shown i?i page 26 ; but
?ilso in 2 Cor, v, 19. in which the manner of reconciling the

world to God is expressly described, viz. his not impiiting^

their trespasses unto (hem, that is, his granting them forgive-

ness, There are upon the whole but ii\e places in the New
Testament, in which the term is used ivith respect to God

;

• The application of the word iiuKXeLrTta-^rtt is precijely tlie same, as

i« made by the Seventy, in tljeir translation of 1 Sam. xxix. 4. where they
speak of David's opheanin^^ the afigcr of Saul. Ev rivi AJ AAAATHIETAI
TO) 'Ki/g/oi ctuTov : Whtrtii:ith shall he reconcile himself to his master P ac-
cording' to our common \-crsi()n. Not surely, how shall he reinovf his oivn

fiyj^'er a^ainxt hia master; but, liow shall he rnnoie hin master^s anger
^tf^rtiinst htm, how shall he restore himself to his in aster's J'avoiir y If any
additional instance had been wanting-, to establish the use of the word
i» this sense among the Jewish writers, this on-c must prove decisive.
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Rom. V. 10. and xi. 15. 2 Cor. v. 18, 19, 20. Ephes ii. 16.

and Col. i. 20, 21. Whoever will take the trouble of con-

sulting Hammond and Whitby on these passages, will be
satified, that the application is diametrically opposite to that

for which the Socinian writers contend. There are but two
places besides, in which the term occurs, Matt. v. 24. and
1 Cor. vii. 11. in both of which the application is clear.

And it deserves to be particularly noticed, that Dr. Sykes,

(^Script, Doctr. of Redemp. p. 57.) sinks the former pas-

sage altogether, and notices the latter alone, asserting that

this is the only one in which the word is used, not in rela-

tion to the reconciliation of the world to God : and this, af-

ter having inadvertently stated in the preceding page, that

there were two such passages. This will appear the less un-

accountable, when it is considered, that the expression as ap-

plied in Matthew, could be got rid of bj- no refinement what-

ever : but that the application in 1 Corinthians, (not indeed

in our translation which is not suflficiently explicit, but ex-

amined in the original,) will appear as little friendly to his

exposition, Hammond and Le Clerc have abundantly evin-

ced by their interpretation of the passage.

No. XXI. ON THE TRUE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE LAY-

ING ASIDE OUR ENMITY TO GOD, AND BEING REC0NCILE»
TO GOD.

Page 31. {re)—It is well remarked In the Theological

Repository, by a WTiter under the signature VeruSy^ that

the laying aside our enmity to God must be a necessary

qualification for, though without constituting the formal na-

ture of our reconciliation to God. This judicious distinc-

tion places the matter in a fair light. That God will not re*

ceive us into favour so long as we are at enmity with him, is

most certain ; but that thence it should be inferred that on
laying aside our enmity, we are necessarily restored to his

favour, is surely an odd instance of logical deduction.

No. XXII. ON the proofs from scripture, THAT THft

sinner is THE OBJECT OF TU^ DIVINE DISPLEASURE.

Page 31. (x)—Heb. x. 26, 27. For if we sin wilfully

after that we have received the knowledge of the truthy therQ

* This writer I find to liave been the Rev. Mr. Brckell : a writer certain-

ly deserving- of praise, both for the ability with which he combated the so-

phistry of the heterodox, and for the boldncfca with which, h% carried thp

war into the v«ry camp of the enemy.
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remaiiieth no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful
looking for of judgment, and fiery indignation which shall

devour the adversaries: and agaiii, For we know him that

hath said, vengeance belongeth unto me, I will recompense,

saith the Lord: and again, It is a fearful thing to fall into

the hands of the living God: and again, (Rom. v. 9, 10.)

Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall

be saved from wrath through him—for if when we were

enemies, we were reconciled to God through his Son, kc.
In this last passage, it is not only clearly expressed, that we
are from disobedience exposed to the divine displeasure, but

also that the way whereby we are rescued from the effects of

that displeasure, or, as is here held an equivalent form of ex-

pression, reconciled to God, is by the death of Christ.

To quote all the passages that speak a similar language,

were a tedious task. Nor indeed was the voice of revelation

wanted to inform men that the sinner is the object of God's
displeasure. Reason has at all times loudly proclaimed this

truth : and in that predominating terror, that A(tiriS'xtf4,ovix,

which, as shown in Number V. has in every age and clime

disfigured, or rather absorbed the religion of the Gentiles,

the natural sentiment of the human mind may be easily dis-

cerned.

What is the language of the celebrated Adam Smith on

this subject?—" But if it be meant that vice does not appear

to the Deity to be, for its own sake, the object of abhorrence

and aversion, and what, for its own sake, it is fit and riglit

should be punished, the truth of this maxim can by no means
be so easily admitted. If we consult our natural sentiments,

we are apt to fear, lest before the holiness of God, vice should

uppear to be more worthy of punishment than the weakness
and imperfection of human nature can ever seem to be ot"

reward. Man, ivhen about to appear before a being of infi-

nite perfection, can feel but little confidence in his own
merit, or in the imperfect propriety of his own conduct.

\n the presence of his fellow-creatures, he may often just-

ly elevate himself, and may often have reason to think

hiirhly of his own character and conduct, compared to the

still greater imperfection of theirs. But the case is quite

different when about to appear before his infinite Creator.

To such a being, he can scarce imagine that his liltleness?

and weakness should ever seem to be the proper object

either of esteem or of reward. But he can easily conceive

how tlie numberless violations of duty, of which he has been,

guilty,- should render him the- object o£ aversion and punish-

ment ; neitlier can he see any reason why the divine indig'
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nation should not be let loose without any restraint, upon so

vile an insect, as he is sensible that he himself must appear
to be. If he would still hope for happiness, he is conscious
that he cannot demand it from \he justice^ but that he must
entreat it from the merci/ of God. Repentance, sorrow, hu-
miliation, contrition at the thought of his past conduct, are,

upon this account, the sentiments which become him, and
seem to be the only means which he has left for appeasing
that wrath which, he knows, he has justly provoked. He
even distrusts the efficacy of all these, and naturally fears^

lest the wisdom of God should not, like the weakness of man,
be prevailed upon to spare the crime, by the most importu-
nate lamentations of the criminal. Sonie other intercessioiif

some other sicrijice, some other atonement^ he imagines, must
be made for him, beyond what he himself is capable of mak-
ing, before the purity of the divine justice can be reconciled

to his manifest offences.

" The doctrines of revelation coincide, in every respect,

with those original anticipations of nature; and, as they
teach us how little we can depend upon the imperfection of
our own virtue, so they show us, at the same time, that the
most powerful intercession has been made, and the most
dreadful atonement has been paid^ for our manifold tranS"
(rressions and iniquities.^* (Theory of Moral Senti-
ments, p. 204—206.)
Such w^ere the reflections of a man, whose powers of

thinking and reasoning will surely not be pronounced inferior

to those of any even of the most distinguished champions of
the Unitarian school, and whose theological opinions cannot
be charged with any supposed tincture from professional ha-
bits or interests. A layman, (and he too the familiar friend
of David Hume,) whose life was employed in scientific, po-
litical, and philosophical research, has given to the world thes^
sentiments as the natural suggestions of reason,^^ Yet these

When these observations were before committed to the press, I was not
aware, that the pious reflections, to which they particularly advert, are no
longer to be found, as constituting a part of that work from which they have
been quoted. The fact is, that in the later editions of the Theory of Moral
Sentimentsy no one sentence appears of the extract which has been cited
above, and which I had derived from the first edition, the only one that I

possessed. This circumstance, however, does not in any degree affect the
truth of what had been said by the author, nor the justness of the sentiments
which he had uttered in a pure and unsophisticated state of mind. It evinces
indeed, that he did not altogether escape the infection of David Hume's so-
ciety ; and it adds one proof more to the many that already existed, of the
danger, even to the most enlightened, from a familiar contact with infidelity.

How far Adam Smith's partiality to Hume did ultimately carry him, may
easily be collected, from his emphatical observations on tlie character of his
deceased friend, to which I shall have occj^sion to direct the reader's attef>
tion in another part of this Tolume.
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are the sentiments which are the scoff of sciolists and wit-

lings.—Compare these observations of Adam Smith with

what has been said on the same subject in Numbers IV. IX.

and XV.

No. XXIII. INSTANCE FROM THE BOOK OF JOB OF SA-

CRIFICE BEING PRESCRIBED TO AVERT GOd's ANGER.

Page 31. (i/)—It was not without much surprise, that

after having written the sentence here referred to, I found

on reading a paper of Dr. Priestley in the Theol. Rep.

(vol. i. p. 404.) that the Book of Job was appealed to by

him, as furnishing a decisive proof, not only, " that mankind

in his time had not the least apprehension that repentance

and reformation alone, without the sufferings or merit of any

being whatever, would not sufficiently atonelbr past offences:"

but that " the Almighty himself gives a sanction to these

sentiments." Let the Book of Job speak for itself:

—

The

Lord said to Elipha:: the Temanite, my wrath is kindled

ag-ainst thee and thy friends : for ye have not spoken of me.

the thing that is right, as my servant Job hath— Therefore

take unto you now seven bullocks and seven rams, and go to

my servant Job, and off^er tip for yourselves a burnt-offering ;

and my servant Job shall pray for you ; for him will I ac-

cept, lest I deal with you after your folly. (Job xlii. 7, 8.)

If this be not a Sufficient specimen, we are supplied with an-

other in ch. i. 4, 5. in which it is said, that after the sons of

Job had been employed in feasting, Job sent and saiictified

them, and rose up early in the morning, and offered burnt-

offerings according to the number of them all : for Job said,

it may be that my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their

hearts. Thus did Job continually.— I leave these without

comment, to confront the assertions of Dr. Priestley, and to

demonstrate the value of his representations of scripture. I

shall only add, that in the very page in which he makes the

above assertions, he has quoted from Job a passage that im-

mediately follows the former of those here cited.

No. XXIV. ON THE ATTRIBCTE OF THE DIVINE JUS-

TICE.

Page 32. (r)—Dr. Priestley (Theol Rep. vol. i. p. 417.)

asserts, that " Justice in the Deity can be no more than a

modification of that cjoodness or benevolence, which is hi$

yoi.F. governing principle r' from which he of course infers,

that " under llie administration of God, there can be no oc-

casion to exercise any severity on penitent offeud<ys ;" or in
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other words, that repentance must of itself, from the nature

of the Deity, cancel all former offences ; and that the man
who has spent a life of gross vice and audacious impiety, if

he at any time reform, shall stand as clear of the divine dis-

pleasure, as he v.'ho lias uniformly, to the utmost of his power,

walked before his God in a spirit of meek and pious obedience.

This is certainly the necessary result of jmre benevolence

:

nay, the same principle followed up, must exclude punishment

in ail cases whatever ; the very notion of punishment being

incompatible with pure benevolence. But surely it would be

a strange property of justice, call it, with Dr. Priestley, a

modification of henevohnce^ or whatever else he pleases, to

release all from punishment, the hardened and unrelenting

offender, no less than the sincerely contrite, and truly hum-
bled penitent.

But in his use of the term justice, as applied to the Deity,

is not Dr. Priestley guilty of most unworthy trifling ? Why
Bpeak of it as " a modification of the divine benevolence,"

if it be nothing different from that attribute ; and if it he

different from it, how can benevolence be the " sole go-

verning principle" of the divine administration?—The word
justice then is plainly but a sound made use of to save ap-

pearances, as an attribute called by that name has usually

1)een ascribed to the Deity ; but in reality nothing is meant
by it, in Dr. Priestley's application of the term, different

from pure and absolute benevolence. This is likewise evi-

dent, as we have seen from the whole course of his argument.

Now could it be conceded to Dr. Priestley, that the whole

character of God is to be resolved into simple benevolence,

then the scheme which by rejecting the notion of divine dis-

pleasure against the sinner, involves impunity of guilt, might
fairly be admitted. But, as it' has been well remarked, " if

rectitude be the measure and rule of that benevolence, it

might rather be presumed that the scheme of redemption
would carry a relation to sinners, in one way as objects of

mercy, in another as objects of punishment ; that God miirJit

be just, and yet the jnstifier of him that believeth in the Re-
deemer." See the 2d of Holmes^s Four Tracts, in which
lie confirms by parallel instances the use of the word xxi as

applied in the above passage by Whitby in his paraphrase.

—

On the subject of this Number at large, see also Numbers IV.
XXIf. and Balguy's Essay on Redemption,
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No. XXV. ON THE TEXT IN JOHN, DESCRIBING OUR
LORD AS THE LAMB OF GOD, WHICH TAKKTH AWAT
THE SINS OF THE WORLD.

Page 32. (oj—What efforts are made to get rid of those

parts of scripture that lend support to the received doctrine

of the sacririce of Christ, is evident from the remark made
on this passac^e by tlie ingenious author of Ben MordecaVs
Apologi/. "The allusion here," he says, "seems to be

made to the 53d cliapter of Isaiah, but the Lamb is not there

considered as a Lamb to be sacrificed, but as a Lamb to be

sheared.''* (Let. 7. p. 794. 2d ed. ovo.)—Now, upon what
principle this author is enabled to pronounce, that the allu-

sion in this place is made to the Lamb spoken of in Isaiahf

rather than to the Paschal Lamb, or to the Lamb, whicli

Huder the Jewish law was offered daily for the sins of the

people, it is difficult to discover. His only reason seems to

be, that in admitting the reference to either of the tAvo lasl,

the notion o( sacrifice is necessarily involved; and thegraiicl

object in maintaining the resemblance to a Lamb that was to

be sheared, not slain, was to keep the death oi Christ out of

vieAV as much as possible.

But of the manner in which scripture is here used to sup-

port a particular hypothesis, we shall be better able to form a

right judgment, when it shall have appeared that the refer-

ence in John is not made to Isaiah; and also, that the Lamb
Ml Isaiah is considered as a Lamb to be slain.

The latter is evident, not only from the entire context,

feut from the very Avords of the prophet, which describe the

person spoken of, (liii. 7.) to be *' brought as a Laml) to the

slauirhter ;'* so tliat one cannot but wonder at the pains

taken to force the application to IJiis passage of Isaiah, and

still more at tlie peremptory assertion that the Lamb liere

Bpoken of was a Lamb to be sheared only. It is true in-

deed, there is subjoined, and as a sheep before her shearers

is dumb: but if Mr. Wakefield's remarks on Acts \\\\. 32.

in which he contends that the v.ord translated shearer, should

have been rendeied slayer, be a just one, the objection va-

nishes at once. Retaining, however, the clause as it stands

in the present version, that wliich foUows,

—

so he openeth not

his mouth,—clearly exjilains that the character intended to

be conveyed by the prophet in the whole of tliis figiu-ative

representation, was tliat of a meek and uncomplaining resig-

nation to snireriFig and death.

And this also shows us that the passage in Isniah could

liot have been the one inunedlaldy referred to by John; be-
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cause in it the Lamb is introduced but incidentally, and as

furnishing the onlj adequate resemblance to that character,

which was the primary object of the prophet's contempla-

tion: whereas, in the Baptist's declaration that Jesus was//ie

Lamb of God that taketli away the sins of the world; the

reference must naturally be to a Lamb before described, and
understood as possessed of some similar or corresponding

virtue, such as St. Peter alludes to when he says, (1 Peter i.

18, 19.) Ve were redeemed—with the precious blood of
Christy as of a Lamb without blemish. In this an allusion

is evidently made to a Iamb, whose blood, under the Jewish
law, bore analogy to that of Christ : that is, either to the

Paschal Lamb, by the sprinkling of whose blood the Israelites

had been delivered from destruction ; or to the lamb that was
daily sacrificed for the sins of the people, and which was
bought with that half shekel which all the Jews yearly paid,

as the price of redemption of their lives, to make an atone-

ment for them, (Exod. xxx. 12, 14, 16.) With a view
to this last, it is, that St. Peter most probably uses the ex-

pressions. Ye were not redeemed ivith silver and gold—but

with the precious blood of Christ, as of a Lamb, &c. i. e.

it is not by a Lamb purchased v/ith silver and gold that you
have been redeemed, but by Christ, that truly spotless

Lamb, which the former was intended to prefigure ; who, by
shedding his blood, has effectually redeemed you from the

consequences of your sins; or, as the Baptist had before de-

scribed him, the Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of
the world; and, as St. John, who records these expressions

of the Baptist, again speaks of him in the Apocalypse, (v. 9.)

the Lamb which had been slain, and by its blood redeemed
men out of every kindred, and tonfyue, and people, and na-

tion, or in other words, that had taken away the sins of the

world.

The author indeed admits, (what it it was impossible for

him to deny,) that in the Apocalypse, Christ " is spoken of

as a Lamb that was slain :" but then he ^ays, that " he is

not spoken of as a vicarious sacrifice, for the Jews had no
sacrifices of that nature." (Vol. ii. p. 789.) Be it so for

the present : it is clear however, that the Lamb to which the

allusion is made in the figurative representations of Christ in

the New Testament, is a Lamb that was slain and sacrificed;

and that nothing but the prejudices arising from a favourite

hypothesis could have led this writer to contend against a

truth so notorious, and upon grounds so frivolous.

a
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No. XXVI. ON THE MEANING OF THE WORD PROPITIA-
TION IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Page 32* (b)—The word iXetc-f^oiy translated propitia-

tion, occurs in the New Testament but in the two passages

noticed in the page here referred to ; viz. 1 John ii. 2. and

iv. 10. Its true force, however, is obvious; since, as ap-

pears from the application of the words iXotTfjut;, iXx(rKef>(.cc(,

£^iXcc<rK6fA,<tty by the Seventy in the Old Testament, it cor-

responds to the Hebrew word 'iSD, and therefore implies,

the making atonement, and thereby affecting a reconcilia-

tion with, or jyropitiating the Deity.—The Greek translation

of Ezekiel, (xliv. 29.) has made it synonymous with nNDH,
a sin-offeriiig : and thus H. Taylor, {B. Mord. p. 808.) as-

serts the Avord should be here translated.

But it is curious to remark, that this writer has been so far

led away by a desire to maintain the system which he has

adopted, that in two pages after he goes on to show that no
one circumstance belonging to the sin-ofFering is to be found

iu the sacrifice of Christ. As producing indeed " the effect

of the siii-ofFerings, remission of sins,'* he concludes it may
be so called, though possessing no one ingredient that enters

into the composition of a sin-offering. His radical error on

the scripture use of the word reconciliation, (which has been

already examined,) prevented him from admitting the term

propitiation, or propitiatory sacrifice; sin-offering, he

therefore substitutes, and then endeavours to fritter this

away.—It deserves to be noticed, that even Sykes, whose
attachment to tlie orthodox opinions will not be suspected to

have much biassed his judgment on this subject, considers

r|<A«c-y.£ff-^£4< to be correspondent to 133, and explains both by
tlie words e.ypiatc, atone, propitiate, " whatever the means
were, (he adds) by which this was to be done." Essay on
Sacrifices, pp. 132, 135.

In Rom. iii. 2.3. ;Aa5-£f <ov* is translated in the same sense

with M««r^fl^, a propitiation or propitiatory offer inor, 6vf4.x or

is^etov being understood as its substantive ; and although it be
true, as Krebsius observes, that the Seventy always apply
this term to the mercy-seat or covering cf the ark, yet strong

* Txotrxg/oK—subaudlendum videtm* /sge/ov aiit O-y^tt*, expiatorhim sacri/l-

riinn, quemadmodum eadem ellipsis frequentissima est apud txc o in voce
a-a:r»etiVy et ill ;^a§i5"«g/iv apud Auctores. Hesychius exponit KaSit^a-tov

cadem ellipsi, nisi substantive sumptum idem significare malis quod t/.xc-/uiv

propitiationem, ut Vulgatus vertit consentiente Heza. Ejus generis sub-
stanliva sunt hKurngiovy 3-i/3-/5tr«§/ov, <puKa.KTn^icvt et similia ; adeoque
Christus eodem modo vocabitur /xits-Jigfci-, quo /Astcr^oj 1 John ii. 2.et iv. 10.

KUncr. Obs. Sacr. torn. ii. pp. 20, 21-
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arguments appear in favour of the present translation. See

Schleusner on the word : also Josejihus, as referred to by
Krebsius and '^ Michaelis, Veysie, {Bampt. Led. pp. 219^

220, 221,) has well enumerated its various significations.

No. XXVII. ON THE TEXTS DESCRIBING CHRIST's DEATH
AS A SACRIFICE FOR SIN.

Page 32. (c)—Isai. liii. 5—8. Mat. xx. 28. xxvi. 28.

Mark x. 45. Acts viii. 32, 33. Rom. iii. 24, 25. iv. 25. v-

6—10. 1 Cor. V. 7. XV. 3. 2 Cor. v. 21. Eph. i. 7. Col.

i. 14. 1 Tim. ii. 6. Heb. i. 3. ii. 17. ix. 12—28. x. 10,

14, 18. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. 1 John iv. 10. Rev. v. 9—12.
xiii. 8.—All which, and several other passages, speak of the

death of Christ in the same sacrificial terms that had been

applied to the sin-offerings of old. So that they who would

reject the notion of Christ's death, as a true and real sacrifice

for sin, must refine away the natural and direct meaning of

all these passages : or in other words, they must new model

the entire tenor of scripture language, before they can accom-

plish their point.

Dr. Priestley indeed, although he professes {Theol Rep.

vol. i. p. 125.) to collect " all the texts in which Christ is

represented as a sacrifice either expressly or by plain refer-

ence," has not been able to find so many to this purpose as

have been here referred to. After the most careful research,

he could discover but a veryfew ; and of these he remarks,

that " the greater part are from one epistle, which is allowed

in other respects to abound with the strongest figures, meta-

phors, and allegories :" and these being rejected, " the rest

he says are too few to bear the very great stress that has been

laid upon them :" and thus they are all discarded with one

sweeping remark, that they carry with tliem the air of figure,

and that had Christ's death been considered as the intended

antitype of the sacrifices under the law, this would have been

* Michaells says, {Translation by Marshy vol. i. p. 187.) " Josephus hav-

jng previously observed that the blood of the martyrs had made atonement

for their countrymen, and that they were u^a-Tn^ civ'Tt-^vx^v (victima substi-

tuta) T/)? T» tSvK? au5t§T/at?, continues as followsj »«/ <r<* th ai,uttTos tm
i'ja-iCuv iKiivifVt Kiti ra 1AA2THPIOT th QAVAra oLwrar » ^aa. irgovoiA tov It-

gxix StitrcocTi.'' On the use of the word iKn^n^toy amongst Jewish writers,

and the strict propitiatory sense in which it was used by the Hellenistic Jews,

I deem this passage from Josephus decisive ; and I have but little hesitation

in defying the utmost ingenuity of Socinian exposition to do away the force

of its application to the subject before us.—Micbaelis in p. 179, remarks,

that " in Rom. iii. 25. ixstrxgicv has been taken by some in the sense of 7ner.

cy-aeaty but that Kypke has properly preferred the translation, propitia-
tory SACRIFICE.""—Michaelis was surely no superficiai nor bigoted expo-

sitor of holy writ.
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asserted in the fullest manner, and would have been more fre-

quently referred to. We are here furnished with an instance

of the most expeditious and effectual method of evading the

authority of scripture.—First, overlook a considerable majo-
rity, and particularly of the strongest texts, that go to sup-

port the doctrine jou oppose: in the next place assert, that

of the remainder a large proportion belongs to a particular

writer whom j^ou think proper to charge with metaphor, alle-

gory, Sec. &:c. then ol:)ject to the residue as too few on which
to rest any doctrine of importance : but lest even these might
give some trouble in the examination, explode them at once
ivilh the cry of figure, Sac. &c.—This is the treatment that

scripture too frequently receives from those who choose to

call themselves rational and enlightened commentators.
Tliere are two texts, however, on which Dr. Priestley has

thought fit to bestow some critical attention, for the purpose
of showing that they are not entitled to rank, even with those
few that he has enumerated, as bearing a plausible resem-
blance to the doctrine in question. From his reasoning on
these, we shall be able to judge what the candour and justice

of his criticisms on the others would have been, had he taken
the trouble to produce them. The two texts are, Isai. liii.

1 0. When thou shall make his soul an offeringfor sin : and
2 Cor. V. 21. He made him sin /or us, who knew no sin, that

we might he made the righteousness of God in him.
Against the first he argues from the disagreement in the

versions, which he observes, may lead us to suspect some
'orruption in our present copies of the Hebrew text. Our
translation, he says, makes a change of person in the sentence—HE hath put him to grief—rvhen thou shall make his soul
an offeringfor sin, he shall see his seed, &c. in which, he
adds, it agrees with no ancient version whatever. In the
next place he asserts, that the Syriac alone retains the sense
of our translation, and at the same time remarks, that this ver-
sion of the Old Testament is but of little authority. He then
gives the reading of the clause, by the Seventy and the Ara-
bic, ffi/e offer a sacrificefor sin, your soyl shall see a long-
lived offspring. lie concludes wi'th the Chaldee paraplnase
of .Jonathan, wiiich is difierent from all. And from the wliole

be draws this result, tliat the uncertainty as to the true read-
ing of the original must render t|ic passage of no authority.
{Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 127.)

But the real state of the case is widely different from tliis

representation: for 1. Our translation does not absolutely
pronounce upon the change of person, ho as to preclude an
agreement with the ancient versions. 2. The Syriac is not
the only version that retains the se?ise of ours: the Vulgate,
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which Dr. P. has thought proper to omit, exactly correspond-

ing in sense. 3. The Syriac version of the Old Testament,

so far from being of little authority, is of the very highest.

4. The concurrence of the IjXX and the Arabic is not a

Join/ but a si?ig-/e testimony, inasmuch as the Arabic is krxown

to be little more than a version of the * LXX, and conse-

quently can lend no farther support, than as verifying the

reading of the LXX at the time when this version 7vas made :

and that it does not even authenticate the reading of the

LXX at an early day, may be collected from the Prolegom. of
Walton, and Kennicofs State of the Hebr. Text, as referred

to in the note below. 5. The Chaldee paraphrase of Jona-
than is remarkable (as Bishop Lowth states in his Prelim*
Dissert.) "for a wordy allegorical explanation," so that an
exactness of translation is not here to be expected. And
lastly, the apparent differences of the versions, may be ex-

plained by, and fairly reconciled to, the present reading of
the Hebrew text.

These several points ivill be best explained by beginning
with the last. The state of the Hebrew text, as it stands in

all our present bibles, at least in such of them as I have con-
sulted, viz. Walton's Polyglot, Michaelis, Houbigant, Ken-
nicot, Doederlein, &c. and scarcely undergoing any variation,

however minute, from the prodigious variety of copies exa-
mined by Kennicot and De Rossi, is as follows : tZD\T I^k'
pi HKT W2: tutyj* tD'wn tZ3K. Now these words as they
stand, manifestly admit of a two-fold translation, according as

the word Q'lyn is considered to be of the second person
masculine, or the third person feminine; viz. when thou
shall make his soul an offeringfor sin, or when his sovl shall
make an offering for sin : and though, with Ludovicus de
l)ieu, our present translation of the bible has followed the
former in the text, yet has it with Cocceius, Montanus, Ju-
nius and Tremellius, Castellio, and almost every other learn-
ed expositor of the bible, retained the latter, inserting it in

the margin, as may be seen in any of our common bibles. It
deserves also to be remarked, that in the old editions of our
English bible, (see Malthewe's, Cranmer's or the Great Bi-
ble, and Taverner's ; see also the bibles in the time of Eliza-
beth, viz. the Geneva and Bishop's bibles ; see all in short
that preceded James's translation,) this latter reading is the
only one that is given ; and it should be observed, (see New-
come's Historic. View, p. 105,) that one of the rules pre-
scribed to the translators employed in the last named version,

* See Bishop Lowth\ Preliminary Dissert, to his Translation ofIsaiah-^nJ
Walton^s J'olyglot JProlf^om. 15—also Kenmcot's State of the Jlebr. Text-
vol. ii. pp. 453, 454.
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which is the one now in use, was,—" that where a Hebrew or

Greek word admitted of two proper senses, one should be ex-

pressed in the context, and the other in the margin." Thus
it appears, that Dr. Priestley must have glanced his eye,

most curiously indeed, upon our English translation, when he
charges it so peremptorily with the abrupt change of person.

Again, this very translation, which, beside the older expo-

sitors above referred to, has the support of Vitringa and
Bishop Lowth, and is perfectly consistent with the most ac-

curate and grammatical rendering of the passage in question,

agrees sufficiently with the ancient versions. In sense there

is no difference, and whatever variation there is in the expres-

sion, may be satisfactorily accounted for from a farther exa-

mination of the original. Thus in the Vulgate it is rendered.

When he shall make his soul an offeringfor sin, he shall see,

&c.— and in the Syriac the penalty of sin is laid npon his

soul, (i. e. in other words, his soul is made an offering for

sin,) that he might see, &c. Now the first is a literal transla-

tion of the Hebrew, if only instead of tu'tifn be read O'i^"',*

which we may readily suppose some copies of the Hebrew to

have done, without introducing the smallest uncertainty into

the text. The second will also be found a literal version, if

for a^tyn be read tDWr\, which may be taken passively,

shall be made. Now it appears from Kennicot's various

readings that one MS. supports this reading. But there is a

remark on this head made by Houbigant, (and which has been
overlooked both by Bishop Lowth, and the commentator on

Isaiah who has succeeded him,f) that seems to deserve con-

siderable notice. The word, he says, should be oiyn, in the

passive voice ; for that, as Morinus observes, the Jews be-

fore the vowel points were introduced were used to mark the

passive by the letter ' interposed ; and that here this Chal-

• Docderlein translates as if the word were CD"!!^', uli vitam suainy ut

piaculum, interposuerit ; and adds, that the book Sohar (Parascha

2W^yj particularly warns us that it is so to be read, not CD^B^n.

\ Mr. Dodson was here intended, as being the only person who (at the

date of the first pablication of this work) had g-iven to the public a version

of Isaiah later than that of Bishop Lowth. But the observation equally

applies to Bishop Stock, who has ^iven the latest translation of the Prophet,

and who has in like manner overlooked this remark : for whilst he renders

the word in a passive sense, If his life shall be tnadc a trespass-offcring^ he
assigns for it a wrong" reason ; deriving the passive signification from a
supposed reflective import of the verb

—

shoiild be onade, or (he eays,) should

render itself, forgetting that if this latter sense belonged to the verb, it

would have been given in the form Hithpahel, which clearly is not that of

the verb tZD'iyn.—Dathc'stranslation of the passage is decisive for the passive

signification of the verb : Qiiodsi ritu ejus tit sacrifcium pro pcccatis oblaX<t

fnerit.
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daism had been allowed to remain by the transcriber—see

Houbigant in locum.

Again, with respect to the LXX version of this passage,

(for as to the Arabic, it need not be taken into account, for

the reasons before stated,) the difference between it and the

last mentioned translation is not so great as on the first view

might appear. It is true the reading of the LXX, as given

in our Polyglot, is euv ^ure, if ye offer ; but it is remarked by
Bishop Lowth, that some copies of the LXX read S-mtcci, shall

be offered; which agrees exactly with the Syriac. Indeed,

as Mr. Dodson very properly observes, ^6fToit may be consi-

dered the true reading of the LXX, not only on the authority

of Clemens R. and Justin, who read it so, but also from the

custom which prevails in Greek MSS. of writing e instead

of «/. This practice is noticed by Wotlon, in his edition of

Clem. R» (p. 142.) on the words Tr^or^e-srers tn^icc; eTT* uvT6>, and
is well known to all, who are conversant in Greek MSS. as

obtaining not only at the termination of words, as in the in-

stance taken from Clemens, but in all parts of the word in-

differently. This reading is likewise approved by Capellus.^

Thus far then, (and this it is to be noted is the most impor-

tant clause in the passage,) the disagreement between the

LXX and the other ancient versions is done away. That it

differs both from them and the Hebrew text in some other

parts of the sentence must be allowed; but that from an ex-

tensive collation of the several MSS. (which has now happily

been at length undertakenf) even these differences may yet
be removed, there is much reason to expect. The confirma-

tion of the present reading of the Septuagint by the Arabic
version, is by no means an l' gument against this ; as that

version is not above 900 years old, and may therefore have
been derived from copies of the Septuagint, not the most per-

fect. Besides, it deserves to be remarked, that Bishop
Lowth (^Prelim. Diss.) pronounces the Septuagint version

of Isaiah, to be inferior to that of any other book in the Old
Testament ; and in addition to this, to have come down to us

in a condition exceedingly incorrect.

* " Aliquando diversitas cltatlonis a LXX posita est in diversa lectione

variantiiim Codd. Grxcorum tm LXX ut Esa. liii. 10, editio Sixtina ray
LXX habet, txv iart Trt^i a./w.a.gricis^ si dederitis pro pecato, quae cornipta est
lectio. At Justinus cum quibusdam codicibus habet, atv Sarmiy si datus
fuerit, quse genuina est lectio respondens Hebrxo." Critica Sacra, Lndov.
Capel. pp. 529, 530-

f Unhappily t I must now add, the prosecution of that most valuable work,
tlie completion of whicli was so eagerly anticipated at the date of the first

publication of this treatise, has been internipted by the stroke of death, (see
p- 65.) so that the collation here alluded to still remains a mighty dcsidera-
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Upon tlic whole then, since the present state of the He-
brew text has been shown to agree with the Syriac, the Vul-
gate, (both of which, it should be noted, were taken from the

Hebrew ; one in the first, the other in the fourth century,)

with our English translation, and in a material part even with

the LXX, we may judge with what fairness Dr. Priestley's

rejection of the present text, on the ground of the disagree-

ment of the translations with it and with each other, has been
conducted. His omission of the Vulgate : his overlooking

the marginal translation of our present, and the text of our

older English bibles, and pronouncing peremptorily on their

contents in opposition to both : his stating the Arabic as a

distiiid testimony, concurring with the LXX; and his asser-

tion that the Syriac version of the Old Testament is confess-

ed to be of little authority, when the direct contrary is the

fact, it being esteemed by all biblical scholars as of the very
highest :—and all this done to darken and discard a part of

holy writ,—cannot but excite some doubt as to the know-
ledge or the candour of the critic.

With respect to the Syriac version, Bishop Lowth, in his

Prelim. Dissert, thus expresses himself. After describing

the Chaldee paraphrase of Jonathan, which he states to have

been made about or before the time of our Saviour, he says,

*' the Syriac stands next in order of time, but is superior to

the Chaldee in usefulness and authority, as well in ascertain-

ing as in explaining the Hebrew text ; it is a close translation

of the Hebrew into a language of near affinity to it ; it is sup-

posed to have been made as early as the first century.'^—
Doctor Kennicot also (^State of the Hebr. text, vol. ii. p. 355.)

speaks in the strongest terms of this version, " which he says,

being very literal and very ancient, is of inestiinable value:**

he concludes it to have been " made about the end of the

first century, and that it might consequently have been made
from Hebrew MSS. almost as old as those which were before

translated into Greek:" and he of course relies on it, for

many of the most ancient and valuable readings. The lan-

guage of De Rossi is if possible still stronger. " Versio ha?c

antiqiiissima ordinem ipsum verborum sacri textus et literam

presse scclatiir; et ex versionibus omnibus antiqtiis purior

ac tenacior kabetnr.'* {Var. Led. Vet. Test. Proleg. p.

xxxii.) Datlie also, both in his preface to the Syriac Psalter,

and in his Oyiisc/ala, pronounces in the most peremptory

terms in favour of the fidelity and the high antiquity of the

Syriac version. In the latter work particularly, he refers to

it as a decisive standard by which to judge of the state of

the Hebrew text in the second century. Tiath. Opvsr,
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ColL a Rosenm. p. 171 . In this high estimate of the * Syriac

version, these great critics but coincide Avith tlie suffrages of

Pocock, Walton, and all the most learned and profound He-
brew scholars, who in general ascribe it to the Apostolic age

—(see Pocock. pref. to Micah. and Walton's Proleprom. 13.)

—Dr. Priestley, however, has said, that " it is confessed to be

of little author ity ! /"—I have dwelt much too long upon this

point : but it is of importance that it should be well under-
stood, what reliance is to be placed on the knowledge, and
what credit to be given to the assertions of a writer, whose
theological opinions have obtained no small degree of circula-

tion in the sister island, and whose confident assumption of
critical superiority, and loud complaints against the alleged

backwardness of divines of the established church in biblical

investigation, might draw the unwary reader into an implicit

admission of his gratuitous positions.

I come now to examine his objections against the second
text

—

He made him sin for us, who knew no sin, that we
might be made the riirhteonsness of God in him.—In this

passage, the word uf^tx^rta, which is translated sin, is consider-

ed by Hammond, Le Clerc, Whitby, and every respectable

commentator, to mean a sin-offering or sacrifice for sin : it

is so translated expressly by Primate Nevvxome in his new
Version. That this is the true meaning of the word, will

readily be admitted, when it is considered that this is the ap-

plication of it In the Hebrew idiom ; and that Jews translating

their own language into Greek, would give to the latter the

force of the corresponding words in the form.er. And that

they have done so, is evident from the use of the word through
the entire of the Greek version of the Old Testament, to

which the apostles, when speaking in Greek, would naturally

have adhered. Dr. Middleton, in his answer to Dr. Bentley,

remarks, that " the whole New Testament is written in a

* AUhoii^^h 1 am here only concerned with the Syriac version of the OU
Testament^ yet I cannot omit tlie opportunity of noticinp^ a judicious anti

satisfactory defence of tlie hig^h antiquity of what is called tUe Old Smao
version of the JV'Vw Testament, lately g-iven to the public by Dr. Laurence.
That this version, or the Pcshito, as it is usually named for distinction, was
the production of the apostolic age, or at least of Uiat which immediately
succeeded, had been the opinion of the most eminent critics, both in early

and modern times. The very learned J. D. Michaelis has maintained the
same opinion, in his Intmchiction to the Ncim Testament, vol- ii. p. 29—38.

JRut in this he has not received the support of his English ann«)tator Dr.

Marsh, who contends that we have no sufficient proof of the existence of
this version at a period earlier than the fourth century, ibid. p. 551

—

55A
Br. Laurence has, however, clearly shown, that Dr. Marsh's objectionsiarft

not formid.ible ; and has treated the subject in such a manner as to evuice,

that the alleged antiquity of the version stands upon the strongest grounds
of probabilitv. See Laurence's Disurt. vijon the Logos, p, C"—74.

K
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language peculiar to the Jews ; and that the idiom is Hebrew

or yyrmc, though the words be Greek." Michaelis also says,

" the language of the New Testament is so intermixed with

Hebraisms, that many native Greeks might have found it dif-

ficult to understand it." {Introd. to N. T. vol. i. p. 100.)

liudovicus Capellus, (in speaking of the Greek translators of

the Old Testament, whose style, he says, is followed by the

writers of the New,) asks the question, " Quis nescit, verba

quidem esse Grteca, at phrases et sermonis structuram esse

Hebra^am?" {Crit. Sacr. p. .0-22.) And Doctor Campbell, in

his Preliminarij Dissertations, pronounces almost in the

words of Capellus, *' The phraseology is Hebrew, and the

v.'ords are Greek."* The justice of these observations, as

• Ernesti aflTirms, " Stilus Novi Testamenti recte dlcatur hebrceo-grcecusy

See p. 82, Lint. Interp. .Xov. Test. Indeed the observations of this writer

(p. 73—y8.) are particularly worthy of attention. If the reader should be

desirous to see this curious and interesting subject of the style of the New
Testament fully and satisfactorily handled, I refer him to the last named
work; also to Michaelis's IVth chapter on the Language of the jVew Testa-

mtnt, {Introduction, kc. vol. i- p. 97—200) and particularly to Di
.
Campbell's

first and second rreliminary JJissertatiotis to his Four Gospeis, &c. At the

same time, I must dill'er widely fi'om Dr. Campbell, when he refers (as he

does in p. 20. vol. i.) to the Bishop of Gloucester's Doctrine of Grace, for

the best refutation of the objections against the inspiration of scripture de-

rived from the want of classic purity in its language. I would on the con-

trarv direct the reader's attention to the Dissertation on the principles of Hu-

man Eloquence^ in which the bold paradoxes of the Bishop are set aside,

and the argument placed upon a sound and legitimate basis, by the learned

Dr. Thomas Leland, formerly a Fellow of this University.

The Bishop, it is well known, had held, that the 'vcant of purity in the

writings of the New Testament, supplies in itself % proof of their dixine ori-

ginal ; and had defended this position upon reasons nearly subversive of

every just notion of the nature of human eloquence. Dr. Iceland, on the

contrary, with a due regard to the principles of eloquence, of taste, and of

common sense, and in tlic direct maintainance of them all against the attacks

«)f tliis formidable assailant, more discreetly and successfully contended for

the truth of this proposition, that " whatever rudeness of style may be dis-

covcrabk' in the wriiintrs of the New Testament, it can aflbrd neither proof

nor presumption tliat the authors were 7iot divinely inspired." See p. 97, or

rathtr indeed the whole of the judicious discussion from p. 88 to p. 118 of

the Dissertation. This drew forth a reply in defence of the Bishop, which
was distinguished more for point and sarcasm, than for ingenuity and

strength. Suspicion early fixed upon Dr. Ilurd as the author. The letters

of Warburton and llviid lately published, prove the suspicion to have been

just. It appears also, that Warburton himself took considerable pains to

have t!ie pamphlet printed and circulated in Ireland, {Lttttvs, &.c. pp. 352,

.",14.) in tlie confident expectation that the Jriah Professor would be com-

pletely put to silence. The cfiect however was otherwise. The Professor

returnetl to the charge with renovated vigour ; and l.y a reply, distinguished

by such ability as ])roved totlie opposite party the inexpediency of continu-

ing the contest, clo.sed the controversy. J Sow complete in the public opin-

ion was Dr. Lelaiul'.s triumph over Loth his mitred opponents, may easily

be •" llected from thcfaci, that however anxious to give extended circulation

to tlie castigatorv Jitter before it received an answer, they both observed a

profound sik-Dce u])on the .subject ever after; and that the Letter to Dr. Le-

Lmd, remaining unacknowledged by the author, was indebted for its farther
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applying particularly to the expression in the present text, is

evinced in numerous instances adduced by Hammond and

publicity to the very person ag-ainst whom it was directed, who deemed it

not inexpedient, in a new edition of his tracts, to give it a place between the
Dissertation which caused it, and the defence which it occasioned. The
critical decisions of the day were decidedly in favour of Dr. Leland. A
late Review pronounces, that Leland, " in the opinion of all the world, com.-

pletely demolished his antagonist.'* {Edinb. Rev. vol. xiii. p. 358.) The
Critical Reviews for July and November, 1764, contain some masterly pieces
of criticism upon the IJissertatioii and the Letter. But in no work is there
a more striking- or more honourable testimony borne to Dr. Leland's supe-
riority in this controversy, than in that whicli is entitled Tracts by Warbnrton
and a Warburtonian ; particularly in the Dedication and Preface prefixed to

the T<{iio Tracts, which the eloquent editor describes as " Children, whom
their parents were afraid or ashamed to acknowledge,'* and which he there-

fore (compassionately it certainly cannot be said) determines to present to

the public notice. Of these Tfjo Tracts, Dr. Hurd's well known Letter to

Dr. Jortin, On the delicacy sffriendship, is one, and his Letter to Dr. Leland
is the other: and on the subject of these tracts, by which, it is added. War-
burton was most extravagantly flattered, Leland most petulantly insulted,

and Jortin most inhumanly vilified, severe justice is inflicted upon the author,
by the indignant vindicator of the two respectable characters that had been
so unworthily attacked. General opinion has long appropriated this publi-

cation to a name of no mean note in the republic of letters. Undoubtedly
the vigour of conception, the richness of imagery, and the splendour of
diction, displayed in those parts of the work which the editor claims as his

own, are such as must reflect honour upon any name. At the same time, it

is much to be lamented, that talents and attainments of so high an order as

manifestly belong to the writer, should have been devoted to purposes so

little congenial with the feelings of benevolence: and that the same spirit

which pressed forward with such generous ardour to cast the shield over
one reputation, should direct the sword with such fierce hostility against

another ; and exult in inflicting the very species of wound, which it was its

highest glory to repel.

The eulogium pronounced upon Dr. Leland, I here seize the opportunity

of extracting from this performance. It is sketched by the hand of a mas-
ter, and is too creditable to the memory of the individual, to be passed over
by any one who takes an interest in what relates either to the man, or to the
University of which he was an ornament. " Of Leland, my opinion is not,

like the Letter-writer's, founded upon hearsay evidence ; nor is it deter-

mined solely by the great authority of Dr. Johnson, who always mentioned
Dr. Leland with cordial regard and with marked respect. It might, perhaps,

he invidious for me to hazard a favourable decision upon his history of Ire-

land ; because the merits of that work have been disputed by critics ; some
of whom are, I think, warped in their judgments, by literary, others by
national, and more, I have reason to believe, by personal prejudices. But I

may with confidence appeal to writings, which have long contributed U.

public amusement, and have often been hon<.ured by public approbation :

—

lo the Life of Philip, and to the Translation if De^nosthenes, wjiich the

Letter-writer professes to have 7iot read,—to the judicious Dissertation vpon

Eloquence, which the Lctter-vcr^ter did vouchsafe to read, before he answered
it,—to the spirited Dfence of that Dissertation which tlie Jyettcr-^nriter,

probably, has read, but never attempted to answer. The Life of Philip con-

tains many curious researches into the principles of government established

among the leading states of Greece: many sagacious remarks on their in.

testine discords : many exact descriptions of their most celebrated charac-

ters, together with an extensive and correct view of those subtle intrigues,

and those ambitious projects, by which Philip, at a favourable crisis, gra-

dually obtained an unexampled and fatal mastery over the Giecian Repub>
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Whitby ill locum. And to this very text, the passage from

Isaiah, w hich has just been discussed, bears an exact corres-

pondence : for, as in that his sonl^ or life, was to he made
OLyN, uttcc^rice, or as the LXX render it, tts^i uf^^x^riug, a sin-

offer ini2\'^ so here Christ is said to have been made uttet^rtec,

^ sbi-off'erijig ; and/or i/.s, as it imist have been from what

is immediately after added, that he knew no sin. For the

exact coincidence between these passages, Vitringa (Isai. liii..

10.) deserves particularly to be c nsulted. Among other va-

luable observations, he shows, th?* i^i a,iAu,^ria,(i, vm^ eifui^rt»i,

and uf^x^rix, are all used by the t "ek writers, among the

Jews, in the same sense. Several c ive instances of this

in the New Testament, are pointed out >;^ Schleusner, on the

word CCf4,XeTiU.

lies. In the Translation of Demosthenes, Leland lu.'tes the man of taste

"U'itli tlic man of learning-, and shows himself to have j-'ossessed, not only a

competent knowledge oi" the Greek language, but that clearness in his own
conceptions, and that animation in his feelings, which enabled him to catch

the real meaning, and to preserve the genuine spirit of thv^ most perfect

orator that Athens ever produced- Through the Dissertatio?! upon Eloquence,

and the Defence of it, we see great accuracy of erudition, great perspicuity

and strength of style, and, above all, a stoutness of judgment, which, in

traversing the open and spacious walks of literature, disdained to be led

captive, eicher by the sorceries of a self-deluded visionary, or the decrees
of a self-created despot." Tracts by IVarbjirton and a Warburtonian, pp.
193,194— In the very year in which tliese observations on Dr. Leland's

literary character were given to the public, three volumes of his Sermons
issued from the Dublin press ; and, though posthumous, and consequently
not touched by the finishing hand of the author, they exhibit a specimen of
pulpit eloqtience, not unworthy of the Translator of Demosthenes and the
Historian of Ireland. To these Sermons there is prefixed a brief but inter-

esting and well-written life of the author, from which it appears that the
amount of his literary productions exceeded what have been here enumera-
ted.—The extract which I have made from the Tracts, although I do not
accede to its justice in every particular, being disposed to attribute sotvei-hat

less to the Transliition ff Deniosthenrs, and a vast deal more to the History of
Ireland, ye\. I could not deny myself tlie gratiiication of noticing, in connex-
ion with the name of Leland ; not only as being highly creditable to the
memory of a distinguished member of the University with which I am
myself so elosely connected ; but, as supplying one of the few instances in

uiiich a provincial writer of this part of the empire has obtained due honour
in the sister country.—In concluding this hmg note, which has been almost
exclusively dedicated to Doctor Lehmd, I cannot fin-bear asking the question,
whether it is to be ascribed to ignorance or to fraud, that in a recent London
edition of his Translation cf the Orations of Demosthenes, (viz. 1806.) his

designation in the title is that of Fclloro of Trinity College, Oxford. "Was
the translation of the Creek orator supposed too good to come from Ireland ;

or was it imagined that the knowledge of \\s, true origin would diminish the
profits of its circulation ?

• In reference probably to llie very words in this passage it is, that our
.Saviour declares, (Matt. xx. 28) that he gave txi- 4j^;t'iv At/T« xurgov atvri

fro>xm, or as Si. Paul afterwards expresses it, (1 Tim. ii.'6.) etvT/xt/T^ov vTrip^
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Now from this plain and direct sense of the passage in 2
Cor. supported by the known use of the word u/^cc^riu. in

scripture language, and maintained by the ablest Commenta-
tors on scripture, Dr. Priestley thinks proper to turn away,
and to seek in a passage of Romans, (viii. 3.) to which this

by no means necessarily refers, a new explanation, which bet-

ter suits his theory, and which, as usual with him, substitutes

a figurative, in place of the obvious and literal sense. Thus,
because in Romans God is said to have sent his Son in the

likeness of sinful flesh, tv e^oiufjutn o-x^ko^ af/.ec^riu<;, he would
infer, that when in 2 Cor. God is said to have made him sin,

it is merely meant that God had made him in the likeness of
sinful flesh. Nor is he content with this unwarrantable de-

parture from the language of the text, but he would also in-

sinuate, (T/t. Rep. vol. i. p. 128.) that the words ^sre^t uftu^rtuit

which occur in the text in Romans, and which we have al-

ready remarked, are commonly used in scripture language
for a sin-offering, and are so rendered in this place by Pri-

mate Newcome, merely imply /or us, availing himself of our
present version, which translates the words, for sin. Such
vague and uncritical expositions of scripture may serve any
purpose, but the cause of truth. I have already dwelt longer

upon them than they deserve : and shall now dismiss them
without any farther remark.

No. XXVIII. ON THE WORD KATAAAAFH, TRANSLATED
AS ATONEMENT, IN ROM. V. 1 1

.

Page 32. (d)—The word xsiret^xayij, which is here trans-

lated atonement, it is remarked by Sykes, {On Redemp.
pp. 56, 201.) and H. Taylor, {B. 3Iord. p. 807.) and
others who oppose the received doctrine of the atonement,
should not have been so rendered, but should have been
translated reconciliation. The justice of this remark I do
not scruple to admit. The use of the verb and participle in

the former verse, seems to require this translation. And
thiy being the single passage in the New Testament in which
it is so rendered, being elsewhere uniformly translated recon-

ciling; OY reconciliation, (Rom. ch. xi. 15. 2 Cor. v. 18, 19.)

and being no where used by the LXX in speaking of the le-

gal atonements, and moreover there being an actual impro-

priety in the expression, we have received "^ the atonement,

I feel no difficulty in adopting this correction.

* It will be worth the while of those Commentators who contend (as

we have noticed in Number XX.) that the reconciliation spoken of in tlie

N. T. means only our being reconciled to Gody or laying aside our enonity

against him,—to consider in what sense we are said in this passage to have
received the reconciliation. What rules of language can they adopt who
talk of a man's receiving the laying aside of his oim enmities.
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But whilst I agree with these writers in the use of the word
reconciliation in this passage, I differ from them entirely in

the inference they would derive from it. Their notion of

reconciliation altogether excludes the idea of propitiation

and atonement, as may be seen in Number XX. pp. 121,

122. whereas by these, it is manifest both from the reason of

the thing, and the express language of scripture, reconcilia-

tion is alone to be effected, as is proved in the same Num-
ber. It deserves also to be observed, that though the word
atonement is not used in our version pf the New Testament,

except in the single instance ah*eady referred to, yet in the

original, the same, or words derived from the same root with

that which the LXX commonly use when speaking of the

legal atonement, are not unfrequently employed in treating of

the death of Christ. Thus iXciTMfjuti and i^iXxTKO/^cti, Athich

signify to ajipease^ or make ijropitious, are almost always

used by the LXX for ii3D, which by translators is some-

times rendered to make atonement for, and sometimes to re-

concile: and in Hebrews ii. 17. we find it said of our Lord,

that he was a merciful and faithful high-priest, to make re-

conciliation for {aq TO iXcc(rKt<r6cct) the sins of the people;

and again, he is twice in 1 John entitled <A««r^e5> a propitia-

tion, ike. see Number XXVL p. 130. Now in all these,

the word atonement might with propriety have been used

;

and as the reconciliation which we have received through

Christ, was the effect of the atonement made for us by his

death, words which denote the former simply, as scxruxxxyt;,

and words derived from the same root, may, wlien applied to

the sacrifice of Christ, be not unfitly expressed by the latter,

as containing in thrni its full imporl.

No. XXIX. ON THK DENIAL T»1AT CHRISt's DEATH IS

DESCRIBED IN SCRIPTURE AS A SIN-OFFERING.

Page Pj'2. {t)—I liavc, in the page liere referred to,

adopted the very words of Dr. Priestley himself, {Theoh
Rep. v. i. 12IJ.) Dr. Pricslley, however, is far from ad-

milting the dcatii of Clirist (o be of the nature of a sin-of-

ferinir. That it is but compared in fio-ure to that species of

sacrifice, is all that he thinks proper to concede.—H. Taylor,

{Ben Mord. p. Jill— ()21.) contends strenuously, and cer-

tainly with as much ingenuity as the case will admit, in sup-

port of the same point.—What has been urged in Number
XXVII. upon this head, will however, I trust, be found suf-

ficient. At all events, it furnishes a direct reply to an argu-

ment used by the former of these writers, {Theol. Rep. vol.

i. pp. 128, 129.) in which, for the purpose of proving that
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the " death of Christ was no proper sacrifice for sin, or the

antitype of the Jewish sacrifices," lie maintains, that

" though the death of Christ is frequently mentioned or al-

luded to by the prophets, it is never spoken of as a sin-offer-

ing:^* and to establish this position, he relics principally on

his interpretation of Isa. liii. 10. which has been fully exa-

mined and refuted in the afore-mentioned I\ umber.

In addition to Avhat has been advanced in that Number
upon the other text discussed in it, namely, 2 Cor. v. 21. I

wish here to notice the observations of Ur. Macknight and

Rosenmuller. The note of the former upon it is this:

" Ai^ct^rixv, a sin-offering. There are many passa5;es in the

Old Testament, where u^x^nx, sin, signifies, a sin-offeringy

Hosea iv. 8. They (the priests) eat up the si^is (that is, the

sin-oflferings) of my people.—In the New Testament like-

wise, the word sm'hath the same signification, Heb. ix. 26,

28. xiii. 11."—To the same purport, but more at large, Pil-

kington, in his Remarks, &c. pp. 163, 161.—Rosenmuller

observes as follows, " Atcoc^rtct,, victima pro peccato, ut Hebr.
czJtyji Levit. vii. 2. nxton et n^on, quod saepe elliptice ponitur

pro nxm m*, ut Ps. xl. 7. Exod. xxix. 14. pro quo LXX.
usurpant tte^/ ufioc^rtxq, so. ^vc-ix, Levit. v. 8, 9, 11. alliisque

locis. Alliis abstractum est pro concreto, et subaudiendum
est a)re> pro: u^ xfAx^rxvo^iroc f^rojjjc-fv, tractavit eum ut peccato-

rem; se gessit erga eum, uti erga peccatorem. Sensus est

idem."

No. XXX. ON THE SENSE IN WHICH CHRIST IS SAID IN

SCRIPTURE TO HAVE DIED FOR US.

Page 33. (/)—Dr. Priestley's remarks on this subject

deserve to be attended to, as they furnish a striking speci-

men of the metaphysical ingenuity with which the rational

expositors of the present day, are able to extricate them-
selves from the shackles of scripture language. Christ be-

ing frequently said in scripture to have died for ws, he tells

us that this is to be interpreted, dying on our account, or

for our benefii. " Or if, (he adds) when rigorously interpret-

ed, it should be found, that if Christ had not died, ive must
have died, it is still however only consequentially so, and
by no means properly and directly so, as a substitute for us :

for if in consequence of Christ's not having been sent to in-

struct and reform the world, mankind had contiiiued unre-

formed ; and the necessary consequence of Cf^ri^t's coming
was his deal)), by v/hatevcr means, and in whatever manner
it was brought about : it is plain, that there v.a3 in fact, ii«>

ytlier allernative but his de;ilh or ours; lion- r.atHralJv then
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was it, especially to writers accustomed to the strong figura

tive expression of the East, to say that he died in our
STEAD, without meaning it in a strict and proper sense?"

—

Hist, of Cor, vol. i. p. 199.

Here then we see, that had the sacred writers every where
represented Christ as dying in our steady yet it would have
amounted to no more, than dying o?i our account, or for our

benefit, just as under the present form of expression. And
thus Dr. Priestley has proved to us that no form of expres-

sion whatever, would be proof against the species of criticism

which he has thought proper to employ : for it must be re-

membered, that the want of this very phrase, dying in our
stead, has been urged as a main argument against the notion

of a strict propitiatory sacrifice in the death of Christ. To
attempt to prove then, in opposition to those who use this(

argument, that when Christ is said in scripture to have died

for tis, it is meant tliat he died instead of us, must be in this

writer's opinion a waste of time : since, when this is accom-
plished, we are in his judgment only where we set out. As
however, there have been some, who, not possessing Dr.
Priestley's metaphysical powers, Iiave thought this accepta-

tion of the word for, conclusive in favour of the received
doctrine of atonement, and have therefore taken much pains

to oppose it, I will hope to be excused, if I deem it necessa-

ry to reply to these writers.

Dr. Sykes, in his Essai/ on Redemption, and H. Taylor,
inliis Ben Mord. pp. 786, 787. have most minutely exa-

mined all the passages in the New Testament, in which the

preposition for is introduced. And the result of their exa-

mination is, that in all those passages which speak of Christ

as having given himself /or us, for our sins, having died for
us, &c." the word for must be considered as on account of,

for the benefit of, and not instead of The ground on which
this conclusion is ilrawn, as stated by the latter, is this; thai
*' if the doctrine be, that these things were done ifpon our
account, or for our advantage, the word for will have the

same sense in all the texts : but if the true doctrine be, that

they were done instead of, the sense of the word will not be
tlic same in the difTerent texts."—But surely this furnishes

!!o good reason for deciding in favour of the former doctrine.

The word for, or the Greek words «vt;, vT^to, ^lu^rre^i, or

whicij it is the transhition, admitting of different senses, may
of course be differently applied, according to the nature of

the s?il)jc(:t, and yet the doctrine remain unchanged. Thus
it might be perfectly proper to say, that Christ suffered in-

sfeud of us, although it would })e absurd to say, that he snf-

f'red !ns((<t(! of our offences. Tt is snffirirnt, if the different
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applications of the v.ord cany a consistent meaning. To
die instead of nSy and to die on account of our offences, per-

fectly agree. But tliiss change of the expression necessarily

arises from the change of the subject. And accordingly, the

same diiTiculty will be found to attach to the exposition pro-

posed by these writers : since the word for, ijiterpreted on
account of i. e. for the benifit of cannot be applied in the

same sense in all the texts. For, although dying /or owr

benefit, is perfectly inteliic;ible, dying for the benefit of our

offences is no less absurd than dying instead of our offences.

The oidy inference that could with justice have been
drawn by these Avriters is, that the word for does not neces-

sarity imply substitution in all these passages, and that there-

fore it is not sufficient to lay a ground for the doctrine which
implies that subsiiuition. But that, on the other hand, it is

evident that it does 7iot imply it in any, can by no means be
contended : the word vzs-s^, being admitted to have that force

frequently in its common application; as may be seen in

Plato Conviv. p. 1197. and again 1178. w^here tfc^ro^vjjc-xe/y vtcb^,

is manifestly used for dying in stead, or j}l(i(^^ of another.

—

That the Greeks were accustomed by this expression to

imply a vicarious death, Raphelius on Rom. v. 8. directly

asserts ; and produces several indisputable instances from
Xenophon, in which v^e^ and ccvn have the force of substi-

tution.^ In like manner, (2 Sam. xviii. 33.) when David
saith concerning Absalom, ng o^a^ rov Sxvxrov ^a avrt a-a, there

is clearly expressed David's w ish that his death had gone in-

stead of Absalom's.

• Raphelius's observations upon this subject are so valuable, that T ap-

prehend his entire note will be acceptable to the critical reader.-—" Rom.
V. 8 T-rn^ ))fxm etTnbavt—id est stvT/, /oco, vice, nostra tnortuus est, ut nos

mortis poena liberaremur. Vicariani enim mortem hoc loquendi genere
Grxci declarant. Neque Socinianis, qui secus interpretantur, quenquam
ex Grjccis credo assensorem esse. Nostrse senteniise Xenophon adstipula-

tur. Nam cum Seutlies paerum formosum bello captum occidere vellet,

Episthenes autem, puerorum amator, se pro illius more deprecatorem,
praeberet, ro.2;'at Seuthes Episthcnt-.m: H kai iBiXcic «tv, ce ETrta-Qivic, TFIEP
TOTTOT AnOGANElN: Vellesve, oni Episthenes, pro hoc mori?
Cumque is nihil dulntaret pro pueri vita cervicem p; aebere, Seuthes vicis-

sim puerum interrogat, u TrxKruiv Avrov ANTI imiva : nimi hunc feriri pro
SE vellet? De Exped. Cyri, &.c. Et Hisi. Graec. &.C, UgouTruv J'l o

Ayio-ixaocy or/f 7rat5«;)^oi'ro tTTTrov Kcti ottka kai olvJ^^cl tfonty-oV) oti i^i^ioLVTO} /un

TREP ATTOT A nO0ANOTMENON ^§o9:/^a)f ^nrom. Qmnnqve Jlgesi'

laiis denunciasset fore, irt, rpiicunque daret equuvi et arma et perituin homi'
Jiem, immnnis essct a viilitid : effccit, ut hcec non oliter magna celeritnte

^acerent, atque si i/iiis alacriter alicixitin suo loco tnoriturnm. c/uccreret. De
Venat. p. 768. Avt/ao;;^c? t« TratTg&c TnEPAIIOGANflN, TOiravT»? ttu^tv

iUKXUct?, eo^i fxovoi; <pfKc7ra.Totg TrsipA rots EK\»(rtv ctvAyc^ivOafAt. Antilochus
PRO PATRE tnorti sese objiciens, tantu7n glories consecutus est, nt solus apud
Gnecos anians patris oppelletitr.—Et quid opus est aliis cxcmplls ? cum
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But ir.dced tliis force of tlie word neither can be, nor is

denied by the writers alluded to. TJie actual application of

tiie icim tlien, in (lie several passages in wiiirh CJirisl is said

to have ditd for lis, to have suffered for us, Sec. is to be de-

cided by {] e general laiiccuage of scripture upon that subject.

And if it a; pears from its uniform tenor, that Christ submit-

ted himself to suffering and death, tliat tlierebj we might be
saved from \ ndergoiiig the punishment of our transgressions,

will it not fo low, that Christ's suffering stood in the place of

ours, even though it miglit not be of the same nahae in any
respect, with that which we were to have undergone.

No. XXXI. ON TifE PRETENCE OF FIGCRATIVE ALLUSION
IN THE SACRIFICIAL TERMS OF THE NEW TESTA3IENT.

PaCxE 33. (or)—On the whole of this pretence o^figruraiive

applications, whereby II . Taylor, {B. Mord.) Dr. Priestley,

and others, endeavour to escape from the plain language of

scripture, it may be worth while to notice a distinction which
has been judiciously suggested upon this subject by Mr.
Veysie. {Bainpt. Lecture, Sermon 5.)—Figurative language,

he says, does not arise from the real nature of the thing to

which it is transferred, but only from the imagination of him
who transfers it. Tiius a man who possesses the quality of

courage in an eminent degree, is figuratively called a lion;

not because the real nature of a lion belongs to him, but be-

cause the quality which characterizes this animal is possessed
by him in an eminent degree: therefore the imagination con-
ceives them as partakers of one common nature, and applies

to them one common name. Now to suppose that language,

if it cannot be litei-dly interpreted, must necessarily be of
the figurative kind here described, that is, applied onhj by
way of (illusion, is erroneous ; since tliere is also a species

of language, usually called analogical, which though not
strictly proper, is far from being merely fi<yvrative : the terms
being transferred from one thing to another, not because the
things are similar, but because they are in similar relations.

And the term thus transferred, he contends, is as trulj'' signi-

ficant of the real nature of the thing in the relation in which

luculentissmiim sir, 3oh. \i. 50. iibi mortmis dicitnr Salvator wi^ m hats.

Quod quale sit, mox e.\|)Oiiitiir, ivai /un cacv to idvoc uTroKn-ntt.'* Iluphe

-

lit Jnnot. torn. ii. pp. 25.3, 254.

IIow t<»rcil)ly llie word wri^ is felt to implv siihstilvtion is indirectly ad-
mitted in ilie strong'est manner even by Unilariaiis tlien'selves llie satis-

laction manife.sted by Commentators of tliat description, wbenevcr tliey can
escape from the cmpbatTul bearing- of this iJicposltion, is strik nj^-jy evinced
in tbeir lute Version of the JSlxv Tcstwtntnt. See tlieir observations on
G:.l. i. 4.
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it stands, as It could be were it the primitive and proper

word. With this species of language, he observes, scripture

abounds.

And indeed so it must; for if the one dispensation was
really intended to be preparatory to the other, the parallelism

of their parts, or their several analogies, must have been such
as necessarily to introduce the terms of the one into the ex-

planation of the other.—Of this Mr. V. gives numerous in-

stances. I shall only adduce that which immediately applies

to the case before us : viz. that of " the death of Christ be-

ing called in the New Testament, a sacrifice and sin-offering;.

This, says he, is not as the Socinian hypothesis asserts, ^e«-
rativeli/, or merely in allusion to the Jewish sacrifices, but

analo(ricalli/j because the death of Christ is to the Christian

Church, what the sacriiices for sin were to the worshippers of

the Tabernacle :" (or perhaps it might be more correctly

expressed, because the sacriiices for sin were so appointed^

that they should be to the worshippers of the Tabernacle,

what it had been ordained the death of Christ was to be to

the Christian Church :)
" And accordingly, the language of

the l^ew Testament does not contain meve ficrurative allusions

to the Jewish sacrifices, but ascribes a real and immediate
efficacy to Christ's death, an efficacy corresponding^ to that

which was anciently produced by the legal sin-offerings.'*

This view of the matter will, I apprehend, be found to convey
a complete answer to all that has been said upon this subject

concerning fiornre, allusion, &c.

Indeed some distinction of this nature is absolutely neces-

sary. For under the pretence oifiirure, we find those Avriters

who would reject the doctrine of atonement, endeavour to

evade the force of texts of scripture, the plainest and most
positive.—Thus Dr. Priestley {Hist, of Cor. vol. i. p. 214.)

asserts, that the death of Christ may be called a sacrificefor
sin, and a ransom ; and also that Christ may in general be

said to have died in our stead, and to have borne our sins :

and that figurative language, even sfron{?;er than this, may be

used by persons who do not consider the death of Christ as

having cnvj immediate relation to the forgiveness of sins, but

believe only that it was a necessary circuuistance in the

scheme of the gospel, and that this scheme was necessary to

reform the world.—That however there are parts of scripture

which have proved too powerful even for the figurative solu-

tions of the Historian of the Corruptions of Christianity, may
be inferred from this remarkable concession. " In this then

let us acquiesce, not doubting but that, though not perhaps

at present, we shall in time be able, without any effort or

straining, to explain all particular expressions in the apos-
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tolical epistles," Sec. {Hisl. of Cor. vol. i. p. 279.)—-Here

is a plain confession on the part of Dr. Priestley, that those

enlightened theories, in which lie and his folloAvers exult so

highly, are wrought out of scripture only by effort and slrahi-

iiio-: and that all the powers of this polemic Procrustes, have

been exerted to adjust the apostolic stature to certain pre-

ordained dimensions, and in some cases exerted in vain.

The reader is requested to compare what has been here

said, Avith what has been already noticed in Numbers I, and

XIV, on the treatment ,2;iven to the authority of scripture

by Dr. Priestley and his Unitarian fellow-labourers.

No. XXXII. ARGUMENTS TO PROVE THE SACRIFICIAL

LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT FIGURATIVE, URGED
BY H. TAYLOR AND DR. PRIESTLEY.

Page 33. (h)—The several arguments enumerated in the

page here referred to, are urged at large, and with the utmost

force of which they are capable, in the 7th Letter of Beii

MordecaVs Apology, by H. Taylor.—Dr. Priestley has also

endeavoured to establish the same point, and by arguments

not much dissimilar. Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 121—136.

No. XXXIII. ON THE SENSE ENTERTAINED GENERALLY
BY ALL, AND MORE ESPECIALLY INSTANCED AMONGST THE
JEWS, OF THE NECESSITY OF PROPITIATORY EXPIATION.

Page 33. (i)—The last of the three arguments here re-

ferred to, is urged by 11. Taylor, {Ben Mord. pp. 784, 78.'3,

797.) as applied particularly to the notion of vicarious sacri-

fice : but it is clear from the whole course of his reasoning,

that he means it to apply to all sacrifice of a nature properly

expiatory ; that is, in which by the smTering and death of the

victim, the displeasure of God v/as averted from tlie person

for whom it was otlered, and the punishment due to his of-

fence remitted, whether the suffering of the victim was sup-

posed to be strictly of a vicarious nature or not.

Such a notion of sacrifice npplied to the death of Christ,

this writer ascribes to tlie engraftino; of Heathenish notions

on Jewish customs ; whereby the language of the Jews came
to be interpreted by the customs and ceremonies of the Ilea-,

then philosophers, who Iiad been converted to Christianity.

Whether this notion be well founded, will appear from the

examination of the origin of sacrifice, in the second of tliese

Discourses, and from some of tlie Explanatory Dissertations

connected with it. But it is curious to remark how Dr,
Priestley and this author, whilst they agree in the result,
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dlflfer in their means of arriving at it. This author traces

the notion of sacrifice strictly explalory, to heathen inter-

pretation. Dr. Priestley on the contrary asserts, tiiat the

lleatliens had no idea whatever of such sacrifice. He em-
ploys ahiiost one entire essay in the Theological ReposUo,\f/,

(vol. i. p. 400, &,c.) in the proof, that in no nation, ancient

or modern, iias such an idea ever existed: and, as we have
already seen in Number V, pronounces it to be the unques-
tionable result of an historical examination of this subject,

that all) whether Jews or Heathens, ancient or modern,
learned or unlearned, have been " equally strangers to the

notion of expiatory sacrifice ; equally destitute of any thing

like a doctrine ofproper atonement.^' To pass over, at pre-

sent, this gross contradiction to all the records of antiquity,

liov^ shall we reconcile this gentleman to the other? or, which
is of greater importance, how shall we reconcile him to him-

self? For whilst in this place he maintains that neither ancient

nor modern Jews ever conceived an idea of expiatory sacri-

fice, he contends in another, (ibid. p. 426.) that this notion

has arisen from the circumstance of the simple religion of

Christ having been " entrusted to snch vessels as were the

apostles :" for, adds he, " the apostles were Jews, and had
to do with Jews, and consequently represented Christianity

in a Jewish dress,"—and this more particularly, " in the bu
siness of sacrifices."—Now, if the Jews had no notion what-
ever of expiatory sacrifice, it remains to be accounted for

how the clothing the Christian doctrine of redemption in a

Jewish dress, could have led to this notion. It is true, he
adds, that over the Jewish disguise, which had been thrown
on this doctrine bu the apostles, another was drawn by Chris-

tians. But if the Jewish dress bore no relation to a doctrine

of atonement, then the Christian disguise is the only one.

And thus the Christians have deliberately, without any foun-

dation laid for them, either by Heathens or Jews, superindu-

ced the notion of an expiatory sacrifice, on the simple doc-

trines of {he Gospel : converting figurative language into a

literal exposition of what was known never to have had a real

existence 1 1

!

To leave however, this region of contradictions, it may
not be unimportant to inquire into the facts which have been
here alleged by Dr. Priestley. And it must be allowed that

he has crowded into this one Essay, as many assertions at va-

riance with received opinion, as can easily be found compri-

sed in the same compass on any subject whatever. He has

asserted that no trace of any scheme of atonement, or of

any requisite for forgiveness, save repentance and reforma-
iion, is to be discovered either in the book of Job ; or in
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the scriptures of the ancient or any writings of the modern

Jews; or amongst tlie Heathen world, either ancient or mo-

tlern.—These assertions, as they relate to Job, and the reli-

gion of the Heathens, have been already examined; the

former in Number XXHI, Jie latter in Number V. An
inquiry into his position, as it afTects the Jews, with some

faithcr particulars concerning the practices of the Heathen,

will fully satisfy ns, as to the degree of reliance to be placed

on this writer's historical exactness.

With respect to the sentiments of the ancient Jews, or in

other words, the sense of the Old Testament upon the sub-

ject, that being the main question discussed in these Dis-

courses, especially the second, no inquiry is in this place ne-

cessary : it will suffice at present to examine the writings of

the Jews of later times, and we shall find that these give the

most direct contradiction to his assertions. He has quoted

Maimonides, Nachmanides, Abarbanel, Buxtorf, and Isaac

Netto, and concludes with confidence, that among the mo-

dern Jews no notion has ever existed, " of any kind of me-

diation being necessary to reconcile the claims ofjustice with

tho-e of mercy:" or, as he elsewhere expresses it, of "any
satisfaction beside repentance being necessary to the forgive-

ness of sin." {Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 409—411.)—Now in

direct opposition to this, it is notorious, that the stated con-

fession made by the Jews in offering up the victim in sacri-

fice, concludes with these words, let this (the victim) be my
expiation.^ And this the Jewish writers directly interpret

as meaning, "let the evils which in justice should have fall-

en on my head, light upon the head of the victim which I

now ofler." Thus Baal Arach says, that " wherever the ex-

pres^jion, let me he anolher^s expiation, is used, it is the same

as if it had been said, let me he put in his room, that I may
bear hisvuilt: and this again is equivalent to saying, let this

art wherehi/ I take on me his transgrression, obtain for him
his panhn^ h\ like manner, Solomon Jarchi {Sanhedr.

ch. ti.) says, " Let iis he yovr expiation, signifies, let ns be

pvt in yovr place, that the evil which shonld have fallen vpon
yon, may all li<rht on 7/0 ; and in the same way, Obadias de

Barteiiora, and other learned Jews, explain this formula.

Again, respecting the burnt-offerings and saciifices for sin,

Nachmanides, on Levit. i. says, that "it was right that the

offi-rer's own blood should be shed, and his body burnt : but

that the Creator in his mercy hath accepted this victim from

him as a vicarious substitute (ninn,) and an atonement (iSD,

that its blood should be poured out instead of his blood, and its

• See the form of confession in Maim, de Cult. Divin. de Veil. pp. 152,

153.
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life stand in place of his life." R. Bechai also, on Levit, i.

uses the very same language. Isaac Ben Aiama, on Leviti-

cifs, likewise says, that the offender, when he beholds the

victim on accouFit of his sin, slain, skinned, cut in pieces,

and burnt with fire upon the altar, should reflect, that thus

he must have been treated, had not God in his clemency ac-

cepted litis expiationfor his life.^* Uavid de Pomis, in like

nia'iner pronounces the victim, the vicarious siibstitvle

(nnir:.!,) for the offerer. And Isaac Abarbanel affirms in his

preface to Levit. that " the offerer deserved that his blood

should be poured out, and his body burnt for his sins ; but

that God in his clemency, accepted from him the victim as

his vicarious subsiitute (nm^Dn) and expiation, 033) whose

blood war poured out in place of his blood, and its life given

in lieii of his /(/*<?•"

I should weary the reader and myself, were I to adduce all

the authorities on this point. Many more may be found in

Outram de Sacrificiis, p. 251—259. These however will

probably satisfy most readers, as to the fairness of the re-

presentation which Dr. Priestley has given of the notion en-

tertained by modern Jews concerning the doctrine of atone-

ment, and of their total ignorance of any satisfaction for sin,

save only repentance and amendment.—One thing there is

in this review that cannot but strike the reader as it did me,
with surprise : that is, that of the three writers of eminence
among the Jewish Rabbis, whom Dr. Priestley has named,
Maimonides, Abarbanel, and Nachmanides, the two last, as

is manifest from the passages already cited, maintain in di-

rect terms the strict notion of atonem^ent : and though
Maimonides has not made use of language equally explicit,

yet on due examination it will appear that he supplies a tes-

timony by no means inconsistent with that notion.—Dr.

Priestley's method of managing the testimonies furnished by
these writers, will throw considerable light upon his mode of

reasoning from ancient authors in support of his favourite

theories. It will not then be time misemployed to follow him
somewhat more minutely through his examination of them.

'He begins with stating that Maimonides considered sacri-

fice to be merely an Heathen ceremony, adopted by the

Divine Being into his oivn worship, for the gradual aboliiion

of idolatry. This opinion, he says, was opposed by R.
Nachmanides, a?id defended by Abarbanel, who explains the

nature of sacri Ice as offered by Adam and his cl-ildren, in

this manner—viz. " They burned the fat and the kidneys

of the victims upon the altar for their own invrards, beii:rv

the seat (not, as it is erroneously given in Thcol. Rep. as

the seal) of their intentions and purposes : and the legs of
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Ihc victims for their own hands and feet; and iliey sprinkled

their blood, instead of their own blood and life, coFifessiji^-

thai in the sight of God the just judge of thiiiL';s, tiie blood

of the ofterers should be shed, and their bodies burnt for

their sins—but that through the mercy of God, expiation

»vas made for them by the victim beino: put in their place, by
whose blood and life, the blood and life of tlie offerers were
redeemed." {Exordium Comment, in Levil. De Veil. pp.
291, •20*J.) Now it deserves to be noted, that Sykes, whose
assistance Dr. Priestley has found of no small use in Ids at-

tempts upon the received doctrine of atonement, deemed
the testimony of this Jewish writer, conveyed in ihe above
form of expression so decisive, that without hesitation he
pronounces him to have held the notion of a vicarious suhsti-

iide in the strictest acceptation, (Essay on Sacrifices, pp.
Ji21, 122.) and, that the sense of the Jewish Rabbis at lar^;e

is uniformly in favour of atonement by strict vicarious sub-

stitution, he feels himself compelled to admit by the over-

beari'ig force of their own declarations, although his argu-

ment would have derived much strength from an opposite

conclusion. (Ibid. pp. 149, 150, 157, 158.) The same ad-

mission is made by the author of the Scripture Account of
Sacrifices, (Append, pp. 17, 18.) notwithstandina; it is

equally repugnant to the principles of his theory. But, af-

ter stating the passage last quoted at full length, what is Dr.
Priestlei/s remark?—That "a// tliis is e\ideni]y figuralivc,

the act of sacrificing being represented as emblematical of

the sentiments and language of the offerer.'* And the argu-

ment by v/hich he establishes this is, that " this writer could

never think that an animal could make proper satisfaction for

sin," ike. What then is Dr. Priestley's argument?—The
modern Jews have never entertained an idea of any expia-

tion fo)' si:i save repentance only
; for we are told by Abar-

banel, that expiation was made for the offerer by the victim,

heinir put in his place; and by this he did not mean that the

animal made expiation for the sin of the sacrificer, because
Jie could never think that an animal could make satisfaction

for sin!! Now might not this dejuonstration have beeii

abriflged to much advantage, and without eiulangering in any
degree ihe force of the proof by putting it in this manner ?

—Abarbanel fUd hold, that by tlie sacrifice of a}> animal, no
expiiition co:;M he made for sin, for it is impossible tJiat he
could liavij thought otherwise.

C<ji?iplelc as this proof is in itself, Dr. Priestley however
i'loes not refuse us still further confirmation of I)is interpreta-

tion of this writer's testimony, lie tells us, that " he rcpeats$^

the observaiion already quoted from him, in a more particu-
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lar account of sacrifices for sins committed through ignorance,

such as casual uncleanness, &c. in which no proper guilt

could be contracted :" and that he also " considers sin-offer-

ings as fines, or mulcts, by w ay of admonitions not to offend

again." {Theol. Rep. v. i. p. 410.)

—

Noav, as to the former

of these assertions, it is to be noted, that Abarbanel, in the

passage referred to, is speaking of an error of the High Priest,

which might be attended with the most fatal consequences by
misleading the people, perhaps in some of the most essential

points of their religion* And as the want of sufficient know-
ledge, or of due consideration in him v» ho was to expound
the law, and to direct the people to what was right, must be
considered as a degree of audacity highly criminal, for which
he says the offender deserved to be punished with death, ig-

norance not being admissible in such a case as an excuse,

therefore it was that the sin-offering was required of him,
" the mercy of God accepting the sacriiice of the animal iu

his stead, and appointing that in offering he should place his

hands on the animal to remind him that the victim w^as re-

ceived as his (nnran) vicarious substitute." (J)e Veil.

Exord. p. 313—317.) For the same reasons, he says, (p,

317.) the same method w^as to be observed in the sin-offering

of the Sanhedrim. ; and he adds also, (p, 3*25.) that " in the

case of an error committed by ?i private person, w^hereby he
had fallen into any idolatrous practice, the sin-offering ap*

pointed for him was to be of the same nature exactly, and the

animal offered the same as in the case of a similar error in the

High Priest or tlie Prince : and for this reason, that although

in all other offences, the criminality of the High Priest or

Prince exceeded that of a private individual, yet in this all

were equal ; for the unity of the true God having been pro-

claimed to all the people ^t Sinsi, no one v. as excusable in

his ignorance of this fundamental truth."*
Thus the crimes of ignorance of which this writer speaks

in the passages referred to, are evidently not of the nature

represented by Dr. Priestley, namely, casual and accidental

lapses, in which no proper guilt could be contracted : and
consequently his argument which, from the application of the

same form of sacrifice to these cases, as to those in which
guilt did exist, would infer, that in none was it the intention

by the sacriiice to make expiation for transgression, must
necessarily fall to th« ground. Had, however. Dr. Priestley

taken the pains to make himself better acquainted with the

works of the writer, whose authority he has cited in support

* Maimonides ^ives the same account of this matter—see J\Iaim. ds Sii

irif. JJe Veil. p. 116. also Morth .A'e'oochim, pn. 464, 4^5.

T
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of his opinion., he would never have risqued the observations

just now alhided to. He would have found, that in the

opinion of this, as well as of every other Jewish writer of emi-

nence, even those cases of defilement M'hich were mvolnnta-

ry^ such as leprosy, child-bearing, &c. uniformly implied an

idea of guWt, Thus Abarbanel, speaking of the case of

puerpery in the 12th chapter of Leviticus, says, that " with-

out committing sin no one is ever exposed to suffering ; that

it is a principle with the Jewish Doctors, thai there is no

pain without crime, and that therefore the woman who had

endured the pains of child-birth, was required to offer a

piacular sacrifice.'* And again, on the case of the leper in

the 14th chapter of Leviticus, the same writer remarks, that

the sin-offering was enjoined, *' because that the whole of the

Mosaic religion being founded on this principle, that whatever

befalls any human creature is the result of providential ap-

pointment, the leper must consider his malady as a judicial

infliction for some transgression." And this principle is so

far extended by Maimonides, (Moreh Nevochim, p. 380.) as

to pronounce, that " even a pain so slight as that of a thorn

wounding the hand and instantly extracted, must be ranked

as a fenal infliction by the Deity for some offence ;" see

also Clavering Annot. in Maim. De Pcenitentia^ pp. 141,

14*2. Other Jewish writers carry this matter farther. Thus
R. Bechai, on Levit. xii. 7. says, that " the woman after

child-birth is bound to bring a sin-offering, in expiation of

that original taint derived from the common mother of man-

kind, by whose transgression it was caused, that the procrea-

tion of the species was not like the production of the fruits

of the earth, spontaneous and unmixed with sensual feel-

inss."

AVhether these opinions of the Jewish Rabbis be absurd or

otherwise, is a point with which I have no concern. The
/Vfcf, that such were their opinions is all I contend for. And
this I think will satisfy us respecting the competency of Dr.

Priestley as an interpreter of their writings j wlien we find him

thus arguing from the actual impossibility that they conid

hold an opinion, which they themselves expressly assert they

(lid hold ; and maintaining the rectitude of his theory by

their testimony, whilst he explains their testimony by the un-

questionable rpctitude of his theory. This is a species of

logic, and a mode of supplying authorities from ancient writers,

in which Dr. Priestley has been long exercised, as may abun-

dantly appear, not only from several parts of these illustra-

tions, but from the collection of very able and useful tracts

published by the late Bishop Ilorsley.
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A few words more concerning the Rabbis,*—-Dr. Priestley

endeavours to insinuate, as we have seen, p. 2(i6y that " Abar-

banel considers sin-offerings as fines or mulcts, by way of ad-

monition not to offend again/' Now, whoever will take the

trouble of consulting that writer himself, will find that this

subordinate end of sacrifice is mentioned by him, only in

connexion with offences of the slightest kind, and amounting

at the most to the want of a sufficient caution in guarding

against the possibility of accidental defilement. AVhen this

want of caution has been on occasions and in stations so im-

portant, as to render it a high crime and capital offence, as in

the case of the High Priest, the expression used is, that the

offender deserves to be mulcted with death, but that the vic-

tim is accepted in his stead, &c. {De Veil. Abarb, Exord.

pp. 313, 315.) Whether then the sin-offering was intended

to be considered by this writer merely as a fine, the reader

will judge. Indeed Dr. Priestley himself has already proved

that it was not, inasmuch as he has asserted, that he has re-

presented sacrifices for sin as emblematical actions. Now if

they were solely emblematical actions, they could not have

been fines : andV they were solely fines they could not have

been emblematical actions. But if the author, whilst he re-

presented them as fines, considered them likewise as em-

blematical actions, then the circumstance of his having view^-

ed them in the light of fines, is no proof that he might not

likeivise have considered them as strictly propitiatory. The
introduction therefore of this remark by Dr. Priestley, is

either superfluous or sophistical.

The observations applied to Abarbanel, extend with equal

force to the opinions of Maimonides : for the former expressly

asserts mere than once, {Exord. Comment, in Levit. pp.

231, 235.) that he but repeats the sentiments of the latter

on the import of the sacrificial rites. Nor will the assertion

of IMaimonides, (which has been much relied on by Sykes,)

viz. that " repentance expiates all transgressions," invalidate

in any degree what has been here urged ; for it is evident

that, in the treatise on repentance in which this position is

found, he is speaking in reference to the Jewish institutions,

and endeavouring to prove, from the peculiar condition of

the Jev7s since the destruction of their temple, that repent-

ance is the only remaining expedient for restoration to the

diviae favour : " since we have no longer a temple or altar,

there remains no expiation for sins, but repentance only

—

and this will ex})iate all transgressions." (Maim. De Panii.

Claveringy p. 45.) And with a view to the proving its suffi-

ciency, now that sacrifice was no longer possible, and to pre-

vent the Jews, who had been ur,ed to attribute to th.e sacrifice
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the principal efficacy in Iheir reconciliation with God, from
tiiinking; liglitly of that only species of homage and obedience
wJiich now remained, it seems to be, that both here and in

his Mordi Nevochimy p. 435. he endeavours to represent

prayer and confession of sins, as at all times constituting amain
part of the sacrificial service. But this by no meaus proves,

tliat the sacrifice was not in his opinion expiatory, on the con-

trary, it clearly manifests his belief that it was; since it is

only because it was no longer possible for the Jews, according
to the Mosaic ordinances, that he considers it as laid aside ;

for if repentance and prayer were in themselves perfectly

sufficient, then the reason assigned for the cessation of sacri-

fice, and the efficacy of repentance per se under the exist-

ing circumstances, would have been unmeaning.
But this writer's notion of the efficacy of repentance and

of the ceremonial rites, may be still better understood from
the following remarks. Speaking of the scape-goat, he says,

{Moreh Nevochimf p. 494.) that " it was believed to pol-

lute those that touched it, on account of the multitude of
sins which it carried :" and of this goat he says again, {De
Poinit, pp. 44, 45.) that " it expiated all the sins recounted
in'the Law ; of whatever kind, with regard to him who had
repented of those sins ; but that with respect to him who had
Jiot repented, it expiated only those of a lighter sort :" and
those sins of a lighter sort, he defines to be all those trans-

gressions of the Law, against which excision is not de-

nounced. So that, according to this writer, there were cases,

and those not a few, in which repentance was not necessari/

to expiation. And again, that it was not in itself svfficieiit

for expialion, he clearly atlniits, not only from his general no-
lion of saciiiices throughout his works, bnt from liis express
declarations on this snbject. lie says, that with respect to

certain oHences, " neither repentance, nor the day of ex-
pialion, (which lie places on the same ground with repent-
ance as to its expiatory virtue) have their expiatory effect,

unless chastisement be inflicted to perfect the expiation.^'

And in one case, lie adds, that ** neither repentance followed
by uniform obedience, nor the day of expiation, nor the
chastisement inflicted, can effect the expiation, nor can the
expiation be completed but by the dtiuth of the offender."
{])e Pauit. pp. 4(5, 47.)

The reader may now be able to form a judgment whether
llie doctrines of the Jewish Rabbis really support Dr.
Priestley's position, that nmonr:st the modern Jews no notion
of ally scheme of sacrificial atonement, or of any requisite
for forgiveness, saA e repentance and reformation, has been
found to have had existence. And I must ajcain remind him
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of the way in which the authorities of the Jewish writers

have been managed by Dr. Priestley, so as to draw from

them a testimony apparently in his favour. The wlwle tribe

of Rabbinical authors, Avho have, as we have seen, in the

most explicit terms avowed the doctrine of atonement in the

strictest sense of the word, are passed over without a men-
tion, save only Nachmanides, who is but transiently nawedy
whilst his declarations on this subject, being directly ad-

verse, are totally suppressed. Maimonides, and Abarhanel
indeed, are adduced in evidence: but how little to Dr.
Priestley's purpose, and in how mutilated and partial a shape,

I have endeavoured to evince. These writers standing in

the foremost rank of the Rabbinical teachers, as learned and
liberal expositors of the Jewish laAV, could not but feel the

futility of the sacrificial system, unexplained by that great

sacrifice, which, as Jews, they must necessarily have reject-

ed. Hence arises their theory of the human origin of sacri-

fice ; and hence their occasional seeming- departure from the

principles of the sacrificial worship, maintained by other
Rabbis, and adopted also by themselves in the general course
of their writings. From these parts of their works, which
seem to be no more than philosophical struggles, to colour to

the eye of reason the inconsistencies of an existing doctrine,

has Dr. Priestley sought support for an assertion which is in

open contradiction, not only to the testimony of every other
Rabbinical writer, but to the express language of these very-

writers themselves.

But Dr. Priestley is not contented with forcing upon these
more remote authors a language which they never used, but
he endeavours to extract from those of later date, a testi-

mony to the same purpose, in direct opposition to their own
explicit assertions. Thus, in Buxtorf's account of the cere-

mony observed by the modern Jews, of killing a cock, on
the preparation for the day of expiation, he thinks he finds

additional support for his position, that amongst the modern
Jews, no idea of a strict propitiatory atonement has been
known to exist. Now, as to Dr. Priestley's representation

ef Buxtorf, I cannot oppose a more satisfactory authority

than that of Buxtorf himself, I shall quote the passage a»

given in that writer; and that no pretence of misrepresenta-

tion may remain, 1 give it untinged by the mediiuu of a trans-

lation.

" Quilibet postea paterfamilias, cum gallo prje manibus, m
medium primus prodit, et ex Psalmis Davidis ait ; Sedcntes

in tenebris, Sec.—item. Si ei adsil Angelns interpreSy inws
de millef qui illi resipiscentiam exponat^ lunc iniserebitnr

ejns^ et dicet, rkdime eum, nk pescexdat ix fossam:
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iNVKNi KMM EXPiATiONEM (gallum nciTipe gallinaceuH!,

(jui peccata mea expiabit.) Deinde expiationem aggreditur,

et capiti siio galliim ter allidit, singulosqiie ictus his vocibu*

prosequitur, n^ '^33 HI 'nnn HT M3'Sn HT hnilff' Sd cd;? a^^iD

LD"n^ ^Sn ':ni nn'iDb "jV bijjinn td«—Hie Gallus sit permuta-
TIG PRO ME, hie IN LOCUM MEUM SUCCEDAT, hic slt EX-

piatio PRO ME, Imic gallo mors ufferetiir, mihi vero et toti

Israeli vitaforlunnta. Amen. Hoc ille ter exordine facit,

pro se, sc. pro filiis suis, et pro peregriiiis qui apud ilium

sunt, uti Sninmus Saccrdos in vet. test, expiationem quoque
fecit. Gallo deinde imponens manus, ut in sacrificiis olim,

euni statim mactat, cutemque ad collum ei primum contrahit

et constringit, et secum reputat, se, qui prafoeetur aut

strangtileiur^ dignum esse: hunc autum gallum in suum
LOCUM suBSTiTUERE ct oficrre ; cultello postea jugulum
resolvit, ilerum animo secum perpendens, semetipsum, qui

ghulio pleetaiur, dignum esse ; et confestim ilium vi e ma-
ulbus in terram projicit, ut denotet, se dignum esse, qui

lapidibus obruatnr : postremo ilium assat, ut hoc facto de-

signet, se dignum esse, qui igne vitam finiat : et ita quatuor

haec mortis genera, pro Judseis gallus sustinere debet. In-

testina vulgo supra doraus tectum jaciunt. Alii dicunt id

fieri, quia quum peccata internum quid potius quam exter-

num sint, ideo galli intestinis peceata hcerere : corvos itaque

advenire, et cum Juda^orum peccatis in desertum avolare

debere, ut hircus in vet. test, cum populi peccatis in de-

sertum aufugiebat. Alii aliam reddunt causam. Causa
autem, cur gallo potius quam alio animante utantur, hffic est,

quia vir ebraice 13a Gebher appellatur. Jam si Gebher
peccaverit, Gebher etiam peccati po^nan sustinere debet
—Quia vero gravior esset poena, quam ut illam subire pos-

sent Juda;i, gallum gallinaceum qui Talmudica sen Babylo-
nia dialecto 13J Gebher appellatur, in locum suum substi-

tuunt, et ita justiti* Dei satisfil ; quia quum 13:1 Gebher
peccaverit, 131 Gebher etiam, i. e. Gallus gallinaceus plec-

tilur."

—

Synogoga Judaica, ed. 4. p. ;J09—512.

I leave this extract, without comment, to confront Dr.
Priestley's representation of it ; viz. that it indicates nothing

of the strict notion of atonement. (TlieoL Kep. vol. i. pp.
410, 411.) He adds, indeed, for the purpose of confirming

his account of this passage, that this cock is afterwards eaten,

as if thence to infer that the offerers could not consider the

animal as a real substitute for them, in respect to their sins

and their punisliment ; and yet Buxlorf expressly asserts^

that when it had been the custom to distribute nnmncst the

poor the animals slain in tlie manner above described, il:

created rruH'h murmuring; the poor recoiling wiili horror
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from the gifU saying that they were required to eat the sins

of the rich : and that the rich offerers were therefore obliged

to bestow their charitable donations on the poor in money, to

the amount of the value of their offering ; and " thus havijig

redeemed the offering from God, by its equivalent in money,
they then feasted upon it." (Syn, Jud. pp. ,31a, 516.)

—

Again, Dr. Priestley insinuates that the Jews could not con-

sider this offering as a strict expiation, because that " when
they themselves die, they pray that their own deaths may be

considered as an expiation or satisfaction for their sins."

—

Dr. Priestley does not recollect that the atonement made at

the day of expiation, extended only to the sins of the past

year; and that those which were committed after that day,

must remain unexpiated until the day of expiation in the suc-

ceeding year. The dying person had consequently to account

for all the sins committed since the last preceding day of ex-

piation. And as every natural ill was deemed by the Jews a

penal infliction for sin, death was consequently viewed by
them in the same light, and in the highest degree ; and there-

fore it was reasonable that they should hope from it a full

atonement and satisfaction for their transgressions.

Thus we see, that even the authorities quoted by Dr.

Priestley, as supporting his theories, are found to be in direct

contradiction to them. And from this, and the numerous
other instances, of his misrepresentation of ancient writers,

which may be found in the course of these remarks, we may
learn a useful lesson respecting his reports of authors in those

voluminous writings, in which he has laboured to convert the

religion of Christ into a system of Heathen morality. I

have, for this purpose, been thus copious on his representa-

tions of the opinions of the modern Jews ; and without dwell-

ing longer on this point, or adverting to Isaac Netto, who
happened in a " very good Sermon'^ to speak with confidence

of the mercy of God, without hinting any thing of mediation

as necessary to satisfy his justice. {Theol. Rep. vol, i. p.

411.) I turn back to what we are told three pages before,

concerning Philo and Josephus.
These Avriters, who were nearly cotemporary with our

Saviour, Dr. Priestley informs us, furnish no intimation what-

ever, in any part of their works, of " any ideas that have the

least connexion with those that are suggested by the modern
doctrine of atonement :"

(pp. 408, 409.) and according to his

usual practice, he produces one or two insulated passages

from the voluminous works of these authors, to prove, that

their sentiments on the subjects of sacrifice, and of the divine

placability, correspond with his own. Now were it true, with

iespect to Josephus, as Dr, Priestley asserts, that he suggests
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no idea in any degree similar to the received notion of atone-

ment, yet could thi^ furnish no proof that he entertained no

such idea, because he himself expressly informs us, (Anf.

Jud. lib. iii. cap. 9. sect. 3. p. 121. & cap. 11. sect. 2. p. 125

—

vol. i. ed. Huds.) that he reserves the more minute examina-

tion of the nature of the animal offerings, for a distinct trea-

tise on the subject of sacrifice, which has either not been
written, or has not come down to us. But although the his-

torian, in consequence of this intention, has made but slight

and incidental mention of the nature of sacrifice
;
yet has he

said enough to disprove Dr. Priestley's assertion, having, in

all places in which he has occasion to speak of the sin-offer-

ing, described the victim as sacrificed in deprecation of

God's wrath, and in s?/j)p/icaft'o?i o/j^f/rrfon for transgression.

Tix^a,nr,Ti<; ctttcs^T^j^ttaTayv is the expression he constantly employs
on this subject r"^ and in treating of the scape-goat, he calls

it a.'?roT^d'7ri(x,TfA.6^ xat Trocoeciryimq vrs^ ecfA.x^rr,fjL(ie,ruy. (See p. 92, aS

referred to in the note below.) And as to the distinction

made by this writer, between the sacrifices of Cain and Abel,
on the strength of which Dr. Priestley ranks him as an aux-

iliary on the subject of the sacrificial import, it deserves to

Jbe remarked, that this, as far as it can be understood, seems
not to be in any degree inconsistent with the commonly re-

ceived notions of sacrifice, inasmuch as it relates rather to

the sentiments of the offerers, than to the intrinsic nature of

the things offered.

|

But besides, we find in the very section in which this dis

tinclion is pointed out, an observation respecting a sacrifice

offered by Cain, which, had Dr. Priestley permitted his eyes
to wander but a few lines from the passage he has quoted,
might have convinced him, that Josephus admitted, equally
with the supporters of the present doctrine of atonement, the
•propitiatory virtue of sacrifice: for, having related the mur-
der of Abel by his brother, and God's consequent resent-

ment against Cain, he adds, that upon Cain's *' offering up a

sacrifice, and by virtue thereof, {^i avrt)^) supplicating him
uot to be extreme in his wrath, God was led to remit the
punishment of the murder." Thus the wrath of God was
averted by sacrifice; and that life, which, according to strict

justice, was to be paid for the life which had been taken away,
was preserved through virtue of the ottering made. With

and, K'XTOL TTA^xtrna-iv A/uAPTtaiv t^t<^ii.—See Josephi Opera. Jint. Jiid. lib. iii.

pp. 90, 92 Edit. Cenev. 1633.

t Sl'C the Iranslation by L'E.stranpfe, p. 5. who appears to have bit on tbe
true mciininj;' of the orig-inal ; and compare tbe ])ieceding senlences, in

which the chai-acters of the two brothers are described.
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what reason then, upon the whole, Dr. Priestley has claimed

the support of Josephus's testimony, it is not difficult to

judge. Whether he has had better grounds for appealing to

that of Philo, remains to be considered.

This distinguished and philosophic Jew, whose resemblance

to Plato, both in richness of diction and sublimity of senti-

ment, gave birth to the Greek proverb, « nxocrm <piXeou<^ei, ^

4>t^m Ts-Xocrcjvi^et, has indeed exercised upon the Jewish doc-

trines an extraordinary degree of mystical refinement : he is

also pronounced by some of the highest authorities, to have

been entirely ignorant both of the language and customs of

the Jews ; and consequently to have fallen into gross errors

in his representation of the doctrines of their religion.* And
yet from two detached passages in this author's writings, one

of which is so completely irrelevant, that it were idle even to

notice it, Dr. Priestley does not hesitate to decide upon the

notion entertained by the Jews of his day respecting the

nature of sacrificial atonement. He also asserts indeed, that

in no part of his works does he suggest any idea, in the

slightest degree resembling the modern notion of atonement.

To hazard this assertion, is to confess an entire ignorance of

the writings of this author : for on the contrary, so congenial

are his sentiments and language to those of the first Christian

writers on the subject of the corruption of man^s nature^ the

natural insufficiency of our best works^ the necessity of an
intercessor, a redeemer, and ransom for sin, together with

the appointment of the divine -Aoros, for these purposes,

that the learned Bryant has been led to conclude, that he

must actually have derived these doctrines from the sources

of evangelical knowledge. That he had indeed the oppor-

tunity of doing so, from an intimate intercourse with St. Pe-

ter, is attested by Hieronymus, {Catalog^, Scriptor. Eccles.)

Photius, {Bihlioth. cv.) and Suidas, (Historic.) by whom, as

well as by Eusebiiis, {Hist, Eccles. lib. ii.) it h affirmed, that

the beautiful eulogium contained in this writer's treatise,

Jlf^f B<« ©£<y^. was pronounced on the apostolic Christians set-

tled at Alexandria, who were the followers of St. Mark, the

disciple of Peter. The arguments of Dr. AUix, however, in

his Judgment of the Jewish Church, &c. (p. 76—83.) though

they may justly be deemed invalid, as to the impossibility o(

Philo's intercourse with the first Christians, for which he

contends in opposition to the above authorities, yet seem suf-

ficient to warrant us in pronouncing, that however similar his

notions and expressions may be to those of the early Chris-

tians, they yet were not derived from Christian sources : and

* See Photius Biblioth. cv. ed. 1635.—T/zf^. Temp, Jo':. Scalig. Mimad.p.
7. ed. 1658—and Grotius, in Mat. xxxvi. 18,

u
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that consequently, tliej exhibit the doctrines of the Jewish
church, such at least as they were held by the Jews of Alex-
andria in iiis day.

But to instance a few of the numerous passages in the
works of this author, of the import above alluded to.—He
informs us, (Ue^, il>vTi^^y. p. 217. ed. 1640.) that "man was
made in the image of God"—that he was placed in a state
of perfect happiness, (ibid. pp. 219, 220. & No^tt. U^. AAA^jy.

pp. 56, 57.)—but that, " having disgraced and deformed
this likeness by his fall from virtue, he likewise fell from hap-
piness ; and from an immortal state, was deservedly doomed
to misery and death," (Us^i Evyev. p. 906.)—that being now
" naturally prone to vice," {Qet, n^xy. KAjj^ . p. 522.) and so

degenerate, " that even his virtues are of no value, but
through the goodness and favour of God," (m^ < ra ro Xet^.

p. 166.)—maiikind are consequently obliged "to trust to

this alone for the purification of the soul ; and not imagine,

that they are of themselves capable, without the divine fa-

vour and influence, to purge and wash away the stains which
deforHi their nature." (m^/ ruv Om^. pp. 1111, 1112.) And
so great does he represent this corruption of the human
mind as to exclaim, that " no man of sound judgment, ob-

serving the actions of men, can refrain from calling aloud on
the only Saviour God to remove this burden of iniquity, and
by appointing some ransom and redemption for the soul,

(Ayr^es Kctt a-u<^^cc KccrahK; nji; -^^v^^.i,) to restore it to its Original

liberty." (Ue^t i:vyx' A"*^- P- ^33.) " For a race by na-

ture thus carried headlong to sin," he pronounces " some
mode of propitiation to be necessary," (ne^i *^vyx^. p. 465.)—and for this purpose he says, " an advocate and intercessor

for men," {Ijcerr,^ m evyim) has been appointed, viz. " the
Divine Loiros, that Archangel, ihc Jirst-l)orn Son o( God,
ordained by him to stand as a mediator (Mi6o^i6i) between
the creature and the Creator, acting as a surety to each
party, ec,,'A.(poT£^oti cfA^t^^cvm) and proclaiming peace to all the
world, that through his intercession men might have a firm

f;iith in God:" {On, u^uy. KXr,p. p. 509.)—that same Aoy*?,

who is also called by him "an Jliarh Priest, free from all

sin ;" (Ue^i ^^vyuh p. 466. and Ueo] rm Ovet^. p. 597.) of

whose mediation lie acknowledges the intercession of Aaron
to have been but a type; (n^^* ^-jyxS". p. 466. and Get U^uy.

Kky.^. p. 50H.) and whom he describes to be that "substitute

ajid rej>resentation" of the Deify, (v:rxpxo^ ®^^) through
whom he is related in the Old Testament to have conversed
with man. (ns^iruv Om^. p. 600.)— And Avhen he speaks of
that part of the Law wherein it is said, that the man of guilt

should fly to an appointed city of refuge, and not be acquit-
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ted till the death of the High Priest, he confesses (m^/ ^tyyx^.

pp. 465, 466.) that by this the Leviticai hij^h priest cannot

be literally meant, but that he must be in this case the type

of one far greater :
" for that the High Priest alluded to, is

not a man, but the sacred Logos^ who is incapable of ail sin,

and who is said to have his head anointed with oil:" and that

the death of this High Priest is that which is here intended

:

—thus admitting the death of the Logos, whom he describes

as the anointed, and allows to he typified by the Jewish high

priest, to be the means of recovery from a slate of spiritual

bondage, and of giving liberty to the soul. It is true, he al-

legorizes away this meaning again according to his usual

custom. But whilst he refines upon the doctrine, he at the

same time testifies its existence in his day.

The reader will now judge whether this writer deemed
*' repentance and good works sufficient for divine accept-

ance," or whether he entertained " any ideas resembling

those that are suggested by the modern doctrine of atone-

ment." Dr. Priestley however contends, that he considered

sacrifices but as gifts, and this he infers from the account

given by him of the preference of Abel's sacrifice to that of

Cain : viz. that " instead of inanimate things, he offered ani-

mate ; instead of young animals, those that av ere grown to

their full size ; instead of the leanest, the fattest," &c.

Dr. Priestley should at the same time have stated that the

whole of the account given by this writer of the history of

Cain and Abel is one continued allegory : that by the birth

of the two brothers, he understands " the rise of two oppo-

site principles in the soul ; one, ascribing all to the natural

powers of the individual, and thence represented by Cain,
which signifies possession ; the other referrins; all to God,
and thence denominated AheV (Ue^t m U^ov^y. p. 130.)

that this latter principle he also holds to be implied in the

occupation of Abel, inasmuch "as by a tender of sheep,

is meant a controller of the brute powers of the soul ; and
that Abel therefore, from his pious reference of all to God,
is properly described as a shepherd; ^nd Cain, on the con-

trary, from the deriving all from his own individual exer-

tions, is called a tiller of the ground." (Ibid. pp. 136, 137.)

The sacrifice of Abel consequently denotes the offering of

the pious and devout affections of the heart, this being
^' what is meant by the firstlings of the flock, and the fat

thereof," (Ibid. pp. 137, 145, 154.) whilst that of Cain on
the other hand represents an offering destitute of those af-

fections, an offering of impiety, inasmuch " as the fruits of

the earth import the selfish feelings ; there being offered af
tSr certain days, indicates the backwardness of the offerer ;
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and the fruiis, simply, and not the first-fruits, show that

the first Iionoiir was held back from the Creator, and given

to the creature.'* (Ibid. pp. 137, 141,142,145.) And in

this sense it is, that Abel is said by this writer, *' neither to

Jiave ofTered the same things, nor in the same way; but in-

stead of inanimate things, animate ; instead of young and in-

ferior animals, the matured and choicest :" in other words,
that the most animated and vigorous sentiments of homage
are requisite to constitute an acceptable act of devotion.

In this light, the due value of Dr. Priestley's quotation
from this writer, as applied to the present question, may ea-

sily be estimated. But had Dr. Priestley looked to that

part of this author's works in which he treats expressly of
the animals offered in sacrifice, he would have seen that lie

describes the sacrifice for sin, as being the appointed means
of "obtaining pardon, and escaping the evil consequences of
sm, —KUKCi!',' ctTTci'X'Xa.yY,——%(/(,>(. u'v (pvyv—^ct/itvy^riit'V uhy.'/;f^xTc>>v (ttrsia-Soti :

{Ui^i Zuui. pp. a38, a43.) and that in the case of an injury com-
mitted, he represents the reparation made to the person in-

jured, joined to contrition for the offence, and supplication of
pardon from the Deity, as not sufficient to obtain the divine
forgiveness, without offering an animal in expiation. (Ibid.

p. 844.)—Had Dr. Priestley indeed asserted that this wri-

ter's notion of sacrifice was that of a symbolical and mysti-
cal representation, he had given a fair account of the matter.
For, when he informs us that " the blood of the victim was
poured in a circle round the altar, because a circle is the
most perfect figure; and 'that the soul which is figured by
the blood should through the entire circle of thought and ac-
tion, worship God :" when he tells us that " the victim was
separated into parts, to admonish us, that, in order to the true
worship of the Deity, his nature must be considered and
weighed in its distinct parts, and separate perfections;"
(Ibid. p. 839.) it will readily be admitted, that he soars in-

to regions, whither a plain understanding will not find it easy
lo follow him. But to liave stated this, would not have an-
swered the purpose cf Dr. Priestley's argument: because
Uiis high strain of mysticism would have clearly disqualified
him, as an evidence on behalf of Dr. Priestley's, or of any
intellii;il)le theory of sacrifice.

Indeed, with respect to this ancient writer, the truth seems
to l>c,=^ that viewing the Jewish system without that light,

• The above observation may supply an answer (o many wlio have object-
ed afcainstlhe allei,^cil existence of a iluclrinc of vir.arious atonement amonp^st
the early .lews, the silence of Fhilo vi|)on tliat iiead, even when treating- ex^
pressly upon the clioicc of victims for sacrificc>-See particularly
Scritmre ^Iccount of Sacrifices, App. p. IT-
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which alone could give it shape and meaning, he found it

impossible to account for it on any sound principles of reason.

He therefore made his religion bend to his philosophy, and
vailed in allegory whatever would not admit a satisfactory

literal solution. And this he must have found still more ne-

cessary, if what is related concerning his intercourse with

the early Christians be well founded. For in his controver-

sies with them, the sacrificial system, which they would not

fail to press upon him as requiring and receiving a full com-
pletion in the sacrifice of Christ, he would have found himself

compelled to spiritualize, so as to give it a distinct and inde-

pendent import.

Now, if to these considerations be added, what has been
already stated, that this writer had not the means of being

perfectly acquainted with the imture of the Hebrew rites, it

will follow, that his testimony cannot be expected to bear

strongly upon the present question. The same has been
already shown with respect to that of Josephus. So far,

however, as they both do apply to the subject, instead of

justifying Dr. Priestley's position, they are found to make
-directly against it. Their silence on the subject of the vica*

rious import of animal sacrifice, cannot for the reasons alleged,

be urged by Dr. Priestley, as an argument in support of that

part of his system, which denies the existence of that notion

amongst the Jews : whilst the explicit declarations of Jose-

phus, on the expiatory virtue of sacrifice ; and those of Philo,

on the necessity of mediation and propitiation to render

even our good works acceptable to a God offended at the

corruption of our nature, and of some means of ransom and
redemption to restore man to his lost estate, sufficiently evince

the existence of those great leading principles of the doctrine

of atonement, expiation, and propitiation^ which Dr. Priest-

ley utterly denies to have had any place amongst the Jews,
in the days of these two celebrated writers.

The value of Dr. Priestley's assertions concerning these

writers, as well as of those respecting Jews of later date,

being now sufficiently ascertained, I shall conclude this long

discussion with a few remarks on the ideas entertained by the

ancient heathens, with regard to the nature and efficacy of

their sacrifices. To adduce arguments for the purpose of

showing that they deemed their animal sacrifices, not only of

an expiatory, but of a strictly vicarious nature, will, to those

who are conversant with the history and writings of the an-

cients, appear a waste of time. But as Dr. Priestley, in the

rage of refutation, has contended even against this position,

it may not be useless to cite a few authorities which may
fhrow additional light,, if not upon a fact which is too glarin^r
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to recelv^e it, at least upon the pretensions to historical and

classical information of the writer who controverts that fact.

What has been already ur2;ed in Number V. might perhaps

be thought abundant upon this head ; but as the testimony of

Cesar respecting the Gauls, in p. 126, is the only one which

goes to the precise point of the substitution of the victim to

suffer death in place of the transgressor^ it may not be amiss

to add the testimonies of Herodotus, (lib. ii. cap. 39.) and of

Plutarch, {hid. et Osir. p. 3G3. tom. ii. ed. 1G20.) respecting

the Egyptian practice of imprecating on the head of the

victim, those evils which the offerers wished to avert from

themselves: as also those of Servius, {jEn. 3. 57.) and

Suidas, (in voc. ^rt^i-^tif^a,) ascribing the same sacrificial sen-

timent, the first to the Massilienses, and the second to the

Grecian states. Hesychius likewise in substituting for the

word TcePt^rjfji.x an expiatorij or redeeming sacrifice, the word
xvri-^vxov, (as has been noticed, p. 126,) marks witli sufficient

clearness, that the expiation was made by offering life for
life. And, not to dwell upon the well known passage in

Plautus,''^ (Epid. p. 412. ed. 1.077.) which clearly defines the

expiation as effected by a vicarious suffer injor ; or, upon that

in Porphyry,-|- {De Abstin. lib. iv. p. 396. ed. 1620.) in which
it is asserted to have been the general tradition, that animal

sacrifices were resorted to in such cases as required life for
life, -^vx^jv avri ^v^r,^

i -it may be sufHcient to stale one author-

ity from Ovid, who in the sixth book of his Fasti, particular-

ly descaibes the sacrificed animal as a vicarious substitute,

the several parts of wliich were given as equivalents, or

though not strictly such, yet hoped to be graciously accepted
as such, in place of the offerer :

Cor pro corde, precor, pro fibris siimite fibras,

Hanc animam vobis pro meliore damus.

The observations contained in this Number, joined to those

in Nnmbers V. IX. XXU. and XXIJI. when contrasted with

the position maintained by Dr. Priestley, that in no nation,

ancient or modern, Jeiv or Heathen, has any idea of a doc-

trine of atonement, or of any requisite forforgiveness, save

repentance and reformation, ever existed,—may enable the

reader to form a just estimate of that writer's competency

;

and may perhaps suggest an useful caution in the admission

of hrs assertions.

* yi^n"" pinaii'iim oportet fieri propter stultitiam tuam,
Ut nie7iin terfr^nm ntitUitia: tu<r subdas m'cctdaneinn!^
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No., XXXIV.—ON H. Taylor's objection of the want
OF A literal correspondence between the mosaic
sacrifice and the D!::ATH of CHRIST,

Page 33. (k)—H. Taylor goes so far as to use even this

ars;umeiit gravely. {Ben Liord. p. 811—314.)

Indeed the bold liberties which this writer has been urged
to take Tvith the language of scripture, and the trifling dis-

tinctions to which he has been driven for the purpose of de^

vesting the death of Christ of the characters of the sin-

offering prescribed by the lan\ render it desirable that his

whole argumt^nt upon this particular point should be laid be-

fore the reader. When ingenuity, like that of this author,

is forced into such straits, the inference is instructive.
*' It is true" (he says) " that the author of the Epistle to

the HebremSy labours to show a similarity between the Mosaic
and the Christian sacrifices : which no doubt there was ; and
to make out the analogy, uses very hard figures : as when he
compares the sprinkling the blood of the victim, to the sprink-

ling our hearts from an evil conscience ; and the tabernacle

to the body of Christ ; and the flesh of Christ to the vail

which opened the way into the Sanctum Sanctorum : and
calls it a new and a living way ; and considers Christ both as

the High Priest and Victim. But were the analogy ever so

exact, it would not make the expressions literal : and in many
particulars there is no manner of likeness between them.

—

For in the sacrifice of Christ there was no salting with salt,

no imposition ofhands^ no blood sprinkled by tJie priest, in

which consisted the atonement ; for the atonement was not

made by the death of the victim, but by the sprinkling of the

blood ; since the offender did not offer him to God, nor beg-

ged forgiveness of his sins : all which things were customary,
and most if not all of them necessary, in a Mosaic expiatory

sacrifice of a victim. But this was not the case with Christ.

He was crucified and slain as a common malefactor."
" If it be said that Christ was the sacrificer, and he ofifered

himself up to God ; it should be considered that the sacri-

fices of the Mosaic law were offered to gain forgiveness to

the person who sacrificed ; but this could not be true of

Christ, for he had no sin to be forgiven."
" If it be said, that he sacrificed as a priest, to gain for-

giveness ^or others ; it should be observed, that, according

to the Mosaic law, he was incapable of such an office : for

the law requires that the priests should be of the tribe of
Levi, or the family of Aaron. Bnt he (Christ) of whom
these things are spoken pertainelh to another tribe, ofnhi-ch
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no jnan gave attendance at the altar. For it is evident that

our Lord sprang out of Judah, of which tribe Moses spake

9iolhing concerning the priesttiood. (Ileh. vii. 13, 14.) And
therefore St. Paul, who was aware of this objection, when he
speaks of Christ as a Priest, tells us that he was a priest of

a superior order to the Aaronical priesthood, being a priest

for ever after the order of Melchisedek. (ver. 17.) This is a

plain concession, that according to the Mosaic law, Christ

was incapable as a priest to offer any sacrifice. But suppo-

sing he had been of the tribe of Levi, the case would have
been just the same with regard to all mankind, except the

Jews : for the Jewish sacrifices did not extend beyond the

circumcision. The sacrifice of Christ could not therefore

be a propitiatory sacrifice, according to the Mosaic law ; and
much l«ss a propitiation for the sins of the whole world."

" If it was therefore a literal offering or sacrifice made
by Christ as a Priest, it was of a higher nature^ and of a
prior and superior dispensation to the Mosaic ; such as was
offered in the days of Melchisedek ^ the priest of the most
high God, But we have no reason to think that any offer-

ings before the law were meant to he expiatory, but all of
ihem eucharistical.^'

Thus, after labouring to prove that St. Paul was extrava-

;;ant in his comparison of the Christian and Mosaic sacrifi-

ces; and that all hh hard figtires had not enabled him to

make out a resemblance between them : and labouring io

prove this by showinr^ that Christ was neither literally a Mo-
saic victim, nor a Mosaic priest, (a point which no person

was ever mad enough to contend for)—thus, I say, after all

this, our author in his concluding paragrapii admits the whole
nature and force of the Christian sacrifice, and the true dis-

tinction which points out the reason why it should not con-

form in every minute ceremonial with the formalities of the

Mosaic ; namely, that it was of a higher nature, and of a
prior and superior dispensation. For as to the accompa-
nying observation intended to do away the effect of this ad-

mission ; \iz. that there is no reason to think that any offer-

ings before the law were meant to be expiatory ; this is a

mere gratis dictum, the contradiction of which it is hoped is

satisfactorily made out in other parts of this work. And
Ihus it appears upon the whole, that on a single gratuitous as-

><umption, the author rests the entire weight of the preceding

argument; and on its strength helms presumed to set up
Jiis own doctrines in opposition to those of St. Paul. Whe-
ther then in the present instance, this author, ingenious and
learned as he undoubtedly is, deserves more to be condemn-
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€d for his trifling as a reasoner, or for his presumption as a

critic, it is not an easy matter to decide.

No. XXXV. ON THE ARGUMENTS BY AVHICH IT IS AT-

TEMPTED TO ^>ROYE THE TASSOVER NOT TO I3E A SA-

CRIFICE.

Page 33. (/)—It is a curious fact, that the declaration of

St. Paul, (1 Cor. V. 7.) that Christ our passover is sacri-

ficed for vs,h Vidduced by l}r. Priestley, (Theol. Rep, \o\,

i. p. 215.) as a convincing proof that Christ was not sacri-

ficed at all. It follows, he says, " from the allusion to the

Paschal lamb," contained in this passage and others of the

.'New Testament, " that the death of Christ is called a sa-

crifice, onl2/ by way of figure^ because these two (namely,

sacrifice, and the paschal lamb) are quite different and in-

consistent ideas :" and the argument by which he endeavours

to establish this, is not less extraordinary than the position

itself, as it brings forward an instance in w-hich one of these

totally different and inconsistent ideas is expressly called in

the Old Testament by the name of the other : the Passover

being in the passage which he quotes from Exod. xii. 27. di-

rectly termed the Sacrifice of the Lord^s Passover.—Tliis

vseems an odd species of logic. Dr. Priestley however
hopes to mend the argument by asserting that "this is the

only place in the Old Testament in v;hich the Paschal lamb
is termed a sacrifice :" and that here *' it could be so called

only in some secondary and partial, and not in the proper

and primary sense of the w ord :" and for these reasons

—

namely, that " there was no priest employed upon the occa-

sion ; no altar made use of ; no burning ; nor any part offered

to the Lord : all Avhich circumstances (he adds) were essen-

tial to every proper sacrifice."

—

Noav in answer to these se-

veral assertions, I am obliged to state the direct contradiction

of each : for 1st, the passage in Exod. xii. 27. is }iot the only

one in which the Paschal lamb is termed n^T, a sacrifice:

it being expressly so called in no less than four passages in

Deuteronomy (xvi. 2, 4, 5, 6.) and also in Exodus xxxiv. 25.

and in its parallel passage, (xxiii. 18.) 2. A priest was
employed.—3. An altar was made use of.—4, There was a

burning, and a part offered to the Lord : the inwards being

burnt upon the altar, and the blood poured out at the foot

thereof.—Dr. Priestley adds for the completion of his proof,

that " the paschal lamb is very far from having been ever

called a sin-offerinsc, or said to be killed on the account of

»in." But neither is the hurnt-offering ** ever called a sin-

offering ;''^ nor is the animal slain in any of the vavious kinds

W
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uf peace-offerinp:, wliether in the votive, the free-will, or the

sacrifice of thanksgiving, ever " said to be killed on account

of .sin.'* In other words, one species of sacrifice is not the

same with, nor lo be called by the name of another.—I agree

uith Dr. Priestley in this position ; and shall not dispute

with him any conclusion he may draw from so productive a

premiss.

But so evident is it that the passover was truly a sacrifice,

that even S3^kes himself, (whose work on Redemption has

been the groat armory whence Dr. Priestley and the other

combatants of that doctrine have derived their principal

weapons of attack,) found it impossible to deny the position.

He accordingly fully admits the point. {Essay on SacriJiceSy

p. 41.) And indeed whoever considers what are the essen-

tial characters of a sacrifice, can have little difficulty upon

this head, as the passover will be found to possess them
all.

1 . It was a Corban, or offering brovght to the Tabernacle

or Temple, as we find it expressly enjoined in Deut. xvi. 2,

5, 6. and exemplified at the solemn passover in the reign of

Josiah, 2 Chron! xxxv. 5, 6, 10, 11. That the tabernacle

or temple is intended by the expressions used in the passage

of Deuteronomy above referred to, and not Jerusalem at

large, is evident from this, that the very same expressions

?je employed when speaking of all the sacrifices and offer-

ings, in Deut. xii. .5, 6, 11, 14. where it is manifest that the

temple, the peculiar habitation of God, is necessarily meant.

This still farther appears from 1 Kings viii. 29. and 2 Chron.

vii. 16. Moreover, we find the Passover expressly called

a Carban, (Numb. ix. 0, 7, 13.) and it is certain that nothing

was so called, but what was brought and offered up to God at

the tal>ernacle or temple—see Cudw. Int. Syst. Disconrse,

^c^. p. 1,*3. We may also add that it is actually specified by
IMaimonides as the reason why the Jews of later times can-

not kill the Paschal lamb, that they have no temple to offer

it in*—see Ainsw. on Exod. xii. 8. 2. The blood of the

paschal Iamb was poured out, sprinkled, and offered at tJie

allar by the priests, in like manner as the blood of the vic-

• RIsliop Patrick ia a note on Kxod. xii. 21. makes the following;- obser-

vation—" Here it may be -fit to note that the lamb being first killed in

E;:f\pt, it was killed in every man's house, for they had no altar there, nor

any otlier ])lace wliere tliey had liberty to kill it. But after they came to

the lantl of Canaan it was not lawful to .sacrifice it any where but in the

l)lj)ce which God a])poiiited for hi.s worship, Dcvt. xvi. 2. From which
J^luimonidea conchkle.s, that whatsoever they did with other sacrifces, yet

this cotdd not be offered in the hi^'h places, but only al tl>e tcwplc. And it

Is likely they did so in the wildcrnes.s, the trdiernacle being newly erected at

the keeping of the second passover, JS'umb. iX/ 5."
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limi9 usually slain in sacrifice, as appears from Exod. xxiii.

18. and xxiv. 25.—2 Cliron, xxx. 15, 16. and xxxv. 11.

And in this sprinkling of the blood consisted, as we are told

by the Jewish doctors, the very essence of a sacrifice—see

Cudw. ut supra, p. 10. 3. The fat and entrails were
burnt upon the altar, as may be collected from the accounts

given of the ceremony of the Passover in the passages al-

ready referred to; as also from the declarations of the Jew-
ish doctors, the descriptions of the paschal sacrifice in the

3Iisna of the Talmud, and the testimony of the Karraites,

who are known to reject all the Talmudical traditions not

founded on scripture.^ Thus then, all the distinguishing

characters of a saciifice,f we find to belong to the offering

of the Paschal lamb. It was brought to the temple as a Cor-

ban, or sacred offering to the Lord. It was slain in the

courts of the temple ; and the blood was received by the

priests, and handed to the high priest ; who pouring it forth,

and sprinkling it before the altar, offered it together with the

fat and entrails which were burnt upon the altar.

One circumstance indeed has been urged, which wears the

appearance of an objection; namely, that the paschal lamb

was slain, not by the priest, but by the person who brought

it to the temple. Philo, in his Life of Moses, (p. GB6.) has

stated this as distinguishing the Passover from all other sa-

crifices, (which, by the wayr clearly implies that he considers

that to be a sacrifice as well as the rest ; and so indeed he

expressly calls it, Uxvhf^og eislA

—

De Sept. & Fest. p. 1 190.)

In this, however, as in many other particulars of the Jewish

rites, Philo is manifestly mistaken, this being by no means
peculiar to the Passover : for that, in every kind of sacrifice,

the individual that offered it might kill the sacrifice, is evi-

dent from the instance of the burnt-offering, in Levit. i. 4, 5,

* See Cudw. Int. Syst. Disc. &c. pp. 12, 14, 15. IS.—see also Beauso-

Ire's hUrod. pp. 134, 135, ed. 1790.—and Sykes's Essay on Sacrifices, p. 41.

f " Pascha nimirum erat sacrificiutn proprie dictum, Exod. xxiii. 18.

xxxiv. 25. Hinc Pascha 6viv(jcti dicitur. Marc. xiv. 22. Sed prsecipuiim

est, quod sang-uis agrii a sacerdote spargebatur, 2 Par. xxx. 16. xxxv. 11.

in quo radix, seu essentia, sacrificii est, inquit canon Judseorum notissimus.

Adde quod in Egypio ubi nullum erat altare ad quod spargeretur sanguis,

huic tamen analogum fuit, quod postes illinebant sanguine agni. Deinde

Pascha in loco sacro mactari oportuit, Deut. xvi. 5."

—

Poll Syn. in Exod.

xii. 27.—In like manner Bishop Patrick expresses himself on the subject

of the Passover. *' It is" (he observes) " frequently called by tlie name
of a sucrijice, Exod. xxiii. 18. xxxiv. 25. Deut. xvi. 4, 5, 6.— And it is called

a Corban ; which is a name given only to those things which were broiight

to be offered up to God, See Mimb. ix. 13, where, as it is called Corban^

80 the same word is used for bringing it, which is commonly used about

other sacrifices. And it further appears to have been properly a sacrifice,

by the rites belonging to it : for the blood of it was sprinkled by the priestSj

2 Chron. xxx. 16. xxxv. 11."—Fatr. on Exod. xii. 27.
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from that of tlie peace-offering, iii. 2. and from that of the

sin-offering, iv. 24. the proper duty of the priests being only

to sprinkle the blood, and to place upon the altar whatever
was to be offered. =^—It must certainly be admitted, that the

ceremony of laying hands upon the head of the victim, which
was usual in other sacrifices, was not adopted in that of the

passover. This distinction, however, at the same time that

it is noticed by Sykes, {Kssaij, &c. p. 41.) is sufBciently ac-

counted for by that writer, inasmuch as "the paschal lamb
was the sacrifice of a company : and where a company are

concerned no one can act for the whole, unless there be a

proper representative j' as the elders of a.congregation are for

the congregation, or persons deputed are for those who de-

pute them, or governors may be for their people."
If farther confirmation can be yet wanted to show tJiat the

Passover was truly a sacrifice, we are supplied with this by
the express testimony of Josephus ; who in the third book of

his Autiqidtles, treating of the subject of sacrifices, calls it

the sacrifice which the Israelites had been ordered to sacri-

fice when leaving the land of Egypt

—

n^v ©yeian y,v rers e^iev-

ret'; Aiyvxra GY2AI :r^sf<7r3V yifJLoic,, IIASXA AgyatteV^jv. |—The au-
thority of Joscphds, himself a priest, and one of the most in-

telligent of his nation, will hardly be disputed as to what wast

considered by the" Jews to be a sacrifice in his day.

Thus tlien upon the whole it appears, that when St. Paul
declares, that Clirist our passover has been sacrificed/or ^^<f,

there can be no question, that he means a true and effective

sacrifice : and that Christ has been to Christians that species

of sacrifice Avhich the passover had been to tlie Jews.

The question now arises, v;hat was the nature of that sa-

crifice ? The name of the institution, and the circumstances

of its appointment, fully explain its import: the original word
signifying to pass ovtrf not merely in the sense of change of
place, but in the sense of sparin<r, passing without injury ;

Jeliovah in his work uf destruction having passed over, and
left in safety, tlie houses of the Israelites, on the door-posts

of which tl.'e blood oftlje sacrificed Iamb was sprinkled, whilst

he slew the first-born in all the houses of the Egyptians.

Now, that the blood of the sacrificed Iamb had any natural

virtue whereby the family, on whose door-posts it was sprink-

led, might be preserved from the plague ; or that Jehovah,

J

* See Levit. i. 4—9. iii. 2—5. iv. 21—26.—see also tlie Jewish doctor.s, as

quoted by Ciidwoil)!, JJiscourst, Jcc pp. 11, 12. and Jennings Je'u. ^intiq,

vol. ii. p. 191.

t .h'jirf. Jud. lib. iii. cap. x.

—

JoMtrfild opera, p 93. A.

T V./ut>,>.iv av €>tc,( Trhttvair^Ai «i /u>i to c-ny.trjV tuto ivi tov Bv^uv «} syirs; j

« p»^(/ lya, aw* trt 'n-gcvAne^vrvt t»v /ufK}.tiTa.v <f/ at/uATot th X^/rs yvinc-iq^g.^

JOc.TypjJV na yi;it r/yy avSf&Ta'y. Just. »Mart. Thlilh. p. .Sr4.
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in passing, needed any such signal to distinguish "between the

E<i;yptian's aiid the Israelites, (although the pfiilosopliy of Dr.

Priestley has not scrupled to admit the supposition, see Tlieol.

Hep. vol. i. p. 21.5.)— it cannot be necessary to controvert.

For what purpose, then, can we conceive such a ceremony
to have been instituted, but as a sensible token of the fulfil-

ment of llie divine promise of protection and deliverance?

And are we not, from the language of scripture, fully autho-

rized to pronounce, that it was through this intended as a

typical sign of protection from tlie divine justice, by the

blood of Christ, whjch in reference to this is called, in llebr.

xii. 24. *' the blood of sprinkling?" Indeed the analogy is

so forcible, that Cudworth does not hesitate to pronounce the

slaying of the paschal lamb in its first institution, to be an

expiatory sacrifice ; the blood of the lamb sprinkled upon the

door-posts of the houses, being the appointed means of pre-

servation, by Jehovah's passing over. In confirmation also

of the typical import of the ceremony, he notices a very ex-

traordinary passage, quoted by Justin Martyr, in his dialogue

with Trypho, from the ancient copies of the bible ; in whicli

Ezra expounds, in a speech made before the celebration of

the passover, the mystery of it as clearly relating to Christ

:

and which Justin concludes, was at a very early day expung-
ed from the Hebrew copies by the Jews, as too manifestly

favouring the cause of Christianity. The passage is too re-

markable to omit. " This passover,^^ saith Ezra to the peo-

ple, ^^ is oitr Saviour and refifgc;^'^ and if you can feel a

Patrick on Exod. xli. 13. remarks that the blood was " a. sigji by which
the Israelites were assured of safety and deliverance,—And indeed the
words of the original are, the blood shall be to youfor a token.—Patrick adds
from Epiphanius, that there was a memorial of the transaction preserved
even among the Egyptians themselves, though ignorant of the original of
the rite. For at the equinox, (which was the time of the passover,) they
marked their cattle, and their trees, and one another, zx. fAiKnctK, with red
ochre or some such thing, which they fancied would be a preservative to

them. See Patrick as above.
* Kelt iiTTiv 'Eo-j'^ctg rce Aam' Tsto to •rcKT^A o trceTH^ w^wav, icAl h x.a.TA<i>V)y)

rrcLTritviiV iv a-njuiict), x.cti /uiret TAura iK7n<ra}/iAiv stt' ctvrcvt a /u» i^UfxccSn c tcitoz

eturcii, jUiiJiiic-ctKH^nTTi t« KH^vyy.ctTo? AvrHi nmrBs iTri^A^uct rotg i&vi(ri. (Just.

Mart Thirlb pp. 292, 293.)—Justin says that thiNS passage was among the

t^iiynTiic w) i^»y»<rctTo E^rS^a.; nc tov vofxov tov ?ri^i m ttao-^a : and hence

Mr. VVhjtaker concludes {Origin of Arianism, p. 305.) that it originally

stood in Ezra vi 19—22. and probably betweeii the 20ih and 21st verse's.

It must however be confessed, that the reasons assigned by the learned

Commentator on the passage here quoted by Justin, leave some reason to

doubt its having existed in any genuine copy of the Old Testament. Crahe

gives it as his opinion, that the sentence which Ju.stin thus testifies to have

stood in the ancient copies of Ezra, is rather to be considered as having

crept in from a marginal addition by some early Christiaij, than as havint;

been expunged from the later copies by Jewish fraud.
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firm persuasion that we are about to humble and degrade him
in this sign, and afterwards should place our sure trust and

hope in him, then this place shall never be made desolate,

saith the Lord of hosts: but if you do not believe in him, nor

listen to that which he shall announce, ye shall be a derision

to all nations." {Cudw. Int. Si/st, Disc. p. 16.) L'Enfant
thinks the Avords of St. Paul, 1 Cor. v. 7. are a direct allu-

sion to the first sentence of the passage here cited—see Dod-
dridge on 1 Cor. V. 7. AUix in his Judgment of the Jew,
Ch. p. 333. says, that when John the Baptist speaks of the

Lamb which takes away the sins of the world, the type of

the paschal lamb is alluded to : and that this appears the more
clearly from two things taught amongst the Jews: 1. That
the Shechinah delivered Israel out of Egypt : 2. That the

Shechinah was typified by the paschal lamb.—But, in proof

that the paschal lamb was a type of Christ, it is not necessary

to resort to Jewish traditions. Scripture supplies the most
decisive testimonies on the point. St. John and St. Paul

both directly assert it, (John xix. 36. 1 Cor. v. 7.) and our

liord himself seems to affirm it in his institution of the Eu-
charist at the last supper. (Mat. xxvi. 26.) But whoever
wishes to see this point fully examined, may consult Wits,

(Kcon. Feed, de paschate ; or the selection from that work
in Jennings Jew. Ant. vol. ii. p. 201—208. or a yet more
brief, and perhaps not less satisfactory, review of the subject,

in Beausoh. & UEnfant' s Introd. p. 133—138.
Dr. Priestley's mode of evading the force of the passage

in 1 Cor. v. 7. as a proof that the death of Christ was a sa-

crifice, has been stated in the bes^inning of this Number. I

hhall conclude it by noticing a different mode adopted by a

celebrated fellow-labourer of his in the work of refining away
the fair and natural meaning of scripture language. Dr.
Sykes. In the words, Christ onr passover is sacrificed for
uSy a plain unbiassed understanding would find it difficult not

to discover that the passover is affirmed to be a sacrifice

;

and that in some corresponding sense, Christ is said to be sa-

rrificed for us. Dr. Priestley, as we have seen, avoids the

latter position by a direct denial of the former. Dr. Sykes
on the other hand admits the former, and yet peremptorily

rejects the latter. Now though Dr. Priestley's assertion,

that the passover is not here pronounced to be a sacrifice,

may appear sufficiently bold: yet the position that it is called

a sacrifice, and that Christ is not in the same sentence said

to be sacrificed, seems a fiic^ht of criticism still more worthy
of our admiration. On what ground an exposition so extra-

ordinary is founded, it is natural to inquire. Christ, we are

told, is called our passover, inasmuch as by his means our
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fiins are passed over, just as by means of the paschal lamb

the children of Israel were passed over in Egypt. So far is

Well. But how is he said to be sacrificed for us ?—why, by
not being sacrifi,ced at all ; but, by being compared to the

paschal lamb which was a sacrifice !!! Here is true logic,

and rational criticism.—If the reader should doubt this to be
a fair representation of Dr. Sykes's argument, I refer hira

to the learned Doctor himself, Scripture Doctrine of Re-^

demption, No. 640. p. 220.

In justification of what has been advanced in the prece?*

ding Number (p. 172.) on the signification of the word W2,
I subjoin the following observations.

This Hebrew word which we translate Passover, was ren-

dered by almost all the early interpreters in the sense which
the English word implies; n?ime\y, passing over. Josephus,

who calls it vxir^ecy and sometimes (paa-Kcc, expressly affirms

that the Hebrew word signifies vTre^CxTix, or passing over

;

in commemoration of God's having passed over {vre^Zct^)

the Hebrews, when he smote the Egyptians with his plague.

{Ant. p. 65.)—Philo, in two distinct parts of his works, ex-

plains the word by the term ^tcc^etTii, which he uses unequi-

vocally in the sense of passing over, i. e. from place to

place. {Opera, pp. 392, 439.) And again, in p. 686. he

employs the term r« hot^am^ixy the passings over, or from

place to place.—Aquila in his version renders the word by
vTre^^xa-ti, a passing over, using nearly the same term with

Josephus.—And Jerome adopts the word transitus, as thq

just equivalent of the Hebrew.
Thus far there appears a perfect agreement amongst the

ancient versions ; affording at the same time a full justifica-

tion of the phrase by which we render the Hebrew term in

cur common English bibles. Some Commentators however,
and those of no mean note, for example, Vitringa and Lowth,
Dathe and Rosenmuller, have raised doubts as to the pro-

priety of the sense conveyed by the word passover, in ex-

plication of the original term nD3. The difficulties that

w^eigh with the two latter, are however of a nature to which
I cannot help thinking these critics have attached an import-

ance beyond what is justly due. That the Arabic language

does not ascribe the sense of transitio to the word, seems
by no means a proof that it cannot admit that meaning as

these authors contend. (Dath, and Rosenm. on Exod. xii.

11. and Dathe more fully, in Glass. Phil. Sacr. pp. 960,

•969.) Objections drawn from the kindred dialects ought to
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be admitted only in the case of such words as are in them-

selves of doubtful signification, receiving no illustration either

from corresponding passages, or from early versions. Very
different is the case of the term in question. Not only as

we have seen, do some of the earliest and most competent
translators attribute to it the sense already stated, but seve-

ral passages of scripture justify that sense by a correspond-

ing use of the verb from which the word is derived. This
will appear by considering the several verses of the twelfth

chapter of Exodus, in which the institution of the passover

is prescribed, and the reason of its designation by that term
axpressly assigned.

The communication is first made to Moses by Jehovah.

—

11. "It is the Lord's passover. (DD.)— 12. For I will pass

('ni^;n) through the land of Egypt this night, and will smite

all the first-born in the land of Egypt.— 13. And the blood
shall be to you for a token upon the houses where you are :

and when I see the blood, I will j)uss over you, (CD3S>* ^nnosi)

and the plague shall not be upon you for destruction whilst

I smite the land of Egypt."—Again in verse 23. this com-
munication of Jehovah is conveyed by Moses to the ciders

of the people in the following words :
—" For the Lord will*

pass O^;*!) through to smite the Egyptians, and when Jie

seeth the blood, &c. the Lord will pass over the door

(nnan S;; nirr hd-di) and will not suffer the destruction (or de-

stroying plague) to come into your houses to smite you."

—

—And lastly in the 27th verse, when Moses instructs them
as to the manner in which they are to explain the rite to

their descendants, he tells them that they shall say, *' it is

the sacrifice of the Lord's passover (HDD n^i) who passed
(HDiJ) over the houses of the children of Israel in Egypt^
when he smote the Egyptians, and delivered our houses."

Now it is evident that if the verb nD3 has been rightly in-

terpreted throughout these passajies, the noira derived from
it has been rightly explained.—Let us theji here consult the

versions. The Septuagint which uses the Hebrew term
throughout for the noun, (viz. ttxc-^^^cc—and so through the

Pentateuch ; but in Chron. (pccnK,) employs different word*
in rendering the verb. In verse 23, it renders by 7rxe£Xev(r£rx(.

the very same word by which it translates the verb 13;' iji

the same verse. That the Seventy therefore admitted the

word .to bear the sense of transilus, or passins^ over, there

can be no questh)n. They have, it is true, translated the

verb by the word ^vkittx^u, in the 13th and 27th verses: but

the sense in Avhich they intend that word, may well be

doubted when we find it employed by them in 1 Sam. xxiii.

26. to denote the Uimulhiovs and ea^rcr haste of David to
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accomplish his escape. If however we suppose it in this

place to imply protection or preservation, the Seventy have
then substituted the effect of that act of passing^ over, for

the act itself: and felt themselves justified in doing so, as

they had at the same time secured the word against abuse
by giving (as has been mentioned) its literal acceptation.

In like manner, we find that the other Greek translators,

Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus, have rendered the

participle niDU by vTre^Qxtvm, {passing over) in Isa. xxxi. 5.

where the term is commonly conceived to be used in direct

reference to its application here. The LXX there use the

term Trt^tTroitjo-erxi, instead of which Ms. Pachom. reads

vg^iQ^a-eruiy which Bishop Lowth deems the true reading.

There are versions however yet to be noted, which assign

to the word nos, as it occurs in Exod. xii. a sense different

from that which we have hitherto assigned. In verse 11, the

Targum and Persic both render the noun by |7«rc?o?i,'5;9armg*

mercy, Sacrificium propitiationis {Arab.)—Sacrif. pro.

misericordid coram Domino (Ch.)—And again, verses 13,

23, 27, Syr. Arab. Pers. and Targ, render the verb in the

same sense, that of sparing ; quod misertns est. (C/i.) pro-
pitiatus. {Syr. Arab.) with which, as we have hinted, the
o-Kt'TotTe of the LXX possibly concurs.—The Complutensian,
in deference to the above authorities, has interpreted the verb
throughout this entire chapter by the words misereri,parcere:

and many respectable commentators have adopted the same
Interpretation.

But how does this connect with the sense of passing over,

supported by the former versions ? Perhaps a little attention

to the radical meaning of the verb nD3 may point out that

connexion. Fagius, in locum, says, that the primary signifi-

cation of the verb nD3 is saltare, transitire; unde et claudum
Hebraei nD3 appellant, quod cum ingreditur, quasi saltare et

snbsilire videtur. Hence he adds, the name is derived a

saltu angeli devastatoris : and he adduces the authority of

R. D. Kimchi to this head. That of R. Sol. Jarchi, adduced
by Dr. Geddes, is more precise. *' Oblatio ista (agni pas-

chalis) vocatur Pesach, propter sallum, quo sanctus ille

Benedictus transibat domos Israelitarum inter domos Egyp-
tiorum, et saliebat de Egyptio in Egyptium : Israeiita autem
intermedius incolumis relinquebatur." This primary sense

of springing rapidly, or with a bound, is that which is ad-

mitted generally by Hebrew scholars, and seems undoubtedly

to be the true one. If then we consider it in this light, Jeho-

vah, who is represented as carrying with him the destroying

plague, in mercy .to the Israelite passes rapidly over his

housse, and thereby saves it from the destruction which \%

X
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borne along to the mansion of the Egyptian, on which it i%

allowed to rest and execute its fatal work. Thus the passing

of Jehovah ovtr, (that is, his rapidly passing over) the houses

of the Israelites, and the sparing, or showing merry to the

Israelites, become naturally connected : and therefore either

might reasonably be used by interpreters, as the signification

of the term in this part of scripture.

From this view of the case, it appears, that Dr. Geddes, in

his translation, and still more in his Critical Remarks, was
not very far fi;om a just idea of this subject : but unfortunate-

ly for himself, (from a fiuaintness, a love of singularity, and a

total destitution of taste, which always made what was even
right appear wrong in his hands—nullum quod tetigit non
deformavit)—he clothed this just idea in a dress so grotesque,

that even he himself was afterwards brought to see and ad-

mit the ludicrousness of the garb which he had fixed upon
this part of holy writ.—It is curious enough to trace the

origin of the ridiculous epithet skip-offering, which has been

adopted by this translator, in the writings of one of the most
elegant and classical of our Hebrew critics, the celebrated

Bishop Lowth ; who expressly describes " the common no-

tion of God's passing over the houses of the Israelites to be,

that seeing the blood, he passed over, or skipped, those

houses," &c.
This last named critic, follow ing the steps of Vitringa, ha»

in a note upon Isaiah xxxi. 5. given an explanation of the

term n03, with which the signification of the English word
Pass-over is totally at variance. Both he and Vitringa admit
the primary sense of the verb to be that of springing for-
ward, or leapinar forward, with rapidity, a.s it has been before

explained ; and seem to have altogether adopted the exposi-

tion of the word which we have quoted from Fagius. But
the notion entertained by these distinguished critics, that two
agents were concerned in the preservation of the Israelites

on the night of the passover, has led them to assign to the

word, as applied in Exodus, the signification o{ covering,!, e.

protecting by covering, (as Vitringa) or springingforward
to cover and protect, (as Lowth.) " Here are manifestly'*

(says the Bishop) '* two distinct agents, with which the notion

of passing over is not consistent ; for that supposes but one
agent. The two agents are, the destroying angel passing

through to smite every house ; and Jehovah the protector,

keeping pace with him ; and who, seeing the door of the Is

raelite marked with the blood, the token prescribed, leapfs

forward, throws himself with a sudden motion in the way,
oppoxes the destroying angel ; and covers and protects that
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house against the destroying angel, nor suffers him to smite

it."

Here is undoubtedly an imposing picture of the transac-

tion, presented to the imagination of the reader; but certain-

ly without any foundation, save what exists in the fancy of

the writer. An inaccurate translation indeed of the 23d
verse seems to afford some colour to this view of the transac-

tion ; '1:ijS aTn3~b« kdS n^n'^yDn |n' «Si, being rendered in our

common version, " And will not suffer the destroyer to

come into your houses to smite you." Rosenmuller attributes

this wrong translation to the Septuagint.—" LXX verterunt

d oXo6peva\, secuti Judasorum opinionem, tribuentium angelo

cuidam, fati ministro, fulgura, pestem et similia hominibus

fatalia: quod commentum et multi Christiani interpretes re-

petierunt. Sed nil tale in textu." Schol, in Exod. xii. 23.

Rosenmuller is undoubtedly right in asserting, that there is

nothing whatever in the text to justify the idea of a second

agent. Whoever reads over the entire chapter with any de-

gree of care, will see, that the Jehovah who prescribes the

rite, is himself the agent throughout, without the least inti-

mation of any other being concerned. For as to the verse

above referred to, its true translation, which I have given in

a former part of this discussion, removes at once every sem-

blance of support which it could be supposed to afford to the

contrary opinion : the word n^niyD, (the same which is used in

the 13th verse as well as in the 23d,) signifying perdition

vastatio, cornqytio, exterminntio, (as see PoL Syn. also

Vatabl. on Exod. xii. 13.) and the nTil^DS ^n of the 13th

verse, signifying exactly the same as the ^7:jS iYniyD of the

23d, i. e. in both places, the destroying plague. Besides, it

must be remarked, that the expression suffer in the 23d verse,

which seems to imply a distinct agent who would enter the

house of the Israelite if not prevented, has no authority frona

the original ; the strict translation being " he will not give,^'

or " causey'^ (jn^ xS); the w^ord |nj never being used in the

sense of permitting, without the h marking the dative case

of that to which the permission was granted : but the word

n'ni:'^ not only wants the sign of the dative here, but has

actually that q^ the accusative (nx) in MS. 69 of Kennicot's.

It appears then, upon the whole, that the fancy of a two-

fold agent indulged in by Vitringa, Lowth, and some other

commentators, derives no support whatever from the text of

Exodus : and therefore the ol)jections, which that fancy alone

suggested in opposition to the explanation which has been

given of the word HDiJ, fall to the ground ; whilst the admis-

sions of those writers, as to the primary acceptation of the
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word, must be ailoAVcJ to stand in confirmation of those very
conclusions which they were desirous to overturn.

The passage in Isaiah indeed which they were en2;aged in

ehicidating, in some degree naturally led them to the view of

the subject which we have just noticed. The prophet hav-

ing there described Jehovah as protecting Jerusalem, in like

manner as mother birds protect by hovering over their young ;

and this being impossible to be conveyed by a term Avhich

merely implied passing over, and which, so far from indica-

ting an overshadowing protection, on the contrary necessarily

induced an exposure of the defenceless young, and this only

the more sudden the more rapid was the transition : the com-
mentators deemed it indispensable to extend the meaning of

the word nD3 (here employed) beyond the latter sense, and
to give to it such a signification as would admit the former;

and perceiving a strong similarity between the application of

the term here, and to the deliverance in Egypt, they endea-

voured to explain it in such a sense as would embrace both

transactions; and were accordingly led to that interpretation

of the term which required the twofold agency of ivhich we
have spoken. But why recur upon every occasion to the

primary sense of a word ? Are there not in every language

numerous words, in which the derivative becomes the preva-

lent and appropriate sense ? And if we suppose the deliver-

ance from Egypt to have been alluded to by the prophet,

(wliich, as well from the general similitude of subject, as

particularly from the use of the terms riDS and S'Vn which are

conjointly used in speaking of the passover and its effect in

Exod. xii. 27, seems scarcely to admit of doubt,) what could

be more fit than to adopt that form of expression, which,

from its familiar association with the deliverance from Egyp-
tian bondage, had long been employed to designate that deli-

verance without any reference whatever to its primary accep-

tation. In other words, was it not most natural, that any
providential preservation or deliverance of the Jewish peo-

ple should be called by the word Pesach, the term used to

denominate that recorded act whereby tJie first great preser-

Tation and deliverance of Israel Avas effected f IVlight not

then the prophet liave properly and beautifully employed the

word moiD, in the passage referred to, in the sense of God's
acting again as a protector and deliverer of his people, in like

manner as he Jiad done at tiie time of the riDS ? This gives

new beauty to the original passage, and relieves the compa-
rison between its subject and the deliverance in Egypt from
all embarrassments ; whilst it retains all that attractive ima-

gery, with which the prophet embellishes the original idea.

The passage would then stand thus.
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As the mother-hirds hovering otier tUir young ;

So shall Jt hovah, God of hosts, protect Jerusalem,

Protecting and deUvering, preserving {as by a second Passover) and rescu-
ing lier.

Bishop Stock, in his translation, has much disfigured the
beauty of this passage; neither displaying taste in the ex-
pression, nor judgment in the criticism.

—

Birds protecting
the winged race, being neither elegant nor quite intelligible

:

and HOPPING round and over, which is rather an odd signifi-

tion of the word niD3, being a still odder reason for translating

the word by flying round.

Some have charged the Greeks with corrupting the original

word n)D2 Fesach, by writing it ^xa-^oc ; and have seemed to

intimate that the word was so used by them as if it were de-

rived from TCATy^a patior, intimating the sufferings of our
Lord, of which the slaying of the passover was a type. That
such an allusion may have sometimes been made as might
afford some apparent justification to the charge, there seems
reason to admit. (See Glass. Plidl. Sacr. i. 692. also Greg.
Nac. Serm. de Pasch. and Wolf. Cur. Phil. i. 365.) Yet
the fact is, that the W2 of the Hebrew is written NHDS,

Pascha in the Chaldee, from which the txt^x of the Greek
has immediately flowed.

On the subject of the w^ord passover, I shall add the follow-

ing enumeration of its various applications. 1 . It signifies

the passing over of Jehovah, who spared the Israelites when
he smote the first-born of the Egyptians. 2. It signifies by
a metonymy the lamb slain in memory of that deliverance.
3. It signifies the feast day on which the paschal lamb was
slain—viz. the 14th of the first month. 4. and lastly. It
signifies the entire continuance and the whole employment of
the festival, which commenced with the slaying of the Iamb,
and continued for seven days.

No. XXXVI. ON THE MEANING OF THE WORD TRANS-
LATED ATONEMENT IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Page 34. {m)—The meaning of thoword "i£33, the original

of the term atonement in the Old Testament, has been mo-
delled, like that of other scripture phrases, so as to fall in

with the theories of those who are more anxious that scrip-

ture should speak their language, than that they should speak
the language of scripture. The common artifice, by which
the terms of revelation have been discharged of all appro-
priate meaning, has been here employed with considerable
effect. By a comparison of the various passages, in which
the term occurs, its most general signification is first explored;
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and in this generic sense it is afterwards explained, in all thu

•particulnr cases of its application. The manner in which
Doctor Taylor has exercised this strange species of criticism

on the word atonement in his Scripture Doctrine, has been
already noticed, p. 181—186. One or two additional re-

marks, will more fully explain the contrivance, by which this

writer has been enabled to shape this expression to his pur-

pose.

Having laid it down as a principle, " that those passages

in the Levitical law, in which atonement is said to be made
for persons by sacrifice, supply not so many different in-

stances of a known sense of the word atonement ; but are to

be considered as exhibiting one single instance of a sense

which is doubtful ;" {Script. Doct. ch. iv. § 69.) he pro-

nounces (ch. V. § 70.) that " the texts which are to be exa-

mined are those where the word is used extra-levitically, or

with no relation to sacrifices ; that we may be able to judge
what it imports when applied to them." And agreeably to

these notions he conducts his inquiry. Now what is this, but

to pronounce first upon the nature of the thing unknown, and
then to engage in its investigation ? The meaning of the

term, in the several instances of its Levitical application,

though as yet supposed unknown, is presumed to be the same
in all : and this, notwithstanding these cases of its application

must be as different as it objects ;
persons and things; moral

and ceremonial, disqualifications.

But not content with thus deciding on the uniformity of an

Wiknoivn signification, he proceeds to discover the meaning
of the term, in those passages which relate to sacrifice, by
examining it in others, in which it has no such relation. The
result of this singularly critical examination is, that from 37

texts, which treat of extra-levitical atonements, it may be infer-

red, " that the means of making atonement for sin in different

cases, are widely different, being sometimes by the sole good-

ness of God, sometimes by the prayers of good men, some-

times by repentance, sometimes by disciplinary visitation,

sometimes by signal acts of justice and virtue : and that any
mean whereby sinners are reformed and the judgments of

God averted is atoninc:, or making atonement for their sins ;"

(chap. 6. § 112.) What then follows respecting the Levili-

cal atonement ? Not that the word, which when used extra-

Jevitically is taken in various senses according to the natural

efficacy of the different means employed, is to be applied in

its Levitical designation in a sense yet different from these,

agreeable to the difference of means introduced by the Le-

Titical institutions. Quite the contrary. When specifically

restricted to an appropriate purpose, it ceases to have any
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distinguishing character : and the term, whose signification^

when it had no relation to sacrifice, was diver lified with the

nature of the means and the circumstances of the occasion,

is upon assuming this new relation pronounced incapable of

any new and characteristic meaning. This argument furnishes

a striking instance of that species of sophism, which from a

partial conchides a total agreement. Having discovered, bj
a review of those passages which treat of extra-levitical atone-

ments, that these and the sacrifices which were offered for

sin, agreed in their effect ; namely, in procuring the pardon
of sin, or the removal of those calamities which had been in-

flicted as the punishment of it : the writer at once pronounces

the extra-levitical and the sacrificial atonements to have been
of the same nature throughout, without regarding the utter

dissimilarity of the means employed, and without consider-

ing that the very question as to the nature of the atonement,

is a question involving the means through which it was ef-

fected.

But whilst Doctor Taylor has thus endeavoured to over-
turn the generally received notion of atonement, by an exa-
mination of such passages as treat of those atonements which
were not sacrificial : Doctor Priestley professes to have care-

fully reviewed all those instances of atonement which were
sacrificial ; and from this review to have deduced the infer-

ence, that the sacrificial atonement merely implies " the
making of any thing clean or holy, so as to be fit to be used
ifl the service of God ; or when applied to a person fit to

come into the presence of God : God being considered, as

in a peculiar manner, the King and the Sovereign of the Is-

raelitish nation, and as it were keeping a court amongst
them.'* {Hist, of Cor. vol. i. p. 193.) Doctor Priestley,

by this representation of the matter, endeavours to remove
from view whatever might lead the mind to the idea of pro-
pitiating the Deity ; and by taking care to place the condi-

tion of persons and things on the same ground, utterly dis-

cards the notion of offence and reconciliation. But in order
to effect this, he has been obliged wholly to overlook the

force of the original word, which is translated atonement : as

well as of that which the LXX have used as its equivalent.

The term nSD, in its primary sense, signifies to smear or

cover with pitch, as appears from Gen. vi. 14. and from this

covering with pitch, it has been metaphorically transferred

to things of a different nature ; insomuch that, in all the 37
instances of extra-levitical atonement adduced by Doctor
Taylor, he asserts, that the word ")33 retains something of
this original sense, (Scrip. Doctrine, ch. vi. § 115.) and
igreeably to this, he pronounces <' atonement for sin to b*
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the covering of sin." This position seems fully confirmed

by Nehemiah, iv. 45. Psalm xxxii. 1. Ixxxv. 2. and other

passages in Scripture, in which the pardoji of sin is express-

ed by its being covered, and the punishment of it by its not

being covered. And Schindler, in his Lexicon Pentaglot-

ton, having in like manner fixed the general signification of

the word to be texit, opendt, modifies this generic significa-

tion according to the change of subject, thus :—de facie, seu

ira, placavit, reconciliavit ; de peccato, remisit, condona-

vit, expiavit ; de sordibus, expurgavit : de aliis, ahstullt, re-

mov it.

Agreeably to this explanation of the word, in which He-
brew critics almost universally concur, the LXX render it

by e^iXu(rKoiM.xt, to appease^ or make propiliouSy and the an-

cient Latin by exorare^ and sometimes deprecari: (see Sa-

batier^s Vet. Hal.) the concealing and removing from view-

whatever is oflfensive and displeasing to a person, being ne-

cessary to reconcile him, and render him propitious. And
indeed, in a sense agreeable to this, that of bringing into a

state of concord and reconciliation, the word atonement it-

self had been originally used by our old English writers

;

with whom, according to Junius, Skinner, and Johnson, it

was written at-one-ment, signifying to he at one, or to come
to an agreement : and in this very sense we find it used by
our own translators, in Levit. xvi. 16, 20. where speaking of

the act whereby the high priest was directed to make atone-

ment for the holy place, they immediately after call it recon-

ciling the holy plax-e.

But Doctor Priestley has not only neglected the original

and strict signification of the term implying sacrificial atone-

ment, and imposed upon it a sense which at best is but se-

condary and remote, but he hari also decided on a partial and
hasty view of the subject, even as confined to the English

translation : for surely, although it be in every case of atone-

ment evidently implied, that the thing or person atoned for

was thereby cleansed, and so rendered fit for the service of

God ; it must likewise be admitted, that by this they were
rendered pleasing to (Jod, having been before in a state im-

pure and unfit for his service, and being now rendered ob-

jects of his approbation and acceptance as fit instruments of

his worship. The fallacy of Doctor Priestley's interpreta-

tion consists in this, that lie assumes that to be the sole end

of the atonement, which althoutrh an undoubted consequence

from it, was inseparably connected with, and subservient to,

another and more important effect : the atonement indeed

purifying, so as to qualify for the service and worship of God;
but this purification consisting in the removal of that which
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unfitted and disqualified for such sacred purpose-? ; bringing

what before was undeserving the divine regard into a state

of agreement with the divine purity, and rendering it the

object of the divine approbation. To make atonement then

to God, was to remove what was offensive ; and thus by con-

ciliating the divine favour, to sanctify for the divine service.

This general meaning of the expression, modified by the

circumstances of its application, will lead us to its true value

and force in each particular instance. Thus, in the atone-

'^uients at the consecration of the tabernacle, altars, vessels,

and priests ; the several instruments and persons destined

for the offices of worship, being in their natural state unwor-

thy of this sacred use, were thereby purified from all natural

pollution, and rendered fit objects of the divine acceptance.

The same may be applied to those atonements appointed for

restoring persons to the privileges of public worship, who
had been disqualified by circumstances of external impurity,

such as were occasioned by natural infirmities, diseases, and
accidental events. But whilst in these cases, in which moral
cJiai acter could have no concern, the purifying rite of atone^

ment was enjoined, to render both things and persons worthy
and approved instruments of the divine worship ; so in those

where moral character was concerned, the atonement made
by the sacrifice for sin, qualified the transgressor for the di-

vine service, by removing what had been offensive from the

sight of him 7vho is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity ;

the repentance of the offender, aided by the pious observance

x)f the enjoined rite, averting the divine displeasure, and ef-

fecting a reconciliation with his offended Sovereign : whilst

ihose who were guilty of a presumptuous and deliberate de-

fiance of the divine authority, were cut off from al! connexion

with their God, and no atonement whatever allowed for their

transgressions. Episcopius seems to state the case very sa-

tisfactorily—" Sacrificia pro peccato, ea erant, quae offeree

bantur ad impurilates expiandas, sjve eje essent morales, sive

physiccc aut potius ceremoniales. Morales impuritates vcr-

00, istas qua5 animorum sunt : id est, quse culpam aliquam ex
animie sive ignorantia, sive errore, sive imbecillitate ortam in

se habent : impuritates enim, quae per superbiam, &c. con-

trahebantur, sacrificiis expiari non poterant. Physicas sive

ceremoniales impuritates voco, fseditates, sive maculas illas

corporis, quie nulla culpa hominis conlralii possunt ; quales

sunt qu« ex leprosi, mortui contractu,'^ ike.—Inst. TheoL
Lib. III. Sect. If. cap. iii. vol. i. p. 71.

This view of the matter seems to give to the whole of the

Tjevitical atonement a consistent and satisfactory meaning.

y
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The atonement in all cases, producing the effect of fitting

for the divine service :—this, in such as involved no consi-

deration of moral character, (as in the consecration of inani-

mate things, or the atonement for persons labouring under

corporeal impurities,) could consist only in tiie removal of

the external impurity, for in such cases this impediment

alone existed : whilst in those, in which nioral character was
concerned, as in cases of sin, whereby man having incurred

the displeasure of his God, had disqualified himself for the

offices of his worship, the unfitness could have been removed
only by such means, as at the same time removed that dis-

pleasure, and restored the offender to the divine favour :—or

in other words, the atonement was in such cases an act of

propitiation. And to such cases it is, that it may be applied

m the strict sense of the Avord reconciliation ; so that the

i]oc{nne o( atonement, as far as relates to sin, is nothing more
than the doctrine of reconciliation.

As to the manner in which the sacrifice for sin may be sup-

posed to have operated to the effecting this reconciliation,

this is of no concern to the present inquiry- That a recon-

ciliation n'as thereby effected, insomuch that the penalty of

the transgression was remitted^ and the offender restored to

the privileges which he had forfeited by his offence, is abun-

dantly majiifest. The instances in scripture in which the

effect of the atonement is expressly described as the remo-

val of the divine displeasure, are too numerous to be recited.

Let a few suffice.—In Exod. xxxii. 30, 3*2. Moses address-

ing; the Israelites, after the great crime which tliey had com-
n;itted in worshipping the golden calf, says, ye have sinned a
great sin; aisd now I iiill go vp unto the Lord ; peradien-

iitre / shall woke an atonement for yonr sin : and these

words he immediately after explains by his prayer to God,
that he mi<2;ht forgive their si)i. Again, we find a stop put
to an infiiclion of punishment, by the atonement made by
Aaron for tiie people, in the rebellion of Korah. And ilJo-

Af.s said, take a ceiiscr ; and go quickly iinto the congrega-
tion, and ntake an atonement for them ; for there is wrath
gone oat from the Lord, the plague is began ; and Aaron
took as Moses coinnunuled hitn ; and inade an atonementfor
the people—and the plagve was stayed. Numb. xvi. 4(3, 47,

41). The atonement made hy Phinehas, and the effect of it,

are not less remarkable : God says of him, he hath turned

iny wrath away from the children of Israel, {while he was
zeitlous for my sake among them) that I consumed not tht

childret: of Israel in my jealously—he was zealousfor his

(iod, and made an atonement for the children of Israel.

Numb. XXV. 11, 13.
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The Instances of atonement here adduced, are not indeed

of the sacrificial kind ; but they equally serve to evince the

Scripture sense of the term, in cases of transgression, to be

that of reconciling the offended Deity, by averting his displea-

sure : so that, when the atonement for sin is said to be made
by sacrifice, no doubt can remain, that the sacrifice was
strictly a sacrifice of propitiation. Agreeably to this con-

clusion, we find it expressly declared, in the several cases of

piacular oblations for transgression of the divine commands,
that the sin, for which atonement was made by those obla*-

lions, should be forgiven.^
Doctor Priestley and H. Taylor have of late endeavoured

to subvert this notion, by representing sacrifices merely as

gifts, and atonement as nothing but a ceremonial purifying
mid setting apart from common use, for the divine service,

without any idea whatever of propitiation : see Theol. Repos.

vol. i. p. 199—20.5. and B. Mord. p. 799—805. How far

this theory is invalidated by the observations contained in

the present number, it remains for the reader to judge. I

shall only add, that Doctor Sykes, whose authority both
these writers are in general very willing to acknowledge, does

not hesitate to pronounce the sacrificial meaning of the word
rriaa atonenunt, to contain the notion of propitiation ; de-

riving it, as has been here done, from the original signification

of the word "iDD to cover, that is, " to remove or take away
anger or offence by so covering it that it may not appear:'*

(Essay on Sacrifices, pp. 152, 158, 159.) and " to make
atonement for sins,^' he says, " is to do something by
means of which a man obtains pardon of them." (p. 806.)

How strongly the propitiatory import of the sacrificial

atonement contended for in this note, was attributed to it by
modern Jews, has been already amply detailed in Number
XXXni.—In Doctor Laurence's Sermon on the T^letaphori-

cal character c/the Apostolic Style, (pp. 17, 32.) there are

some good observations on the Targum of Jonathan, tending

to confirm the position that the ideas of atonement and of

forgiveness, were lield by tlic Jews in the time of our Sa-

viour as perfectly equivalent.

No. XXXVn. ON THE EFFICACY OF THE MOSAIC ATONE-
MENT A3 APPLIED TO CASES OF MORAL TRANSGRESSION.

Page 31. (n)—For the purpose of reducing the sacrificiaJ

atonement to the simple notion of external purification, it

* See I.evlt. Iv. 20, 26, ni, ?,5. v. 10, 1:1, 16, 18. vi. 7. xix. 22. Numb.
'XV. 25, 26, 2^. Consult also IIallei'3 Notes atid Discourses, vol ii. p.

;'r0-.2r4.
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has been thought necessary to deny the appointment of any
expiation for the transgression of the moral Jaw. It has been
argued, that those sins and iniqtuties, for which it is in seve-

ral instances expressly said ihsii forgiveness yvfis procured by
the atonement, " do not in the language of the Old Testa-
ment necessarily imply a deviation from moral rectitude, or

a transgression of the moral law ; but are frequently used,

when nothing more can be understood than a privation of that

bodily purity, which the ceremonial law required ; as we
read of the iniquity of the sancluary, (Numb, xviii. 1 .) and
oi the iniquity of the holy things, (Exod. xxviii. 38.) and
as we find the ashes of the burnt heifer, though applied only

for the purification of external uncleanness, expressly called

' the ashes of the burnt heifer of purification for si?i;' (Numb.
xix. 7.) and in like manner, the oblation required from him
who had recovered from a leprosy, a stw-offering : the un
clean person, though free from blame in a moral point of

vievr, yet in the eye of the law being deemed a sinner."

These observations, it is but fair to confess, are to be found

in the pages of one of the ablest advocates of the doctrine of

atonement. It is also urged, that the sins for which atone-

ment were appointed, were at most but sins of ignorance

;

to whjch scarcely any moral character could attach, and
which deserved to be ranked in the same class with mere na-

tural or accidental infirmities. This latter point is largely

insisted on by writers, who oppose the received doctrine of
atonement ; and is particularly enforced by a writer in TheoL
Rep. vol. iii. who signs himself Eusebius ; and who professes

to enter fully into an examination of the several cases of
atonement recorded in the Old Testament.

In reply to the first of these arguments let it be remarked,
}. That the expressions so much reWed on, iniquity of the

holy things, iniquity of the sanctuary, mean merely the ;?ro-

fanation or improper use of the holy things, &c. so that the

iniquity here refers to the persons making this improper use

of the holy things, not to the things themselves: and thua
the entire objection, derived from the use of this expression,

falls to the ground. This appears as well from the force of
the term in the original, Avhich is translated iniquity ; as from
the context of the passages referred to. The Hebrew word
p;' being derived from ni;», the strict signification of which
is to turn, or be turned, asidefrom the proper stale or desti-

nation, applies with peculiar propriety to the improper or
profane use of the holy things of the sanctuary. And this

sense is supported by the passages in which the expression
occurs : the Priests bearing the iniquity of the sanctuary^
(Numb, xvjii. 1.) and Aaron bearing the iniquity of the holy
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thins^Sy (Ex. xxviii. 38.) manifestly relating, and being under-

stood by every commentator to relate, to the care to be taken

that no improper use or legal defilement should profane the

yacred things ; inasmuch as in such case it would rest with

Aaron and with the priests, to bear the punishment of, or

make atonement for, such profanation. Thus Jarchi on

Numb, xviii. 1. " Upon you I will bring the punishment of

the strangers, that shall sin concerning the sanctified things

that are delivered unto you." Houbigant translates the

words in Numb, sustinebit sanctvarii 7ioxas : i, e. as he ex-

plains it, reus erit delicti in sanctuarium admissi—and in Ftxo-

duSf suscipiet waculas donorum.—See also Ainsworth, Pa-

trick, Calmet, Le Clerc, Dathius, and in short, all the com-

mentators who concur in this interpretation, and in like man-

ner explain the passage in Exodus : see likewise Levit. xvi.

16—19.
But as the word iniquity, thus applied to the sacred things,

w^ill not prove that by sin, in the Levitical law, nothing more

was intended than external defilement; so neither will, 2.

The application of the term sin and sin-offering to persons

labouring under mere corporeal impurities. Respecting the

case of the burnt heifer, in which though intended solely for

the purification of external uncleanness, the ashes are ex-

pressly called the ashes of the burnt heifer of purification

for sin, it must be noted, that the argument here is chiefly

derived from the words of the translation, without attending

sufficiently to the original : the words in the Hebrew signify-

ing literally, the ashes of the burnt sin-offering.'^- Purifica-

tionfor sin then is not the language of the original ; and from

this consequently nothing can be inferred. But admitting

even that the corporeal impurities arising from leprosy, puer-

pery, contact of the dead, and other such causes, are spoken

of as sijis committed by the persons labouring under them, in

like manner as the direct and voluntary transgressions of the

divine commands ; admitting that it is pronounced of the

former equally as of the latter, that in virtue of the atone-

ment, the sin which had been committed 7vas forgiven them s

admitting, that the sin-ofFering, on these occasions, looked

solely to the uncleanness, without having any respect to the

general sinfulness and unworthiness of the person seeking to

be restored to the privileges of the public worship of God :

and admitting, that in looking to the particular instance of un-

cleanness, it could not have been intended (as the latter Jews

* See Aiiis'vorth, Patrick^ and J)a{het on Numb, xix. 17- also liichie's Pecul.

Doctr. voi \. p. 212.
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explain it, see p. 268.)* through that, to have referred to that

original guilt incurring the penalty of death, from which this

and the other infirmities of man's nature had taken their

rise ; or to some specific crime by which these bodily inflic-

tions had been incurred :f—admitting, I say, all these things,

(which however it would be extremely difficult to prove,)

and consequently admitting that the terms sin and sin-offer'

ingi as applied to these, could merely signify external un-

cleanness, and the appointed means of removing it
; yet can

this furnish no inference whatever, affecting those cases, in

which the disqualification to be removed by the sin-offering,

is expressly stated to be, not that of external uncleanness,

but resulting from a transgression of the divine commands.
This, however it may be called a legal offence, cannot be
thereby devested of its intrinsic nature, but must still inevit-

ably remain a moral transgression. And when atonement i»

said to be made for sins committed against any of the com-
mandments of the Lord, it must surely be a strange species

of interpretation, that can confound such sins with mere ex-

ternal pollution ; and the forgiveness granted to such of-

fences, with the mere cleansing from an accidental impurity.

It will appear yet more strange, when we come to notice un-

der the next head, some specific violations of the moral law,,

for which atonements were appointed.

But it is contended, that those transgressions of the divine

commands, for which atonements were appointed, were mere-
ly snis of ignorance: to which, as the writer in the Theol,

Rep. pronounces, scarcely aijy moral character could attach
;

and which therefore might justly be ranked in the same class

with the former cases of accidental defilement. As this ar-

gument has been a good deal relied on, it becomes necessary

to consider more particularly the nature of those transgres-

sions, for which atonements were appointed : and the force of

that expression in the original, which has been usually under-
stood as implying sins of ignorance.

And 1. it must certainly be admitted, that sins of igno-
rance, in the direct sense of the word, are intended by the
expression, since we find it expressly stated in some places

tiiat they wist it not ; and again, that the sins were done nith-

oiit their knowledge, and 7vere hidden from them, and had
come to their knowledge after they were committed. (Levit.

iv. 1,3, 14,23, 2a. V. 2, ,% 17, 1«. IVumb. xv. 24.) Yet even
here, the ignorance intended cannot have been of a nature

* See also Mnsn^orth, on Numb. xl\. 16. Lev. xii. 7. and xir- 32, 54, 49.
and Jennings*s Jerc. ^Intiq. vol. i. p. 322.

f See EpiscophiSy de lepra, Inst. Theol- L, HI. sect. u. cap. 2. $ 33.—also p
J 54, of tliis vohime.
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absolute and invincible, but such as the clear promulgation oi*

their law, and their strict obligation to study it day and night,

rendered them accountable for, and which was consequently

in a certain degree culpable. Thus Houbigant, on Lev. iv. 2.

Nos per imprudenfium, ut multi alii per errorem ; melius

quam Vulgatus, per ignorantlam. Nam leges per Mosen
promulgatas, et saspe iteratas, ignorare Israelitai non poterant.

This is also agreeable to the general language of scripture

;

in which, crimes said to be committed by persons, xara ctyyo/«»,

in ignorance., are nevertheless represented strictly as crimes,

inasmuch as that ignorance might have been removed by a

careful and candid search after their duty ; and thus, being

voluntary, their ignorance itself was criminal. See Acts iii.

17. where the Jews, who crucified Christ, are said to have
acted Kccroe. ocyvotxv. St. Paul also ascribes the enormous wick-

edness of the Heathen world to the ignorance that was in

them^ Eph. iv. 18. And their vicious desires, St. Peter

calls, ev m uyvaiee, e'nSvfi.iccit;, lusts in ignoroiice, 1 Pet. i. 14.^

Thus then, even though the expression in the original were
confined to sins of ignorance, yet would it not follow, that

it meant such acts as were incapable of all moral character,

and might be classed with mere corporeal infirmities to which
the notion of punishment could not possibly attach. But,
that the expression, beside sins of ignorance, includes likewise

all such as were the consequence of human frailty and incon-

sideration, w^hether committed knowingly and wilfully or
otherwise, will appear from considering the true force of the
original term niw, or nJiyro, Avhich, together with its root JJti',

njiy, or Jiiy, is found, in numerous passages of scripture, to

signify the species of offence here described, in opposition to

that which involves a deliberate and presumptuous contempt
of God's authority. Cocceius thus explains it—" Si, putante^
licitum, fecerint illicitum, ignorantid verbi: aut, s\ praoccn-
patus egerit, quod novit esse illicitnm.^' The word, he says,

as it occurs in Numb. xv. 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, is directly

opposed toHDi T2, in verse 30, sinning withahigh hand^ that

is, deliberately and presumptuously. He also explains it as

implying a full and entire engrossment of mind and affection,

producing a temporary oblivion of what is right: which is

nothing more tlian the common etfect of any passion which
has taken strong hold of the mind. For this he instances

Isai. xxviii. 7. In like manner Doctor Taylor, in his CoU'
cordance, understands the v/ord—"J3iy, to err, to do what is

wrong, through ignorance, mistake, bad advice, or persuasion

—or through the violence of some strong passion or offec-

* See also Acts xvii. 30. Rom. x. 3. 1 Tim* i. W and numerous other
passages of the New Testameut.
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f.lon.'" Doctor Richie also, {PeciiL Bod, vol. i. pp. 22^j

•227.) adduces a great number of passages to prove that the

word in question denotes any sin, which doth not proceed

from a deliberate contempt of anthority, but from human
frailty or infirmity only." See also Hammond, Le Clerc,

and Rosenmnller, in Heb. ix. 7.—where they supply nume-
rous instances to prove that bolh ecyvoeivy and nJiy, are used in

the sense here given, as extending to all sins that were not of

the class of presumptuous, or such as by the law were neces-

sarily to be punished with death. Rosenmnller adds, that for

every sin, except those to which death was annexed, atone-

ment was made on the day of expiation. Now it is remark-

able, that for the sins atoned for on that day, the very word
which is used by the apostle in his epistle to the Hebrews,
(ix. 7.) is ctyvo'/jfttfcree.* But, in fact, the opposition already

* Schleusner in his Spicileg. Lexic. in InU Grmc. V. T. p. 3. thus explains

the words a.yvoia> and cLyvoufxct. ** kyvcto) notat simpliciter pecco, sine ad-

juncta notione ignoraiitice. Erravit Bielius, qui eiyvouv tantum ex ignoran-

tid peccare notare dicit. Cf Sirac. v. 18. zv y.iyctxce kai /uisc^bo /m atyvosh /unJ^t

(y: h. e. nulliinn plane peccatum committe, nee grave nee leve. Haec notio

etiam ex Hebraicis verbis JJB', C3tyfc{, et HjW, quibus ctyvonv in verss. graec.

respondet, apparet."—" AyvoifAATAy peccata simpliciter. 1 Mace. xiii. 39.

ubi cum vocabulo <t/t/«gT«^aiTat permutatur. (Cf. Levit. xxvi. 39. ubi Hebrai-

cum |T;^ Aqu. etyvoia.)/ reddjt.) Locum e Philone hue facientem dedit cl.

Loesnerus ad Hebr. ix. 7. Sic a^va-^ovs/v apud Xen. Hist. Grcec. I. 7. 10.

simpliciter inique agere notat : ubi bene praecipit S. R. Morus, verba apud
Grxcos, vi originis scientiam aut inscientiam exprimentia, uti in omnibus
linguis, notare virtutes et vitia, qua: illam scientiam et inscientiam, vel nc-

cessario, vel plerumque sequi soleant."

Loesner also remarks thus on the words, V7rt^ iuvra x.a.t Ta>v m kah ATNO-
HMATfiN, in Hebr. ix, 7-—"Apud Alexandrinos Interpp. locis pliiribus

ayvoiAz vel a.yvoiiiui.ct.Tx de peccatis et dcUctis quibusvis ad exprimendum He-

braicum HNDn dici, ignotum esse harum literarum amantibus non potest.

Adjungamus Philonetn lib. de Plant. JW- p. 229. c sciibentem, ^v<rta.t

v?roiJt.ifjt.)ii\<ri(.^Ti t«c iKA^uv ATNOIAS ts x.ui SmuoigTtagf victima; in memori-
am revoctint singulorum peccata et delicta.

The observations also of JJanzius on the word a^ vcj^uaTo. in the afore-

mentioned passage of Hebr. deserve particularly to be attended to. " Pec-

ecita qua: expianda sunt, vocantiir hie ayvo^fxifTA. Quae Sociniariis hand alia

sunt, quam qUiC vel ignoratitid sive oblivione jvris alicvjvs divini, vel ex igno'

rantidfucti ct circiivistantiarinn, vel etiavi ex hinnund qiidda^n i'inbecillitate

proficiscwitur. Kqtiidcm concedcndum omnino est, ayvoa/uctTA hinc inde iu

scriptis SHCiis ac profinis pro huju^ generis extare peccatis. Quod autem
et volnntaria ac graviora hand raro denotct, satis superque docent dicta

Psal. XXV. 7. ubi i'K'D (quod quam magnum designet peccatum, mox dicturi

sumus) LXX redidderunt per ayvotAv. Ilosex iv. 15. spiritualis Israelltarum

scortatio per verbum ayvotm^ pro Ebraico HJI positum, exprimitur ; qua;

sane leve ac ex iguorHiiliii C(;mmiss»im peccatum non fuit • proiiti ex toto

hoc capite satis dare apparet. Etiam .lud. v. 19, 20. pro quibusvis delictis

idem vocabulum ponitur. Hinc ei Syrus iiitcrpres pro Ayvcyijumc-t Apostoli
in loco citato, (vi/. Hebr. ix. 7.) posuit ] /r>V«-\m : qua voce qua:vis desig-
nantur peccata (vide .Matth xviii. 35.) etiam illud ab Adamo perpetratum
(vid K'»m. V. 16 sqq

) quod certe nee leve fuit, nee ex ignorantia commis-
surn. Imo ex colhiiionc loci Lev. xvi. sole lucidius patct, hie sub voce tq/v
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alluded to in Numb. xv. 27, 30. seems at once to decide the

point. For there we find the sins implied by the word r\iiUf

directly opposed to sins of presumption : that is, to such as

proceeded, not from human frailty, but from a deliberate and

audacious defiance of the divine authority, which appears to

be the true meaning o( presumptuous sins, as maybe collect-

ed from Numb. xv. 30, 31. Exod. xxi. 14—and v. 2. com-
pared with xviii. 11. Deut. i. 42, 43. xvii. 12, 13. xviii. 22.

and various other passages. See Pec, Doct. vol. i. pp. 229,

230. also Maim. Mor, Nev. part 3. cap. 1. And hence it

appears, that so far as the force of the original term is con

aidered, the efficacy of the atonement was extended to all

sins, which flowed from the infirmities and passions of human
nature ; and was withheld only from those which sprung from

a presumptuous defiance of the Creator.

The word «x8t<6>$, used by the LXX in the translation of

the term, though it seems to imply an involuntary ad, is yet

by no means inconsistent with this exposition. The force of

this term, as applied by the LXX, is evidently not incompa-

tible with a perfect consciousness of the crime committed,

and is used only in opposition to tKHTia^y by wiiich they every

where describe such an act as is entirely spontaneous and

deliberate, which in the words of Episcopius is performed,

plena voluntate; or as he again explains it, which is done

wilfully, and with a fixed and deliberate purpose of trans-

gressing, {Inst. TheoL Lib. iii. sect. ii. cap. 3. §9,14.)
AxuTieff then is not to be considered as denoting an act strict-

ly speaking involuntary ; but as opposed to what was delibe-

rate and rvilful : it is therefore applied with propriety to all

sins of infirmity. The use of the word eKno-iaz in Heb. x. 26,

throws abundant light on the force of this expression. See

Ainsworth on Lev. iv. 2. See also the authorities adduced
by Eisner, Observai. Sacr. vol. i. p. 494.

But 2dly, the conclusion which has been here derived

from the signification of the original word, is fully confirmed

by the cases of atonement referred to in the text; since the

offences there described are clearly such as can by no means
be brought within the description of sins of ignorance; ii

AyvonfitATcov omnis generis contineri peccata. Siquidem ibi satis perspicue

docetur, omnia peccata, in anniversario isto sacrificio expiari. Et quidem

omnia ilia, qua: supra vocibus p)?, ^"^D, ac HS^Dn erant expressa. Atque

sub se continent quidquid omnino venit sub peccati nomine." The writer

then proceeds from a strict investigation of the exact sense of these He-
brew words, as well as from a copious enumeration of the opinions of the

great Jewish doctors, to confirm his position, that in the word etyyoufxATtt,

as used by the apostle, (Hebr. ix. 7) sins of every description are indiscrimi-

nately alluded to. See Danz. Fund. Fontif. Max. ir. ,1dvt. Jr.viv. in Mens^
Chen's wYov. Tent, ^.x Talm. p. 1007—1012.
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being impossible that a man could deny, or keep back that

uhich was entrusted to him by another; or take from another

his property by violence or deceit ; or deny upon oath, and
withhold from the proper owner what he had found, without

a consciousness of the guilt. Besides, it is to be observed
tliat neither in these, nor in the case of the bond-maid, is it

said that the sin was committed in ignorance : but, on the

contrary, the very expressions used in the original, unequi-

vocally mark a consciousness of crime in the several instances

alluded to, as may be seen particularly in Outram De Sacrif.

lib. i. cap. xiii. § 4. where this point is fully established in

opposition to Episcopius. These crimes indeed of fraud,

perjurj^ violent injustice, and debauchery, the writer in the

Thcol. Rep. seems disposed to treat as venial offences, b"eiug

criminal, as he says, but in a low degree. (Vol. iii. p. 412.)

But for the purpose of proving that no atonements were ap-

pointed for transgressions of the moral law, it would be ne-

cessary to show that these acts were not in any degree cri-

minal : this however he has not attempted, and is conse-

quently in the conclusion compelled to admit, (p. 414.) that

the Levitical atonements extended to violations of the moral
law. Sykes also, it must be observed, is obliged to confess,

that the cases here alluded to, are cases of ^' known and open
wickedness." {Scr. Doctr. of Redemp. p. 331.) Hallet

expressly says, " it is certain that there were sacrifices un-

der the law appointed to make atonement for moral evil, and
for ?nora/ guilt; particularly for lying, theft, fraud, extortion,

perjury, as it is written, Lev. vi. 1, 2, &,c."

—

Notes and
Discourses, vol. ii. p. 277, 278.

Now, that these atonements in cases of moral transgres-

sion, involved a real and literal remission of the offence, that

is, of the penalty annexed to it, will appear from considering

not only the rigorous sanction of the Mosaic law in general,

by which he who did not continue in all the words of the law
to do thewi was pronounced accursed, (Gal. iii. 10. Deut.
xxvii. 20.) and consequently subjected to the severest tem-
porary inflictions; but also the particular cases in which the

piacular sacrifices are directly stated to have procured a re-

lease from the temporal punishments specifically annexed to

the transgression : as in the cases of fraud, false-swearing,

&c. which, with the punishments annexed by the law, and
the remission procured by the piacular oblation, may be seen

enumerated by Grotius, (De Satisfact. Chr. cap. x.) and still

more fully by Richie, (Pecul. JJoct. vol. i. p. 232—2.'i2.)

Houbigant also speaks of it, as a matter beyond question,

that in such offences as admitted of ex_piation under the Mo-
saic law, a relej^se from the temporal penalty of the trans-
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gression was the necessary result of the atonement: on Lev.

V. 4, he describes the effect of the atonement to be, " ut

post expiationem religione factam, non sit amplius legum ci-

vilium poenis obnoxius.'* Hallet says, that the sacrifices

" procured for the offender a deliverance from that punish-

ment of 7noral guilt which was appointed by the law ;" and

instances the case of theft, in which though the offender was

liable to be cut off by the miraculous judgment of God, yet

the sacrifice had the virtue of releasing from that immediate

death which the law had denounced against that particular

sin. NotiS and Disc. p. -276—278.

That the remission of sins obtained by the Levitical sa-

crifices was a remission only of temporal punishments, can-

not weaken the general argument ; as the sanctions of the

law under which the sacrifices were offered, were themselves

but temporary. The remission of the penalty due to the

transgression was still real and substantial : the punishment

was averted from the offender, who conformed to the appoint-

ed right : and the sacrificial atonement was consequently in

such cases an act of propitiation. The sacrifices of the law

indeed, considered merely as the performance of a ceremo-

nial duty, could operate only to the reversal of a ceremonial

forfeiture, or the remission of a temporal punishment : that

is, they could propitiate God only in his temporal relation to

his chosen people, as their Sovereign : and for this plain rea-

son, because the ostensible performance of the rite being but

an act of external submission and homage, when not accom-

panied with an internal submission of mind, and a sincere re-

pentance, it could acquit the offender only in reference to

that external law which exacted obedience to God as a civil

prince. In such cases, the Jewish sacrifices, merely as le-

gal observances, operated only to the temporal benefits an-

nexed by the Levitical institution to those expressions of al-

legiance : but, as genuine and sincere acts of worship and

penitence, Avhenever the piety of the offerer rendered them

such, they must likewise have operated to procure that spi-

ritual remission and acceptance which antecedent to, and in-

dependent of the Levitical ordinances, they are found in se-

veral parts of scripture to have been effectual to obtain.

The author of the Scriptural Account of Sacrifices, (p.

163.) thus reasons upon this subject.—"This people, (the

Jews) as to their inward state, were doubtless under the

same control, both of the law of nature^ and of the divine

Providence, as they were before the latv ; this having intro-

duced no change in this respect. They were consequently

entitled to the pardon of all their sins, of what nature soever,

upon the same terms as before." And then he goes on to
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show, that with the sacrifices of the law, they continued t<f

offer such also as had been customary in the Patriarchal

times. And in proof of this, he adduces instances from the
law itself, in which such sacrifices are referred to and recog-

nized. They appear manifestly alluded to in the two first

chapters of Leviticus, in which the language marks the of-

fering to be of a purely voluntary nature, and merely pre-

scribes the manner in which such an offering was to be made;
whereas, when specific legal and moral offences are to be ex-

piated, the law commands the offering, and the specific na-

ture of it. He adduces also the cases of David, and of Eli's

house, to show that scripture supplies instance of " sacrifices

offered out of the occasions prescribed by the law for avert-

ing the divine displeasure upon the occasion of sin." (p. 173.)

What this writer justly remarks concerning sacrifices distinct

from those prescribed by the law, I would apply to ail ; and
consider the penitent and devout sentiments of the offerer,

as extending the efficacy of the Levitical sacrifice to the full

range of those benefits, which before the Levitical institution

were conferred on similar genuine acts of worship.

Nor let it be objected to this, that the apostle has pro-

nounced of the Levitical offerings that they could not make
perfect as pertaining to the conscience. (H^b. ix. 9. x. 1.)

The sacred writer here evidently speaks in comparison.

He marks the inferiority of the figure to the substance : and
tlie total insufficiency of the type, considered independently

of that from which its entire virtue was derived, to obtain a

perfect remission. It might indeed, he argues, by virtue of
the positive institution, effect an external and ceremonial pu-
lification, but beyond this it could have no power. The
hlood of bulls and of goats could not, of itself, take away
tiins. It could not render the mere Mosaic worshipper per-
fect as to conscience, it can have no such operation, but
as connected in the eye of faith with that more precious

blood-shedding, which can purge the conscience from dead
n'orks to serve the living God. It could not, says Pierce,

on Heb. ix. 0. '' with reference to the conscience, make per-

fect the worshipper, who only worshipped with meat and
drink-offerings and washings, Sec."—In this view of the sub-

ject, the remarks contained in this IVnmber, seem no way in

consistent with the language of tlie apostle.

One observation more, arisino; from the passage of the

apostle here referred to, I would wish to offer.—In pointing

out the inferiority of the Mosaic to the Christian institution,

we find the writer, in the tenth chapter, not only asserting

the inefficacy of the Mosaic sacrifice for the full and perfect

remission of sins, but taking considerable pains io prove it.
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Now from this it seems, that the Jews themselves, so far from

confining their legal atonements to the mere effect of ceremo-

nial purification, were too prone to attribute to them the vir-

tue of a perfect remission of all moral guilt. Of this there

can be no question as to the later Jews. Maimonides ex-

pressly says in his treatise, De Poanit. cap. i. § 2. that " the

scape-goat made atonement for all the transgressions of the

law, both the lighter and the more heavy transgressions, whe-

ther done presumptuously or ignorantly : all are expiated by
the scape-goat, if indeed the party repent." I would remark

here, that though Maimonides evidently stretches the virtue

of the atonement beyond the limits of the law, (presumptuous

sins not admitting of expiation,) yet he seems to have reason-

ed on a right principle, in attributing to the sincere and pious

sentiments of the offerer, the power of extending the efficacy

of the atonement to those moral offences, which the legal

«in-offering hy itself couXA never reach.

No. XXXVIII. ON THB VICARIOUS IMPORT OF THE
MOSAIC SACRIFICES.

Page S5. (o)—I have, in the page here referred to, used

the expression vicarious import, rather than vicarious, to

avoid furnishing any colour to the idle charge made against

the doctrine of atonement, of supposing a real substitution in

the room of the offender, and a literal translation of his guilt

and punishment to the immolated victim ; a thing utterly in-

comprehensible, as neither guilt nor punishment can b*e con-

ceived, but with reference to consciousness, which cannot be

transferred. But to be exposed to suffering, in consequence

of another's guilt ; and thereby, at the same time to represent

to the offender, and to release him from, the punishment due

to his transgression, involves no contradiction whatever. In

this sense, the suffering of the animal may be conceived a

substitute for the punishment of the offender ; inasmuch as

ft is in virtue of that suffering, the sinner is released. If it

be asked, what connexion can subsist between the death of

the animal and the acquittal of the sinner, I answer without

hesitation, I know not. To unfold divine truths by human
philosophy, belongs to those who hold opinions widely differ-

ent from mine on the subject of atonement. To the Chris-

tian it should be sufficient, that scripture has clearly pronoun-

ced this connexion to subsist. That the death of the animal

could possess no such intrinsic virtue is manifest ; but that

divine appointment could bestow upon it this expiatory power,

will not surely be denied : and as to tiie fact of such appoint-

ment, as wellas its refprencp to tJiat jjrrat event from which
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this virtue was derived, the word of revelation furnisher

abundant evidence, as I trust appears from the second of the

Discourses contained in this volume.

Now, that the offering of the animal slain in sacrifice, may
be considered vicarious in the sense here assigned, that is,

vicarious in symbol^ (or as representing the penal effects of

the offerer's demerits, and his release from the deserved

punishment in consequence of the death of the victim)—
seems to require little proof beyond the passages of scripture

referred to in the text. If farther evidence should however
be required, we shall find it in a more particular examination

of that most solemn service of the yearly atonement, descri-

bed in pp. .50, .51 , of this volume. Mean time, it may be worth

while to inquire, how far the arguments urged in opposition

to the vicarious nature of the Mosaic sacrifices, will operate

against this acceptation. And for this purpose, it will be

sufficient to examine the objections, as stated by Sykes, and

H. Taylor; inasmuch as the industry of the former, and the

subtilty of the latter, have left none of the arguments of

Socinus, Crellius, or the other learned antagonists of the

doctrine of atonement, unnoticed or unimproved ; and the

skirmishing writers of the present day have done nothing

more than retail, v.ith diminished force, the same objections.

They are all reduced by Sykes and Taylor under the fol-

lowing heads, 1. It is no where said in the Old Testament,

that the life of the victim was given as a vicarious substitute

for the life of him who offered it. 2. The atonement was
not made by the death of the animal, but by the sprinkling

of the blood at the altar. 3. No atonement could be made,
where life was forfeited. 4. Atonements were made by the

sacrifice of animals in some cases where no guilt was invol-

ved. And .5. Atonements were sometimes made ?i;i7/iO?fi //if

death of an animal, or any blood-sliedding whatever. '-'"^—This
is the sum total of the arguments collected by the industry

of these writers, against the notion of tlie vicarious nature of

sacrifice: audit must be remembered, tliat Sykes appiies

these to the idea, that " the taking away the life of the ani-

mal was designed to put the offerer in mind of his demerits,"

no less tlian to the idea, that *' the life of the animal was

jiiven in lieu of the life of the sinner;" (pp. 79, 80.) so that

they may fairly be replied to on the principle of atonement

Jiere contended for.

Now, to the first of these objections it may be answered,

that it is airain and again asserted in the Old Testament, that

in cases where punishment had been incurred, and even where

• See Syles^s Essay on S.irr. p. 121—141. fien JMord p. 797—709. anrl
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{as we shall see hereafter) life itself was forfeited, the due

oblation of an animal in sacrifice was effectual to procure the

reversal of the forfeiture, and the pardon of the offender

;

that is, the death of the animal was so far represented as

standing in place of the offender's punishment, and in some
cases even of his death, thfeit through it, no matter how ope-

rating, the offerer was enabled to escape. This however is

not deemed sufficient. Some precise and appropriate phrase,

unequivocally marking a strict vicarious substitution, is still

required. But as a strict vicarious substitution, or literal

equivalent, is not contended for, no such notion belong! i.g to

the doctrine of atonement, it is not necessary that any such
phrase should be produced. The words, IDD, and j^iyj, in their

sacrificial application, sufficiently admit the vicarious import ;

and the description of the sacrificial ceremony and its conse-

quences, especially in the instance of the scape-goat, posi-

tively prove it ; and beyond this nothing farther can be re-

quired.

But it is curious to remark, that both Sykes and Taylor,
in their eagerness to demonstrate, that the sacrificial terms
conveyed nothing whatever of a vicarious import, have urged
an objection, which rebounds with decisive force against their

own opinion. " The life of the animal," say they, " is never
called, in the Old Testament, a ransom.; nor is there any
such expression, as Ayr^ev, avTtXvr^ovy ccvTi-^vxov, equivalent

J

exchange., snbstitute,^^ &c. Essay onSacr. p. 134. B. Mord.
p. 197.—Now, not to speak of their criticisms on the express

sions in the original, (particularly on the word IBD ) which
merely go to prove that these v/ords do not necessarily con-

vey such ideas, inasmuch as being of a more extended signi-

iication, they are not in all cases applied exactly in this

sen ^e :—an argument which will easily strip most Hebrew
terms of their true and definite meaning, being, as they are

denominated by Grotius, (De Satis. Chr. cap. viii. § 2, 3.)

iToXvG-niAjii—not to speak, I say, of such criticisms, nor to urge
the unfairness of concluding against the meaning of the ori-

ginal, from the language used in the Greek translation ; have
not these writers, by admitting that the words Xvr^ov, xvtiXvt^ov,

See, if applied to the Mosaic sacrifices, would have conveyed
the idea of vicarious substitution, thereby established the

force of these expressions, when applied in the New Testa^

ment to the death of Christ, (Mat. xx. 28. Mark x. 46.

1 Tim. ii. 6.) which being expressly said to be a sacrifice for

the sins of men, and being that true and substantial sacrifice,

which those of the law but faintly and imperfectly represent-

ed, consequently reflects back upon them its attributes and
qualities, though in an inferior degree.
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Again, secondly, it is contended that the atonement was
not made by the death of the animal, but by the sprinkling

of the blood.—True ; and by this very sprinkling of the

blood before the altar, it was, that according to the prescribed

rites of sacrifice, the life of the animal was offered ; as ap-

pears from the express letter of the law, which declares the

life to he in the blood, and subjoins as a consequence from
this, that it is the blood, (the vehicle of life, or, as it is called

a few verses after, the life itself) that maketh an atonement

for the soul, or life of the offerer. See Ainsworth, and Pa-
trick, on Levit. xvii. 11. and for the concurrent opinions of

all the Jewish doctors on this head, see Outram De Sacrif.

lib. i. cap. xxii. § 1 1 .—The rendering of the above verse of

Leviticus in the Old Italic version is remarkable : Anima
enim omnis carnis sanguis ejus est: et ego dedi eiim vobis

fxorare pro animabus vestris ; sanguis enim ejus pro anima
exorabit. Sabatier. Vet. Ital, And even Dr. Geddes'a
translation is decidedly in favour of the sense in which the

passage has been applied in this Number. " For the life of
allflesh being in the blood, it is my will, that by it an atone-

ment shall be made at the altar for your lives.**

But thirdly, the sacrifice could not have implied any thing

vicarious, as no atonement could be made where life was for-

feited.—There is no argument advanced by the opponents
of the doctrine of atonement with greater confidence than

this ; and there is none which abounds with greater fallacies.

It is untrue, in point of fact ; it is sophistical in point of rea-

soning : and it is impertinent in point of application.

1. It is untrue ; for atonements were made in cases where
without atonement life was forfeited. This appears at once
from the passage of Leviticus last referred to ; which posi-

tively asserts the atonement to be niude for the life of the

offerer : it also appears from the unbending rigour of the law
in general, which seems to have denounced death against

every violation of it, (see Deut. xxvii. 26. Ezech. xviii.

19—23. Gal. iii. 10. James ii. 10.) and in particular, from
the specific cases of perjury, (Levit. vi. 3.) and of profane
swearing, (v. 4.) for which atonements were appointed, not-

withstanding the strict sentence of the law was death, (Exod.
XX. 7.—and Levit. xxiv. IG.)—see on this Grot. De Satisf.

cap. x. 5 3. HalleVs Notes and Disc. p. 275—278. and
Richie's Pecvl. Doct. vol. i. pp. 24.'}—249, 280. This lat-

ter writer, it is to be observed, though opposing the doctrine

of vicarious suffering, and wishing to avail himself of the ob-

jection here urged, yet finds himself not at liberty to ad-

vance farther than to sliite that // seldom happened that

death was denounced against any offences, for which atone-

ment was appointed.
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"2. It is sophistical ; for from the circumstance of atone-

ment not being appointed in those cases in which death was

peremptorily denounced, it is inferred, tJiat no atonement

conhl be made where life was forfeited: Avhereas the true

statiement of tlie proposition evidently is, that life was for-

feited where no atonement w^as permitted to be made. It is

true indeed, that death is not expressly denounced in those

cases in which atonements were allowed ; but this was be-

cause the atonement was permitted to arrest the sentence of

the law, as appears particularly from this, that where the pre-

scribed atonement was not made, the law no lonc^er suspend-

ed in its natural operation, pronounced the sentence of death.

The real nature of the case seems to be this : the rigid ten-

dency of the law being to secure obedience on pain of for-

feiture of life ; all such offences as were of so ags^ravated a

kind as to preclude forgiveness, were left under the original

sentence of the law, whilst such as were attended with cir-

cumstances of mitigation, were forgiven on the condition of

a public and humble acknowledgment of the offence, by com-

plying with certain prescribed modes of atonement. It

sliould be remembered also, that the law was not given at

different times, so as that its denunciations and atonements

should be promulged at different periods ; both were an*

nounced at the same time, and therefore in such cases as ad-

mitted of pardon, the penalty being superseded by the atone-

ment, the punishment strictly due to the offence is conse-

quently not denounced, and can only be collected now from

the general tendency of the lavr, from some collateral bear-

ings of the Mosaic code, or from the inflictions which actu-

ally followed on the neglect of the atonement. The whole

strength of the present objection rests then upon this ; that

we have not both the atonement prescribed, and the punish-

ment denounced ; that is, the punishment both remitted and

denounced at the same time.

But I have dwelt too long upon this ; especially when 3dly,

the whole argument is inapplicable. For even they who

hold the doctrine of a vicarious punishment, feel it not ne-

cessary to contend that the evil inflicted on the victim should

be exactly the same in quality and degree, with that de-

nounced against the offender: it depending, they say, upon

the will of the legislator, what satisfaction he will accept in

place of the punishment of the offender, see Outram Be
Sacr. lib. i. cap. xxi. § 1, 2, 9. But still less will this argu-

ment apply, where vicarious punishwent is not contended

for, but merely an emblematic substitute, the result of insti-

tution, and which in no respect involves the notion of an

equivalent.

A A
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Fourthly, The atonement by animal sacrifice in cases not

involving moral guilt, can only prove that there Mere sacri-

fices which were not vicarious, inasmuch as there were some
that were not for sin : but it by no means follows, that where
moral guilt was involved, the sacrifice was not vicarious.

Now it is only in this latter case, the notion of a vicarious

sacrifice is contended for, or is indeed conceivable. And
accordingly it is only in such cases we find those ceremonies

used which mark the vicarious import of the sacrifice. The
Symbolical translation of sins, and the consequent pollution

of the victim, are confined to those sacrifices which were of-

fered confessedly in expiation of sins, the most eminent of

which were those offered on the day of expiation, and those

for the hia;h priest, and for the entire congregation^ (Lev.

xvi. 15—-28. iv. a— 12. and 13—22.) in all of which, the

pollution caused by the symbolical transfer of sins, is ex-

pressed by the burning of the victim without the camp: see

Outr. De Sacr. lib. i. cap. xvii. §1,2. Thus it appears that

the very mode of sacrifice, as well as the occasion of its be-

ing offered, clearly ascertained the case of its various import.

But it deserves to be considered whether even the cases of

the puerpera, the leper, and the Nazarite, on which, as they

seem to imply nothirig of crime, Sykes, and other writers of

that class, lay so much stress, do not bear such a relation to

sin as to justify the oblation of the animal sacrifice in the

view here contended for. It deserves to be considered,

whether the pains of child-bearing, and all diseases of the

human body, (of which leprosy in the Eastern countries was
deemed the most grievous,) being the signal consequences of

that apostac}' which had entailed these calamities on the

children of Adam, it might not be proper on occasion of a

deliverance from these remarkable effects of sin, that there

should be this sensible representation of that death which
was the desert of it in general, and an humble acknowledg-
ment of that personal demerit which had actually exposed
the offerer on so many occasions to the severest punishment.
TJiat this was the notion entertained by the Jewish doctors,

wi'li the additional circumstance of the imputation of actual

crime in these cases of human sufTeriiio;, has been already

shown, pp. 15 4, 155.—see also Vilrins^a on Isa. liii. A.

There seems likewise good ground to think that the idea of

distempers as penal inflictions for sins, was prevalent in the

earliest ages, even among the heathen, see Harrises Com-
went, on the liiid. ch. of Isaiah, p. 235. also Martini as quo-
ted by Rosenm. Schol. in Jesai. p. 909. The case of the

Nazarite, it must be confessed, seems more difficult to be re-

conciled to the principle here laid down. And yet, if with
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Lighlfool (iTor. Hebr, in Luc. i. 15.) it be admitted, that

'' the law of the Nazarites had a reference to Adam, while

under the prohibition in his state of innocence," and that it

was " designed in commemoration of the state of innocence

before the fall," (an idea for which he finds strong support

in the traditions of the Jews) it may seem not unreasonable

to conclude, that the sacrifice offered by the Nazarite pol-

luted by the dead, was intended to commemorate that death

which was the consequence of Adam's fall from innocence,

and which was now become the desert of sinful man. And
thus the case of the Nazarite, as well as those of the puerpera

and the leper, seems sufficiently reducible to the notion of sa-

crifice here laid down. But let this be as it may, it is clear

that to prove that a sacrifice may be vicarious, it is not ne-

cessary to show that every sacrifice is so : no more than for

the purpose of proving that there are sacrifices for sins, it is

necessary to show that every sacrifice is of that nature.

We come now to the Jiftli and last objection ; in which it

is urged that atonements for sin being made in some cases

without any a;'imal sacrifice, but merely by an offering of

flour ; by piacular sacrifice it could never be intended to im-

ply the vicarious substitution of a life. To this the answer

is obvious, that although no vicarious substitution of a life

could be conceived, where life was not given at all : yet from

this it cannot follow, that where a life was given, it might not

admit a vicarious import. It should be remembered that the

case here alluded to, was a case of necessity ; and that this

offering of flour was accepte'd only where the offerer was so

poor that he could not by any possibility procure an animal

for sacrifice. Can then any thing be inferred from a case

such as this, in which the offerer must have been altogether

precluded from engaging in any form of worship, and shut

out from all legal communion with his God, or indulged in this

inferior sort of offering ? Besides, is it not natural to conceive

that this offering of flour being indulged to the poor man in

the place of the animal sacrifice, which, had he been able, he

was bound to offer, he should consider it but as a substitute

for the animal sacrifice? And that being burnt and destroyed

upon the altar, he might naturally conceive of it as a symbol

and representation of that destruction due to his own de-

merits? And to all this it may be added, that this individual

might be taught to look to the animal sacrifices offered for

all tJie sins of all the people on the day of atonement, for the

full and complete consummation of those less perfect atoner

ments which alone he had been able to make.

These constitute the sum total of the arguments, which

have been urged against the vicariouis nature of the legal piacu-
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lar atoTienienis. liow far they are conclusive against the no-

tion of their vicarious import here contended for, it is not

difficnit to judge. It deserves to be noted, that in the exa-

mination of these arguments, I have allowed them tlie full

benefit of the advantage wliich their authors have artfully

sought for them; namely, that of appreciating their value, as

applied to the sacrifices of the law considered independently

of Ihat great sacrifice, which these were but intended to pre-

figure, and from which alone they derived whatever virtue

they possessed. When we come hereafter to consider them,

as connected with that event in which their true significancy

lay, we shall find the observations which have been here

made acquiring a tenfold strength.

What the opinions of the Jewish writers are upon the sub-

ject of this Number, has been already explained in Number
XXXIII. W hoever wishes for a more extensive review of

the testimonies which they supply, on the three points—of

the translation of the offerer's sins, the consequent pollution

of the animal, and the redemption of the sinner by the sub-

stitution of the victim,—may consult Outram De Sacrif. lib.

i. cap. xxii. § 4— 12.

No. XXXIX. ON THE IMPOSITION OF HANDS UPON THE
HEAD OF THE VICTIM.

Page 35. {p)—The ceremony of the imposition of hands
upon the head of the victim, has been usually considered in

the case of piacular sacrifices, as a symbolical translation of
the sins of the offender upon the head of the sacrifice ; and
as a mode of deprecating the evil due to his transgressions.

So we find it represented hy Abarhanel, in the introduction

to his commentary on Leviticus, {De Veil. p. 301.) an[l so

the ceremony of the scape-goat in Lev. xvi. 21. seems di-

rectly to assert. And it is certain, that the practice of im-

precating on the head of the victim, the evils which the sa-

crificer wished to avert tVom himself, m as usual amongst the

Iieathen, as appears particularly from Herodotus, (lib. ii. cap.

39.) who relates this of the Egyptians, and at the same time

asserts that no Egyptian would so much as "taste the head
of any animal," but under the influence of this religious cus-

tom flung it into the river. This interpretation of the cere-

mony of the imposition of hands in the Mosaic sacrifice, is

however strongly contested by certain writers, particularlj

by Sykes, {Essaif on Sacrif. p. 2j—50.) and the author of

the Scripture Account of Sacrifices, (Append, p. 10.) who
contend that this ceremony was not confined to piacular sa-

crifices, but was also used in those which were eucharisticaJ,
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*' in which commemoration was made, not of sins but of mer
cies :" it was not therefore, say they, always accompanied
with confession of sins, but with praise or thanksoivinir, or in

short, such concomitant as suited the nature and intention of

the particular sacrifice. But in order to prove that it was
not attended with acknowledgment of sin, in sacrifices not

piacular, it is necessary to show, that in none but piacuiar

was there any reference whatever to sin. In these, indeed,

the pardon of sin is the appropriate object ; but that in our
expressions of praise and thanks2;iving, acknowledgment
should be made of our own unworthiness, and of the general

desert of sin, seems not unreasonable. That even the eucha-

ristic sacrifices then, might bear some relation to sin, espe-

cially if animal sacrifice in its first institution was designed to

represent that death which had been introduced by sin, will

perhaps not be deemed improbable. And in confirmation of

this, it is certain, that the Jewish doctors combine, in all

cases, confession of sins with imposition of hands. *• Where
there is no confession of sins," say they, *' there is no imposi-

tion of hands." See Oiitram Be Sacr. lib. i. cap. xv. f 8.

But, be this as it may, it is at all events clear, that if the ce-

remony be admitted to have had, in each kind of sacrifice,

the signification suited to its peculiar nature and intention

;

it necessarily follows, that when used in piacular sacrifices,

it implied a reference to, and acknowledgment of sin : con-

fession of sins being alw^ays undoubtedly connected with pia-

cular sacrifices, as appears from Levit. v. 5. xvi. 21. and
Numb. V. 7. The particular forms of confession, used in

the different kinds of piacular sacrifice, are also handed
down to us by the Jev/ish writers ; and are given by Outram
{De Sacr. lib. i. cap. xv. § 10, 11.) The form prescribed

for the individual presenting his own sacrifice, seems parti-

cularly significant, " O God, I have sinned, I have done per-

versely, I have trespassed before thee, and have done so and
so. Lo ! now I repent, and am truly sorry for my misdeeds.

Let then this victim be my expiation.^^ Which last words were
accompanied by the action of laying hands on the head of the

victim ; and were considered by the Jews, as we have seen

from several authorities, in pp. 150, 151, to be equivalent to

this ; " let the evils, which in justice should have fallen on

my head, light upon the head of this victim. See Outram
'De Sacr. lib. i. cap. xxii. § 5, 6, 9.

Now that this imposition of hands, joined to the confessioB

of sins, was intended symbolically to transfer the sins of the

offerer on the head of the victim ; and consequently to point

it out as the substitute for the offender, and as the accepted

medium of expiation ; will appear from the bare recital of the
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ceremony, as prescribed on the ilay of expiation. Aaron
shall 1(11/ both his hands upon the head of the live goat, and
confess all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all

Iheir transgressions in all their sins, putting them upon the

head of the goat—and the goal shall bear upon him all their

iniquities,^' Sec. (Levit. xvi. 21, 2*2.) The sins of Ihe peo-

ple being thns transferred to the animal, it is afterwards re-

presented to be so polluted, as to pollute the person that car-

ried it away; (Lev. xvi. 26.) and by the entire ceremony,

expiation is made for the sins of the people. Now" it is to be

remarked, that this is the only passage in the entire scrip-

ture, in which the meaning of the ceremony, of laying hands

on the head of the victim, is directly explained: and from

this one wouhl naturally think, there could be no difficulty

in understanding its true import in all other cases of piacular

sacrifice.

But the ingenuity of the writers above mentioned, is not

to be silenced so easily. The goat, says Dr. Sykes, {Essay,

p. 37.) was so polluted that it was not sacrificed, but sent

away: " it was not, then, to transfer sins upon the sacrifice,

that hands w ere laid upon the head of the victim : as men
would not offer unto God what they know to be polluted." In

this notion, of the pollution of the scape-goat rendering it

unfit to be offered in sacrifice, H. Taylor concurs with

Sykes. {Ben 3Iord. pp. 827, 828.)

Now to the objection here urged it may be answered,

1. That the scape-goat was actually a part of the sin-offering

for the people, as is shown more particularly in page 50, and
Number LXXl. and as is confessed by the author of the

Scripture Account ofSacrifices, (Append, p. 12.) who agrees

w^ith Sykes in the main part of his objection ; and as may be
directly collected from Levit. xvi. f), 10. in which the two
goats are called a sin-ofi'ering, and the scape-goat described

as fresented before the Lord to make an atonement with him.

See Patrick on these verses.

Secondly, Admitting even the scape-goat to have been en-

tirely distinct from the sin-offering ; since the same ceremony,
which is allowed by Sykes and H. Taylor to be a proof that

the scape-goat was polluted by the translation of the people's

sins ; namely, the person who carried it away being obliged

to wash before lie was again admilted into the camp; since,

i say, this same ceremony was prescribed with respect to the

bnllock and the goat, which had been sacrificed as sin-offer-

ings ; it follows, that they likewise were polluted ; and that

therefore there was a translation of sins to the animals, that

were actually sacrificed in expiation of those sins. Now this

translation being accompanied with, is also to be considered
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as expressed by the imposition of hands ; a ceremony which
it was the less necessary specially to prescribe here, as this

was already enjoined for all cases of piacular sacrifice, in

Lev. ch. iv.—and that this ceremony did take place, we can
have no doubt, not only from this general direction in the
4th chapter, but also from the express testimonies of the
Jewish writers on this head, (Jinsw. on Lcvit. xvi. C, 11.)

and from the description in "2 Chr. xxix. 23. of the sacrifice

offered by Hezekiah, to make an atonementfor all Israel.

Tliey brought forth the he-goats for the sin-offering, before
the king and the congregation, and they laid their hands
upon them—and the priests killed them, &c.

Thirdly, The entire of the notion, that what was polluted

(as it is symbolically called) by sin, could not be offered to

God, is founded in a mistake, arising from the not distinguish-

ing between the natural^ impurities and blemishes of the

animal, (which with good reason unfitted it for a sincere and
respectful expression of devotion,) and that emblematical
defilement, w^hich arose out of the very act of worship, and
existed but in the imagination of the worshipper. It should
be remarked also, that this notion of the defilement of the

victim by the transfer of the offerer's sins, so far from being
inconsistent with the Mosaic precepts, concerning the pure
and unblemished state of the animal chosen for sacrifice,

(Ex. xii. 5. Lev. xxii. 2L Numb. xix. 2. Mai. i. 14, &c.)
as is urged by Sykes and H. Taylor, and by Dr. Priestley,

{Theol. Rep, vol. i. p. 21.3.) seems absolutely to require and
presuppose this purit}^, the more clearly to convey the idea

,(hat the pollution was the sole result of the translated defile-

Uient of the sinner. In like manner, we are told in the New
Testament, that Christ was made a curse, and also sin (or a
sin-offering)/or us ; whilst, to make it more clear, that all this

was the effect of our sin, it is added that he knew no sin him-
self. And indeed they who consider the pollution of the
victim as naturally irreconcileable with the notion of a sacri-

fice, as Doctor Priestley evidently does, would do well to

attend to the Kcc6cc^f4.xroc of the ancients, who, whilst they re-

quired for their gods the TfAaa 6vTiot, the most perfect animals
for sacrifice, (see Potter on the Religion of Greece, ch. iv.

and Outr. Be, Sacr. lib. i. cap. ix. § 3.) at the same time

* The word in the original used to denote the perfect state of the animals

to be offered in sacrifice is Q^DP, which Rosenm. explains by " perfectum,
1. e. sine vitio et defectu corporis, sine ae.gritndine et membrorum debilitate

;

id quod Grace, st^a^ov, quod Alexandrini hie habent." Josephus (Antiq.
Lib. III. cap. X.) calls these animals oxoKXt^^tt kai katu. /uHSiv Ktxcc&nfxtvA,
entire andviithout blemish. Herodotus also (Lib. IL cap. xlii.) testifies, that
the animals offered by the Egyptians were of the like description : tkc
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sought to appease them, by offering up human victims whom
they Jiad first loaded with imprecaiions, and whom they in

consequence deemed so polluted with the sins of those for

whom they were to be offered, that the word KoiBct^fjLct, became
synonymous to what was most execrable and impure, and

with the Latins was rendered by the word scelus, as if to

mark the very extreme and essence of what was sinful. See
^tephamcs on KxGct^f^cxy and Suidas on the words xa^at^tt* and

It must be confessed, indeed, that the author of the Scrip.

Account of Sacr. has gone upon grounds entirely different

from the above named authors. He positively denies that

either the scape-goat, or the bullock, incurred any pollution

whatever ; and maintains that the washing of the persons who
carried them away, indicated no pollution of the victims, in-

asmuch as the same washing was prescribed in cases of holi'

ness, not of pollution, (App. p. H.) But, besides that this

author is singular in his notion that the scape-goat was not

polluted, he proceeds altogether upon a wrong acceptation of

those passages which relate to persons and things that came
into contact with the sin-offering ; it being commonly transla-

ted, in Lev. vi. 18. and elsewhere, he that toucheth them (the

sin-offerings) shall he holy, whereas it should be rendered,

as Wall properly observes, in quite a contrary sense, shall he

SANCTIFIED, or CLEANSED, shall be under an obligation, or

necessity, of cleansing himself, as the LXX understand it,

uytdT&TiTETut. See IValVs Critical Notes, Lev. vi. 18. where
this point is most satisfactorily treated.

Upon the whole then, there appears no reasonable objec-

tion against the idea, that the imposition of hands, in piaculajj

sacrifices, denoted an emblematical transfer of '^guilt ; and
that the ceremony consequently implied the desire, that the

evil due to the sinner might be averted, by wliat was to fall

on the head of the victim. 'This receives farther confirmation

* Dr. Geddes's authority, vvlien it happens lobe on the side of orthodoxy,
is not without its wcit^lit : l>ecause having- no very strong bias in that direc-

tion, there remains only the vis veri to account for his having taken it. I

therefore willingly accept his assistance on tiiis subject of the imposition of
hands upon the head uf the victim. TL- renders Leiut. i. 4. Jind he shall lay

his hand upon the head of the victim, that it may be an acceptable atonement

for him,. And on the words, lay his ha7id, &c. he subjoins this remark

—

" Thereby devoting it to (iod : and transfekring, as it were, his own
(ii'iLT upon the victim." A mere typical rite, (he adds,) derived,

jjrobably, from the legal custom of the accusing witness laying his hand
upon the head of the criminal. As to Dr. Geddes's mode of explaining the
matter, I am indifferent. Valeat quantum. His admission of thee?/i^/('ma-

tical transfer ofguilt upon the victim^ 1 am perfectly contented with : and in«.

deed his illustration, by the witness pointing out the object with whom the
guilt lay, does not tend much to weaken the significancy of the action.
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from the consideration of other parts of scripture, in which
this ceremony of imposition of hands was used without any
reference to sacritice. In Levit. xxiv. 14, 15. we find this

action prescribed in the case of the blasphemer, before he
was put to death ; it being at the same time added, that who-
soever curseth hh God, shall bear his sin : thus, as it were,
expressing by this significant action, that the evil consequen-
ces of his sin should /«// tipon his head: and in these words,
Maimonides expressly says, the blasphemer was marked out
for punishment by those who laid their hands upon his head,
** thy blood be upon thine own head," (see Outram, De ^Sacr.

lib. i. cap. XV. $ H.) " as if to say, the punishment of this

sin fall upon thyself, and not on us and the rest of the peo-
ple." The expressions also in Joshua ii. 19. 2 Sam. 1. 16.

Esth. ix. 25. Ps. vii. 16. and several other passages of the
Old Testament, respecting ev'ih falling upon the head of the
person to suffer, may give still farther strength to these ob-

servations.

It deserves to be remarked, that the sacrifice referred to in

the passage cited in the text, was that of a burnt-offering;, or
holocaust ; and as the language in which it is spoken of, as

being accepted for the offerer, to make atonement for him,
obviously falls in with the interpretation here given of the
ceremony of laying hands on the head of the victim, it ap-
pears, that it was not only in the case of the sin-offering
enjoined by the law, that this action was connected with an
acknowledgment of sin, but with respect also to that kind of
sacrifice which existed before the law ; and which, as not
arising out of the law, is accordingly not now prescribed ; but
spoken of in the very opening of the sacrificial code, as al-

ready in familiar use, and offered at the will of the individual

;

If any man bring an offering—a bumf-sacrifice, Sec.—That
the burnt-sacrifice Avas offered in expiation of sins, has indeed
been doubted ; but so strongly is the reference to sin marked
in the description of this sacrifice, that Dr. Priestley, on the
supposition of its being a voluntary ofiTering, feels himself
compelled even to admit it as a consequence, " that in every
sacrifice the offerer was considered as a sinner, a'^d that the
sacrifice had respect to him in that character," {TheoJ. Rep,
vol. i. pp. 204, 205.)—a conclusion so directly subversive of
his notion of sacrifices as mere gifts, that in order to escape
from it, he is obliged to deny, in opposition to every com-
mentator, that the burnt-sacrifice here spoken of was a volun-

tary offering. Now, that the word, uviS, should not be trans-

lated, as it is in our common version, of his own voluntary
will, I admit with Dr. Priestley. It should be rendered, as
appears from the nsc of the word immediately after, and ia

B B
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other pails of scripture, as well as from the Greek, the Chal-

dee, the Syriac, and the Arabic versions,/or his acceptance,'^

See Houhig. Ainivs. and Piirver. But the present version

of this worcf is far from being the strength of the cause. The
manner in which the subject is introduced, and the entire of

the context, place it bejojid doubt, that the sacrifice spoken
of, was the voluntary burnt-offering of an individual. And
thus Dr. Priestley's argument holds good against himself, and

he admits that in every sacrifice there was a reference to sin.

On the expiatory nature of the burnt-offering, we shall see

more hereafter, in Number LXVII.

No. XL. ON THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE PROOF OF THE
PROPITIATORY NATURE OF THE MOSAIC SACRIFICES, IN-

DEPENDENT OF THE ARGUMENT WHICH ESTABLISHES
THEIR VICARIOUS IMPORT.

Page 35. (//)—That the Jewish sacrifices were 'propitia-

tory, or in other words, that in consequence of the sacrifice

of the animal, and in virtue of it either immediately or re-

motely, the pardon of the offender was procured, is all that

my argument requires in the place referred to by the present

Number. The vicarious import of the sacrifice seems in-

deed sufficiently established by showing, as has been done,

that the sins of the offender were transferred in symbol to

the victim, and immediately after, expiated by the death of

the animal to which they had been so transferred. But this

has been an argument ex abundanti ; and has been introduced,

rather for the purpose of evincing the futility of the objec-

tions so confidently relied on, than as essential to the present

inquiry. The effect of propitiation is all that the argument

absolutely demajtds. For further discussion of this impor-

tant subject, 1 refer the reader to Number XLII.

No. XLI. ON THE DIVINE INSTITUTION OF SACRIFICE :

AND THE TRACES THEREOF DISCOVERABLE IN THE HEA-
THEN CORRUPTIONS OF THE RITE.

Page 3.j. (r)—That the rite of sacrifice was not an inveii-

lion of man, but an ordinance of God ; that, however, in pass-

ing among the nations of the eartJi, it might have become de-

formed by idolatrous practices, it yet had not sprung from

an idolal ions source,— it is the principal object of the second

of the Discourses contained in this volume, and of many of

• The words, T\\rC "33^ WViS, Rostvm, renders, ilt acCeptus sii Deo, Dei

*favoreon sibi conciliet. Levit. i. 3.
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the Disfsertations which are to follow in the next to esta-

blish."^ I shall not therefore here enter upon a discussion of

this question, but confine myself merely lo a few extracts

from Eusebius, with some accompanying observations upon

this subject.

That learned writer having deduced from the scripture ac-

count of the sacrifices of Abel, Noah, and Al)raham, and

from the sacrificial institutions by Moses, the fact of a divine

appointment, proceeds to explain the nature and true iiitent

of the rite in the following manner 17—" Whilst men had no

victim that was more excellent, more precious, and more

worthy of God, animals were made the price and raPsomf of

their souls. And their substituting these animals in their

own room, bore indeed some affinity to their suffering them-

selves ; in which senile all the ancient worshippers aiid friends

of God made use of them. The Holy Spirit had taught them,

that there should one day come a Victim more venerable,

jnore holy, and more worthy of God. He had likewise in-

structed them how to point him out to the world by types

and shadov.s. And thus they became prophets, and were

not ignorant of their having been chosen out to represent to

mankind the things which God resolved to accomplish."}

—

In other words he pronounces, that the ancient sacrifices,

those prescribed to the patriarchs, and those enjoined by the

law, were types and figures, and known to be such, of that

one great sacrifice, which was at a future day to be offered

upon the cross, for the. sins of the whole human race.

Of the practices which grew out of this original institution,

and of the abuses to which it led amongst the heathen world,

perhaps the most remarkable may be discovered in the ac«

* I)r. Randolph in his interestini? and valuable volume of Advent Ser.

mons, has expressed hnnself with felicity upon this subject.— '* From those

who presumptuously deride the doctrine of atonement, we would ask some

reasonable solution of the origin of sacrifice. Will they make it consistent

with any natural idea ? will they discover in the blood of an innocent victim,

any thing recommendatory in itself of the offerer's suit and devotions ?

Though they should clear away what they term a load of superstition from

the Christian worship, they will find it encumbering every altar of their fa-

vourite natural religion ; they will find these absurdities forming the signifi-

cant and generally indispensable part of all religious ceremonies: and how-

ever disgraced, as we are ready to allow, with ever> abominable pollution,

though retaining nothing to perfect the service, or to purify the offering, still

in its expiatory form, in its propitiatory hopes, the sacrifice of fieathen na-

tions preserves the features of that sacred and solemn ofiice, which was

ordained to keep up the remembr;tnce of guilt, till the full and perfect sa-

crifice, oblation, and satisfaction was made by an eternal Mediator, for the

sins of the whole world." Sermons during ^idvent. pp. 46, 47.

f
" AVTpA T»C iAUTU)V ^OHICj y.Al CLVTl-\.V )(^t

"

i Euseb. Demonst. Evang. lib. I. cap. x. p. 2C). The whole of the tenth

chapter is welj worth attention.
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coinit of the mystical offering oi ihe Phenicians recorded by
the same writer from Sanchoniatho ; which, as well from the

extraordinary circumstances of the transaction itself, as from

the interesting and important bearing given to it by a late in-

genious writer, I here submit to t)ie reader in the words of

the historian.
'^" It was an establiohed custom amongst the ancients"

(speaking of the Phenicians,) " on any calamitous or danger-

ous emergency, for the ruler of the state to offer up, in pre-

vention of the general ruin, the most dearly beloved of his

children, as a ransom to avert the divine vengeance. And
they who were devoted for this purpose, were oflfered mi/stt-

cally. For Kronus truly, whom the Phenicians call //, and
who, after his death, Avas translated with divine honours to

the star which bears his name, having whilst he ruled over

* E^-of »v TOli TTctXAloli iV rAtc /uiyeLKetti o-v/u^c^eitc T&v nlvSoveeVy etVTi THi

'PTAvrrev pd-'.ga;, re iiyctirn/uivov tcdv nx.vuv tss? y-getTuvrAC » TroKicog, » t^-vac, us
erpuynv iTrt^tSovAt) xvt^qv rotg rifA.cegctc Sut/ucxn. K^'Ti<r(fietTTOVTO Si ol J'lSo/uivoi

MT2TIKn2 —K5CV0? Toivvvy cv 01 ^oivmt; I<rg«.»A Tr^otTetyogivntrtj Cata-iXiveev

T»c ^a>pa.Cy kai yg-figov /uiTA Tttv m jtia TiXivrm «/c tov th K^ovx afs^at x«tS"<f§a»-

S-J/c, i'^ i7n-)^U)ejka.z vvfA^ng, Avaif^sr Kiyofxivn^y vtov iX,^v f^ovoyiva, ov ef/a ruTa
lesstT iKiKovv, [m /uovoyivac htuc irt Kcti vvv Kcixa/uiva Trstg^it toic ^ioivi^j) x.iv~

J'uvav ex. TroXi/uis fxiyi^av KcLTilXittpcraoV tmv _;^a)gatV, Ccia-i\i}ico Kocriuncraig er^yiiuctTt

Tov viovy Cay/uiov n KATota-KiVAo-oifAivo? Kuribvcnv. Euseb. Prap. E'vang. Lib. I.

cap. X p. 40. and Lib. IV. cap. xvi. pp. 166, 157.

It will be remarked here that the word ia-pAnx, in this extract of Eusebius,

I have written 7/ in the translation —This I have done upon the authority of
the ablest critics. Gi'otms, Vossius, and others, are of opinion that the
transcriber of Eusebius meeting with ix (11) supposed it to be a contraction

of the word la-pcinx, (Israel) often abridged tlius in the MSS. of the Greek
Christian writers, and wrote it at full length as we now find it. This is

confirmed by the circumstance oi Kronus being elsewhere called //, as we
learn from Eusebius himself, (pp. 36, 3)7-)—On this see Grotius in Deut.
xviii. I'J. i'ossrus >lc hlol. lib I. c;.p. xviii. p. 143. Marsham iJun. Chrun. p-

79. and Jirant^a Obstwat. on Hut. p. 288. The last named writer says,
** Kronus originally ( sieemed ihe supreme Deity, as is manifest from his be-
ing culled II and litis It was the s^me name as the El of the Hebrews ; and
according to St .lei ome, was one of the ten names of God. Phanicibus 11^

qui Hfbrccis El, f/vod est unu))i tie decern noininibiis Dei. Damascins, in the
life of Isidorus, ns \\ occurs in J^hoiius, mentions thai Kronus was worship-
ped by 'lie people of those parts, under the name of El. Os/vi;tg? kai ^veoi

TOV K^ovov Hx, KOLi B«x, y.ai Bs>.it6»v f^cvo^ua^Kcr/." ObscrvatiofiS, he. p. 289.

—It should be observed thai the Sn (/:/) of tiie Hebrew js written S'N (II) in

S3rlac; and consequently is tlie // of the Phenicians : so that //and El arc

without doubt the same name.

It sliould not, however, be dissembled, that Stillingfeef, (after Scaligcr

and others) is of opinion, that the word miglit have been written Israel by
Eusebius, as we now find it, and that by that Abraham might have been in-

tended. ( Orig Sacr. p. 371 ) He has not, liowever, advanced any thing to

place this matter beyond doubt. And the authority of Eusebius himself as

already given, with the other reference that have been noticed, renders it

highly probable that // was the woid as originally written. Vossius also (p.

14 v) remarks, " Parum credibilc est, Pliccnices pro Deo summo, hoc est
Molocho, sive Samrno, habituros Israelem, parentcm gentis vicin?p, mc\jii-,

mequeexosx; quod .satis sacra tcstaUir historia.'*
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that people, begotten by a nymph of the country, named
Anobret, an only son, thence entitled Jeud^ (it being to this

clay usual with the Phenicians so to denominate an only son,)

had, whan the nation was endangered from a most perilous

war, after dressing up his son in the emblems of royalty,

offered him as a sacriiice on an altar specially prepared for

^he purpose."

On the Phenician rites, and particularly upon their mysti-

eul offering here described, the late very learned Mr. Bryant
has offered some curious and striking observations, from

which I have made the following selection, which I trust will

not be unacceptable to the reader.

After speaking of the sacrifices customary with various na-

tions, especially their human sacrifices, he goes on to say,

—

*' These nations had certainly a notion of a federal and an

expiatory sacrifice. It was derived to them by tradition;

and though originally founded in truth, yet being by degrees

darkened and misapplied, it gave rise to the worst of profa-

nations, and was the source of the basest and most unnatural

cruelty. I have shown at large that human victims were

very common among the Phenicians : and Philo Byblius

•tells us from Sanchoniatho, that in some of their sacrifices

there was a particular mystery :
' they who were devoted for

this purpose, were offered mystically :' that is, under a mys-
tical representation : and he proceeds to inform us, that it

was in consequence of an example which had been set this

people by the god Kronus, who in a time of distress offered

up his only son to his father Ouramis.^^^—He observes

that there is something in the account so very extraordinary

as to deserve most particular attention ; and after quoting

the passage from Eusebius, which I have given at full length

in page 212, he remarks, that " if nothing more be meant by
it, than that a king of the country sacrificed his son, and that

the people afterwards copied his example, it supplies a cruel

precedent too blindly followed, but contains nothing in it of

a mystery.^' " When a fact (he adds) is supposed^ to have

a mystical reference, there should be something more than a

bare imitation. Whatever may have been alluded to under

this typical representation, it was, I believe, but imperfectly

understood by the Phenicians ; and is derived to us still more
obscurely, by being transmitted through a f secondary

channel."

* It is to be noted that Eusebius has given this account of the matter in

a passage different from that which I have already quoted from him. Aqi/uk

Si yivoiuiviiy x.^1 <|)3-o/3at?, rov iaLUTa fAovoytvn viov K^ovof Ougstva tvctre^i oKOKctg-

"TToi. Pr.ep. Evcmg. p. 38.

t Bryant here aUudes to the circumstance of our not being possessed of

SanchjjniatJio^s history itself, but merely of a fragment of a Greek transla-
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Our author having cleared the history from some obscuri-

lies aud apparent contradictions, proceeds to his final result.—" This is the only instance of any sacrifice in the Gentile

world, which is said to be mystical; and it was attended with

circumstances which are very extraordinary. Kronus, we
find was the same with El, and EUoim: and he is termed
T'^'iros, and r^^t^pxvtoi. He is moreover said to have the EJo-
him for his coadjutors : ^vin.f^x^oi ixa m Kpova EXaetft tTeKXri-

^7}Tecy. {Prccp. Evang. p. 37.) He h^d no * father to

make anyoftering to; for he was the father of all, and termed

K.v^ioi O'jpccviiy by the confession of the author by whom the

account is given. These sacrifices, therefore, had no refer-

ence to any thing past, but alluded to a great event to be ac-

complished afterwards. They were instituted, probably, in

consequence of a prophetic tradition, which, I imagine had

been preserved in the family of Esau, and transmitted

through his posterity to the people of Canaan, The ac-

count is mixed with much extraneous matter, but, devesting

it of fable, we may arrive at the truth which is concealed be-

neath. The mystical sacrifice of the Phenicians had these

requisites ; that a prince was to offer it ; and his only son

was to be the victim: and as I have shown that this could not

relate to any thing prior, let us consider what is said upon

the subject as future, and attend to the consequence. For
if the sacrifice of the Phenicians was a type of another to

come, the nature of this last will be known from the repre-

sentation by which it was prefigured. According to this,

El, the supreme Deity, whose associates were the Elohim,
tvas in process of time to have a son ; uyccTrtirov, well-beloved

;

ttovoyevjj, liis only-begotten : who was to be conceived as some

li(Mi of it by Philo By/>lius, handed down to us by Knsehius ,- who, as well as

llie translator, appear lo have mixed with the oriecinal some observations of
Iheir own. On tliis fraj^ment of Sanchoniatho, see Goguet's Orig. of Laivf,

vol. i. p. 370—384. Baiuer"a Mythology ^ &c. vol. i. p. 88—102: and parti-

cularly lioch Phateg. (Opera, torn. i. p. 771

—

777.

This seems a direct contradiction to what has been jnst before quoted
from Eusehius. Bryant, liowever, explains this by showing, that, in truth,

Ouranus, the father, to whom Kronns is said to have offered up his only son,

is tlie same as Kl, or Eiionn, or Kronna, beinj^ only another title for the

same person. This also he asserts to he the same with the Ha/oc of the

Greeks, and refers to Servins in Virg'. itneid. Lib. 1. de Belo Phoenice,

'' Omnes in illis partibus Solevi colunt, (jui ipsorum lingua Hel dicitur."

Bryant's Observ. &c. p. 290 —Servius adds to this quotation from him by

Bryant, what deserves to be noticed :
" unde (ex Hel scil "> et H^ioc. Er-

go, addita digamma, et in fine facta derivatione a sole, Regi imposiiit no-

inen Beli."—This last formation by the digamma, Vossius however re-

jects. Belus, he says, came from Twia, contracted from Bssa, from which
B««\5-itu)fy and other words. Voss. De Idol. Lib. IL cap. iv. torn. i. pp. 32j?,

323.—See the whole of that chapter of Vossius.
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render it,-"^ of s^race, but according to my interpretation, of

the fountain of light. He was to be called Jeoud,f what-

ever that name may relate to ; and to be offered tip as a sa-

crifice to his Father, xvr^^fy, by way of satisfaction and re-

demption, Tt/^o^oti S'ccif^Ti, to atone for the sins of others^

and avert tlie jnst vengeance of God ; uvn ry,<; ttcuvtcov (p^o^*?,

to prevent universal corruption^ and at the same time gene-

ral ruin. And, it is farther remarkable, he was to make this

grand sacrifice, QcatiXiku cr^nf^ucrt KeKoa-f^'^f^evo^, invested with

the emblems of royalty.—These surely are very strong ex-

pressions ; and the whole is an aggregate of circumstances

highly significant, which cannot be the result of chance.

All that I have requested to be allowed me in the process of

this recital, is this simple supposition, that this mystical sa-

crifice was a type of something to come. How truly it cor-

responds to that which I imagine it alludes to, I submit to the

reader's judgment. I think it must necessarily be esteemed

a most wonderful piece of history."

—

Bryant's Observations

on various parts of Ancient History, p. 286—292.

A most wonderful piece of history, undoubtedly this must
be confessed to be : and a most wonderful resemblance to

the one great and final sacrifice is it thus made to present to

the view. One impediment, however, in the way of a full

and entire assent to the conclusion of the learned writer,

arises from the consideration that if we suppose this mystical

sacrifice of the Phenicians to have contained the typical al-

lusion contended for, we must then admit that among that

most idolatrous and abandoned people, (as we learn from the

scripture history, the people of Canaan or Phenicia were,) a

more exact delineation of the great future sacrifice was

handed down by tradition, than was at the same early age

vouchsafed to the favoured nation of the Jews. The pro-

phetic tradition, giving birth to the institution, had probably,

* "I cannot help thinking that Jnohref is the sarae as Ouramis ,- and
however it may have been by the Greeks differently constructed, and repre-

sented as the name of a woman, yet it is reducible to the same elements with

Oiiranut ; and is from the same radix, though differently modified. I take it

to have been originally ^m O6er,x\\efo7intaifi ofiightythe wordTK being ren-

dered variously, Jhir, Aver, Mcr, OZ>er."—Now Ouranus, Bryant had be-

fore derived in like manner, making it, the trans]50sition of Jin, Aiir, or

Our, the foiintain of light ; written Our ain, and tiience by the Greeks Otr-

ranos.— BryanCs Observ. &c. pp. 295, 291.—Bochart however denyes the

word ^«o6rer differenily: thus, m-\3T;r'|n, An-oberct, i.e. ex gratia cottci-

piens : which, he says, is a just appellation for Sara, the wife of Mraham.—
Boch. Phal. (Opera, tom. i. p. 712.)

t The Hebrew word TVT Jchid, signifies utiiats, solilarivfi, and is fre-

quently applied to an only son. It is the very word used of Isaac in Gen.

xsii, 2.
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Bryant observes, been preserved in the family of Esau, and
so transmitted througii his posterity to the people of Canaan.
But was it not at least as likely that such a tradition would
have been preserved in the family of Isaac, and so transmit-

ted through his posterity to the people of the Jews ? I am
upon the whole therefore rather disposed to think, that this

sacrifice of the Phenicians grew out of the intended sacri-

fice of Isaac by Abraham, to which the circumstances of the

history seem to correspond in many particulars.

First, it is remarkable tliat the very name by which God
describes Isaac, when he. issues his order to Abraham to offei*

him in sacrifice, is n^n'* Jehid, agreeing with the Phenician

name Jtiid, given to the son of Kromis. Again, \( Anobref
has been justly explained by Bochart, as signifying " ex
gratia concipiens," no epithet could be with greater propriety

applied to Sara, the wife of Abraham ; of whom the apos-

tle says, " Through faith Sara received strength to conceive,

—when she was past age." Again, that Abraham should be

spoken of by the Phenicians as a king, who reigned in those

parts, is not unlikely, considering his great possessions and

rankf amongst the surrounding people : and if the name as-

signed by the history be actually Is7^ael, or Ia, as the abbre-

viation of Israel, little doubt can then remain as to its appli-

cation, there being nothing unreasonable, (notwithstanding

Vossius^s remark noticed in pasre 214.) in supposing him
called by the title of the famous Patriarch whose progenitor

he was, and from whom a whole people took its name. If

even we should suppose the true reading to be //, as equiva-

lent to the El of the Hebrews, and so consider him as ranked
amongst the divinities of the Phenicians, as the other parts

of the history undoubtedly describe Kromis to have been,

there is nothing in this so very surprising : especially when
it is remembered, that Kronns is related to have been ad-

vanced from a mortal to the heavens. There is also an ex-

pression used of Abraham in Gen. xxiii. G. which, by a slight

variation of the rendering, would actually represent him as «
supreme God, in perfect correspondence with all that we have
seen applied to Kronus. The expression I allude to is

O^hSn N'lyj, which is strictly rendered a prince of God, a

known Hebraism for a mightv prince, as it is accordingly

given in the common bible, the literal English, being placed in

the margin. Now this miglit with ecjual accuracy, (O'mSx
being a plural word) be rendered, a prince of gods, and

would accordingly by those who held a plurality of gods, as

• " Take now thy son (l"J*n') thine only son." Gen. xxii. 2.

f Sec Gen. xxiii. 6. where Abraliam is addressed as a king. *' Thou art

a mighty prince among US'."
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the Canaanites did, be so rendered: and thence he would
come to be considered as supreme, or chief among the gods*

And accordingly we find the Elohim described as the asso-

ciates of KronUS : "ZvfJLf^ocxoi l^a ra K^ova E^^c^ei/n. eveKXvi&Titrocv,

Euseb. Prcep, Evatig, p. 37.) But yet farther, another

circumstance remains to be noticed, which seems to give con-

firmation to the idea, that Abraham was the Kronns of San-

choniatho. We are told of Kronus by this writer, {PrcBp.

Evang;, p. 38.) that he was the author of the rite of cir-

CUmcisioil, K.aci rcc cciS'e(X Te^irefcvs'^s, rccvro TroitjTxt kxi THi etf4.'

uvru (rvf4.f^xxyi KccruYccyKaorccq j Etiam pudenda sibi ipsi cir"

cumcidit, sociosqiie omnes ad simflefactum per vhn adigit.

This exactly corresponds to what is said of Abraham, in

Gen. xvii. 27. See Stilling. Orig, Sacr. pp. 371, 372.

Shuckford's Connexion, i. pp. 326, 327. and particularly

Bjchart Phaleg. torn. i. pp. 711, 712.

Thus, upon the whale, it appears to me, that the reference

of the mystical sacrifice of the Phenicians, to the intended

sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham, is natural^ and striking.

Nor perhaps, after all, do I, in holding this opinion, differ very

* This application of the history of Sanchoniatho,\siS reported by Ensebi-

ws,) to the circumstances of the birth and intended sacrifice of Isaac'recorded

by Moses, will appear yet more satisfactory to him who will take the trouble

of consulting- either Stillingfieet, or Bochart, on the whole of the Phenician
Theogony, as derived from Sanchoniatho. Those writers abundantly prove
that the particulars of that Theogony are borrowed from the facts referred

to in the Mosaic history, and its various fables founded upon the mistake or

perversion of the language of the Hebrew records.

—

Stilling. Orig. Sacr.

p. 368—372. Boch. Phal. Opera torn. i. p. 704—712. See tdso Banter's

Mythol vol i- p. 88—101 and Gogiiet's Origin of LaidSy &c. vol. i. p. 370

—

584. President Kirwan likewise, in a learned paper On the Origin of Poly-

theism, he. (in the xith volume of the Trans, of the Royal Irish Acad.) has
treated of this subject. Some of these writers indeed, particularly Goguet,
have doubted whether Sanchoniatho was acquainted with the sacred books.

But to the main point with which we are concerned, it seems to be of little

consequence whether the facts as they are reported by Moses, or the gene-

ral tradition of those facts, formed the ground-work of the Phenician my-
thology.

It should be noted, that Bishop Cumberland, in his Sanchoniatho, p. 13 i

—150, maintains an opinion directly repugnant to that which has been ad-

vanced in this Number, on the subject of the Phenician sacrifice. But it

must be observed, that the learned Bishop's arguments are founded on tlie

want of a perfect agreement between the particulars of Abraham's liistory,

and those of Kronus as detailed by Sanchoniatho : whereas nothing more
ought to be expected in such a case, than that vague and general resem-

blance which commonly obtains between truth and the fabulous representa-

tion of it. Of such resemblance, the features wili be found in tiic instance

before us, to be marked with peculiar strength. But the feafr of tracing the

idolatrous practices of the Phenicians, especially that most horrid practice

of human sacrifice, to the origin of a divine command, rendered this excel-

lent prelate the less quick-sighted in discovering such similitude. Indeed,

the professed object for which he entered upon his Iteviewof Sanchoniatho's

history, must in a great degree detract from the value of his researclies

( r
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substantially from the learned Mr. Bryant : inasmuch as that

intended sacrifice is acknowledged to have been typical of a

great sacrifice to come ; and it may reasonably be supposed

that a tradition^ of its mystical nature would pass down
througli the branches of the Abrahamic family, and so by the

line of Esau descend to the inhabitants of the land of Canaan.

And thus eventually, the Phenician sacrifice, founded upon
the typical sacrifice of Isaac, would derive from that a rela-

tion to the great offering of w^hich it was the model ; and

from its correspondence with the type, acquire that corres-

pondence with the thing typified, for which Mr. Bryant con-

tends, but in a form more direct.

Thus then in this mystical sacrifice of the PhenicianSf

which, taken in all its parts, is certainly the most remarkable

that history records amongst the heathen nations, w^e find,

notwithstanding the numerous fictions and corruptions that

disturb the resemblance, marked and obvious traces of a rite

oricinating in the divine command, (as the intended sacrifice

of Isaac indisputably was,) and terminating in that one grand

and comprehensive offering, which was the primary object,

and the final consummation of the sacrificial institution.

upon that subject. The account given by his biographer and panegyrist,

Mr. Payne, states of him, that " he detested nothing so much as Popery,

'jvas affected with the apprehensions of it to the last degtv e, and was jealous
almost to an excess of every thing that he suspected to favour it : that this

depravation of Christianity ran much in his thoughts, and the inquiry how
religion came at first to degenerate into idolatry, put him upon the search,

es that produced the work in question ; inasmuch as the oldest account of

idolatry he believed was to be found in Sanchoniatho's fragment; and as

leading to the discovery of the original of idolatry, he accordingly made it the

subject of his study.'* Preface to Cum. Sanch. pp. x, xxviii. Witii a pre-

conceived system, and a predominant terror, even tlie mind of Cumberland
was not likely to pursue a steady and unbiassed course. The melancholy

prospect of affairs in the reign of James the 2d, his biographer remarks,

had inspired him with extraordinary horrors.
* Were we to accept of Bishop Wurburton*s idea of the scenical nature

of the intended sacrifice of Isaac, representing by action instead of words
the future sacrifice of Christ, (whose day, as that writer urges, Abraham
was by this enabled to see,) we might iiere positively pronounce, that a pre-

cise notion of that future sacrifice did acuially exist in the time of Abra-

ham : and that a foundation for the tradition was thus laid in an anticipated

view of that great event. But without going so far as this ingenious writer

would lead us, may it not fairly be j)resumcd, that, in some manner or other,

that patriarch, who enjoyed frequent cf/Uiniunicalion v. ith the Deity, was
favoured with the knowledge of the general import of tins mysterious tran-

saction, and that from him tliere passed to liis immediate descendants the

notion of a mysterious reference ai least, if not of the exact nature (»f its

object. On this subject sec VVarb Div. Leg. ii. p. 589—614; and Sttbbiug'Q

Exa?ninalion of JVarburton, p. lo?"— M9; tindh'is Jiistory of Jbraham.
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No. XLIL ON THE DEATH OP CHRIST AS A TRUE PRO-

PITIATORY SACRIFICE FOR THE SINS OF MANKIND.

Page 85. (<)—Not only are the sacrificial terms of the law

applied to the death of Christ, as has been shown in Numbers
XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX. but others, which
open up more fully tiie true nature of atonement, are super-

added in the description of that greait sacrifice, as possessing

in truth and reality that expiatory virtue, which the sacri-

fices of the law but relatively enjoined, and but imperfectly

reflected. Reasonable as this seems, and arising out of the

very nature of the case, yet has it not failed to furnish matter

of cavil to disputatious criticism : the very want of those ex-

pressions, which in strictness could belong only to the true

propitiatory sacrifice of Christ, being made a ground of ob-

jection against the propitiatory nature of the Mosaic atone-

ment. Of this we have already seen an instance in page 356,

with respect to the words'^ Awr^o;}, and avr^Ayr^ev. The ex-

pression, BEARING SIN, fumishcs auotlicr : the author of the

Scripture Account of Sacrifices, (p. 146.) urging the omis-

sion of this phrase in the case of the legal sacrifices, as an

argument against the vicarious nature of the Levitical atone-

ment.
Such arguments, however, only recoil upon the objectors,

inasmuch as they supply a reluctant testimony, in favour of

the received sense of these expressions, when applied to that

sacrifice, to which they properli/ appertained. But from this

these critics seem to entertain no apprehension : and their

mode of reasoning is certainly a bold exercise of logic. From
the want of such expressions, as being of vicarious import,

they conclude against the vicarious nature of the Mosaic sa-

crifices : and this point gained, they return and triumphantly

conclude against the vicarious import of these expressions, in

that sacrifice to which they are applied. Not to disturb these

acute reasoners in the enjoyment of their triumph, let us con-

sider whether tlie terms employed, in describing the death

of Christ as a propitiatory sacrifice, be sufficiently precise

and significant, to remove all doubt with respect to its true

nature and operation.

To enumerate the various passajres of Scripture, in which

the death of Christ is r. presented to have been a sacrifice,

* In addition to what lias been already offered upon the meanuig of these

words, I beg' to refer the reader to the judicious observations, in Mr. Nare's

Rcinarks on the Vtrsion of the JVt^o Testavient by the Unitariansy p. 125—130

and to those of Danzius, in his treatise Dc ATTPn J\iensch> •tVot, Test. €>:

Talm. pp. 869, 87Q.
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and the effect of this sacrifice to have been strictly propiiia-

tort/f must lead to a prolix detail, and is the less necessary in

this place, as most of them are to be found occasionally no-

ticed in the course of this inquiry; especially in p. 131, and

Numbers XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII. There are

some, however, which, as throwing a stronger light upon the

nature and import of the Christian sacrifice, demand our most
particular attention ; and the more so, because from their de-

cisive testimony in favour of the received doctrine of atone-

ment, the utmost stretch of ingenuity has been exerted, to

weaken their force, and divert their application. Of these,

the most distinguished is the description of the sufferings and
death of Christ, in the liiid. chapter of Isaiah. We there

find this great personage represented as one, on whom the

Lord hath laid the iniquity of us all; as one who was num-
bered with transgressors, and hare the sins of many ; as one

who consequently was wounded for our transgressioiis, and
bruised for our iniquities ; and who, in making his soul an
(aiy«) offering for sin, suffered the chastisement of our
peace, and healed us by his stripes. Thus we have here a

clear and full explanation of the nature and efficacy of the

sacrifice offered for us by our blessed Redeemer. And as

this part of scripture not only seems designed to disclose the

whole scheme and essence of the Christian atonement, but,

from the frequent and familiar references made to it by the

writers in the New Testament, appears to be recognized by
them, as furnishing the true basis of its exposition; it becomes
necessary to examine, with scrupulous attention, the exact

force of the expressions, and the precise meaning of the pro-

phet. For this purpose, I shall begin with laying before the

reader the last nine verses of the chapter, as they are render-

ed by Bishop Lowth in his admirable translation, with the

readings of the ancient versions, and some occasional expla-

nations by Vitringa, Dathe, and other expositors.

4. Surely our infirmities lie hath borne r^'

And our sorrows he hath (f()carried f them :

Yet we thouglit him judicially stricken;

Smitten of God and afflicted.

5. But he was wounded for our transgressions

;

\V^as smitten for our iniquities :

The (6)chastisemcnt by which our peace is effected was|

laid upon him
;

And by his bruises we are healed.

C. We all of us like sheep have strayed

:
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We have turned aside, every one to his own way ;

And Jehovah hath made to light (c)upon him the ini-

quity of us all.

7. It was exacted, (</) and he was made answerable; and
he opened not his mouth :

As a lamb that is led to the slaughter

;

And as a sheep before her shearers,

Is dumb : so he opened not his mouth.
8. By an oppressive judgment he was taken off;

And his manner of life who would declare ?

For he was cut off from the land of the living

;

For (e)the transgression of my people he was smitten to

death.

9. And his grave, Sec,

Although he had done no wrong,

Neither was there any guile in his mouth.
10. Yet it pleased Jehovah to crush him with affliction.

If his soul shall make a propitiatory sacrifice,(/)

He shall see a seed, &c.
1 1

.

Of {g) the travail of his soul he shall see (the fruit) and
be satisfied.

By the knowledge of him shall my servant justify(^)

many

;

For the punishment of their iniquities he shall (i) bear.*
12. Therefore will I distribute to him the many for his por-

tion,

And the mighty people shall he share for his spoil

:

Because he poured out his soul unto death ;

And was numbered with the transgressors

:

And he (A;)bare f the sin of many

:

And made intercession for the transgressors.

(a) (Carried) Bajulavit. Vitr.—Sustinet. Dath, and Doc-
derl.—T«5 5ra*y5 v7reii*,sivsv. Syjiim.—also Aq. and Theod.—
See Crit. Sac. tom. iv. p. 5306.

(b) (^Chastisement.) Pcena exemplaris ad impetrandam no-

bis reconciliationem cum Deo. Vitr.—Ejus castigatio nos-

trae cum Deo reconciliationis causa facta est. Dath.
Mulcta correctionis nostras ei imposita fuit. Tig. "JDID,

poena publica ad deterrendos spectantes a peccando, exemplo

poenarum, ut Ezech. v. 15. Gusset. Lex. p. 332. Pcsiia

exemplaris, qua alius moneatur et cohibeatur a peccando.

Uac^xhiyfA^u. Cocc. Lex.—Michaelis (in loc.) likewise supplies

many authorities, in support of the translation given by Lowtli
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and Vitringa.

—

Castigatio salutis nostrcB super ipsiim^ patet

esse sensus verborum ex iis qufe sequuntur, uS N£3"iJ imina^
plaga sua curalio nobis fit y diim ille insons acerbissimos do-

lores sustiniiit, nos sontes a peccatonim poenis liberi maneba-
mus, quasi Jehova ipsi nostrorum peccatonim poenas luendas

imposuerit. Rosenm. N. B. the LXX version, 'Trocihicc,

which seems the principal ground of Mr. Dodson's objection

to the Bishop's translation, supplies no argument against it,

inasmuch as this expression is frequently used by the LXX
in the sense here contended for: see Levit. xxvi. 18,23, 28.

Deut. xi. 2. xxi. 18. xxii. 18. 1 Kings xii. 11,14. 2 Chr.

X. 11, 14. Ps. vi. 1. xxxviii. 1. xxxix. 11. cxviii. 18. Prov^
iii. 11. xiii. 24. xix. 18. xxii. 15. Isai. xxvi. 16. Jer. ii.

19, 30. V. 3. X. 24. XXX. 11,14. xxxi. 18. xlvi. 28. Ezech.
V. 15. xxiii. 48. Wisd. iii. 5. Hos. vii. 12. These pas-

sages, in which the words, TrxiS'eix and TrutS^evcj, are used by
the LXX to express the Hebrew IDID, and 10% are all in-

stances of their application in the sense of chastisement : to

these there might be added many examples of the Greek
word, used in this sense, from the book of Ecclesiasticus

;

and we find one passage in the book of Job, (xxxvii. 13.) in

which the Greek translator has employed the word TctihtXy as

expressive of the Hebrew £33iy, a rod: so familiarly did they

connect with it the notion of correction.—The word is also

frequently used in this sense by the writers of the New Tes-

tament: see Schleusn, Lex. on Trui^eiec and vxthva.

(c) {Made to light upon him the iniquity of us att.) Fecit

incurrere in ipsum poenam iniquilatis omnium nostrum. Vitr.

—Jova ab eo exegit pcenam peccatorum nostorum omnium.
Dath.—Kut x.v,§ioi TTU^e^aKiv uvrov rctic, otfjLtt^ricte, rif4.u^, is the pre-

sent reading of the LXX : and the Old Italic as given by
Aujrustin, as well as the several readings collected by Saba-

tier, follow this very nearly ; rendering it Dominus eum tra-

didit propter iniquitates nostras: but Spnm. corresponds

with the received reading, JCy^/eg y.xruvrr,frci,t sTronja-ev eiq uvrov Tjyv

avifjueti ^ec^Tuv 7ifA.uv. The Si/riuc reads, Dominus fecit ut oc-

currerent in eum peccata nostra. The Vulgate^ Dominus
fecit occurrere in eum iniquilalem omnium nostrum: and
Castellio, Jova in eum omnium nostrum crimen conjecit.

Crellius, indeed, to avoid the force of this clause, translates

it, Deum, per Christum, iiiicpiitati omnium nostrum occur-

risse : and is refuted by Outram, lib. ii. cap. v. § 3.

—

Rosen-

muller renders the words, incursare in eum jussit crimina

nostrum omnium, h. e. poenas impietati nostrne debitas ilium

unice perferre jussit Jehova. And upon the whole of the

4th, 5tlj, and Oth verses, he 8;ives this general exposition

:

Quern nos ob sua crimina atrocisaimis malis a Deo affectum
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oxistiraavimus, ilium eos dolores sustinuisse nunc intelligimus,

qui nobis pro peccatis subeundi fuerunt.

((i) {It was exacted.) Exigebatur debitum. Vitr. Ex-

actionem sustinuit, vel solutio cxacla fuit. Michaeiis.—
Exigitur debitum, et ille ad diem respondit. Dath.—Mr.

Dodson seems, upon very slender grounds, to object to Bishop

Lowth's translation of this clause. Dr. Taylor having, in

his Concordance, pronounced the word 1^12^ to be a forensic

term, signifying, he was brought forth, and Symmachus hav>

ing rendered it by the word zr^oc-iivex^tiy appear but weak rea-

sons for deciding this point : especially as the word Tr^oTTieyJn

might have been used by Synwi. in the sacrificial sense, in

which it so frequently occurs : and that it was so in this in-

stance, is highly probable from the rendering of the Vulgate;

oblatus est, he was offered

:

—and though this does not come

up to the Bishop's idea, yet still less does it favour that,

which Mr. Dodson has adduced it to support.—For the nu-

merous and weighty arguments supporting the Bishop's trans-

lation of the word m:, see Vitr. and PoWs Syn.—see also

Calasio^s Concord, where under Number II. not less than

twenty-one passages are cited, which coincide with this appli-

cation of the word. One authority more I shall only add

:

it is that of the Jews themselves, who allow that U'jj signifies,

to demand rigorously what is due. Of this see a strong

proof in the words of Kimchi, quoted in Whitens Comm. on
Isai.

(e) (For.) It is curious to observe the way in which Mr.
Do<?so7i, who in his note on verse 11. charges the Bishop

with " early prejudices and an undue attachment to esta-

blished systems," has laboured to distort the obvious meaning

of this passage, manifestly in support of a system, though

not an established one. For the wickedness of my people,

he would translate through the 7vickedness, Sec. upon little

better grounds than that it may be so translated : for as to

the authority of the LXX rendering the preposition ?3 by x-re,

which is his principal argument, it yields him no support

;

the word ecxo being frequently used in the sense of propter,

as is satisfactorily shown by Schleusner, {Lex. Number 17.)

who cites several instances to prove it, and amongst them

Ex. vi. 9. Deut. vii. 7. Prov. xx. 4. Nah. iii. 11. evincing

its agreement with the preposition D in this respect : to the

same purport see Bielins^s Lexic. in LXX, on the word

:

and accordingly, cctto is in this very place translated ob, by
Procopius ; {Crit. Sac. vol. iv. p. 5300.) and Sym.. renders

the words by AlA tk* u^kixv. But that the word does in this

place imply propter, the antecedent and impulsive cause, is

not only fully proved by Vitringa, and Pole on verse 5. (see
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also Nold. Concord, p. 467.) but is even admitted by Crel-

lius in his Answer to Grotius, p. 25. Nay, what is more,
Mr. Dodson himself has in verse 5. allowed to the very same
expression which occurs here, ^is'SD, the signification which
in this place he refuses to it, translating with the Bishop and
the other Commentators, he was woundedfor our transgres-
sions. Perhaps prejudice and attachment to system ^nay
sometimes stray beyond the pale of the establishment : and
tempting as those emoluments may appear, which an esta-

blished church has to bestow, {Dods. Let. to Dr. Sturges^

p. 24.) there may be passions, which influence the human
breast, with a sway not less powerful than that of avarice.

I say not this from disrespect to Mr. Dodson, whose well

meant, and in many respects ably executed, plan of recon-

ciling the distinguished prophet of the Old with the writers

of the New Testament, deserves well of every friend of

Christianity. But on most occasions, it may not be amiss to

consider, whether prejudice may not lie at more than one-

side of a question, and whether he who is animated by an
ardent spirit of opposition to established opinions, may not

be influenced (though perhaps unconsciously) by other feel-

ings than a love of truth.

(/) On this clause see Number XXVIl : and in addition to

the observations there offered upon the passage, I would re-

commend to the learned reader the copious discussion of its

structure and meaning by Dansius in his treatise De AYTPI2,

Meusch. Nov. Test, ex Talm. p. 851—854.

fe) (Q/*) ^^ ^^^^y ^^^ Bishop, as well as Mr. Dodson, and
our present English version, departs from the uniformity of

the preposition D, throughout this entire section. Propter
laborem animas suae videbit. Vitr.—Protter has quos per-

pessus est afflictiones. Dath. Propter labores ipsius.

Rosenm.—So Crellius himself explains the word in his An-
swer to Grotius, p. 25.—The LXX version of this book,

which, (as has been already observed in p. 136, and is admit-

ted also by Mr. Dodson, pref. p. vil.) is in many parts erro-

neous and even absurd ; and from which, Vitringa remarks
on verse 11, " but little aid is to be looked for in (his book,"
(see also the testimony of Zwinglius in Glass. Phil. Sac.

continued by Bauer, p. 250.)— is here totally unintelligible :

but the Vulgate renders the clause, pro eo quod laboravit

anima ejus : and the Doway, agreeably to this, translates

;

jPor that his soul has laboured, See.—in which it has the ad-

vantage of the Protestant English versions.

(h) (Justify.) Justitiam adferet multis. Vitr. Justifi*

cationem conciliabit multis. Cove.—Justitiam dabit niullis;

i. e. justifjcabit mnltos. 3IichaeL—Justificabit ipse multos.
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Vnlg.—Mr. Dodson indeed renders it, " turn many to right-

eousness;" and quotes the authority of Taylor's Concord.

and Dan. xii. 3. He cites Grotius also, who on this occasion

is the less to be attended to, as he most unaccountably ap-

plies the prophecy to Jeremiah, so as to render this sense of

the word unavoidable. See Vitr^ particularly on this word.

Cloppenb. asserts, that the most usual signification of the

word yivn, as of the Greek S'lKoitocj, is to absolve^ to acquit :

see Pole's Syn. Justification, he says, is opposed to con-

demnation, and is a forensic term, signifying acquiUal. Al-

bert, on Rom. viii. 33. {Ohserv* Phil.) says of ^kxiom, it is

a forensic term, implying a declaration of acquittal, of the

person charged with any crime, and answers to the word

TTi-n. Parkhurst in like manner explains it as being a forensic

term, implying to absolve from past offences, and correspond-

ing to 7iyn, for which he says, the LXX have used it in this

sense, in Deut. xxv. 1. 1 Kings viii. 32. 2 Chr. vi. 23. Isai.

V. 23.—he mic;ht have added Exod. xxiii. 7. Ps. Ixxxii. 3.

Prov. xvii. 15. and many others which may be collected from

Trommius and Calasio. The passage last referred to, places

justification (Ti^fn, ^ikxiom,) in direct opposition to condemna-

tion:—he that justifieth the jvicked, and he that condemneth

the jiisty even they both are an abomination to the Lord.—
Isai. 1. 8. supplies a strong example of the same opposition.

See also Schleusner on ^iKuioa, which corresponding to *]T2f, is

used, he says, " in a forensic sense : and signifies to be ac-

quitted, to be pronounced innocent, and is put in opposition

to xeiTxhKx^ecr&ott :" of which he furnishes several instances.

(j) {For the punishment of their iniquities he shall bear.)

Siquidem eorum peccata bajulavit: Vitr.—Nam pro pecca-

tis eorum satisfecit. Dath. Nam poenas eorum susiinuit.

Doederl. Et iniquitates eorum ipse portabit. Vulg.—

—

Peccata illorum ipse sustinebit. Old Italic as given by Au-
gust. Sabat. in loc. Mr. Dodson contends against the

propriety of the Bishop's translation ; and maintains that the

words will bear no other meaning than " their iniquities he

shall bear away.'' In this he considers himself supported

by the authority of the Seventy, who render, Kxi ruq ccy.x^-

ricti xvrm olvtox; ANOI2EI. He does not, however state, that

Sym. translates the clause, roc^ eAcre^etdi a.vrm ecvroi TIIENErKEI ;

(Crit. Sac. torn. iv. p. 5300.)—and besides, as we shall

see hereafter, the word ctvcc<pe^a> yields him no support. Bi-

shop Stock renders, " Of their iniquities he shall bear the

weiirht:" in which he agrees with Rosenmuller, who says,

De formula hac bene momiit Martini, peccata propter mala,

quae sibi adjuncta habent, ab Orientallbus ut grave onus re-

prft^sentari, quo premantur, qui iis se iriqiiinaverint, in cujus

D D
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tei testimonium adducit locum Thren. v. 7. et ex Corano

plura loca. Hinc apud Arabes, inquit, verbum, quod pro-

pria est, grave onus sustinuit, dicitur pro, crimine gravatus

juit: itemque sarc'ma vocabulum solenne est de criminibus

eorumque poenis.

(/c) {He barcj &c.) Peccatum multorum tulit. Vitr.

Pro multorum peccatis satisfecit. Dath. Multorum poe-

nas sustimtit. Doedert.—Peccata multorum tulit. Vulg.—
Peccata multorum sustimiil. Augtisl.—pertidit. Cypr.—
and both add, after the LXX, ^t propter iniquitates eorum

traditus est: Sabat. in loc. i>lr. Dodson objects as is

verse 11. and renders it, he took away the sins, &c.

I have thought it necessary to take this accurate survey

of this celebrated prophecy ; and to state thus fully the va-

rious renderings of the most respectable versions, and com-

mentators ; lest any pretence might remain, that in deriving

ray arguments from this part of scripture, I had either un-

guardedly, or uncandidly, built on any inaccuracy in our

common English translation. The plain result of the whole

is obviously this :—That the righteous servant of Jehovah,

having no sin himself, was to submit to be treated as the vi-

lest of sinners ; and having the burden of our transgressions

laid upon him, to suffer on account of them ; and by offering

up his life a propitiatory sacrifice, like to those under the law,

to procure for us a release from the punishment which was

due to our offences. And thus, from that prophet, justly

called Evangelical, who was the first commissioned to lift up
the veil that covered the mystery of our redemption, and to

draw it forth to open view from beneath the shade of Jewish
ceremonies and types, through which it had been hitherto

but faintly discerned, we have a description of that great

propitiatory sacrifice, whereby our salvation has been ef-

fected, as plain as it is possible for language to convey it.

That Christ is the person described by the prophet through-

out this chapter, cannot with any Christian be matter of

question. St. Matthew, (viii. 17.) and St. Peter, (1 Epistle

ii. 24.) directly recognize the prophecy as applied to Christ:

and yet more decisive is the passage, in Acts viii. 35. in

which the eunuch reading this very chapter, and demanding
of Philip, of whom speaketh the prophet this.^ it is said,,

that Philip began at the same scripture, and preached unto

him Jestis.

Indeed so evident and undeniable is the application to

Christ, that Dr. Priestley himself, whilst he is laboriously

employed in withdrawing from the support of Christianity
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most of the prophecies of the Old Testament, (which, he

says, Christians, by
*^
following too closely the writers of the

New Testamentf^^ have been erroneously'led to attribute to

Christ, Theol. Rep. vol. v. p. 213.) yet pronounces it im-

possible to explain this of any other but Jesus Christ, (p.

226.) and considers the application of it to Jeremiah by Gro-

tins as not deserving a refutation. White also, who in his

Commentary on Jsaiahy professes to follow Grotius as his

oracle, is yet obliged to abandon him in his explication of this

prophecy, which he says cannot possibly belong to any other

than Christ : and this he thinks so evident, that he concurs

with A. Lapide, in pronouncing that " this chapter may just-

ly challenge for its title, The passion of Jesus Christ, ac-

cording to Isaiah,^^ See also KennicoVs Dissert, vol. lu

p. 373.

But whilst Christ is of necessity allowed to be the sub-

ject of this prophecy ; the propitiatory sacrifice, which he
is here represented as offering for the sins of men, is utterly-

rejected. And for the purpose of doing away the force of the

expressions, which so clearly convey this idea, the adversaries

of the doctrine of atonement, have directed against this part

of scripture their principal attacks. What has been already

advanced in Number XXVII. may show how impotent have
been their attempts to prove that Christ is not here describ-

ed, as an at^K, or sacrifice for sin. And their endeavours

to evince that this sacrifice is not likewise described as one
truly propitiatory i we shall find to be equally unsupported

by just argument, or fair and rational criticism.

The usual method of proceeding has been, to single out

one expression from this entire passage ; and by undermining

its signification, to shake the whole context into ruins. The
person who is made an CDt^K, or sin-offering, is said to bear

the sins of many. Now, it is contended, that to bear sins,

signifies merely to bear them away, or remove them ; and
that consequently, nothing more is meant here, than "the re-

moving aw^ay from us our sins and iniquities by forgiveness."^

, In support of this position, the application of the prophet's

words by St. Matthew, (viii. 17.) and the force of the ex-

pressions which in this prophecy are rendered by the words,

bearing sins, are urged as unanswerable arguments.

1. It is said, that ''the words in the 4th verse, o?/r in-

firmities he hath borne, and our sorrows, he hath carried them,

are expressly interpreted by St. Matthew, of the miraculous

cures performed by our Saviour on the sick : and as the tak-

• B. Mord. p. 825. see also Taylor^s Key, No. 162. Mr. Dodson's notes

on this chapter of Isaiah—and particularly Crell. Resp. ad. Grot. p. 24, t^c
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ing our infirmities, and hearing our sicknesses, cannot mean
the suffering those infirmities and sicknesses, but only the
bearing them atvai/, or removing them, so the bearing our
iniquities is likewise to be understood, as removing them away
from us by forgiveness."

It must be owned that this passage of St. Matthew has
given great difficulty to commentators. His applying, what
the prophet seems to say of sinSy to bodily infirmities ; and
the bearing of the former, to the curing of the latter; has
created no small degree of perplexity. Some have, accord'
ingly, contended,^ that St. Matthew has applied the prophe-
cy merely in accommodation; in which case he supplies no
authority as to the precise meaning of the words of the pro-

phet : othersf again, that the expressions admit that full and
comprehensive signification, that will include both bodily and
spiritual diseases, and which consequently received a twofold

fulfilment : othersj again, that Christ might be said to have
suffered the diseases, which he removed ; from the anxious

rare, and bodily harassing, with which he laboured to remedy
them, bearing them as it were through sympathy and toil :

and Bishop Pearce is so far dissatisfied with all of these ex-

positions, that he is led to concede the probability, that the

passage in Matthew is an interpolation. Now, if these seve-

ral commentators, acquiescing in the received, have proceed-

ed on an erroneous acceptation of the passages in Isaiah and
Matthew; we shall have little reason to wonder at the diflS-

culties which they have had to encounter in reconciling the

prophet and the evangelist. It must surely then be worth

our while to try whether a closer examination of the original

passages will not enable us to effect this point.

For this purpose, it must first be observed, that all the

commentators have gone upon the supposition, that the pro-

phet, in the 4th verse, which is that quoted by St. Matthew,
speaks only of the sufferings of Christ on account of our

sins: into which they have been led, partly by the Greek
version, «M.«^T<oe? ,- and partly by the supposition, that St. Pe-

ter refers to (his same passage, when he speaks of Christ's

hearing onr sins npon the cross. But the reference of St.

Peter is not to this 4ih verse, but to the 11th and 12th : the

words of St. Peter, t«,- ctfJLXPnxc, avre^ uvvvey>cevy Corresponding

to the original in both these verses, and being the very same
used by the IjXX : t«5 ocy.ix.^ria,(; ctvroc, uvoitrei, and ctvro^ oc/JLU^Ttu^

4cvi3vtYx.€, being their translation of them respectively. Again,

• See Caiixt. Ernst. Srhol. Prnph. p. 230. Sykes Essay on Christ. Itei

p. 231. Beansob Jioaemn. and Watefeld, in Inc.

t See Nurmn. Whitbyy Le Clerc, and Li^^htfoot, in loc.

t See Vitr. on Isai. liii. 4. and Haphei. Crot. and J)oddridgey in locum.
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nvith re«;arcl to the word u/^ac^rtx^, which is now found in the

Greek version of the 4th verse, there seems little reason to

doubt from what Dr. Kennicot has advanced in his Diss.

Gen. § 79. that this is a corruption which has crept into the

later copies of the Greek ; the okl Italic^ (as collected from
Augustin, Tertullian, and Athanasius,) as well as St. Mat-
thew, readiiss; the word, uFeeveia^y and thereby proving the

early state of that version. Besides Dr. Owen, {Modes of
Quot. p. 31.) mentions two MSS. that read at this day
ectr&eveic6^ ; and one f^xXccKixq : and from the collection in which
the late Dr. Holmes was engaged, if happily it should be
prosecuted, it is not unlikely that more may appear to justify

this reading. I find also, that in 93 instances, in which the

word here translated uy^ct^nu,, or its kindred verb, is found in

the Old Testament in any sense that is not entirely foreign

from the passage before us, there occurs but this one in which
the word is so rendered ; it being, in all other cases, express-
ed by ctc-^jve/oc, f/,a,XccKioc, or some word denoting bodily disease.

See Calas. Cone, on nSn No. I. That the Jews themselves
considered this passage of Isai. as referring to bodily diseases,

appears from Wh'ithy^ and Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Mat.
viii. 17. and also Pole's Si/n, on Isaiah liii. 4. Pes.^n&Alsch.
And that the word irSn is to be taken in this sense, appears
not only from the authority of the Jews, but from that of
most of the ancient translations ; being rendered by Minister
and the Tigurine, infirmitates ; and morbos, by TremelUus,
Piscator, and Castalio.—hen. and August, who give us the
early Latin version from the Greek, read infirmitates ; and
Tertnllian, imbecillitates. Cocceius, and all the lexicons,

explain it in the same sense ; and the several passages in

which it occurs in the Old Testament, as collected both by
Taylor and Calasio, place the matter beyond dispute. So
that the word infirmities^ by which Lowth, and Vitringa, in
agreement with the old English versions, have rendered it in

this place, cannot possibly be rejected. Mr. Dodson entirely
concurs in this interpretation : and Kennicot asserts positive-

ly, that the word always denotes bodily diseases. (Diss.
Gen. § 79.) Dathe, and Doederlein, indeed, explain it by the
jreneral expressions, mala, and miseriam ;. but Doederl. at
{he same time admits, that morbus is its literal signification.

Having thus ascertained the true sense of the word irSn,

we next proceed to ^m i which, I agree with Mr. Dodson, is

not here to be rendered in any other sense, than that of tollo^

avfero. This, when not connected with sins, iniquities, &c.
is not unfrequently its signification. Dr. Kennicot (Diss.
Gen. § 79.) takes it in this place in the sense of abstulit ; and
thus Tertullian expressly reads the word from the early Latin.
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So that the first clause, awi wn I3'bn, will then run, sureli/ our

infinnities he hath takeiiy i. e. takeu away, exactly corres-

ponding to St. Matthew's translation and application of the

words : and thus Cocc. (on Kjyj No. I.) expressly renders it :

" Morbos nostros ipse tulit^ i. e. ferens abstulit."

But the second, or antithetical clause ir:JK3?3i qS^D Kin, re-

lates, as we shall see, not to bodily pains and distempers, but
to the diseases and torments of the mind. That the word
:i«DD is to be taken in this sense, Kennicot affirms. (Diss.
Gen. 5 79.) It is evidently so interpreted, Ps. xxxii. 10.

Many sorrows shall be to the wicked : and again, Ps. xxxviii.

17. where the Psalmist grieving for his sin, says, my sorrow
is continually before me: and again, Ps. Ixix. 29. but I am
poor and sorrowful: and again, in Proverbs xiv. 13. the

heart is sorrowful: and Eccles. i. 18. he that increaseth

knowledge, increaseth sorrow : and ii. 18. what hath man
of all his labour, of the vexation of his heart/" For all his

days are sorrows : and Isai. Ixv. 14. my servants shall sing

for joy, but ye shall cry for sorrow of heart : and Jerem.
XXX. 15. thy SORROW is incurable, for the multitude of thine

iniquity. Agreeably to this, the w ord is translated by Bi-

shop Lowth, our common, and most of the early English ver-

sions, sorrows. The Vulg. Vitr. and Dath. render it by
dolores ; and the LXX by ohvarcct—neve?, which is the word
used by '^Sym. Aquil. and Theod. (see Frocop. Crit. Sac.

torn. iv. pp. 5299, 5300.) agrees with this, signifying, accord-

ing to Hesychius, aAyo§, fn^yt}/j.cc o^wDi, and being used com-
monly in this sense in the Greek of the Old Testament.

—

Yet, in opposition to all this, Mr. Dodson contends that the

Hebrew word is here to be rendered sicknesses: and this,

upon no better ground, than that the word may signify bodily

disorders, as well as diseases of the mind: and in support of

this assertion, he refers to Taylor^s Concordance. But on
consulting both Taylor and Calasio, I find, that of about
thirty passaa;es of scripture, in which, exclusive of the one
at present before us, the word dkdd or its kindred verb is

found, there is scarcely one that bears any relation whatever

* Symmachus renders, t«{ 9rcv*c uTrt/uftytv ; as gee page 221. It is ob-

servable, that the rendering of tlie word IJXDrD, in this place by npN02 in

the versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, has been omitted in

Trotntnius's Concordance^ in the J,exico7i Grxcuvi ad Ilexapla, in Jiiel*s

jAfxicon in LXX, &c. and in Schleusner's Spicilegiiim intended as an addi-

tion to the Lexicon of Biel. Trommius indeed notices this rendering of the

word 3KD by Symmachus in Job xvi. 2. and xxxiii. 19. and of the word /D^'

by Aquila in Job xvi 2. and by both Aquila and Symmachus in Ps. xiv. But
none of these instances Iiave been cited by Biel—A complete Concordance
for the fragments of Aquila, Symmaclius, and Theodotion, seems still a de-
sideratum.
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to bodily disease :=^ and there is but one, (Job xxxiii. 19.) in

whidi the IjXX have rendered it, by any word implying
corporeal ailment. In this one place they have used the

word i^ot?,xKix, which however they do not always apply to

bodily disease ; and which they have employed in the 3d
verse of thiji very chapter, eiS'ag (pe^sn ^*a«x/c«», where Mr.
Dodson renders the words, acquainted with grief. l>ut it

is particularly worthy of remark, that this word CD'aN;D2,

which Mr. Dodson in this 4th verse would translate sicknesses,

he has himself rendered in the preceding verse, in the de-

scription to which this immediately refers, by the word sor-
rows, and yet pronounces this expression utterly inapplicable

here : thus allowing the person spoken of to be a man ofsot-
rows, in one verse ; and denying that the same expression,

which was there used, referred to those sorrows, in the next

where it came to be explained, what and whence these sor-

rows were.

The secret, however, of this inconsistency of criticism, lies

in the Hebrew verb, annexed to this word.—The verb S:3D,

to bear, in the sense of bearing a burden, could not be ap-

plied to sicknesses, as it might to sorrows : and as the ob-

ject with those, who deny that Christ suffered on our account,

is to deprive the verb of this signification, the reason of con-

tending for the adjunct sickness, in opposition to such a
weight of evidence, is sufficiently obvious. The word S3D,

however, Mr. Dodson cannot prove to be taken here in the

sense of removing. He says, " it has been already proved
by many learned men," and refers to Crellius, Whiston, and
Taylor. But in what manner these learned men have proved
it, we shall presently see. In his answer to Dr. Sturges, p.

21. he advances indeed his own reasons, in defence of his

exposition of the word S3D : but, except the citation from Isai.

xlvi. 4. which shall be noticed hereafter, his whole argument
turns upon the supposition, that the Hebrew word with which
it is connected, as well as its corresponding expression in St.

Matthew, is to be understood as signifying bodily disorders:

in which case he says, " S^D must be considered as synony-
mous to Kiyj." All this, then, together with the accompany-
ing remark concerning the use of the word e^xruo-ev by Hip-

pocrates, must fall with the hypothesis on which it is built

;

and the strength of this hypothesis has been now sufficiently

ascertained.

But, to proceed with the verb SlJD.—The word, or its deri-

* And what is slnj^ular, tlie very authority, to which Mr. Dodson refei-s

pronounces decisively ^g-ainst him in the p-.ssagc before us, rendering- tnc

word by sorroias in this 4th verse as well as in the verse whicti precedes it.

S-ee Taylor's Conc$rii, en 2K3, Not- 23, 25
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yative noun, occurs in 26 passages of tlie Old Testament,
one of which is the verse now under examination : two others
relate to sins; one the 11th verse of this chapter; the
other Lament, v. 7. both of which we shall hereafler discuss
more particularly : and the remaining 23 belong literally to

bearing burdens on the shoulder: and so strictly, and exclu-
sively, is this signification appropriated to the v^ord, that we
find the bearer of burdens employed in the work of the tem-
ple, called (2 Chr. ii. 2, 18. xxxiv. 13.) CD'h^D, S^D iy\s; by
the LXX, vturoipo^oti and in one passage it is even used to ex-

press a yoke, (Isai. x. 27.) LXX, (^vyog-, see Calas, and Kir-
cher : see also Buxt. Cocc. and Schindl. they seem decisive

on the point. Buxtorf supplies several instances of the ap-

plication of the word, from the Jerusalem Tar<siim ; all of
which coincide with the sense here contended for. Schin-
dler quotes a remarkable use of the word, in the Syriac trans-

lation of St. INIark, v. 26. it being there applied to the wo-
man who is said to have suffered //m?i?/ things {TruSaa-u ^toaa*)

of the phi/sicians. For other instances of a similar use of

the word in the Syriac, see Schaaf's Test. Si/riac. 1 Cor.
xiii. 7. 2 Tim. ii. 9. 1 Pet. iii. 17. also Schaaf's Lexicon
Syriac. on the w^ord \\o<y^ . Now, when in addition to all

these authorities, we find the Greek versions uniformly giving

to the word, in this place, the sense oi sustaining, or suffer-

ing, (yxfjttfivfv being, as we have already seen, the reading of

Aq. Sym. and Theodot. and the LXX expressing both the
noun and verb by the one word chmrctt :) the Latin version

also rendering it in like manner, (the old Italic as given by
August, strictly following the LXX, pro nobis in doloribus

est: the Vulg. Pagn. and Piscat. expressing the word by
portavit ; Montan. and Tremell. by bajulavit ; Munst. by
sustinuit ; and Castal. by toleravit :) and our own English
translation supported in the same sense by the most eminent
biblical scholars, Vitr. Lowth. Dath. Doederl. and Rosen-
muller ; it is natural to inquire, what arguments have been
used by those learned men, to whom Mr. Dodson refers us

for his proof.

But the reader will be surprised to find, that confidently

as Mr. Dodson has appealed to them, they furnish no proof
at all. Mr. AVhiston merely translates the passage as Mr,
Dodson has done, wilhout advancing a single reason in sup-

port of it: (see Boyle's Jjectnres, fol. ed. vol. ii. pp. 270,
2J;1 .) Dr. Taylor '{Key, ike. h 162.) only says, that SaD will

admit the sense of carrying: off, or away ; and in support of

this, instances one solitary passage from Isai. xlvi. 4. which
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a Single glance will prove not to convey this sense. "^f^ And as

to Crellius, he even confesses that he cannot find in the Old
Testament, a single instance of the use of the word b:iD, in the

sense of bearing away ; and is obliged to confine himself to

the repetition of the argument of Socinus, derived from the

application of this passage by St. Matthew to bodily diseases^

which Christ could be said to bear, only in the sense of bearing

away.f But, to suppose this clause applied by St. Matthew
to bodily diseases, is a petitio principii : the sense in which
it was understood by the evangelist, being part of the ques-

tion in dispute. And that it was differently understood and
applied by him, will I trust presently appear. Thus we find

these learned men, to whom Mr. Dodson has referred for a
complete proof of the point he wishes to establish, fulfilling

his engagement in a manner not very satisfactory. Mr. Whis-
ton offers no proof. Dr. Taylor gives a single and inappli-

cable instance. And Crellius begs the question, admitting

at the same time the general language of Scripture to be
against him. This may furnish a useful hint to unsuspecting

readers.—But to proceed.

That this second clause in the 4th verse, relates not to

Christ's removing^ the sicknesses^ but to his actually bearing
the sorrows of men, has, I trust, been sufficiently established.

Let us now consider the corresponding clause in St. Mat-
thew's quotation, rx^ voca^ e^oiTecs-ev. This has commonly been
referred, it must be confessed, to bodily diseases; but whe-
ther the occasion on which it is introduced, joined to the

certainty that the preceding clause is applied in this sense,

may not have influenced to this interpretation of the words,

is worthy of inquiry. That the word vea-oi is primarily ap-

plied to bodily diseases, there can be no question. Ur. Ken-
nicot contends (Diss. Gen. ^ 79.) that it is used here to ex-

press diseases of the mind. In this he adopts the notion of

Grot, on Mat. viii. 17. and certain passages both in the Old
and New Testament, undoubtedly apply the word in this

sense. Thus Ps. ciii. verse 3. who forg-iveth all thine ini-

quities ; who healeih all thy diseases. Wisd. xvii. 8. They
that promised to drive away terrors and troublesfrom a sick

* It is particularly remarkable also, that Dr. Taylor, in liis Concordance,

has not only not acld»iced a single passage in which the sense of bearing

otherwise than as a b^trden is conveyed ; but he actually explains the word
in this sensi^ :

—*' to bear, or carry a burden^ as a porter." In the passage at

present in dispute, indeed, he introduces the st-nse of bearing aw^i/ .• but

then he does this avowedly on the supposition, that tins passage is to be ex-

plained bv the diseases spoken of by St. Matthew.

t See CreCl. Resp. ad Gr. p. 24. also Socin, Tic Jev. Citt:. pars 2- cap. 4.

f)pera,\(in\. ii. p. 149.
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sotd. Also 1 Tim. vi. 4. He is proud, doting (or rather

distracted, ^ocm) about questions and strifes of words,

Schleusner also explains the word voo-ec^, as metaphorically

applied to the mind; and quotes in confirmation of this,

iElian, and Julius Pollux. To the same purpose, Eisner

(^Observ. Sac. tom. ii. p. 307.) appeals to Plutarch, Lucian,

&c. And if vo(ro<;, as all Lexicons agree, corresponds to the

morbus of the Latins, there can be no question of its occa-

sional application to the disorders of the mind.

Now, if the word be taken in this sense in this passage of

Matthew, it will exactly agree with the sorrows, or sufferings,

of Isaiah. Or if, supposing it to denote bodily disease, it be

used by metonymy (as Vitringa on Isai. liii. 4. explains it)

for jiains and afflictions, the cause being put for the effect;

orif again, with Glassius, (Phil. Sacr. Bath. p. 972.) Doe-

derlein, (on Isai. liii. 4.) and other distinguished biblical cri-

tics, it be supposed merely to express the punishment of sins,

bodily diseases being viewed by the Jews familiarly in that

light ; orif, Avaiving these interpretations, which some may con-

sider as too strongly figurative, the word be taken in its

largest sense, as comprehending ills and afflictions in gene-

ral, without regarding what their cause might be,—it will

equally correspond with the expression of the prophet.

And that it is to be taken in this large sense, and by no

means to be confined to mere bodily disease, is yet farther

confirmed by the emphatical verb C«eraff/y, which is connect-

ed with it, and which so adequately conveys the force of the

Hebrew, Sdd. "In this word," Grotius, (on Mat. viii. 17.)

remarks, "as in the Hebrew S:3D, and its corresponding

^\^^ which is here used by the Syriac version, is contain-

ed the force of burden and suffering.^' Thus Mat. again,

(xx. 12.) have boiine the burden and heat of the day. And
Luke, (\iv. 27.) Whosoever doth not bear his cross. John
(xvi. 12.) Ihit he cannot bear thern now. Acts (xv. 10.)

A yoke o/i the neck of the disciples, which neither our fa-
thers, nor we were able to beau. And in the same sense we
find it used by St. Paul, (Ga'. vi. 2.) Bear ye one another^

s

BTRDENs: also, (v. 10.) He tliat troubleth you shall bear
his judgment : and again, (Rom. xv. 1.) JVe that are strong

ought to BEAR the infirmities of the weak. It must be un-

necessary to cite more pass'.ii!;e.s. There are in all, 26 in the

New Testament, in which tlic word C«s-a^<y occurs, exclusive

of this of Mat. viii. 17. and in jio one is the sense any other,

• On the force of the Syriac word . V^^ consult ScJiaaf. Lex. Syriac

So emphatical is this word, that the noun t<V 1 derived from it, is used

tosi^iify onus, pondtiSy sarcina, &c.
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than that of hearing, or lifting as a burden : (see Steplu

Concord.) The 4 passages which are adduced by Taylor,

{KeV) 162.) viz. Mark xiv. 13. Luke vii. 14. John xii. 6.

and XX. 15. all of them imply this very idea : for even though

the thing spoken of were eventually to be carried away, yet

this necessarily requires that it should be carried or borne,

as a burden. But what makes this objection the more ex-

traordinary is, that the carrying away is not necessarily im-

plied in any one of them : the carrying (bajulare, Vulg. and

TertulL and Cod. Brix.^ the pitcher of water, which is spoken

of in one j and the bearing the dead man's bier, that is refer-

red to in another ; conveying simply the idea of bearing.

The two passages in John also, one relating to Judas bearing

the bag, and the other to the taking away the body of Jesus,

are by no means conclusive : the interpretation of carrying

away, or stealing, what was put into the bag, though sup-

ported by B. Pearce and others, being but conjectural, and

standing without any support from the Scripture use of the

word: and lifting being all that is necessarily meant with re-

spect to the body of Christ, although the consequence of that

lifting was the carrying it away, and that our version attend-

ing to the general sense more than to the strict letter, has

rendered it, borne him hence,

I will only remark in addition, that Dr. Taylor has con-

trived to exhibit a much more numerous array of texts in sup-

port of his sense of the word Ca^a^&f, than those here exa-

mined. He has cited not fewer than ten. But this is a sort

of deceptio visus ; there being but the four above referred

to in wiiich the term occurs. The word £^utcc(^£v he had

joined with two others, eP^x^e and avt-vsyKs, and pursued the

investigation of them jointly : thus the text in which any of

these words was contained, became necessary to be cited,

and appeared to be applied to all. Whether this be an ac-

curate mode of examining the signification of words, which

may differ in meaning or force ; or whether it may not tend

to make a false impression on the hasty reader, by present-

ing to his view a greater number of authorities than really

exist, in support of a particular acceptation, it would not be

amiss for those who are nsed to talk largely about candour

to consider. This digression, though it somewhat retards

the course of the argument, I thought it right to make, as

perhaps there is nothing more useful than to put young read-

ers on then- guard against the arts of controversy. To pro-

ceed.

The use of the word C«r<^ in the Old Testament, by

the LXX, Svm. and Aq. confirms the acceptation here con-
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tended for, (see * Trow. Concord, and Biel.) Amongst
profane writers also, we find additional authorities. Albert
(Obscrv. Phil, on Joli. xvi. 12.) supplies a strong instance
from Epictetns. Raphelius likewise, (on John xx. i5.) al-

though his mistake respecting the meaning of Mat. viii. 17.

lias led him to give the force of asportare to the word, ad-
duces another equally strong from Polybius. In conformity
with this acceptation also, we find Tremellius's and Schaaf's
versions from the Syriac, and Beza's from the Greek, as well
as the Vulg. and the Old Latin, render the word by ported ;

the plain and direct meaning of which is to hear as a burden.
It may be likewise remarked, that Rosenmuller, although
embarrassed with the notion that vao-m here implied bodily
disease, is yet obliged by the force of tlie verb ^x^u^cj, to

apply it in the above signification, notwithstanding it makes
little less than nonsense of the passage : oneri sanandi
morbos 7iostros, humeros supposuit, is his explication of
the words.

If the remarks which have been made be just, the result

of the whole is, that the prophet and the evangelist entirely

agree. They use the same language, and in the same sense :

and the translation which Bishop Lowth has given, will, with
a slight variation, accurately convey the sense of both.
Onr infirmilks he hath borne (away ;) and our sorrons, he
hath carried them : or as Dr. Kennicot translates both, Mor-
bos nostros abstnlit, et ccgritudines noslros portavit. And
this last is very nearly the version of the Old Latin, as

given by Tcrtullian, (see Sahatier on Isa. liii. 4.) Imhecil-
litales nostras avfert, et langnores nostros portal; or as

Ambros. M^gritudincs nostras portavit : and it is accurately

* It is to be observed, that it is not only the Concordance itself that is to
be consulted, but more particularly, JMontfmic oil's Ltxic. Grttc. ad.
ilexapla^ which Trommius has placed at the end of his Concordance, and
which is to be esteemed as a most valuable collection from the fragments
of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodollon. Of this Lexicon, as well as of the
labours of Trommius, Biel has freely availed Jiimself, in tjje compilation of
his valuable Lexicon in LXX^ et altos Intcrp. ?cc. From tliese works it will

be seen, that Aquila has employed the words CoLTuy/j^ct and Cxrtt^a^, for the
Hebrew S^D in Exod. i. 11. and for QD>' in Zech. xii. S.—and that S\mma-
chus has applied It to the word 7J3D in Exod. i. 11. and Psalm Ixxx. 7.

^ow these instances from ..Iquila and Symmaclnts are singularly important
upon the present occasion, becaus(t the original word which they ha\e thus

rendered, is the word S^D, which 1 have already endeavoured to sliovv, xm-

equivocally implies the hcarijig nf a Inirden ; and also because the version
of the former is eminently distinguished by its literal agreement with the
original Hebrew, (as see particularly Datli. Opvsc. Dissert, in Jqiiil- p. 1

—

15.) The words /^D and fotrat^a', tlius appear exactly to correspond.—
See also Siockiua'a Lexicon in J\yc. Tc^t. and Pasor's Creek Lexicon, edit«d
by Hchoeitgcn.
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conveyed by the old version of Coverdale, which Dr. Ken-

nicot {Diss. Gen. p. 45. note a.) does not scruple in many
instances to prefer to our present English translation, He
only TAKETH AWAY OUT INFIRMITE, and BEARETH OUY

PAINE.^ Thus are Isaiah and Matthew perfectly reconciled:

the first clause in each, relating to diseases removed ; and

the second, to sufferings endured. For it should be re-

marked, in addition to what has been already said, tliat eA«t^e

and eQu^oiQ-e in Matthew, bear to each other the proportion of

the verbs m^ and S^D in Isaiah : the former in each of these

pairs being generic, ^roAyc-jj^ov, and extending to all modes of

taking, or bearing;, on, or away : and the latter being specific,

and confined to the single mode of bearing, as a burden.

And now by the same steps by which the prophet and the

evangelist have been reconciled, we find the original objec-

tion derived from St. Matthew's application of the prophecy

completely removed : since v/e now see, that the bearing,

applied by the evangelist to bodily disease, is widely differ-

ent from that which the prophet has applied to sins ; so that

no conclusion can be drawn from the former use of the word,

which shall be prejudicial to its commonly received sense in

the latter relation.

One point yet, however, demands explanation. It will be

said, that by this exposition, the prophet is no longer sup-

posed to confine himself to the view of our redemption by
Christ's sufferings and death ; but to take In also the consi-

deration of his miraculous cures : and the evangelist, on the

other hand, is represented as not attending merely to the

cures performed by Christ, with which alone he was imme-

diately concerned ; but as introducing the mention of his suf-

fering for our sins, with which his subject had no natural con-

nexion.

Now to this I reply, first with regard to the prophet, that

it is not surprising, that so distinguishing a character of the

Messiah, as that of his healing all manner of diseases with

a word ; and one, which this prophet has elsewhere (xxxv.

5.) depicted so strongly that our Saviour repeats his very

words, {Bait's Diss. 2d. edit. p. 109.) and refers to them in

proof that he was the Messiah
;
(Mat. xi. 4. and Beausobre

* The late Principal Campbell, has, I find, been led by a close examina-

tion of the subject to the translation of the evangeUst which has been here

contended for :
" //e hath Amsc// carried off our infirmities, and

BORNE owr distresses" In his note on the passage, he falls, indeed,

into the common mist:.ke of supposing that St. Peter and St. Matthew refer

to the same part of the prophecy of Isaiah ; remarking, that ** we should

rather call that the fulfilment of the prophecy, which is mentioned 1 Peter

Ji. 24." Campbell's Four Gospels, vol. iii. p. ^6. and vol. iv. p. 74.
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in loc.)—it is not, I say, surprising, that this character oi

Christ should be described by the prophet. And that it

should be introduced in this place, where the prophet's main
object seems to be to unfold the plan of our redemption, and
to represent the Me&siah as suffering for the sins of men, will

not appear in any degree unnatural, when it is considered

that tlie Jews familiarly connected the ideas of sin and dis-

ease ; the latter being considered by them the temporal*
punishment of the former. So that he, who was described

as averting, by what he was to suffer, the penal consequences
of sin, would naturally be looked to, as removing, by what
he was to perform^ its temporal effects : and thus the men-
tion of the one would reasnnahly connect with that of the

other ; the whole of the prophetic representation becoming,

as Kennicot happily expresses it, " Descriptio Messise bene-

volentisslme et a2;entis et patientis," (Diss, Gen. § 79.)

That the evangelist, on the other hand, though speaking

more immediately of the removal of bodily diseases, should

at the same time quote that member of the prophecy, which
related to the more important part of Christ's office, that of

saving men from their sins, will appear equally reasonable, if

it be recollected, that the sole object, in referring to the

prophet concerning Jesus, was to prove him to be the Mes-
siah; and that the distinguishing character of the Messiah

was, to give knowledge of salvaiion unto his people by the

remission of their sins. (Luke i. 77.) So that the evan-

gelist may be considered as holding this leading character

primarily in view ; and, at the same time, that he marks to

the Jews, the fulfilment of one part of the prophecy, by the

healing of their bodily distempers, or as Dr. Taylor well ex-

presses it, represents our Lord, as acting one part of his

saving work described by the prophet, he directs their atten-

tion to that other greater object of our Saviour's mission, on
which the prophet had principally enlarged: namely, the

procuring forgiveness of their sins by his suffering. And
thus, the present fuKilnicnt of the prophecy was, at the same
time, a designation of the person, ami a pledge of the future

more ample completion of the prediction. Grotius, notwith-

* For abundant proof of this, see JVhitby on Mat. vlii. \7. and particu-

larly on ix. 2. See also Gruttua^ BeausobrCf and Rosentnullcr^ on Mat. ix.

2. JJiushis on the same, Crit. Sac. torn. vi.p. 288; and Doederl. on Isa.

liii. 4. JMartini also on the same passage observes, '* Ipsa vero dicendi

formula iiileipretanda estexopinione constante turn populorum antiquiorum

omnium, turn maxime Orientalium, qua graviores calamitatcs quascunque,

sive ill:c morbis et (;or})oris cruciutibus, sive allis adversitatibus contineren-

tiir, immediate ad Dcum, peccatorum vindicem referre, casque tanquam
pcjcnas ab irato numine inflictas, considerare solebant." See Hosenmvlkr
on Lsniah liii. 4.
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standing )ie has fallen into the common error, respecting the

word U-^n in Isaiah, and the supposition that St. Peter and
St. Matthew refer to the same part of the prophecy, deserves
particularly to be consulted on this passage of Matthew,
Cocceius also, in his Lexicon, (on the Avor(i ^30) orives this

excellent explanation ;
** he hath taken on himself (suscepit)

our sorrows or sufferings, eventually to bear them away, as

h* has now testified by the carrying away our bodily distem-

pers."

If it should be asked, why, if it were a principal object

with the evangelist to point out the great character of the

Messiah as suffering for sins, he did not proceed to cite those

ather parts of the prophecy, which are still more explicit on
tiat head ; I answer, that having to address himself to those

\^ho were perfectly conversant in the prophecies, he here, as

elsewhere, contents himself with referring to a prediction,

with the particulars of which he supposes his readers to be
familiarly acquainted ; merely directing them to the person
of whom it treats, and then leaving it to themselves to carry

on the parallel between the prophecy and the farther verifi-

cation in Jesus. On St. Matthew's peculiar mode of citing

the prophecies, see some excellent observations of Dr. Town-
son. Disc. iv. Sect. ii. § 5. and Sect. iv. § li.

If, after all that has been said, any doubt should yet re-

riiain, as to the propriety of thus connecting together, either

in the prophet or the evangelist, the healing of diseases and
the forgiveness of sins, I would beg of the reader to attend

particularly to the circumstance of their being connected to-

gether frequently by our Lord himself. Thus, he says to

the sick of the palsy, when he healed him, thi/ sins be for-
given thee. (Mat. ix. 2.) And, that bodily diseases were
not only deemed by the Jews, but were in reality, under the

first dispensation, in many instances, the punishment of sin,

we may fairly infer from John v. 14. where Jesus said to him
whom he had made whole : Sin no more, lest a worse tiling

r.ome unto thee. It should be observed also, that what in

Mark iv. 12. is expressed, and their sins should be forgiven
them, is given in Mat. xiii. 15. and I should heal them.

' See
also James v. 15. and Isaiah xxxiii. 24. and observe the male-

dictions against the transgressors of the law in Dent, xxviii.

21. See also, in addition to the authors named in p. 238,

Grot, on John v. 14. Glass. Phil. Sac. a Bath. p. 972, and
he Clerc, and particularly Pole's St/n. on Mat. ix. 2.

I have dwelt thus Ions; upon this head, because there is no
point on Avhich the adversaries, not only of the doctrine of
atonement, bnt of that of the divine inspiration of the evan-
gelist??, rely more triumphantly, than on the supposed dis~
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a2;reement between St. 3Iatthew, and the prophet from whom
he quotes in the passage before us. We come now to thft

rfKCOND head of objection; namely, that the words in the

original, which are rendered by bciiring sins, do not admit

the signification of siffferingfor them: but are, both in this

prophecy, and elsewhere throughout the Old Testament, un-

derstood in the sense of taking them awayj.

The two words, which are used by the prophet to express

bearing sin, are, as we have seen, p. 221, S^D in the 11th

verse, and «'JJ in the r2th. Let us then inquire in what sense

these words are used in other parts of the Old Testameit.

The word N'ty:, it is true, as we have already seen with respect

to the Uh verse, is often applied in the signification of bear-

ina: away ; t>i>t being (like the word bear in English, which

ha^ no less than 38 different acceptations in Johnson's DicU)

capable of various meanings, according to the nature of the

subject with which it is connected ; so we find it, when joined

with the word sin, constantly used throughout scripture,

either in the sense oi forgiving it, on the one hand; or of

sustaining, either directly or in figure, the penal consequences

of it, on the other. Of this latter sense, I find not less than

37 instances, exclusive of this chapter of Isaiah ; in all of

which, bearing the burden of sins, so as to be rendered liable

to suffer on account of them, seems clearly and unequivocal-

ly expressed. In most cases, it implies 2)unish7nent endured,

or incurred: whilst in some few, it imports no more tlian a

representation of that punishment, as in the case of the scape-

goat, and in that of Ezechiel lying upon his side, and thereby

bearing the iniquity, i. e. representing the punishment ^'duc

to the iniquity of the house of Israel. But in no one of al!

this number can it be said to admit the sisinification of carry-

ing away, unless perhaps in the case of the scape-goat, Lev.

xvi. 22. and in that of the priests, Ex. xxviii. 38. and Lev.

X. 17. and of these no more can be allep;ed, than that they

may be so ijiterpreted. See on these at lar^e, p. 241—246.

To these instances of the word n-^j*:, connected withNDn, p>%

M^ins, inirinities, Sec. may fairly be added those in which

it stands combined with the words n3*in, HdS^, disgrace, re-

proach, shame, &c. of which there are 18 to be found: and

in all of them, as before, the word is used in the sense of

eadurinrr, suffering. The idea therefore of a burden to be

sustained, is evidently contained in all these passages. Of
the former sense of the word, when connected with sins, in-

iquities, off'ences, either expressed or understood, namely,

that of /org-ii;mof, there are 22 ; in all of which cases, the

• See JVeii-come, J^luns. Vatabl. and Clarnis on Ezecli. iv. 4, 6-
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nominative to the verb N2^3 is the person who was to grant

jfbrgiveness. To forgive then, on the part of him, who had
the power so to do ; and to siistainy on the part of him, who
was deemed either actually or figuratively the offender, seem
to exhaust the significations of the word xiS'J, when connected
with shis, transgressions, and words of that import. In

conformity with this induction, Schindler (Lex. Pentag. in

KB'J, No. III.) aflSrms, that this verb, when joined with the

word sin, always signifies either to forgive it ; or to bear it,

i. e. to suffer for it : remittere, condonare ; vel liiere, dare

pcanas.

Now it has been commonly taken for granted, and Socinus

even assumes it as the foundation of his argument, {De Jes.

Chr. part 2. cap. 4.) that this signification oi forgiveness,

which evidently is not the radical meaning of the word, has

been derived from the more general one of bearing arvay,

removing. But this seems to have had no just foundation

:

bearing aivay, necessarily implying something of a burden to

be carried, it seems difficult to reconcile such a phrase with

the notion of that Being, to whom this act of forgiveness is

attributed, throughout the Old Testament. May not the

word have passed to this acceptation, through its primary
sense of bearing ; namely, suffering through patience, en-

during, or bearing with ? And it is remarkable that Cocceius,

at the same time that he complies with the general idea, of

referring the signification of the word in the sense oi forgiv-

ing sin to its acceptation of tollere, auferre, admits, that
" in this phrase is contained the notion of bearing ; ferundi,

nempeper/jflfienfia???." {Lexic. on fc^^yj Number IX.) It is

certain that the mercy of God is represented throughout

scripture, as being that of long-suffering, and of great pa-

tience. See Ps. Ixxxvi. 15. and particularly Ex. xxxiv. 6, 7.

and Numb. xiv. lt>. where this very character is joined with

the word \<m, as that under which the Deity is represented

as forgiving iniquity. And it is deserving of remark, that in

the verse following the passage in Numbers, the forgiveness

expressed by the word ^m, is described to be of that nature

that implies patient endurance, for it is said, as thou hastfor-

given, nnx**yj, this people, from egvft even until now.
Agreeably to this reasoning, Houbigant translates the word

NB'J, in both the last passages, parcere. Thus then, upon the

w'hole, the generic signification of the word xsyj, when applied

to sins, seems to be that of bearing, suffering, enduring

:

and then on the part of the sinner, it implies, bearing the

burden, or penal consequences of transgression : and on the

part of him against whom the offence has been committed,

bearing ivith, and patiently enduring it.

F F
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We are now enabled to form a judgment of the fairness o-

Dr. Taylor's criticism, (^Key, No. 162.) on which Mr. Dod
son, (Isa. liii. 4.) and all the writers, who oppose the doc
trine of Christ's vicarious suffering, so confidently rely.

We here see, that the language of scripture furnishes no
authority for translating the word nl^J, when connected with
iniquities, in the sense of bearing away. Dr. Taylor, in-

deed, adduces instances of this use of the term, but they are

almost all inapplicable to the present case : none of them re-

lating to iniquities, except the three which have been already
^

alluded to in page 240. viz. Exod. xxviii.^^ Lev. x. 17. and 59-

xvi. 22. If then these three be found notio justify his expli-

cation, he is left without a single passage of that great number
in which this word is used in reference to iniquities, to sup-

port his interpretation.

Now, as to the first of these, in which Aaron is said to

bear the iniquity of the holy things ; besides that the iniquity

here spoken of, being a profanation of the holy things,

scarcely supplies an instance of p;?, in the direct sense of ini-

quity, combined with the verb ; there seems no reason what-
ever to doubt that nk?J is here to be taken in its usual signi-

fication of bearing the blame of, being made answerable for,
as in the passage in Numb, xviii. 1. which exactly corres-

ponds to this, and as Houbigant here translates it, snscipiet

maculas donorum. See Number XXXVII. pp. 188, 189.

and in addition to the authorities there named, 3Tunst.

Vatabl, Clar. Fag. and Grot, on Numb, xviii. 1 . It must
be remarked also, that the word * e^xi^Uy used in this pas-

sage by the LXX, as equivalent to am, furnishes no sup-

port to the objection : the term applied by the Seventy, to

express the same thing in the parallel passage in Numb,
xviii. 1, being A£tft^<ev&>, which is the term commonly made
use of by them, to render xiyj, in those cases, where bearing

the burden of sins by suffering for them, is understood. See
on this, p. 256,

* If the use of the word f^utow hy the Seventy, for th.e Hebrew KiJfJ,

supplied a proof that they understoofl the original wopd in the sense of
i/caririg away, then must they have understood Levit. ix. 22. in the sense
of .Karons Searing away his handy and Numb. xxiv. 2. in the sense of Jia-

/aavi's bearing away his eyes ; for in both of these places have they ren-

dered NiyJ by t^At^rc. But this, it is clear, would make actual nonsense of

those passages: the sense being manifestly that of /(/r/n^ t//> in both. In

this sense, indeed, it will be found upon examination, that the word i'^ai^w

has been applied by the LXX, in every case where it has been substituted

for the Hebrew KK'J throughout the Bible : the only places where it has

been so used, being these which follow.—Gen. xxix. 1. Exod. xxviii. 38.

Lev. ix. 22. Numb. xxiv. 2. Jer. li. 9. Ezech. i. 19, 20, 21. iii- 14. x. 16.

jiTk' 15, 23 Dan. ii. 35. Zech. v. 7-
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The word wyj, in the 2d passage, Lev. x. 17. has been

pronounced, upon the authority of the LXX, which renders

nxty"? here by iva. ex.<peXirey to relate to the priests, and con-

sequently to signify not bearing, but bearing awuT/. But,

even admitting the word in this place to be connected with

the priests, and not with the victim, yet would it not thence
necessarily follow, that the word could be used only in the

sense of bearing away : it having appeared from what has
been just said, that in its strict sense it might be applied

with propriety even to the priests ; and in this way we find

it explained by Jun. and Trem* who thus expound it in this

place ; " ut a coetu iniquitatem in vos transferatis et recipia-

tis expiandam ;" and, at the same time, to denote the man-
ner in which this bearing the sins of the congregation was
understood, refer to Lev. xvi. 21, 22. in which the priest is

described as personating the people, laying his hands on the

head of the victim, and whilst he placed the sins of the peo-

ple thereon, making confession in their name, and as their

representative, so that he might be considered as bearing
their sins, until he placed them upon the head of the goat.

In like manner Patrick,—" the priest here, by eating of the

sin-ofFering, receiving the guilt upon himself, may well be
thought to prefigure one who should be both priest and sa-

crifice for sin." Houbigant translates, " qua plebis iniqui-

tatem subeatis ;^* and Stanhope {Boyle^s Led. fol. vol. i«

p. 779.) likewise explains it, by the priests "taking the sin

upon themselves." Vatablus again, who also refers the word
i^}, to the priests, and yet does not explain it in the sense
of bearing, that is, sustaining, interprets it in the absolute

signification oi forgiveness, without hinting that this was to

be effected in the sense of bearing aivay : " that you should
forgive,^' he says, " that is, declare the forgiveness of, &c."
And indeed, it is remarkable, that the only passages in which
the LXX have rendered xiyj when connected with sins by
the verb u^cci^eof, are, besides the present one, these two,
Exod. xxxiv. 7. and Numb. xiv. 18. in both of which God
is represented as long-suffering and forgiving iniquity,

&c. and in which, what has been said in pp. 241, 242, may
perhaps be sufficient to show, that the sense of bearing away
IS not included. So that, were we to argue from analogy,

the word ct(peXi}rs in this place, referred by the LXX to the

priests, should be taken in the sense o( forgiveness simply :

in which sense-^ it is also used by the LXX in Exod. xxxiv.

* It should be observed also, that in Ps. xxxii. 6. where Nti'J is undoubt-
edly used in this sense offorgh-eneas, and is according-ly rendered by Uie
"fcXX, ft<ttnfj.ty the word us^d by Symnxarhus is x^Aig'u.
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9. where the original is nSo, condono. And thus, no argu

ment arises in favour of the signification of bearing away.

But moreover the sense of the word oi<p»t^iu, in the appli-

cation of it by the LXX, is not to be concluded from its or-

dinary derivation. We find it, all through Leviticus, and
Numbers, especially in the 18th chapter of the latter, used

to express the offering, heave-offerings, and wave-offerings

to the Lord : and it seems remarkable, that in that chapter,

special directions are given, that all such parts of the offer-

ings as are to be waved and presented to the Lord, should

be eaten by the priests ; and with respect to these, the word
n^xt^tM is constantly used, and they are declared to be most
holy, (see Mvnst. Fag. Vutah. Cldr. in Numb, xviii. 8.)

These things certainly bear a strong resemblance to the par-

ticulars of the passage in Leviticus. But this I do not offer,

as fixing the meaning of the LXX in this place. The word
cijuu^Tietv following the verb in the sense of iniquity, \'\\\ seems
inconsistent with this application of the word u<pect^iu here.

It serves however to show, that the use of the word upe^^tite,

by the LXX, is not decisive of their rendering the original

in the sense of bearing away. And indeed, when the word
M7Fo-<pt^My has been used by them as a translation of Nty:, in a
sense manifestly different from that of bearing away, (see

pp. 256, 257.) the mere derivation of the a^xt^tu should not

be deemed demonstrative of their applying it in that sense.

But besides, there seems no sufficient reason for rendering

the sentence so as to apply the expression to the priests, and
not to the sin-offering. Commentators, indeed, seem gene-

rally to have assumed this point ; and Crellius, (torn. i. p.

20.) in his answer to Grotins, builds on it witlinerfect con-

fidence. The system likewise of the author W the Scrip.

Account oJ'Sacr. is in a great measure founded upon it, (pp.
12^, 145.) But, bating the authority of the LXX, there ap-

pears no ground whatever for this interpretation ; and ac-

cordingly, not only does Grotins, ( De Saiisfact. Chr. cap. i.

^ 10.) positively affirm, that this passage affords an instance

of " the victim being said to bear the iniqnity of the offerer,'*

but even Sykes himself, at the same time that he notices the

version of the LXX, seems to admit the same. {Essay on

Sac. p. 144.) And I will venture to say, that whoever at-

tends carefnlly to the oiisiiinal, will see good reason to 'concur

in this interpretation. The pussage exactly corresponds in

fitrnctnre with that in Lev. xvii. 11. and the comparison may
throw light upon the subject. Here, the priests are rebuked

for not having eaten the sin-offering, and the reason is assign-

ed ;for it is most holy, and God hath given it to yov, to bear

(mxa^^, for the bearing^) the iniquity of the congregatiouj^
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8cc, There, the Jews are ordered not to eat blood, and the

reason is assigned ; for the life of the flesh is in the blood,

and I have given it to you upon the altar, to make atonement

(na^S, for the making atonement) /or your sotds, &c. Now,
because the word you happens to lie nearest to the verb 133^

in this sentence, are we to infer, that the persons spoken to,

were to make the atonement, and not the blood, which
though it happens to be placed farthest from the verb, is yet

the subject evidently carried through the whole sentence,

and is immediately after pronounced to be that which made
the atonement? Yet this is the reasoning applied to the

former passage, which is precisely parallel.

Indeed I cannot help thinking, that the whole of this pas-

sage in Lev. X. 17. has been hitherto misunderstood; and
although, independent of the explanation which 1 am going

to offer, the sense of the word bear which I contend for,

seems already sufficiently established : yet since this is an

interpretation which appears generally to have been over*

looked, I must beg to propose it here. Moses rebukes the

sons of Aaron,«because they had not eaten the sin-ofFering,

as he had before commanded should be done, in the 6th chap-

ter. Now, in that chapter he had directed, that the offering

for the priests should not be eaten, but entirely consumed
with fire, (verse 23.) but that the sin-offering for the people,

siiould be eaten by the priests (verse 26.) In the 9th chap-

ter we find Aaron, under the direction of Moses, presenting

a sin-offering for himself, and another for the people ; but, in-

stead of obeying Moses's commands respecting the sin-offer*

ing for the people by eating it, he had burned it, as well as

the sin-offering for himself. This is the occasion of Moses's

displeasure, (x. 16.) and he reminds the sons of Aaron (verse

17.) that the goat being the sin-offering/or the people, being

appointed to bear the iniquity of the congregaiion, (not that

(if the priests,) it should therefore have been eaten. The
force of the passage then is not God hath given it you to (eat,

that by so doing ye might) bear (away) the iniquiiy of the

congregation, &c, but, God hath given you it (to eat, it be-

ing the offering appointed to bear, or as is the strict transla-

tion) for the bearing (in Avhatever sense the sacrifice was
usually conceived to bear) the iniquity of the congregation.

This seems the most obvious and intelligible construction of

this passage ; and if this be admitted, it is evident that this

text furnishes no support to the opinions of those who object

to the sense of the word bear, contended for in this Number.
As little support will the remaining text supply, which re-

lates to the scape-goat, Lev. xvi. 22. That, the scape-goat

Ava? roprosented a* going i^ito the wilderness, whilst h? sym-
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bolically bore the sins of the people, which had been laid

upon him, is certain; and that he consequently bore them
away, is equally certain ; but that it thence follows, that the

word used to express his bearing those sins, must of itself

signify to bear away, seems an unwarrantable conclusion.

Their being borne away, was a necessary consequence of the

goat's going away, whilst the symbolical burden lay upon
his bead, and therefore proves nothing as to the meaning of

the word here rendered to hear. Any word which implied

the sustaining a burden in any way, might have here been
equally applied, unless it at the same time conveyed the no-

tion of standing still under the burden, of which, language (as

far as I know) does not supply an instance. So that, in fact,

the argument here seems to amount to this : that the word
hear, leads the mind to bearing away, when the word away is

connected with it:—a position not necessary to combat.

It deserves also to be remarked, that the Seventy have not

here used any of those terms, which might be supposed to

countenance the sense of bearing away. Av«^5fA>, U7re<p£^a,,

et0cci^£*>, e^cct^cj, w^hich Dr. Taylor, and those who adopt his

notions, are so desirous of bringing forward on other occa-

sions, as proving the Septuagint interpretation of nb?j in that

sense, are all rejected by the LXX in this case ; in which, if

bearing away was intended, these, or some word which might
mark that meaning would most naturally have been adopted :

and the A«^^oty<y, by which Niyj is constantly rendered by the

LXX in those cases where the actual sustaining of sins and
their consequences is concerned, is the term employed.

We have now seen what is the full amount of Dr. Taylor's

objections against our account of the scripture acceptation

of the word am, when applied to sins. The three instances,

whose value we have just considered, being all that he is able

to oppose to a collection of 34 passages, which unequivocally

apply the word am to the sustaining of sin, or its conse-

quences; together with 13 more, which Avithout exception

combine the word in the same sense with the terms shame,

reproach, &c. And it is curious to observe, that from a sig-

nification of the word, establislied upon such grounds, and iu

opposition to such evidence it is, that he has deduced the

force of the expression when applied to the forgiveness of

iniquities; contending, that it derives this signification from

its more general meaning of bearing away, previously ascer-

tained in the way we have described.

Crellius, who is appealed to by Mr. Dodson on the signifi-

cation of this word Niyj, as he was before on that of h^D, (see

pp. 231, 233.) adds but little strength to the cause. He
mentions, indeed, an admission by Grotius, and ap interpre-
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tation by Vatabliis, but he refers us for the complete proof to

SocinuSf as Mr. Dodson had referred us to him, Socinus is

to prove the point by examples, " prolatis exemplis." {CrelL

Resp. ctd Grot. p. 24.) Now, the examples adduced by Soci-

nnsy to prove that the word i<m, applied to sins, may properly

be translated in the sense of bearing away, are the two which

have been already noticed in p. 241. viz. Ex, xxxiv'. 7. and

Numb. xiv. 18. And these, he says, clearly prove it, be-

cause here the word is applied in the sense o(forgivingy and

that was done by bearing away or removing sins, or their

punishment. See Socin. Opera Be Jes. Chr. pars. 2. cap.

4. pp. 148, 149. But surely, since the dictum of this father

of Socinianism was at last to decide the point, it had been

sufficient had he at once affirmed it, without the circuitous

form of an example.
Sykes indeed has discovered, as he thinks, one instance

which clearly establishes the acceptation of the word in the

sense of bearing away iniquity. It is that of Exod. x. 17.

And I confess, were I confined to a single passage for the

proof of the opposite, I think it is the one 1 would select, as

marking most decidedly, that this word has not acquired the

sense oi forgiving, through the signification o( bearing away.

Pharaoh says unto Moses, forgive (xty) / pray thee my sin

only this once, and entreat the Lord that he may take away
(ID') from me this death. Now if the word Ni^ were rendered

with Dr. Sykes, take away, it must then be, take away the

punishment of my sin ; taking away the sin itself being unin-

telligible, and this being the very sense in which the word is

said to acquire the force of forgiveness. See Socin. Opera,

torn. 2. p. 149. But surely, to desire Moses to take away
his punishment, and after that to entreat the Lord that he

w^ould take away the same punishment, seem not perfectly

consistent. Whereas, if we suppose the word expressing

forgiveness, to convey the force of enduring, bearing with,

all is perfectly natural : and Moses, having thus forgiven the

si)i of Pharaoh, might reasonably be called on to entreat that

the Lord would remit the punishment. Besides, it is obser-

vable, that where the punishment is spoken of, there the word
used is not Kiyj, but Ton, which unequivocally signifies to take

away.
What then is the result of this unavoidably prolix inquiry?

That the word iW\ when connected with the word sins, or

INIQUITIES, is throughout the entire of the bible to be under-

stood in one of these two significations: bearing, i. e. sus-

taining, on the one hand; and forgiving, on the other:

and that, in neither of these applications, does there seem any
reason for interpreting it in the sense of bearing away : nor
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has any one unequivocal instance of its use, in that setise^

ever been adduced.

So far as to the word Ntyj. The meaning of ^^D is, if pos-

sible, yet more evident. Being used, as we have ah*eady

seen, pp. 231, 232. in every passage, where it is not connect-

ed with the word sins, or soirows, in the literal sense of

bearing a burden, we can have but little diflSculty to discover

its signification, where it is so connected. In its reference to

sorrows, it has also been specially examined, and the result,

as we have seen, has confirmed its general application. Its

relation to sins is exemplified but in two passages, one of

wJiich occurs in the 11th verse of the chapter of Isai. under
consideration, and the other is to be found in Lament, v. 7.

Now it happens, that this last passage is such, that the mean-
ing of the word cannot be misunderstood. Our fathers have

sinned, and are not ; and 7ve have borne (ijbiJD) their iniqui-

ties ; or, as Dr, Blayney renders it, we have undergone the

punishment of ilielr imquW'ie^. The force of the word ^3D,

then, will not admit of question : and if any additional strength

were wanting to the argument concerning the verb fc^B^J, this

word to standing connected with iniquity in the llth verse,

exactly as am is with sin in the 12th, would abundantly sup-

ply it. That Ntyo indeed, in all cases where the sense of

forgiveness is not admissible, has the force of h^D when used

in relation to sins, will readily appear on examination. Their
correspondence is particularly remarkable, in the parallel ap-

plication of the two words in the passage of Lamentations

just cited, and in those of Numb. xiv. 33. and Ezech. xviii.

19, 20. in which i^m is used to express the sons' bearing the

wickedness of their fathers, in precisely the same sense in

whicli S::d is applied in the former.

These two words then, ii,m and S^D, being clearly used in

the common sense of bearing sinSy in the llth and 12th

verses of this chapter of Isaiah, it remains yet to ascertain,

what is the scripture notion conveyed by that phrase. Now,
this is evidently in all cases, the suffering, or being liable to

suffer, some injiiction on account cf sin, which in the case of
the offender himself, would properly be called punishment.

This I take to be the univ^ersal meaning of the phrase. The
familiar use of the words |i>\ nN£:n, iniquity, sin, for the pun-

ishment^- of iniquity ; or, as I would prefer to call it, the

• See 2 Klng^s vli. 9. and Zech. xiv. 19. and besides all the ancient com.
mentators, consult Jiis/wp Lowth on Isai. xl. 2. Dr. Blayney on Jer. li. 6.

and Primate JVexvcovie on IIos. x. 13.—the last of whom subjoins the re-

mark, that " this particular metonymy, of the cause for the effect, was na-

tural among the Jews, whose law abounded with temporal sanctions, which
God often inflicted."
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suffering due to iniquity; fully justifies this explication of

the phrase , and so obtrusive is its force, that we find this

meaning conceded to the expression even by Sykes, (^Essay

on Sac. p. 146.) Crellius, {Resp. ad Grot. p. 20.) and Soci-

nus himself. (De Jes. Chr, pars ii. cap. 4.)

But, although the phrase of bearing sin is admitted by all

to mean, bearing the punishment or consequences of sin, in

the case where a man's own sin is spoken of, yet it is denied
that it admits that signification, where the sin of another is

concerned: see Scrip. Ace. of Sacr. p. 142. Now, in an-

swer to this, it is sufficient to refer to the use of the expres-
sion in Lament, v. 7. compared with Jer. xxxi. 29, 30. and
to the application of it also in Ezech. xviii. 19, 20. and in

Numb. xiv. 33. In all of these, the sons are spoken of as

bearing the sins of their fathers : and in none can it be pre-

tended, that they were to bear them in the sense of bearing
them aivay, or in any other sense than in ih^t oi sufferingfor
them : and the original term employed to express this, is S3D
in the passage in Lamentations^ and xtyj in all the rest. Dr.
Blayney translates the passage in Lamentations, Ourfathers
have sinned, but they are no more, and we have undergone
THE PUNISHMENT OF THEIR INIQUITIES. Datho renders the
expression, both here and in Ezechiel, by luere peccata 4

and at the same time affirms, (on Jer. xxxi. 29.) that the
meaning of the proverb adduced both in Jeremiah and Eze-
chiel is, " that God punishes the sins of the fathers in the

children." The proverb, to which he alludes, is that of the

fathers having eaten a sour grape, and the children's teeth

being set on edge. The time is approaching, Jeremiah says,

in which this shall not be any longer, but every man shall

DIE for his own iNiquiTY. And this time, he subjoins, is

to be under the 7iew covenant, which was to be made with the
Jewish people, and which was to differ from that which pre-

ceded, in that God was not, as hitherto, to visit the sins of
the fathers upon the children, but to visit each individual for

his own transgressions.

The same subject is more largely and explicitly treated by
Ezechiel. The proverb used by Jeremiah is repeated by
this prophet ; and as Primate Newcome observes, is well ren-

dered by the Chaldee. " The fathers have sinned, and the

sons are smitten." This, he says, refers to the second com*
mandment ; and on the peculiar principles of the Jewish dis-

pensation, he admits the reasonableness of it as a judicial

infliction. Dr. Blayney, indeed, thinks otherwise, although

he has expressly translated the passage in Lamentations,

We have undergone the punishment of their iniquities.—
This seems not-coDsLstent. Yet he peremptorily rejeats t^e

G G
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notion of this as a judicial infliction. Had Dr. Blayncy,

however, considered that the penalties thus inflicted, were
such as belonged to the old covenant, namely temporal, he
<\ ould have seen no difficulty in this dispensation, as affecting

the equity of God's proceedings ; nor would he have been
reduced to the inconsistency of calling that a punishment, in

one place, which he contends cannot be a judicial infliction

in another.

Let us follow the prophet a little farther :—^he declares, as

Jeremiah had done, that this shall no longer be. The judi-

cial dispensation of the new covenant shall be of a different

nature. In future, the soul that sinnethy it shall die—if a
man be just he shall live; but if he hath done abominationSf
HE shall surely die; his blood shall be upon him (upon his

own head) and yet ye say^ why? doth not TfiE son-

bear THE INIQUITY OF THE FATHER? The prophct rcplies

;

True, but this shall no longer be ; when the son hath done
judgment and justice he shall surely live. The soul that sin-

nethy IT shall die; the son shall not bear{^m) the iniquity of
Ihe father, neither shall the father bear (Km) the iniquity of
the son. The passage from Numbers, in which the sons are

said to bear (am) the abominations of their fathers, exactly

accords=^ with those which we have now considered : and it

appears incontestably from the whole, that to bear the sins of
others^-f is an expression familiarly used, to denote the suffer*

ing evils inflicted on account of those sins.

I will not contend that this should be called suflfering the

punishment of those sins, because the idea of punishment
cannot be abstracted from that of guilt : and in this respect

i differ from many respectable authorities, and even from Dr.
Blayney, who, as we have seen, uses the word punishment
in his translation. But it is evident, that it is notwithstand-

^ IfarAmond, on 1 Pet. ii. 25. supported by the Chaldee and Fagius, ren-

ders the passage here, bear the ptcnishment of ctir sins :—see also Jiinsviortli,

on Numb. xiv. 33.

f The observations of Jllartini on tliis subject deserve to be quoted.
' Quicunque nimirum malis atque incommodis tolerandis aliorum miseriam
avertit, eorumque salutem promovet, quacunque demum ratione id fiat is

pocnas peccatorum eorum luerc, tanquam piaculum pro iis apud Deum inter-

cedere dicitur, ut liominibus priscis fere omnibus, ita imprimis Hebi zeis.

Eadem fere ratio est formulae Arabibus frequentissimse, redemptio tua sit

anima inea, scil. apud Deum, h. e. acerba qusevis, quia ipsius adeo mortis

discrimen subire non recusarem, nv)do te juvare, liberationem a periculis,

salutem atque incolumitatem tibi prxstare possem. Ad explorationem vero

ejusmodi formularum si pervenire veils, redcundum omnino est ad opinion-

em, ut veterum populorum omnium, ita imprimis Hebrxnrum, ex qua ca-

lamitates quascunque^ prxsertim atrociorcs, tanquam pcenas peccatorum ab
ipsis diis prxsentibus inflictas considerare sc.lebant, casque non alia, ratione

avcrti posse putabant,quam si victima innocens loco hominis ejusmodi pana*
Gubeundo, numiuis infesti ir»msedaret."—-See Hosenm. on Isai- liii. ^
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ing a judicial infliction ; and it may perhaps be figuratively

denominated punishment, if thereby be applied a reference

to the actual transgressor, and be understood that suffering

which was due to the offender himself; and which, if inflict-

ed on him, would then take the name of punishment. In no

other sense, can the suffering inflicted on one, on account of

the transgressions of another, be called a punishment ; and,

in this light, the bearing the punishment of another's sins, is

to be understood as bearing that, which in relation to the

sins, and to the sinner, admits the name of punishment, but

with respect to the individual on whom it is actually inflict-

ed, abstractedly considered, can be viewed but in the light

of suffering. Thus the expression may fairly be explained

:

it is however upon the whole to be wished, that the word pvr

nishment had not been used. The meaning is substantially

the same without it ; and the adoption of it has furnished

the principal ground of cavil to the adversaries of the doc-

trine of atonement, who affect to consider the word as ap-

plied in its strict signification, and consequently as implying

the transfer of actual guilt. I could therefore wish, that

such distinguished scholars as Bishop Lowth, Primate New-
come, and Dr. Blayney, had not sanctioned the expression.

That the term punishment, indeed, has frequently been

used, where infliction only, without any reference to guilt in

the individual sufferer, was intended, must be allowed. Ci-

cero affords us a memorable instance of this ;
*' Silent leges

inter arma; nee se expectari jubent, cum ei qui expectare

velit, ante injusta poena luenda sit, quam justa repetenda."

The application of the word is yet more justifiable, where

the sufferings endured have a relation to the guilt of another,

on whom had they been inflicted, they would have received

the name of punishment in its strictest sense. They are, to

use an expression of Crellius, the materia prancB with re-

spect to the offender ; and when borne by another in his

stead, that other may in a qualified sense be said to bear the

punishment of the offender, as bearing that burden of suffer-

ing, which was due to him as the punishment of his offence.

And thus in all cases, except where forgiveness is intend-

ed, the expression p;r fc<iyj, or p;f S:iD, is to be understood

;

namely, as sustaining, or bearing the burden of that mate-

ria PoeN.€, which was due to the offences, either of the indi-

vidual who suffered, or of him on whose account, and in

whose place he suftered. In this sense, we may justify the

use of the expression bearing punishment, in cases of a

vicarious nature : but to avoid all cavil, and misrepresentation

of the phrase, it were belter perhaps, to adopt the phrase of

suffering for sinf^.
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This view of the subject, completely removes all those

objections, derived from a rigorous acceptation of the nature

of punishment, which have been urged by Socinus, and Crel-

jius, and repeated by every dissenter from the received doc-

trine of atonement since their day. And it is curious to ob-

serve, that Dr. Benson, though contending for the notion of

Christ's bearing our sins in the sense of bearing them away,
and supporting this on the ground of Dr. Taylor's interpre-

tation of Ntfi?:, h2D, and the corresponding Greek words in that

sense, is yet obliged to admit the justness of the explication

here proposed. " Sin (he says,) is frequently in scripture

put for s7iffering:S, or ufflictions. Bearing iniquity, or sin,

is likewise bearing punishment, or enduring ajjliction : and
when that punishment, or affliction was death ; then bearing
iniquiti/, or sin, and being put to death, were phrases of like

import." And he admits, in consequence of this reasoning,

that Christ's bearing our sins, or, as he thinks right to call

it, " bearing them away, was by his suffering death: which
TO us, IS THE PENALTY OF SIN." {Bensou OH 1 Peter ii, 24.)

So that we seem to have the authority of Dr. Benson for

saying, that Christ bore our sitis, by suffering the penalty
due to them.

It has now, I trust, sufficiently appeared, that the expres-
sions used in this chapter of Isaiah to denote bearing sins,

are elsewhere in scripture employed to signify, not bearing
them away, in the indefinite sense of removing them, but
sustaining them as a burden, by suffering their penal conse-

quences : and this, not only Avhere the individual was punish-
ed for his own sins, but where he suffered for the sins of
others. ^Ye may now therefore proceed to inquire into the

true meaning of the phrase in the prophecy before us : and
indeed so manifest is its application in this place, that were
it even ambiguous in other parts of scripture, this alone
might suffice to determine its import : so that, but for the
extraordinary efforts that have been employed to perplex and
pervert the obvious meaning of the words, it could not have
been necessary to look beyond the passage itself, to ascertain

their genuine signification to be that which has just been sta-

ted. In the description here given by the prophet, we are

fiu'nished with a clear and accurate definition of the words,
and a full explanation of the nature of the thing. We are

told, that God made the iniqiiilies of us all tofall upon him,
who is said to have borne the iniquities of many ; thus is the

bearing of our iniquities explained to be, the bearing them
laid on as a burden : and though a reference is undoubtedly
intended to the laying the iniquities of the Jewish people on
«ho head of the scape-goat, which was done (as is urged by
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Socinus, Crellius, Taylor, and other writers who adopt their

notions,) that they mic;ht be borne, or carried away ; yet
this does not prevent them from being borne as a burden.
The great object in bearing our sins, was certainly to bear
them away ; but the manner in which they were borne, so

as to be ultimately borne away by him who died for us, was
by his enduring the afflictions and sufferings which were due
to them ; by his being numbered with the transgressors

;

treated as if he had been the actual transgressor ; and made
answerable for us, and consequently woundedfor our trans-
gressions, and smitten for our iniquities^ in such manner,
that our peace was effected by his chastisement, and we healed
by his bruises ; he having borne our iniquities, having suf-

fered that which was the penalty due to them on our part,

and having offered himself a sacrificefor sin on our account.
Now it deserves particularly to be remarked, that these

strong and decided expressions, which are clearly explanatory
of tlie manner in which our sins are to be borne, and borne
away, are but little attended to by the Socinian expositors,
whilst they endeavour by a detached examination of the
words denoting the bearing of sins, and by directing our
attention to the ceremony of the scape-goat, to exclude from
the view those accompanying circumstances which so plainly

mark a vicarious suffering, and a strict propitiatory atone-
ment. In contending, however, for the reference to the
scape-goat in the expression bearing sins,"^ as it is here used,
these v/riters furnish us with an additional argument, in proof
of the scape-goat having been a sin-offering, (see pp. 206,
219.) he, who was to bear our sins, and to procure our par-

don, being here described expressly as a sacrifice for sin^

OK^N. Some arguments, indeed, are offered by Socinus,
(Opera, tom. ii. pp. 150, 151, 153.) and Crellius, (Resp. ad
Gr. p. 23—30. J to weaken the force of the expressive pas-
sages of the prophet's description above referred to. But
after what has been said, it is unnecessary to add to the
length of this discussion, by a refutation which must instantly
present itself, on the principles already laid down.
To bring, then, this tedious investigation to a conclusion,

it appears : 1. That neither the expression used by Isaiah in

the 4th verse, nor the application made of them by St. Mat-
thew, are in any degree inconsistent with the acceptation of
the phrase bearing sins, here employed by the prophet, in

the sense of stistaining, or undergoing the burden of them,

by sufferingfor them: 2. That the use of the expression in

other parts of the Old Testament, so far from opposing, jus-

* See Socin. Opera, tom. ii. p. 149. Crdl. Besp. ad Gr. p. 21. and Tay-
lor's Key, § 162.
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tifies and confirms this acceptation ; and 3. That the minute
description of the sufferings of Christ, their cause, and their

effects, which here accompanies this phrase, not only estab-

lishes this interpretation, but fully unfolds the whole nature

of the Christian atonement, by showing that Christ has suffer-

ed in our place what was due to our transgressions ; and that

by and in virtue of his sufferings, our reconciliation with God
bas been effected.

I have gone thus extensively into the examination of this

point, both because it has of late been the practice of those

v/riters, who oppose the doctrine of atonement, to assume fa-

miliarly, and pro concesso, that the expression bearing sins

signified in all cases where personal punishment was not

involved, nothing more than bearing them away, or removing
them ; and because this chapter of Isaiah contains the whole
scheme and substance of the Christian atonement. Indeed
8o ample and comprehensive is the description here given,

that the writers of the New Testament seem to have had it

perpetually in view, insomuch that there is scarcely a passage

in either the gospels or epistles, relating to the sacrificial na-

ture and atoning virtue of the death of Christ, that may not
obviously be traced to thiis exemplar : so that in fortifying

this part of scripture, we establish the foundation of the en-

tire system. It will, consequently, be the less necessary to

inquire minutely into those texts in the New Testament,
which relate to the same subject. We cannot but recognize

the features of the prophetic detail, and consequently apply
the evidence of the prophet's explanation, when we are told

in the words of our Lord, that the Son of man came to give
HIS LIFE A RANSOM FOR MANY, Matt. XX. 28. that as St.

Paul expresses it, he gave himself a ransom for all,
1 Tim. ii. 6. that he was offered to bear the sins of
mant, Heb. ix. 28. that God made him to he sin for us,

WHO knew no sin, 2 Cor. v. 21. that Christ REDEEivfEo
vs from the curse of the law, being made a cdrse for
US, Gal. iii. VS. that he suffered for sins, the just for
THE r\.H ST, 1 Pet. iii. 18. that he died for the ungod-
ly, Rom. v. (). that lie gave himself for us. Tit. ii. 14.

that he died for our sins, 1 Cor. xv. 3. and was deli-
vered FOR OUR offences, Rom. iv. 25. that he gave
HiaiSELF FOR US AN OFFERING AND A SACRIFICE TO GOD,
Eph. v. 2. that we are reconciled to god by the death
of his Son, v. 10. that his blood was shed for many, for
the remission of sins. Matt. xxvi. 28.—These and many
others directly refer us to the prophet ; and seem but partial

reflections of wJiat he had before so fully placed before our
view.
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One passage, how ever, there is which deserves a more par-

ticular attention ; because, being an acknowledged transla-

tion of the most important part of the prophetic description,

it has, jointly with the prophecy, experienced the severity of

Socinian criticism. It is that passage in 1 Pet, ii. 24. where
U is said of Christ, that he his own self bare our sins in

his own body, on the tree. This has been referred to the

4th verse of the liiid. ch. but as we have already seen (p.
228.) on grounds totally erroneous. With the same view,

namely, that of weakening the force of the prophecy, the use

of the word uvuveyKsv by the apostle, to express the bearing
sins, of the prophet, has been largely insisted on. The word
uvecips^a, it is Contended, is to be understood in the sense of
bearing^ away: and Dr. Benson, on 1 Pet. ii. 24. positively

asserts, that the word otvx(p£^6> is never used by the LXX, in

any of those places, in the Old Testament, where bearing
iniquity is taken in the sense of bearing 'punishment, or en-

during affliction. Now, as St. Peter's words may fairly be
considered as a translation of the words of the prophet, or
rather as an adoption of the language of the LXX, (see p.

228.) it becomes necessary to examine the force of the ex-

pressions here used, as being a strong authority respecting

the true meaning of the original passage in the prophet. And
in this examination we shall find abundant confirmation of the

conclusion we have already arrived at.

The word xm<pe^a, which strictly signifies to bear, or cany
lip, and is therefore commonly applied in the sense oi offering

tip a victim, as carrying it up to the altar ; and may with

equal propriety be applied to Christ bearing uj) with him, in

his own body, r«; u/^cconxi 7}fzojv £^i ^vXovy our sins to the cross,

(see Schleusn. Lex. and Hamm. in locum)—admits of course

the signification of bearing as a burden ; and joined with the

word sins, as it is here, it corresponds to the Hebrew N*iyj, or

S^D, in the sense of bearing their punishment, or sustaining

the burden of suffering which they impose. In this very
sense, the Seventy have used it, in direct opposition to Dr.
Benson's assertion. For, in Numb. xiv. 33. where the sons

are said to bear the whoredoms, or idolatrous sins of their fa-

thers, the word used by the fjXX to express the Hebrew
H.m is uvx<pi^ij ; now the Chaldee in this place employs the word
^:3p, which is universally allowed to signify suscipere, to un-

dergo, or sustain, (see Buxt. Lex.) and translates the whole
passage thus, They shall bear your sins, and I will visit the

iniquities of the fathers in the children. Munster, Vata-

• See Dodsan on Isai. liil. 11. also .S"9«>?. De Jes. Chr. pars 2. cap. vi- 5=

Vrell. Ke^p. ad G'>-. p. 21.
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bins, Fagiiis, and Clarius pronounce the expression to be a
Hebraism, for suffering the punishment of the fathers* sins.

Hoiibigant expressly translates, poenas luent. That this

passage also, is precisely of the same import with those in

Lament, v. 7. and Ezech. xviii. 19, 20. where suffering for
sins is expressly marked out, has been already noticed, (p.
248—250.) Now, in these passages manifestly denoting the
very same thing, hearing sins, in the same way, and on the

same account, the version of the LXX is vTretrxev, in the
former ; and XocfjJ^dva, in the latter. The force of vjres-^ev,

requires no confirmation : if it did, its application in Psalm
Ixxxix. 50. the only remaining place where it is used by the

LXX, would supply it. And xxy-Qctva is the expression com-
monly applied by the LXX, throughout Leviticus, to ex-

press the bearing of sin, in those cases in which the offender

was to suffer the actual punishment of his transgressions.

And in the very next verse we find the word uvx^s^ej applied

to denote the bearing these very sins in the persons of the

offenders themselves, which they had been told in the preced-

ing verse, their sons should likewise bear, ccvoithvi. So that

these expressions <x,vct<pe§M, and Xccf^^wjeo, being employed by
the LXX in passages precisely parallel, furnish a complete

contradiction to Dr. Benson's assertion.

Indeed the Seventy seem to have used the compounds of

<pe§6f, without much attention to the force of the adjoined pre-

position. This is evident in their use of the word oc7ro(pe^&fy

for the Hebrew NlJ^J, in Lev. xx. 19. where the sin was not to

be borne awai/, as the word would strictly imply, but to be

borne by suffering the punishment of death: and likewise, in

Ezech. xxxii. 30. where bearing shame, is applied by the

prophet in the same sense. And in this passajje, whilst the

Vatic, reads U7r6<pe^6>, the Alex, reads Xxf^^Qccvu ; thus using the

two words indifferently, although xufJcQctva is employed by the

LXX almost universally, iiv cases implying the actual sus-

taining of guilt and suffering. Now, if even the word Ano-
^£^«* has been used by the LXX for ^m, in the simple sense

of <pi^a, and in no other tlironcrhout the bible ; upon what

ground is it to be argued, that A'HA'pc^o) cannot be used by
them in the same sense ; and particularly, when it is employ-

ed by them in the translation of the same Hebrew word, and

similarly connected with the same subject, sins ? But to de-

cide the acceptation of the word by the LXX, it will be suffi-

cient to observe, that of 133 passages of the Old Testament,

* Biel, on the word atwopc^w, remarks, that the Doric at-rc/cx is expounded
by Phavorinus Ko/utini, reportalns •• thus it appears, that the force oftlie pre-

position is, in some casi-s, entirely lost in the compound: and accordingly,

the word sometimes signifies add\XQO.
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ill which, exclusive of those of Isaiah at present under con-

sideration, it is used as a translation of the Hebrew, it nevet

once occurs in the sense of bearing away : (see Trom. Con-

cord.) and that in those places, in which it occurs in the rela-

tion of bearing sins, it is given as equivalent to the words

Niyj, and S^D; being employed to render the former in Numb.
xiv. 33* and Isai. liii. 12. and the latter, ibid. liii. 11. And
these three are the only passages in which the word is found

so related.

Now, in addition to what has been already said on the

words translated bearing sins, in these passages, and espe-

cially on the word S^D, let it be remarked, that the word
vTctnyKevy is used by Symm. for the uvoto-et of the LXX, in the

last mentioned text : and that the very word S3D, which in the

11th verse is translated ecvu<p£^u by the LXX, is, by the same,

rendered in the 4th verse, in the sense of sustaining ; the term

employed by them being ohvocrxt, enduring orrieff or afflic'

Hon ; as if they had said, o^i/veej, or Travm rriEMEINEN, which
is the expression used by Aq, Symm. and Theod, in this

place. Now, as St. Peter, in his description of Christ's

bearing our sins, not only refers to Isaiah, but evidently

quotes his very words, and quotes them in the language of

the Seventy, we can have no question of his stating them in

the same sense in which they manifestly used them ; and that

when he says that Christ bore^ our sins, in his own body,

on (or to) the cross, he means to mark, that Christ actually

bore the burden of our sins, and suffered for them all that he
endured in his last agonies. That there may also have been

implied a reference, in the word av»(p£^a, to its sacrificial im-

port, so familiar both with the LXX and the New Testament,

I see no reason to deny. This, by no means, interferes with

what has been now urged, but rather confirms it, and explains

more fully the manner in which our sins were borne by our

Lord, namely, as by a sacrifice. So that the entire force of

the passage may be, as Whitby has stated it : he bare our

sins in his own body, offered (as) upon an altanfor tis : and

by this interpretation, we find a perfect correspondence with

the only remaining passage in the New Testament, in which

the phrase uf^x^rtx^ avufpe^eiv is found ; namely, Heb. ix. 28.

where it is said that Christ was once offered, to bear the

sins of many.

* The Syriac renderings of the passage is remarkable. .l^ >.\^ii ?>i

nostra omnia, et siistulit ilia in corpore suo ad criicetn. Here the word \\Oa9
portabat quasi pondus. is unequivocal and d<. cisive.—N. B. Schaaf has ren-

dered the Syriac, cum corpore suo; whilst it more naturally adpiitg the

rendering", iw corpore suoy agreeably to the co,m;n9.a translation.
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The observations contained in this Number, will enable tis>

to form a just estimate of Dr. Priestley's position ; that nei-

ther in the Old Testament, nor in those parts of the New,
where it might most naturally be expected, namely, in the

discourses of our Lord and his apostles, as recorded in the

Gospels and Acts, do we find any trace of the doctrine of

atonement. On this Dr. Priestley observes, with no little

confidence, in the TheoL Rep. vol. i. p. 327—353. and again,

in his Hist, of Cor. vol. i. p. 158— 164. Surely, in answer to

such an assertion, nothing more can be necessary, than to

recite the prophecy of Isaiah, which has just been examined,

and in which it is manifest that the whole scheme of the doc-

trine of atonement is minutely set forth : so manifest, indeed,

that notwithstanding his assertion, Dr. Priestley is compelled

to confess, {Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 530.) that " this prophecy

seems to represent the death of Christ, in the light of a satis-

faction for sin."

But the emptiness of the position is not more clearly evin-

ced by this, and other parts of the Old Testament which
might be adduced, than by the language of our Saviour and
his apostles, in those very parts of the New Testament to

which this writer chooses to confine his search, the Gospels

and Acts. For, when the angel declares to Joseph, that his

name shall be called Jesus, for he shall save his people from
their sins. Mat. i. 21, when John, who was sent to announce
the Messiah, and to prepare men for his reception, and from
whom a sketch at least of our Saviour's character and the

nature of his mission might be expected, proclaims him the

Lamb ofGod j which taketh aivay the sins of the world ; (Job.

i. 29.) thus directing the attention of his hearers to the notion

of sacrifice and atonement: (see Number XXV.) when M'C

find St. John (xi. 50, 51, 52.) relating the saying of Caiaphas,

tiiat it was expedient //<«^ one man shonld die for the people,

AND THAT THE WHOLE NATION PERISH NOT; aud remarking

on this, that Caiaphas had said this under a prophetic im-

pulse, for that Jesus shonld diefor (hat nation, avd not for
THAT NATION ONLY, bill that atSO he shotild souther together

in one the children of God, that were scattered abroad: when
we find our Lord himsqlf declare, that he came to give his

life a ransom for many, (Mat. xx. 28.) and again, at the last

supper, an occasion which might be snpposed to call for some
explanation of the nature and benefits of the death which he
was then about to sufier, using these remarkable words; This
is my blood of the new testament, which is shedfor many for
the remission of sins, (iMat. xxvi. 28.) which words Di..

Priestley himself admits {Theol, Rep. vol. i. pp. 345, 346.)

to imply, " that the death of Christ in some respects resera-
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bies a sin-offering under the law" when,! sfay, these pas-

sages are to be tound, all referring, more or less directly, to

the notion of atonement: when it is considered also, that

this notion of atonement was rendered perfectly familiar by
the law ; and when to these reflections it is added, that the

prophecy of Isaiah, to which reference is made in some, pos-

sibly in all of these, had, by describing Christ as a sin-offer-

ing, already pointed out the connexion between the atone-

ments of the law, and the death of Christ ; there seems little

foundation for the assertion, that nothing whatever appears in

the Gospels or Acts, to justify the notion of atonement.

But admitting, for the sake of argument, that no instance

to justify such a notion did occur, what is thence to be infer-

red ? Are the many and clear declarations on this head, in

the epistles of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. John, to be pro-

nounced surreptitious ? Or, have these writers broached doc-

trines, for which they had no authority ? Let Dr. Priestley

take his choice. If he adopt neither part of the alternative,

his argument goes for nothing.

But why, it may still be urged, are not the communications

upon this subject, as frequent and forcible in the Gospels and
Acts, as in the epistles ? Why did not our Lord himself un-

fold to his hearers, in its fullest extent, this great and import-

ant object of his mission?—Why, I ask in return, did he not,

at his first coming, openly declare that he was the Messiah?
Why did he not &lso fully unfold that other great doctrine,

which it was a principal (or as Dr. Priestley will have it,

Hist, of Cor. vol. i. p. 17.5. the sole) " object of his mission

to ascertain and exemplify, namely^ that of a resurrection

and a future state?" The ignorance of the Jews at large,

and even of the apostles themselves, on this head, is noto-

rious, and is well enlarged upon by Mr. Veysie, {Bampf^
Led. Serm. p. 188—198.) There seems, then, at least, as

much reason for our Lord's rectifying their errors, and sup-

plying them with specific instructions en this head, as there

could be on the subject of atonement.

But besides, there appears a satisfactory reason, why the

doctrine of atonement is not so fully explained, and so fre-.

quently insisted on, in the discourses of our Lord and his

apostles, as in the epistles to the early converts. Lentil it

was clearly established that Jesus was the Messiah ; and un-

til, by his resurrection crowning all his miraculous acts, it

was made manifest, that he who had been crucified by the

Jews, was he who was to save them and all mankind from

1-heir sins, it must have been premature and useless to explain,

horv this was to be eifected. To gain assent to plain facts,

was found a.sufficient trial for the iurrefliilily and rooted pre^.
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judices of the Jews, in the first instance. Even to his im-

mediate followers, our Lord declares, / have many things to

say to you, but ye cannot bear them now : John xvi. 12. And
accordingly, both he, and they afterwards following his exam-
ple, proceeded by first establishing the fact of his divine

mission, before they insisted upon its end and design, which
involved matters more difficult of apprehension and accept-

ance. Besides, it should be observed, that the discourses of

our Lord and his apostles, were generally addressed to per-^

sons, to whom the ideas of atonement were familiar, whereas

the epistles were directed to those who were not acquainted

with the principles of the Mosaic atonement ; excepting only

that addressed to the Hebrews, in which, the writer solely

endeavours to prove the death of Christ, to fall in with those

notions of atonement, which were already familiar to the

persons whom he addressed.

But Dr. Priestley is not content to confine himself to

those parts of scripture, where a full communication of the

doctrine of atonement was least likely to be made. Having
from long experience learned the value of a confident asser-

tion, he does iiot scruple to lay down a position yet bolder

than the former ; namely, *' that in no part either of the Old
or New Testament, do we ever find asserted, or explained,

the j^rinciple on which the doctrine of atonement is founded

:

but that, on the contrary, it is a sentiment every where

abounding, that repentance and a good life are of themselves

sufficient to recommend us to the favour of God." {TheoL
Rep. vol. i. p. i263.) How little truth there is in the latter

part of the assertion, has been already considered in Num-
bers IX. and XVni. That the former part is equally des-

titute of foundation, will require but little proof. The en-

tire language of the epistles is a direct contradiction to it.

The very prophecy which has been the principal subject of

this Number, overturns it. It is in vain that Dr. Priestley

endeavours to shelter this assertion under an extreme and
exaggerated statement of what the principle of atonement

is; namely, "that sin is of so heinous a nature, that God
cannot pardon it without an adequate satisfaction being made
to his justice.'*

It is an artifice not confined to Dr. Priestley, to propound
the doctrine in these rigorous and overcharged terms ; and,

»jt the same time to combat it in its more moderate and quali-

fied acceptation : thus insensibly transferring to tlje latter,

jthe sentiment of repugnance excited by the former. But,

that God's displeasure against sin is such, that he has or-

dained that the sinner shall not be admitted to reconciliation

-jnf] favour, but in vii'tue of that great sacrifice which haps
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been oflfered for the sins of men, exemplifying the desert of

guilt, and manifesting God's righteous abhorrence of tJiose

sins, which required so severe a condition of their forgive-

ness : that this, I say, is every where the language of scrip-

ture, cannot possibly be denied. And it is to no purpose

that Dr. Priestley endeavours by a strained interpretation,

to remove the evidence of a single text, when almost every

sentence that relates to the nature of our salvation conveys

the same ideas. That text, however, which Dr. Priestley

has laboured to prove in opposition to the author of Jesus

Christ the Mediator, not to be auxiliary to the doctrine of

atonement, I feel little hesitation in restating, as expla-

natory of its true nature and import. Whom God had set

forth to be a proiritiation through faith in his blood, to de-

clare his righteousness for the ronission of past sins,

through the forbearance of God: to declare, I say, at this

time his righteousness, that he might be just, and (i. e. al-

though) the JusTiFiER of him that believeth in Jesus, Rom.
iii. 25, 26.^

* I had, in the foriDer editions of this work, adopted Primate Newcome's
explanation of the \vord<r/M*;o(ryv« ; conceiving the idea o\'justification, or me-
thod of justification, to be better calculated than that of righteousness, (the

term employed by the common version,) to convey an adequate sense of the

original. On perusing the observations of Mr. Nares, in his Remarks on

the Unitarian Version of the JVfio Ttstatnent, p. 150—153. I am now indu-

ced to alter my opinion : being fully satisfied, that that learned and ingeni-

ous writer has caugiit the true spirit of the original passage; and that the

object of the inspired reasoner is not so much to show how, in the method
adopted for the remission of sins, tnercy was to be displayed, as how, notwith-

standing this display oimexcy, justice was to be maintained. In either view

the sense undoubtedly terminates in the same point, the reconciling with

each other the two attributes of mercy and justice ; but the emphasis of
tlie argument takes opposite directions ; and that, in the view which Mr,
Nares has preferred, it takes the right direction, must be manifest on con-

sidering that, in the remission of sins, mercy is the quality tliat immediately
presents itself, whilst justice might seem to be for the time superseded. On
this principle of interpretation, the sentence will stand thus. Whom God
had setforth to be a propitiation throiighfaith in his blood, for the manifesta'
tion of his justice (his just and righteous dealing) concernivg the remission

of past sins, through the forbearance of God : for the manifestation, at thi^

time, oj his justice, that he might be just, and (i. e. although) the justi -

FiER of him that believeth in Jesus. The justice of the Deity, or his regard

to what his righteous and just, is thus declared not to have been departed

from in the scheme of redemption : this scheme bearing a two-fold relation.

to sinners, in such a manner, that whilst it manifested the mercy of God, it

should at the same time in no degree lay a ground for the impeachment of

his justice. This view of the case will be found exactly to agree with what
has been already advanced at p. 127. The reader who will turn to tlie ^m-
notations of Diodati, p. 117, will be pleased with the observations which he
will there find upon tins subject.

Having been led by the discussion of this text to the mention of Mr.
Nares*s work, I cannot avoid expressing my regret, that the present edition

has travelled thus fur on its way to the public eye without those aids, which
an earlier appearance of that valuable performance would have secured to
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To argue here, as is done by Dr. Priestley and others,

that the word ^tKctio^, cannot mean just with regard to pu-

nishmenfy will avail but little in evading the force of this pas-

sage. Admitting even that it signifies, as Dr. Priestley con-

tends, righteoKS, the argument remains much the same

;

since, in this view, the reasoning of St. Paul goes to recon-

cile with the righteous dealings of God, which in respect of

sin, must lead to punishment,—that forgiveness granted

through Christ's propitiation, whereby the sinner was treat-

it. Being, like that respectable writer, engaged in the endeavour to vindi-

cate the part) of Scripture truth from Unitarian misrepresentation, I am
naturally desirous to avail myself of the exertions of so distinguished a fel-

low-labourer. That this volume therefore, and the cause which it sup-

ports, may not be altogether deprived of the advantages of such co-opera-

lion on the subjects which have been already displayed in the foregoing

sheets, I shall here subjoin a reference to those parts of Mr. Nares's work
whicli bear upon the same subjects, and bestow upon them additional en-

forcement and illustration. 1 beg then to direct the reader's attention to

pp. 60—124. 17.>, 174. 181, 182. 217. 220, on the doctrine of the pre-exist-

tnce treated of in Number I :—to pp. 126—loO. 231—236. 154—164. on the

Tansotn or price of reaetnption treated of in Number XXV. on the sense in

which Christ is said to have been made a sacrificefor sin, and a sinofferivgy

as in Number XXVIF. p. 234—242- and Number XXIX. and to have died

for us^ as in Number XXX :—to p. 144—154, on the meaning of propitiationy

as treated of in Number XXVI, and of Atoricmtnt as in Number XXVIII :

s.ud lastly, to p. 131— 140. on the meaning of tlie phrase bearing sins, which
has been treated of in the present Number.

I have referred the reader to the discussion of these several subjects in

3lir. Nares's work, not only because the view, which has been taken of them
in the preceding Numbers, v ill be found thereby to receive ample confirma-

tion ; but, more especially, because the arguments employed by the learned

author are shaped in such a manner, as to meet the Unitaritn objections in

that form, in which they have made their latest appearance, and which has

been given to them by the joint labours and collective erudition of the

party. In the year 1801, a challenge had been thrown out to the Unitarians,

jn the first edition of the present work, (see p. 108. of this edition) calling

»ipon them for an avowed translation of the scrijnures on their peculiar

))rinciplcs. Whether it has been in compliance with t'nis demand or not,

that they have given to the world their Improved Version of the jVciv Tes-

tatncnt, is of little consequence. But it is of great consequence, that they

have been brought to reduce their vague and fluctuating notions of what
the New Testament contains, to some one determined form ; and that they

have afforded to tiie al)lc author of the ]{emarhs upon their version, an op-

portunity of exjjosing the fuiility of the criticisms, the fallaciousness of the

reasonings, the unsoundness of the doctrines, and the shallowness of tlie in-

formation, which have coml>ined to ];roducc this elaborate specimen of Uni.

tarian exposition. Spanheiin has saul, (Jontroversiae qusecum hodiernis So-

cinianis, vcl Anti-Trinitariis ctiam extra familiam Socini, interccdimt, sive

numtro suo, sive controversorum capitum viomentoy sive adversariorumyt/co

ft larva quadam pietatis, sive argutiarum nonnunquam suhtilitate, sive So-

ciniana: hiis contagio, in gravissimis merito censentur. {Select. T>c litlig.

Controv. p. 132.) If this observation of Spanlieim is admitted to be a just

one, the friends of Christianity cannot surely be too thankful to the compi-

lers of the Improved Version, for bringing together into one view, the entire

congeries of their cavils on the New Testament; nor to the Jicmprker upon
tliose cavils, for their complete and triumphant refutation.
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ed as if he had not offended, or was justified. This sense

of the word just, namely, acting agreeably to what was right

and equitable, cannot be objected to by Dr. Priestley, it be-

ing that which he himself adopts, in bin violent application

of the word, as relating to the Jews, compared with the Gen-
tiles.

Doctor Dodd.idge deserves particularly to be consulted
on this passage. See also Raphelius, The interpretation of
i'tKxtoi in the sense of merdful, adopted by Hammond, Tay-
lor, Rosenmuller, and others, seems entirely arbitrary.

—

Whitby says, that the word occurs above eighty times in the
New Testament, and not once in that sense.

The single instance adduced in support of this interpreta-

tion, is itself destitute of support. It is that of Mat. i. 19.

-^-Joseph, being a just man, and not willing to make Mary
a public example, was minded to put (ler away privily. Now
this means clearly, not, that Joseph being a "^merciful man,
and therefore not willing, &:c. but, that being dijust man, that
is, actuated by a sense of right and duty, he determined to
put her away according to the law, in Deut. xxiv. 1. and yet,

at the same time, not willing to make her a public example,
he determined to do it privately. See Lightfooty and Bisfiop

Pearce, on this passage.

That the force of tamen, yet or nevertheless, which has
been here ascribed to the word x*/, is given to it both by the
New Testament and profane writers, has been abundantly
shown by Raphel. torn. ii. p. 519. Palairet, pp. 41, 96, 221,
236. Eisner, tom. i. p. 293. and Krebsius, p. 147.—see also

Schleusner Lex. in Nov. Test. Numb. 11. and the observa-
tions at p. 127. of this volume.

No. XLIII. ON THE INCONSISTENCY OF THE REASONING
WHEREBY THE DEATH OF CHRIST IS MAINTAINED TO
HAVE BEEN BUT FIGURATIVELY A SACRIFIQE.

Page 36. (v)—It has been well remarked, that there is

great inconsistency in the arguments of some writers upon

* Campbell, alllioup^h from his not discerning- the adversative relation of
the members of the verse, Mat. i. 19. he has not ascribed to the word the
signification of jjist in tiiis place, is yet obliged to confess, that he has " not
seen sufficient evidence for rendering it humane^ or merciful .•" Four Gos-
pdsy &c. vol. iv. pp. 6,7. The force of the Syriac v/ord which is here
used for «f;»tat/of, seems not to have been sufficiently attended to in the deci-
sion of this question : if the learned reader will take the trouble of examin-
ing tlie several passages in the Syriac New Testament, wliere the word
r^^lO, or its emphatic p]^ , occurs, he will be satisfied that in every case
where it does not signify /.vs? in tlie most rigorous sense, it at least implies
that which is founded in ri^ht. For its use in the former acceptation, gee
iohn V. 30. vii. C4. Rom. ii. 5. iii. 26. 2 Thess. i. 5. 2 Tim. iv. 8. Atjoc xix. %
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this subject. They represent the death of Christ, not as a

proper, but merely as a figurative^ sacrifice ; and establish

this by proving that it cannot be either. For whilst they

argue that it is not a proper sacrifice, upon principles which
tend to show that no siich sacrifice can exist, they prove at

the same time that it is not a sacrifice figuratively, since

every figure presupposes reality. The writers of the New
Testament, who perpetually apply the sacrificial terms to

the death of Christ, must surely have been under a strange

mistake, since neither in a proper, nor in a figurative sense,

did they admit of such application.

Upon the whole, the opposers of the proper sacrifice of

Christ, on the ground of necessary inefficacy, are reduced to

this alternative ;—that no proper sacrifice for sin ever exist-

ed, and that consequently, in no sense whatever, not even in

figure, is the death of Christ to be considered as a sacrifice

;

or, that the efficacy which they deny to the sacrifice of Christ,

belonged to the offering of a brute animal.

Besides, if they allow the sacrifices under the law to have

been proper sacrifices, whilst that of Christ was only figura-

tive : then, since the apostle has declared the former to have
been but types and shadows of the latter, it follows, that the

proper and real sacrifices were but types and shadows of the

improper and figurative.

On the pretence o( figurative allusion, in the sacrificial

terms of the New Testament, which has been already so

much enlarged upon in several parts of this work. Dr. Lau-
rence, in the discourse which he has lately published on The
Metaphorical Character of the Apostolical Style, has thrown

out some valuable ideas, which well deserve to be considered.

No. XLIV. ON THE NATURE OF THE SACRIFICE FOR
SIN.

Page 36. (w)—I have not scrupled to adopt this definition,

as it stands in the 2d vol. of Theol. Rep. Numb. 1. to the

judicious author of which paper I am indebted for some va-

luable reflections on this subject. On the true nature of the

sacrifice for sin, see also HalleVs Discourses, 2d vol. p. 293.

Although both these writers, in adopting the premial scheme
of atonement, endeavour to establish a principle entirely

different from that contended for in these discourses, yet are

the observations of both upon the subject of atonement par-

ticularly worthy of attention.
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No. XLV. ON THE EFFECT OF THE DOCTRINE OF ATONE-
MENT IN PRODUCING SENTIMENTS FAVOURARLE TO VIR-

TUE AND RELIGION.

Page 37. (r)—Doctor Priestley {TheoL Rep. vol. i. p,

419.) offers upon this head some very extraordiriary remarks.
He admits, that " the apprehensions of the divine justice,

and of the evil and demerit of sin," excited by the scheme
of redemption here maintained, are ** sentimerts of power-
ful effect in promoting repentance and reformatioit." But he
adds, " that in proportion as any opinion raises our idea cf

the justice of God, it must sink our idea of the divine-^- mer-

cy : and since a sense of the mercy of God, is at least as

powerful an inducement to repentance, and as efficacious a

motive to a holy life, especially 7vith ingenuous minds, as the

apprehension of his justice ; what the doctrine of atonement
gains on the one hand, it loses on the other.

Now does Dr. Priestley seriously think, that the abstract
love of excellence, or the hope of distant reward, can pro-

duce upon the minds of men, impressions as powerful as the
habitual fear of offending? That the desire of happiness acts

upon us but through the medium of present inquietude ; that
we seek after it only in the degree in which we feel uneasy
from the want of it : and that fear is in itself, however remote
its object, an instant and perpetually acting stimulus, Dr.
Priestley is too well acquainted with the nature of the human
mind not to admit. And, I apprehend, he would consider
that civil government but badly secured, which rested iipon

no other support than that of gratitude and the hope of re-

ward, rejecting altogether the succour of judicial infliction.

But besides, in comparing the effects upon the human mind,
of gratitude for the divine mercies, and fear of the divine
justice, it is to be remembered, that one great advantage,
which we ascribe to the latter, is this ; that those humble
feelings, which the apprehensioii of the great demerit of sin

• Bishop Watson, in speakinj^ of that arrog-ant and dogmatical theolog^y,
that decrees the rejection of the doctrine of atonement, as inconsistent with
the divine attribute of mercy, uses the follovving- just observations.—" We
know assuredly that God delighteth not in bkiod; that he hath no cruelty,

no veng-eance, no malig-nity, no infirmity of any passion in his nature ; but
we do not know whether the requisition of an atonement for trans.^ression

may not be an emanation of his injinite 7iiercy, rather than a demand oj his iafi.

7iitejvstice. We do not know, whether it may not be the very best mean^ of
preserving the innocence and happiness not only of us, but of all other free
and intellig-ent bcing-s. We do not know, whether the sutleiing- of an inno-
cent person, may not be productive of a deg-ree of good, infinitely surpass-
ing the evil of such suffeiance; nor whether stich a quantum of good could,
by any other mean =:. have been produced."—T.v;.o Jtofo^'ies, &c. pp. 466, 467-
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and of the punishment due to our offences must naturally

excite, dispose us the more readily to place our whole reliance

on God, and not presuming on our own exertions, to seek in

all cases his sustaining aid. Farther, admitting that the bulk

of mankind, (who, after all, and not merely ingenuous minds,

are, as Doctor Priestley confesses, " the persons to be wrought

upon,") were as strongly influenced by love of the good-

ness of God, as by fear of his justice, it hy no means follows,

that " the doctrine of atonement must lose in one way what

it gains in another :" because it is not true, that " the fear

of the divine justice must sink our ideas of the divine mercy."

On the contrary, the greater the misery from which men have

been released, the greater must be their gratitude to their

deliverer. And thus, w hilst the divine rectitude rendered it

unavoidable, that the offender should be treated in a different

manner from the obedient; the mercy which devised a me-

thod, whereby that rectitude should remain uninfringed, and

vet the offender forgiven, cannot but awaken the strongest

feelings of gratitude and love.

Dr. Priestley however contends, that even the advantage

ascribed to the doctrine of atonement, namely, that of excit-

ing apprehensions of the divine justice and of the evil and de-

merit of sin, does not strictly belong to it; "for that severity

should work upon men, the offenders themselves should*

feel it." Now, this I cannot understand. It seems much
the same as to say, that in order to feel the horror of falling

down a precipice, on the edge of which he hangs, a man must

he actually dashed down the steep. Will not the danger

produce sensations of terror? And w'ill not the person who
snatches me from that danger, be viewed with gratitude as

having rescued me from destruction? Or is it necessary that

I should 7iot be saved, in order to know from whdt I have been

saved.'* Can any thing impress us with a stronger sense of God's

hatred to sin, of tlie severe punishment due to it, and of the

danger to which we are consequently exposed if we comply
not willi his terms of forgiveness, than his appointing the sa-

ciilico of his only begotten Son, as the condition on which

* The "lie non timere qnidei'n sine aliquo timore possimus" of Tiilly,

seems an idea quite incoTiceivable to Dr. Priestley.—On thi.s sMbject I beg^

to (liiect the reudoi-'s atlcnlion to tlie words of tlie late Bishop Porteus, and
parlictdarly to the sti-ikinp^ and beaiitifid expression in the conchidinp: chiuse«

taken from Scctt^s Christian Life.—" By ac ceptinp the deatli of Christ in-

.stead of ours, by layiiip^ on tiim tlie iniquity of us all, God certainly gave us
ihe most astoiiishin}^ proof of his mercy: and yet, by accepting" no less a

bacrifice than that of his own Son, he lias, by this most expressive and tre.

niendous act, sig-nified to the whole world such extreme indignation at sin,

as may well alarm, even while he saves us, and make us tremble at his seve-.

rity, even i-Jtile v:c are ivithin the arms of his tnercyy Porleus'fj Sermons,
li. p, 56
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alone he has thought it right to grant us forgiveness ? Do we
not in this see every thing to excite our fear? do we not see

every thing to awaken our gratitude ?

No. XLVI.-^ ON THE SUPPOSITION THAT SACRIFICE
ORIGINATED IN PRIESTCRAFT.

Page 43. (y)—Some of those objectors, who call them-
selves enlightened, but whose opinions would scarce!}^ deserve
notice were it not to mark their absurdity, have sagaciously

conjectured, that sacrifice was the invention of priestcraft.

Morgan {Moral. Phil. p. 236.) and Tindal, {Christ, as old

as the Creat. p. 79.) exult in this discovery. But, in the

elevation of their triumph, they have totally forgotten to in-

form us, who were the priests in the days of Cain and Abel

:

or, if we consent to set aside the history of that first sacrifice,

in compliance with the dislike which such gentlemen enter-

tain for the book in which it is contained, we have still to learn

of them, in what manner the fathers and heads of families, (by
whom, even Morgan himself confesses, sacrifices were first

offered,) contrived to convert the oh\siiion of their own flocks

and fruits into a gainful traffic. And indeed, after all, the

priests, or as he calls them, " holy butchers,'* whom Tindal
wittily represents, " as sharing with their gods, and reserving
the best bits for themselves," seem to have possessed ai very
extraordinary taste : the skin of the burnt- offering among
the Jews, {Lev. vii. 8.) and the skin ^ndfeet among the hea-

thens, {Pott. Antiq. vol. i. book ii. ch. 3.) being the best bits

which the priests cunningly reserved for their own use.*

Such impotent cavils, contem_ptible as they are, may yet be
considered of value in this light : they imply an admission,

that the invention of sacrifice on principles of natural reason
is utterly inconceivable : since, if any such principles could
be pointed out, these writers, whose main object is to under-
mine the fabric of revelation, would gladly have resorted to

them, in preference to suppositions so frivolous and absurd.

No. XLVII. ON THE SUPPOSITION THAT THE MOSAIC
SACRIFICES ORIGINATED IN HUMAN INVENTION.

Page 43. (r)—Ampng the supporters of this opinion,

there are undoubtedly to be reckoned many distinguished

names : Maimonides, 11. Levi Ben Gerson, and Abarbanel,

amongst the Jews : and amongst the early Christians, Justin

* See ndany^s Revel. Exam. vol. i. pp, 86.; ST- and Kcr.nicoi*.? Tien Di'i

snt. pp. 2'^t, 205.
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Martyr, the author of the questions and answers to the Or-.

thodox in his works, Irenaeus, TertuHian, Chrysostom, Theo-
doret, and Cyril of Alexandria ; who all concur in pronoun-

cing the divine institution of the Mosaic sacrifices to have
been an accommodation to the prejudices of the Jewish peo-

ple, who had been trained up in the practice of sacrifice

among the Egyptians ; to whom Porphyry attributes inven-

tion of sacrifice, whilst others ascribe its origin to the Pheni-

cians. To the above names are to be added, of later date,

those of Grotius, Spencer, and Warburton.
But to suppose that these most solemn rites of worship

should have been ordaine.d by a God of infinite wisdom and

purity ; by a God who presents himself to the Jews in the

character of a King jealous of his glory ; m.erely in compli-

ance with the absurdities of pagan superstition, seems a notion

little worthy of the names that have heen mentio«ed. To
imagine also, that the sacrifices of the patriarchs could have

received the divine approbation, without the authority of di-

vine institution, is to contradict the general tenor and express

language of Scripture ; which supplies various instances, in

which God resented, and severely punished, every species of

iV ill-worship, (as for example, in the case of Nadab and
Abihu, who were struck dead for burning incense with strange

fire,) and which expressly condemns, in Mat. xv. 9. and Co-

loss, ii. 2*2, 23. that tCtXoS^uo-Ketec, which sprung from the de-

vices and inventions of men.
Spencer, indeed, who has most laboriously defended this

notion of the human invention of sacrifices, in his book Be
Leg. Hebr. has endeavoured to prove, (lib. iii. diss. ii. cap.

4. sect. 2.) that St. Paul speaks of ^will-worship without

* An ai'C^ument, which has been used by Spencer hi support of this opinion,

Reserves particularly to be exposed. In speaking of the notion of the sa-

crifice of Abel having been the consequence of a divine institution and
command, he thus expresses himself :

" Sententia h?ec erroris inde mani-
festa est, quod hoc ipso in commute, (Heb xi. 4.) illius oblata, non debita,

sed <f<i'§st, ab Apostolo appellentur : nam inile patet, Abelis oblationem e pio

voluntatis proprise motu, potius quam legis alicujus pra:scripto prodiisse."

Spenc- De Leg Ilebr. ii. 769.—Here it is directly contended, that the autho-

rity of the writer to the Hebrews gives support to the assertion that the

offering of Abel was purely voluntary ; and this is deduced from the force

of the term Jai^at employed by that writer in the passage of the epistles

above referred to. But the learned author is altogether inexcusable in

drawing such a conclusion: inasmuch as it can hardly be supposed, that he
was unaware of the sense, in which the writer to the Hebrews has applied

the term (fa^ at, in every other passage, in which it occurs throughout the

epistle ; namely, as referring to oblations under the Mosaic law, which con-

sequently were the result of specific institution, and in which no one part

even of the ceremonial of the oblation was hft to the free choice of t!ie of-

ferer. Nor can it easily be believed, that the author could have been igno-

rant, that in above seventy passages of the Old Testament the word (Tagct is

used by the LXX for the Hebrew pip; in every one of which passages near-
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disapprobation. In this, however, he is completelj answered
by ^Witsius : and with respect to the circumstance of resem
blance between the Jewish religion and those of the ancient

heathen nations, on which the reasoning of this author through
the entire of his voluminous work is founded, Shuckford as-

serts, that so far is it from justifying the inference which he
has drawn, namely, that God had instituted the one in imita-

tion of the other, that the direct contrary is the legitimate

conclusion : inasmuch as '* no one ceremony can be produced,
common to the religion of Abraham or Moses, and to that of

the heathen nations, but that it may be proved, that it was
used by Abraham or Moses, or by some of the true worship-
pers of God, earlier than by any of the heathen nations.'*

(Connexion, &c. vol. i. p. 317.)

It is to be remarked, that to those who have been already

named, as supporting the hypothesis of the human invention

of sacrifice, are to be added, in general, the writers of the
popish church; who, in order to justify ^/leiV will-worship,

or appointm.ent of religious rites without divine institution,

allege the example of the patriarchs in the case of sacrifices,

and the approbation bestowed by God upon these acts of

worship, though destitute of the sanctions of his command.
One writer of that church, (a writer, however, whom she

will not be very ambitious to claim) has indeed carried this

point yet farther, inasmuch as he contends not only for the
human invention of sacrifice, but for its mere human adoption
into the Jewish ritual without any divine sanction or authori-

ty whatever. The words of this writer, which I confess I

think w^orth quoting, merely for the same reason for which
the Spartan father exhibited his drunken Helot, are these.

—

" That the Supreme Being would imperiously require of
mankind bloody victims, and even point out the particular

animals that were to be immolated upon his altar, it is, to me,
highly incredible ; but that superstition, the child of igno-

rance and fear, should think of offering such sacrifices, it is

not at all wonderful : nor need we think it strange, that Mo-
ses, although a wise legislator, in this indulged the humour

ly, the oblation under the prescription of the Levitical ritual is intended to

be conveyed; and indeed the word p'^p is the most general name for the.

sacrifices under the Mosaic law. See what is said on this word in Number
LXII—The true and obvious reason why the writer to the Hebrews uses
the term J'oi^a, is, because it is the very term employed by the Seventy in

describinjy the ofFeviitg-s of both Cain and Abel in Gen. iv. 4, 5. The author
of the epistle treating of the same subject, naturally uses the same lan-

guage.

• Misc. Sac. lib. ii. diss, ii § 2—7. See also Jleideg' Hist, Patriarch Exer^
tf/. iii. § 52. torn. i.
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of SO gross and carnal a people as were the Israelites. All

the nations around them offered similar victims, from the

banks of the Euphrates to the banks of the Nile. The
Egyptians in particular, among whom they had so long so-

journed, not only sacrificed animals to their gods, but select-

ed the best of their kind. Indeed, I have ever been con-
vinced, since I was capable of reflection, that the whole sa-

crificial and ceremonial laws of Moses, were chiefly borrow-
ed from the priests of Egypt, but prudently accommodated
by the Hebrew legislator to the relative situation of his own
people, devested of profane licentiousness and barefaced

idolatry, and restrained to the worship of one supreme God,
who created the heavens and the earth, and whom he was
PLEASED TO CALL IeUE, IaO, OR JeHOVAh" ! !

1"^

• Geddes^s Critical Remarks on the Hebreio Scriptures, p. 309. The ob-

servations wliich this extraordinary writer, who wishes to be distinguished

by the title of a Catholic Christian, subjoins to the j)assage above re-

ferred to, will serve still farther to show the true nature of his claims to

that denomination.—" This name, (he says, alluding to the name Jehovah)
I think, he (Moses) must have learned in Midian: that he could not learn

it in Eg-ypt, is clear from this, that the name was not known there before he
announced it as the name of the God of the Jfcbrevjs ; and Jehovah himself
is made to say, on mount Sinai, that he had never till then manifested him-
self by that name : but that the name before that was known in Midian,
nay, that it was the name of the Deity whom Jethro principally, or perhaps
exclusively worshipped, to me appears very probable from several circum-

stances." Having- enumerated these circumstances, >vlnch enable him to

pronounce that Moses had put a gross falsehood into the mouth of Jehovah
upon this subject, he concludes thus ;

" From all tliis I think it probable,

that tlie name Jehovah was known in Midian, Moab, and Syria, before the

mission of Moses ; and that Moses may have borrowed it thence.— T/ioie

^'/io literally believe luhat is related in the third chapter of Exodus, will sneer

at this remark ; and they are welcome so to do : 1 will never be angry with
any one for believing cither too inuch or too little.''*

Now if we follow this writer to his Jiemarl-s upon the third chapter of
E.vodus, we sliall learn what it is that he considers as believing just enough.

Moses, in that chapter, informs us of ** the angel of the Lord, appearing to

him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a busli ;—and of the divine mis-

sion then expressly conveyed to him by God himself speaking out of the

burning bush, and describing himself as *' the God of Abraham, the God
of Isaac, and the (iod of Jacob"—Now what says Dr. Geddes on this ?

*' That in his apprehension, there might, in tiiis particul.ir j-pparition, be uo
other angel or messenger, tlian an uncommon luminous appearance in a bush

vf briers ; whicli attracted tlic attention of Moses, and might be considered

by him as a divine call to return to Ei;^ypt, for the purpose of delivering

his brethren from their iron bondage." Tlien having />rox>e(/ the propriety

of calling tiiis Itnninoua cpf)eara7icc in the bush of briers, the angel of the

Lord, and even God himself, from the passage in the Psalmist, " The Lord
maketh the winds his messengers, and flames of Are his ministers ;" and
recollecting the necessity of explaining how this iuvy.nous appearance, or

flaming angel, was enabled to hold in the name of the Most High, a long and
distinct conversation with Moses, he boldly faces about, and meets the dif-

ficulty at once.—" But can it be believed, that the whole dialogue contained

IP, this and the following chapters, is lounded upon the single phenomenon
of a fiery meteor, or lytninous appearance in a bush of briers r What ni!\y
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And again this same enlightened expositor of holy writ
unfolds, much to the credit of the Jewish legislator, the great
advantages attending his imposition of Egyptian ceremonies

appear credible or incredible to others, I know not : but I know, that / eau
believe this, sooner than believe that God and Moses verbally conversed together
in the tnanfier here related, on the bare authority of a Jewish historian, viho
lived no one can voell tell "when or luhere : and toho seems to have been as fond
of the marvellous as any Je%v of any age. But let every one judge for him-
self, as he has an undoubted right to cTo -, and believe as much, or as little as
pleaseth him My belief is tny oivn."

Such is Dr. Geddes's enlightened view of this part of scripture, on which
the claim of the Jewish legislator to a divine mission is founded. He states
indeed, with a modesty truly becoming, that his belief upon the subject is

purely his oiun. So I will venture to add for him, it will ever remain. For
although some may be found, whose reach of philosophical reflection may
just serve to enable them with Dr. Geddes to reject the narrative of Moses
as a fabrication, and his pretensions to a divine mission as an imposture ;

yet, that nice, discriminating taste in miracles that could catch the fla-

vour of a nearer approach to credibility in the case of a burning bush of bri-

ers carrying on a long conversation in the name of the Almighty, than in the
case of that great Being directly communicating his will, and issuing his
commands to one of his intelligent creatures, respecting a great religious
dispensation to be introduced into the world by human agency,—is likely to
secure to Dr. G. an eminence in singularity from which he is in no great
danger of experiencing the slightest disturbance.

I cannot however yet dismiss this subject, and still less can I dismiss one
so serious with an air of levity. However ludicrous, and however con-
temptible the wild fancies, and the impotent scoffs of this traducer of scrip-

ture truths may be, yet the awful importance of that sacred book with which
he has connected himself in the capacity of translator, (a treacherous one
in every sense of the word) bestows upon his labours by association a con-
sequence, which (barely) rescues them from present neglect, though it can-

not operate to secure them from future oblivion. In the declaration of his

oreed, {Pref. to Crit Rem. p. vi.) and in the vindication of himself from
^e charge of infidelity, he affirms " the gospel of Jesus to be his religious

code ; and his doctrines to be his dearest delight :'* Ive professes himself to

he "a sincere, though vmworthy disciple of Christ.'* ** Christian (he says)

is my name, and Catholic my surname. Rather than renounce these glori-

ous titles, I would shed my blood :" &c. Now in what does this Catholic

Christianity consist ? Not merely as we have seen in denying the divine
mission of Moses, and in charging the messenger of that dispensation which
was the forerunner of Christianity, with the fabrication of the most gross
and infamous falsehoods, but in attributing to our Lord himself a participa-

tion in those falsehoods, by their adoption and application to his own pur-
poses in his conferences with the Jews. For the establishment of this, it

will be sufficient to appeal to our Lord's solemn attestation to tlie truth of
Moses's narrative of the transaction alluded to. " And as touching the dead
that they rise; have ye not read in the book of Moses, how in the bush
God spake unto him, saying, 1 am the God of Abraham, and the God
of Isaac, and tlie God of Jacob." (Mark xii. 26.) What the Catholic

Christianity of Dr. Geddes amounts to, may be sufficiently inferred from the

comparison of this single passage with the positions which he maintains in

direct opposition to the autliority of our Lord himself
But it will appear still move satisfactory from a short summary of his ser-

vices in the cau'ie of lioly writ, presented to us by the pen of an accurate and
judicious writer, in the pages of a well-known periodical publication.

—

'" The method taken by this Catholic Christian, of strengthening the foun-

dation of the fai((h of Ckristians, seems very extraordinary. For it consists
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as matter of divine ordinance upon his people. " This con
cession must have been extremely agreeable to a sensual,

grovelling people. The transition from the habits which

in tearing up all the foundations which the learning', and the piety of the di-

vines of former ag-es had been employed to lay. It would perhaps be doing
more justice to his great enterprize, to say. that it is an attempt to tear up
the foundations which the Spirit of God has laid. He attacks the cre-

dit of Moses in every part of his character ; as an historian, a legislator,

and a moralist. Whether Moses was himself the writer of the Pentateuch,

is, with Dr. G. a matter of doubt- But the writer, whoever he might be,

is one, he tells us, who upon all occasions gives into the marvellous, adorns
his narrative wix\i Jictiotis of the interference of the Deity, when every thing

happened in a natu al way ; and at other times dresses up fable in the garb
of time history. The history of the creation is, according to him, a fabulous

cosmogony. The story of the Fall, a mere Mythosy in which nothing but
the imagination of Commentators, possessing more piety than judgment,
could have discovered either a seducing Devil, or the promise of a Saviour-

It is a ftblc, he asserts, intended fir the pur])ose of persuading the vulgar
that knowledge is the root of all evil, and the desire of it a crime. Moses
was, it seems, a man of great talents, as Noma and Lycurgus were. But
like them, he was a false pretender to pc^rsonal intercourse with the Deity,

with whom he had no immediate communication He had the art to take

advantage of rare but natural occurrences, to persu;ule the Israelites that

the imm'ediate p®wer of God was exerted to accomplish his projects. When
a violent wind happened to lay dry the head fif the guiph of Suez, he per-

suaded them that God had made a passage for them through the sea ; and
the narrative of their march is eml)ellished with circumstances of mere fic-

tion. In the delivery of the decalogue, he took advantage of a thunder
storm, to persuade the people that Jehovah had descended upon mount Si-

nai ; and he counterfeited the voice of God by a person in the height of the

storm, speaking through a trumpet. He presumes even that God had no
immediate hand in delivering the Israelites from the Egyptian bondage.

The story of Balaam and his ass has had a parallel in certain incidents of

JOr. Geddes's own life. The laws of Moses are full of pious frauds. His
animal sacrifices were institutions of ignorance and superstition. The con-

quest of Canaan was a project of unjust ambition, executed with cruelty;

and the morality of the Decalogue itself, is not without its imperfections

In the end he comes to this very plain confession. " The God of Mo-
ses, Jehovah, if he really be such as he is described in the Pentateuch, is

not the God whom I adore, nor the God whom I could love, &c.'* {Brit-

Critic, vol. xix. pp. 3, 4.)

Sacli are the views of the Hebrew scriptures entertained by the man who
undertook to be their translator; and who to these qualifications for the

task, superadded those of a low and ludicrous cast of mind, a vulgar taste,

and an almost total unacquaintance with the idiom of tlie English language.

Whether then upon the whole, I have dealt unjustly by this writer, in ex-

emplifying his profane ravings, by the brutuf intoxication of the Spartan
hlave, and in conceiving the bare exhibition of the one to be sufficient like

that of the other, to inspire horror and disgust ; I leave to the candid reader

to determine. If however, any taste can be so far vitiated, or any judgment
so weak, as to admit to serious and respectful consideration, that perversion

of the sacred volume which he would dignify with the title of a translation,

I would recommend at the same time a perusal of the learned and jwli-

cious strictures upon that work contained in the XlVth and XlXth volumes
of the Journal from which the above extract has been made, a Journal to

which every friend of good order, and true religion in the community, must
feel himself deeply indebted. As a powerful antidote against the poison of
the >vork, Dr. Graves's Lectures on the four last holts of the reiitatcvch,
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tiiey had contracted in Egypt was an easy one. The object

of their worship was changed, but little of its mode;
FOR IT IS NOT NOW A QUESTION AMONG THE LEARNED,
whether a great part of their ritual were not derived from that

nation," {Geddes's Preface to Genesisy p. xiii.) Thus easily

is the whole matter settled by this modest, cautious, and

pious Commentator.
Now what says Dr. Priestley upon this question which has

been so conipleteli/ set at rest by the learned.^ *' They who
suppose that Moses himself was the author of the institutions,

civil or religious, that bear his name, and that in framing them
he borrowed much from the Egyptians, or other ancient na-

tions, MUST NEVER HAVE COMPARED THEM TOGETHER.
Otherwise they could not but have perceived many circum-

stances in which they differ most essentially from them all."

He then proceeds through a dissertation of some length to

point out the most striking of those differences : and among
these he notices the sacrificial discrepancies as not the least

important.
" Sacrificing (he says) was a mode of worship more ancient

than idolatry or the institutions of Moses ; but among the

heathens various superstitious customs were introduced re-

specting it, which were all excluded from the religion of the

Hebrews.*' Having evinced this by a great variety of in-

stances, he observes ;
" As Moses did not adopt any of the

heathen customs, it is equally evident that they borrowed

nothing from him with respect to sacrifices. With them we
find no such distinction of sacrifices as is made in the books

of Moses, such as burnt-offerings, sin-offerings, trespass-

offerings, and peace-offerings, or of the heaving or waving
of the sacrifices. Those particulars therefore he could not

have had from them, whether we can discover any reason

for them or not. They either had their origin in the time of

Moses, or, which is most probable, were prior to his time and

to the existence of idolatry."—" Lastly, (he remarks) among
all the heathens, and especially in the time of Moses, human
SACRIFICES were considered as the most acceptable to the

gods ; but in the laws of Moses nothing is mentioned with

greater abhorrence ; and it is expressly declared to have

been a principal cause of the expulsion of the idolatrous in-

habitants of Canaan. The right of the Divine Being to claim

such sacrifices is intimated by the command to sacrifice

whilst embracing much larger, and more important objects, may be most

usefully applied. In this valuable performance, the authenticity and truth

of the Mosaic history are estabUshed ; the theological, moral, and political

principles of the Jewish law are elucidated ; and all are, with ability and

success, vindicated against the objections of infidels and gainsayera.

K K
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Isaac, but it was declined, and a ram substituted in his placf.

Also, when the Divine Being claimed the first-born of all the

Israelites in the place of those of the Egyptians which were
destroyed, none of them were sacrificed, but the service of

the Leviles was accepted instead of them : and whereas tliere

were not Levites enow for that purpose, the rest were re-

deemed by the sacrifice of brute animals, which^evinced the

determination of the Divine Being, in no case to accept of

that of men."
He finishes the entire disquisition by saying, *' It may now,

surely, be concluded from this general view of the subject,

that the two systems, viz. that of Biases, and that of the

heaihenSi Avere not derived from each other : and the supe-

riority of that of Moses is so great, that considering his cir-

cumstances and tliose of his iiatiou at the time, we cannot err

in pronouncing, that they could not have had any hu-

man, BUT MUST have HAD A DIVINE ORIGIN. Nof Can

any thing be said of Mr. Langles and others, who assert

that the books of Moses were copied, or in any other way
derived from the works of other eastern nations, more fa-
vourable than that they had never read themJ^^^

Such is Dr. Priestley's opinion upon the subject, on which
Dr. Geddes comforts himself with having the unanimous suf-

frage of the learned in his favour. In truth the absurdity of

Dr. Geddes's notions on this subject, exposed as they have

so frequently been when advanced by other infidel writers,

(for with such I must beg leave to class this Catholic trans-

lator of the *' BOOKS held sacred,") I should not have

deemed entitled to any specific refutation, but I could not

resist the opportunity of confronting him with a brother

critic, equally removed from the trammels of received

opinions, and equally intrepid in exercising the right of free'

inquiry in the face of whatever consequences might result.

—

When Greek meets Greek—
There is another writer also, for the purpose of confronting

whose opinions, with those of Dr. Priestley, I have been the

more desirous of making the foregoing extracts from this au-

thor's Dissertation : and that is no other than Dr. Priestley

himself. Whoever will be at tJie trouble of perusing his po-

sitions relative to sacrifices contained in Number V. of this

* ^ Dissertation in ivhich are demonstrated the Originality and supericr

Excellence of the Mosaic Institutions, contained in Dr. Piieslley's

J\,''otes on all the Books of Scripture, vol. i. p. 373—400. See also the pre-

face, p. xii. in which Dr. P. uses these word.s :
** The divine inission oi'

Woses and that of Jesus are inseparably connected ; and the religion of the

Hebrews and that of the Christians are parts of the same scheme ; so tliat

the separation of tliem is impossible. That Dr. Geddes, and some others,

should have been of a differoiitojvinion, appears to me most extraordinary."
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work ; and also his observations on their origin alluded to in

the Number which follows this, will have no small reason to

be surprised at the orthodox complexion of the arguments

which have just been cited* For the striking inconsistency

which will present itself upon such a comparison, it may not

perhaps be difficult to account* I am willing (and with much
satisfaction in the reflection) to believe, that, as Dr. Priestley

approached the close of life, and was enabled by being with-

drawn from the fermentation of controversy and party to

view these awful subjects with the calmness, deliberation, and
seriousness which they demand, his religious opinions might
have undergone some change, and made some approach to

that soberer interpretation of scripture which at an earlier

period he had with almost unaccountable pertinacity resisted.

I think I discover strong signs of this in the comparative mo-
deration of his last work,Notes on all the hooks of Scripture;

but especially in the Dissertation on the Oriirinality and
superior excellence of the Mosaic Institutions^ from which I

have made the foregoing quotations; and which, (although I

cannot concur in the entire of its contents,) I would strongly

recommend, as containing a judicious summary of the inter-

nal evidence of the divine origin of the Mosaic institutions.

^O. XLVIII. SACRIFICES EXPLAINED AS GIFTS BY
VARIOUS WRITERS.

Page 40. (a) Spencer maintains this theory of sacri-

fice : De Leg;. Hebr. lib. iii. diss. ii. cap. 3. sect. 1, 2. pp.
762, 763. Mr. Coventry, in the 5th discourse of his Philem,

mid Hydasp, pp. 91, 92. 108, 109, adopts the same idea,

clothing it, in his manner, with circumstances tending to dis-

parage and vilify the entire rite. The iiuthor of the Scrip-

ture Account of Sacrifices proposes, what he deems a differ-

ent theory ; but which is distinguished from this by a line

so faint, as scarcely to be discerned^ Religious gifts, he
says, should be kept carefully distinct from gifts weakly pre-

sented to God, as men would offer gifts to one another : and

he explains sacrifices to be " s 'cred gifts of things received

first from God, and presented back to him for an external ex-

pression of gratitude, acknowledgment, faith, and every pious

sentiment." (p. 78—82. and Postsc. p. 21.) This notion,

however, seems to have no just connexion with any species

of sacrifice, but the eucharistic. And however the sentiment

of gratitude might have led to an offering of things inanimate,

it could not have suggested the idea of the slaying of an ani-

mal, as was done by Abel at the beginning. Besides, this

notion of sacrifice include^ the idea of property, and is con-
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seqiicntly not conceivable, without admitting an actual expe-

rience of the gratifying effect produced by gifts upon men :

and thus it falls under the objection urged in Number LI.

against the idea of gifts in general.

Dr. Priestley has adopted a similar theory, asserting that

sacrifices arose from anthropomorphitical notions of God,

and are to be considered originally as gifts of gratitude.

Like the last named author, he endeavours to support his

notion, from the practice of gifts of homage to great persons

in early times ; and like him, he considers of course an offer-

ing for sin, as differing in no respect from any other sort of

oblation. The progress of the rite of sacrifice, as growing

out of the notion of gifts, he has traced in a circumstantial

and elaborate detail, {Th. Rep. vol. i. p. 195—201.) which,

whoever wishes to be convinced of the utter improbability

of the theory in its most plausible colouring, may take the

trouble to consult.

H. Taylor, {B. Mord. p. 799—804.) in like manner, de-

duces sacrifices from the notion of gifts
;
pronouncing them

to have been nothing but free-will offerings of the first-fruits

of the earth, or fold : and he expressly defines sacrifice to be
" a sacred gift, set apart to God, whereby the sacrificer show-

ed his readiness to part with his property to religious uses,

and thereby openly and publicly manifested his worship of

God." He thus totally excludes the received notion of

atonement : and agreeably to this, he subjoins, that " atone-

ment and propitiation had no other meaning or design, than to

•purify or sanctify, or set apart, any person or thing to the

service of God, by separating them from common use."

It is evident, that every explication here given of the

theory of gifts, carries with it the idea of a bribe to God, to

procure his favour. In some, it is disguised under the ap-

pearance of an expression of gratitude, or homage : but this

is evidently the essential ingredient, especially in all such sa-

crifices as were of a deprecatory nature. But, that such a

notion was neither likely to obtain in the days of the first

recorded sacrifice, nor has any connexion with the ideas

known to be universally atl-ched in later days to animal

pincular sacrifice, it will not require much thought to discor

ver.

No. XLIX. SACRIFICES CONSIDERED AS FEDERAL
RITKS.

Page 40. (6)—Sykes, in his Essay on Sac. p. 59. ex-

plains sacrifices, as "federal rites;" and represents them as

''implying, the entering into friendship with God, or the re-
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iiewal of that friendship, when broken by the violation of

former stipulations :" and in p. 73. he says, that the origin

of sacrifices may be accounted for on the supposition, " that

eating and drinking together, were the known ordinary sym-
bols of friendship, and were the usual rites of engaging in co-

venants and leagues ;" this mode of entering into friendship,

and forming leagues with each other, being transferred by the

ancients to their gods : and in confirmation of this, he ad-

duces instances from Homer, Virgil, Max. Tyr. and others,

to show, that they imagined that their gods did actually eat

with them, as they ate with their gods. Thus, according to

Sykes, Cain and Abel must both have eaten of the offerings

which they brought : and this indeed, he positively asserts,

p. 1 79. But not only have we no authority from scripture to

presume this, but, as we shall see in Number LII, there is good
reason to suppose directly the contrary.

It should follow also from this theory, that all those who
offered sacrifices, antecedent to the Mosaic institution, must
in completion of the ceremony have feasted upon the offer-

ing. Of this, however, no intimation w^hatever is given ia

scripture. Jacob, indeed, is said to have called his brethren
to eat bread ; but it by no means follows, that this was part

of the sacrificial ceremony. That he should invite his

friends to partake in the solemnity of the sacrifice, and after-

wards entertain them, is perfectly natural, and conveys no
notion whatever oi feasting with God at his table. But, be-

sides, the holocaust, or burnt-offering, was such as rendered
it impossible that the sacrificer could feast upon it; the whole
of the animal being consumed upon the altar : and that ani-

mal sacrifices, both before, and a long time after the flood,

were of this kind, is generally acknowledged, {Scrip. Ace, of
Sac. Postsc. p. 32.) This difficulty, indeed, Sykes en-

deavours to evade, by saying, that the holocaust being depre-
catory, and offered on account of sins, it was to be entirely

consumed by the offerer, and no part reserved for his own
use, in confession that he did not think himself w orthy to be
admitted to eat of what was offered to God. {Essay, p. 232.)
But now, if holocausts were the first sacrifices, it will scarcely

be admitted, that an institution which for many ages after its

commencement, absolutely precluded the possibility of feast-

ing upon what was offered, should yet have taken its rise

from that very idea. And besides, if the renewal of friend

ship, to be expressed by the symbol of eating with God,
were the true signification of the sacrifice, to what species

of sacrifice^could it more properly apply, than to that whose
precise object was reconciliation ?
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It deserves to be remarked, that almost all tlie instancea

by which Sykes supports his theory, are drawn from early

heathen practices. Now, it is notorious, that animals unfit

for food, were sacrificed in several parts of the heathen world.

Thus, horses were sacrificed to the sun ; wolves to 31ars

;

asses to Priapus ; and dogs to Hecate. Besides, it is not

easy to conceive, had eating and drinking with God been at

any time the prevalent idea of sacrifice, how a custom so ab-

horrent from this notion, as that of human sacrifice, could

ever have had birth. Nor will it sufiice to say, that this was
a gross abuse of later days, when the original idea of sacri-

fice had been obscured and perverted. {Essay, p. 347.) The
sacrifice of Isaac, commanded by God himself, was surely

not of this description : and it w ill not be asserted, that this

was a sacrifice intended to be eaten ; nor does it appear, that

Abraham had prepared any meat or drink-offering to accom-

pany it

—

B. Mord. p. 814.

Upon the whole of Dr. Sykes's reasoning in support of this

theory, it may be said, that he has transposed cause and ef-

fect, and inverted the order and series of the events. For
whilst, from the custom of contracting leagues and friend-

ships by eating and drinking at the same table, he deduces
the practice of feasting upon the sacrifice, and thence con-

cludes this to be the very essence and origin of the rite, he
seems to have taken a course directly opposite to the true

one ; inasmuch as, in the first sacrifices, 720 part being re-

served, it was not until long after the establishment of the

rite, when many were invited to partake in the sacrifice, that

feasting became connected with the ceremony ; and having

thus acquired a sacred import by association, it was probably

transferred to compacts and covenants amongst men, to be-

stow solemnity upon the act. See Scrip. Ace. of Sacr.

Postsc. p. 33.—Whoever wishes to see a full and perfect re-

futation of this theory of Dr. Sykes, may consult the 2d
appendix of Dr. Richie's Criticism upon Modern Notions

of Sacrifice.

It must indeed be confessed, that names of still higher au-

thority are to be found on the side of the opinion which

Sykes has adopted. Mede and Cudworth, in the course of

their respective arguments to establish the Eucharist as a

federal rite, had, long before the age of this writer, maintain-

ed the doctrine which he contends for: and in this they were

followed, and their reasonings repeated by Dr. Waterland,

in his Nature, Obturation, and Efficacy of the Christian

Sacrament considered. The main strength of the argument

is marshalled by Mede in the four following reasons, which
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(he reader iVoin tlic great celebrity of that writer, will natu-

rally be desirous to see.

" First, Every sacrifice, saith our Saviour, Mark ix. 49. is

saUed with salt. This scdt is called, Levit. ii. 13, the salt

of the covenant of God; that is, a symbol of the perpetuity
thereof. No^.v if the salt which seasoned the sacrifice were
sal foederis Dei, the salt of the covenant of God, what was
the sacrament itself but epiilum foederis , the feast of the cove-

nant/' Secondly, Moses calls the blood of the burnt-of-

ferings and peace-otrerings, wherewith he sprinkled the chil-

dren of Israel when they received the law. The blood of the

covenant which the Lord had made with them : this ts, saith

he, the blood of the covenant ivhich the Lord hath made with

yon, Exod. xxiv. 8.—Thirdly, But above all, this may most
evidently be evinced out of the 50th psalm, the whole argu-

ment whereof is concerning sacrifices : there God saith, verse

5. Gather my saints together unto me, which make covoiant

with me by sacrifice : and verse 16, of the sacrifices of the

wicked. Unto the wicked, God saith, what hast thou to do to

declare my statutes, and take my covenant in thy^ mouth, see-

ing thou hatest instriiction, &c.—Fourthly, I add in this last

place, for a further confirmation, that when God was to make
a covenant with Abram, Gen. xv. he commanded him to offer

a sacrifice, verse 9, Offer unto me (so it should be turned) a
heifer, a she goat, and a ram, each of three years old, a tur-

tle dove, and a young pigeon. All which he offered accord-

ingly, and divided them in the midst, laying each piece or

moiety one against the other ; and when the sun went down,
God, in the likeness of a smoking furnace and burning lamp,

2>assed between the j^i^ces, and so (as the text says) 7nade a
covenant with Abram, saying, Unto thy seed will I give this

land, Slc. By which rite o^ passiiig between the parts, God
condescended to the manner of men.'* The author then pro-

ceeds to show, that this custom of dividing the sacrifice and
passing between the parts was usual with the Gentiles, and
not unknown among the Joavs : and upon the whole concludes,

as a matter decisively established, that sacrifices were in their

nature and essence '•\federal feasts, Avherein God deigneth

to entertain man to eat and drink with or before him, in token

of favour and reconcilement.'* (JVorks of Joseph Mede, p.

170—172.)
The opinions and arguments of a divine so learned, and a

reasoner so profound as Joseph Mede, should not be approach-

ed but with reverence : yet upon close examination it must
be evident that this great man has here arrived at a conclu-

sion not warranted by his premises. For, as to his first ar-

gument, it manifestly proves no more than this, that the
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Jewish sacrifices, which were all offered under and in refer.-

ence to the covenant which God had originally made with the
Jews, (Lev. ii. 13. and Ex. xxiv.) were always accompanied
with thatwhich was considered to be a symbol of the perpetuity
of that covenant. In this there was evidently nothing federal,
nothing which marked the entering into a present covenant,
or even the renewing of an old one, but simply a significant

and forcible assurance of the faithfulness of that great Being
with whom the national covenant of the Jews had been ori-

ginally entered into.

If this reasoning be just, and I apprehend it cannot be con«
troverted, the whole strength of the cause is gone : for the re-

maining arguments, although they undoubtedly establish this,

that some sacrifices were of the nature of federal rites, yet
they establish no more : so that the general nature of sa-

crifice remains altogether unaffected. In those cases also,

where the sacrifice appears to have had a federal aspect, the
true state of the matter is probably this, that where there was
a covenant, there was a sacrifice also to give solemnity and
obligation to the covenant, sacrifice being the most solemn
act of devotion, and therefore naturally to be called in for the
enforcement of the religious observance of any compact en-

gaged in. Thus, the sacrifice being but the accompaniment
of the covenant, does not necessarily partake of its nature.

In other w^ords, although it be admitted, that where there
was a covenant there w^as also a sacrifice ; it by no means follows

that wherever there was a sacrifice there was also a cove-
nant. That some sacrifices therefore had a federal relation,

proves nothing as to the nature of sacrifice in general : and
the conclusion which we had before arrived at remains, con-

sequently, unshaken by the reasons which have been adduced
by Mede.—Bishop Pearce's Two Letters to Dr. Waterland
may be read with advantage upon this subject, although they
contain many particulars in which the reflecting reader will

probably not concur.

No. L.—BISHOP warburton's theory of the origin
OF sacrifice.

Page 40. (c)—Bishop Warburton {Div, Leg. B. ix. ch. 2.)

represents the whole of sacrifice as symbolical. The offerings

of first-fruits he holds to be an action expressive of gratitude

and homage : and in this way he accounts for the origin of

such sacrifices as were eucharistic. But aware of the insuffi-

ciency of the theory, which places the entire system of sa-

crifice on the ground of gifts, he proceeds to explain the na-
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ture of expiatory sacrifice in the manner described in the page
to which this Number refers.

It is to be lamented, that an ingenious writer, of whom I

have had occasion in another place to speak in terms of com-
mendation, should, in his view of the Bishop's opinions upon
this subject, have permitted himself to give support to that

which is certainly not among the most tenable of his lord-

ship's notions ; namely, the idea of the human origin of sacri-

fice. This too (though probably not so intended by the au-
thor,) has been done in a way which has a powerful tendency
to mislead the unwary reader : the professed object being to

exhibit an impartial enumeration of the arguments on both
sides of the question, whilst in truth a preponderating weight
has been studiously cast in favour of one. I allude to Mr*
Pearson''s Critical Essay ; in the ivth section of which, the
reasoning of Spencer and Warburton, in defence of the hea-
thenish origin and subsequent divine adoption of the rite of
sacrifice, are treated with a complacency which they but ill

deserve. The reasonings themselves, as they are elsewhere
in this work largely considel-ed, I shall not here stop to con-
jgider.

No. LI. THE SUPPOSITION THAT SACRIFICES ORIGINATED
IN THE IDEA OF GIFTS ERRONEOUS.

Page 40. {d)—Dr. Rutherforth, in a communication to Dr.
Kennicot, collects from Gen. iv. 20. that the introduction of
property, or exclusive right, amongst mankind, is not to be
fixed higher than the time of Jabal, the eighth from Adam.
He is there said to have been the father, or first inventer of
njpD: that is, says Rutherforth, not as we translate it, the fa-
ther of such as have cattle, (for he was clearly not the first

of such, Abel having been a keeper of sheep long before,)
hut oi private property; the word mpD signifying strictly
possession of any sort, and being so rendered in the Syriac
version. {Kennic. Two Dissert, App. p. 252—254.) In
addition to this it may be remarked, that the word HJpD seems
to have been applied to cattle, merely because cattle were,
in the earliest ages, the only kind of possession ; and that
when there is nothing in the context to determine the word
to that application, it can be considered only in its original

and proper sense, namely possession.

But whether this idea be right or not, it is obvious that a
community of goods must have for some time prevailed in the
world ; and that consequently the very notion of a gift, and
all experience of its effect upon men, must have been for a
length of time unknown. And if the opinion be right, that
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sacrifice existed before Abel, and was coeval with the fall

;

it becomes yet more manifest, that observation of the efficacy

of gifts could not have given birth to the practice, there be-

ing no subjects in the world upon which Adam could make
such observation. Besides, as Kennicot remarks, {Two Diss,

p. 207.) " no being has a right to the lives of other beings,

but theCreator or those on whom he confers that right;" if

then God had not given Abel such a right, (and that he did

not confer it even for the purposes of necessary food, will ap-

pear from the succeeding Number,) even the existence of

the notion of property, and the famihar use and experience

of gifts, could not have led him to take away the life of the

animal as a gift to the Almighty ; nor, if they could have done

BO, can we conceive, that such an offering would have been

graciously accepted.

No. LII. ON THE DATE OF THE PERMISSION OF ANIMAL
FOOD TO MAN.

Page 40. (e)—The permission of animal food evidently

appears from scripture to take its date from the age of Noah r

the express grant of animal fouil then made, clearly evincing

that it was nut in use before. This opinion is not only

founded in the obvious sense of the passage. Gen. ix. 3. but

has the support of Commentators, the most distinguished for

their learning, and candid investigation of the sacred text.^

But, as ingenious refinements have been employed to torture

away the plain and direct sense of scripture upon this head,

it becomes necessary to take a brief review of the arguments
upon the question.

Two grants were made ; one to Adam, and one to Noah.
To Adam it was said. Gen. i. 29, 30. Beholdy I have given
you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all

ihe earth ; and every tree^ in the which is thefruit of a tree,

bearing seed, to you it shall be for meat ; and to every beast

of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to every thing

that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given
every green herb for meat. Again, to Noah it is said. Gen.
ix. 3. Every moving thing that liveth, shall be meat for
you; EVEN AS THE GREEN HERB HAVE I GIVEN YOU ALL
THINGS. Now, whilst the obvious inference from the former

of these passages is, that God's original grant of the use of

his creatures for food, was confined to the vegetable crea-

tion ; the conclusion to be drawn from the latter is found to

• See Munst. Vatah. Clar. Grot, and Le Clerc, on Gen. ix. 3. also Shuckf.

Cannrx. vol.i. p. 81. and^cnmc. Two Diss- p. 70.
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be precisely similar, inasmuch as, liad animal food been before

permitted for the use of man, there had been no occasion for

the specific grant to that purpose now made to Noah. And,
in perfect agreement with this reasoning, we find the scrip-

ture history of the period antecedent to the flood, entirely si-

lent concerning the use of animal food.

Dr. vSykes, however, can see nothing in the first grant to

Adam, " but a general declaration of a sufficient provision for

all creatures ;" nor in the second to Noah, " but a command
to slay before they ate flesh:" flesh having from the first been
used for food. (Essay, &c. pp. 177, 178.) In support of

these extraordinary positions, he employs arguments not less

cxtraor<linary.

1 . He contends that the former grant is necessarily to be

understood with certain limitations ; for that, as some crea-

tures were not formed for living on herbs, and some herbs

were of a poisonous quality, the grant cannot be supposed to

extend to even/ green herb ; and hence he infers, that the

grant cannot be interpreted as enjoining or prohibiting any
particular species of food; and that consequently animal food

may be included, (p. 169—171.) But it seems rather a

strange inference, even admitting the existence of noxious

vegetables at the time of the grant, that because it must m
propriety be limited to a certain description of the things ge-

nerally permitted, it might therefore be extended to a class

of things never once named ; or that, because a full power
was given to man over all herbs, to take of them as be pleased

for food, whilst some would not answer for that purpose, the

dominion given was not therefore to relate to herbs, but ge-

nerally to all things that might serve for human sustenance.

But 2. He maintains, that, at all events, this grant of herb

and tree for the food of man, does not exclude any other sort

of food, which might be proper for him. And to establish

this, he endeavours to show, (p. 171—177.) that the decla-

ration to Noah did not contain a grant to eat animal food in

general, but only some particular sorts of it, such as are in-

cluded in the word K^D^, by which he understands creeping

things, or such animals, as are not comprehended under the

denominations of beast and fowl ; so that, admitting this to

be a grant of something new, it was yet by no means incon-

sistent with the supposition, that sheep, oxen, goats, and such

like animals had been eaten from the first. Now, this di-

rectly contradicts his former argument. For if, as that main-

tains, the grant to Adam was but a general declaration of

abundant provision, and consequently leaving man at full li-

berty to use all creatures for food, why introduce a permis-

»ion at this time respecting a particular species of creatures t
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But besides, is'on does not imply a particular species of

animals, but denotes all, of whatever kind, that move. That
this is the true acceptation of the word may be collected

from Cocceius, and Schindler, as well as Nachmanides, (who
is quoted by Fagius, Crit. Sac. on Gen. i. 29.) and the se-

veral authorities in PoWs Syn. on Gen. xix. 3. and so mani-

fest does it appear from the original in various instances, that

it requires no small degree of charity, not to believe, that

Dr. Sykes has wilfully closed his eyes against its true mean-
ing. His words are particularly deserving of remark.
" Throughout the law of Moses, it is certain, that it (wiyi)

never takes in, or includes, beasts of the earth, or birds of the

air, but a third species of animals different from the other

two :** and this third species he conjectures to be, " all such,

either fish or reptiles, that not having feet glide along." (p.

173.) Now the direct contrary of all this is certain: and
had Dr. Sykes, in his accurate survey of the entire law of

Moses, but allowed his eye to glance on the words contained

in Gen. vii. 21. he probably would not have been quite so

peremptory. All flesh died, that moveth (tynnn) upon the

earth ; both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and of
every creeping thing, {^y^) that creepeth (pUTi) upon the

earth. Here the creeping things are specially named, and
included, together with all other creatures, under the general

word lyon. And it is particularly deserving of notice, that in

the xith ch. of Levit. in which the different species of ani-

mals are accurately pointed out, those that are properly call-

ed creeping things, are mentioned no less than eleven times,

and in every instance expressed by the word "piy : and yet
from this very chapter, overlooking these numerous and de-

cisive instances, Dr. Sykes quotes, in support of his opinion,

the use of the w^ord b^di, in the tw^o following verses : Neither
shall you defile yourselves with any manner of creeping
thing ly^iy) that moveth (iifmr)) upon the earth, verse 44.

—

And again, this is the law of the beasts, and of the fowls,
and of every living creature that moveth Qir^in) in the waters,

verse 40. Hei'e, because the word B'D*!, w hich is a descrip-

tion of all moving things, (as has been shown above, and may-

be proved from various other instances,—see Jenn. Jew. An-
tiq. vol. i. p. 306.) is found connected with reptiles and
fishes, it is at once pronounced to be appropriate to them,
notwithstanding that through the entire chapter, whose ob-

ject it is carefully to distinguish the different kinds of ani-

mals, it is never once used in the numerous passages refer-

ring specially to the reptile and fishy tribes, as their proper
appellation, and is translated in these two verses by the
LXX in its true generic sense, xtvanisve^, that moveth. So
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that Dr. Sykes might with as good reason ha\e inferred,

that, because creejring thing^s are occasionally called living

creatures, living crealures must consequently mean creeping

things. To say the truth, if Dr. Sykes had been desirous

lo discover a part of scripture, completely subversive of his

interpretation of the word K?D% he could not liave made a

happier selection than the very chapter of Leviticus to which
he has referred.

But, to leave no doubt, that the grant made to Noah was a

permission for the first time of animal food, we find an express

description of the manner in which this sort of food was to be
used, immediately subjoined : But flesh with the life thereof

rvhich is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat. Now, if animal

food had been before in use, this injunction seems unaccount-

able, unless on the supposition, that it had been the practice,

before the flood, to feed on the flesh of animals that had been
duly killed for the purpose ; and Dr. Sykes's argument,
which maintains, that this prohibition merely tended to pre-

vent the eating such animals as died of themselves, or the

eating the animal Avithout having duly killed it, must rest en-

tirely on the presumption, that such had been the practice

before. But on what ground he has assumed this, he has not
thought proper to inform us : and the certainty, that, before

the flood, animals were killed for sacrifice, seems not consist-

ent with the supposition. It is curious to observe that this

argument adduced by Sykes, falls in with one of the strange

conceits of the Jewish Rabbins : it being a tradition of theirs,

that there were seven precepts handed down by the sons of

Noah to their posterity, six of which had been given to Adam,
and the seventh was this to Noah, " about not eating flesh,

which was cut from any animal alive." See Patrick^s Pre-
face to Job—also Jenning^s Jew. Antiq. vol. i. p. 147.

It must be confessed, however, that arguments, of a nature
widely different from these of Sykes, have been urged in op-
position to the interpretation of the several grants to Adam,
and to Noah, contended for in this note. Heidegger, in hie

Historia Patriarch. Exercit. xv. § 9. vol. i. maintains, that

the passage. Gen. i. 29, 30. is to be thus translated: Behold,
I have given you every herb bearing seed, &c. {to you it shall

be for meat); nay also, every beast of the earth, and every

fowl of the earth, and every thing that creepeth upon the earth,

wherein there is life, with every green herb for meat. This
translation he defends, on the ground of the occasional use of
the prepositions, in the inclusive, or copulative sense; whence
he holds himself justified in explaini;ig it here, as the mark of
the accusative, not of the dative case. In support of this ac*

ceptation, he also produces some names highly distinguished
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in the annals of sacred criticism, viz. Capelliis, Cocceius, and
Bochart. And to reconcile this interpretation with the grant

to Noah, which seems inconsistent with the idea, that the right

to animal food had been conveyed before the time of that pa-

triarch, he considers this second grant but as a repetition of

the first to Adam, and that the words, even as the green herb
have I given you all things, are not to be understood, as con-

veying now, for the first time, a right to the use of all crea-

tures, similar to that which had been before granted with
respect to the herbs and fruits, but merely as confirming the

<:rant formerly made, of the green herb and of all living crea-

tures, without distinction.

Now, although the particle S, is used in some few parts of

scripture, in the sense here ascribed to it by Heidegger, yet

if we examine the instances in which it is so applied, (all of

whicli may be seen at one view in Noldins Concord. Particnl.

El)r. pp. 398, 401.) we shall find, that it stands in those cases

comoined and related in sucli manner as to give a new modifi-

cation to its general and ordinary meaning. But surely, in

the present case, no such modifying relation exists. On the

contrary, the very frame and analogy of the sentence, seem
to determine the word to its usual dative signification. Ha-
ving occurred twice in the 29th verse, and in both places ma-
nifestly in this sense, (QdS, to you,) it then immediately fol-

lows in direct connexion, and this connexion marked most
unequivocally by the copulative particle i, (^3*7i) so as to de-

termine unavoidably the continuance of its application in the

same sense. The word nx, likewise, succeeds to the clauses

enumerating the animal tribes in the 30th verse, precisely in

the same manner, in which it followed that relating to the hu-

man kind, in the preceding verse; and as, there, it is admitted

to be the mark of the accusative, specifying the things allot-

ted to the sustenance of the human species; so here, it is evi-

dently to be used in the same sense, specifying those things

that are appointed for the support of the ferw/p creation. This

analogy, however, Heidegger is compelled by his interpreta-

tion to overturn ; and whilst he allows to the word this signi-

fication through the whole of the preceding verse, he here

abruptly and arbitrarily changes its application, and attributes

to it the force of with, which is necessary to make sense of

the passage, according to his mode of translating it.

How then does the matter stand? In two passages exactly

corresponding, and immediately connected, the preposition 7,

and the particle rnx, are arbitrarily applied in diflerent senses,

to make out the translation of Heidegger: whilst on the com-

monly received interpretation, the analogy is preserved

throuichout, and the same uniform meaning is attributed to
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each particle rn the corresponding clauses. Indeed the ver-

sion contended for by Heidegger is upon the whole so violent

and unnatural, that it requires but to read the passage in the

original, to be convinced that it is inadmissible; and perhaps
nothing but the respectability of the names tiiat appear in its

support, could justify its serious investigation. One advan-
tage hoAvever manifestly attends the notice of it in the present
discussion. It proves that the learned writers, who defend
this interpretation, consider the commonly received version as

utterly irreconcileable with the notion, that the first grant to

Adam conveyed the permission of animal food. For if any of

the arguments used by Dr. Sykes, and others, to show that it

could be so understood, were deemed by these writers to have
any value, they surely would not have resorted to this new
and unwarrantable translation in support of that position.

In addition to what has been said, it may be proper to re-

mark, that this new version of Gen. i. 29, 30. is so far from
receiving any countenance from the Jewish writers, that they
are nearly unaniqious in the opinion, that the right of eatings

flesh was not granted, until the time of Noah. See particu-

larly AbenesrUj and Sol. Jarchi, in their annotations on this

part of scripture. Heidegger also confesses, that the Christian

Fathers, nearly without exception, concur in the same opinion.

Hist. Patriarch, Exercit. xv. ^ 3.

Objections however, are drawn from the history of Abel's
sacrifice; and from the distinction of animals into clean and
unclean, antecedent to the flood. It is said, that Abel's sacri-

fice having been of the firstlings of his flock, and it never ha-

ving been customary to offer any thing to God, but what was
useful to man, it may fairly be concluded, that animals were
used for food even in the time of Abel. Heideg. Hist. Patr.
Exer. XV. § 25.—To this the reply is obvious : that the prin-

ciple here laid down is accommodated to particular theories
of sacrifice: to such as place their origin and virtue in the no-
tion of a gift to the Deity, or of a self-denial on the part of the
offerer; and therefore the argument presupposes the very
thing in question, namely the origin and nature of sacrifice.

But, besides, the conclusion will not follow, even admitting
the principle; since Abel's flock might be kept for the advan-
tages of the milk and wool, and thuswhat he offered was use-

.
ful to himself. Nor to this can it reasonably be objected, that
by the practice of the law, the male firstlings were offered,

and that therefore Abel's offering could have deprived him
only of the wool, the use of which might not yet have been
learned: for it cannot with propriety be contended, that the
first and more simple form of sacrifice should he explained by
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the usage of succeeding and far distant times, and by the com"

plicated system of the law of Moses.

But again it is urged, that the distinction of creatures into

clean and unclean, (Gen. vii. 2.) proves animal food to have

been in use before the deluge, inasmuch as such distinction

can be conceived only in reference to food. To this it has

been answered by Grotius,"^ that the distinction was made
proleptically, as being addressed by Moses to those who were

familiar with this distinction afterwards made by the law : and

again, by Jennings, {Jew. Antiq. vol. i. p. 151.) that such a

distinction would naturally be made, from the difference ob-

served to exist between the animals, without any reference to

food ; or that, though the use of them for food w^ere held in

view, the distinction might have been first made at the time

of entering the ark, when we find it first mentioned, and a

greater number of those that were most fit for food then pre-

served, merely because God intended to permit the use of

them in a very short time. But reasonable as these answers

may appear, may it not be thought more satisfactory, to con-

sider this distinction as relating originally, not to food, but to

sacrifice : those creatures which were sanctified to the service

and worship of God, being considered pure : whilst those that

were rejected from the sacrificial service, were deemed unfit

for sacred uses, or unclean ; and agreeably to this idea, the

word denoting unclean throughout the law, ndo, is put in op-

position not only to incD, cleans but to tyip, holy.f The dis-

tinction then of clean and unclean animals before the flood,

is admissible upon the principle of the divine institution, or

even of the existing practice of sacrifice, without supposing

the permission of animal food before the time of Noah.

In conformity with the above reasoning, we find the first

use to which this distinction is applied in scripture, is that

of sacrifice ; Noah having taken of every clean beast, and of
every clean fo/vl, and offered burnt-offerings,X (Gen. viii.

20.) Besides, it is to be remembered, that the distinction

into clean and unclean with respect to food, was entirely a

different institution, from the distinction into c/eayi and nn-

clean, with respect to sacrifice. (See Patrick and Ainsiv-

on Gen. vii. 2.) Dr. Kennicot's remark on this subject is de-

scrvinc of notice. " Althouich the distinction of beasts into

clean and unclean was not registered until we come dovn to

Deuteronomy, (xiv. 3.) yet," he says, " this is no reason

• Dc Ver. Chr. Rel. lib. v. § 9—see also Spencer Be Leg. Hebr. lib. i. cap.

V. § 1.

t See Cocceius and Parkhurst on the word l<fDD.

4 See Pol. Synop. on Gen. vii. 2. compare also Cen. xv. 9. wiUi JatnesorCs

oote thereon.
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why we should not suppose it introduced by God, at the same
time that he instituted sacrifice: for whoever considers care-

fully will find, that the law is in part a republication of .ante-

cedent revelations and commands, long before given to man-
kind." {Two Dissert, pp. 217,218.—comp, Ainsw. on Gen.
vii. 2.) Witsius considers the distinction of beasts into clean
and unclean, so manifestly to relate to sacrifice in the time
of Noah, and to have originated from divine institution, that
he even employs it as an argument in support of the divine
appointment of sacrifice before the flood. {Miscelh Sacr,
lib. ii. diss. ii. § 14.) Heidegger also, though he contends
for the use of animal food in the antediluvian world, yet ad-

mits the distinction of animals into clean and unclean, to have
been instituted by divine authority, in reference to sacrifices

before the flood. Hist. Patr. Exercit. in. § 52. torn. 1.

No. LIII. ON THE DIVINE ORIGIN OP LANGUAGE.

Page 40. (/)
—"The first use of words appears from

scripture to have been to communicate the thoughts of God.
But how could this be done, but in the words of God ? and
how could man understand the words of God, before he was
taught them ?" The apostle has told us, th3.t faith comethhy
hearing, and hearing by the word of God: thus clearly pro-
nouncing all knowledge of divine things, and consequently all

language relating to them, to have had its origin in revelation.

But it is not only with respect to things divine, that revela-

tion appears to have supplied the first intimations of language.

In terms relating to mere human concerns, it seems to have
been no less the instructress of man. For in what sense can
we understand the naming of every beast of the field, and
every fowl of the air, brought before Adam for this 'purpose
by God : but in that of his instructing Adam in the manne/
whereby they were in future to be distinguished ? To sup-
pose it otherwise, and to imagine that Adam at the first was
able to impose names on the several tribes of animals, is

either to suppose, that he must from the first have been able

to distinguish them by their characteristic marks and leading

properties, and to have distinct notions^ of them annexed

* In speaking of the necessity of a distinct notion being associated to

each term indicating a class or species, it is not meant to imply, that, to

render generic terms significant, appropriate abstract notions must be an-
nexed That notions cannot be entertained by the mind ; or ratber, that

they involve a contradiction subversive of their existence, the very argu-
ments and illustrations employed by Mr Locke in their support and expla-
nation, are sufficient to demonstrate. See particularly Lockers Essay, Vi iv.

ch. vii. § 9. It has been fully and conclusively established by that mo^t ac-

curate of metaphysical reasoners, Berkeley, that what is called a general

M M
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to their several appellations; or, tliat he applied soiiiidH a?

random, as names of the animals, without the intervention ot

such notions. But the latter is to suppose a jargon, not a

idea, is nothing but the idea of an individual object, annexed to a certain

term, which attaches to it a more extensive signiiication, by recalling to the

mind the ideas of other individuals, which are similar to this one in certain

characters or properties. This explanation of the nature of Universals,

which has been commonly ascribed to Bishop Berkeley, who has undoubt-

edly unfolded and enforced it in the most intelligible and convincing man-
ner, is however of much earlier origin. The distinction of JVominalist and

Realist is known to have been clearly marked in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, under the teaching of Koscelin, and his pupil Abelard. The Cy-

nics and Stoics also of early times, maintained opinions, which entitle them
to be ranked of the former class : and, contrary to the assertion of Mr. Du-
gald Stewart, who follows the authority of Brucker, in placing Aristotle

among the Realists, there certainly are to be found in the writings of that

philosopher, the elements of those just notions concerning Universals, which
have been adopted by the Nominalists.

Of Roscelin, we are told by Brucker, (Hist. Phil. vol. iii. p. 907.) that he
maintained the position, " tjniversalia, nee ante rem, nee in re existere,

nee ullam habere realem existentiam, sed esse nuda nomina et voces, qui-

bus rerum singularium genera denotentur." This opinion of Roscelin, that

Universals were merely ivords or namesy was strenuously supported, with

some small alteration not very distinctly intelligible, by his follower Abe-
lard: and was no less strenuously opposed by the Realists, who contended,

that Universals hare an actual existence in rerum naturd, and that their

boundaries are accurately determined by appropriate essences, according to

which nature has classed the individuals of the respective species. That
the authority of Aristotle was erroneously claimed by the latter ; and that,

on the contrary, the views of the Stagirite were favourable to the Nominal-

ists, Dr. Gillies has taken laudable pains to demonstrate. In his valuable

Analysis of a part of the writings of that philosopher, he has satisfactorily

proved, that by general termsy Aristotle meant only to express the result of

the comparison of different individuals agreeing in the same e//ot, or ap-

pearance, without the supposition of any correspondent genera/ ideas exist-

ing in the mind : or, in other words, that a general term was conceived by
him, to stand as a sign for a number of individuals, considered under the
same aspect, and from certain resemblances assigned to the same class. See
Dr. Gillies's JiristotUy vol. i. p. 66—72-

How perfectly this corresponds with the clearest views of modem meta-
physics, is manifest at a glance: and it cannot but afford peculiar satisfac-

tion to all who feel a reverence for exalted genius, to find, that after the un-
worthy disparagement, which for a length of time has been so laboriously

cast upon the great name of Aristotle, the honourable homage of a rational

coincidence in his opinions, not merely on this, but on an almost endless va-

riety of important subjects, has been the result of the most enlightened in-

quiries of later days. It has been singularly the fate of the Greek philoso-

pher, to be at one time superstitiously venerated, and at another contemptu-
ously ridiculed ; without sufficient pains taken either by his adversarieii or

his admirers, to understand his meaning. It has been too frequently his

misfortune to be judged from the opinions of his followers, rather than from
his own. Even the celebrated Locke is not to be acquitted of this unfair

treatment of his illustrious predecessor in the paths of Metaphysics ; whilst

perhaps it is not too much to say of his well known Essay, that there is

scarcely to be found in it, one valuable and important truth concerning the

oi)erations of the understanding, which may not be traced in those wri-

tings against which he has directed so much misapplied raillery; whilst,

stt ihe same time, they exhibit many rich results of deep thinking, which
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language : and the former implies a miraculous operation on

the mind of Adam, which differs nothing in substance from

the divine instruction here contended for.

have entirely escaped his perspicacity. Indeed, it may be generally pro-

nounced of those who have within the two last centuries been occupied in

the investigation of the intellectual powers of man, that had they studied

Aristotle more, and (what would have followed as a necessary consequence)
reviled him less, they would have been more successful in their endeavours
to extend tlie sphere of human knowledge.

To return to the subject of this note,—it must be observed, that to the

two different and opposite opinions on the nature of Universals already al-

luded to, namely, that of the jVomirialists, and that of the Realists^ there

is to be added a third and intermediate one, that of the Ccnctphialists, so

called from their distinguishing tenet, that the mind has the power of form-

ing general conceptions by abstraction : This sect is represented by Brucker,

as a modification of that of the Nominalists. ** Nominates, deserta paulo

Abelardi hypothesi, universalia in notionibus, atque conceptibus mentis, ex
rebus singularibus abstractione formatis, consistere statuebant ; unde Con-

ceptuales dicti sunt." Hist. Phil. vol. iii. p. 908.—With this sect Mr. Lock©
is ranked by Dr. Reid, (Essays ou the Intell. Poviers, vol. ii. p. 146 ) and ia

the justness of this allotment, Mr. Dugald Stewart acquiesces ; at the same
time he observes, that, from the inaccuracy and inconsistency of Mr.
Locke's language, there is no small difficulty in assigning to him his true

place ; or rather, indeed, in determining whether he had any decided
opinion on the question in dispute, {Elements of the Philosophy of the Hw
^nan Mind,'pp. 191, 192.) It certainly cannot be contended, that Locke has
conveyed his meaning upon this subject with clearness or consistency ; yet
no doubt can possibly exist, as to the class to which he properly belongs.

His placing the essences of the species altogether in the abstract ideas form-
ed by the mind, indisputably determines him to the standard of the Con-
ceptualist ; notv/ithstanding that the incom])atibility of the elements of his

abstract idea, (Essay, B. ii. ch. xi. § 9. and B. iv. ch. vii. § 9.) and the ad-

mitted necessity of the name, to bestow upon the idea its unity, that is, in

other words, its existence as an idea, (Essay, B. iii. ch v. § 10.) mark the

indistinctness of his views upon this subject ; and ought, if he had examined
his own notions consequentially, to have led hira to adoj)t tlie party of the

J^omir.alist.

From what has been said, it appears upon the whole, that the JVominalist

and the Conceptualist, whilst they concur in rejecting the notion of the Re-
alist, '* that Universals belong to things, and that general terms denote cer-

tain genera and species established in nature by appropriate essences,"

—

at the same time differ from each other essentially in this ; that whilst the

one attributes universality solely to terms, and the other to certain abstract

ideas expressed by those terms, the latter admits the po«sibility of reason-

ing on general subjects xdthout the mediation of language, and the former

maintains the indispensable necessity of language, as the instrument of
thought in all general speculations.

If, with Bishop Berkeley, we are obliged to deny the possible existence of

an abstract idea, there can be no difficulty in determining to which of these

two opinions we must yield our assent. In the sign alone, and in its poten-

tial application to a class of individual objects, is universally to be found ;

and consequently by language only, (meaning by tliis, the use of signs at

large,) can we conduct our reasoning one single step beyond the individual

object. There is, upon this subject, an excellent remark made by an ele-

gant and perspicuous writer, which I cannot forbear transcribing. " Whe-
ther it might not have been possible for the Deity to have so formed us, that

we might have been capable of reasoning concerning classes of objects,

without the use of signs, I shall not take upon me to determine. But this
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Indeed, even abstracting from the information thus given i»

scripture, those who have well examined this subject have
been utterly at a loss to conceive ajiy other origin of language
than divine institution. Whitby considers this so complete-
ly evident, that he thinks it forms in itself a clear demonstra-
tion, that the original of mankind was as Moses delivered it,

from the impossibility of giving any other tolerable account
of the origin of language, {^^enno7^s on the Atlrih. vol. ii. p.

29.) Bishop Williams, in his '^d Sermon, {Boyle Led. vol.

i. p. 167.) affirms, that though Adam had a capacity and organs
admirably contrived for speech, yet in his case there was a
necessity of his being immediately instructed by God, because
it was impossible he should have invented speech, and words
to be spoken so soon as his necessities required. Dr. Beattie

endeavours to prove the human invention of language to be
impossible. {Theory of Lang. 8vo. p. 101.) And Doctor
Johnson is so decidedly of this opinion, that he holds inspi-

ration to be necessary to inform man that he has the faculty

of speech, " which I think, says he, he could no more find

out without inspiration, than cows or hogs would think of

such a faculty." Mr. Wollaston contends, {Relig. of Nat.

pp. 122, 123.) that language is the indispensable instrument^

we may venttire to affirm with confidence, that man is not such a being,"—" It

Vould be vain for us, in inquiries of this nature, to indulge ourselves in specu-
lating about possibilities. It is of more consequence toremark the advantages
which we derive from our actual constitution ; and which, in the present in-

stance, appear to me to be important and admirable: inasmuch as it fits

mankind for an easy interchange of their intellectual acquisitions ; by im-
posing on them the necessity of employing, in their solitary speculations,

the same instrument i.f thought which forms the established medium of
their communications with each other."—See p. 190, of Elements of the

Philosophy oj the Human M'md, by Dugald Stewart.

* In the preceding note, the necessity of language, as the instrument of
thought and reasoning, was particularly adverted to. In the judgment of
many profound thinkers that necessity is recognized. Lavoisier, in the pre-
face lo his Kletnents of Chtm.istryy expresses liis coincidence in the maxim
of ConJillac, that " v/e tliink only through the medium of words :" and that
" the art of reasoning is nothing more than a language well arranged.'*

{Kcrr^s Transldtion, p. xiv.) Plato describes thinking as conducted by men-
tal SpCftCh, TO J'faiVCitG-bxi ?.OyCVy OV OLl/m CT^OC iSLVTilV « "^V^)! Sli^iO^iTaLt t SLUd io

the philosophy of the Greeks, reason and %vords are denominated by one and
the same term Koyc;—Now, if this be just ; if language be, in truth, the in-

dispensable instrument of reasoning; is it too much to affirm, that language
could not have been discovered by reasoning; or in other words, that the

operations of reasoning could not have effected that, by which alone its ope-

rations are conducted ?

According- to the Conceptualist indeed, who holds that the mind cnn con-

template its own ideas independently ofwords, the invention of language by
the exertion of thought, is by no means inconceivable ; since, on this hypo-
thesis, reasoning may precede language, and therefore may minister to its

discovery. And yet, when considered somewhat closely, it may not perhaps
appear a very easy matter to imagine the practicability of such a process.
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of thought : and even Herder, who has laboured to prove Ian-

2;uage not to have been of divine appointment, admits that

without it reason cannot be used by man.

Reasoning', it is manifest, can be conducted only by propositions or affirm-

ations, either verbal or menial. A proposition affirming- of any individual
tiling that it is itself, or that it is not another, is (^could we even suppose the
mind in its first stag'e of thinking capable of forming such a proposition,)

not to be ranked amongst the class of affirmations which belong to reasoning.

The power of distinguishing individual objects pertains to Ihe faculty of
perception, and is necessary to reasoning, but can form no part of it. No-
thing individual then being an attribute, every affirmation which can make
a part of reasoning demands the existence of a general sign. The forma-
tion of general signs must therefore precede all affirmation, and consequent-
ly every exercise of the reasoning faculty. The conceptualist who asserts,

that general signs are supplied by the general ideas with which abstraction

furnishes the mind, must of coui%e contend, that the exercise of the power
of abstraction must be antecedent to every act of reasoning. Now, in the
first place, it cannot but be deemed extraoi:dinary, that the very faculty,

which is pronounced to be the distinguishing characteristic of the rational

species, should be called into action previous to the exercise of reason. If
such a faculty can be exerted before the use of reason, why not exerted •viith-

out it ? And in that case, why should not the tribes of irrational animals^
whose perceptions of individual objects may be as distinct as those in the
minds of men, pass from those individual perceptions to universal ideas, if

such transition can be made without the exercise of reason ?—But again,

not to dwell upon this consideration, (since it may be pretended that it is

abstraction itself which in its consequence produces rationality,) if we in-

quire what it is that can put an unreasoning mind upon this process of ab-
straction ; a process allowed by all to be difficult, and represented by some
in such a light as makes it appear to embrace contradictions ; it will not be
very easy to give an answer. In contemplating things by classes, it is true,

we both expedite the acquisition of knowledge, and facilitate its communica-
tion. But can these ends act upon a mind, which has not yet begun to rea-

son ? Can the anticipations of knowledge become a motive, where it has
not yet been learned, what knowledge is : or can the desire of communica-
tion constitute an incitement, where the very notion of the subject matter to

be communicated has never yet been conceived ? For it must be remem-
bered that as we are now speaking of language as &ubsequent to reasoning,

and of reasoning as subsequent to abstraction, we must conceive abstraction

to be exerted, without any notion actually acquired either of reasoning or
language, or any direction or forecast suggested by a reference to either.

Abstraction, in short, in this view of the case, is a random and unintelligible

movement, which is excited by no design, proposes no object, and admits no
regulation. So iri'ational a foundation for a rational superstructure cannot
be deliberately maintained.

Dr. Price, whose system imposed on him the necessity of upholding tlie

existence of abstract ideas, as " essential to all the operations of the under-
standing, and as being implied in every act of our judgment," felt himself at
tlie same time obliged, from the foregoing considerations, to deny that such
ideas can be acquired by any mental process, such as that of abstraction.

Were abstract ideas (he observes) formed by the mind in any such manner,
" it seems unavoidable to conceive, that it has them at the very time that it

is supposed to be employed informing them. Thus, from Any particular idea

of a triangle, it is said we can form the general one: but does not the very
reflection said to be necessary to this, on a greater or lesser triangle, imply
that the general idea is already in the mind ?" {Reviei^ of the principal diffi-

culties in morals, p. 37.) The learned Cudworth, in like manner, speaking
of the understanding as an artificer that is to fabricate abstract notions out
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Now, if language be necessary to the exercise of reason, it

clearly cannot have been the result of human excogitation :

or, as it is put by Dr. Ellis in his Inquiry, &c. language cannot
be contrived without thought and knowledge ; but the mind
cannot have thought and knowledge till it has language;
therefore language must be previously taught, before man
could become a rational creature ; and none could teach him
but God. {Scholar Armed, vol. i. p. 140.) Locke's prin-
ciples concerning the nature of language, although he did not
See his way with sufficient clearness to lead him to the right

of sensible ideas, demands whether, " when this artificer goes about his
work, he knows what he is to make of them beforehand, and unto what
shape to bring them. If he do not, he must needs be a bungling workman :

but if he do, he \s prevented \n his design, his work being already done to his
hand

: for he must needs have the intelligible idea of that which he knows
or understands, already within himself." (^Treatine concerning Eternal and
Jmmutable Aloralityy pp. 220, 221.) Mr. Harris also is led, as he says, by
the common account of the mode in which our ideas are generated in the
mind, " to view the human soul in the light of a crucible, where truths are
produced by a kind of logical chemistry." Hermesy pp. 404, 405. These
writers are accordingly forced into the gratuitous supposition, of a distinct
faculty for the origin of abstract ideas in the human mind. This Dr. Price
pronounces to be the " faculty whose natural object is truth." {Rev. p. 37.)
And Cudworth, from whom he has largely drawn, and whose mysterious
solution of this difficulty he does not altogether reject, ascribes tlie origin of
our abstract ideas to a certain " perceptive power of the j\^oetical part of the
soul, which, acting by itself, exerts from within the intelligible ideas of
things virtually contained in its own cognoscitive power, that are universal
and abstract notions, from which, as it were, looking do^n<wards, it compre-
hends individual things." Treatise, pp. 217, 218. Mr. Harris again accounts
for the exi.stence of abstract ideas, by a " connective act of the soul, by means
of which, by an energy as spontaneous and familiar to its nature as the see-
ing of colours is to the eye, it discerns at once what in many is one ; what
in tilings dissimilar and differenty is similar and the same :" and this ** con-
necting or unifying power" of the mind, he makes to be the same with that
which discerns ^;hM .• and by means of this alone it is, that he considers,
that individuals themselves can become the objects of knowledge ; in which
he seems to coincide with the mystical notions of Cudworth. See Herrnest
p. 360—372.

Into such extraordinary straits, and unjustifiable assumptions, have these
learned and able writers been drawn, whilst they maintained the existence
of universal ideas, and at the same time found it impossible to accede to the
notion of their production by the process of abstraction. They would have
reasoned more justly, if from the impossibility of acquiring universal ideas
by such a process, they had inferred that no such ideas do actually exist in

the mind; and that the general, abstract notion, which is at the same time
to include all and none of the circumstances of individual existence, is a fie

tion whicli never can be realized. They would have arrived at a conclusion
still more comprehensive and important, if they had drawn this farther con-

sequence ; that there is not in nature any Universal really existing ; and
that since no idea can be other tlian Xheidea of an individual, to terms alone

can ^universal or general nature be ascribed.—From all which it must fol-

low as a necessary result ; that without language neither can knowledge be
acquired, nor reasoning exerted, by the human intellect : and that since lan-

guage must precede these, it cannot have been discovered by them, and
theretbre cannot be deemed the offspring of human invenlion.
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Qonclusion, the last named writer proves to be perfectly cor-

respondent to the above reasoning. {Ibid, pp. 138, 139.)

And in an able work published at Berlin by Susmilchius in

1766, the same principles are successfully applied to esta*-

blish the same conclusion ; namely, that the origin of language

must have been divine. Even Hobbes admits, that " the first

author of speech was God himself, that instructed Adam how
to name such creatures as he presented to his sight." (Le*

Tuiath, ch. iv. p. 12.)

From the impossibility of conceiving how language could

have been invented, some have been led, in opposition to all

just reasoning, to pronounce it innate.^ Many even of the

ancients, totally unaided by revelation, were obliged to con-

fess, that the discovery of this art exceeded all human powers.

Thus Socrates, in the Cratylus of Plato, is represented a$

saying, " the first names were framed by the gods:'* and ia

the same work we are told, that " the imposition of names on
things, belonged to a nature superior to that of man,** and that

it could " pertain only to liim, who hath a full discernment of

their several natures.*'

—

Pol. Syn, on Gen. ii. 19. Stil-

ling. Orig, Sac. B. i. ch. i. § 3.—and Euseb. Prczp. Evang,
lib. xi. cap. 6.

It must be remarked, that they who hold the opinion, that,

language is of mere human invention, are for the most part

obliged to proceed on suppositions of the original state of man,
totally inconsistent with the Mosaic history. Thus, amongst
the ancients, Diodorus Siculus, {Biblioth. lib. i.) Vitruvius,

{De Archil, lib. ii. cap. 1, 2.) Lucretius, &c. ground their

reasonings upon an idea, (derived from the atomic cosmogony
of Moschus, Democritus, and Epicurus, which represented
human beings as springing from the earth like vegetables,)

that men first lived in woods and caves like brute beasts, utter-

ing only cries and indistinct noises, until gradual association

for mutual defence, brought with it at length conventional
signs for communication. And the respectable and learned,

though strangely fanciful, author of the Origin and Progress

of Language, who is among the latest that have written in

defence of this opinion, is compelled to admit, that the inven-

tion of language is too difficult for the savage state of man

;

and accordingly he holds, that men having been placed origi-

nally in a solitary and savage state, must have been associated

f^r ages, and have carried on some common work, and even
framed some civil polity, and must have continued for a con-

* See Shucif. Connex. vol. i. p. 109. and also an essay of* Cotuzt de Fraula,
(J\Iem. de rAcud. Imper. and Roy. Brussels, vol. 14.) in which languao^e is

represented as an instinctive quality of man, constituting- a part of his very
creation.
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siderable length of time in that state, so as ultimately to ac-
quire such powers of abstraction as to be able to form general
ideas, before language could possibly be formed. Now whe-
ther such theories, in supposing a mute emergence from savage
barbarism to reflecting civilization, and a continued associa-

tion* without an associating tie, prove any thing else than
their own extravagance ; and by the prodigious difficulty and
delay which even they attach to the invention of speech,
whether they do not give strong confirmation to the Mosaic
account, which describes man as destined for the immediate
enjoyment of society, and consequently instructed in the art

of speech; it is for the reader to judge.

Other writers again, Condillac, (in his Essay on the Origin
ofHuman Knowledge) Batteaux, (in his Principles ofLitera-
ture) and Gebelin, (in his Monde Primitif) maintain, that:

man is not by nature the mutum pecus he is represented by
the Scotch philosopher: but that sounds, either excited by
passions, or produced by imitation, would necessarily he form-

ed, so as to constitute an inarticulate language ; which would
ultimately suggest the idea, and supply the elements of more
perfect speech. The transition however from the simple

sound to the diversified articulation, is still a wide chasm in

each of these solutions. And whilst the range of the passions

seems on the one hand to present a limit, which the powers of

communication, derived from that source, cannot be conceived

to transcend : the various sounds and motions in nature must,

on the other, be admitted to exhaust the models, which alone

could draw forth the imitative powers of the human voice. So
that according to these theories, single tones, or cries, either

excited by some passion or formed in imitation of some natural

sound, must in all just reasoning fill up the measure of human
language. It is not easy then to discover any advantage pos-

sessed by these theories, over that of Lord Monboddo, and
the ancient Epicurean Philosophers. The latter but represent

the human kind originally placed in the condition of brutes

;

* Dr. Blair, in his Lectures on Jihetoric, Cvol. i. p. 71) makes the following-

just and apposite observations—" One would tl)ink, that in order to any lan-

guage fixinij and extending itself, men must have been previously g-athered

together in considerable numbers : society must have been already far ad-

vanced : and yet, on the other hand, there seems to have been an absolute ne-

cessityfor speech, previous to thefortnation ofsociety. For, by wliat bond could

any multitude of men be kept together, or be made to join in the prosecution

of any common interest, until once, by the intervention of speech, they cou'-l

communicate their wants and intentions to each other ? So that, either how
society could form itself, previously to language, or how words could rise

into a language, previously to society formed, seem to be points attended

with equal difHculty. And when we consider, Sic. difficulties increase so

much upon us on all hands, tliat there seems to be no small reason for refer-

ring the first origin of all language to divine teaching or inspiration.'*
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the former seem careful to provide that it should never rise

above that condition.

As it may be matter of curiosity, to know in what manner

these writers endeavour to explain the transition from mere

vocal sounds to articulate speech, it may be proper to subjoin

here a specimen taken from one of them, by no means the

least distinguished in the literary world, the Abbe De Con-

dillac. He admits the operation to be extremely tedious, for

that " the organ of speech (in grown persons) for want of early

use, would be so inflexible that it could not articulate any other

than a few simple sounds: and the obstacles which prevented

themfrom pronouncing others^ would prevent them from sus-

pecting that the voice was susceptible ofanyfurther variation.**

Now it may be fairly asked, would not these obstacles for ever

prevent any articulations, or even sounds, beyond those which

the passions might excite, or other soundj* suggest ? How is

this difficulty, which has been fairly admitted by the author,

to be removed? He shall answer for himself. The child, from

the pliancy of its vocal organs, being freed from the obstruc-

tions which incapacitated the parent, will accidentally fall

upon new articulations in the endeavour to communicate its

desire for a particular object ; the parent will endeavour to

imitate this sound, and affix it as a name to the object, for the

purpose of communicating with the child : and thus by repeat-

ed enlargements of articulation in successive generations, lan-

guage would at length be produced.^

• It should be remarked, that were even all that is here contended for ad.

mitted to be practicable, language in the true sense of the word is not yet

attained. The power of designating- an individual object by an appropriate

articulation, is a necessary step in the formation of language, but very far

removed indeed from its consummation. Without the use of general sigiis,

the speech of man would differ little from that of brutes : and the transition

to the general term from the name of the individual is a difficulty which re-

mains still to be surmounted. Condillac, indeed, proposes to show, how this

transition may be made, in the natural course of things. " Un enfant appelle

du nom d*Arbre le premier arbre que nous lul montrons. Un second arbrc

qu'il voit ensuite lui rappelle la meme idee; il lui donne le mcme nom; de

meme a un troisieme a un quatrieme, et voila le mot cfJlrbre donne d'abord

^ un individu, qui devient pour lui un nom de classe ou de genre, une idee

abstraite qui comprend tous les arbres en general.'* In like manner Adam
Smith, in his Dissertation on the Origin of Languages^ and Mr. Dugald Stew-

art, in liis Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, endeavour to ex-

plain this process, representing those words which were originally used as

the proper names of individuals, to be successively transferred to other indi-

viduals, until at length each of them became insensibly the common name of

a multitude. Tiiis however is more ingenious than solid. Tlie name given

to an individual, being intended exclusively to designate that individual, it is

a direct subversion of its very nature and design, to apply it to any other in-

dividual, known to be ditterent from the former. The child, it is true, may
give the name offather to an individual like to the person it has been taught

to call 1 y that name : but this is from mistake, not from design ; from a con-

fusion of the two as the ^me person, and pot from a perception of resem-
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Such is the solution of the origin of language which human
philosophy presents ; sending us to the accidental babbie of

infancy, for the origination of that which it confesses must
exceed the power of the imagination to invent, and of the or^

gans of the man to accomplish: inverting the order of nature

by supposing the adult to learn the art of speech by imitation

of the nursling; and in addition to all, building upon the gra-

tuitous assumption, that the child could utter articulations

undirected by any pre-existing model.—On such reasoning it

cannot be necessary to enlarge.

Besides, to all those theories which maintain the human in-

vention of language, the test of experience may fairly be ap-

plied. We may safely challenge their authors to produce in

their support a single fact; a single instance in the whole
uange of history, of any human creature's ever using articu-

late sounds as the*signs of ideas, unless tatight, either imme-
diatel}^ and at once by God, or gradually by those who had
been themselves instructed. That there have been instances

of persons, who possessing all the natural powers of mind and
body, yet remained destitute of speech from the want of an
instructor, there can be no question. Diodorus Siculus (lib.

iii. §. 19. p. 187. tom. 1. Wessel.^ informs us of an entire na-

tion, wanting the use of speech, and communicating only by
signs and gestures. But not to urge so extraordinary a fact,

Lord Monboddo himself, in his first volume, furnishes several

well attested instances ; and relates particularly the case of a

savage, who was caught in the woods of Hanover, and Avho,

though by no means deficient either in his mental powers or

bodily organs, was yet utterly incapable of speech. Had

bknce between tlierti whilst known to l)e dlfierent. In truth, they whose
thoughts are occupied solely about individual objects must be the most care-

ful to distinguish them from each olhei* ; and, accordingly, the child will

most peremptorily retract the appellation offather, so soon as the distinctness

is observed. The object with those, whose terms or signs refer only to indi-

viduals, must naturally be to take care, that every such term or sign shall be
applied to its appropriate individual, and to none else. Resemblance can
produce no other effect, than to enforce a greater caution in the application

of the individual names, and therefore has no natural tendency to lead the

mind to the use of general terms. It may be tliought, indeed, that the idea

of numbert attaching to individuals of a similar appearance, might naturally

lead to some general designation, whereby the aggregate of those individuals

might be marked out. But it should be recollected, that the very notion of

number, which seems one of the commonest and most familiar to the mind,

does itselfpresuppose a class, since objects cannot be enumerated unless pre-

viously referred to some one genus or class, or, which is the same thing,

unless they are previously expressed by some common sign. Since, then,

mere resetnblance will not lead to tlie use of general terms ; and since the

notion of mmiber actually presupposes the existence of general terms ; it

follows, that the transition from proper names to general terms cannot be
accounted for in the way in which these writers have endeavoured to ei;-

plain it.
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tiian then been left solely to the operation of hii5 own natural

powers, it is incumbent upon these writers to show, that his

condition would have differed, as to speech, from that of the

Hanoverian savage.

As for those writers who admit the Mosaic account, and
yet attribute to Adam the formation of lans^uage, unassisted

by divine instruction, they seem to entertain a notion more
incomprehensible than the former ; inasmuch as the first ex-
ercise of language by ih<-. father of mankind, is stated to have
preceded the production ot Eve, and cannot, consistently

with the scripture account, be supposed to have been long
subsequent to his own creation. So that according to these
theorists, he must have devised a medium of communica-"
lion, before any human being existed with whom to commu-
nicate : he must have been able to apply an organ unexerci-

sed and inflexible, to the arduous and delicate work of ar-

ticulation: and he must at once have attained the use of words,
without those multiplied preparatory experiments and con-
curring aids, which seem on all hands admitted to be indis-

pensable to the discovery and production of speech.
To remedy some of these difficulties, it has been said, that

the faculty of speech was made natural to man as his reason,

and that the use of language was the necessary result of his

constitution. If by this Avere meant, that man spoke as ne-

cessarily as he breathed, the notion of aa innate language
must be allowed, and then the experiment of the Egyptian
king to discover the primitive language of man must be con-
fessed to have had its foundation in nature : but if it be mere-
ly meant, that man was by nature invested with the powers
of speech, and by his condition, his relations, and his wants,
impelled to the exercise of these powers, the difficulty re-

turns, and all the obstacles already enumerated oppose them-
selves to the discovery of those powers, and to the means by
which he Avas enabled to bring them into actual exertion. It

may perhaps add strength to the observations already made
upon this subject, to remark, that the author who has main-
tained this last-mentioned theory, and whose work, as contain-

ing the ablest and most laborious examination of the question,

has been crowned with a prize by the academy of Berlin,

and has been honoured with the general applause of the con-
tinental literati, has utterly failed, and is admitted to have
foiled, in that which is the grand difficulty of the question.

For wiiilst he enlarges on the intelligent and social qualities

of man, all fitting him for the use of language ; the transition

from that state which thus prepares man for language, to the
actual exercise of the organs of speech, he is obliged to leave
totally unexplained. (See the account given of the Essay of
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Herder on the origin of language, in Novveavx Memoirs dt

VAcad. Roy. Sec de Berlin, 1771—and again, an Analysis of

that work by M. Merian, in the vol. of the same Memoirs
for the year 1781.) Enough, perhaps more than enough, haA

been said, in answer to those theories and objections w^hich

have been raised in opposition to that, which scripture* so

obviously and unequivocally asserts, namely, the divine in*

stitution of Imigvage.

It is not necessary to the purpose of this Number, nor does

scripture require us, to suppose with Stillingfleet, (Orig. Sac,

B. i. cap. i. §. 3.) and with Bochart, (Hieros, P. i. L. i. cap.

9.) that Adam w as endued with a full and perfect knowledge

of the several creatures, so as to impose names truly expres-

sive of their natures. It is sufficient, if we suppose the ust

of latigtrage taught him with respect to such things as were
necessary,"and that he was then left to the exercise of his ow^n

faculties for farther improvement upon this foundation. But
that the terms of worship and adoration were among those

which were first communicated, we can entertain little doubt-

On the subject discussed in this Number, the reader may con-

suit Morimis Exercif* de Ling, cap. vi. Buxtorjii Dlsser-

tat. p. 1—20. iValton. ProL 1. §. 4. Warbnrt. Div. Leg.

B. iv. S. iv. vol. ii. pp. 81, 82. Delan. Rev, Exam. Diss. 4.

* In addition to the proof which has been ah-eady derived from this source,

it should be remembered that the laws given by God to the first pair, re-

specting food for their preservation, (Gen. i. 29. ii. 9.) and marriage for the

propagation of their species, (Gen. ii. 22, 23.) together with the other dis-

coveries of his will recorded in the beginning of Genesis, (i. 28. ii. 16— 19.

iii. 8—12, 14—22.) were communicated through the medium of lanj',uage :

afid that the man and the woman are there expressly stated to have con-

versed with God, and with each other. Besides, in what sense could it be
said, that a meet companion for the man was formed, if there were not given

to botli the power of commvmicating their thoughts by appropriate speech ?

If God pronounced it not goodfor ina7i to be alone: if with multitudes of
creatures surrounding him, he was still deemed to be oloncy because there

was none of these with which he could commune in rational correspondence

;

if a companion was assigned to him whose society was to rescue him fiom

thi.s solitude ; what can be inferred, but that the indispensable requisite for

such society, the powers and exercise of speech must have been at the same
time vouch.^afed .''

,

It should be recollected too, that this is not the only instance recorded in

scripture of the instantaneous communication of language. The diversity of

tongues occasioning the confusion of Babel, and the miraculous gift of speecli

to the apostles on the day of Peniecost, may render a similar exercise ol

divine power in the case of our first parents more readily admissible : for it

surely will not be contended, that such supernatural interference was less

called for from the nature of the occasion, in the last named instance, than

in either of the two former.

The writer ofEc ksiastirus pronounces decisively on the subject of this

Numljer. When the Lord created ruaii, he affirms, that having bestowed up-

on him the Jive opi rations oj the Lord, in the sixth place he imparted to hivi

understanding .• aud in the seventh, speech^ an interpretation of the. cc^itation^

thereof. Ecclus. xvii. 5.
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Winder's Hist, of Knowledge, chap. i. §. 2. Barrington^s

Misc. Sacr. vol. iii. pp. 8, 45. Dr. Beattie and Wollastoiiy

as referred to : and above all, Dr. EUis^s Inquiry whence

Cometh wisdom^ <^c. which together with his work entitled.

Knowledge of divine things from Revelation, are too little

known, and cannot be too strongly recommended. The for-

mer of these tracts of Dr. Ellis, I have never met with, but

as bound up in the Collection of Tracts, entitled The Scho-
lar Armed.

no. liv» on the natural unreasonableness of the
sacrificial rite.

Page 41. (g) Outram states, {De Sac. lib. i. cap. 1. §. 3.)

that the force of this consideration was in itself so great, as

to compel Grotius, who defended the notion of the human in-

stitution of sacrifices, to maintain, in defiatice of all just criti-

cism, that Abel did not slay the firstlings of his flock ; and
that no more is meant, than that he brought the choicest pro-

duce of his flock, milk and wool, and offered them, as Cain

offered the choicest of his fruits.

Indeed the natural unfitness of the sacrificial rite to obtain

the divine favour ; the total incongruity between the killing

of God's creatures, and the receiving a pardon for the viola-

tion of God's laws : are topics, which have afforded the oppo-
nents of the divine institution of sacrifice too much occasion

for triumph, to be controverted on their side of the question.

See Philemon to Hydaspes, part 5. p. 10— 15. The words
of Spencer on this subject are too remarkable to be omitted

:

*' Sacrificiorum materia (pecudum caro, sanguis effusus, Sec.)

tarn vilis est, et a summa Dei majestate tam longe dissita,

quod nemo (nisi plane simplex et rerum rudis) quin sacri-

ficia plane superflua, deoque prorsus indigna facile judica-

ret. Sane tantum aberat, ut ethnici paulo humaniores
sacrificia deorum suorum naturae consentanea crederent, quod
iis non raro mirari subiit, unde ritus tam tristis, et
a natura deorum alienus, in hominum corda veni-
ret, se tam longe propagaret, et eorum moribus tam
tenaciter adh^reret.'* De Leg. Heb. lib. iii. diss, ii;

cap. 4. sect. 2. p. 772.—Revelation would have removed the

wander.

No. LV.—ON THE universality of sacrifice.

Page 41. (h)—What Dr. Kennicot has remarked upon
another subject, may well be applied to this. " Whatever
custom has prevailed over the world, among nations the most
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opposite ill polity and customs in general ; nations not united

by commerce or communication, (when that custom has no-

thing in nature, or the reason of things, to give it birth, and

establish to itself such a currency,) must be derived from

some revelation : which revelation may in certain places have

been forgotten, though the custom introduced by, and found-

ed on such revelation still continued. And farther, this re-

velation must have been made antecedent to the dispersion

at Babel, when all mankind, being but one nation, and living

together in the form of one large family, were of one lan-

guage, and governed by the same laws and customs." (Two
Dissert, p. 161.) For, as Sir Isaac Newton observes, all

mankind lived together in Chaldaea, under the government of

Noah and his sons, until the days of Peleg. So long they

were of one language, one society, and one religion. And
then they divided the earth, being forced to ieave oft' build-

ing the tower of Babel. And from thence they spread them-

selves into the several countries which fell to their shares,

carrying along with them the law^s, customs, and religion, un-

der which they had till those days been educated and govern-

ed. (ChroHoLp. 186.)

And again, as Kennicot observes from Dclaney, whatever

practice has obtained universally in the world, must have

obtained from some dictate of reason^ or some demand
of nature, or some principle of interest, or else from

some powerful influence or injunction of some Being of

universal authority. Now, the practice of animal sacrifice

did not obtain from reason; for no reasonable notions of

God could teach men, that he could delight in blood, or in

the fat of slain beasts. Nor will any man say, that we have

any natural instinct to gratity, in spilling the blood of an in-

nocent creature. Nor could there be any temptation from

appetite to do this in those ages, when the whole sacrifice

was consumed by fire ; or when, if it was not, yet men wholly

abstained from flesh; and consequently this practice did not

owe its origin to any principle of interest. Nay, so far from

any thing of this, that the destruction of innocent and useful

creatures is evidently aorainst nature, against reason, and

against interest: and therefore must be founded in an an-

ihority, whose influence was as powerful, as the practice was

universal : and that could be none but the authority of God,

the sovereign of the world; or of Adam the founder of the

human race. If it be said of Adam, the question still remains,

what motive determined him to the practice? It could not

be nature, reason, or interest, as has been already shown ; it

must therefore have been the authority of his Sovereign : and

had Adam enjoined it to his posterity, it is not to be imagined
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that they would have obeyed him in so extraordinary and ex-

pensive a rite from any other motive than the command of

God. If it be urged, that superstitions prevailed unaccount-

ably in the world ; it may be answered, that all superstition

has its origin in true religion : all superstition is an abuse

:

and all abuse supposes a right and proper use. And if this

be the case in superstitious practices that are of lesser mo-
ment and extent, what shall be said of a practice existing

through all ages, and pervading every nation ? See Kennic.
Two Diss. pp. 210, 21 1 . and Rev. Exam. Diss. 8. p. 85—89.

It is to no purpose, that theorists endeavour to explain the

practice as of gradual growth ; the first offerings being merely
of fruits, and a transition afterwards made from this to ani-

mal sacrifice. Not to urge the sacrifice of Abel, and all the

early sacrifices recorded in scripture, the transition is itself

inconceivable. The two things are toto coelo different : the

one being an act of innocence ; the other a cruel and unna»^

tural rite. Dr. Richie's remarks on the subject of this

Number, are particularly worthy of attention. Essay on the

Rectitude of Divine Moral Government under the Patriarchal
dispensation^ § 53, 54.

No. LVI. ON THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE NOTION OF
THE EXPIATORY VIRTUE OF SACRIFICE.

Page 41. (i)—It is notorious, as we have already seen ia

Numbers V. and XXXIII. that all nations, Jews and Hea-
thens, before the time of Christ, entertained the notion, that

the displeasure of the oflfended Deity was to be averted by
the sacrifice of an animal ; and that, to the shedding of its

blood, they imputed their pardon'-^ and reconciliation. In

the explication of so strange a notion, and of the universality

of its extent, unassisted reason must confess itself totally

confounded. And accordingly we find Pythagoras, Plato,

Porphyry, and other reflecting Heathens, express their

wonder, how f an institution so dismal, and big with absurdi-

ty, could have spread through the world.
So powerful is the inference which this fact consequently

supplies, against the human invention of sacrifice, that Dr.
Priestley, labouring to support that doctrine, and at the same
time, pressed by the force of the argument, has been obliged

boldly to face about, and resolutely deny the fact ; contend-

ing in defiance, as we have already shown, of all historical

evidence, that the notion of expiating guilt by the death of

the victim, was not the design of sacrifice, among either the

* See on this also Stmihope, Serm. xiii. JBovle Lect. vol. i. pp. 790, 794.

j See Kennic. Two Dissert, p. 202. and Number LIV. of this work.
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nations of antiquity, or among such as have practised sacri-

fice in later times. This idea Dr. Priestley considers too ab*

surd for Heathens. Christians alone, excepting that descrip*

tion who have proved themselves on this head as enlightened

as Heathens, could have swallowed such monstrous absurdi-

ties. If, however, the fact appears to be against Dr. Priest-

ley, what follows from his reasoning? A cruel, expensive, and
unnatural practice has been adopted, and uniformly pursued
by the unaided reason of mankind for above 4000 years. It

remains then for him, and the other advocates for the

strength and sufficiency of human reason, to consider whe-
ther it be that sort of guide, on which implicit reliance is to

be placed ; and whether it be wise to entrust to its sole di-

rection our everlasting concerns.

No. LVII. ON THE OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE SUPPO-

SITION OF THE DIVINE INSTITUTION OF SACRIFICE.

Page 42. (/)—The principal objections to this opinioa

are derived from the two following considerations : 1. The
silence of the sacred historian on this head ; which, in a

matter of so great importance, it is said, is irreconcileable

with the supposition of a divine command ; 2. Those pas-

sages in the Old Testament, in which God seems openly to

disown the institution of sacrifice.

I. The former is thus urged by Bishop Warburton.
" The two capital observances in the Jewish ritual, were
the SABBATH, AND SACRIFICES. To impicss the highest

reverence and veneration on the sabbatfh the sacred his-

torian is careful to record its divine original : and can we sup-

pose that, had sacrifices had the same original, he would have

neglected to establish this truth at the time that he recorded

the other, since it is of equal use, and of equal importance :

I should have said, indeed, of much greater?" (Dir. Leg*
B. ix. ch. ii. vol. 4. pp. 661, 662. ed. Hurd.)
To this it may be answered, that though the distiiiction of

weeks was well known over all the eastern world, it is highly

probable, that the Hebrews, during their residence in Egypt,
were negligent in tlicir observance of the sabbath: and that

lo enforce a religious observance of it, it had become neces-

sary to give them particular information of the time and oc-

casion of its first institution : but that, in a country like

Egypt, the people being in little danger of losirig their vene-

ration for sacrifices, the same necessity for directing their

attention explicitly to their institution did not exist. The
observation of Dr. Delaney also deserves to be noticed:

namely, that us the rite of sacrifice was loaded with many
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Additional ceremonies, at its second institution, under Moses
;

in order to guard the Jews from the infections of the Heathen,
it might have been wisely designed by their lawgiver, not to

recall their attention to its original simplicity, lest they
should be tempted to murmur and rebel against their own
multifarious ritual. Rev. Exam. Diss. viii. vol. i. p. 94.

But, perhaps, an answer yet more satisfactory may be de-

rived from considering the manner in which the history of the
first ages of the world has been sketched by the sacred penman.
The rapid view he takes of the antediluvian world, (having
devoted but a few chapters to the important and interesting

concerns of the creation, the fall, and the transactions of all

those years that preceded the flood,) necessarily precluded
a circumstantial detail. Accordingly, we find several mat-
ters of no small moment, connected with that early period,

and also with the ages immediately succeeding, entirely omit-

ted, which are related by other sacred writers. Thus Peter
and Jude inform us of the angels that fell from their first es-

tate, and are reserved in everlasting chains; also of a pro-

phecy delivered by Enoch to those of his days; of the,

preaching of righteousness by Noah ; and of the vexation

which the righteous soul of Lot daily experienced from the

unlawful deeds of those with whom he lived. (2 Peter ii. 4,

5, 7, 8. and Jude 6, 14, 15.) None of these things are

mentioned by Moses : and even such matters as he has deem.
«d of sufficient consequence to notice, he introduces only as

they may be connected with the direct historic line which he
holds in view ; and whilst hastening on to those nearer events

on which it was necessary for him to enlarge, he touches on
other affairs, however important, but as they incidently arise.

In this way, the first mention of sacrifice is evidently intro-

duced ; not for the purpose of giving a formal history of the

rite of explaining ho7V or when it was instituted, in which case

a formal account of its origin might have been expected; but
merely as an occasional relation in the history of the trans-

fer of the seniority, or right of primogeniture, and so the pa-

rentage of the Messiah, from Cain into a younger line, which,

according to Kennicot, was a thing absolutely necessary to

be known ; and also probably, of the ruinous eff*ects of the

fall, in the effervescence of that wicked and malicious spirit

which made its first baleful display in the murder of Abel.

The silence, then, of the historian, as to the divine institution

of sacrifice, furnishes no argument against it. See Kenn.

Two Diss. p. 211. Wits. Misc. Sac. Lib. ii. Diss. ii. § 2.

also Richie^s Pecul. Doct. vol. i. p. 136.

But then, according to the Bishop's rea'-oning, the relation

ZivfT) hv Moso«, of the institution of ihr snbbafh, justifies the

O o
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expectation that, had sacrifice arisen from the divine com-
mand, its origin would likewise have been recorded. But in

what way is the divine appointment of the sabbath recorded?
Is it any where asserted by Moses, that God had ordered
Adam and his posterity to dedicate every seventh day to

holy uses, and to the worship of his name; or that they ever
did so in observance of any such command? No such thing.

It is merely said, that having rested from the work of creation,

God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it. Now, so far

is this passage from being universally admitted to imply a

command for the sacred observance of the sabbath, that some
have altogether denied the sabbath to have been instituted by
divine appointment: and the fathers in general, and espe-

cially Justin Martyr, have been considered as totally reject-

ing the notion of a patriarchal sabbath. But although, espe-

cially after the very able and learned investigation of this

subject by Dr. Kennicot, in the second of his Two Disser-
tations, no doubt can reasonably be entertained of the import
of this passage, as relating to the divine institution of the

sabbath, yet still the rapidity of the historian has left this ra-

ther as matter of inference : and it is certain that he has no
where made express mention of the observance of a sabbath
until the time of Moses.

Indeed it may be a question, whether, considering accu-

rately the passage which describes the sacrifices of Cain and
Abel, and the circumstances attending them, it does not, in

itself, furnish sufnciently strong ground to infer the divine

appointment of sacrifice. The familiar manner in which the

mention of this sacrifice is introduced, joined to the peculiar

force of the words Cj^d^ )»pD, (which Kennicot, supported by
Fagius, shows ought not to be translated generally, «;/j^roc^S5

of time, but at the close of the appointed season,) seems to

indicate a prior and stated observance of this rite; and the
manifest acceptance of Abel's sacrifice by God, evinces an
approbation of that pre-existing practice, which can leave

little doubt respecting the source of its institution. And
this advantage the case of sacrifice clearly possesses over that

of the sabbath ; namely, that in the patriarchal history we
have repeated and explicit accounts of the continuance of

the former, whilst the notices of the sabbatical observance
antecedent to the Mosaic dispensation, are obscure and in-

fre(juent. Now, were we to argue rii»;idly against the conti"

nued observance of the sabbath, from its not having been ex-

pressly recorded, we migJit contend, as has been already
hinted, for the necessity of a more explicit statement of its

divine oridn in the time of Moses ; whilst the unbroken tra-

dition and uninterrupted practice of sacrifice, (a thing con-
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troverted by none that I know of, except Lord Barrington in

his Miscellanea Sacra, vol. iii. Diss. ii. cor. 3. and by him
npon grounds rather fanciful and refined,) mii^ht render it

less necessary for Moses to be particular on this head.

But, in truth, the silence of the historian respecting either

the sabbatical or sacrificial observance is but of little weight,

when there are circumstances in the history, from which the
practice may be collected. The very notoriety of a custom
may be a reason, why the historian may omit tiie mention of

its continuance. Of this Dr. Kennicot states a striking cir-

cumstance in the case of circumcision, which, thou<:;h con-

stantly observed by the Israelites, is yet never once mention-
ed in the sacred history, as having been practised in a single

instance, from the settling of the Israelites in Canaan, down
to the circumcision of our blessed Saviour ; that is, for a space

of one thousand four hundred and fifty years. And even of

the observance of the sabbath itself, we find not one instance

recorded in any of the six books that follow the Mosaic code.

What is thus applied to the continuance, will equally hold
for the origin of a custom.

II. The second objection, derived from passages in the

Old Testament, in which God seems to disown the institu-

tion of sacrifice, is to be replied to by an examination of those

passages. In the Uh Ps, God is described as saying, / will

not reprove thee for thy sacrifices^ or thy burnt-offerings—

/

nrill take no bnllocky ^^c.— fVill I eat the flesh of bulls, or
drink the blood of goats ?—And again in jPs. li. Thou desi-

rest not sacrifice—thou delightest not in burnt-offerings—

-

And again in Ps. xl. Biirnt-off'erings and sin-off'erings hast
thou not required. Sacrifices here, it is said, are spoken of
as not pleasing to God. But it is manifest, on inspection of the
context, that this is only intended in a co7nparative sense,
and as abstracting from those concomitants, without which
sacrifice never could have been acceptable to a holy and
righteous God. This is farther confirmed by the manner in

which similar declarations are introduced, in Isai. i. 11, 12.

Ixvi. 3. Prov. XV. 8. and Amos v. 21,22. If the argument
be carried farther, it will prove too much ; it will prove, in

direct contradiction to the testimony of Moses, that the Jew-
ish sacrifices had not been ordained by God. These passa-

ges then from the Psalms, must go for nothing in the present
argument.

But then it is said, that the prophet Jeremiah (vii. 22.)
furnishes a decisive proof in these words, For I spake not tin-

to your fathers, neither commanded them, in the day that I

brought them out of the land of Egypt, concernincr burnt-

offerings or sacrifices. This, it is urged, as referring ex
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pressly to a time prior to the giving of the law of Mount Sinai,

clearly proves, that God did not institute sacrifices before the

promulgation of the law by Moses. But this, like the former

passages, is manifestly to be understood in a comparative

sense only, as may easily be collected from what immediate-

ly follows : But this thing I commanded them, saying, obey

my voice, and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people;

that is, the mere sacrifice was not that which I commanded,
80 much as that which was to give the sacrifice its true vir-

tue and efl[icacy, a sincere and pious submission to my will

;

to obey being better than sacrifice, and to hearken than

the fat of rams: (1 Sam, xv. 22.) In like manner,—/ 7vill

have mercy, and not sacrifice. (Hos. vi. 6.) Rend your

hearts, and not your garments. (Joel ii. 13.) Your miir-

murings are not against its, but against the Lord, (Ex.

xvi. 8.) Labour ^or for the meat that per isheih, butfor the

meat which endureth to everlasting life. (Joh. vi. 27.) The
Scripture abounds with similar instances, in which the nega-

tive form supplies thq want of the comparative degree in the

Hebrew idiom : not excluding the thing denied, but only im-

plying a preference of the thing set in opposition to it.'-^

Dr. Blayney, indeed, thinks it not necessary to consider

the words of Jeremiah in a comparative sense. The word
by, he says, admitting the sense of propter, the passage

should be read, / spake not with your fathers, nor command-
ed them, FOR THE SAKE OF bumt-offerings, &c, that is,

God did not command these purely on their own account, but

as a means to some other valuable end. The sense is sub-

stantially the same. Now, if the passage be not taken in this

sense, but be supposed to imply, that God had not instituted

sacrifices at the time of the departure of the Hebrews from

Egypt, then a direct contradiction is given to the Mosaic

history, Avhich expressly declares that God himself had or-

dained the slaying of the paschal lamb, not only before the

giving of the law at Sinai, but before the migration of Ihe Is-

raelites from Egypt, And that this was really a sacrifice,

and is repeatedly called by Moses by the very same term

n-T, which is here applied to denote sacrifice by the prophet,

has been already fully shown in Number XXXV. of this

work.

Or again, if we concur in the interpretation of this passage,

as given by the Jewish doctors Jarchi and 3Iaimonides, and

adopted by Dr. Kennicot, we may consider it as a declara-

tion on the part of God, that he had not first commanded

• See IValt. Polyglot. Proleg. Idlotism. 6. Loicth on Uos. vi. 6. Mede, p.

i^i2. Fc-. 'J\:o JJics. pp. 208, 209. and J-wi, Jfw. Jn:. vol i. p- 313.
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the Israelites concerning the sacrificial rites, after he had led
them out of Egypt. The passage in Jeremiah, say they, re-

fers to the transaction at Marah. (See particularly Kemi.
Two Diss. pp. 2;")3. 209.) The Jews, when they had arri-

ved here, three days after they had left the Red Sea, mur-
mured at the bitterness of the waters ; a miracle was wrought
to sweeten them, and then God made a statute and ordinance
for them, and proposed to them in exact agreement with what
is here said in Jeremiah, to obey him, to give ear to his com-
mandments, and keep his statutes, and that he would in turn
be their protector. (Ex. xv. 25, 26.) Now, this having been
some time before the formal institution of the sacrificial rite

at Mount Sinai, and the Jews having always dated the be-
ginning of the law from this declaration at Marah, the Jew-
ish doctors maintain it to be true in fact, that God did not

first enjoin their code of sacrificial observances, but com-
manded them concerning moral obedience ; and thus under-
stand the form of expression in Jeremiah, as we do that of St.

Paul, Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived

ivas in the transgression ; (1 Tim. ii. 16.) that is, Adam was
hot first deceived, and was not first in the transgression, but
Eve. The meaning of the passage in Jeremiah would then be,

that as God had not, in the first instance, enjoined to the
Jews their sacrificial ritual, after he had led them out of
Egypt ; so they were not to attach to the observance of all

its minutiae, a superiority over moral obedience, but the con-

trary, the latter having been first commanded.* This ex-

planation agrees in substance with the former : and from both
it manifestly appears, that this passage has no relation to the

original institution of animal sacrifice.

The whole of this subject is fully and ably treated by Mede,
who sums up his entire argument in these words. " Accord-
ing to one of these three senses, are all passages in the Old
Testament, disparaging and rejecting sacrifices, literally to be
understood: namely, when men preferred them before the
greater things of the law ; valued them out of their degree, as

an antecedent duty ; or placed their efiicacy in the naked rite,

as if aught accrued to God thereby; God would no longer

own them for any ordinance of his ; nor indeed in that dis-

guise put upon them were they," 3Iede^s Works, pp. 352,

353.

* See Maim. March. JS/cv. pars. iii. cap. 32. ap. fin.

—

Kennicot's Tiio Diss.

pp. 153. 209.—and Jcnn. Jeij. Ant. vol. i. p. 3T2.
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No. LVIII. ON THE SACRIFICE OF ABEL, AS EVJNCING
THE DIVINE INSTITUTION OF SACRIFICE.

Page 4*2, (m)—Hallet considers tliis single fact as supply-

ing SO strong an argument on the present question, that he

does not hesitate to pronounce it, a demonstration of a divine

institution. For, he says, Abel's sacrifice could not have

been acceptable, if it had not been of divine appointment, ac-

cording to that obvious maxim of all true religion. In vain do

they worship God, teaching for doctrines the coininandments

o/?//e?tM(Mark vii. 7.) Thus, says he, Abel must have wor-

shipped God in vain, had his sacrificing been merely a com-

mandment of his father Adam, or an invention of his own.

And to make this matter more evident, he asks, why we do

not now offer up a bullock, a sheep, or a pigeon, as a thank-of-

fering after any remarkable deliverance, or as an evidence of

our apprehensions of the demerit of sin. The true reason is,

because we cannot know that God will accept such will-wor-

ship, and so conclude that we should herein worship God in

vain. As Abel then did not sacrifice in vain, it was not will-

worship, but a divine appointment. To this, he adds, the want

of a right to slay animals before the flood, unless conferred by
God for this very purpose of sacrifice, gives yet farther con-

firmation. Hallet on Hebr. xi. 4.

Dr. Richie remarks, that the divine acceptance is not con-

fined to the sacrifice of Abel, but that we find it extended also

to others offered under the patriarchal dispensation. Thus,

God is said to have ^sme//ec/ a sweet savoirr, (a strong expres-

sion of his acceptance,) when Noah offered his burnt-offering.

Job's care, likewir^e, to offer burnt-offerings for his children,

is mentioned as an eminent effect of piety, and with particular

marks of approbation. (Job, ch. i.) And the honourable men-

tion, which is made of the sacrifices offered by other pious

men in this period of the world, leaves no room to doubt of

their liaving been likewise graciously accepted by God. It is,

moreover, to be observed, that the oblation of some of those

early sacrifices, wa;- expressly ordered by God himself: as

the l)urnt-offering of Abraham, (Gen. xxii.) and those which

were offered by the three friends of Job. (Job xlii.) Now that

it is more natural to think, that God would order and accept

of, the performance of a mode of worship, which had been in-

stituted by himself, than that he would thus countenance one,

which had been the product of mere human invention, is a

thing which will not bear much dispute. See Vr. Richie's

Pec. Doct, vol. i. pp. 149, l.OO. Indeed, whoever wishes to

see the subject of the divine institution of sacrifices satisfac-
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lorily treated, may consult the last named work, p. 136—151.

to great advantage. See also Barrington's Misc. Sac. voL
wl. p. 67—71. and Heideg. Hist. Pair. Exercit. iii. § 32, 53.

torn. i.

This last writer constders the e/M-^ryfio-yitos, or the burning of

the sacrifice by fire from heaven, a decisive proof of a divine
institution : and that the patriarchs were favoured with this

infallible sign of the divine acceptance of their sacrifices, the
language of scripture, he thinks, leaves us no room to doubt.
That it was by this sign that it was known that the sacrifice of
Abel was accepted, is the almost unanimous opinion of the
Fathers. And in this the Jewish Doctors concur: as see
Aben Ezra and Jarchi on Gen. iv. 4. Theodotion translates

the verb in this verse, tveTrv^tc-ev ; a translation, with which even
Julian was satisfied.

It is certain, that this manifestation of the divine power was
vouchsafed in later times. The sacrifice of Abraham, Gen.
XV. 17. supplies a striking instance of it. And if Shuckford's
reading of 1^3 (to kindle), instead of "i3j; (to pass), be admit-
ted, this passage becomes in itself decisive of the point. {Con-
nexioih &c. vol. i. p. 298.) But if we look to the period under
the law, we shall find this the usual method^ of signifying the
divine acceptance of the sacrifice. Hence, to accept a burnt-

sacrifice, is called in the Hebrew, Ps. xx. 3. to turn it into

ashes. The reliques of this are to be found even in the heathen
traditions. Thus Servius on ^n. xii. 200. says, " Amongst
the ancients fire was not lighted upon the altar, but by prayer
they called down fire from heaven which consumed the offer-

ing." From these, and other arguments not less forcible,

every Commentator of note had been led to pronounce iu

favour of the idea, that the acceptance of the sacrifice was
testified, from the beginning, in the miraculous manner here
described.f That the fire which consumed the sacrifice, was
a flame which issued from the Shechinah, or glorious visible

presence of God, is the opinion of Lord Barrington; see Mis-
eell. Sacr. vol. iii. Dissert, ii: " On God's visible presence.''

But be this as it may, the fact of this divine fire consuming the

sacrifice seems to be established : and the inference from this

fact in favour of the divine institution of sacrifice cannot easily

be overturned.

* See Lev. ix. 24. Judg. vi. 21. 1 Kings xvili. 38. lCbr.xxi.26. 2Chr.
ii. 1, 8tc.

t See Fagius, Crotius, T.c Clerc. .firsiv. Pat^ic^, Jcn'T'-y^i, Ttnthc, "Rouen-

tnuHer, &c. on Genf iv. 4

.
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No. LIX. ON THE HISTORT AND THE BOOK OF JOB-

Page 42. {n)—There is no one part of the sacred volume,

which has more exercised the ingenuity of the learned, than

the book of Job. Whether it contain a true history or a fabu-

lous relation ? If true, at what time and place Job lived? And
what the date and author to be assigned to the work?—These
are questions, which have given birth to opinions so various^

.

and to controversies so involved, that to enumerate all, and to

weigh their several merits, would far exceed the compass of

the present work. But to take a brief review of the opinions

of the most distinguished critics, and to elicit from contend-

ing arguments the probable result, whilst necessary to the

subject of our present inquiry, cannot fail to furnish matter of

interesting investigation.

I. On the first of the questions above stated, there have

been three opinions: one, pronouncing the poem to be a real

narrative : a second, holding it to be a mere fictitious relation,

intended to instruct through the medium of parable: and the

third, adopting an intermediate idea, and maintaining the work
itself to be dramatic and allegorical, but founded upon the his-

tory of real characters and events.

Among the many distinguished names which support the

first opinion, are to be reckoned, in later times, those of Span-

heim, Sherlock, Schultens, Bishop Lowth, Peters, and Ken-
nicot: to these perhaps may be added that of Grotius, who,

though he contends that the work is a poetic representation,

yet admits the subject to be matter of true history. In de-

fence of this opinion, the work is considered as supplying

strong intrinsic evidence : the general style and manner of

the writer betraying nothing allegorical, but every where be-

speaking a literal relation of actual events; entering into cir-

cumstantial details of habitation, kindred, and names; and
adhering with undeviating exactness to those manners and
osages, which belong to the age and country, of which it

seems to treat. The reality of the person of Job is also at-

tested by the propjiet E^erliiel, Avho ranks him with two other

real and illnslrious characters ; and by the apostle James, who
proposes him as a character particularly deserving of iniita^

tion. Concurrent traces of profane history too, supply addi-

tional confirmation, as may be seen in Mr. Gray's account of

the book of Job; so that, as this judicious writer properly ob-

serves, ** it lias every external sanction of authority, and is

stamped witli every intrinsic mark, tJiat can characterize a

genuine relation."
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In (iirect opposition to this, is the system of Maimonides

;

wliich, representing the Avhole as a parabolical and fictitious

relation, has been adopted successively by Le Clerc, and
Michaelis. The arguments of the first of these writers have
been fully replied to 1^ Codurcus ; those of the second by
Peters ; and those of the last have received some judicious
animadversions from the pens of Mr. Gray and Dr. Gregory.
The arguments commonly urged in support of this hypothesis,
are derived from certain circumstances of intriiisic improba-
bility : such as the miraculous rapidity with which the calaini-

ties of Job succeeded ; the escape of precisely one servant
to bear the news of each disaster ; the destruction of 7000
sheep at once struck dead by lightning; the seven days si-

lence of the friends of Job; the highly figurative and poetic
style of dialogue, which never could have taken- place in ac-
tual conversation. These are what Peters calls the Ultle ex-
ceptions of Le Clerc to the truth of the history; and mi'j:ht

some of them deserve attention, were we neither to admit a su-
pernatural agency in the transactions, nor a poetic rapidity in the
narrative rejecting the consideration of unimportant part iculars.
An objection, however, of greater moment, is derived

from the conversation of Satan with the Almighty: and to
this Michaelis adds others which he claims as his peculiar in-

vention, deduced from the nairke of Job; from the artificial

regularity of the numbers ; and from internal inconsistencies
and contradictions. Of these last named, perhaps the two
former might well be ranked among the little exceptions:
the derivation of the name of Job from a word which signifies

repentance, being at best but conjectural ; and even were it

certain, making nothing against the reality of the person,
names having been frequently given in ancient times, from
circumstances which occurred at an advanced period of life,

of which numerous instances appear in holy writ : and as to
the regularity of the numbers ; the years of Job's life, his
children, his sheep, his camels, his oxen, and his asses, being
all told in round numbers, and all exactly doubled in the years
of his prosperity ; it is obvious to remark, that it would ill suit

the fulness and elegance of poetic* narration to descend to
the minutiae of exact numeration ; and that, as to the precise
duplication, it is but a periphrasis growing out of the former
enumeration, intended merely to express Uiat the Lord gave
to Job twice as much as he had before.

The two remaining objections require more particular con-
i;ideration. And first, as to the incredibility of the conversa-

* The poem, perhaps, strictly speaking, mav be said not to beg-in until the
third chapter; that whicli precedes being- narration. But the narration,
a^eeably lo the lofty style of the East, is itself of poetical elevation.

Pl>
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tion, which is related to have taken place between the Al-

mighty and Satan, it may be observed, that this and the assem-

blage of the celestial intelligences before the throne of God,
ghoidd be considered as poetic, or as Peters with more pro-

priety expresses it, prophetical pers^iifications, in accommo-
dation to onr limited faculties, which are abundantly autho-

rized by God himself in holy scripture, and are perfectly

agreeable to the style, wherein his prophets have been fre-

quently commanded to deliver the most solemn and important

truths. Thus the prophetic visions of Isaiah, (ch. vi.) of

Ezech. (ch. i.) of St. Paul, (2 Cor. xii. 2, 4.) and of St. John,
(Rev. iv. 1, 2.) represent the proceedings of Providence, in

like reference to our powers and modes of conception : and the

vision of IMicaiah, (1 Kings xxii. 19—23.) and that of Zecha-
riah, (ii. 13. iii. 1.) supply cases precisely parallel in every
respect. Farmer justly remarks on this subject, that such
*' visions or parabolical representations, convey instruction as

truh/ and properly, as if they were exact copies of outward
objects."^ And indeed if the introduction of Satan be ad-

mitted as an argument against the truth of the history, it

should lead us equally to reject the narrative of our Lord's

temptation, as an unfounded fiction. If, however, the opinion

of Dathe (which has also the support of Herder, Eichhorn,

and Doederlein,) be well founded, all difficulty arising even
from this circumstance is removed ; inasmuch as the evii.

SPIRIT is not, according to his interpretation, intended; but

one of the angelic ministers, whose peculiar office it was to ex-

plore and try the real characters of men, and to distinguish

the hypocrite from the sincerely pious.

The objection, derived from the internal inconsistencies,

and contradictions of the work, is thus stated by Michaelis :

Job, who could not have been advanced in years himself, up-

braids his friends with their youth
;
(xxx. 1.) yet these very

men exact reverence from Job as their junior, speaking of

themselves as aged mcn^ much older than hh father ^
(xv. 10.)

and are expressly described by Elihu, (xxxii. 6, 7.) as men to

be respected for their hoary age. {JS^otce et Epimetra. pp. 178,

179.) This argument Michaelis admits to be the grand

strength of his cause, and to this Dr. Gregory's reply is satis-

factory, so far as the meaning of the passage, xxx. 1. is con-

cerned ; in which there certainly appears no relation to the

friends of Job, but merely a general complaint, bewailing the

degraded state to which himself had fallen ; and contrasting

with that high respect which he had in former days expe-

* Inquiry into the Temptation, p. 164—attend to this writer's observations,

—also to Chapped Coinmcnt. Prtvf. p. xiv. and particularly X.Q Peters's Crit-

Dies. p. 113—122. and Taylor's Scheme of Scr. XHv. ch. xxi-
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xienced,—when even the aged arose and stood up, when
princes refrained talking-, and the nobles held their peace,—
his present abject condition, when even those that were
YOUNGER than him, and who were of such mean descent that
he would have disdained to have set their fathers with the
dogs of his flock, (by which he could not possibly have in,

tended his three friends,) now held him in derision. But I
apprehend Dr. Gregory's criticism on ch. xv. 10.—namely,
that by the words, with us (1J3,) is meant with ns in opinion—is not at all supported by the genius of the Hebrew, nor
by parallel usage. I think it is evident both from this and
the passage, xxxii. 6, 7. that the friends of Job, or some of
them, were aged. But in the true meaning of the word ly'ty',

which seems to have been hit off by Chappelow alone of all

the commentators, we shall find a complete solution of the
difficulty. This word, as Chappelow remarks, on Job xii.

V2. and xxxii. 6. does not merely imply age, but the wisdom
which should accompany age. It may perhaps not improper-
ly be expressed in our language, by the single term sage.
Taking the word in this sense, no inconsistency whatever ap-
pears: for then the thing denied by Job to his friends, in xii.

12. claimed by themselves in xv. 10. and ascribed to them by
Elihu, in xxxii. 6, 7. will be, not length of years, but those
fruits of wisdom, which years should have produced. It
should also be noted, that in xv. 10. the words are in the sin-

gular number ; so that in strictness, no more than one amongst
them is here spoken of, as advanced in age beyond the years
of Job. Indeed an inconsistency so gross and obvious , as
this which is charged against the book of Job by the German
professor, cannot be other than seeming, and founded in some
misapprehension of the meaning of the original. Admitting
even the poem to be fabulous, he must have been a clumsy
contriver, who could in one place describe his characters as

young, and in another as extremely aged, when urged to it

by no necessity whatever, and at full liberty to frame his

narrative as he pleased. And this want of comprehension
fehould least of all have been objected by those critics, who, in

supposing the work to have been composed in an age and coun-

try different from those whose manners it professes to describe,

are compelled upon their own hypothesis, to ascribe to the

writer an uncommon portion of address and refinement.

But supposing the narrative to have a foundation in truth,

the third hypothesis, which represents this as wrought up into

an allegorical drama, remains to be considered. This strange

conceit was the invention of Warburton. He considers Job,
his wife, and his three friends, as designed to personate the Jew-
ish peopU^ on then- rotiirn from the captivity, their idolatrous
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wives, and the three great enemies of the Jews at that period,

Saiiballat, Tobiah, and Geshem. This allegorical scheme has

been followed by Garnet, with some variations, whereby the

history of Job is ingeniously strained to a description of the

Jewish sufferings, diirmg the captivity. The whole of War-
burton's system, " the improbabilities of which," as Peters

ol>serves, "are by no means glossed overby the elaborate rea-

soning and extravagant assertions of the learned writer," is

fully examined and refuted by that ingenious author, in the

first eight sections of his Crillcal Difssertation.

The arguments by which this extraordinary hypothesis

lias been supported, are drawn from the highly poetic and

figurative style of the work, whence it is inferred to be dra-

viatic: and from the unsuitableness of particular actions and

expressions to the real characters, which at the same time

correspond to the persons whom these characters are suppo-

sed to represent, whence it is inferred to be allegorical.

But, from the first nothing more can fairly be deduced, than

that the writer has not given the precise words of the speak-

ers, but has dressed out the dialogue with the ornaments of

poetry in a manner which Dathe truly tells us is agreeable to

the customs of the country, in which the scene is laid : it be-

ins used to represent the conferences of their wise men on

philosophic questions, in the most elevated strain of poetic

diction. (See Daih. on Job, ch. iii.) And as to the second,

it cannot appear to a sober reader in any other light than

that of a wild and arbitrary fancy. Bishop Lowth declares,

that he has not been able to discover a single vestige of an

allegorical meaning, throughout the entire poem. It requires

but a sound understanding to be satisfied, that it has no such

aspect. And at all events, this strange hypothesis rests al-

together upon another; namely, that the book was written in

the ase of those to whom it is supposed to bear this allego-

rical application. If then, as we siiall hereafter see, there be

no just ground for assigning to the work so late a date, the

whole of this airy fabric vaiiislies at once.

II. The history of Job appearing now, on the whole, to

be a true relation, the second question comes to be consider-

ed,— Tn what agre and coimln/iWd he live? As to the place

of Job's residence there seems to be little difficulty. Com-
mentators are mostly agreed in fixing on Idunia»a, a part of

Arabia Petra^a. Kennicot {Remarks on Select Passafres, p.

152.) considers Bishop Lowth as having completely proved

this point. Codurcus Jiad long before maintained the same
opini«)n : (^Privf. ad Job,) and Dathe and the modern German
commentators give it their support. The position of the

Tand of Uy, (sec liam. iv. 21.) the residence of Job, and of
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the several places named as the habitations of his friends,

seems to ascertain the point with sufficient precision. Chil-

ilren of the pAist, also appears to be a denomination applica-

hie to the inhabitants of that region, (see Lowtli. Prcclect.

xxxii.) and is even pronounced by Dathe to have been ap-
proprifite.

The only objection deserving notice, that can be raised

against this snpposilion, is drawn from the great distance of
Iduniffia from tiie country of the Chaldeans, who, living on
the borders of the Euphrates, could not easily have made de-

j)redations on the camels of Job. And this has been thought
by some a sufficient cause for assigning to Job a situation in

Arabia Deserta, and not far from the Euphrates. But, as

Low th replies, w^hat should prevent the Chaldeans, as well as

the Sabeans, a people addicted to rapine, and roving about aL

immense distances for the sake of plunder, from wandering
through those defenceless regions, and pervading from Eu-
phrates even to Egypt? And on the other hand, what proba-

bility is there that all the friends of Job, residing in and near

Iduniffa, should be instantly informed of all that had Iiappen-

ed to Job in the desert of Arabia, and on the confines of

Chaldea, and repair thither immediately after the transaction ?

Shuckford's arguments concur with these of Lowth ; and are

fully satisfactory on this head. See Connex. B. vii. vol. p.

138. See also Gray on the book of Job, note (r). The
LXX likewise describe the land of Uz as situated in IdumcEa :

and Job himself they consider an Idumsean, and a descend-

ant of Esau. (See Append, of the LXX.) The Mohamme-
dan writers likewise inform us that he was of the race of Esau.
See Sale's Koraji, ch. 21. vol. ii. p. 1C2.

With respect to the age of Job, one thing seems generally

admitted ; namely, its remote antiquity. Even they wlio

contend for the late production of the hook of Job, are com-
pelled to acquiesce in this. Grotius thinks the events of the

history are such as cannot be placed later than the so-

journing of the Israelites in the wilderness, Pr(cf. ad Job.

Warburton, in like manner, admits them to bear the marks
of high antiquity: and Michaelis confesses the manners re-

presented to be perfectly Abrahamic, such as were common
to all the seed of Abraham, Israelites, Ishmaelites, and Idu-

niaeans. (Not. ep Epim. p. 181.)

Some of the principal circumstances, from which the age

of Job may be collected, are these which follow. 1. The ge-

neral air of antiquity which is spread over the manners re-

corded in the poem, of which Michaelis as above referred to,

has given striking instances. 2. The length of Job's life,

which seems to place him in the patriarchal times. 3. The
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allusions made by Job to that species of idolatry alone, which
by general confession was the most ancient, and which, as

Lowth observes, {Lectures on Sacred Poetry ^ Greg. ed. vol,

ii. p. 355.) is a decisive mark of the patriarchal age. 4. The
nature of the sacrifice offered by him in conformity to the di-

vine command ; namely, seye?i oxen and seven rams, similar to

that of Balaam, and suitable to the respect entertained for

the number seven in the earliest ages."^ This, though, as

Mr. Henley observes, the ancient practice might have been
continued in Idumaea after the promulgation of the f Mosaic
law, is far from being, as he asserts, destitute of weight; inas-

much as the sacrifice was offered by the command of God ;

who, although he might be supposed graciously to accommo-
date himself to the prevailing customs, before the promulga-
tion of the Law, yet cannot be imagined after he had prescri-

bed a certain mode of sacrifice to the Israelites, to sanction by
his express authority, in a country immediately adjoining, a

mode entirely different, and one which the Mosaic code was
intended to supersede. 5. The language of Job and his

friends, who being all Idumaeans, or at least Arabians of the

adjacent Conntry, yet converse in Hebrew. This carries us

up to an age so early, as that in which all the posterity of

Abraham, Israelites, Idumffians, and Arabians, yet continued

to speak one common language, and had not branched into

different dialects, J 6. Certain customs of the most remote
antiquity are alluded to by Job. He speaks of the most an-

cient kind of writing, by sculpture. His riches also are

reckoned by his cattle. And as to the word mio^K^p, which is

translated sl piece ofmoney^ there seems good reason to un-

derstand it as signifying a lamb.
This word occurs but in two other parts of scripture. Gen.

xxxiii. 19. and Josh. xxiv. 32. and in both of these it is ap-

plied to the purchase of a piece of ground by Jacob, who is

on that particular occasion represented as rich in flocks, and
as driving with him large quantities of cattle: and according-

ly, the Targum of Onkelos, the LXX, Jerome, Pagninus, and
the learned Jew Aben Ezra, have all of them rendered the

word lamb, or sheep. In order to force the word to the sig-

nification of a piece of money, it has been pretended that the

coin bore the impress of a lamb. Upon this conjecture, and

a passage in Acts vii. 15, IG, which can give it no support, is

• SeeJabionsiiPanth. JE(^-pt. Proleg.-p.53.—59. Univ. Hist. B. iii. cli

xxxvii. sect. 3. also Mns. on Lev. iv. 6. and Numb, xxxiii 1.

f See Mr. Henley's note in Dr. dc^or/s translation ofLoivth^s Lectures,

Tol. ii. p. >56.

. ^ See Lowth. De Sacr. Poes. Pral- xxxii. p 311. also Gray on Job, note a^'.
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the entire iiitei^pretation built.=^ Now tlie notion of a stamped
coin, as Dathe remarks, (on Job xlii. 11.) is inadmissible in

an age so early as that of Jacob. The way of payment in

silver in the time of Abraliam, we know to have been by
weight, or shekels uncoined: and what authority have we to
pronounce, that stamped money was in use in the time of Ja-
cob? The money which was put into the sacks of Joseph's
brethren, seems to have been the same as in the time of
Abraham, being called iaDD nnnx, strictly bundles of silver,.

(Gen. xlii. 35.) an expression not likely to be applied to coin-

ed pieces of money. And indeed no expression, indicating

such pieces of money, seems to occur in any of the early books
of the Bible. Junius and Tremellius on Gen. xxxiii. )9.j*

speak of sheep, as the ancient medium of traffic ; and pro-
nounce the w^ord nD'tJ'p to be peculiar to the Arabians and an-
cient Canaanites. This, and the remark of Codurcus, " that
Aspecunia was first called from pecus, so Keschifa, which first

signified ];ec«s, was afterwards transferred to signify pecnnia^^*

tend to confirm our reasoning. For if a sheep was the most
ancient medium of traffic, and was in the earliest times ex-
pressed by the word Keschita, whilst its subsequent transfer

to denote j7ec?mm is but conjectural, there can be but little

difficulty as to the conclusion. See also an elaborate disserta-

tion on the word by Costard: in which he shows, that the
first stamping of money with any effigies, was of a date se-

veral centuries later than the time of Jacob, not having been
known before the time of Cyrus. {Inquiry into the mean-
ing of the word Kesitah, p. 12, &c.) If this opinion be right,

the point is decided. At all events it should be remember-
ed, that if Keschita must signify a piece of money, the only
age, beside that of Job, in which we find the word applied iu

scripture, is the age of Jacob. That no such coin was known
of under the Mosaic dispensation, is shown by Hodges, in lii.*

Elihu, p. 242. I have dwelt thus long upon the investigation

of the true meaning of this word, as well because the interpre-

tation of it, as a stamped piece of moneys seems to have been
too easily acquiesced in by commentators in general ; as be-

cause I would not presume to diffisr from the received trans-

lation without the most careful examination.

• See Cocc. Lex.—Calas. Concord,— Drusiiis, and Grofius^ and Hodges'^
Elihu, on Job xlii. 11. also Jfamni. and Whitby, on Acts vii. 15, 16.

j- Geddesy in his Critical Jie'niarl-s, truly observes, on the word r^l2^Up

in this passage, that " most interpreters, after Sept. have understood it of
Uimbs, more psivticularly e=iue-iain6s. So equivaleiitly (he adds} all the ar.-

cient versions. Some have imapjined (he says) that it was a piece of monev
with the figure of a lamb on it : which is highly improbable, as coined money
is of a much kter date-"
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From the above considerations, the great antiquity of Job

seems to be an unavoidable consequence. To specify the

exact time at which he lived is a matter of greater difficulty,

but of inferior importance. Eusebius places him before

Moses two whole ages: and in this concurs with the opinion

of many of the Hebrew Avriters, who (as Selden observes) de-

scribe him as living in the days of Isaac and Jacob. That

the judgment of the eastern nations does not differ much from

this^ may be seen u\Hottin<rcr's Smei^ma Orientale, p. 281.

(See Patrick's Pref. to Job.) Shuckford is of opinion that

he was cotemporary with Isaac. (Connex. B. vii. vol. ii. p.

127.) Spanheim {Hist. Job, cap. ix. p. 2«5.) places him be<

twecn the death of Joseph and the departure from E2;ypt.

But whoever wishes to see the most probable and satisfactory

account, may consult the table of descent given by Kenni-

cot, {Remarks, Sec, p. 152.) in which Job is represented as

cotemporary with Amram the father of Moses; Eliphaz the

Temaiiite, who was the fifth from Abraham, being cotempo-

rary with both. Mr. Heath agrees with this account, in

placing the death of Job about fourteen years before the

Exodus.
HI. The third and last question noAv comes to be consider-

ed: namely, what date and author are to be assigned to the

book of Job. That the poem is as ancient as its subject, and

that Job was not only the hero but the author of the work, is

the opinion of many distinguished commentators. The ob-

jections brought against this opinion are derived from marks

of later times, which it is said are to be discerned in the work,

and which are copiously summed up and largely insisted on

by Mi^. Heath.
1. It is urged that there is frequent allusion to the laws of

Moses.—On the directly opposite presumption it had been

pronounced, that the book coidd not have been written at a

late period, for the benefit of the Jews ; inasmuch as there is

not to be found in it "one single word of the law of Moses,

nor so much as one distant allusion to any rite or ceremony

of the law."* The instances adduced by Heath, in support

of his position, are taken from Job iii. 19. and xli. 14. and

xxxi. 2r>. the two first of which, in speaking of ?»«?»</«J.s"sioM

and clernai scrviliulfy allude, as he says, to the law in Exod.

xxi. 2—6. concerning the release of the Hebrew servant in

the seventh year, and the ceremony of piercing the ear where

an eternal servitude was consented to: and the third, in de-

scribing!: idolatry as a crime to be punished by the jn dire, must,

as he thinks, relate to the Mosaic dispensation; 'Mhe laws of

• See Shd'locL's use nf Projih Diss, ii. p. 207. see also LoKth. Prcclcct.
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the Mosaic polity being the only ones in the world which
punished idolatry." (Essay towards a new Version^ p. 129.)

As to the two first instances, the resemblance is so imaginary,
or rather so truly chimerical an idea, as not to deserve an
answer ; if the reader, however, wish to see one, he will find it

in Mich. Not. et Epim. p. 189. To the third, which has also

the authority of Warburton and Mr. Locke, it may be re-

plied, that scripture decides the point ; as it informs us, that

Abraham was called from Ghaldea on account of the increase of
idolatry, io raise a people for the preservation of the worship
of the true God : so that the allusion to the exertion ofjudicial

authority against idolatry, was most naturally to be expected
from a descendant of this patriarch, and it may be added,
from one not far removed. See Lowth^s Lectures, &c. Greg,
ed. vol. ii. pp. 354, 355. also Michael. Not. et Epim. p. 190.

and especially Peters. Crit. Diss. Pref. p. iii—xii. where this

point receives the most ample examination.

2. It is contended, that there are allusions not only to the

laws, but to the history, of the Jewish people. But these

allusions, as stated by Heath, are so extremely fanciful, as in

the opinion of Michaelis to require no farther refutation thaa
the bare reading of the passages referred to. {Not. et Epim,
pp. 191, 192.) Some of the same kind had been urged by
Warburton, (Div. Leg. B. vi. § ii. vol. iii. p. 494—499.) and
proved to be futile and visionary by Peters. {Crit. Diss. p.
28—36.) Indeed these points have been so completely can-

vassed, that we may now with confidence pronounce, as Sher-

lock had done before, {Use of Proph. p. 297.) that there ift

no one allusion, direct or indirect, either to the law or to the

history of the Jews, that can be fairly pointed out in the book
of Job.

But 3. It is maintained, both by Heath and Warburton,
that the use of the word Jehovah determines the date of the

hook to be later than the age of Moses : God not having been
known by that name until he appeared to Moses, as he him-

self declares, in Exod. vi. 3. This, however, is evidently a

misapprehension of the meaning of the passage in Exodus:

it being certain that God was known to the patriarchs Abra-

ham and Jacob, by the name of Jehovah ; that he calls him-

self by that name in speaking to them ; and is so called by

them again expressly.^ The sense of the passage then must

be, not that the name was unknown to all before Moses, but

lU true signification ; that is, the nature and properties of

the self-existent Being, expressed by that comprehensive

name jehovah, which in the original signifies, according to

* See Gen. xlv. 22. xv. 2, 8, 7. sxiv. 3. xxviii. 13, 10. an4 xxxil. 9.
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Le Clerc, and almost all the commeuidiors, faithful and slead-

fast, making things to be, that is, fulfilling all his promises,

which he began to accomplish in the time of Moses. By
this name then, in its true sense, God certainly was not hnonn^
or as Peters renders it, was not distingidshed,h^iove Xhe time

of Moses.^ This objection may consequently be set aside.

Nor will the 4th objection, derived from the mention of

Satan, be found to have greater weight. The evil being, it

is contended both by Heath and A^ arburton, was not known
to the Jews in early days ; and the word Satan never occurs

until a late period of their history, as a jnoper name ; in which

light it is said to be here necessarily used, as being preceded

by the emphatic article n, jDon, i. e. the adversary. But
that the doctrine of an evil spirit was not unknown to the

Jews at an early day, is evident from the history of Ahab, in

which mention is made of it as a thing familiar, and in a man-

ner precisely similar to the present case. Indeed the history

of the fall could scarcely be made intelligible to them without

that doctrine ; and Warburton himself admits, (B. vi. § 2.

vol. ii. p. 533.) that the notion of an evil principle had pro-

bably arisen " from the history of Satan misunderstood, or

imperfectly told, in the first ages of mankind." In the next

place the word Satan,! was clearly not unknown to the early

Jews, as appears from the use of it in Numb. xxii. 2!^. in the

story of Balaam. We find it also in 2 Sam. xix. 22. 1 Kings

V. 4. xi. 14, 23, 25. Psalm. Ixxi. 13. cix. 20, 29. But if it

be asserted, that it is used in those several places, but as a

common appellative, yet still, neither will it follow, that the

name might not have been used, as the Being was certainly

* See Vatablusy T)ath. and Roscnm. in locum—also Peters's Pref. to Crit

Diss. p. xii—xvi. and Bishop Kidder*s Connm. on the Five Books of JMoses,

vol. i. p. 297. The last named learned expositor, agreeabl) to the idea sug:-

gested above, explains tlie passage in Kxodus tluis. " Jehovah denotes
not only God's eternal being, but liisgivlnj^ of beiii^ to otiier thing's, and es-

pecially the performinj^ his promise. Now Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, had
received promises, but enjoyed not the thing promised. The time was now
come in wl)ich Go<l would bring to pass what he had promiseil : and now they
should know that he is the Lord. Isai. xlix. 2>. lii 6. Ix. 16. The knonxiing

fiim by his name Jehovahy implies the receiving Jrotn him Kvhat he had pro-

Tnised before, &c This view of the matter ought to have saved Dr. Geddes
from the very laborious discus.'^ion of the point into which he has entered in

his Critical liem.arks, aiid finally from the necessity of pronouncing, that Me
must either suppose the writer of Exodus in contradiction v:ith the ivriter of
Genesis, or allow that the natne jehovah has been put in the mouths of the

patriarchs prior to JMoses, and in the mouth of God himscf, by some posterior

copier, corrupting the original pass:iges by substituting for CD'hSn, the word
mn*, which had in later times become tiie peculiar name of God among
tlie Hebrews. See other equally profound and pious observations of this wri-
fer upon this subject, cjuoted in p 270. of tliis volume.

t See en this word Taylor's Scheme of Scrip. Div' ch. xi.
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known, amongst the early Jews ; nor does it even appear, that

the word is here used as a proper name, as the article may be
employed only to mark out that adversary, or accusing spirit

amongst the angelic tribe, who had undertaken the office of
putting the virtue of Job to trial ; so that no part of the ob-

jeclion is valid. See Blich, Not. et Epim, pp. 19:J. 199. and
Datii, as referred to p. 324. and on this entire objection con-

sult IFarb. Div,'Le^.\o[. ii. p. 530—535. and Peters^sCrit.
Diss. p. 8o

—

d2.

But o. it is argued, and upon this point Heath and most
other objectors principally rely, that the book of Job
abounds with Chaldaisms, Syriasms, and Arabisms, which
clearly prove the lateness of its production. Now, in oppo-
sition to this, we have the authority of the most distinguished

scholars and critics, Schultens and Michaelis, in pronouncing
that the charge of Chaldaisms is totally erroneous. Those
Chaldaisms, on which Le Clerc so confidently relies, by
which the plural termination in is put for im, Schultens as-

serts to be ** Hebraicae et Arabica? ditionis, atque vetustissi-

mce monefce : {Dr. Gre?/'5 Jo6, prsef. p. xii.) and Michaelis

affirms, that of such Chaldaisms as by their present use might
evince the lateness of a Hebrew work, not one is to be dis*-

covered in this book. {Not. et Epim. p. 193.) The prefix

of ty, in ch. XV. 30. supposed to be a Chaldaism from iiyK,

he proves is not so. And, even were it so used, this is shown
by Kennicot, (^Remarks, &c. p. 153.) to supply no argument
against the antiquity of the book, that will not equally affect

the book of Genesis. That expressions of Syriac and Ara-
bic affinity frequently occur, there can indeed be no ques-

tion. This stands upon the authority of the most distin-

guished scholars, Bochart, Pocock, Hottinger, and Walton.
(See Wits. Misc. Sac. Lib. i. cap. xvi. § 28.) Nor is this

denied by Schultens, Kennicot, and Michaelis. But from

this they infer the remote antiquity of the work ; since, says

Michaelis, the Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic, are not to be
considered so much different languages, as dialects of one

radical language, originally common to the descendants of

Abraham ; and the higher we ascend, the more resemblance

we shall consequently find. But besides, Michaelis adds,

that one principal reason for our attributing to the book of

Job, Chaldaic, Syriac, and Arabic expressions, may be its

very great antiquity, and uncommon siiblimiiy of elevation,

occasioning a greater number of wrci^ A£'/e.«.evcs, and expres-

sions difficult to be understood : which Commentators are

consequently led to explain from those several languages ;

not because the words strictly belong to them, but because

there are more hooks, and bettor understood in those Ian-
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guages, than in the Hebrew; and hence It is supposed, that

the expressions actually belong to those languages.*

On this topic perhaps, so much need not have been said,

had not the high authority of Bishop Law given to the ob-

jection more consequence than truly belongs to it, by the

hint conveyed in his excellent work on the Theory of Reli-

gion, (p. 74.) that the subject of it had been " too slightly

passed over.'* Since the time of the Bishop, it has received

more ample discussion: and from that discussion there seems
to arise the strongest argument in favour of the antiquity of

the book of Job. So that we may see the justness of Bishop
Lowth's remark, that " from the language^ and even from
the obscurity of the work," no less than from its subject, it

may fairly be inferred, " to be the most ancient of all the sa-

cred books." Prcel. Hebr. xxxii. But not only do these

criticisms bear upon the age of the poem, but on the country
of its author. For does not the mixture of foreign expres-

sions rather prove that the author was not a Jew ; and does
not that of the Arabic particularly, with which it is consi-

dered most to abound, indicate its Arabic extraction, whiclv

perfectly agrees with the supposition of Job having been its

author? And it deserves to be noticed, that even Codurcus,
who supposes it to be the work of one of the later prophets,
yet conjectures from the style, that the prophet might have
been originally from Idumaea,—the very country of Job.
(Prcp/. ad Job.)

6. It is objected by Codurcus, Grotius, and Le Clerc, that

there are passages in the Book of Job, which so strongly re-

semble some in the Psalms and Proverbs, that we may fairly

suppose them to have been taken from those writings. But
to this Warburton has well replied, that " if the sacred wri-

ters must needs have borrowed trite moral sentences from
one another, it may be as fairly said, that the authors of the

Psalms borrowed from the book of Job, as that the author of

Job borrowed from the book of Psalms :" Div. Leg. vol. ii.

p. 499. See also Pefers's Cn7. Diss. p. 139—141. And
ijad the learned Bishop been disposed to exercise as unbiased

a criticism upon himself, as he has done upon Grotius and
Le Clerc, he would have felt the same argument bearing with

equal force against the objection which he has attempted to

deduce from the supposed adoption of certain phrases which
are found in other books of the Old Testament. That,

however, which the Bishop has not done for himself, Peters

• Mich. J^Tot. et Epim. pp. 194, 195. See Peters's Cfit. Biss.p. 133—137.
and 141— 143. see also Codxirc- prccf ad Job^ where the necessity of con-

sulting Targunis, &c. is urged in a way which fully justifies this solution of
iMichaeli?,
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has done for him ; by showing that those few phrases which
he has instanced, have no peculiar stamp of age or country,

and bear no marks whatever of being borrowed from other

parts of scripture. {Crit. Diss. p. 26—29.) It should also

be observed, that, in opposition to the above-mentioned ob-

jection of Grotius, Le Clerc, &c. Bishop Hare has en-

deavoured to show, that there is internal evidence, that the

Psalmist has borrowed from Job, not Job from tlie Psalmist.

And Chappelow {Comment, on Job v. 16. viii. 10. and
pref. p. 10.) represents the passages which are common to

Job with the writers of the Psalms, Proverbs, &c. as prover-

bial forms of speech, sentences of instruction, or O'Sd, mii-

Hm^ as they are peculiarly called in Job, transmitted from one
age to another. It therefore is not necessary to suppose that

either borrowed from the other.

I have now enumerated all the arguments deserving any
notice, which have been urged against the antiquity of the

book of Job. How conjectural, unfounded, and futile most
of them are, and how inconclusive others, it is not difficult to

discover. This indeed, they tend to show, that the more the

objections against the antiquity of this book are examined,
the stronger will the arguments be found in favour of it. In

additi.on, however, to what has appeared, there are some po-

sitive proofs which have been advanced, and which are not

a little worthy of consideration. Bishop Patrick has ob-

served, in his preface to Job, that though there is plain men-
tion of the deluge, and the burning of Sodom, there is no al^

lusion to the drowning of Pharaoh, and the other miraculous

works attending the deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt

:

and that Elihu, when expressly reckoning up the different

modes of revelation, takes no notice of the revelation made
to Moses. These omissions, however, as well as the want of

reference to any of the Mosaic rites, though they furnish a

decisive proof against the late age of the book, on the suppo-
sition of the author being a JerVy yet do so, it must be con-

fessed, only upon that supposition. But it will not be easy
to account for the circumstance of the book's containing no
allusion to " any one piece of history later than Moses,"
{Sherl. Use of Proph. p. 207.) upon any hypothesis, that

places its date lower than the age of the Jewish lawgiver.

Now if to these considerations be added the characters of

antiquity, attached to the subject, the conduct, and the lan-

guage of the work ; some of which have already appeared in

the discussion of the foregoing objections, and which are in

general so strikingly obvious, as to constrain even those who
contend for the late production of the work, to represent it

as written in imitation of earlv manners :—if we admit with
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Peters, (Crit Diss, p, 143.) that there are expressions in

this book, of a stamp so ancient, that they are not to be met

with in the Chaldee, Syriac, or any other language at present

known : and that many, which rarely occur elsewhere, and

are difficult to be explained, are here to be found in their pri-

mitive and most simple forms :—if, in short, there be on the

whole, that genuine air of the antique, which those distin-

guished scholars, Schultens, Lowth, and Michaelis, affirm^

in every respect to pervade the work, we can scarcely hesi-

tate to pronounce with Lowth and Sherlock, that the book

of Job is the oldest in the world now extant. (Prc^l Heb}\

and Use of Proph. Diss. ii. p. 206.) Taylor draws the same

conclusion from a very satisfactory, though brief view of the

merits of the entire argument, in the xxiid ch. of his Scheme

of Scrip. Div. which I would particularly recommend to the

perusal of the reader. It deserves also to be noticed, that a

writer! in the Theol. Rep, vol. i. p. 73. who is by no means

a friend to the idea of the antiquity of the book of Job, is

compelled by the decided marks of the remote and primitive

state of the Hebrew, every where discoverable in the work,

to pronounce the author to have been a person of great

*' ability and address ; who was master of the old language,

and had given a venerable and antique air to his poem, by
making the persons of his dialogue, supposed to have lived

in very early times, speak the language which was spoken in

their days." Whether there was any person o( such ability

and address, it is for this writer to decide. With his ad-

mission I am content.

After what has been said, we can have but little difficulty

with the systems of Grotius, Warburton, Heath, and others,

who suppose the work written at a late period of the Jewish

history, for the consolation either of the Edomites, when
carried away by the Babylonians; (which was the notion of

Grotius,) or of the Jews in circumstances of similar distress

afler or under the captivity : the former of which was War-
burton's ; and the latter. Garnet's idea. What has been said

of the style, and other peculiarities of the book of Job, ne-

cessarily subverts all such theories. And to bring down this

STiblimc poem to the age of the Babylonish captivity, espe-

cfafly to the period succeeding it, would be, as Ijowth ob-

sei-ves, little different from the error of Hardouin, wlio as-

cribed the golden verges of Virgil, Horace, ii:c. to the iron

* See Grey's Schult. Job, praif. p. xU.—Pnr/ Ilcbr. p. 510. iind Mich.

JSToi. et Epim. p. 195.

f This writer appears to be Mr. Scott, the author of the tr.inslation of

Job into Knglish verse : the paper in the T'.cof. JRcp. hc'iug prinlcd a^ his

irr an Appendix to that transition:
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age of monkish pedantry and ignorance. {Led. &c. ed. Greg.

vol. ii. p. 35.5.) Besides, all these theories are utterly in-

consistent with the existence of the book of Job before the

time of Ezekiel ; a fact, which Grotius inferred, and wl^ich,

notwithstanding Warburton^s denial of the consequence, Pe-

ters has shown must be inferred from the mention of Job by
that prophet.^ The supposition then, that Ezra, Ezekiel,

or indeed any person subsequent to the age of Moses, was
the writer of this book, must, for the reasons that have been
assigned, be entirely rejected. It remains of course but to

inquire, whether it is to be ascribed to Moses, or was written

before his time. In either supposition, the antiquity both of
the history and of the book, is sufficiently established for the

purpose of my argument concerning sacrifice ; but on a sub-

ject so interesting, we are naturally impelled to look on to

the end.

That Moses was the author of the book has been the

opinion of many, both Jews and Christians. But the argu-

ments which have been used, to prove that the writer could

not be later than the giving of the law, or the departure of the

Israelites from Egypt, will equally prove that if the book was
the production of Moses, he must have written it before the

Exodus. Accordingly, Huet, Michaelis, and Kennicot, who
attribute the work to him, have placed it at that early period,

and thereby in a good measure escape the force of Bishop
Lowth's objection, derived from the want of that allusion to

the customs, ceremonies, or history of the Israelites, which

he thinks must have appeared, had Moses written the book
with a view to the consolation of his people at any time after

the promulgation of the law. Michaelis says, that it was pro-

bably written by him to console the Israelites under their

Egyptian slavery. (iVo^ d £;)im. pp. 181, 132.) And Ken-
nicot thinks, that Moses having lived a long time in Midian
and on the borders of Idumoea, may well be supposed the au-

thor, having there learned the story of Job's fortunes, which
was probably then recent, and that thus also may the Arabic-

forms of expression which occur in the work, be easily ac-

counted for: Remarks, Sec. p. 152.

These writers have followed the notion of Huet, and of

several of the most ancient Jewish and Christian author>j,

whom he enumerates. (See De7n. Evans;, p. 226.) To I his

opinion, however, it has been objected by Dupin, that '' the

style of Job is figuratively poetical and obscure, entirely dif-

ferent from that of the Pentateuch :" and Bishop Lowth,

whose judgment with respect to style will scarcely be que>-

' See Div. Leg- B. vi. § C vol. u. p. 490. and Crif. DUs. p. 145—150.
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tioned, does not hesitate to 'pronounce the style of Job to he

materially different from that of Moses, even in his poetic

productions ; and describes it to be of that compact and sen-

tentious kind, which is to be observed in the prophecies of

Balaam the Mesopotamian. (Prtel. Hebr. xxxii.) Michaelis

also admits the force of this criticism, by seeking to account

for the dissimilitude, from the supposition that the book of
Job was written by Moses at a very early period of life. (Not.

et Epim. p. 186.) But although a youthful imagination

might sufficiently account for a Jiigher degree of poetic

imagery and embellishment, yet it seems a strange reason to

assign for a more " compact, condensed style, and a greater

accuracy in the poetical ronformation of the sentences,"

which is the character attributed to it by Lowth, as distin-

guishing it from the Pentateuch.

Kennicot, however, it must be confessed, differs from the

Bishop so far as to affirm, that there is a striking resemblance

in the construction of the poetry of Job, to the song of Moses
in Deut. xxxi. (Remarks, &c. p. 153.) But even admitting

his discernment of the graces and characters of style to be

equal to that of the elegant composer of the Lectures on the

Hebrew poetry, and the sublime translator of Isaiah, yet still

it remains to be inquired, whence those expressions of Sy-

riac and Arabic origin, which are not to be discovered in the

Pentateuch. If it be said, as Father Simon has expressly

alleged, (Crit. Diss. Proleg. de Dnp. lib. v. p. 514.) and as

is hinted also by Kennicot, that Moses might have learned these

dialects whilst in the land of Midian, it then remains to be ex-

plained, how he came to unlearn them again before he wrote the

Pentateuch. As to one particular sameness of expression,

which Kennicot thinks he discovers in the Pentateuch and

Job, namely, the frequent use of the future for the preterite ;

if this were indeed a peculiarity confined to these^ two parts

* The learned critic has been oblij^edto confess on subsequent considera-

tion, that the conversion o^ \.\\t future into Xhe preterite by the 1 prefixed, is

not strictly confined to tlie Pentateuch and the book of Job ; and he himself

adduces instances of a similar usage from Judges and Isaiah • and thus In

truth does away the force of his own observation. He adds, liowever, in

support of his first position, that ** this idiom, being seldom, found elsewliere,

and being found so ofuny and within so few verses, both in the Pentateuch and

Joh, must certainly add some weight to the opinion that these books came

from the same writer. {Remarks, &c. pp. 153, 154.)

In the criticism here advanced, this distinguished scholar has not exer-

cised liis usual caution and research. The fact differs most widely from

his assertion. For it is certain, as we have been most truly told in a late

ingenious publication, that througlioiit theioAo/e Hebrew scriptures, Xhc per.

fee tense is most generally expressed by the converted future ; so that it is

clearly the proper idiom ofthe language. And it is with justice added, that

this is a peculiarity of a nature so extraordinary as to be highly deserving;
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of the sacred volume, might it not be accounted for, by sup-

posing it to have been the usage of the language in its earliest

period, and which, though it did not descend later than Ihe
writings of Moses, yet might have been common to that and
the preceding ages.

But admitting even a similarity of style, one great difficulty

still hangs upon the hypothesis, that Moses was the author of
the book: namely, that as he must have intended it for the
Israelites, it is scarcely possible to conceive, that, although
relating an Idumsean history, he should not have introduced
something referring to the peculiar state and circumstances of
the people, for whose use it was destined; of which no trace
whatever appears in the work. The common subjects touch-
ed upon in both, too, we should expect to find similarly hand-
led; and yet, if Peters's remark be just, the manner in which
the creation, the fall, the deluge, and other points of ancient
history, are treated in the book of Job, is widely different

from that, in which they are spoken of in the books of Moses.
See Crit. Diss. p. 126.

There seems, then, upon the whole, sufficient ground for

the conclusion, that this book was not the production of Mo-
ses, but of some earlier age: and there appears no good reason
to suppose, that it was not written by Job himself. Lov/th
favours this idea, and Peters urges some arguments, of no
inconsiderable weight, in its support. (Crit. Diss. p. 123

—

125.) The objections against it, from Arabia being called the
East, (which, according to Grotius and Le Clerc, marks the
writer to be a Hebrew,) and from the account given of the
death of Job in the cojiclusion, create no difficulty. Peters
has shown, that not only did other nations, beside the He-
brews, call Arabia the East; but that it was customary even
with the Arabians themselves: and that the Avriter was an Ara-
bian, he infers with much ingenuity, from the manner in which
he speaks of the North wind. As for the addition of a few
lines at the conclusion, made by some other hand, for the pur-
pose of completing the history ; this should no more invalidate

Job's title to the work, than a similar addition at the conclu-

of attention ; because the regularity of its changes will bear the strictest

examination, whereby maybe demonstrated the great grammatical accuracy
and propriety of expression that has been observed by ail the xi-ritf-rs of the

Hebrevi scriptures for so many years, from Moses to Malachi. Thi.s position
is substantiated by a wide range of examples in the Letter on certain parti"

ciUarities of the Hebrevo Syntax^ written by Mr. Granville Sharpe, whose
acute and valuable philological inquiries, as well in that aiid his other Let-
ters on the same subject, as in his investigations of the Greek text, cannot
be too highly commended. The labours of this learned layman reflect

honour upon himself, and, what he appears to have much m;>re at heart,
light and intelligence upon the sacred text.—Lowth in his Lectures^ vol. i. p.
336—345. has treated of the above peculiarity of the Hebrew tense's,

K R
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eion of Deuteronomy, should invalidate that of Moses to the-

Pentateuch. (vSee Crit. Diss. pp. 1-7, 128. and pref. p. xvi.)

But, whether we suppose Job the author of the book, or

not ; its great antiquity, and even its priority to the age of

Moses, seems to stand on strong grounds. And upon the

whole, perhaps we may not unreasonably conjecture the his-

tory of the book to be this.—The poem, being originally

written either by Job, or some cotemporary of his, and exist-

ing in the time of Moses, might fall into his hands, whilst re-

siding in the land of Midian, or afterwards when in the neigh-

bourhood of Idumaia; and might naturally be made use of by
him, to represent to the Hebrews, either whilst repining under

their Egyptian bondage, or murmuring at their long wander-
ings in the wilderness, the great duty oi siibrnission to the will

of God. The encouragement which this book holds out, that

every good man suffering patiently will finally be rewarded,

rendered it a work peculiarly calculated to minister mingled

comfort and rebuke to the distressed and discontented Israel-

ites, and might therefore well have been employed by Mose»
for this purpose. We may also suppose, that Moses, in

transcribing, might have made some small and unimportant al-

terations, which will sufficiently account for occasional and
partial resemblances of expression between it and the Penta-

teuch, if any such there be.

This hypothesis both furnishes a reasonable compromise be-

tween the opinions of the great critics, who are divided upoa
the point of Moses being the author; and supplies an answer
to a question of no small difficulty, which hangs upon almost

every other solution : namely, when, and wherefore, a book
treating manifestly of the concerns of a stranger, and in ne
way connected with their affairs, was received by the Jews
into their sacred canon ? For Moses having thus applied the

book to their use, and sanctioned it by his authority, it would
naturally have been enrolled among their sacred writings : and
from the antiquity of that enrolment, no record would conse-

quently appear of its introduction. This hypothesis satisfies

the tki query in the Theol. Rcpos, vol. i. p. 72. I have the

satisfaction also to find, that this notion is not without support

from many respectable authorities. The ancient commenta-
tor on Job, under the title of Origen, has handed down a piece

of traditional history, which perfectly accords with it. See
l^atrick^s Preface to Job. Many of the most respectable

early writers seem to have adopted the same idea, as may be
seen in Huet, {Dem, Evan^. p. 226.) and, with some slight

variation, it has been followed by that learned author. Patrick

also and Peters, speak of it as a reasonable hypothesis. {Crit.
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Diss. pref. pp. xxxiv, xxxv.) And certainly it possesses tki«

decided advantage, that it solves all the phenomena.
One observation more remains to be offered : and that is,

that there is good reason to pronounce the book of Job an in-

spired work. Its reception into the Jewish canon ; tlie recog-

nition of the history, and, as Peters has abundantly proved,
(CVi7. Diss. pp. 21. 145—148.) consequently of the book
itself, by the prophet Ezechiel; a similar admission of it, by
another inspired writer, St. James; and the express reference

made to it by St. Paul, (1 Cor. iii. 19.) who prefaces his quo-
tation from it by the words, it is written, agreeably to the

common form of quoting from other parts of inspired scrip-

ture :—all tliese fully justify the primitive fathers, and early

councils, in their reception of it as a canonical and inspired

book. (See Gregor. pref. in Job.')

The intrinsic matter of the work also strengthens this idea.

Job appears, from xxxviii. 1. and xlii. 5. to have enjoyed the

divine vision. In what manner, whether, as the Seventy seem
to think, by some appearance of a glorious cloud, or other-

wise, it avails not. That, in some way, he was honoured with
one of those extraordinary manifestations of the Deity, by
which the prophets and inspired persons were distinguished,

and that he was admitted to immediate communication with
the Almighty, is positively asserted. Now, if this did really

happen,—and the whole book becomes a lying fable, and a

lying fable recognized by inspired writers as a truth, if it did

not,—it necessarily follows, that Job was a prophet: and as a
natural consequence it must be admitted, that Job himself was
the author of the work: since it cannot be supposed, that God
would convey supernatural communications to one person,

and appoint another to relate them. That Job was not an
Israelite, cannot be urged as an argument against such an hy-

pothesis, since we find that Balaam is expressly said to have
been similarly favoured. Other instances also are given by
Bishop Law in his Considerations, See. p. 72—76. See also

Patrick's Append, to the Paraph, on Job—and Peters's

Crit. Diss. p. 123^125,
Now, from admitting the prophetic character of Job, we

derive two considerable advantages. First, it removes the

difficulty, which otherwise must hang upon the supposition,

that the words of that much celebrated passage in his writings

refer to the doctrines of a redeemer and a future*' state: and

* In addition to the numerous writers who are commonly known to have
maintained the application of the 19th chapter of Job to the doctrine of a

future state, I think it rig'ht to mention the name of Vflthusen, who, in his

Exercitationes Criticce in JobU cap. xix. 23—29. has with much ability, an^
critical acumen, defended this idea.
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2. it supplies an additional confirmation of tbe divine origin of

those great truths concerning the Creation, the Fall, and the

Deluge, as they stand recorded in the books of Moses.
If I have dwelt rather long upon this point, I trust that the

interesting nature of the subject, as well as the importance of

the reality and antiquity of Job, in an examination of the

history of sacrifice, will supply a sufficient excuse. I have
little fear, that the discussion will appear unnecessarily prolix

to those who are acquainted with the vast variety of opinions,

and multiplicity of arguments to which this question has

given birth. My principal object in this, as in most other of

the dissertations in this work, has been to combine with such

illustration as the general argument may require, useful di-

rections to the young student in divinity, as to those leading

topics and references, that may serve to assist his course of

reading. This I have done on the present occasion with all

possible brevity. A greater degree of compression must
have led to dryness and obscurity. It is well, if, even in its

present form, this review of the question be not found

chargeable with these defects.

After the full detail which has just been given of the

various opinions respecting the age and country of Job, as

well as respecting the date of the poem which bears that

name ; I might perhaps deem myself excused from making

any additional remarks upon this subject, even in the face of a

translation of that poem which has lately come before the

public, accompanied with observations repugnant to the re-

sulting probabilities as they have been there deduced, but not

less repugnant (as I conceive) to the truth of scripture history,

and the principles of fair interpretation. These observa-

tions, however, coming from a prelate of the established

church, acquire from that circumstance a weight, which will

not permit them to be overlooked ; and compel a discussion

jn which 1 feel myself bound (however reluctantly) to en-

gage, in defence of what I have already submitted, and of

what appears to me to be equally sustained by argument, and

sanctioned by scripture. That I may not do the Right Re-
verend author injustice, I quote the very words in which he

has so summarily beaten down the notions hitherto so gene-

rally entertained, concerning the antiquity both of the book
and of the age of Job.

" The sacred writers in general, have been apt to ascribe

to the book of Job an origin, that loses itself in the shades

of the remotest antiquity. The opinion, I believe, rested at
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first on the very sandy founcktion of what is stated in the

two concluding verses of the work, which ascribe to its hero

a longevity that belonged only to the generations not far dis-

tant from the flood. Of the authenticity of those verses, I

think I have shown in my note on them, that we liave every
reason to be suspicions. But, if it Avere ever so difficult to

ascertain the portion of time when the patriarch lived, it may
not be impossible, from the internal marks in the poem itself,

to conjecture with tolerable certainty the era of its author.

This is what I have attempted to execute. The subject is

curious, and on a close inspection of the work before us,

certain notes of time have presented themselves to my ob-

servation, which appear to have escaped the diligence of all

preceding critics. The reader will allow me to offer them to

him here in a summary manner, referring him for further sa-

tisfaction on the point, to what I have said in the notes.

—

Allusions to events recorded in the five books of Moses are

to be found in this poem, ch. xx. 20. compared with Numb,
xi. 33, 34. ch. xxvi. 5. compared Avith Gen. vi. 4, 7, 11. ch.

xxxiv. 20. compared with Exod. xii. 19. ch. xxxi. 33. com-
pared with Gen. iii. 8, 12. and I shall hardly be expected to

prove, that the author of the poem derived his knowledge of

those events from a history of so much notoriety as that of

MosEs, rather than from oral or any other tradition. Facts

are not usually referred to before the history recording them
has had time to obtain currency. The inference is clear

:

the writer of Job was junior to the Jewish legislator, and

junior, it is likely by some time.—A similar mode of reason-

ing, upon comparison of ch. xxxiii. 23. with 2 Sam. xxiv. 16.

1 Chron. xxi. 15. will, if I mistake not greatly, bring down
the date of our poem below the time of King David.—
Lastly, ch. xii. 17. to the end, seems to point to the

circumstances preceding and attending the Babylonish cap-

tivity ; and chap, xxxvi. 8— 12. has an appearance of allu-

ding to the various fortunes of Jehoiachin, king of Judah,

2 Kings xxiv. 12. xxv. 27.—Notes of time these, which,

though not so manifest as the aforementioned, may deserve

attention ; since they add strength to the sentiment of those

learned men who have been inclined to give the honour of

this celebrated composition to Ezra."

—

The Book of Job

newly translated by the Right Reverend Joseph Stock, Bi-

shop of Killalla, pref. pp. v, vi.

Such is the rapid decision of the Right Rev. translator

upon a question which has occupied the attention, and di-

vided the judgments of the most learned and able theologians

;

and such are the new lights whereby this new expositor of

the book of Job is enabled to discern the erroneousness of
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the opinion in favour of its liigh antiquity, which has at all

times most generally prevailed. It must be remarked, in-

deed, that his Lordship, in the history of his work, has stated

Ihat the whole was executed in a period of six weeks, and

that too a period of great agitation and distraction of mind ;

and also, that he declined the aid of the many learned Com-
mentators who had gone before him in the translation of this

most difficult book, confining his attention to the three Eng-
lish writers. Heath, Scott, and Parkhurst; writers, who,

however respectably they may rank as compilers, cannot be

named with those great and distinguished Hebrew scholars, "^

whose labours his Lordship found it convenient to reject.

* It was particularly unfortunate, that his Lordship felt indisposed to the

trouble of consulting* the Commentary of Schultens .• a work, which, al-

though its author is rather slig^htingly described by his Lordship as the
" Dutch expositor," has been considered by all the later interpreters of Job,,

his Lordship excepted, as a mine of the most yaluable learning-, and parti-

cularly indispensable to such as were not acquainted with the Arabic, and
what may be called the dialects of the Hebrew, in which it is acknowledged
by every Commentator, that the book of Job abounds, and from which in-

deed the peculiar difficulty of that book is admitted to ai ise. Dr. Grey^ in

his preface, speaking of this work, terms it *' egregimn opva" And of the

benefit he derived from it in his translation of ,lob, he thus expresses him-
self. " Quantum mihi gaudium attulerit, quant^que cura & molesti^ li-

berarit elaboratissimiim hocce summi viri eruditionis atque diligentiae mo-
numentum, facile dijudicare est. Pai'ata, ut ait Plinius, inquisitio, nee
onerosa collatio. Nempe omni isto apparatu illico jam instiuctus eram,
quem alioquin mihi multo cum sudore undecunque conquirendum esse

praevideram ; unoque sub conspectu habui non tantum quicquld uspiam a

doctissimis viris in hoc argumento concinnatum, sed & ordine ita accurate

dispositum, eo judicio atque diUgentia perpensum, ut nil aliud mihi negotii

jam reli um videretur, quam exscriptoris munere perfungi."

—

Liber Jobi—
Hican.. Grey, prsef p ii .

Heath also, in his pref p. xiii. speaks of the work of Schultens in lan-

guage equally strong. " The use of the dialects Jn the investigation of

the true meaning of the several roots in this" (the Hebrew) •* language, was
never carried to the height it is at present ; till the late very learned Al-
BERT Schultens, in the beginning of this" (the last) " century, bent his

studies this way ; and witli so great success, that I think it may be truly said

in his praise, that his endeavours have contributed more towards the true

knowledge of the Hebrew language, than the united labours of all that went
before him."
Was this the Commentator, from whose " two ponderous volumes."

(whic!), after all, are but two thin quartos) a translator of the book of Job,

who does not profess either to have any acquaintance with the Arabic,

should turn away with weariness and disgust .'' Heath pursues a difllerent

course in his version.—" I have drawn (says he) from the dialects, all the

light rny knowledge in them would supply me with -, and in this part I

acknowledge myself much indebted to tlje valuable works of the late very

Jcarned Mhert SchuUmc'^ Pref. page xv.—Bishop Stock, on the other

hand, tells us, that he had "received from Scott as much inf»)rmatiou

with res])ect to the discoveries of Schultens, the Dutch expositor, as he

KJtehed to pQissess " Pref p. vii.—This surely is in every way an odd decla-

ration. If one v/ere only to ask, how the quantum suffirit could be ascer-

tained without the knowledge of what Schultens's book actually contfiins, it

would be rather difficult to frame an answer.
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These circumstances will abundantly account for the cursory
manner in which his Lordship has treated the subject of the
antiquity of the book of Job ; for the errors into which he
has fallen upon that important point ; and also for the general

air and character of the translation itself.

And, in the first instance, it is painful to remark, that in the
very first paragraph of the work his Lordship has confounded
two questions which are altogether distinct ; and from this

confusion has been led, (with a license, which might better
befit such expositors as Dr. Geddes, or the Unitarian Society,
than a Bishop of the established church,) to reject the two
last verses of Job, as a spurious addition to the work.
The two questions relate, one to the time at which Job ac-

tually lived, and the other to the time at which the 600A: of
Job was written. These, it is obvious, have no necessary
connexion ; as the history of a person who lived in the pa-

triarchal age, might be composed even at the present day ;

and therefore these respective dates have, at all times, been
made the subjects of separate inquiry. Yet the Bishop he-

gins by telling us, that tlie reason which first induced the sa-

cred critics to assign the book of Job to an era of remote an-

tiquity, is to be found in the two last verses, which ascribe to

Job himself 3i patriarchal longevity ; that is, that the critics

have pronounced the book of Job to be extremely ancient,

because that book describes its subject as having lived at a

very early period. Now no critics have reasoned in tliis

manner ; nor in truth could any have so reasoned, who deser-

ved the name. Some indeed have pronounced the book to

be as ancient as its subject, inasmuch as they conceived it to

have been the production of Job himself. But they who do
not contend for this, and even those, (such as AVarburton and
Heath,^) who have been desirous to reduce the date of the
book to a very late period of the Jewish state, in consequence
of allusions to certain parts of the Jewish history which it

appeared to them to contain, have, notwithstanding, found no

* Heath indeed specially remarks upon the gross error of not making- a
due distinction between the times of Job, and those of the awMor of the
poem : and on the whole pronounces it as his own opinion, that the author
in many parts of his work alUides to facts which, thoug'h undoubtedly pos-

terior to the age of Job, on account of its great remoteness, were yet ante-

rior to his own ; and consequently he holds, that no argument can be drawn
from such circumstances against the antiquity of the times of Job on the

one hand, nor against interpretations suited to the manners and history of
the probable age of the author on the other. And therefore, although he re-

duces the date of the author of the Poem as low as the Bishop of Killalla can
desire, he yet conjectures the time oi' Jolt to have been earlier than the Exo-
dus, and considers the length of life ascribed to him by the two verses with
which the Bishop has quarrelled, as one of the proofs of the fact. See
Heath's English Version of Johy pp. x.ix, xx, XTvir.
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difficulty in placing the existence of Job in that remote age

to Avhich the history assigns it. They have, in short, argued

thus : Job lived at an early period, but we have reason to

conclude that the history which treats of him, was composed
at a period considerably later. AVhereas the present trans-

lator argues, as if Job could not have lived early, because

the history was written late. Or rather, to repeat the charge

already made, two ideas totally distinct, the time of Job, and
the date of the history, are manifestly confounded. And
this confusion, which so inauspiciously prefaces his Lord-

ship's work, unhappily conducts it to its close : for in the

concluding note we find the following observations.— *' These
two last verses have every appearance * of being a spurious

• What i\\e circumstances are, that give to these two verses " e<very up-

peara-.ice of being- a spurious addition to the work," his lordship has not

tho\ig-ht prope- to mention. What do these verses contain? Simply the

following- words—*• After this lived Job an hundred and forty years, and saw
his sons and his sons' sons, even four generations. So Job died, being old

and full of days.*'—Now, if all that is meant be this, that the verses could

no: have been written by Job himself, this undoubtedly no person will be
found disposed to dispute, as it is not pretended that he rose from the grave

to finish the book. But this surely cannot be \hc: proof of their want of au-

thenticity, which in the beginning of his preface his lordship boasts of hav-

ing discovered, and promises to produce in his note upon the verses : and
in point of fact he does not here adduce it as a proof; but simply asserts, as

we have seen, that the " verses have every appearance of, being a spurious

addition to the work." He goes on indeed to state of this addition, that it

lias been *' fabricated by such another dealer in the marvellous, as he that

has fastened his long string of fables to the close of the translation by the

LXX interpreters.—Now with great deference to his lordship, there is not

only no appearance of these verses being such a fabrication as that which
winds up the conclusion of the Septuagint translation, (and his lordship

might have added, of the Syriac and Arabic also,) but there is as direct and
proper evidence of the contrary as the nature of the case will admit. The
difference between the two is precisely this, that the one is found in e-very

MS. of the original Hebrew, and the other has nothing corresponding to it

in any : that the one has in all ages, been received without question as part

of the canon of scripture, and the other ne-ver : that the one in short io

found in the record, and the other is 7iot. Such is the similarity of appear-

ance between the two, from which his lordship infers them on the view to be
equally fabrications. Surely never was there a more arbitrary and barefaced

attack upon the integrity of the sacred text. The verses have never been
questioned ; they appear in every MS. of the Hebrew ; and they stand pre-

cisely on the same ground, as to every circumstance of genuineness, with

any other verses in the entire tx)ok of Job. It must be observed, that what
is said here is perfectly admissible, even on the supposition that Job himself

was the author of the poem : tlie argument not requiring, that the two con-

cluding verses sliould liave been written by the same hand that composed
the remainder of the work ; but that they were, equally with any other

verses, genuine parts of the book as it was originally received into the He-
brew canon, and not the unauthorized and spurious addition of an unknown
fabricator. That the verses in question were written by Moses, at the time
when the entire work was adapted by him, and accommodated to the uses of

his followers, may appear not improbable frcm what has been said at page
330 of this volume.
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ytldition to the work, fabricated by suchanotlier dealer in the

marvellous, as he that has fastened his lone; string of fables

to the close of the translation by the LXX i iternreters.

The fallacy must be obvious, when we call lo mind the allu-

sions in the poem to facts that happened in and after the time

of 3IoseSy who lived but one hundred and twenty years, and
even of David, when the age of man was reduced to its pre-

sent standard of seventy years /

But perliaps after all, no other proof of the spuriousness of these two
verses has been intended by the Right Reverend author, thaw wliat arises

from those allusions to facts later than the time of Mo&es, ami even of Da-
vid, to which his Lordship immediately after adverts. If tliis be the case,
then in addition to the confounding- together the times of Job and of the au-
tlior of the book, which has been remarked upon above, his Lordship has
conducted the entire of his reasoning in a circle : having promised in his
preface, to overturn the notion of the high antiquity of the book of Job, by
establishing the spuriousness of these two verses, on which lie states that no-
tion to have been founded ; and having here established the spuriousness
of the verse?, by denying the antiqui+y of the book. Whatever may be the
errors in the argument, his Lordship however seems to think, that all will be
set to rights, by rejecting from the sacred text whatever does not corres-
pond with the theory which he has adopted.
As the discussion of this subject has led to the mention of the addition

made by tlie LXX, at the conclusion of their version of the book of Job, it

mav gratify the curiosity of the reader who is not conversant in these matters,
to know what that addition is. Having, agreeably to the Hebrew original,

stated that Job died full of days, the Greek proceeds, " But it is written
that he will rise again with those whomi the Lord raises up.—This is inter-

preted from a Syriac book. * He dwelt in the land of Ausitis' (of Aus or
Uz) * in the borders of Idumara and Arabia ; but his name was first called
Jobab : and, marrying an Arabian wife, he begot a son, whose name was
Ennon ; and he was himself the son of Zare, a grandson of Esau, of a mo-
ther Bosorra, so that he was the fifth from Abraham. And these are the
kings which reigned in Edom, over which country he ruled ; first, Balak
son of Beor, and tlie name of his city was Denhaba ; but after Balak Jobab,
called Job ; but after him Asom, prince of the land of Theman ; and after
him Adad, son of Barad, who smote Midian in the plain of Moab, and the
name of his city was Gethaim. And the friends who came to him, were
Eliphaz of the sons of Esau, king of the Themanives; B;ildad, sovereign
(Tygavvs?) of the Sauchxans ; and Zophar, king of the Minxans."—With this
the Syriac and Arabic, as given in th« Polyglott, nearly correspond. And a
fragment of Aristaeas, as taken from Eusebius, (Pr<ep. Evaug. lib. ix. cap.
XXV. tom. i. p. 430.) contains most of these particulars, referring to Polyhis-
tor as his authority. Oo the passage in the Greek it is to be remarked, tliat

it contains internal evidence, that the book of Job has not had the same
Greek interpreters, that have rendered the other books of the Old Testament,
since it expressly states, that tiie version was derived irom a Syriac bcok.
And, indeed, it is clear upcm inspection, that the Greek interpreters of Job
have taken uncommon liberties in their translation ; having, besides varia-
tions from the obvious sense of the Hebrew as it now stands, made large ad-
ditions, not only here, but in several other places, particularlv at ch. ii. 9. to
the speech made by Job's wife. See also ch xix. 4. xxxvi. 28 xxxix 34—
It is to be noted also, that the concluding addition to Job in the Greek, is

given differently by the Vatican and the Alexandrian : that it is fimnd in
Theodotion, but not in Aquila or Symmachus .- and that in the Comphiten-
sian edition of the LXX it is wanting. It is stid also to have been in the old
Italic. At what lime it was introduced cannot be conjectured j but the

Ss
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Thus then it ap|1ears, that because the translator thinks

proper to bring the date of the book of Job lower than the

time of David, the length of the life of Job could not exceed
what was usual in that age of the world, and therefore the two
verses, which ascribe to him a longer period cannot be ge-

nuine, and must be discarded from the sacred text. That is,

in other words, no history can ever be written of any indivi-

dual who lived at a preceding period. This is certainly an
unhappy specimen of antiquarian research ; and a still more
unhappy specimen of biblical criticism. On the same ground
on which he has rejected the two concluding verses, the

Right Reverend critic mi^ht reject a very large portion of

the book of Job, as a spurious adtlition to the genuine work ;

since everywhere throughout are plentifully scattered those

indications^ of patriarchal antiquity, for the direct exposition

of which these two last verses are pronounced to be surrepti-

tious.

But not to dv/ell any longer on this unfortunate mistake,

and the rash attempt at mutilating the sacred text which it

has occasioned, let us proceed to consider those notes of

time, attaching to the poem itself, which " have escaped the

diligence of all preceding critics ;" and, by the discovery of
which, his Lordship thinks himself enabled to pronounce upon
the lateness of its production.

The first of these is said to be found in ch. xx. 20. in which
we are told that the true rendering is, "Because he acknow-
ledged not the quail in his stomach :" and the following re-

mark is subjoined.—" Here I apprehend is a fresh example
of the known usage of the Hebrew poets, in adorning tiieir

cojnpositions by allusions to facts in the history of their own
people. It has escaped all the interpreters : and it is the

more important, because it fixes the date of this poem so far

as to prove its having been composed subsequently to the
transgression of Israel at Kibrolh-hataavah, recorded in

Numb. xi. .'JfJ, tU.—Because tlie wicked acknowledged not
the quail, that is, the meat with which God had filled his stor

mach, but like the unirrateful Israelites, crammed and blas-

ptiemed his feeder, (as Milton finely expresseth it,) he shall

experience the same punishment with them, and be cut off

Greek version of Job appears to have been earlier than Pliilo Juda:us, from
his quoting- it in his book De notnimnn rvutatione. See fVesln Dissert.

LIII. 409—41.^. and 599— Hod. de Vers (iroec p. 196. also JJrusius and
Cof/«rc?w on the last verse of Job. For the sources, whence this piece of ad-
dictions history was probably derived, the reader may turn to Gen. xxxvi.

and 1 Chron. i.

* See pp. 103, 104. 119, 120. of this vol. for the proof and general admission
of tliis point.
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ninna, in the midst of his enjoyment^ as Moses tells us the

people were, O'lNnDH, who lusleiW

The Bishop has rightly said, that the translation which he
has here given, " has escaped all the interpreters :" at the

same time, as he has himself informed us that his acquaintance

with the interpreters of this book has been studiously con-

tracted to a very narrow range, it remains to be explained

how his Lordship came to ascertain this fact. True however
it is, that none of the commentators on Job, either ancient or

modern, had ever proposed such a version of the passage.

Yet possibly, from this circumstance, an inference, diifering

widely from that which the translator would approve, might
suggest itself to the reader.

But what are the grounds on which tliis unexampled signi-

fication of the passage has been adopted by the R. R. trans-

lator ? There is but one pretended ; namely, that the word
iSiy, which occurs in this place, has been rendered quail in the

book of Numbers. When this has been statetl, the only

reason that can be assigned for this translation has been given.

The phrase itself, as it is here proposed, receives no justifi-

cation from any parallel passage or similarity of expression

throughout the entire body of the scriptures. No proverbial

form, such as " not acknowledging the qvail,'* has ever been
heard of as in use amongst the Jews : and, even though there

had been such a phrase derived from the translation recorded

in the book of Numbers, it would have been pecn]i;irly inappli-

cable here, where the food, with which the wicked oppressor is

said to gorge himself, is not the gift of God, like the quails

showered down for the Israelites, but on the contrary the fruit

of his own fraud and violence. Besides, the phrase itself is as

inconsistent with the history in Numbers, as it is inapplicable

to the reasoning in Job. For we do not find, that the Israel-

ites were cut off, because of their not acknowledging the quail,

(by which, if it has any meaning, must be understood, their not

receiving that food as a gift sent from God,—and in this sense

it is that the Bishop has actually applied it,) but because, as

both Moses and the Psalmist (Ps. ixxxviii.) inform us, they

had, antecedently to the grant of the quails, wantonly lusted^

for food different from that which God had already allotted

to them; and were desirous, from their want of confidence in

God's power to give them flesh for food, to return to the

flesh-pots of Egypt. For these reasons it was, that punish-

ment was inflicted: and inflicted too, (so far from having been

* Tl\e very name of Kibroth-hataava was g-iven to the place, to mark the

nature of the' crime : the sig-iiificarion of these words hemj,'- atpulchra concu-

piscmtioey " because there they buried the pe<))>le tlkat histed." Namb. xi.

31. See on this pailicularly Bochart, vol. iii. pp. 92, 108, 109.
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caused by llieir not acknowledging the quail,) before the

food was actually swallowed ; whilst, as we are told, " it was

yet between the teeth and not yet chewed." See Numb. xi.

ay.

To the new version, then, here recommended, there lie

these three objections: 1. That we find no instance of the

phrase which it introduces, throughout the Hebrew scriptures,

or amongst the traditions of the Jews: 2. That such a phrase

could not have grown out of the transaction to which it is

traced : and 3. that if it could, it would be totally inapplica-

ble to the passage in question. With how little reason upon
the whole, the Bishop has departed from the commonly re-

ceived sense of the text, which requires the word to be ren-

dered in the sense of quietness,^ there needs but a slight

* The word )l]ff, wl)lch Bishop Stock here renders qnailj is, as has been

noticed above, so employed in speaking- of the food miraculously afforded to

the Israelites at Kibrothhataavah, and occurs in that sense in four places,

namely, in Exod. xvi. 13. Numb, xi.31, 32. and Ps. cv. 40. In the various

other parts of scT-ipture, in which the word is to be found, it is used in the
sense of quiet and tranquil enjoy tnent : and from this, as its radical meaning",
even its application to the bird above named is commonly explained: inas-

much as quails are conceived to be a species of birds, that seek quiet and
undisturbed enjoyment in the fields of corn, where they conceal themselves
in large flocks, and if allowed to enjoy rest, fatten prodig-iously. See Kirch-
er^s Concordance^ and Parihurst on the word. Abbe Pluche tells us, in his

Histoire du Ciely lorn. i. p. 247, that the quail was, among-st the ancient Egyp-
tians, the emblem oi peace and security : and Hasselquist and Jtochart both
inform us, that they come into Egypt in great multitudes, in the spring, at

the ripening of the wheat. £ochart, the whole of whose observations upon
the nature and history of this bird are extremely curious, derives the name
from r~\l\i/y pacate vivere, and thence abundare. They, however, who may
wish to see the various meanings of the word \W accurately detailed, and
carefully deduced from the primary sense of the root n/tS', will be reward-

ed by an examination of Scheltens's discussion of the signification of the terni,

in his Origines I/cbnece, torn. ii. p. 52—76. The true meaning of this root is

the more important, as from it is supposed by some to be derived the He-
brew word for iihilo, denoting the Messiali, in the well known prophecy of
Jacob.

or the various translations which have been given of this verse in Job, per-

haps that of Dathe conveys the best sense.

** Quia venter ejus expleri non poterat

Nee quidquam cupiditatibus suis evasit."

Schnurrer also, lias in a like sense rendered this verse, (and,—with the
one which immediately precedes, and the one which immediately follows itj.

all of which have occasioned much perplexity amongst the commentators,

—

extremely well,)

** Quoniam baud sensit quietem in ventre suo,

Et nihil eorum, qua: appetiit, passus est evadere."

See Scfmiirrer^s Dtasertationet Philologico Criticcey p. 256. The same sensf
has been given by the Vulgate.
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inspection of the original to discover. And uith how much,
less reason he has pretended to lind in the version which he
has substituted, a proof (as he is pleased to call it,) that the

book of Job was composed subsequently to the transaction at

Kibroth-hataavah, will probably, after what has been said,

appear no less clear.

The next passage to which the Bishop refers us for a mark
of time, is ch. xxvi. 5. which he thus translates,

" The mighty dead are pierced througli;

The waters from beneath, and their inhabitants. "^"f=

And on this, the only remark he thinks necessary to make, is,

that he " agrees with Scott, that a'xan are the gianiSy and
wicked inhabitants of the old world, who perished in the flood,

The rendering" of the Greek Is a striking instance of the liberty, which
that version has so frequently taken with this book, 0«* sriv huth' a-a'Di^is.

Toic vTrdLg^aa-iv^ is the translation ofthe iirst clause. I know not well how to ac-

count for this rendering", unless by supposing that the Greek interpreters, in-

stead of13D33, read in their MS. UH'^^ : for it is remarkable that the word |D3,

which they here render ta u:T<*g;tovTA, they have in the 15th verse rendered
o/x/at : now ta y^£tg;^ovT3t, and ocrst u-TTA^^it they have occasionally used, as

well as otKc^^ for H''^, as see Gen. xlv. 18. Esth. viii. 1, 7. and in Esther vii.

8. they translate |n^3 by oiKoi : therefore it seenns not unreasonable to s\ip-

pose, that they have read the word jnu here ; that is, thiov ty and a " in.

serted.

It is to be remarked, however, that amongst the various meanings ascribed

to the passage by commentators, there is not one that gives the smallest

countenance to the rendering of the word ibiy proposed by the Bishop, and

on whicn the whole force of his argument concerning the date of the book
depends ; (even the pointing of the Masora opposes him) : nor is there one
that gives to that word any otlier sense than that oi quietnessy safetyy aburi'

danccy enjoytnenty all of which spring from tlie same primary idea ; the Syriac

only (with its copy the Arabic) excepted; which renders the word by OIL*!

signifying, his judgmenty his condemttationy or his punisJitnenty see Schaaf^s

Lex. Syr. And how to reconcile any of these senses to the original I'w,

I confess myself totally at a loss.

* May it be permitted, in transitu, to ask, what possible meaniitjf can be
assigned to these two lines ? Is it, that the viaters are pierced through, as well

as the mighty dead? And do their inhabitants mean ihe Jishes .^ And is it

meant, that they are also pierced through? And what is intended by the loa-

ters froin beneath? from beneath what?—It should be remurked, that

although in the reference to Scott, which is mentioned above, it seems that

if the Bishop had adopted these strange phrases in common with that writer,

yet the case is not so ; they have nothing in common but the meaning of tl>e

word 0"K3*^. The Bishop is original, almost throughout the wliole verse,

especially in the expression of " the ivatersfrom beneath ," the Hebrew ne-

cessarily requiring, (as will appear immediately upon inspection,) that the

word beneath, whether it be construed in connexion with the viattrs or not,

must precede : that is, if the two words are to be combined, it must be
** beneath the -uQtersy* just the opposite of his Lordship's coilocHtion.
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produced by breaking up the waters from beneath, or the

fountains of the great deep, as Moses calls them. Gen. vii. 11.

Now, admitting, for the sake of argument, that the antedi-

luvian giants, who with the wicked inhabitants of the old

world were overwhelmed by the flood, have been here intend-

ed by the epithet nD\Si3i, Rephaim ; there arises from this

very circumstance a proof, that the inference which the Bishop

would hence deduce, respecting the priority of Moses to the

author of this poem, is a false one. For those giants of the

old world are called by Moses CD^Sdj, Nephilim; and in no

one instance, by the name of Rephaim, which is here applied.

So that if we really have in this place an allusion to those

giants who lived before the flood, we must suppose the

knowledge of the writer to have been derived from some

source different from the writings of Moses : a conclusion di-

rectly the opposite of that which it has been the Bishop's

object to establish. His Lordship indeed tells us, that he

expects not to be called upon " to prove, that the author of

the poem derived his knowledge of events from a history of

so much notoriety as that of Moses, rather than from oral or

any other tradition."—But surely, in facts so notorious as

those of the deluge, and of the existence of those giants and

wicked men who preceded it, it cannot be thought too much
to demand, that some marked similitude between the accounts

given of them by Moses, and by any other early writer, should

be adduced, in proof that either borrowed from the other.

At all events, it is clearly too much on the other hand to

expect, that this should be conceded, in defiance of a marked

dissimilitude, such as has been shown in the present case to

exist. And after all, even were a resemblance discoverable,

the question, which was the earliest writer, would still remain

exactly as before.

The Bishop in truth, on the word Rephaim, is altogether

at variance with himself. The phrase " mighty dead,"

which he here uses for Rephaim, is the same which (after

Bishop Lowth) he has employed in Isaiah xiv. 9. for the

same Hebrew word. But the explanation of the term which

he has there given, he states to have originated with Rosen-

muller, (or rather he should have said with Vitringa, for from

him Rosenmuller has taken it,) and is altogether different

from that which he has here borrowed from Scott. HiH

words there are:—" Rei'haim, the gigantic spectres.

Ghosts are commonly magnified by vulgar terror to a stature

superior to the human. R(tsenm.—Stock^s Isaiah, p. 40.—
Thus then, we find, that ghosts, as such, are magnified by
vulgar terror, and may be called Rephaim. And so the ap-

pellation, " mighty dead,'* or Rephaim, becomes applicable
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to (til the inliabitants of the invisible world. But how then

can that, which is represented as a quality of the shades of

all dead men, namely, gigantic size, or Rephaism, be consi-

dered in this place as designating the spirits onii/ of a parti-

cular class of human beings, who, being of actually gigantic

stature, had lived before the flood? The two expositions

meet with such adverse fronts, that I despair of being able

to reconcile them.—Non nostrum tantas componere lites.

It should not be suffered to pass unnoticed, that in the pas-

sage of Job, with which we are at present concerned, there

occurs, besides the word Q'xsn Repliaim, another term of

considerable moment; to the true nature and meaning of

which the Right Rev. translator has by no means paid that

attention, which the office assumed by him demanded. The
term I allude to is *Sixiy, Sheol: a term in whose significa-

* It had been well, if the Bishop liad attended somewhat more to those
learned invest! g-ations of the import of this and other difficidt terms which
are to be found in Mercer, SchuUens, Peters, and the other laborious Com-
mentators, whose cautious researches have only excited his disg'ust- We
should then not find that uncertainty of meaning-, wliicli at present attaches

to his Lordship*s translations of the passages in which such terms occur.

The word in particular, which is here referred to, has been rendered by him,
in different places, with such variety, and sucii vagueness, as to leave the

reader altogether ignorant of the sense which the translator conceives most
properly to belong to it. Of eigiit places in which it occurs in the book of

Job, and of ten places in the prophecy of Isaiah, there is no one, in which
the Bishop has taken occasion to give a precise idea of its true signification.

Sometimes he calls it "the lower region," (Job vii. 9. xiv. 13. xxiv. 19)
at others, ** hell," (Job xi. 8. Isa. xiv. 9 ) again, *' the grave," (Job xvii.

13, 16. xxi. 13. Isa. v. 14. xiv. 11, 15. xxviii, 15, IS xxxviii. 10, 18.) again,

in the present passage, " the lower world ," and again, Isa. Ivii. 9. " the

lowest pit." Amidst all this variety of application, not a single glance that

I can discover, has been taken at the radical meaning of the word, except
in one passing remark, in a criticism which is of so extraordinary a nature,

that I cannot avoid quoting the whole of it, as it stands.—It is a note on

Job XX. 9.-—" JVhich beamed on him'] IHSIiy. The reader who shall take

tlie pains to examine the several Hebrew roots commencing with the letter

"^
, will be apt to thiiik with me, that the original sense of by far the great-

est part of them,, may best be discovered by devesting them of this same
initial letter, which stood in the place of .^n article or preposition, merely.

Thus '*&'r:iy, thesvn, I conceive lobe Me /ee/er, who feeleth after, and in-

vestigateth all things : Q'DB', the heavens, the place of waters, a'^^T^,

from which rain, or waters come ; 'llii.W, the place of the irisendble, Sheol

or Hades. And thus may the verb before us, ^"jliS^, be traced to N31, of'ivhich

ive want an example, but it probably signifird to shine, as from it" (that

is, from a non-existing word, observe,) is derived 712), pitch." ! !
!—These

notes of admiration convey but little of my own astonishment. Surely, such
another perfect specimen of adventurous criticism, the entire regions of con-

jecture can scarcely supply. In truth, this is such an exerciseof the critical fa-

culty, as, were it indulged in, must render the.Hebrew scriptures a perfect

nullity, by fastening on them any sense that any guesser might think proper
to affix.

That the prefix U, as an abbreviation for the relative "^U'X, is not unpre-

cedented, is well known to Hebrew scholars : but^ at the same time, this is
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tion is Involved a question, no less important than that of the

early belief entertained by the people of the East, concern-

ins; the existence of the soul after death. With respect to

these two important terms, it fortunately happens, that they

stand so combined in one part of scripture as to throw light

acknowledged to be a Chaldaism, which, although it is found in the later

books of the O. T. composed about and afur the time of the capiivity, is

denied to have any place in those of earlier production. (See page 32 >. of

this vol.) What then is to become of all those words beginning with the

letter l?, in the sevei'al books preceding the captivity, which constitute by

much the greater part of the Hebrew scripture ? Are all those words to be

interpreted by devesting them of the initial \if, in opposition to the hitherto

received opinion, that not more than nvo or three such words at the most
are to be found througli the entire range of those early writings ? Then in-

deed it is time to set about a new translation of the whole body of the Old
Testament, since so numerous a class of words have hitherto been alto-

gether misunderstood by every interpreter of scripture.—What in truth is

to become of the Hebrew language ? The lexicons at present exhibit, as

primitives, not fewer than 200 words commencing with the letter 'C^. Now
to pronounce that " by far the greatest part** of these are compounded, and
must be devested of that letter in order to discover their true meaning

;

leaving it also to the conjecture of the individual, to determine what woids
have the prefix, aad what not : is surely neither more nor less than to con-

vert the language into mere babble. One would think it scarcely possible

to add to the extravagance of this proceeding ; and yet has this not been
done in the criticism referred to, when in one of the compounds thus fanci-

fully made up, it is admitted that one of its components has no place in the

language ? as in the case of nSI, to shine, of which the Bishop says, " luc

'want an example; and truly says so, there being no such word, in that

sense, or in any sense approaching to it, either in the Hebrew of the Old
Testament, or in any of the kindred languages, Chaldee, Syriac, or Arabic^

But his Lordship adds, that tiiough there is noty yet there ought to be £uch a

word, because there is such a word as nsi, pitch. If the reader finds it

difficult to give credit to this representation, I refer him to the work itself.

—

Or again, is not the extravagance also heightened, though in an inferior de-
gree, when we find in the same criticism, a sense given to one of the com-
pcments, which does not belong to it ? As in the word SlX57, which, we are

told, properly means, the place of the insensible, being compounded of K?

and 71X, the latter word of course signifying insensible. Now it is noto-

rious, that the word SlN, bears throughout the entire scripture, no other

sense than that offoolish ,- which indeed in the scripture use also implies
Hi'icJ^ed : a meaning, surely, sufficiently removed from that of insensible ,- and
the more markedly so, as in the primary sense of the word, it signifies not
s'imp]y folly, but an activity in folly.

There is indeed, it should be noticed, a source for certain Hebrew words
commencing with ^, very different from that wild and arbitrary one devised

by the Bishop. The Syriac has a special conjugation, to which Schu/tens

and Michaelis have given the name of Schaphel, from the prefixed ly being

its characteristic, as the PI and nn are the characteristics of the conjugations

Hiphil and Ihthpahel, in the Jlebrcw. This is seldom used by the //cbreiv in

its verbs, but not vmfrequently in nouns derived from that conjugation.
Here is a legitimate source, and one whicli in its nature suj^plies a rule, and
a limitation.—See on thi.s Syriac form, Alichaelis, J\'ot. ct Epim. p. 195.—also

,Mich. (iramtn. Syr. p. 91.— It should be noted that the Schaphel oi tht
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iipon"each other, and to leave little doubt remaining upon this

most interesting article of oriental theology. If we look to

Isaiah xiv. 9. we shall there find, what were the Jewish
opinions upon this subject in the days of that prophet. I

here subjoin the whole passage, as it h rendered by Bishop
Loivth.
" Hades {Sheol) from beneath is moved because of thee to

meet thee at thy coming :

He rouseth for thee the mighty dead, (Rephaimy) all the

great chiefs of the Earth ;

He maketh to rise up from their thrones all the kings of the

nations.

All of them shall accost thee, and shall say unto thee

:

Art thou, even thou, too, become weak as we ? Art thou made
like unto us ?

Is then thy pride brought down to the grave ; the sound of

thy sprightly instruments ?

Is the vermin become thy couch, and the earthworm thy
covering ?

Germans should be called Shaphel with us, the word being derived from the

letter t^, which they write sch, and we sh.

There is another instance of the application of the new discovery made by

the Bishop, respecting words beginning with ty, of a nature so extraordi-

nary, iud of which his Lordship has made so extraordinary an use, that I

cannot forbear annexing it to this note. On the verb p3D, in cii. xxxiv. 26.

he remarks in the note :
*' p3D or p3D, from ^infrequent occurrence^ is not

well understood ; but if, according to tny rulcj we cast off W, we shall come
to a better inoun verb, DS, to stagger, or to tumble."—Now, in the first

place (to make no remark on the exercise offancy, with respect to the ly,

as that is his Lordship's rule,) the word which is described as being from
unfj-equent occurrence not well understood, is found above a dozen times in

the Hebrew bible, and in such connexion as to have caused to the Com-
mentators no doubt about its meaning ; for which it also derives additional

confirmation from the kindred languages. And on the other hand, the word

p3, (or as he should have written it, pl20 which his Lordship pronounces

to be so much better knoivn, occurs only in three places, with the possibility

of that sense of stagger , in which we are told it is so familiarly understood;
and even in those places, the Greek and Latin translators do not concur in

giving it that .sense : so that in truth, this word, in the application of it, may
be considered as involved in some uncertainty, whilst the one which it jg

conjured up to supplant, is involved in none.—But we have not done with

this discovery yet. The true sense of p3D or pDtS^ is made out by his Lord-

^hip*9 rule, to signify stagger or tutnble : and accordingly it is so rendered

by him in the passage to which this note has been attached. But then the

same word occurs in four other places in the book of Job, xx. 22. xvil. 23.

xxxiv. 2>7- xxxvi. 18. and in the tliree first of these, the idea of clapping the

hands, which is the true one, and which the BiShop has rejected in ihe above

criticism, is adopted by him ; and in the fourth, the vague sense of exposure

IS introduced : whilst the idea of stagger, which his Lordship has laboured

so much, and so unjustifiably to establish as the true and proper sense, is

tompletely fororotten. Surely this is too ramblincr
' T T
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How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morn-
ing?

•

Art cut down to the earth, thou that didst subdue the na-

tionsV
Thus then, in like manner as Homers in his Odysseyy sends

the souls of the slaughtered wooers to Hades, where they
meet with the manes of Achilles, Agamemnon, and other He-
roes : so the Hebrew poet, in this passage of inimitable gran-

deur, describes the kii\g of Babylon, when slain and brought
to the grave, as entering Sheoi, and there meeting the Re-
phainij or manes of the dead, who had descended thither be-

fore him, and who are poetically represented as rising from
their sea'is at his approach. And as, on the one hand, the

passage in the Grecian bard has been always held, without
any question, to be demonstrative of the existence of a popu-
lar belief amongst the Greeks, that there was a place called

Hades, which was the receptacle for departed souls : so this

poetic image of Isaiah must be allowed, upon the other, to in-

dicate in like manner, amongst the Jews, the existence of a.

popular belief that there was a region for departed souls call-

ed Sheol, in which the Rephaim or Manes took up their

abode.

^

* As the above is a point of considerable moment, ar.d vitally connected
with a subject which has excited much controversy and great interest; I

must add a few more observations, upon the meaning of tlie two remarkable
words, with which we are here concerned. And, in the first instance, the
reader may not be displeased with a compressed statement of what the very
learned Vitringa has given at length upon this head—After admitting, in his

remarks on the passage of Isaiah just cited, that the word Shed/ may be,

(though it very rarely is,) applied in the sense ofgrave or sepuichre, he pro-

ceeds to argue, that in this sense it cannot have been emplojed in the pas-

sage under discussion ; for that it would be a monstrous ubuse of language
to say, that the grave stirred up those who were actually dead: and there-

fore he contends that the whole passage must be explained as a poetic fic-

tion, accommodated to the existing opinions of the da\, which he holds to

have been tliese.—That the souls of men, when released from the body by
death, pass into a vast subterraneous region, as a common receptacle, but
with diiferent mansions, adapted to the difTerent qualities of its inhabitants ;

and that here, preserving the shacks and resemblances of the living, they
fill the same chiracters they did in life.—That this entire region was called

by the Jews Sheol, by the Greeks Hades, and bv the Latins Itiftri.—That
these were the notions that commonly prevailed amongst the Jews, he con-

ceives to be fully estal)li.shed by various parts of Scripture : and to this, he
thinks, the history of the witch of Kndor yields confirmation, inasmuch as,

let the illusion in that transaction be what it might, it goes to establish the

fact of the opinion which was then vulgarly received.—Agreeably to this hy-

pothesis, he contends, that various expressions of the patriarchs and pro-

phets are to be explained; and to this piupose he instances Gen xxxvii. 35..

Ps. xvi. 10. XXX. 4. xniv. 17. in all of which, a place where souls, when
freed from the boily, were ass« ml)lccl, still preserving all their faculties,—is,

as he thinks, plainly supposed.—From the Hebrews, he conceives that this

opinion passed to other people, and became disfigured by various fictions of

their respectiTe invention. Thus the doctrine of the Egyptians respecting
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The next passage to which the Bishop has referred us, (see

p. 333.) is found in ch. xxxiv. 20, which in our common ver-

sion stands thus :
" In a moment shall they die, and the peo-

Hades, is given in the second book of Herodotus ; where we have the histo-

ry of" Rhumpsinitus, who, according- to the traditions of the Eg)ptians, had
visited the infernal regions and returned safe to life. The notion, he says,
was variously embellished by the Greek poets: and afterwanls, being strip-

ped by Plato of much of its poetic ornaments, was t-nibodicd bv him in his

philosophical system. Hence again the Latins and the nations at large, de-
rived then- phraseology in speaking of the state of the dead, for instances of
which phraseology he refers to Vellehis, Livvy Fcoi^(s, and others.

The learned writer thea proceeds to tiie Repliairn, who are here described
by Isaiah, as raised from their seats by Sheol on the approach of the king of
Babylon ; and who must consequently be the shades, or manes, by which Sheol
is inhabited.—But wherefore denominated Hephaim ? By this word, he sa}s,

it appears indisputably from Isa. xxvi. 14. compared with this passage, must
be meant the souls of tlie deceased. But at the same time, he observes, it ap-

pears no less indisputably from Gen. xiv. 5. and Deut. iii. 11. that the same
word is employed to designate a people of gigantic stature amongst the Ca-
naanites ; and it is accordingly almost every where rendered "''giants'* by
the LXX and Vulgate. How to reconcile these two senses, which appear
so very different, has been a difficulty with commentators. But this diffi-

culty, he says, will be removed, if we attend to the notion which has vulgar-

ly prevailed concerning ghosts or manes ; that they appear of a staiure great-

er than human : and hence our author thinks that the word which originally

denoted the shades of the departed, came to be transferred to denote men of
a gigantic bulk ; and so became fin:dly an appellation for both. See Vitringa

in Isa. torn. i. pp. 4 '2, 433.

I find that Coccems explains the application of the term liephaim, to the

giants in Canaan, on the same principle, though not so explicitly as Vitrin-

ga. His words are, '* possit videri, eos" (gigantes scil.) " ita appellatos,

quod tanquam manes & spectra inter homines versarentur." The word it-

self he derives originally from n3"1, resolvere ; or as the LXX, Trct^etKuitrbdn^

QKKvia^dLt ; and its primary meaning he considers to be resoluti, mortui in

pulverem redacti—hence vianes. MichaeUs lias, in a way that appears not

equally satisfactory, endeavoured to account for the application of the same
term Rephaim to giants ^nd ghosts, on the idea of the dark caverns inhabited

by the former. See A^'ot- et Epim. pp. 28, 29.

The very learned and ingenious examination of the terms Sheoi and lie-

phaim, by Peters, (from p. 318 to S82) merits particular attention. Shedl
he distinguishes into two parts, the upper and the lower; in the last of
which he places the residenci- of the wicked spirits : and to this class he
applies the term Rephaim, as being giants in impiety. In this point, how-
ever, I apprehend he has carried the matter too far : for the giants in im-
piety, to whom lie primarily alludes, are those monstrous defiers of God's
authority, who lived before the flood, and were overwhelmed by the Al-

mighty for their enormous wickedness : and from these it is, that he trans-

fers the term Rephaim, to the shades of all such as had been mighty in vio-

lence and crimes. But in doing this, he has fallen into the same error, which
I have noticed in Bishop Stock and others ; namely, that of supposing Re-

phaim to have been the name of those heaven-defying giants, that lived be-

fore the flood: whereas, as it is shown in p. 352,' they had no such name,
being known only by that of JWphilim- Peters, indeed, appears to me also,

to have followed the clue of interpretation, with respect to the term Jie-

phaim, in a wrong direction altogether, by transferring the word from the

primary signification of giants to the secondary one of shades,- whereas J

have little doubt, that it was first the proper appellation of the latter, and
thence extended to the former, in the manner suggested by Vitringa. At
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pie shall be troubled at midnight and pass away ; and the

inhhty shall be taken away without hand."—On this passage
his Lordship makes the following observations.—" The sud-
den death here described, its happening at midnight^ the
trepidation of the people, the removal of the strong ones to

the same time I agree with Petera and with Schultens, that the word is some-
times taken in an unfavourable sense, so as to particularize the souls of the
wicked. This 1 think is manifest from Prov. ix. 18. xxi. 16. And I would
in the following manner explain the various acceptations of the word, which
I have not been able to find has yet been satisfactorily done by any author.
From the verb ni3'^, signifying resolvere^ I derive, with Cocceius, the word

CNSI, resoluti ; which, applied to human beings, denotes that they are

reduced to theirfirst elements by dissolution. Rephaiin therefore implies the

deceaiedt in tliat separated condition of the component parts of their nature
which IS produced by death : and as the bodily part moulders into dust and
becomes insensible, it is consequently applied to that active principle which
retains the consciousness, and continues as it were the existence of the man.
Jiephaim then imports men in that state, to which they are brought when
reduced by dissolution to the simple and essential element, the soul ; and
thence has been used to signify the ghosts of the deceased. These again, be-

ing clothed by the imaginations of the living in certain airy shapes, and
magnified through terror to gigantic stature, in process of time lent their

name to men of great and terrific bulk ; and hence the appellation passed
to giatitSy and became the denomination of certain classes of that descrip-
tion in Canaan. Again, these jRephaim of the Canaanites, being distinguish-
ed amongst a people who were all odious for their crimes, and as such pro-
nounced to be an abomination to the Lord, the idea of great wickedness so
strongly associated with the name, was by degrees reflected back upon the
primitive term ; so that Rephaim^ as applied to the souls of the dead, came
at length to imply also specially the souls of the guilty dead. Thus Re-
phaim becomes properly capable of these three senses. Ghosts, Giants, and
Ghosts ojthe Wicked.
Again, as to the origin of the word SlNiy SheoU signifying, as we have

seen, the region allotted to the residence of the Rephaim, or shades of the

departed ; it has been best derived from the verb IVXif, <}zuesivit, postulavit,

indicating its insatiable craviixg; a character which we find pariicularly at-

tached to it in several parts of Scripture—see Isai. v. 14. Uabak. ii. 5. Rrov.

xxvii. 20. XXX. 16.—At the same time, I confess, I cannot but think, that

there has been overlooked by the critics a particular acceptation of the word
vXiy, which would more adequately convey the true cliaracter and nature of

Sheol- The verb is known not only to signify, to demand, or crave, but to

demand, or crave as k loan; and therefore implies that what is sought for

is to be rendered back. In this view of the case, Sheol is to be understood,

not simply as the region of departed spirits, but as the region which is to

form their temporary residence, and from which they are at some future

time to be rendered up; thus indicating an intermediate state of the soul,

between its departure from tliis world, and some future stage of its exist-

ence. This particular acceptation ofthe word, receives countenance in this

passage of Job especially, from the rendering of the LXX and the Chaldee,

\vith which our common version corresponds. The word wvlH', the former

renders hy [xdnmhi\(To\Tmi, (fi-om ^ct/£t, obstetrix,') shall be brovghtforth ; and

the latter, by a word signifying rcgcncrabuntvr, shall be bom again : both

evidently explaining the Hebrew word SSh or Sin, in reference to the pains

ofbringingforth; and signifying, that the Rephaim were to be rendered up

from the place of their residence, and as it were born again into some new
state of existence—Codurcus also, 1 find, in his explanation of Shtol, de-

gcribes the notion entertained of it by the Jews, thus ;
" S'NK'j purgatorii
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the other world by an invisible hand ; what are all these but
the circumstances recorded by INIoses in Exodus, xii. 29. of

tiie destruction of the first-born of the Egyptians? Pharaoh
likewise is the kins:, to whom God is said just before to have
given the title of Belial. We have here, of course, another
2>roo/ that the writer of this poem was posterior in time to

Moses."'^

locum existlmant, ex quo redcluntuv superis animae, exantlatis qulbus erant
cbnoxirepoinis." {Crit. .Sacr, torn. iii. p. 3318.) fTinf/e^ also mentions, that
to the Sheol of the Hebrews, corresponds the Atnenthes of the Ei^yptians,
which Plutarch, comparing' it with the Hades of tlie Greeks, expounds by
Tov xay.Qu.vov TO. kai S'i^ovta^ in his book of Isis and Osiris. {De vitdfunc-
tonim stanu p. 24. also Peters, p. 320.)

—

Windet likewise infoims us, that
the .lews hold Gehenna, or the place of perdiiion, to be the lowest part of
Shedl, the g-eneral receptacle of departed souls :—and that in order to ex-
press the great depth, to which they conceive it to be sunk, they are used
to describe it as beneath the ivaters : their idea being, that the waters ai-c

placed below the earth, and that the earth floats upon them like a ship. Be
vitaJnnctoruTn, statu, pp. 242, 243. Tartarus, in like manner, he says (p.
245.) liie Greeks made the lowest part oi Hades.
On the Jewish notions of Sheol, compared with the Greek notions of HadeSy

I would refer the reader to the entire of the last named work; \.o Peters*5

Crit Diss, as before noticed; to Bishop Loivth's Lectures, vol i. j;. 156— 166.

(Greg, edit.) and Mr. Henley's note in ditto, p. 213 ; to JUich. J\o«. et Epim.
pp. 27, 28. and to Bishop Horslefs Hosea, pp. 46. 157—160. 200, 201. He
may consult also with advantage the Sermon of this last writer, upon Clirist's

descent into Sheol • and upon the same subject, he will find a good discourse

by Johnson of Cranbrook, in the 2d volume of his Sermons.
Were I now, upon the whole, to ofter my own rendering, of the passage

in Job, out of which this long discussion has arisen, I would venture the fol-

lowing.
The souls of the dead tremble;

[The places] below the waters, and their inhabitants.

The seat of spirits is naked before him ;

And the region of destruction hath no covering.

Here I take the souls of the dead, and the inhabitants of the places below the

(abyts of) ivaters, to bear to each other the same proportion, that is found
in the next verse to subsist between the seat of spirits, and the region of de^

struction: those of the dead who were sunk in the loivest parts of Sheol, be-

ing placed in the region ofdestruction, or the Gehenna of the later Jews. So
that the passage, on the whole, conveys this; that nothing is, or can be con-

cealed from tlie all-seeing eye of God ; that the souls of the dead tremble

under his view, and the shades of the wicked sunk to the bottom of tlie

abyss, can even there find no covering from his sight.

* Heath, who is extremely anxious to lower tlie antiquity of the Book of

Job, has gone before the Bishop, in the notion that the slaughter of the first-

born is here alluded to; although his Lordship has mentioned this as one of

the notes of time, which had escaped all the commentators. To make the

reference appear more probable, that author has rendered the word n^i", in

such a manner, as to imply the passing on of the destroying angel, as de-

scribed by Moses. In doing so, he has undoubtedly improved the resem-

blance to the account of the transaction in Exodus. But to make this point

out, he is compelled either to violate grammar, or to pluralize the Angel.

These things, however, avail nothing,' as the hypothesis nuist be supported.
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Now undoubtedly, if this supplies a proof of the point
proposed, the matter of demonstration is easier than has
been commonly imagined* In the original passage here re-

ferred to, it must be remembered, that the Bishop does not
pretend to have discovered any one expression which is to be
found in the description of the slaughter of the first-born in

Egypt, excepting the single term, " midnight.'^ This al-

most total diversity of phrase, is surely no part of the proof

y

that the description in Job is taken from that which was
given by Moses. But although there be not an identity of
expressions, yet may there not be a general similarity to jus-

tify the Bishop's assertion ? On the contrary, there is no-

thing more requisite than his Lordship's own statement of the

case, to overturn every idea of a reference to Moses's ac-

count of the above transaction. For, in the first place, ac-

cording to that statement, God is here represented as having
given to Pharaoh the title of Belial."^—Now this is a piece

IVarburton, with the. same resolute determination to modernize Job, disco-
vers, in the passage before u?, not only the transaction in Egypt, but also an-
other of a nature entirely different. The words, he says, *' plainly refer to
the destruction of the first-born in Ep-ypt, and Sennacherib^s army ravaging
Judaea.^''—Div. Leg. vol. ii. p. 498.—Wiiat now becomes of that appropriate
term, " midnight,^* which, with the Bishop, sing-led out the transaction in

Eg-ypt from every other; and of that other significant word, 1*13;?% "pass
through,^' which has so completely satisfied Heath, that no other than that
transaction could have been intended :—neither of these words being found
in the history of the destruction of Sennacherib's army.

—

Codurcus has, with
true propriety and good sense, suggested the use which is tv be made of
the two events alluded to by Wartiurton : namely, that they are facts, to

which the mind is naturally led, as tending to exemplify and confirm the
observation on the ways of Providence, which is laid down in this part of
Job: and that had these events taken place before the composition of the
poem, it would not be unnatural to suppose, that the writer had them, with
others of the same kind, in his view. These are the reflections of a sober
judgment, which, it were much to be wished, was more frequently to be
met with in our commentators and translators. I should mention, indeed,
that Holden and Scott have taken the same judicious view of the subject.

To prove how wide \\\ its application this passage in Job has been found, I
shall add only one instance more of its appropriation. The Chaldee has
discovered in it an allusion to the destruction of Sodom.

* His Lordship has here created a difficulty against himself For, as it

is stated above, v:erc Pharaoh supposed to be in this place intended under
the title of Belial, this would disprove the Bishop's position, that the writer
alludes to the history in Exodus. But that Pharaoh is intended here, there
is not the slightest ground to imagine. In this I will be judged even by the

Bishop's own translation

;

" Shall even the hater of justice give laws ?

And wilt thou condenm tlie eminently just one 't

Wlio saith unto a king, Thou art Belial

!

Ye are wicked I unto pritices

Who acccptetli not the persons of nobles.

Neither is the rich man," &.c.
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f)f information with which Moses does not appear to have
been acquainted ; of which at least he has left behind him
no record. A^ain, as his Lordship remijids us, and with the
additional emphasis of Italics, the passage in Job describes
those who were taken away, as " the stroiiir ones,^* Now,
what does Moses tell us? That " the Lord smote all the first-

bor;i in the land of Egypt, from the first-born of Pharaoh
that sat on his throne, unto the first-born of the captive that
was in the dungeon ; and all the first-born of the cattle.'^'

In other words, he informs us, that the first-born of both man
and beast, was indiscriminately destroyed ; and this, the Bi-
shop thinks, is significantly conveyed by the phrase strong
ones, or rather, (as our common version more properly reads)
the mighty. But again, his Lordship sees plainly in " the

invisible hand," (or as he himself renders it, and as it ought
to be rendered, ivithont hand,) a marked proof of the allu-

sion in this part of Job to Moses. To this it may safely be
replied, that the proof is as invisible as the hand, for nothing
corresponding to this phrase is to be found in the language of
Moses.

In short, if one were seeking arguments to prove that the
writer of the book of Job had not in this place his eye fixed

upon the record of the transaction in Egypt, which has been
left by Moses, he would naturally select most of those very
circumstances on which the Bishop seems so firmly to rely.

For it must be remembered, that his Lordship is not content
to say, that the writer of the book of Job refers to facts
which, are related also by Moses : but he contends particu-

larly, that he must have derived his knowledge of those facts

from the very accounts which Moses had given of them in

his writings :—facts, he observes, not being usually referred
to before the history recording them has had time to obtain
currency; and the authorof Job being consequently indebted
to the history of Moses for his knowledge of such facts as
have been adverted to by both. See p. 333.

Now where is Pharaoh? Is it in the word Belial? That name was never
given to him.—But he deserved such a name- Why ? Is it because Belial
implies wickedness ; and was Pharaoli the only wicked king P We mi.ght

also demand to be informed who were those Priiices of Pharaoh^s court,

who are at the same time denominated luicked- In truth, the Bishop's ar-

gument mig-ht on the whole be put thus : Piiaraoh, it is true, is not by Mo-
ses called Belial, but he ougkt to have been so called by him, and therefore

we may consider him as actually having been so called.—Ag-uin ; Pharaoh is

not named here, but as the word Belial is used, which denotes wickedness,
Pharaoh ought to have been named, and therefore we may consider him as
having been actually named—Really, this is too extravagant.—N. B the

word ^V'"^ Jitlial, simply signifies, worthless, 'kicked, cev^e/sf, nenv.avi :

from vj nan^ and 7;?^ projuit.
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But, in truth, not only is it manifest that the writer of Job

has not in the passage before us, referred to the Mosaic ac-

count of the destruction of the first-born in Egypt, but

there appears no reasonable ground for supposing that he

meant to allude to that transaction at all. This will be best

seen by a perusal of the entire passage in Job, as it is given in

the common version, and is here subjoined.*

* " Shall even he that hateth right govern ?

And wilt thou condemn him that is m.ost just ?

Js it Jit to say to a King, thou art wicked ?

^nd to princes, ye are ungodly ?

JIow much less to him that accepteth not the persons of princes.

Nor regardeth the rich more than the poor ?

For they are all the work of his hands.

In a moment shall they die ;

And the people shall be troubled at midnight, and pass away.

And the mighty shall he taken away without hand.

For his eyes are upon the ways of man.
And he seeth all his goings.

There is no darkness nor shadow of death,

Where the workers of iniquity may hide themselves.

For he will not lay upon man more thati right

;

That he should enter into judgment with God.

He shall break in pieces mighty men without number.

And set otliers in their stead.

Therefore he knoweth their works.

And he overturneth them in the night.

So that they are destroyed.

He striketh them as wicked men.
In the open sight of others.

Because they turned back from him.

And would not consider any of his ways.

So that they cause the cry of the poor to come unto him

;

And he heareth the cry of the afflicted."

I cannot deny myself the pleasure of introducing in this place to the

reader's acquaintance, a translator of the book of Job, in the person of a

young lady ; who, adorned with all the accomplishments which distinguish-

ed her own sex, devoted herself at the age of fifteen to studies the most
serious and intense, that are used to occupy the attention of the other : and
this, with such surprising success, that although self-taught, and nearly

deprived of the benefit of books, she left behind her, at the expiration of

her twenty-ninth year, a numerous collection of writings, so various and so

valuable, as may well make many a literary man look back with a blush

upon the labours of a lengthened life.—See Fragments in Prose and Verse,

by a young lady.

Miss Smith's translation of the book of Job, for which she had qualified

herself by a close study of the Arabic and Hebrew, was completed before

her twenty-sixth year, two years earlier than the date of the ti^anslation by

the Bishop of Killalla. It is at this time well known to the public, by a neat

edition of the v.ork, which has, since the date of the above observations,

been given by Dr. Randolph, who has enhanced its value by a variety of

judicious critical observations. 1 annex this lady's version of the passage

above referred to, as it may be to many a matter of curiosity, to compare

with our received translation any part of so extraordinary a production.
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Now what is there here to lead us to the destruction of the

first-born in E^ypt ? Surely, if this were intended, some of

the many extraordinary circumstances of so extraordinary a

Shall he who hateth rig-ht govern ?

And wilt thou condemn him, who aboundeth in justice ?

Who saith to the King", thou art unprofitable

;

Wicked, to the Nobles

:

Who liftelh not up the faces of Princes,

Nor turneth away from the cry of the Poor j

For tliey are all the work of his hands.

In a moment they shall die;
At midnight the people shall tremble, and pass away,.

And the mighty shall be removed without hand.

For his eyes are on the ways of man.
And he seeth all his steps.

There is no darkness, and no shade of deatli,

To conceal the workers of iniquity.

For on no man hath it yet been put.

To walk with God in judgment.

He breaketh the mighty—they cannot be found.

And setteth up others in their stead.

Because he knoweth their works.
They are overturned in the night—they are crushed.

He striketh them like culprits,

In the place of beholders.

Because they turned from behind him.
And would not follow all his ways.

Bringing before him the cry of the poor

;

And he heard the cry of the oppressed.

On a comparison with the original, this will be found more faithful ift

many parts, than the received version. Particularly, in that very difficult

passage in the 18th and 19th verses, in which the latter demands so large

an ellipsis, as is found in Itahcsin the common bible, our fair translator has,

by a close adherence to the original, given excellent sense to the whole.

She was not aware, that she coincided with high authorities, in giving this

turn to the original:—see Schnnrrer- Dissert. Philol. p. 279.—" Ilium, qui

regem adeo compttllat hominem nequam ; viros primaries, improbos ? Nora

respicit principes," &c. &c. The LXX, and Vulg render it in like manner,

" qui (licit " and one MS. of De Rossi's reads IDINH, fixing it in this sense.

The 23d verse too,—whose difficulty is so great, that Schultens has reckon-

ed up nineteen different meanings assigned to it, whilst Schnurrer has

added several others, (p. 280.)—in which also our common version makes
out the sense by an ellipsis, and Bishop Slock by introducing a change in

the original text, (supposing li;r to be put for Sw)—we have here rendered

naturally as to the context, and simply and acciu-ately as to the original,

without supposing any change in the text, or puttinjg; any force upon the

U u
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transaction would have been glanceil at:—the slaying of the

lamb ;—the blood sprinkled upon the door-posts ;—the de-

stroying angel ;—the preservation of the Hebrews, &c. On
the contrary, the great power and impartial justice of God,

in visiting with sudden destruction, all, whether people or

princes, whose crimes demand vengeance, seems to be the

main thing insisted upon, without any discriminating charac-

ters to bind down this judicial exercise of his power to any

one particular event. As to the circumstance of the destruc-

tion being wrought " at midnlght,^^ or, as it is again more

generally stated, " in the night,'' it seems to connect with

the idea, that " the workers of iniquity'' could, as they ima-

gined, *' hide themselves" in the " darkness" and privacy

of the night. Grey and Schnltens, accordingly explain the

phrase of night, or midnight, " in securitate profundissima."

The paraphrase of Calvin upon this passage, seems to give

the justest notion of it.
—" Non opus erit, ut Deus multos

milites arniet, &c. ad potentissimos et robustissimos ever-

tendos : si modo insufflet, parvi et magni, puncto temporis,

rapientur, et media node qmnn omnes quiescunt atqiie nihil

minus expectant, exterminabuntur ; sine manu hominis auxili-

words. The sense of the entire passage may, agreeably to this translation,

be now thus unfolded.—The wicked are at once and suddenly punished

;

inasmuch as no darkness can conceal them from the all-seeing eye : and as

xt has not been allotted to man to enter into judgment, and discuss the

right of the case with his God ; so, without the delay of any judicial pro-

cess, he breaketh the mighty at once, because without any such form of ju-

dicial discussion, he inowetJi their 'ixiorks, &.c. A marginal reading on the

24th verse in the common bible, goes to strengthen this interpretation

;

" Hviihout searching out,"" exactly expressing the absence of that formal and

inquisitorial examination, which the omniscience of the Deity renders un-

necessary. Perhaps Miss Smith meant this by the words, " no search,^*

which slie has added as another rendering for tliat which she has para-

phrased by the expression,—" they camiot be found"
There is another line in the above extract from this lady's version, which

deserves to be noticed. " Nor turneth away from the cry of the poor"

—

verse 19. Here the word ;"liy, which in the common translation is ren-

dered, •* the rich," lias been taken in its ordinary and familiar acceptation,

" cry ." and I find that Pugiiinns, in his version of the passage, has used it

in tlie same sense. To render the original exactly then, according to this

meaning of the term, it would be,

*' Xor turneth away from the cry at tlie face of the poor."

—

" The cry at the face of the poor," for " the cry of the poor," cer-

tainly appears a liar.sh construction, but yet is not irreconcileable with

the Hebrew idiom. 'I'lic puiallelism in the i9th verse, is undoubtedly better

preserved by this translation, tlian by the common one : \.hc poor in the se-

cond line, being contrasted with llie princes in the first ; whereas, in the

usual way of rendering, (i'liy being taken to signify the rich,) the same de-

scription of persons that are spoken of in the firstVine, are again introduced

into tlie s<^cond, so as to di.sturb tlie simplicity of the contrast, by naming

twice over one of the subjects of the opposition.
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ove
;
qnin sine conatu aut molimine ullo."

—

Spanheimy in his

history of Job, gives the same explanation.

—

Mnnstei\ Va-

tablitSf ClariuSf DrusiuSy Patrick^ Holdeu, J^cott, and

Dathe, likewise concur in this view of the case. Upon the

whole, it must be clear to every unprejudiced reader, that

nothing but the creative eye of an hypothesis could have dis-

covered in this passage of Job, the appropriate mark of time

which the Bishop and Heath have descried in it.

We pass on, then, to the next and only remaining allusion

to the Books of Moses ; which, his Lordship informs us, is to

be found in ch. xxxi. 33. compared with Gen. iii. 8, 1*2. The
words in Job are, " If I covered my transgressions, as Adam,
by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom."—Now, independently

of the probability, that the general outline of the story of

Adam's transgression had been handed down so as to be gene-

rally known to those who lived near the patriarchal age,—it

must be observed, that this translation is by no means gene-

rally acquiesced in, either by the ancient or by the modern
interpreters of Job. The Arabic and Syriac render the

phrase 01N3, generally, " as men.'^ The LXX render, or

rather paraphrase it, ecKunug, involuntarily" or through the *=

infirmity which belongs to man

:

—the Vulgate, " quasi

homo:"—Pagninus, in Like manner, " «^ homo:"—J. Tr. &
Pise. " more hominum:"—Mercer, " stent homines :"—Tin-

dal, " before men:"—Dathe, " more humano" and subjoins

to his translation the following remark :
*' Many interpreters

think that Onx is here the proper name of the first man. But

since, in the rvhole book of Job, there is no one evident allu-

sion to the sacred history, I rather agree with those, who ren-

der the word CDiXD, as men after the manner of men"]—
I have enumerated these opinions, not because I think that

the common version " as Adam" ought to be rejected, but

for the purpose of showing, how little reason there is for pro-

nouncing with confidence,—so as to build upon it any argu-

ment as to the time of the writer,—that such must be the sense.

• See pp. 193, 194. for this sense of axufr/a?, as used by the LXX-
See also, in addition to what is there said, the remarks of Fischer in his C/avis

Beliquinram Versiomnn Gracarum, 8cc. p. 219—222. Velthusm Comment.

Theol. torn. iv.

f Miss Smith's translation of the word has run into a freedom, which

seems not justified by the original—" as a mean man." For this no authority

is adduced. The word CDHK is undoubtedly to be rendered in this sense

in Isai. ii. 9. But Vitringa well remarks upon that place, tliat when the words

Wi< and anX occur contrasted in the same sentence, the former signifies a

man of dignity and note, the other a person of meaner condition. There is

no passage, 1 believe, in the Old Testament, in which, without such a con-

trast implied in the sentence, the word is confined to the import which has

!;ierebeen given to it bv Miss Smith.
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It is remarkable that nil the early interpreters render the word
otherwise. At the same time, I cannot but confess, that it

appears to me to be a natural and just translation. And 1 will

add, that there is introduced in the same verse, another ex-

pression, on which the Bishop, had he noticed it, might have

laid some stress in furtherance of the argument he has advan-

ced. '':3n3^ has for its root K3n, the same that is used in Gen,

* This is commonly rendered " vi my bosom" I am convinced that it

should be rendered, " in my lurking place ,•" and that the whole verse should

be thus translated,

" Did I cover like Adam, my transgression.

By hiding, in my lurking place, mine iniquity."

I agree also with Peters (pref. p. viii.) that this contains a reference to the

history of the first man, and his endeavours to hide himself after his trans-

gression. But when he joins with these words, and as part of the same sen-

tence, " BECAUSE Ifeared a great multituae, or the conte-inpt offamilies ter-

rijied one'' 1 think he joins together incongruous ideas : tor Job would in no

degree have resembled Adam in hiding his transgression, had it been done

tlirough the fear of men, and to avoid the contempt of families, there being

none such for Adam to fear. So that I cannot but wonder that so perspica-

cious a writer could have been led into such confusion. The Bishop of

Killalla, in his translation, has fallen into the same mistake. Miss Smith
has marked the true spirit of the connexion :

** Then let me be terrified," &c.

The translation of the following verse, as it has been given by the Bishop,

I cannot avoid annexing, on account of a singularity in tlie version which I

believe is scarcely to be paralleled.

" Because I dreaded the great multitude.

And the biiz of families scared me," &c.

I need not say that the word bux is peculiar to this version. The original

expression signifies simply and plainly co7itempt, and is so rendered b^ all.

Why then nvz? The reader will be surprised to learn, that this is the very

word in Hebrew put into the English character ; p3, Buz.—This translation

is certainly literal in the most literal sense of the word. But is it not too

much to pursue suc/i exactness, so as to allow the tneaniijg altogether to

escape .•*

This is not the only instance afforded to us by the Bishop, of this new
species o^ literal translation, which is effected merely by an alteration of tlie

character in which the original word is written, and so giving a Hebrew
word in an English type. Another striking one is supplied in ch. iv. 10. and

repeated in ch. x. 16. xxviii. 8.—in all which places we find the word ^TWf
Shachaly which has been by other interpreters rendered a /:on, conveyed to

us by the Bishop under the term Jackal :—a change ofthe sense, for which
no conceivable reason can be assigned, but the saoneness of sound ; the word
Jackal, or Shachal, (the name being thus indifferently written by English

7:oologists, from the French Chacal,) coinciding exactly with the Hebrew.

It is not indeed without reason, that the word ^^Wy Shoghal, has been con-

sidered as denoting that species of Fox, which is called the Jackal .- as may
be seen in Parkhurst, who has some good observations on the word ; and as

it is used by Geddes in his translation of Judges xv. 4. concerning \.\\q foxes

said to be caught by Sampson. But Sniy, the word with which we are con-

cerned, has I am confident, never been so rendered by any writer but Bishop
Stock : and in using the word Jackal^ in the several passages above-mention-
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iii. 8, 10, to describe the hiding of our first parents from tlie

presence of God. But yet, even this must be admitted to

form a very slight ground of inferrence, in supposing the pas-

sage in Genesis to have been referred to hy tlie writer of Job
;

especially when it is considered, that the idea of hiding or

concealing^ is conveyed, in the same verse, in two other words,

HDD and pOi so that when the same idea was again to be ex-

pressed, some third term would naturally be employed. Be-

sides, independently of this consideration, the mere use of so

common a word, and one which has been so frequently em-

ployed throughout the poem, could of itself prove nothing.

We have now seen the full amount of the proofs^ by which

the Bishop of Killalla persuades himself that he has establish-

ed the priority of the writings of Moses to the book of Job.

And w^hether those " notes of time," which (he adds) " have

ed, the English reader will be immediately aware, on the bare perusal, how
miserably the sense is degraded. But still more so will he find it, in those

other parts of scripture, W ere this word is to be met: viz. Psalms xci. 13.

Prov. xxvi. 13. Hos. v. 14. xlii. 7-—in all of which a fierce and powerful

animal is manifestly intended. When the slothful man through pretended

terror is made to exclaim, "There is a lion in the way;" what will be

thought of the change, that makes him cry out, " There is a Jackal in the

way '?"

Bishop Pococke and Primate Newcome have both justly remarked on the

word Sniy in Hos. v, 14- that it undoubtedly signifies a species of Lien : and

the latter has well explained the word in agreement with Bochart

:

—
** Snty, Leo niger, for T\'\u j the S and "1 being often exchanged in the

Eastern languages." [N. B. On the first of the three texts in Job above

cited, there is a judicious criticism made by Pilkivgton, (in his litmaris, p.

183.) with respect to the true pointing of the place, which I have not seen

noticed by any translator of Job, and which ought not to be overlooked.]

Having noticed Bishop Stock's treatment of that noble animal, the Lion, in

reducing him, (under the term Sni^) to the low estate ofthe Jackal : I can-

not avoid adverting to another attack made by him upon the same animal,

(under the term HiTliy,) in the third of the texts already referred to. In the

common Version of Job xxviii. 8. we have, " The JJon's whelps have not

trodden it, nor the ferce Lion passed by it." In the Bishop's rendering,
" The sons of the splitter tread it not, neither passeth over it the Jackal.''—
Will not the reader exclaim, " Hyperion to a Satyr ?"--But now, to discover

what is meant by ** sons of the splitter,'" or how such an expression could

come to be substituted for " the Lions ivhelps,'* must surely be left to CEdipus

himself, did not his Lordship step in to relieve us from our difficulty, by a

translation of his translation, in the following note.—" The splitter^ Th©v

lion, who splitteth his prey in sunder."--His Lordship then proceeds to ex-

plain how the word comes to signify the splitter. The word HiTliy, he writes

n^flTt!/, ixiho splitteth ; and so, he observes, we have another instance of the

mode of tracing the meaning of words that commence with l^;—a mode, to

which I have already directed the reader's attention, in the note p. 343

—

345. To the instances there enumerated of the application of this strange

and fanciful rule, he will be pleased to annex this new specimen of its use,

which has changed " the ijhelps of the Lion,'' into " the sons of the splitter !'*

—N. B. " The daughters of screeching" (Stock's Job xxx. 29.) seem fit com-

panions for these " sons of the splitter."
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cscapetl the diligence of all preceding *' critics," be sufticient

to justify the inference so confidently drawn, " that the writer

of Job was junior to the Jewish legislator," must be left to

the reader to decide.

Indeed, were the utmost that the Bishop desires conceded
to his arguments ; even allowing his Lordship's flight of quails,

and the destruction of the first-born in Egypt, to hold good ;

the poem would not thereby, of necessity, be brought lower
than the time of Moses ; but might still, consistently with this

admission, have been composed during the sojourning of the
Israelites in the wilderness ; which (it should be observed) is

one branch of the hypothesis which supports the antiquity of
the poem.—See page 330 of this volume.—And yet his Lord-
ship is not content with inferring from the forementioned sup-

posed allusions, that the writer of Job was junior to Moses,
but would also deduce from them the likelihood of his having
been "junior by sotne time.^'—But, since " the qiiail^^ can-

not be maintained ; since the mere word " nighV^ or " wiirf-

nifrhl,^^ is insufficient to designate the destruction of the first-

born in Egypt ; since the facts of the existence of Giants be-

fore the flood, (even supposing such to have been intended
by the Rephaim of Job,) and of Adam's transgression and
his endeavour to conceal it, (supposing these also to have
been alluded to,) must have been known even to the latest

date of the patriarchal age by f tradition;—it seems plainly to

• Of the four " notes of time," that have been discussed, there is but one,

(that which is founded on the Bishop's novel translation, quails,) that has
not been again and again adverted to, by different writers, as supplying some
ground for questioning the antiquity of the book of Job; and as often either

abandoned or confuted. The same is to be said of the other notes of time
which his Lordship has advanced, with the exception of that one which re-

bates to the history of David, on which more hereafter. The assertion, how-
ever, wliich his Lordship has made, as to these notes of time having escaped
the diligence of preceding critics, is easily explained by the statement which
accompanies it ; namely, that his Lordship declined the trouble of acquaint-
ing himself with what " preceding critics" had written.—This offers at the
same time, no very satisfactory justification of thenar;, of old wares being
put forward for new. The general reader would naturally, from his Lord-
ship's language, have inferred, that new proofs were now adduced of the
lateness of Job ; and, from faitli in his Lordship's authority, miglu imagine
that these proofs were more potent than any that had gone before ; but
would little e.\pectto find in tliem, nothing but tlie shreds and refuse of for-

mer hackneyed criticisms and exploded conjectures.

f The great distance of time from Adam, creates no difficulty respecting
Job's knowledge of tlie transaction of the fall. It should be remembered,
that the patriarchal longevity diminishes the effect of that distance. In fact

we can connect Adam and Abraham by two intervening links, Methuselah
and Shem ; Methuselah connecting Adam and Shem, as having lived con-
currently with part of the lives of both ; and Shem again in like manner
connecting Methuselah and Abraliam. Tlie history need then have passed
but through three steps, to reach Abraham from Adam ; and so would na-
turally spread through tlic several branches of the Abrahamic family; from
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follow, that the "sandy foundation,'* on which the Bishop

conceives the opinion of the antiquity of this poem to be

built, belongs rather to another structure, which his Lordship

has, by his own confession, a little too hastily thrown up.

On the three remaining marks of time it cannot be necessa-

ry to dwell. The reader will be easily satisfied upon the

bare perusal of the passages referred to, even in the Bishop's

own translation of them, that they contain no indicationss

whatever of that reduced date which he ascribes to this book.

The inference from ch. xxxiii. 23.=^ which would bring it

down to the time of David, is, as may be seen in the note be-

low, too shadowy to bear the touch : and the supposed allu-

sions to events belonging to the age of the captivity, in chap-

ters xxi. and xxxvi. the Bishop himself admits to be so faint

as not to be very confidently relied on. And yet, strange

which, and not remotely, the three friends of Job, and Job himself, are sup-

posed to have been descended.

Jiiair gives the lives of the four patriarchs, above named, so as to make
it appear, that Methuselah was 243 years old at tlie death of Adam ; Shem,
97 years old at the death of Methuselah ; and Abraham 150 years old at the

death of Shem.

• It is whimsical enough, that the writers, who are desirous to reduce tlie

antiquity of the book of Job, discover in the same passages, resemblances

to events entirely different. Bishop Stock sees clearly, in the above pas-

sage, an allusion to the destroying and interceding angels in the time of

David, described in 2 Sam. xxiv. 16. and 1 Chron xxi. 15.—Warburton dis-

cerns in it, " a most circumstantial account of God's deahng with Hezekiah,

as it is told in the books of Chronicles and Kings." {Div. Leg. vol. ii. p. 497.)

And Heath again pronounces of it, that it " so plainly describes the case of

Hezekiah, when he fell sick, and the prophet Isaiah came to him with mes-

sages from God, that it is hardly possible to apply it otherivise" That the ap-

plication, so strenuously contended for by the two last writers, is altogether

inadmissible, has been decisively shown by Petersy in his Crit. Diss, pp.35,
36.—Were objects of allusion to be curiously sought after, among the events

recorded in sacred history, the intended sacrifice of Isaac might perhaps

be thought an object of reference, not less likely than any that has been as-

signed. But in truth, of all that have been suggested by any supposed re-

semblance, none has been more unhappily selected than that which the

Bishop has imagined, and in which I verily believe he has not been anticipa-

ted by any preceding critic. The perusal of the passage in Job, and of the

liistory to which his Lordship refers, will be at once sufficient to prove, not

enly that they do not correspond, but that they are actually repugnant. Yet

his Lordship speaks with full confidence of the conclu.sion derived from this

reference.—" Here, he says, is a remarkable passage, well worthy of the at-

tention of critics, who wish to ascertain the much disputed point, the date of

the poem before us :'* and he proceeds to point out the precise fact, to whicli

the allusion here is made; " that of the desiroyitig angel, seen by David iu

the act of inflicting a plague upon Jerusalem, and commanded to stay his

hand, in consequence of the atonement which the interceding r.ngel ordered

king David, by the prophet Gad, to offer unto God ;"—and the correspond-

ence of course is made to consist, in there being an interceding and a de-

.itroying angel found both in the history and in the poem. Now it unfortu-

nately happens, that it is not quite clear that there is an angel spoken of iu

tire po«m at all : but aJmittinjf that there bo. i^ appears tliat v. c have then
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to say, after making this admission, and consequently relin-'

quishiiig the only pretence that existed for reducing the poem
lower than the age of David, he yet speaks of these very pas-

gages, as " adding strength to the sentiment of those learned

men, who have been inclined to give the honour of this cele-

brated composition to Ezra," That is, he abandons the pre-

mises, and at the same time holds to the conclusion :—and this

too, a conclusion, which the most ingenious critics, who have
ever undertaken its support, have failed in their endeavours

to maintain.

It certainly seems strange, that an hypothesis which re-

duces the date of this book to the times of the Babylonish

captivity, and which ascribes the production of so sublime a

poem to such a writer as Ezra, should, after having been s.o

completely exploded, be at this day revived i revived too, in

the face of the triumphant arguments of Grey , l^eters, Lowth^
and Michaelis: and without any one reason advanced for its

support, or any one argument against any of the numerous and
powerful objections which those writers have brought against

it. All the various ingenuity and erudition of a Warbtirton,

had been pressed into the service of this hypothesis: all had
been employed to deck out a system for its support. A ma-
chinery was contrived; an allegory was dressed up; an as-

semblage of imposing circumstances imagined : an end de-

vised ; means suited to that end dexterously adapted : and

the reader*s curiosity was at least excited and amused, if his

judgment was not convinced. But now, after all this machi-

nery has been broken up ; after this engaging allegory, with

all its plausible accompaniments has been proved to be but a

splendid vision, a baseless fabric, the mere dream of a luxu-

riant and uncontroled imagination,—one of those that issue

from the Ivory gate,— is it not too much to be called upon by
a cold, dull, and cheerless ipse dixity to replace the frag-

ments of the shattered structure, to embrace the visionary

theory as an established truth, and to surrender to the un-

supported assertions of Bishop Stock, what had been refused

to the learned and subtle argumentations of Bishop Warhiir-

ton J*—When I speak of the mere assertion of his Lordship,

I desire that it may be remembered, that I allude exclusive-

ly to his reduction of the date of the poem to the time of

in this place an interceding angel only, and no destroying one ; and that in

the history we have a destroying angel, and no interceding one :—that is, the

poem and the history are directly opposite in their characteristic features.

There are other circumstances of obvious unsuitableness on which it is un-

necessary to enlarge. The answer of Peters, even to the api)Hcation made
to Hezekiah, supplies at once a refutation of this. To Sc/piltenSf Grey,

Scott, and Hathe, in iheir annotations on t he place, I refer the reader : also

to ,Sc/i?; wrrcr'j judicious view of it, Dissert, rhil. Crit. p. 275—277.
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Pjsra^ Some colour of argument I admit to have been held
forth, for his lowering it to the age of David: but none what-
ever has been offered for the transition from David to Ezra.
This interval of above 500 years, including the times of all

the early prophets, the first of whom (Jonah) was near 200
years later than the death of David, is flung away without
ceremony ; and the reader, who may have been sufficiently

complaisant, to travel with the Bishop so far down as to the
second of the Jewish kings, finds himself unexpectedly trans-

ported, at once and without notice, to a period nearly 100
years later than the return from the captivity.

As a translator of the book of Job, his Lordship was more
particularly called upon to discuss the probability of this last

supposed era of its production, than of any other ; inasmuch
as many arguments advanced particularly against this era,

are derived from the nature of the style and lauQruagre of the
poem ; a subject, on which it is remarkable that his Lordship,
whose immediate business was w ith the language of the book,
has given no opinion whatever, unless what may be conceived
to be implied in the supposition, that the period of the capti-
vity was the era of the w^ork, and Ezra its author. Perhaps
Bishop Lowth was too severe upon his rival critic Warbur-
ton, when he pronounced, upon his advancing the same sup-
position, that the man who could seriously entertain it, must
not have " read either Job or Ezra in their original, and with
a competent knowledge of the language." {Letter to Warh.
p. 74.) This admirable critic proceeds, however, at length,
(from p. 73 to p. 95.) to detail those distinctive characters of
style, which (he thinks) establish the truth of his positions,
touching the antiquity of the composition in question,—and
which it might not be disadvantageous to some modern critics

to peruse. He concludes his valuable remarks on this head
with the following words :

—" But what is the difference be-
tween these," (namely Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel,) " in
comparison of the difference between the author of the book
of Job and Ezra ? Let any one, properly qualified to judge
in this matter, read the plain historical narrative in the two
first chapters of Job ; it is neat, concise, clear in its order and
method, pure and elegant in its expression : let him then turn
to Ezra, and find if he can, a single Hebrew chapter, on which
he can with a safe conscience bestow any part of this com-
mendation. Let him moreover take into the account this last

author's barbarous terms; and then let him tell me fairly,

whether he does not find as much difference between Xhe^e
two writers, as between Sallust and William of 31almsbury.
Let him next look into the poetical parts of Job, and let him
compare them with anv part of Ezra's midoabted wriiings,

W w
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and I would then ask him, whether he would not as soon pitch

upon Geoffry of iMonmouth for the author of the Eneid, if

that were a doubtful point, as Ezra for the author of the poem
of Job : and I should not much doubt of his answering in the

affirmative."—(Le/Zer to Warb. pp. 96, 97.)

Bishop Lowth does not stand single in these opinions.

For the evidence supplied to the antiquity of the book of Job
from the nature of its langua2;e, 1 refer the reader to p. 323,

324. 325—327. 328, 329. of this volume ? and in the sub-

joined ^ note, the opinions of some of the most distinguished

Hebrew critics will be found in a more detailed state to yield

* On the idea that Ezra could have written in that pure and poetic style

which is to be found in the Mosaic writings, the Psalms, and the book of

Job, Michaelis makes the following remarks—•''Nihil Ezra inornatius; ut

mirer, quo erroris portento Mosaica illi scripta tribui potuerint : quanquam
«on est, quod mirer, cum facinus simillimum ausus sit Hai duinus." (Prcef^

in J\'ot. ct Epim. p. ix.) Again, " Comparet cui lubet, quae ante et p(>st

exilium Babyionis Hebraice scripta supersunt ; nee minorem inveniet labem

ac ruinam quam in lingua Lalina. Quapropter est mihi veri dissimillimum,

grande ac poeticum spirantes psalmos post reditum ex Babylone scriptos

fuisse

—

Ezra certe, cujus hebraisrno nihil est hnmilitis et iiigratius, psalmos
nobiUssimos tribuere, peccato vicinum est Harduini, odas Horatianas infimjc

lingux.Latinx aetati tribuentis." (p. 196 )—Again, speakingparticularly of the

book of Job, he says, " Totius poematis ea est puritas, elegantia, sublimitas,

qua nihil majus perfectiusque in toto Hebraico codice superest —Hocne
poema, auream ubique lingus Hebraicse et Mosaicam aetatem spirans, ad
ferrea ilia tempora detrudamu?, quae extincto uno bono poeia, Jeremia,

nihil perfect! ac ne quidem mediocriter pulchri, fuderunt.^* (pp. 187, 188.)

T-Schultens is not less strong in his remarks upon the language and anti-

quity of Job. *' Nullus inter sacros codices tarn genuinem remotissimje

antiquitatis pr3efert characterem.—Multo facilius Ennianae linguae veneran-

dum decus et pondus,expressisset scriptoraliquis ferrese aetatis, quam He-
brxus ab exilio Babylonico redux grandissimum illud, magnificum, inte-

mftratum, uliimx vetustatis nota eminentissima impressum, quod € sublimi

hacce, tarn maleria, quam stylo, coinpositione relucet. Hoc qui discernere

-lion valtt, n(t ille vel dissipatCy vel impcrite, judicare ceiisendus." (Praef.

• * • 3.)—Warburton, who was not subpeclcd of very deep knowledge of

the Hebrew language, was little qualified to ftel, and less disposed to ad-

mit, the force of such reasoning as the above. He therefore niade no reply

to ilie arguments so powerfully pressed upon him from these sources, by

Bishop Lowth in his Letter .• although, as appears from a private communi-
cation to his friend Hurd, he found liimself most sorely galled by his more
critical adversary. See p. 369. of Letters from a lute eminent Prelate.

Having adverted to these Letters, 1 cannot avoid transcribing an extraor-

dinary passage relating to the b(K;k of Job; as an instance of tlie whimsical

originality, for which tliat exiraorciinary man conceived his superior talents

fo liave afforded him a license.—" Poor Job ! It was his eternal fate to be

pel scented by his friends. His tliree comforters passed sentence of con-

demnation upon him, and he has been executing in effigie ever since. Hr
was first bound to the stake by a long catena of Greek Fathers ; then tor-

tured by Pineda; then strangled by (;aryl ; and afterwards cut »ip by Wes-
ley, and anatomized by Gurnet. I'ray don't reckon me amongst his hang-

men. I only acted the tender part of his wife, and was for making short

work wit!) liim. But he was ordaintd, 1 iliink, to a fate like tiiat of Pro-

metheus, to lie still upon his dvmgiiill, and have his brains sucked tMit I't

owls." pp. 29, 30.
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coMfirmation to the above positions. In speaking of Le
Clerc, who has led the way to the reduction of the date of this

poem to the age of Ezra, Schultens has made the following

observations.—" Dolenda est conditio linguarum orientalium,

prout eae a multis tractantur. Uniis, alter, tertius ad sum-

mum annus iis percipieudis datur. Analysis satis prompta.
Explicatio ad receptam versionem non omnino impedita,

Placent profectus ; et jammetam se tenere credunt, qui car-

ceribus vix egressi.—Quid causae ? Turn alia, de quibus alias,

tum hoc vel maxime, quod qui in Graecis, Latinisve, non sa-

tis subactus, sibi aliquid arroget, mox in ordinem cogatur, at-

que ad subsellia relegetur : qui in Orientalibus, etiam in re

pauperi ditissimus, non sibi tantum, sed et reliquis, videatur,

si modo ope Lexici aliquid in medium proferre, mercesque
suas venditare queat." Are our Commentators of the pre-

sent day more conversant in Hebrew literature, and more
cautious in giving to the public their interpretations of the

Hebrew scriptures, than Le Clerc ?

We have now seen how indefensible, in the opinion of the

most distinguished Hebrew critics, that hypothesis appears,

which, reducing the book of Job to the period of the cap-

tivity, ascribes its production to such an author as Ezra. In

embracing this hypothesis, however, the Bishop of Killalla

has but trodden in the steps of others. But what shall we
say to that, which reduces Job himself to so late a date T

This, I apprehend, is a discovery that has been entirely re-

served for his Lordship ; at least I know of no Commentator
who is entitled to dispute with him the honour, whatever it

may be, that belongs to the invention. It cannot indeed be
affirmed, that he has laboured directly and specially to es-

tablish this point. But has he not so conducted his reason-

ing, as that it must follow by necessary implication? In the
observations which have been offered at the outset of these

remarks, p. 33.5—338. we have seen, that tJie time of Job,
and the date of the book, are treated by him as in all respects

the * same. If therefore his Lordship has succeeded in

bringing down the latter below the Babylonish captivity ; he
must be considered on his oAvn principles, as havhig done-

* Is it possible that his Lordship may, to the justness of the assertion

which 1 have here repeated from the place referred to, object the following

words, which will be found quoted from his preface in p. 355.—" But, if it

were ever so difficult to ascertain the portion of time when the patriarch

lived, it may not be impossible from the internal marks in the poem itself*,

to conjecture with tolerable certainty the era of its author."—I do not deny
that the Bishop has here apohn of the times of Job himself, and of the au-
thor of the book, as not necessarily connected ; nor do I assert, that he de-
liberatcly intended to consider them as the same : I onjy affirm, that in his

re.asuning (wh^^her intentionally or no*,) thpy a?r completdy confounded.
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the same by the former. The last note of the translation

explicitly affirms, that Job must have lived after the time of

David. The entire scheme of the reasoning pronounces
that he must have lived in the time of Ezra.

On this result I think it not necessary to offer any * com-
ment. And indeed it is not without some pain, that I have
been led to comment upon his Lordship's work at all.

There are many reasons why I could have wished to forbear;,

and among these is not the least forcible, the circumstance of

its having issued from a member of that distinguished order

in the church to which I feel at all times disposed, from in-

clination not less than duty, to pay the utmost deference and
respect. This last consideration however, upon reflection,

seemed to render it the more necessary that 1 should under-
take the unpleasing task in which I have been engaged
throughout the latter part of this Number. I had already

^riven to the public, in a former edition of this work, those

remarks on the history and book of Job, which are contained

in the former part of the Number. I had upon grounds
which appeared to me satisfactory, maintained the antiquity

both of the book and of its subject : and from this had de-

rived an argument in favour of (he antiquity and wide extent
of the sacrificial rite. I had also, proceeding in a way di-

rectl}^ opposite to that which the Bishop has in his preface

described himself to have pursued, spared neither pains nor
time to acquire the best information, aud from the best inter-

preters, before I presumed to offer my ideas to the public.

iSoon after I had done so, the Bishop's work appeared, car-

ryijig with it the authority of his station, and by a single

dictum, levelling the whole of my laborious structure in the
dust. That my observations were not thought worthy of

notke by liis Lordship, could not cause even to the feelings

of an author much uneasiness ; as the worlds of tlic most
learned and celebrated Commentators on Job Avere left not
only unnoticed, but confessedly unperused. WJiat remained
under these circumstances to be done ? Silence might be con-

strued into an admission, that what I had before advanced,
had been unadvisedly offered, and could not be maintained

:

and on the other hand, in treating of the Bishop's perform-
ance, justice required that I should speak of it in terms re-

mote from those of commendation. Executed with a haste

Ihat nothing can excuse, abounding witii errors both of rea-

soning and interpretation, presuming upon slight and fancied

• If any were requisite on a point so perfectly untenable, the observations
in the first part of this Number vould abundantly supply it
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theories to new monld the * original text, and withal setting

the seal of E}Discopal authority to the entire con2;eries of pre-

cipitancies, mistakes, and mutilations—a due regard to my

* Bishop Stock prides himself on a list of conjectural alterations of tlie

Hebrew text, contained in an Appendix to his uanslation :—by which if

appears, as he pronounces, that there are tnore than sixty places in .lob, in

which the text lias been corrupted. By much the g-i-eater number ui these
alterations is prop(>sed upon ilie reading of a single MS. or of a couple at the
most ; ind what deserves yet more to be remarked is, that fur not fewer
than tiventj^ -three, no authority of any MS. or version whatever is pretended,
but the name of Stock alone is annexed, as a stiflficient justification ! To
tliis, it must be remembered, that we are to add tlie rejection of tlie two
last verses of the Book upon the same unsupported dictum.—These, one
would think, are tolerable exercises of the conjectural faculty, and yet
strange to say, they are far exceeded by one whicii yet remains to be no-
ticed : and which will be found contained in the notes on ch. xli. 11, 12.

*' 1 am strongly of opinion, that in the original of tliis fine poem, the
speech attributed to God ended here," (viz. end of verse 12.) " not only
because it forms a luller and more dignified conclusion than that which now
closes the chapter ; but because it assigns a satisfactory answer to the
question. With what view was this laboured description introduced, of the
two formidable works of the Creator, the river-horse, and the crocodile i*

Answer that question j ourselves, saith the Almighty; if ye shrink with
terror before my works, how will ye dare to set yourselves in array against

their Maker ?—But to whom then shall we ascribe the Appendix contained
in the last two and twenty verses of the forty-first chapter ? Either t« the
author himself of the poem, who, in his secondy but not better thoughts,
conceived he might add something valuable to his picture of the crocodile ;

or, which is more likely, to some sucreediug genius, impatient to lengthen
out by his inventive poivers rjhat had justly obtained possession oj the ptibiic

esteem.—After enclosing therefore in brackets a superletation that might
well have been spared, we v.'ill go on, however, to give light to it.—Observe
how the Appendix is ushered in ; [12. I ivill not be silent, &.c.] Is tl»is lan-

guage for the Omnipotent .•' Is it at all suitable to the grandeur of concep-
tion manifested in the rest of the poem ? the thread is too visible byivhich the

purple patch, of more show than utility, is fastened on '*

Here indeed is critical amputation with a vengeance. And here we have
a large portion of the original at one stroke scored off, and rejected as a
*' snperfttation,'" (so his Lordship is pleased to call it,) exactly in the same
manner as we find the history of the birth of Christ, in the beginning oi

Matthew and Luke scored off, as a superfctation, by the Editors of the
Unitarian A''civ Testament.—Heath had indeed transposed the first 14
verses of the xlth chapter, and inserted them between the 6th and Tth
verses of the xliid. For this too he had assigned a reason not deficient in

plausibility. But to reject altogether an entire portion of the book, and this

\ipon the merely fanciful and figurative ground of a '* thread too visible,'*

and a " purple patch,** has been reserved for a Bishop of the Established

Church.
Having adverted to the subject of cojjectural emendation of the sacred

tcxty I cannot but enter my protest most decidedly against the spirit which
has of late years so mischievously infected the translators of the books of

scripture in that particular respect. The Bishop of Killalla unfortunately

has had no small degree of countenance in such practices. By others, and
those too critics of no small repute, this spirit has been too much indulged.

The late Bishop of St. Asaph has well observed, that considering the mat-
ter only as a problem in the doctrine of chances, the odds are always infi-

nitely against conjecture. (Iforaley's Ilosea, pref. p. xxxiv.)—The conse-

quences growing out of the habit of altering the original Hebrew accord-
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own credit, but infinitely more, a due regard to the cause of

truth, demanded that such a work should not be allowed to

pass upon the world, as a faithful exposition of a part of sa-

cred writ. In my observations upon the individual defects

of this work, I have not thought it necessary to travel beyond
the course which the Bishop's remarks upon the date of Job
unavoidably prescribed. But I cannot dismiss the subject

finally, without saying, that in my opinion, the necessity for

a new English version of the Book of Job, (if any be sup-

posed previously to have existed) has in no particular been

diminished by that which has been given to the world by the

Bishop of Killalla.*

As a matter of curiosity, and as supplying some relief from

the taedium controversice, I annex a short account of the his-

tory of Job, as it has been handed down amongst the Ara-
bians.

Job, or Aiub, (as he is called in Arabic, agreeably to the

Hebrew^ name, 2VN,) is reported by some of their historians

to have been descended from Ishmael ; it being held, that

from Isaac, through Jacob, all the prophets had sprung, ex-

cepting three. Job, Jethro, (the father-in-law of Moses, call-

ed by the Arabians, Schoaib,) and Mahomet ; which three

had come of the line of Ishmael, and were Arabians. By
others, his descent is traced from Isaac, through Esau, from

whom he was the third, or at most the fourth, in succession.

And in the history given by Khendemir, who distinguishes

him by the title of the Patient, it is stated, that by his mo-
ther's side, he was descended from Lot :—that he had been

iug to conjecture, must be, that we shall cease altogether to possess s^

standard text, and that for tlie ii^crd of God, wc shaU ultimately have only

the ixord of man. Bishop Pocock jusily observes upon tliis practice, that
*' every one, for introducing any where such a meaning as i)leased him
best, might alter the words as he pleased, of which there would be no end ;

and it would be a matter of very ill consequence indeed. We must, (he
adds) fit our meaning to the words, and not the words to our meaning."
{Pocock' s Worksy vol. ii. p. 493.)—Tliat the MSS. and ancient versions

are not to be called in, to assist in rcctilying the Hebrew text, where confu-

sion has manifestly arisen, I am very far indeed from contending : but that,

what is properly called conjectnre, should be permitted to interfere, and now
especially, after the immense labours of Kennicot and l)e Jiossiy in their

collation of the various copies of the Hebrew, is, I think, wholly inadmissi-

ble. This is not the place to enlarge upon such a subject. I would strong-

ly recommend to the perusal of the reader, the judicious observations of
Bishop Horsley, in his pi'cface, as before referred to, and at p. xxxix. See
also J}ofhii (Jpusculut p. 135—157.

* His Lordship has, since the publication of the second edition of this

work, been advanced to the See of JVatcrford. To avoid confusion, how-
ever, 1 have continued to designate him by the title under whicli he 'vi

knoyyn to the public as the transiatQr of Job.
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commissioned by God to preach the faith to a people of Sy-

ria :—that although no more than three had been converted

by his preaching, he was notwithstanding rewarded for his

zeal by immense possessions ;—that his wealth and prosperi-

ty excited the envy of the Devil ; who, presenting himself

before God, charged Job with motives of self-interest in his

religious obedience, and asserted that if the Almighty would
deprive him of his substance, his boasted allegiance would not

hold out for a single day :—that the Devil obtained permis-

sion to strip him of his wealth, but that Job's fidelity remain-

ed unshaken :—that having received still further permission

to afflict him in his person, the Devil infused by a pestilential

breath such infection, as to render Job's entire body one pu-

trid ulcer, and of a nature so oflfensive, as to repel from him
every attendant, and to force the inhabitants to drive hint

out of the city, into a remote and solitary place, w4uther his

Avife carried every day what was necessary for his subsist-

ence :—that the Devil constantly stole from her whatever

she had provided for this purpose ; and that having reduced

her to such a condition, that she had nothing remaining for

her husband's relief, he appeared to her in the form of a

bald old woman, and offered, upon condition of her giving

two tresses of hair that hung upon her neck, to furnish her

every day with what she might require for her husband's sub-

sistence :—that Job's wife having agreed to the proposal, and
parted with the tresses, the Devil produced the hair to Job,

affirming that it had been cut from his wife's head when
caught in the act of matrimonial unfaithfulness :—that Job,

enraged against his wife, was led to swear, that if he reco-

vered his health, he would most severely punish her for

her offence :—that the Devil having thus got the better of

Job's patience, transformed himself to an angel of light, and
published to the people of the surrounding country, that Job
had forfeited the favour of God, and that they should n©

longer permit him to abide among them : that Job, being in-

formed of what had passed, had recourse to God by prayer,

who in a moment put an end to all his sufferings ; for that the

Angel Gabriel descended to the place where he was, and

striking the earth with his foot, caused a fountain of the

purest water to spring up, wherein Job having washed his

body, and drank of it, was suddenly and perfectly restored

to health :—and that after this, God multiplied his riches in

3uch a manner, that, to express the abundance of it, the

Arabian authors say, that a shower of gold fell upon him.

See D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orient, torn. i. pp. 7.5, 76, 432, 458.

also Sale's Kormh vol. ii. p. 162. in which latter place ih*^

story is given with some minute variations.
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The reader will of course consider these fables as intro=

duced here principally for his amusement. One fact how-

ever, tJiey unequivocally speak ; the belief of the Arabians,

that there was in reality such a person as Job, who lived in

the patriarchal age, and was distinguished above all men by
his sufferings and his patience. The reverence for the name
of Job, has been in truth from the earliest times, and to this

day continues to be, through all Arabia, extremely great : so

that many of the noblest families among the Arabians have
gloried in being descended from that patriarch. The
famous dynasty of the great Saladin have been known by
the name of Aiouhites, or Jobites : their illustrious founder

being called by the name of Job.— D^Herb. Bib. Orient.

torn. i. p. 76.—The reverence for this name has, I am sorry

to say, been carried still farther amongst Christians: the wor-

ship of Job being (as Broughton tells us) of great antiquity

both amongst the Greek and Latin Churches ; the Greeks
having chosen the 6th of May for celebrating the festival of

SAir^T Job, and the Latins keeping it on the 10th.

—

Diction,

of all Relig. vol. i. p. 538.

No. LX. ON GROTIUS'S STRANGE MISCONCEPTION OF
THE NATURE OF ABEl's SACRIFICE.

Page 43. (o)—Grotius, followed by Le Clerc, interprets the

words in Gen. iv. 4. which we translate the firstlings, as sig-

nifying the best, and finest; and will have this to relate oniy

to the ivooly which is known to have been offered to the gods

in later times. That also which we render the fat thereof, he

considers to mean no more than the milk, and appeals to the

Seventy, who in numerous instances have certainly translated

the word ^Sn, here used, by yxXx.

But first, as to a'-ii23, it cannot be denied, that, in relation

to man or beast, it is never found in any part of the bible, in

any other sense than that oi first-bo7ii. So appropriate is

this meaning, that "^oa is used absolutely to express pri-

mogeniture, and the right resulting from it, as in Gen. xxv.

31, 32, 33, 34. and xliii. 33. It is indeed applied to first-

fruits, or t'vvMi^ first ripe, but this evidently refers to its radi-

cal signification o( first-born : nor can any instance be addu-

ced of the application of the term in the figurative sense of

finest and best, contended for by Grot ins, unless such a signifi-

cation be tacitly supposed lo attach in all cases to the idea of

ihe first, or earliest, in its kind. He has indeed referred us to

the expression mrD nD3 in Job xviii. 13. to the use of the

word LDmD2, applied to the fruit of the fig-tree; and to the

force of the term yJ2y employed to denominate the specie?
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(yf camel, distinguished for its swiftness. But none of these!

instances can bear him out.

The first, wliich he would arbitrarily render, *' morbus
maxime lethalisy'^ is no more than the first-born of Deaths
a strong poetical expression ; for the more particular meaning
of which see Parkhurst on the word, and Chappelow on Job
xviii. 13. The second, which, he says, implies " ficuS

maximefmet ifer(P,^^ is an expression peculiarly unfortunate,

as the word in this application is used to denote that species

of fig, which is early ripe: insomuch that at this day the

word ^ Boccore ^i^^) signifies, in the Levant, the early fig,
as Shaw states in his travels, p. 370. fol. As to the third

instance, the reason of applying this term to the fleetest spe-

cies of camel, is not the general idea of distinction and superi-

ority, but the peculiar quality o( swiftness : the idea of ce?en7^

and prevention being most appositely conveyed by a term,

whose radical signification implied the firsts or earliest. In

this sense the word is explained in the kindred dialects, of the

Syriac, and (particularly) the Arabic : for which see Schindler

and Castel. Indeed, no lexicon whatever, so far as I can dis-

cover, supports Grotius in the general signification which he
attributes to the world. But all concur, in giving to it the

meaning of the earliest, orfirst producedj or some other flow-

ing from, and connected with, these.

Again, with respect to the word 3^n, although it is undoubt-

edly used in several places to signify milk, as well as/a/, yet,

as Heidegger remarks, {Hist. Patr<. Exercit. v. § 20. tom. i.)

there is not a single passage in scripture, in which it is applied

in that sense, when sacrifice is spoken of, and the offering

is said to be ^SriD.

But moreover, as to Grolius's notion, that the woo? andmilk
were the parts of the animal, which alone were offered by Abel
on this occasion, it is notorious, that neither one nor the other

is ever mentioned in scripture, as an offering to the Deity,

unless this single passage be supposed to supply an instance.

Kennicot also contends, in opposition to Grotius, that the

strict analogy of translation will not admit the possibility of

his construction of this passage of Genesis. For if, says he,

" it be allowed by all, that Cain's bringins; of the fruit of
the ground, means his bringing thefruit of the ground, then

Abel's bringing of the firsilinQrs of hisflock, must likewise

mean his bringing the firstlings of hisflock,'' the exact same-

ness in the ori2;iiial phrase requiring an exact similarity in the

translation. (IVo Dissert, pp. 19*2, 193.) The passage in-

* See LoKth's Zmi. xxviii, 4. Blay7iey\ Jer. xxiv. 2. and J^ev.'comt's Ho9~

a. la
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deed needs but to be read, to prove the whimsical conceit of

this comment of Grotius. Not one word is said of rvool, or

that can lead the mind to it by any conceivable reference: but
yet, because he is determined not to allow the sacrifice of
Abel to have been an oblation of the animal itself; and there
being no part of it that could be offered, without slaying the
animal, except the wool and the milk ; he is therefore led to

pronounce, that in the offering of these the sacrifice consisted.

Nothing, in truth, can be more strangely chimerical, than
the whole of Grotius's observations on this part of scripture.

His criticisms on the words HDixn nso, furnishes another
extraordinary specimen. By these words, he says, nothing
more is meant, than what the Heathens in later times under-
stood by their Sagmeny which was a sort of turf, cut out of
sacred ground, and carried sometimes in the hand of a Roman
ambassador. On this Heidegger is compelled to exclaim

—

" Sc-Epe vir, cetera magnus, ex paginis ritibus talia, obtorto

collo, ad explicationem rerum sacrarum rapit
;
quae, si propiuE

intueare, nee coelura nee terram attingunt," {Exercit. v. §.

19.) But to return.—
With respect to the word jn^^n, it may be right to remark,

that instead of, the fat thereof, (which is ambiguous) it may
with more propriety be rendered, thefat of them, meaning
thereby, the fattest or best among the firstlhigs. It is well

known, that the word 3Sn, is often used for the best of its

kind. Thus nton aSn, is ihe finest o( the wheat, Ps. Ixxxi. 16.

cxlvii. 14. And ihe fat of the oil, the foA of tlie wine, stand

for the best of the oil and wine, and have been so translated,*

Numb, xviii. 12. It is the more necessary to make this dis-

tinction, lest the particular mention of the fat might lead to

the supposition that the sacrifice was a peace-offering, the

fat of which was consumed upon the altar, and the flesh eaten
by the priests and the person at whose charge the offering was
made. This was clearly an offering of a later date. The
use of animal food was not as yet permitted. And the sacri-

fice seems to have been an hotocausf, the whole of which was
consumed upon the altar. That the sacrifice was of this

kind many arguments concur to render probable. ("See p.
tl77 of this work, also Shuck. Connex. vol. i. p. 81.) But
it is placed beyond the possibility of doubt, if it be admitted
with the authorities and reasons adduced in p. 310, 311. of

this work, that the sign of the divine acceptance of Abel's

sacrifice was tJie consumption of it by fire from heaven. Por-

phery, in his 2d book, De Abstin, Anim. considers this a suf-

• See Chrysost. Jtin. VataL.Q\so Jen. Jsv,. Aiitiq.yol. i. p. 149. and JTern.

Tw» Diss. pp. 193, 194.
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ficient reason to pronounce the offering of Abel to have been

an holocaustf and compares it with that of Solomon described

in 2 Chr. viii. 1 . where it is said, that when Solomon had made
an end of prayings thefire came downfrom heaven, and con-

sumed the burnt'offering, (or holocaust) and the sacrifices.

No. LXI. ox THE DIFFERENCE IN THE DIVINE RECEP*
TION OF THE SACRIFICES OF CAIN AND ABEL.

Page 43. (^p)—To those who reject the divine institution

of sacrifice, this has always proved a stumbling-block ; and to

remove the difficulty, various solutions have been elaborately,

but unsuccessfully devised. The difference in the treatment

of the two brothers had been accounted for by ancient com-

mentators, from the different mode of division of their several

oblations, as if Cain's fault had consisted in not giving to God
the best parts, or the proper parts of the sacrifice. This un-

intelligible notion, which an early enemy of revelation, Julian,

failed not to urge against Christians, took its rise from the

Septuagint translation of Gen. iv. 7. OvKyixvc^S^iTr^oTeveyxiji,

e^eeti «5V f«j J'/fAv?, zf^x^rti ;

—

If you should rightly offer, but yet

not rightly divide, would you not sin.''

Others have held, that the difference arose from this, that

whilst Abel brought of^ ihefirstlings o( his flock, Cain did not

in like manner bring of the first or best of his fruits. This

idea, for which there appears no farther foundation in the ori-

ginal, than that it is simply stated that Cain brought of the

fruits, originated with Philo, (as may be seen in p. 164.

of this work,) and has had the support of several Christian

commentators. See Cyril, cord. Julian, lib. x. p. 349. ed.

Spanh. Lips, and Pol. Synop. in Gen. iv. 3. Hallet also, in

his note (s) on Hebr. xi. 4. concurs in this idea, and at the

same time adds, that Abel's faith caused him to select the

choicest for sacrifice. Primate Newcome, in his new version,

seems to adopt the same notion, explaining the more excellent

sacrifice in Hebr. xi. 4. as " consisting of more choice and
valvable offerings."

Again, the reason of the difference assigned by Josephus

(Antiq. Jud. lib. i. c. 3.) is, that " God was more pleased with

the spontaneous productions of nature, than with an offering

extorted from the earth by the ingenuity and force of man.**

This strange conceit has been confined to Josephus, and the

Rabbins, from w^hom Havercamp aflirms, and Cunseus and

Heidegger fully prove, it was derived by this author—see

Krebs. Observ. in Nov. Test. p. 3ft3.

Another reason assigned is the difference of moral charac-

ter. But the history clearly connects the fact of the accept-
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ance of the one and the rejection of the other, with the nature

and circumstances of the respective oblations.

Again, it is said, that Cain's entertaining a design against

his brother's life, laid the foundation for the diflerence of
treatment. But this intention against his brother's life, is ex-

pressly affirmed to have been the consequence of the prefer-

ence given to his brother's offering.

Dr, Priestley has observed,^ {Theol. Rep. vol. i. p. 195.)
that '^ the actions of both the brothers" (in the offerings

made by them of the flock and of the fruits) " seems to have
been of the same nature, and to have had exactly the same
meaning." In this I entirely agree with him. Viewed in

the light of reason merely, the distinction made between them
by the Deity is utterly unaccountable. Sacrifices being con-

sidered as gifts f or rh federal rites, or as si/mbolical actions

expressing the dispositions and sentiment of the offerer, or in

any way that human invention can be conceived to have de-

vised them ; the actions of the two brothers appear to stand

precisely on the same ground, each bringing an offering of

that which he respectively possessed, and each thus manifest-

ing his acknowledgment and worship of the great author of

his possessions.

But what do I infer from this ? That reason cannot untie

the knot : and that to revelation consequently we must look

for the solution. Here the difficulty vanishes, and all appears

connected and satisfactory, as 1 trust is shown in the account
given of this matter in the second of these Discourses—see

p, 43, 44.

* This essay of Dr. Priestley's, in which (as it has been stated in p. 267 of
this volume) he has laboured to disprove the divine institution of sacrifices,

and to establish their mere human invention as springing from anihropomor-
phitical notions of the Deity, it may be curious to compare vith his latest

observations on this subject in his JVotts, &c. on Gen. iv. 3. There, in treat-

ing of the offerings of Cain and Abel, he expressly asserts his belief in the
divine origin of sacrifices. *' On the whole (he says) it seems most proba-
ble, that men were instructed by the Divine Bting'himself in this mode of
worship," (sacrifice,) •* as well as tauglit many other things that were ne-r

cessary to their subsistence and comfort."
This observation, together with those which have been already referred

to, (p. 273, 274. of this vol.) cannot be read without wonder, when it is con-
sidered, that the author of them had spent a life, in the continued endea-
vour to refute the assertions which they contain. This, however, after all,

but shows the vast difference there is between the disputant and the in-

quirer. Tfhc wonder is easily removed by the view already taken of this

matter in p. 275 of this volume. And, upon the whole, there seems good
reason .to think, that had Dr. Priestley been permitted, for a longer pciiod,

to enjoy^that freedom from angry polemics, wliich was indulged to the few
conckjdTng years of his life, he would have grown into a juste'r arquaintance
with*\any of the vit.al truths of Scripture, and wovild have retracted many
of those noxious opinions wiiich he had so long and so assiduously toiled to
vfisscminate
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. The words of Cloltenburg on this subject deserve to be
noticed: " Etsi diversa? oblationi videatiir occasioiiem prte-

buisse diversum vitae institutum, ipsi tamen diversitati obla-

tionis hoc videtur subesse, quod Abel pecudum oblatioiie

crueiita ante omnia curavit, ro ixas-ij^toy ^ix tjj? 7riTe(u<; tv ra cttfA^xriy

projntiationem per Jidem in san^uiney quo necorfsario puri-

ficanda erant dona Deo oblata, lieb. ix. *J2, *2'3.—Cainus au-

tem oblatione sola Eucharistica de fructu terree defungens,
supine neglexerit sacrificium /A«5-/>cov, ut eo nomine Deo dis-

plicuerit, neque potuerit, obtinere JustiticB Dei, qud ex fide
est, testimonium, quod non perhibebat Deus, negleclo istoc

externo sjmbolo supplicationis ex fide pro remissione pecca-
torum obtinenda. Q,uemadmodum ergo, in cultu spiiiluali,

publicanus supplicans cum peccatorum tlc(jLaXcyv>TUy descendit
in domum suam justificatus prse pharisseo, cum gratiarum ac-

tione, Deo vovente decimas omnium quee possidebat, Luc.
xviii, 1*2.—sic censemus hac parte potiorem fuisse Abelis ob-
lalionem prse oblatione Caini, quod ipse supplicationem suam
pro impetranda peccatorum remissione testatus sit, per sa-

crificii propitiatorii cruentam oblationem, cum alter dona sua
eucharis ico ritu offerret, xa^iq cttfJLotro^vTtooi.'* Sacrif, Patri-
arch. Schola. p. 15. On the subject of this Number see

Kennic, Two Dissert, p. •225—23*3. and Barrington's 31isc,

Sacr. p. 69—71.

No. LXII. ON THE TRUE MEANING OF THE PHRASE,
IIAEIONA ©YSIAN, ATTRIBUTED TO THE SACRIFICE OF
ABEL.

Page 43. (ry)—Dr. Kennicot's criticism on this passage
combined with Gen. iv. 4. is too remarkable to be passed over
in silence. The words, ttXsiovcc ^va-iccv, he contends, should be
rendered a sacrifice greater, or more, in reference to number,
rather than to value: for that, although ttoXv^ m the positive

sense does sometimes signify excellens, prcestans, yet in the

other degrees of comparison it is never so used ; but that

TrXnuM has constantly the signification of plus, amplior, copi'

osior, ov nnmerosior : and for this he refers to the several

lexicons of Budaeus, Constantine, Gesner, Hederic, Leigh,
Scapula and Stephens: and from Stephens's Concordance
he says it appears, that TrXetinfv has not the sense of proistan-

tior, through the whole of the New Testament. The idea

of number, he says, necessarily strikes us ; and therefore

WicklifFe's, which reads a much more sacrifice, he aflSrmS

to be a just translation ; and that Queen Elizabeth's version
was right, in preserving the force of this by rendering the
words, a greater sacrifice.
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In conformity witli these observations he suggests an inter-

pretation of Gen. iv. 4. which, I apprehend, is peculiar to

himself: namely, that Cain brought a single offering, of the
fruits of the ground ; and Abel a double oblation, consisting

likewise of the fruits, and of an animal sacrifice besides. His
principal argument in support of this novel idea, is derived
from the use of the word JVIincha in this place ; the meaning
of which, he says, is fixed precisely in Levit. ii. 1. and con-
fined to an unbloody oblation, viz. a meat-offering ; or, as

we generally appropriate the word meat to jiesh, more pro-

perly a bread-offering. This term, he argues, being here
applied to Abel's oblation, and being totally inapplicable to

the animal sacrifice which he is expressly said to have offer-

ed, it follows, that he must likewise have made an offerins; of
the fruit of the ground, such as Cain had brought. And tiiis,

he contends, the very turn of expression in the original

strongly indicates : for that, in strictness, the passage should

be rendered, " Cain brought of the fruit of the ground, a
Mincha to Jehovah—and Abel brought (the same), he also

(brought) of the firstlings," &c. for that in the words, Kin Oi
N'3n S:3m, the particle tDJi cannot be joined to the verb immedi-
ately preceding from the nature of the position, and its con-
nexion with a second nominative case—and that, a2;reeably

to this, the Seventy have rendered the clause, Kxi A^ex tmyKt,

This criticism of Dr. Kennicot seems, however, unworthy
of so great a name ; for even admitting, that the particle aj is

to be connected, not with the preceding verb, but with the

second nominative case, the inference drawn by Dr. Kennicot
will by no means follow ; there being no form of expression

more familiar to the Hebrew, than the emphatic repetition of

the person spoken of, with this particle a: adjoined. To
adduce instances of this were idle, as it is one of the most
common idioms of the language. Whoever wishes for exam-
ples, however, may find them in sufficient plenty, in Nold,
Concord. Partk. Ebr. pp. 201, 202. Now, in this applica-

tion of the particle, it is manifest, that the whole of Dr. Ken-
nicot's construction falls to the ground. Again, admitting the

particle to be used in the additive sense, also, as Dr. Kenni-
cot's view of the passage requires, yet will not this justify hi*

translation ; since, being necessarily connected with the se-

cond nominative case by this a\ riter's own admission, it can
only mean, that Abel also, as well as Cain, brought an offer-

ing ; whereas, according to Dr. Kennicot, it must signify, that

he brought, also o/the lirstlings, ike. i. e. he brought not only
what Cain had brought, but hesideSf or in addition to that, of
the firstlings of his flock ; to make out which translation, the
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word also must be connected, not with the second nominative

case Kin, or etvrosy but with the following words, nn33D, or

(tTTd rav ir^uTOTOKuv, from which it is entirely disjoined by the

interveninc: pronoun. Thus Dr. Kennicot becomes incon-

sistent with himself, having first contended for the immediate
conjunction of the particle with the second nominative case,

and having then applied it in such a sense as to require its

conjunction, not with this nominative case, but with another
part of the sentence.

But he relies on the force of the word Mincha, which is ap-

plied only to Abel's offering : the Lord being said to have had
respect to Abel and to his m inch a. It is then of importance
to ascertain the true meaning of this word ; and the more so,

"because if this writer's sense of the term be admitted, and at

the same time his theory of the double oblation be rejected,

the necessary inference is, that no animal was slain by Abel,
but that the offering must have been of the unbloody kind, and
consequently that it was, as Grotius has contended, merely an
offering of the milk and wool of his flock.

Now, it is in the first place to be remarked, that he explains

the word Mincha, as applied to the offerings of Cain and Abel,

by the exact definition of it, as we find it specifically used
under the law, where it appears to be confined to offerings of
the unbloody kind. (See Tw'O Z>isserf. p. 188— 192.) But
if Dr. Kennicot be right in explaining the Mincha in all cases

by the strictness of the Levitical definition, then it necessa-

rily follows, that Cain did not merely bring an offering of the

fruits of the groimd, but that he brought the very kind of

meat-offering, or Mincha, appointed in the ii. ch. of Levit.

where, as Kennicot emphatically observes, the description of
the meat-offering concludes with these words, Nin nnJD, this
IS A MINCHA. Cain's offering, then, must have consisted of
** fine flour, with oil poured upon it, and frankincense placed
thereon." The exact quantities also of the flour and oil, as^

prescribed in the law, must have been employed. This the
force of Kennicot's argument indispensably requires. For he
contends, that the very definition of the Mincha, as given in

Leviticus, " determines the sense of the word absolutely in

the five books of Moses : for that wherever the inspired author
mentions the word Mincha, as a sacrificial term, he must cer-

tainly use it in the same sense ; the same, which had been
settled upon it by God himself, before Genesis was composed."
Now, it is certain, that wherever the mincha, properly so

called, is spoken of under the law, it must be understood in

the sense expressly given to it by the law; and in this refer-

ence it is, that Buxtorf, Leland, Outram, and Jos. Mede,
(whom Kennicot quotes in justification of his opinion) seem to
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have spoken of the Mincha. But surely, when applied to

oblations antecedent to the law, the term is not necessarily to

be taken in that restrained sense, to which its general signifi-

cation was limited, in later times, by those appropriate circum-
stances attached to it by the legal institution. It is undoubt-
edly true, as Gussetius, who is referred to by Kennicot,
remarks, that a Mincha presented to God signifies an un-

bloody oblation. But when he says, that it always does so,

and that " there is not one instance of its being used for an
animal oblation throughout the Bible," {Comment. Ling, Ebr.
p. 47^^.) he, in the first place, begs the question respecting

the sacrifice of Abel, which is expressly called a Mincha:
secondly, he forgets, that every other instance of its sacrificial

application, is an instance of the use of the term under the law,

by which its original meaning had been narrowed : and lastly,

both he and Kennicot materially err in point of fact, the word
Mincha being frequently employed even under the law, to

denote animal sacrifices^ as well as the bread or flour-offer-

ings. Thus in 1 Kings xviii. 29, 36. 2 Kings iii. 20. and
Ezra ix. 4,5, we find the morning and evening sacrifices,

which beside a bread-offering and drinkroffering, included also

the offering of a lamb, described by the general appellation of

Mincha. In Judg. vi. 18. the same term is applied to the

offering of a kid with unleavened cakes. And in 1 Sam. ii.

17. and Mai. i. 13, 14. it is used in relation to animal sacrifice,

in a manner the most explicit and unqualified. So that,

although, as Rosenmuller on Levit. ii. 1. affirms, this word be
applied yer eminentiam to the oblation of Corn, yet even
under the law we find its more general signification force its

way.
This proves decisively the weakness of Dr. Kennicot's ar-

gument, derived from the supposition that the words &<in nn:E3

(Lev. ii. 6.) are to be understood in the sense, this is a

MINCHA, i.e. as marking the precise meaning of the term,

wherever it occurred in a sacrificial relation. Indeed the

circumstance of the various kinds of bread-offerings com-
prehended under the term Mincha, which Kennicot himself

admits to have existed, (p. 190— 192.) and of which there

were not fewer than five, proves that this passage could not

have been intended here as confining the term to the speci-

fic oblation to which it refers; and that it could only mean,

that this oblation was one of those, which might be included

under the term Mincha. Yatablus renders the words, ** ilfw-

nus est: i. e. tale est munus cjuod offerri debet Deo." See
also Fagins, Vatablus, Castalio, on Exod. xxx. 9.

It is certaiji that the true and original signification of the

word, is that of an offering presented to a superior. Thus
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we find it in Gen. xxxii. 20. and xliii. 11, 15. in which places

it is used for the purpose of appeasing : again, in 2 Chr.
xxxii. 23. and Ps. Ixxii. 10. where it is applied to offerings

brought by strangers to the temple at Jerusalem : and also

in 1 Kings x. 2.5. 2 Chr. ix. 24. 2 Kings viii. 8, 9. where it is

used to denote the gifts sent to earthly princes. The word
appears to be derived from an Arabic verb signifying donavlt:
see Rosenm. and Le Qlerc on Lev. ii. 1. and SchlndL Lexic.
Pentag, Parkhurst derives it from the Hebrew verb n:, qui-

evit, posuit, and Calasio from nnj, dtixit, without however
making any change in the signification. From this it follows,

that all sacrificial offerings, whether bloody or unbloody,
must fall under the general denomination, Mincha, That it

is taken in this large sense by all Lexicographers, Le Clerc
(on Lev. ii. 1.) positively asserts. See also Castelly and es-

pecially Parkhnrsty on the word.
Drusius (on Heb. xi. 4.) aflirms, that it is of greater extent

than is commonly admitted. Ainsworth observes (on Lev*
ii. 1.) that it " was generally d^ny solemn gift or present to

God, or man : in special, a present or sacrifice unto God

:

more specially, an offering of the fruits of the earth.'' Sykes
also, {Essay, &c. p. 17.) uses the word in the same general
sense, whilst he admits, that " later use has pretty much con-
fined it to oblations of flour or meal."
How little reason then Dr. Kennicot had for introducing

so novel and dangerous a criticism, is, I trust, upon the whole,
sufficiently evident. How inconsistent also it is with the
ideas of sacrifice, which he holds, in common with the doc-
trine maintained in these discourses, will appear, when it is

considered, that if in the case of Abel's oblation, the word
Mincha be supposed to relate, not to the sacrifice of the ani-

mal, but solely to an offering of the fruits with which it was
accompanied, it must follow, since God is said to have had
respect for his Mincha, that it was not the animal sacrifice,

but the offering of the fruits, which conciliated the divine re-

gard. And thus the theory, which pronounces the animal
sacrifice to have been originally enjoined, as a type of the
great sacrifice of Christ ; and which ascribes to this, as the
instituted expression of the true faith, the superiority of
Abel's offering over that of Cain, is at once overturned. And
yet to this very theory it is, that Dr. Kennicot, in his Dis-
sertation on the Oblations of Cain and Abel, has given hia

warmest support.

Perhaps it may not be amiss here, to endeavour to fix the
true meaning and value of the sacrificial terms, py, nnJD, and
r\Ziy Corban, Mincha and Zebach; and the more particularly,

3S their relative forr^ seems not to have beea stated with,

y T
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exactness by any late writer. The first of these terms be-

ing derived from 3*ip, signifies whatever was brought to God
before the altar; whether dismissed, as the scape-goat ; dedi-

cated to the service of the Sanctuary, as the sacred vessels,

and the conductors of the sacred rites, the Levites ; or offer-

ed up, as the sacrifices properly so called, which were con-

sumed at the altar. Again, the Mlncha was an oblation,

which was of the nature of a sacrifice, being consumed at the

altar, whether it consisted of things animate or inanimate,

although, as we have seen, the Mosaic institution in a good

degree narrowed it^ application ; confining it, for the most

part, to what is called the meat-offering, or ?.s it should in

strictness be denominated the bread ov flour-offering. And
lastly, the Zebach was the oblation of an animal slain in sa-

crifice. Thus, Corban is the most general term, including

all sorts of offerings, or dedications, to God in his temple.

Mincha is the next in order, applying to those offerings

which were consumed at the altar. And Zebach is the spe-

cies infima in the scale, relating only to the animal sacrifice.

But to return to Dr. Kennicot, and the immediate subject

of this note. His remark on the word TrXeiav, that it necessa-

rily involves the idea of number, becomes now totally inap-

plicable. The idea of a double oblation in the case of Abel,^

which it was intended to support, has been shown to be en-

tirely groundless : and indeed his observations on the force

of the word tXu^ itself, seem not less so. That " the notion

of number is included in every application of the word

throughout the ?*ew Testament," is so far from being true,

that numerous passages may be cited, in which no such idea

can possibly attach to the word. Thus, in Mat. vi. 25. Is

not the soul more (TrXeiMv) than meat^—and again, xii. 47.

Behold, a greater (TrXaav) than Jonas is here. Many other

such instances may be seen in Stephanus's Greek Concor-

dance, to which Dr. Kennicot has referred in support of hia

opinion. But the true force of the word, both in the positive

and the comparative, may be best seen in Schleusner's Lexi-

con. It will thence appear, that the just value of the ex-

pression in the passage in Hebrews lias been given in the

text : a more ample, or fuller sacrifice, expressing in em-

phatlcal terms, that Avhich partook more lar(rely and essen

t ial 1 1/ of^ \he true nature and virtue of sacrifice. Vatablus

renders tJie word uberiorem.

No. LXITI. ON THE NATURE AND GROUNDS OF THE
FAITH EVIDENCED Bi' THE SACRIFICE OF ABEL.

Page 43. (r)

—

Faith (we are informed by the apostle,

Romans x, 17.) cometh bi/ hearing, and hearing btf the word
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©/ God. This account o(faith, combined with the numerous

examples exhibited in the xith ch. of Hebrews, in itlustration

of its nature, can leave us at no loss to pronounce, that Abel's

offering was in obedience to a divine revelation. For it must

be remarked, that in the several instances adduced in this

chapter, of persons actuated by this exalted principle, the

belief of something declared, and a mode of action conforma-

ble to that belief, are uniformly exhibited. In like manner,

then, as Noah, Abraham, and the rest, are represented as act-

ing in consequence of a divine command, placing an entire

reliance in the promise of him who commanded; so Abel, in

the sacrifice which he offered, must be supposed to have act**

ed under the same impression,—believing what God had pro-

mised, and therefore sacrificing as God had ordered. Indeed,

as Heidegger remarks, the divine revelation was in his case

even more necessary, than in any other of those mentioned.

The sacred writer again informs us, at the 13th verse of

the same chapter, that Abel and all the others w^hom he had
named, died in faith, (i. e. as Hallet paraphrases it, " retain-

ed their faith until their death, or the time of their leaving

the world,") not having received the promises, (not having

received the completion of them : that being reserved for

later times, as is intimated in the concluding part of the chap-

ter, and is clearly expressed in Acts xiii. 32, 33. We declare

unto you glad tidings, how that the promise which was
made unto the fathers, God hath fulfilled the same unto
us their children)—but having seen them afar off; and
were persuaded of them, and embraced them.

Now, that these promises included the prom/seo///ie Mes-
siah^ Kennicot says, is plain :

" first, because this is the
promise, peculiarly and emphatically so called throughout

scripture ; and secondly, because that the temporal promises,

respecting the land of Canaan, cannot alone, if at all, be

meant here, as the apostle speaks of all the patriarchs, whom
he had mentioned in the beginning of the chapter : and Abra-

ham, who is one of those mentioned, is expressly said to have

sojourned in the land of Promise ; whilst, on the other hand*

Abel, Enoch, and Noah, (three of the patriarchs included in

the word all,) had not received the promise of entering the

land of Canaan, So that some other promise, made in the

first ages, and frequently repeated, must be that to which the

apostle here alludes. And what promise can that be, but

the promise of a fulvre Redeemer made to Adam?"—the

promise, that the seed of the 7uoman should bruise the ser-

pent^ s head : a promise, which was to be commemorated in

the patriarchal and all succeeding sacrifices, tintil the seed

should come. Agreeably to this the Homily on Faith applies
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this xilh ch. of Hebrews, stating that holy men of old, al-

though they were not named Christian, yet exercised a Chris-

tian faith ; seeking, as we do, all the benefits of God the Fa-

ther, through the merits of his Son Jesus Christ ; and differ-

ing from us only in this, that whereas " they looked when
Christ should come, we be in the time when he is come.''^

T«o the fulfilment of this promise then, was the faith of

Abel directed ; and the enjoined manifestation of this faith,

the apostle justifies us in pronouncing to have been the kind

of sacrifice Avhich he offered ; and which, as being of the true

nature of the sacrifice required of the faithful, procured from

God that acceptance and witnessing of his offerings which
was refused to Cain. See Heideg. Hist. Pair. Exerc. iii. §
5'2. torn. i.

—

Shuchf. Connex, vol. i. pp. 86, 87.

—

Kennic.
Two Dissert, p. i:12—215. and Edwards''s Survey of the

Various Methods, pp. 99, 100. See also Witsius, (Misc.
Sac. Lib. II. Diss. ii. § 7—10.) who removes the objections

brouirht .by Spencer against the application of this chapter,

of Hebrews, here contended for ; and Jenn. Jew. Ant. vol.

i. p. 57—59. where some excellent remarks are to be found,

on the difficulty which the mention of Jephthah, in the cata^

logue of distinguished believers, might appear to create.

It must be confessed that certain commentators, among
whom are to be reckoned Grotius, Hammond, Le Clerc, Ro-
senmuller, and Primate Newcome also, if I rightly understand

him, interpret the promises alluded to in this chapter as tcin-

poral ; and are consequently reduced to the necessity of con-

fining the expression, arot ^cttreq, all these in the 13th verse,

to some of those that had been named; or of referring it to

ALL the descendants of Abraham, of whom mention had been
made in the sentence immediately preceding. Now, it is ob-

vious, as Whitby remarks, that all the descendants of Abra^
ham did not die in faith : and how, on the other hand, any par-

ticular individuals of those before named, can be selected by
an expression, which comprehends all, it is not easy to dis-

cover. And if «//, who Jiad been before named, are referred

to, (as is unavoidable,) then, as we have already seen, the

premises cannot have been temporal, there being some to

whom no temporal promises Avere made, as Abel and Enoch,
As to the difficulty arising from the declaration, that the per-

sons enumerated had DIED in faith, when it is known that

Enoch did not die, but was translated; this is easily removed
by considering, that the stress in this cbuse is not laid upon
the death of those believers, but upon their having retained

their faith through life, as is well marked in Hallefs para-
phrase, quoted in p. 379 of this work, and in the common
oisp of languge would naturally be conveyed in the words her^
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used by the aposlle. See Dnisius, in loc. who supplies seve-

ral instances of a similar latitude of expression in scripture.

Hallet, Doddridge, and Whitby, deserve to be consulted upon
this entire chapter. They furnish a complete answer to the

arguments of those who contend for a temporal promise.

I shall only add here an observation of Eisner, on the ex-

travagant eagerness, shown by two of these commentators,
Grotius and Le Clerc, in defence of the temporal solution.

Having remarked, that Le Clerc condemns Hammond for his

mystical interpretation of the cily which has foundations , as

implying an everlasting mansion in the Heavens ; and that he
approves of the idea of Grotius, that Jerusalem was the city

here intended : he exclaims, " Mira est viri illius -ra v7ro0£T£t

i'aXevovrei imprudentia: quomodo quseso exspectasse illam

urbem Abrahamus dicetur, quam post mull a demum saecula

posteris suis cessuram noverat a Deo edoctus?—quomodo
deinde Deus conditor vocabitur Hierosolymce tcrrestris .<*—
denique infra, v. 16. c(tlum esse illam urbem apparet, nam
patria ccclestis vocatur. Simplicius quoque ad Epictetum,
cap. xii. p. 77. in morte reperiri r-^v a>,r)6mv ttcct^i^x dixit, de

beatis sedibus. Observat Sacr. torn. ii. p. 367.

No. LXIV. ON THE PROBABLE TIME AND OCCASION 0J>

THE INSTITUTION OF SACRIFICE.

Page 44. (s)—The event, which, according to the princi-

ple of sacrifice maintained in the page here referred to, gave
birth to the establishment of the rite, seems obviously to de-

termine the time of its institution. The commission of sin,

and the promise of a Redeemer, being the grand objects of its

reference, no period seems more fit for its appointment, than

that, at which sin first entered, and the promise was first de-

livered: that is, the period immediately succeeding the fall.

And indeed, the manner in which the first sacrifice recorded
in scripture is introduced in the narrative, strongly indicates

the pre-existence of the rite; the words CD'D' yprz, intimating

(as Kennicot has shown in the 2d of his Two Dissertations,

p. 177—183.) a staled time for the performance of this duty:

and the whole turn of phrase marking a previous and familiar

observance. See Richie^s Peculiar Doctrines, Part II. $ 42.

vol. i. p. 138.

If, then, sacrifice be admitted to have been coeval with the

fall, every argument, which has been adduced to prove that

Abel offered sacrifices in obedience to the divine injunction,

will apply with increased force to show, that Adam must have
done the same. Scripture also supplies additional confirma-

tion, by the fact, which it relates, of the first pair having been,
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by the express command of God, clothed with the skins of

beasts. Much as some have endeavoured to depreciate the

value of this fact, it will be found, when more closely exa-

mined, to supply a strong evidence on this head. That the

beasts, whose skins were allotted for covering to our first

parents, had been slain, is natural to suppose; as it is not rea-

sonable to think that any animals had died of themselves, so

soon after their creation, and without having yet experienced

any severities of climate or situation. Now, there were no

purposes for which they could have been slain, unless those

of food, sacrifice, or covering. That they were not slain for

food, has been, it is hoped, sufficiently established in Number
LII. Neither can it be admitted, that they were elain merely
for covering; since it cannot be supposed, that Adam would,

immediately after the sentence of the divine displeasure, have
dared to kill God's creatures without his permission ; nor is it

likely, that God should order them to be slain solely for-their

skins, when man could have been supplied with sufficient

covering from the hair and wool; and when, the flesh of the

animal not being permitted for food, there must have been an

unnecessary waste of the creatures. It follows, then, that

they had been slain with a view to sacrifice. This alone sup-=

plies an adequate reason. The rvhole of the animal (if the

offering be supposed an holocaust, as there is good reason to

conclude all to have been, ^ until the Mosaic institution) would

here be devoted to the uses of religion, except the skin, which

would be employed for the purpose of clothing. And even

this might not be without its moral and religious end, as it

might serve to our first parents for a constant memorial of

their transgression ; of the death which it merited; and of the

divine mercy by which that death was withheld. It seems

also not unlikely, that from this institution was derived the

appointment in Lev. vii. (>. that the priest should have the

skin of the burnt-offering. See particularly, on the subject

of this Number, Kinnic. Two Diss. pp. 67—70. 227, 228.

and WUs. Misc. Sacr. Lib. II. Diss. ii. $ 12.—also Heideg,

Histor. Pair. Exercit. v. § 16. Delan, Rev. Exam. vol. i.

diss. viii. p. 99— 103. BarrinQrt. 3IiscclI. Sacr. vol. iii. pp.
17. 67. iihuckf. Coiinex. vol. i. b. 2. pp. 80, 81. and Patr.

and Ainsw. on Gen. iii. 21.

A translation, indeed, lias been given of the passage in

Gen. iii. 9. which subverts the entire of the argument de^

rived from tJie skins given to the first pair for clothing, by
referring the word m>' to the skin of Adam and his wife, and

reading it in this sense, *' that God made for them coats, or

• See pp. 277. 3T0, 371 of this work—also NumberXXVII.
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coverings of their skin." Cloppenburg remarks, {Sacrif.

Patriarch. Sch. p. 13.) that the word "ii;; is never to be found
in Scripture, in any other signification, than that of the hide

of an animal. Kennicot also concurs in this criticism, with

one slight and conjectural exception. But the truth is, there

are many exceptions, which these distinguished scholars must
iiave hastily overlooked. Exod. xxxiv. 30. Job x. 11. xix.

20, 26. with others which may be seen in CocceiuSy Schin-
dlevy and Calasio, and need not be enumerated, supply ex-

amples as strong as that which has been noticed by Kenni-.

cot, from Exod. xxii. 26. But, although the word is in these

several instances applied to the human skiuy yet the form
and construction of the passage before us will not admit it

here. It is here introduced absolidelij, and without any of
those connecting parts of speech which might mark its rela-

tion to the persons spoken of, whilst in the passages above
referred to, the relation is always so pointed out. On the
supposition that the human skin is here meant, the last-named
passage, viz. Exod. xxii. 26. exactly corresponds to this, the

raiment for his skin, in the one, agreeing precisely with the
coveringfor their skin, in the other. But there the word
has the preposition S, and the pronoun suffixed to it, ntjrS: in

like manner, both of these, or at least the suffixed pronoun
(n>;r) would undoubtedly have been used here, had the skin

of the persons covered been intended ; whereas the word ii;;

is introduced absolute and unconnected. See Kennic. Two
Dissert, pp. 68, 69. Accordingly the LXX, and all the an-

cient versions, except the Chaldee, have uniformly rendered
the sentence in its present received acceptation.

So little deserving of serious attention, did the translation,

which has been here discussed, appear to Dr. Lardner, that

in his Essay on the Mosaic account, &c. (Kippis's edit. vol.

xi. pp. 239, 249.) when engaged in a direct examination of
the subject, he does not condescend to notice it, at the same
time that he observes upon Le Clerc's interpretation, which
is scarcely less extraordinary : viz. that the w^ord, muriD, does
not signify coats, but tents : so that the covering provided
for Adam and his wife, were not coats, but tents, of skins.

In this, however, Le Clerc has nothing to support him but
his own ingenuity of invention. The word t^JinD, which is

exactly the Greek )c''^a>v, being never used to signify any thing

but a garment. And even if it were, it seems rather extra-

ordinary, as Kennicot remarks, that God should take care to

make a tent or habitation for the first pair in Paradise, when,
in the very next words we read of God's turning them out of
Paradise^ This, however, is not thr ojijv instance, in which
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Le Clerc has indulged an arbitrary fancy,"*^ in his commenU
on Scripture.

No. LXV. ON THE TRUE INTERPRETATION OP THE PAS-

SAGE
WITH CAIN.

Page 4.j. (/)—The plain, natural, and significant inter-

pretation, which in the pa<^e here noticed, has been given to a

part of scripture which had long exercised, but to puzzle

and perplex the Commentators, was first proposed by the

learned Lightfoot, (see his Works ^ vol. ii. pp. 1085, 1243.)

and has since been adopted by Kennicot, {Ttvo Dissert*

pp. 216, 217.) and Piikington, (Remarks, &c. p. 163.)

The use of the word nxon, SiUf for a sin-offering, is so

familiar, that it can scarcely be necessary to adduce instances

in proof of it. Examples of it may be seen in Exod. xxix,

14. XXX. 10. Levit. iv. 3,21, 24, 29. vi. 25.-2 Kings xii.

16. Ezech. xlv. 23. Hos. iv. 8. and in numerous other

passages. On this idiom, see also what has been said in p.
239—243. of this work, and in Pilkingtori's Remarks,

pp. 163, 164.

But the translation of the passage here given, receives its

strongest confirmation from the pecuhar force of the word
yin, which is connected with nxtan, and which strictly im-

plies couchhiQi, or lying down as a beast. For this, see

Schindler and Castell on the word. And indeed all the

Commentators have been obliged to admit this sense of the

phrase, even whilst they adopted a translation of the pas

«age, with which it seems but little consistent : the idea of

sin lying couched at the door, being, to say the least of it, a

bold image. Yet in this sense they have been compelled to

* Whoever wishes to be satisfied of the levity of Le Clerc's occasional
strictures on Scripture, may consult the dissertation of IFitsius, on the Au-
thor of the Paitateuch, in his JMiscellanea Sacra^ (torn, i p. 106—130.) in

which he discusses, at considerable iength and witli much force, the objec-

tions urged by Lc Clerc against the received opinion that the Pentateuch
t«ras the work of Moses. It is trtie, indeed, that Le Clerc afterwards retra-

ced his steps; and in the third dissertation of the Prolci^oonena of his com
mentary on the Old Testament, refuted the several objections which he had
himself before advanced. The rashness, however, which, upon so important
a subject, could have led to so wild a theory as this writer had set up, in

opposition to the suffrage of all antiquity, to the authority of Christ and his

Apostles, and to the plain evidence of the thing itself, is not done away with,

although its mischiefs may be mitigated, by his subsequent recantation.

Having made mention of the objections raised against the authenticity of the
five books of Moses, I think it right to direct the yotmg reader, in addition

to the disst. rtation of Witsius already noticed, to Bishop Watson's Apology
for the Bible in ansiver to PainCy and to Dr, Graves's Lectures on the Penta-
teuch.
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apply the term. See Fagius, Vatabliis, Clarhis, Dathe,

and Rosenmuller. But the word sin-offering, being substi-

tuted for sin, the Avhole difficulty is removed, and the pecu-

liar propriety of the term employed instantly appears.

There is yet another circumstance of some weight which

is remarked by Parkhurst, and is also noticed by Castalio,

Dathe, and Rosenmuller, although they have not drawn from it

the natural inference; namely, that riKDn, which is feminine,

is here connected with a word of the masculine gender, pi;
which, as Parkhurst judiciously observes, is perfectly con.

sistent, on the supposition that mxton denotes a sin-offering :

for then according to a construction common in Hebrew,
which refers the adjective not to the word, but to the thing

understood by it, the masculine p"i is here combined with

the animal, which was to be the sin-ofFering. In conformity

with this reasoning it will be found, that n^'DH, in other parts

of scripture where it is used for a sin-offering, is, though fe-

minine itself, connected with a masculine adjunct. See
Exod. xxix. 14. Lev. iv. 21, 24, v. 9. and other places

of Leviticus, where the masculine pronoun t^in is used in-

stead of the feminine t^^n. But in Gen. xviii. 20. xx. 9.

Exod. xxxii. 21, 30. and other places, where the word oc-

curs in its original signification of sin, it has constantly the

adjective connected in the feminine.
Dr. Geddes was either not aware of this peculiarity, or

did not choose to notice it, whilst he laboured so hard in his

Critical Remarks (p. 54.) to show, that there were no au-

thorities to justify the connecting mj<Dn a feminine, in its

ordinary sense of sin, with a mascnline adjunct. He has not

taken the like pains to show, that such a connexion is au-

thorized in the application of the word in the sense of sin-

offering : in which particular application it is, that this

anomalous connexion is specially contended for. He has

merely contented himself with asserting, (p. 55.) that the

rendering the w<3rd in this sense is liable to the same objec-

tions, which he has urged against its application to the sense

of sin. This he has asserted, whilst it will appear upon a

single glance, that to every objection which he has advanced,

this signification of the term supplies an immediate and satis

factory reply.

The principal difficulty attending the translation of the

verse in question, has arisen from the apparent want of con-

nexion between the concluding clause, and those which go

before. If however the context be well considered, the con-

nexion becomes clear and convincing. Of Cain, who was

filled with rage at the preference given to his brotjier Abel,

by the acceptance of his sacrifice, whilst his own was re-

Z z
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jected, Jehovah demands the reason of his anger :
*' Jf thou

do est well, (says he) ahalt thou not be accepted T or rather,

as the margiu of our bible reads, shalt thou not have the ex-

cellency, or exaltation, above thy brother, which thou con-

ceivest to belong to thy birth-right? And if thou doest not

well, a sin-offering lieth at thy very door, to make the due

reconciliation, and"^restore thee to the station which thou hast

lost by thy misconduct. So that in every way it depends

upon thyself, that thy brother shall be rendered subject vnto

thee, and that thou shall have the superiority over him.''

This meaning naturally and spontaneously flows from tJie li-

teral rendering of the passage as it stands connected. Anct

the Lord said unto Cain, wherefore art thou wroth, &c. (with

thy brother)? Is there not, if thou doest well, exaltation;

and, if thou doest not well, a ^in-offering lying at thy door?

And thus he may become subject to thee, and thou mayest

have the dominion over him. It is apprehended that this,

vrhich is an exact translation of the original, affords in the

view of the above paraphrase, a clear, consistent, and satis-

factory sense, of a part of scripture, which has hitherto

caused much trouble to interpreters.

The rendering by the LXX is so very different from this,

and from the commonly received translation, that on the first

view it would seem to have been derived from a Hebrew ori-

ginal, entirely dissimilar to that which we at present possess.

It therefore will not be unacceptable to the curious reader, to

show how the Greek translators must have considered the

text, in order to have derived from it a sense apparently so

foreign from its import. They render it thus : Otx, exv o§6^g

uvTu, Koct G-v ct^liic, dvra: or,as in some of Holmes's various read-

ings,—fTTirfo^'j uvra, y.ui c-v ccvm oc^h<;' Though you may have

rightly offered, yet if you have not rightly divided, have yon
not sinned.^ Be at rest. To you shall he submit himself

and yon shall rule over him. Now, if in the original, rM-\\ff TD'n

be construed in connexion, making n»siy the infinitive mood,

and expressing by 3'£3'n the mode, in which the action denoteci

by that infinitive was performed ; and if, in like manner, tlie

words nnaS TD"n be made to coalesce, whilst nni3 is interpretr

ed in the sense of dividing: if nxDH be considered as a verb,

and p*! also as a verb, wiih a stop preceding and folloAving it :

—the sense affixed by the Septuagint may be elicited. For

then TD'n T-M<\if may be rendered 6^6c}(; Ti-^orevtyx.i:^ i and nnaS

3"t)'n, e^6cji htXy.q. r-iNDn also may be rendered by tj^u^ts^^ and

X^^hy i)Tv^x(rav. All this however, it must be remembered, is

to be considered rather possible than natural. For although

the infinitive certainly admits such a connexion with the vert?
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ya^n, AS to imply the doing well'^ that which is expressed by
the infinitive, yet the use of the verb nxiy for offering sacri-

fice, and of nns for dividing, can scarcely be said to be autho-

rized by any passages in Scripture. Indeed that nnD should

admit Ihe sense of dividing, it ought to be written nna, unless

we suppose the word to be taken in the sense of freely shar-

ing, or imparling, (which nn3 is not incapable of expressing,)

and that thence the Greek translators felt themselves justified

in extending it to the above signification. As for ]'Di also, it

is only by a considerable latitude of figurative application

that it can be interpreted as in the Greek ; its literal meaning
being that of lying down as an animal. So that upon the

whole, the version by the LXX is rather to be defended than

approved : whilst the translation by Jerome, and still more
that by Theodotion, presents a view of the passage much
more natural as well as grammatical.

Jerome's translation runs thus, " Nonne si bene egeris,

demittetur tibi? Et si non bene egeris, ante fores peccatunl

tuum sedebit? Et ad te societas ejus: sed tu macfis domi-

nare ejus." {QiicRst. Hehr. in Genes.) And this again is thus

modified in the Roman Vulgate, " Nonne si bene egeris, re-

cipies ? Sin autem male, statim in foribus peccatum aderit?

Sed sub te erit appetitus ejus, et tu dominaberis illius." In

both of these the sense is nearly the same as that in our com-
mon English Bibles, except that the last clause is applied

by the followers of the Vulgate, not to Abel, but to the sin

just before spoken of, and is interpreted as pronouncing on
the full dominion of man over his sinful desires, and asserting

the uncontroled freedomf of his will. The Romish writers

adduce Jerome's paraphrasej on the text, as clearly proving

this to have been his view ; and also refer to the authority of

Au2;ustine, who specifically argues the point thus, " Tu do-

minaberis illius; nunquid fratris ? absit. Cujus igitur nisi

'peccali ?^'* On these authorities, together with that of the

Jerusalem Targum, the § Doway translators ground a triumph

* Of this construction, Prov. xxx. 29. Psal. xxxiii. 3. Isai. xxiii. 16.

Ezech. xxxiii. 32. and many other parts of Scripture supply instances.

\ Erasmus {/fvpnraspist Diatrib ii. sec. 96.) cites tiie passage thus :

*< Sub te erit appetitus tuus, et tu dominaberis illius :" and from this unau-

thorized reading, deduces an argument in opposition to Luther, on the free

will of man.
^ In his Questions on Genesis^ he thus explains the text :

" Quod si male
egeris, illico peccatum ante vestibulum sedebit, et tali janltore comitabe-

ris : verum, quia llberl arbitrii es, moneo ut non tibi peccatum, sed tu

peccato domineris."

§ Ernesti, in his Jnstitutio Interpretis JSTovl Testavienti, p. 79. exclaims,
" Quam multi errores orti sunt in Ecclesia ex lingux HelDraicac ignorantia !

Doctrina de ptirgatorio, pojnitentia, fide, bonis operibus, et aliae, ex Augus-
tino quidem, et yersiooe vilgatu profarri quidem, sfid xdseri ejt defendi i\oa
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over the heretical (Protestant) versions, whose object in re-

ferring the clause to Abel and not to sin, they conceive to

be that of escaping from the doctrine of free-will ; for the

possunt contra interpretem linguae Ilebraicx gnarum."—Other reasons,

however, very different from mere ij^norance of the Hebrew language, have

been assigned, for the errors in Scripture interpretation, imputable to

the advocates of the church of Rrme. Father Paul informs us, in one of

his Leittrs, (Letter 25.) that the Pope, complaining of Fra. Fulgentio,

said, *' that preaching of the Scriptures is a suspicious thing ; and that he
who keeps close to the Scriptures, will ruin the Ca'holic faith." And
again, (Letter 26.) the Pope is made to say of him, "that indeed he
made some good Sermons, but bad ones witlial : and that he insisted too

much upon Scripture ; which is a book, to which if any keep close, he
\\ill quite ruin the Catholic faith."—And indeed, that the P(-pe had reason
to complain of Fra. Fulgentio's sermons, must be admitted, when we find

from Burnet's Life of Bishop Bedell, (p. 119.) that that father, in preaching
on the words, Have ye 7iot read? took occasion to tell the auditory, that if

Christ were now to ask this question, all the answer they could make to it

would be; J\o, for they Kere not suffered to do it : and thence proceeded to

remonstrate, with the most animated zeal, against the restraint put on the
use of the Scripture by the See of Rome.

In a work, which, within a few years, has obtained the most distinguished
mark of approbation, from the highest learned society of a nation holding
communion with the Church of Rome, we meet with a detailed statement of
those causes, which have disqualified the votaries of that Church for the
task of Scripture interpretation. After an enumeration of the advantages,
derived to the literature and civilization of Christendom, i'rom religious hou-
ses, as depositaries of the remains of ancient learning, the author thus pro-
ceeds.—" If the Churchmen persevered in this manner the faint tradition of
knowledge, it must, at the same time, be acknowledged, that in their hands
it more than once became dangerous, and was converted by its guardians to

pernicious purposes. The domination of Rome, built upon a scaffolding of
false historical proofs, had need of the assistance of those faithful auxilia-

ries, to employ on the one side their half knowledge to fascinate men's eyes,
and on the other to prevent those eyes from perceiving the truth, and from
becoming enlightened by the torch of criticism. The local usurpations of the
Clergy, in several places, were founded on similar claims, and had need
of similar means for their preservation. It followed, therefore, both that the
little knowledge permiiled should he mixed witli error, and that the nations
should be carefuUx maintained in profound ignorance, favourable to supersti-
tion. Learning, as far as possible, was rendered inaccessible to the laity. The
study of the ancient languages was represented as idolatrous and abominable.
Above all, the reading of the holy Scriptiu-es, tliat sacred inheritance of all

Chrislians, was severely interdicted. To read the bible, without the permis-
sion of one's superiors, was a crime: to translate it into the vulgar tongue
wotild have been a temerity worthy of the severest punishment. The Popes
had indeed tlieir reasons for preventing the word of Jesus Christ from reach-
ing the people, and a direct communication from being established between
the Gospel and the Christian. Wlieii it becomes necessary to keep in the
shade objects as conspicuous as faith and public worship, it behoved the dark-
ness to be universal and in.penetrablc ." n,'lt)s\- Essay on the Jieformation cf
Lvthcry p. 88—90. The same writer in another place, thus contrasts the cha-
racters of the Protectant and Romish Clairches,as to their grounds of assent
to sacred truths.—" The Cluirch of Home said, 'Submit, without examiwatiofi,
to authority ! The Protestant Church said, "Kxaminc, and siibmit onlv to
tj»y own conviction." The one conm.andccl men to believe blindl} : the other
taught tliem, with the Ajjostle, to reject tlie bad, and choose onlv that which
is good :" Ibid p 294.—And when the Church of Rome was, at 'length, obli-
ged by the necessities of self-defence, to grant to her faithful sons the pr-
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hostility to which doctrine, entertained by the first Reform-
ers, they are branded by these translators with the title of

Manichees. (See the Doway Bible on Gen. iv. 7.)

vileg-e of theological Investig'ation^ in what way docs the same writer repre-

sent the system of studies permitted for tliis purpose ? The theohgy of the
Romanist., and that of the Protestant, he describes, as "two worlds in opposite
hemispheres, which have nothing common except the name."—" The Catho-
lic theology rests (says he) on the inflexible autiiority of the decisions ofthe
Church, and therefore debars the man who studies it from all U^ca exercise
of his reason. It has preserved the jargon, and all the barbarous appenda-
ges of the Scholastic philosophy. We perceive in it the work of darkness of
the monks of the tenth century. In short, the happiest thing which can be-
fall him who has unfortunately learnt it, is speedily to forget it. The Pro-
testant theology, on the coafrary, rests on a system of examination, on the
unlimited use of reason. The most liberal exegesis opens fur it the know-
ledge of sacred antiquity ; criticism, that ofthe history of the Church ; it re-

gards the doctrinal part, reduced to purity and simplicity, as only the body
of religion, the positive form which it requires ; and it is supported by phi-

losophy in the examination of the laws of nature, of morahty, and of tlie re-

lations of men to tue Divine Being. Whoever wislies to be instructed in his-

tory, in classical literature, and philosopliy, can choose nothing better thau
a course of Protesiant theology."—Ibid. pp. .307, 30S.—Sacli are the obser-

vations, contained in a work, which has been distinguished by a prize, con-
ferred by the National Institute of P'rance,

Perhaps, one of the most decisive proofs of the justice of this writer's re-^

marks on the state of sacred literature in the Romish Church, has been sup-
plied by the late republication, in this country, of that wretched specimen
of Scripture criticism, Ward^s Errata. This powerless offspring of a feeble

parent, which was supposed to have perished when it first saw the light,

above a century ago, has lately upon signs of reanimation, been hailed in

Ireland with shouts of joy. And the meagre abstract of Gregory Martms
Discovery of the tnanifold corruptions of the Holy Scriptures^ a work w hich
has itself lain for two hundred years overwhelmed by confutation, has been
received by the Romanists of this part of the Empire, with a gratulation that

might well become the darkest ages of the Church. A work, condemning
the Protestant translation of the Bible for using the term messenger instead

of angely (in Mai. ii. 7. iii. 1. Mat. xi. 10. Luke vii. 27, Stc) by which the
character o? angel is withdrawn from the priesthood, and of a sacrament from
orders:—for not rendering the words (in Hebr. xi. 21 ) Trg^oanLvviis-iy Em
TO Axgov TDc gitCcTii stoTs, as the Rhemish does, adored the top nf hia rod^ and
thereby surreptitiously removing one of the jjrincipal Scripture arguments
for image viorship

:

—for ascribing to the word 7D3, in the second command-
ment, the meaning graven im.age, whilst the Rhemish renders it graven
things which, with those who admit an image not to be a thing, will exempt
images from the prohibition of the commandment :—for not giving to tlie

words fjnTAvoia. and pcenitentiay the sense ofpenance, but merely assigning to

them their true interpretation, repentance, and thus doing wilful despite to

the sacrannent of penanct

:

—a work, I say, condemning the Protestant trans-

lations of the Bible for these, and some other such errors ; and in all case.s

demonstrating the error by one and the same irrefragable proof,—that the

Romish version is the true one, and that the Protestant version, which differs

from it, must consequently be false,--is certainly not such a one, as might, in

the nineteenth century, be expected to be raked up by the clergy of a widely

extended communion, and exhibited triumphantly as a masterpiece of cri-

tical erudition. In the opinion of manv, this miserable performance did not

deserve an answer; especially as every argument, which it contained, had
been in former times repeatedly confuted. Perhaps however they judged
more rightly, who thought, that even the weakest reasonings should be ex-

nosed, le^t they might bf imagined to be strong, and that oven the most
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To tliese Romisli Doctors I leave a Romish Doctor to re-

ply. Dr. Geddes, in his Critical Remarks, pp. 54, 55. has

endeavoured to show that Jerome's version, or that of the

Vulgate, cannot be maintained. He has not, however, addu-

ced the arguments which bear most strongly against their in-

terpretation ; namely, those which apply to the mistransla-

tion of the conchiding clause of the seventh verse, and to the

violence offered even to that mistranslation in pronouncing

that Cain having sinned should acquire dominion over his

sinful desires, which is as much as to say that by yielding to

sin a man acquires the power of controliug it. But too much
Las been said upon Romish exposition.^

!iacknied arg-uments should be replied to, lest they mig^ht be conceived to

be new. Accordingly, this work received an answer fiom Dr. Ryan, whose
zealous exertions in the cause of relig-ious truth are well known, and is

about to receive another from the Rev. Richard Grier of Middlelon. These
g-entlemen, at all events, display courag-e in their enterprize, since the au-

thor whom they attack, backed by the whole council of Trent, has pronoun-

ced, that wiioever sliall not receive the books of Scripture, as they are read in

the Catholic (Romish) Church, and as they are in the Vulgate Latin edition,

shall be accursed. En^ata, p. 37.

• How little entitled the orthodox member of the Romish church is, at

this day, to expect serious consideration in the walks of sacred criticism,

may be inferred (in addition to what has been said in the last note) from the

description given of him by a Doctor of his own communion. " Tiie rulg-ar

papist rests his faith on the supposed infallibility of his church, although he
knows not where that infallibdity is lodged, nor in what it properly consists :

it is to him a general, vague, indefinite idea, which he never thinks of analy-

sing. He reads in his catechism, or is told by his catechist, that the Church
cannot err in i-ohat she teaches; and then he is told, that this unerring

church is composed only of those who hold communion with the Bishop of
Rome, and precisely believe as he, and the bishops who are in communion
with him, believe. From that moment reason is set aside ; authority usurps

its place, and implicit faith is the necessary consequence. He dares not even
advance to the first step of Des Cartes's logic ; he dares not doubt : for in his

table of sins, which he is obliged to confess, he finds doubting in matters of
faith to be a grievous crime." Such is Dr. Geddes's account of him whom
he is pleased to call the vulgar papist ; under which title he in truth means
to include, all who are sincere votaries of the Church of Rome, and whom
that church would acknowledge as such : in other words, he means by this

term to designate all who are actually within the pale of Popery.
And let it not be supposed that this is the testimony of an enemy in the

disguise of a friend ; and tliat the author, whilst he assumed the name of
Catholicy was influenced by the feelings of a Protestant. On the contrary it

is manifest from the following passage that his mind remained under the
powei'ful influence of liomish impression, and that he continued still a par-

tizan of that faith wliose errors he affi cted to decry. For, says lu-, '* Is the

faith of the vulgar Protestant better founded.'' He rests it on a book called

the Holy fjible, which he believes to be the infallible word of tiod."—And
thus he pronounces the faith of the Protestant and of tlic Papist to be alike

implicit and alike unfounded " If the instructor of the Protestant be asked
how he knows that the book which he puts into the hand of his catechumen
is the infallible word of God; he cannot like the Prienty appeal to an uner-
ving church ; he acknowltdges no such guide : and yet it is hard to conceive

ivhat other better argument he can useV—He goes on even to pronounce, that
'• in the Popish controversy, the Romanists have on tliis point, tlje better
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I come now to the translation by Theodotion, which, as it

appears to me, does perfect justice to the original, and with

wiiich the version which I have proposed entirely coincides.

(yKoc6ii)TXf KXt 7r^o(i <re e^f*.i) ccvm, Kcci cc^^ag ocvm. Here is an

agreement in ail its parts with the rendering which has been
submitted ; the force of uf^oi^rtx, like that of nNOn, extending

to the shi-offering;: tyx,u,6nTcci, as Mell as pn, denoiing the

posture of an animal; and tcvrov the masculine decidedly

marking, that the reference in the last clause Avas, not to

uf^ct^rtxy* but to Abel. See Theodot. apud Montefalc,
Grotius has given the passage somewhat of a different turn,

and yet departs but little from the meaning which has been
here assigned. He considers the force of the si bene egeris,

as carried down to the concluding clause, so as to make the

sense this, " if thou doest well, Abel, as the younger, shall be
rendered subject to thy authority.*' And so makes the clause

beginning with, " If thou doest not well," &c. parenthetical

;

of which, he says, innumerable instances are to be found in

the Hebrew Scriptures. This mode of translating the pas-

sage has been adopted by Purver in his English version : and
is certainly not unworthy of commendation. At the same
time, I cannot but think the view of the sentence which I

have offered to the reader, more grammatical, more consist-

ent, and more natural.

f

side of the question ; called, by some of their controversalists, the question of
^uestionsy And in what way does their superiority appear upon this ques-
tion of questions ? By " its never having been satisfactorily solved by the
Romanists themselves : they having always reasoned in what is termed a vi-

cious circle ; proxnng the infallibility of the Church from the authority of

Scripture, and the authority of Scripture frotn the Churches infallibility.^*

(Preface to Critical Retnarks, p. v.) This must undoubtedly have given the
Romanists ?/ie better side oj the question ; for what Protestant logician could
successfully reply to such an argument ? But the reader must be wearied of
this fatuity.

* That is, to st^ctgT/*, in the sense of sin ,- in which sense alone It is, that
it has been by some made the subject of reference in opposition to Jbel. In

the sense of sin-offeringy it would, as we have seen, admit the masculine pro-
noun iLvro ; but to the word, taken in that sense, the reference of the pro-

noun would have no meaning.

f The note of Ludov. de Dieu on this passage deserves to be noticed.
^* Jin noUy sive bene offerasy sive nan bene, ad ostimn peccatum cubat ? Quum
scilicet, indigne ferret Cain, fratris sacrificium suo esse praelatum, quod non
minus recte sacrificiorum ritus observasset fratre, neque quicquam, sive

quoad rem oblatam, sive quoad externam offerendi rationem ac ceremoniam,
dignius a fratre ac melius profectum esset, monet Deus, non esse hie ipsam
oblationem respiciendam, recte ne ea secundum legem scilicet ceremonialem
facta sit, an secus : sed personam offerentem, dedita ne ea sit, peccato, an
non. Tu peccatum perpetuo circumfers, illudque in procinctu habes, Cubans
quippe ante fores : itaque nihil refert, bene ne an male secundum ritus lega-

les offeras. Vel optima tua oblatio a peccato vitiatur. Non debebat appetitus

tuus ferri ad peccatum, sed peccati appetitus ad te, sicut mulieris appetitus

maritum cui subest, tuque, ei dominari.—Posset etiam verti, Jin non

sive pulchrum quid adferasj sive, non pxilchrumy ^Q.-^Jinimodv. in Vet. 2'est,
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No. LXVI. ON THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SACRI-
FICE OF ABEL AND THAT OF CHRIST.

Page 46. (v)—Dr. Richie judiciously observes, on this

passage of Hebrews, that " it makes the sacrifice of Abel to

have been of the piacular kind, by the comparison which it

makes between the effect of it and that of the sacrifice of
Christ, which without doubt was of the piacular kind. For,
unless these two sacrifices had been of the same kind, and
productive of similar effects, such a comparison could not
have been made, nor the effect of the one pronounced to

have been better, or much greater, than the effect of the
other : causes of a different nature producing effects of a dis-

similar kind : and between effects of a dissimilar kind, no
such comparison as that here made being admissible.'* Pe-
ciiliar Doctrines of Revelation. Part II. § xlii. p. 138.

No. LXVII. ON THE NATURE OF SACRIFICE BEFORE THE
law: tending to show its confinement TO ANIMAL
SACRIFICE, EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF CAIN.

Page 46. (w)—From the time of Abel's sacrifice to the
giving of the law, we find the sacrificial offering described by
no other appellation than that of nbn or n:3T, the holocaust or

burnt-offering, and the Zebach or immolated victim. Thus
we see the former expression used of the sacrifice of Noah in

Gen., viii. 20. and again repeatedly applied to the sacrifice of

Abraham in the xxiid chapter. It is also employed by Mo-
ses in ispeaking of sacrifices to Pharaoh, in Exod. x. 26. and
again in describing the offerings of Jelhro, xviii. 12. The
oblations of Job likewise, (Job i. 5.) and of his friends, (xlii.

7, 8.) are so denominated: as are those of Balaam, in the

xxiiid ch. of Numbers. In the numerous other instances of
the mode of worshij> by sacrifice, which occur in this early

period, the expression used is either n3i, or, where the sort

of sacrifice is not exactly specified, a word immediately de-

rived from, and clearly implying it, n^in, which though trans-

lated generally by us an Altar., and being sometimes applied

to that on which Incense was presented, cannot, as Sykes
remarks, {Essay, p. 246.) when used absolutely, and in ita

strict sense, be otherwise understood, than as signifying
*' that on which slain animals were offered,"

Doctor Richie, indeed, not only maintains that none but
animal sacrifices were offered from the time of Cain to the

p. 13.—These interpretations possess much ingenuity: but are liable to the
grammaiical objection already urged, of taking nXDH, in the sense of sin^

in the piascuUne gender.
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promulgation of the law, but that all during that period were
none other than liolocausi.s\ or biirnt'offerinirs ; the Zebuch,
or slain animal, having been uniformly offered up in that man-
ner: and that consequently a// the sacrifices of this early pe-

riod were piactdar. In this last position Sykes concurs, so

far as to allow, that " all holocausts before the days of Moses
were deprecations oi },vr^ih,^* and he admits also, that from
the time of Abel until that of Jacob, there is no instance of
any other sacrifice than the burnt'Offering. But from his

peculiar notions concerning the nature of sacrifice, he is led

to contend, that the sacrifice of Jacob, and those of Moses
and Jethro, included ^l peace-offerings although he confesses,

that in no one instance is there any mention expressly made
ai peace-offerings before the law.

The circumstances, on which Sykes grounds his opinion,

are— 1. The introduction of the wordnai: which is of no
•weight, because nothing prevents the Zebach from having
been an holocaust.—2. The mention of the eating of bread at

the time of the sacrifice : from which no inference can be
drawn respecting the nature of the sacrifice, as we have alrea-

dy seen in Number XLIX.—and 3. The mention of both the
Ze6ac/iand the Holocaust, in the cases of Moses and Jethro,
in Exod. x. 25. and xviii. 12. to which Richie has satisfacto-

rily replied, by showing that the particle i, is to be taken, not
in the sense of and, but in that of even. Indeed Dr. Richie
deserves particularly to be consulted on the whole of this sub-

ject. See Peciil. Docfr. Part. II. § 42—49. vol. i. p. 137—144. See a.ho Sykes''s Essaif, p. tl3l—2.31. where, if al-

lowance be made for the author's peculiar bias on the subject

t)f sacrifice, considerable support will be found for the princi-

pal part of Dr. Richie's positions. But whether Dr. Richie
be well founded or not in his opinion, that all the oblations

prior to the law, excepting that of Cain, were holocausts; this

at least mnst be admitted, that they were animal sacrifices ;

more than which, the present argument does not require.

Josephus, it is to be observed, expressly describes the
holocaust offered by Noah, as a sacrifice of deprecation. He
states that this patriarch, under a persuasion that God had
doomed mankind to destruction, and through terror of the re-

petition of the dreadful judgment he had so lately witnessed,

offered up prayers and sacrifices to God, to tnrn aivay his

wrath, Antiq. Jud. Lib. I. cap. iv. Tiiis testimony of the

Jewish historian, as to the received notions of the nature of
sacrifice in his day, the reader will please to add to those
which have been adduced in Number XXXIff, in reply to

Dr. Priestley's remark upon that head. It will most naturals

jy fall in at p, 280. of this work.

3 A
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No. LXVIII. ON THE DISPROPORTION BETWEEN THE
EFFECTS OF THE MOSAIC AND THE CHRISTIAN SACRI-
FICES.

Page 49. (x)—On this subject particular attention should
be paid to the observations in Numbers XXXI. XXXIV".
XXXVI. and XXXVII. especially to those contained in

pp. 147, 148, and p. 19j—197. of this work.
The following elucidation by the learned Grotius, whose

unbiassed reflections are always valuable, deserves tobenoti-
ced.—Lex vetus duplicitur spectatur: aut carnalitur, aut

spiritualiter. Carnaliter qua instrumentum fuit TroXiretcciy rei-

'publico; Judaicce. Spiritualiter, qua o-kicav hx^ "^"^ ft£AA«yT*>v,

iimbram habebat futurorum. Hebr. x. 1. Quod ad priorem

considerationem attinet, sacrificia Legis expiatoria sanctifica-

baiit ad carnis puritatem, Hebr. ix. 1.—Deus eniin Rex He-
brssorum (quoniam Legislator! licet suam legem, pr^esertini

pcenalem, nonnihil relaxare) in quibiisdam delictis victimas

expiatorias admisit vice ipsius peccatoris, et per illas ac non
aliter peccatorem a mortis poena (quae juxta carnalem sensum
erat sanctio Legis) liberare voluit.—In quibiisdam ergo de-

lictis
; quod ad pa3nain carnalem attinebat, admittebatur

placamen, redemptio, satisfactio, compensatio denique mortisj

best ice cum morte hominis alioque debita.—Victims pro
peccato ila in Veteri Foedere peccata expiarunt; nimirum
Deum movendo, ut poenam carnalem remitteret, idque per
satisfactionem quandam.
Quod autem typi praistiterunt carnaliter, hoc o uvrirv'r(^,

exemplar, Christus prjestat spiritualiter; et quod typi in

quibusdam duntaxat delictis, id Cliristus in omnibus, Deum
scilicet movendo, ut spiritualem poenam remittat, idque per
satisfactionem perfectissimam. Plus enim, non minus semper
est in re typo designata, quam in typo, ut ratio monstrat.

(.'ommune est sacrificio expiatorio legali et sacrihcio Christi

illud, quod sine sanguinis elHisione non fit remissio, Hebr. ix.

22, Ilanc ijnpetralionern remissionis per sanguinem ibidem
divinus scriptor appellat modo uyiu(r/xov, sanciijicaiioneni (KJ.)

modo Kct&u^i^f^o^^ cxpiulioneni, (14, 22, 2*3.) Sed in Veteri

Lege victima? crant pecudes, (12.) in hac nostra Christus ipse

non sacerdos tanlwm sed est victima (14, 26.) Legalis illaex-

piatio hujuscoelestissivcspiritualis vTroS^nyi^oc (23.) et avT/Ti/jroy,*

exemplar (24.) quomodo? Quia ilia pra^stabat carni mun~
diliem (14.) id est, reatus ablalionem, non ^utcm spiritui sive

• Grotius has here used the word antitype improperly, and in a sense
directly opposite to that in w!iicl\ he has just before properly applied tUp
•form.
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consclentiae (9.) Iisec autem ipsi conscienliae (14.) Quia quod
in Veteri Lege erat mors temporalis, hoc in Novo Foedere est

mors seterna. llebr. x. 29 : ac proinde illic liberatlo erat tem-

poralis, hie vero «/»v<®- Xvr^uTig, ceterna redewptio, Ilebr. ix.

12. Quare sicut eodem loco ab eflfectu legalis viclima; ad ef-

fectum hujus per spirituni oblatse argumentum producitur,

Quanto magisj &c. sic et nobis licet hunc in modum certis-

sime argumentari, Victima legalis reatum carnalem siistulif,

Dewnmovendo ad remissionem; ergo multo mag'is reaium
spiritualem, Deum itidem ad remissionein movendOy iollit

ohlata per spiriium victima.—Grotii Opera llieolog. torn.

Sv. p. 331—333.
The principles from which Grotius has derived his conclu-

sion are manifestly these. 1. That the expiation wrought by
the sacrifices under the law were typical of that effected by
the death of Christ: 2. That in every type there must be
something of the same general nature with that which is con-

tained in the thing typified : and 3. That combined with this

general correspondence between the type and the thing pre-

figured, there should exist that disproportion which might be
expected between the shadow and the substance.

These principles indeed are so clearly and unequivocally

laid down by the apostle in his epistle to the Hebrews, that

even the great fathers of the Socinian school, Faustus Soci-

iius and Crellius, admit their evidence, and differ from Grotius

only in the application. In establishing the correspondence

and the disproportion of the Mosaic and the Christian ex-

piation, they urge the reasoning of the apostle no less forcibly

than Grotius has done ; as may be seen in the treatise of So-

cinus, Dejes. Christ. Serv. {Opera, tom. ii. pp. 157, 158.)

and in Crellius's Respons. ad Grot. {Opera, tom. i. p. 204

—

211.) These expositors, not having been initiated into the

convenient artifice, so familiar to their followers, of rejecting

the authority of an Apostle when it made against them, found

themselves compelled by the plain language of scripture to

acknowledge the validity of these principles.

The nature of their system, however, being at variance

with their admission, they were led to strain one principle to

an extreme, subversive of the other ; and by urging dispro-

portion within the confines of dissimilitiidey they were ena-

h\ed to escape the bearings of that correspondence of the two

dispensations, which forms the foundation of the apostle's ar-

gument, and for which they had themselves in the first in-

stance strenuously contended. For v.hilst in professing to

represent the expiation by the sacrifice of Christ as of a supe-

rior order to that effected by the sacrifices of the law, they

endeavour to €sta})]iih this by such a description of its nac-
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lure, as devests it of every character which the Mosaic sacri-

fice possessed, they in truth show, that the death of Christ

bore no relation whatever to those sacrifices by which they
admit it to have been typified : that is, in other words, they
make the Mosaic sacrifices at the same time typical and not

typical of the death of Christ.—See this point well treated,

though in a different manner, by Stillingfleet, in his Discourse
concerning the true Reasons, kc. p. 365—367.

On another fallacy in the reasoning of the above writers, it

is also necessary to remark. Whilst they profess faithfully

to follow the apostle's reasoning in his address to the Hebrews,
they represent the expiation of the legal sacrifice as wholly-

typical ; whereas it was not less real and effectual under its

own proper system, than the sacrifice of Christ was under that

by which it was succeeded ; whilst at the same time it pre-

figured that more important expiation, which was to be intro-

duced under the new dispensation ; all the parts of which,

(he apostle distinctly informs us, had their corresponding

circumstances in that which went before.

Upon the whole then, briefly to sum up the present sub-

ject. The people of the Jews being placed under a peculiar

polity, whereby they stood at the same time in a civil and a

ritual relation to their divine Governor ; their offences in these

several relations exposed them to the infltctions appropriate

to each. The mercy of the Legislator at the same time pro-

vided for them the means of expiation by sacrifice, whereby,

in certain cases, the corporeal punishment incurred by the

violation of the civil lav/, and the legal impurities contracted

by the neglect of the ritual institutions, might be done awa}^

The entire system, however, being but preparatory for an-

other by which it was to be superseded, was constituted in

all its essential parts in such a manner as to be emblematical

of that which it was intended to introduce: and the several

parts of the one consequently adjusted by the same propor-

tions which were to obtain in the other.

Hence it follows, that the sacrifices under the temporal
and ceremonial dispensation of the law had a real efficacy in

releasing those v;lio were subjected to it from its temporal
penalties and ceremonial disfjualifications ; in like manner as

the one great sacrifice under the gospel possesses the power
to release mankind at larcce from the everlasting penalties of

that spiritual law under which all men are bound, and to

cleanse the conscience from those moral impurities, which
forbid all access to that holy Being, who is to be worshipped
only in spirit and in trulh. The expiation then, under the

old law, was no le«s real than that which it prefigured under
fhe new, whiut it bore to the dispensation, of which it was a
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part, the same proportion which that more perfect expiation

by the death of Christ bears to the more perfect dispensa-

tion to which it appertains. The wisdom of the divine con-

trivance, in this as in the other branches of providential ar-

rangement, rendering that which was complete and effectna!

for its own immediate purpose, at the same time introductory

and subservient to other and more important objects.

Berryman, in treating of the typical interpretation of the

Law, although leaning a little too much to the notion of its be-

ing merely symbolical, places the parallelism and proportion

of the two dispensations in a just and satisfactory light.

" From what" (he asks) " was the offender delivered by the

legal sacrifices? Was it not from the temporal death, and
the danger of being cut off from the congregation ? And to

what privilege was he restored or entitled? Was it not to

the privilege of appearing before God, and joining in the pub-
lic v.orship ? What was the purifying or sanctificaiion conse-

quent upon such atonements ? Was it not (as the apostle

styles it) the purifying of tlie flesh ; an outward and a tran-

sient efficacy, Avhich could not reach to purge their con-

sciences from dead works .^ And v/hy was all this necessary

to be often repeated, but because it had no solid or permanent
effect, nor deserved to find acceptance of itself? But if we
take it in a symbolical or typical point of view, then it leads

us to acknowledge the benefit of Christ's redemption, and
those invaluable privileges he has purchased for us. That
temporal death, which was denounced by the law, will denote

that everlasting punishment to which sinners are exposed as

such. The legal impurity, which wanted to be cleansed, will

denote the defilement and impurity of sin. The outward
admission to the service of the temple, will denote our spirit-

ual privilege of access unto God, as well in the present ordi-

nances of his church, as in the future inheritance of his eter-

nal kingdom. And all this being performed by the oblation

of sacrifices, clean and perfect in their kind, will import our
being redeemed with the precious blood of Christ, as of a
lamb without blemish and without spot; who through the

eternal Spirit offered himself without spot to God, for a

sweet-smelling savour, and entered not into the holy places

made with hands, which are the figures of the true, but into

heaven itself, that true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched,

and not man, there to plead the merit of his sacrifice, and

make for ever intercessionfor i/s."

—

Boyle Lecture Sermons^

vol. iii. pp. 776, 777.

On the subject of this Number in general, there are some
excellent remarks of Bishop Stillingfleet, to be found in his

Discourse concerning the true reasons^ &<:. p. olo —318,
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No. LXIX. ON THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE
SACRIFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT AND
THAT EMPLOYED IN THE NEW TO DESCRIBE REDEMP-
TION BY THE DEATH OF CHRIST: AND THE ORIGINAL
ADAPTATION OF THE FORMER TO THE SUBJECT OF THE
LATTER.

Page 49. (y)—If indeed it be considered, that the sacri-

iice of Christ was the great object held in view in the ap-

pointment of all preceding sacrifices, and that these were pri-

marily designed as sacramental representations oithat, it will

tbliow, tJiat in reference to it must the sacrificial terms have
been originally framed : and that therefore, when applied by
the Apostles to the death of Christ, they were adopted, not

merely as being familiar to the Jews from their application to

the sin-offerings under the law, but because of their original

adaptation to thi>i one great sacrifice, in consequence of which
they had been applied to the legal sacrifices ordained to re-

present it. For some valuable observations on this subject,

see Holmes^s Four Tracts, pp. 102,103.

If this view of the matter be just, it then follows, that so

far were the Avriters of the New Testament from employing
the sacrificial terms in mere accommodation to Jewish no-

tions, (an argument much insisted on by Dr. Priestley, H.
Taylor, and others, see pp. 33, 34, and p. 146— 148, of

this work) that they must have used them as 'primarily

belonging to the death of Christ, and as in strict accuracy
more aptly characterizing the Christian sacrifice, than those

sacrifices of typical import to which they had been applied

under the law. From this also it might be expected, that a

Juller light would now be thrown upon tlie nature of the Jew-
ish sacrifice ; and the true force and value of the sacrificial

ceremonies and phrases, more perfectly understood. And
this we find to be the case; the language of the New Testa-
ment on the subject of atonement being more precise and
significant than that of the old. Instances of this may be
seen in pp. 109. 219, 220, of this work, and are not denied

by the opponents of the doctrine of Atonement, as it has

been already observed in the places referred to. Thus then

we find the Old Testament, and the New, bestowing mutual
elucidation on this head : the rites and terms of sacrifice in

the Old, exemplifying and describing the leading principles

and fundamental notions of atonement : and the more exact
and perfect delineation of it in the New, filling up the outline,

and exhibiting the great work of our Redemption, in its genu-

ine magnitude and beauty.
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The train of reflection pursued in this Number, leads me
naturally to notice the opinions of Arclibibhop Tillotson, as

connected with its subject. Nor is it without much regret,

that I find myself compelled to notice, for the express pur-

pose of marking with condemnation, the opinions of a prelate,

whose great talents and virtues have combined to shed so

bright a lustre on the annals of the English cliurch. This
distinguished writer,^ having been forcibly impressed with

the many visible traces of the doctrines and truths of revela-

tion discoverable in the mythology and worship of the Hea-
then world, was led to conclude, with a rashness little to be

expected from such a man, that the Christian religion, whilst

it was in its substance a most perfect institution, was yet, in

condescension to the weakness of mankind, accommodated to

the existing prejudices of the world, so far as w as consistent

with the honour of God, and its own great and valuable purpo-

ses. And accordingly he maintains, that the doctrine of our

redemption by the sacrifice of Christ, had its origin in the no-

tion of sacrifices entertained amongst the Pagans.
" This notion" (he says) " of the expiation of sin, by sacri-

fices of one kind or other, seems to have obtained very early

in the w^orld ; and, among all other ways of divine worship, to

have found the most universal reception in all times and pla-

ces. And indeed a great part of the Jewish religion and wor-

ship, was a plain condescension to the general apprehensions

of men, concerning this way of appeasing the Deity by sacri-

fice : and the greatest part of the Pagan religion and Avorship

was likewise founded upon the same notion and opinion, which,

* So hig-hly was Tillotson esteemed as a 'writer by the celebrated Locke,

that, in his treatise Concerning reading and studyfor a ger.tlevian, he specifi-

cally recommends the constant perusal ofthe works of that prelate, as a most
useful exercise for the student who is desirous to acquire the talent o\'per-

spicuity. So very hig-hly, Indeed, did that most excellent judg-e of whatever

is requisite to clearness of expression, rate the archbishop's endowments in

this particular, that he has joined with him but one other writer in the Ei-.g'-

lish language, as exhibiting a just model for the acquisition of a perspicu-

ous style. That writer is Chilli7igvcQrth, whom lie CDm.mends also for attain-

ments of yet higher value. •* Besides perspicuity" (he says) '"* there must

be also right reasoning; without which, perspicuity serves but to expose

the speaker. And for the attaining of this, I should propose the constant

reading of Chillingworth, who, by his example, will teach both perspicuity

and the way of riglit reasoning, better than any book that I inow ; and there

fore will deserve to be read- upon that account o^ver and over again ; not to

say any thing of his argument."

—

Lode's JVorks^ vol. iv. p. 601-

Why I have so readily availed myself of the opportunity, afforded by this

honourable testimony, of presenting C/Ullingivorth to the more imniediate

notice ofthe student, at this period, and in this country, will not be difficult,

upon reflection, to discover.—Quaere—Are Tillotson, and Chillingworth, and

writers of that manly stamp, those, with whom the youth of the present day

are most solicitous to eonverse, for the improvement of their reasoning and

their style ?
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because il was so universal, seems to have had its original

from the lirst parents of mankind, either immediately after

the Creation, or after the Flood ; and from thence, I mean as

to the substance of this notion, to have been derived and pro-

pagated to all their posterity. And with this general notion

of mankind, whatever the ground or foundation of it might be,

God was pleased so far to comply, as once for all to have a

general atonement made for the sins of all mankind, by the

sacrifice of his only Son."

—

Tillotson^s norks, vol. i. p. 440.

For similar observations see do. pp. 439, 446, 447, 451. And
again in vol. ii. p. 112, he states the matter thus: that *' with

these notions, which had generally possessed mankind, God
was pleased to comply so far, as, in the frame of the Jewish
religion, (which was designed for a type of the more perfect

institution of the Christian religion, and a preparation for it,)

to appoint sacrifices to be slain and offered up for the sinner,"

8cc. and tJiat afterwards, in the dispensation of the Gospel,

the same condescension to the apprehensions of mankind was
likewise observed, as has been already stated.

Now il is surely much to be lamented, that when this

learned Prelate had, upon a full examination of the case,

been led to discover such a striking conformity between Pa-
ganism and Christianity, as must reduce the matter to this

alternative, cither that the Christian dispensation was framed
in compliance with Heathen prejudices, or that Paganism
was a corruption of those oracles Avhich conveyed anticipa-

tions of the Christian scheme : it is much, I say, to be la-

mented, that he should have been drawn into a conclusion so

directly at variance Avith history and scripture, wlien one so

powerfully sustained by both, was inmiediately at hand.
The stumbling-block to the Archbishop, as an ingenious

writer has justly remarked, was the supposilion of a Religion

of Nature/'^ prior to, and independent of, revelation. Hence

• One of the most singular theories ever devised on the subject of Jsl'atu-

ral Reli^non, is that of Uisliop Warburton ; vvliich 1 subjoin here the more
readily, as it tends to show to what strangle conceits even tiie greatest men
rnay be carried, when tiicy attempt to be wise beyond wiiat is written, and
presume to substitute their own conjectural reasoninj^s, for the sohd truths
of revelation —Man, he contends, was created mortal, in the immaterial, as
well as the material part of Ins nature, immateriality simply beinj^ common
to him with the whole ani?Tial creation. But by Gdd's breathing- into his

nostrils the bvcath of life, and thereby making him a limug sonl, the ife
in man was discriminated from the life in brutes ; since by this act was
communicated to his immaterial part a ra^^'o?^a/ principle, which, by making
him responsible for his actions, must recjuirc, according to the existing
constitution of things, a continuance of Iff, and consequently, a distinct ex-
istence of the soul after its separation from the body. In the state in which,
according to the Bishop, the first couple were placed previous to their ad-
mission into Paradise, they were subject only to the law of jYaturai lieli'
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arose the assumption, that the notion of expiation for sins

by sacrifice, which he found so early, and so universal, was

gion, the constituent parts of which religion were discoverable by the ef-

forts of the human understanding", unassisted by divine instruction. On
being advanced to the Paradisiacal state, man liecame the subject of Re-
vealed Religion ; and as the reward of his obedience to the positive pre-
cept attached to his new condition, immortality^ (meaning thereby, the
perpetual duration, and uninterrupted union of the body and soul) a
quality which was altogether extraneous to his original nature, was placed
within his reach, by the free grace of God. The opportunity now afforded
to him of exalting his nature, by the superinduced blessing of immortality,
was lost by his non-compliance with the condition : and at the same time,
the corruption which his disobedience caused to that rational nature in

which he had been made to resemble the divine image, degraded him to
his first condition of mortality, and made him again liable to that total

death, that complete annihilation to which his frame was originally subject.

But by the intervention of Jesus Christ, man was not only restored to the
advantages of his original state, namely, tlie continuance of the soul after

the dissolution of the body ; but he was also enabled to obtain that immor-
tality which Adam by his obedience might have secured ; with this differ-

ence however, that, in tlie immortality procured by Christ, death is permit-
ted to give a temporary interruption to that existence and union of the soul
and body, which, in the other case, would have been unbroken. But not
only had the transgression occasioned a relapse into that state of mortality

in which man had been originally created, but it also threw him back into

that subjection to natural Religion, in which he was at first placed. In this

dispensation of JVatural Religion, which, according to Bisliop Warburton,
was thus permitted to precede the dispensation of Grace, the aids and suc-

cours of virtue were not, how^ever, according to his hypothesis, wanting;
for, in his view of the subject, the light of revelation is by no means re-

quired to make known the efficacy of repentance, or the rewards of upright
conduct. Both these points, he contends, are evidently manifest to the eye
of reason, tracing the connexion that mast subsist between the creature and
his Maker. Such are the paradoxical, and, it must be added, unscriptural

sentiments, conveyed by this learned writer, in the ixth book of the Divine
Legation. They' will be found well, though briefly, treated by Mr. Pearson,
in the first three sections of his Critical Essay ; a work, of which I have
already had occasion to speak in p. 67, and p. 280. of this work. Dr.
Graves also, in the 4th section, part III. of his Lectures on the Pentateuch^
has made many valuable remarks, affecting, though not directly, these po?
sitions of the too ingenious Bishop.

It ought not to pass unnoticed, that his Lordship in one of his Letters to

his friend Dr. Hurd, speaks of this his favourite theory, as intended to
*"' confute the triumphant reasoning of unbelievers, particularly, Tindal,
who say redemption is a fable : for the only means of regaining God's yh-
syowr, which they eternally confound with immortality, is that simple one
which natural religion teaches, viz. repentance. To confute this, it was
necessary to show, that restoration to Vi free-gift, and the recovery of a
claim, were two very different things. The common answer was, that na-

tural religion does 710^ teach reconciliation on repentance; which, if it does

not, it teaches nothing, or worse than nothing." Of Natural Religion then,

after all that Bishop Warburton has written about it, we have his full can-

fession, that if it does not teach the sufficiency of repentance, it teaches even

liiorsc than nothing.—The opponent of the notion of Natural Religion, may
safely allow the matter to rest upon the ground, on wliich the Bishop has

placed it. That God will accept repentance in compensation for obedience,

nothing short of the word of God can ever establish satisfactorily to any rea<

sonable mind. The consequence of this position is supplied by the author of

the Divine Legation

3 B
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the mere su2;c;esiion of human apprehension; not deduced
from any express revelalicn concerning the Lamb of God
slain, in decree and type, from the foundation of the world ;

not springing from any divine institution, ordained for the

purpose of showing forth Christ's death, until he should him-

jself appear in the flesh, to fulfil all that v/as prefigured of

him, and to take away sin, and put aa end to sacrifice, by the

one great sacrifice of himself.

Had the Archbishop, as the same writer observes, reflect-

ed, that a religion or law of nature,*' is a mere ens rationis :

that the first parents of mankind were not left to the unas-

sisted light of reason or nature, but were from the beginning

fully instructed by their Creator, in all things necessary for

* To him who would wish to see, \\o\v little the Religion of JVatrire, so

far as it contains any thing- truly valuable to man, is strictly entitled to

that name, 1 would recommend the perusal of the preface.to The Religion of
Jestis delineated. The observations there contained, whilst they tend to

show, in animadverting' upon 77ie Religion of JVature delineatedy how sadly

deficient the scheme of natural religion is found, even at this day, although

sketched by the hand of a master, and aided by the borrowed discoveries of

rcA^elation, at the same time clearly evince, that the promulger of the truths

of what is called natural religion, in almost every case in which he advances
any that are of importance to mankind, is in reality to be deemed, not
AwTOif/^AKTo?, but QioSi^AnToi. Of this, howevcr, the fullest and most com-
plete proof is to be derived from the invaluable work of Dr. Ellis, in which
lie may be said to have demonstrated The Knowledge of Divine Things to be
frotn Revelation, not from Reason or JWiture. Leiand has also abundantly
establislied the yacf, of the total insufficiency of human reason in religious

concerns, by the view, which he has given, of the state of religion in the

Heathen world, in his work on The Advantage and JVecessity of the Christian

Revelation. From darkens 6th and 7th propp. of his Evidences of JWmiral
and Revealed Religion, although this author is disposed to attribute to the
powers of reason rather more than their due share, the same inference may
be deduced—especially from what is said p. 6.59—665. and 666—671. vol. ii,

of his wo)ks. 1 sliould be guilty of injustice to an accomplislied modern
writer, if on this subject I permitted to pass unnoticed, Dr. Maltby's Thesis
for his degree of B. U. contained in the volume of his Illustrations ofthe Truth
of the Christian Rcdigion. The foll»>wing proposition, " Ncquit per se hu-
muna ratio cognitione satis plena et cer^a assequi, quo potissinum modo
Deus sit colendus ; qurc sint homiiium ofTuia; vita denique futurasit, necne,
seterna." is there treated with a justnes.'., a succintness, a good taste, a cor-

rectness of stvle, and a st"ength of authority, which reflect honour upon its

author as a divine and as a scholur, and cannot fail to give satisfaction to the
reader, who wishes to find the snhstance of what can be said upon this impor-
tant question, cornp-essed into tlie smallest compass, and in the best manner.
The concluding observation, concerning such as at the present day repose
on the sufficiency of reason for a knowledge of their duties, contains a truth,

in which every reflecting mind must necessarily acquiesce. "Profectoea-
dem, qua veteres phiiosophj, caligi' e animi eorum sunt mcrsi .- ant si quid
melius sapiun', /(/ otnne a Christiana religiose onald fde iwiiuati sunt." p.

355. And Mieiefore, as the writer finally remarks, it is most devoutly to

be desired, tliat the advocates for tiie all-sufficiency of reason, would deeply
imprint upon their minds, this momentous maxim of the great Bacon

—

** (Jausa vero et radix fere omnium malorum in scientiis ca ima est, quod
Hum meiuis humanx vires falso rairamuret extoUimus, vera ejus auxilianoR
qu^ramus." p. 359.
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them to know: thai, after their fall, the way and method of

their salvation was, in a certain degree, made known to them:

that all religious rites flowed from the same divine source,

viz, the original revelation of the redemption of the world by
the sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ : that all the appre-

hensions and common prejudices of mankind, as they are

called, were derived from the same fountain : that all, until

the apostacy at Babel, had the same tongue, the same faith,

the same Lord : that the Heathen carried off ftom thence the

same religious rites and ceremonies, and the same sentiments

concerning God and his ways with man, which, by cha,nge of

language, length of time, wantonness of imagination, per-

verseness of human nature, and subtlety of the Devil, were
reduced to that corrupted state of faith and practice in

which our Saviour at his advent found them :—and that, as

already observed, from the first promise made to Adam^
during the patriarchal and legal dispensations, all was Chris-

tianity in type and figure ; so that Christianity was the first

religion in the world, corrupted afterwards indeed by the

Gentile, but preserved by the Jew in type, till Christ the

great antitype, the reality and completion, came :—had he
(this writer observes) pursued this train of thinking, he would
have found the reverse of his conclusion to be the truth

;

namely, " that Christianity v/as not instituted in compliance

with Paganism, but that Pa2;anisni was nothing else but the

great truths of Christianity split and debased into a legend

of fables, such as we meet wiih in their mythology."^

—

Speermav.'s Letters to a friend concerning the Septuagint

translation, and the Heathen Mythology, pp. 150, 151.

The writer, who has made the above observations, and
whose reasonings would not have been less valuable had they
taken less tincture from the Hutchinsonian school, has endea-

voured, and not without success, to establish the point last

adverted to, namely, the derivation of the Pagan mythology
from the divine revelations.

Tillotson^s idea corresponds with that which was after-

wards adopted by Spencer. For since he admits the Jewish
dispensation to have been typical of the Christian, the ac-

commodation of the Christian scheme to Pagan prejudices,

for which he contends, could only have been effected through

the previous accommodation of the Jewish scheme to those

prejudices ; which, as we have seen in Number XLVIL falls

• If this view of the case be a just one, we certainly might reasonably

expect to find in the mythology of the ancients, in a much larger and oiore

important sense, what PUitaixh says of tlie Egyp'ian fubles, xfxvSg^Ai tiva^

94x^%7n% TAZ AKudifXi, some faint and obscure rcscmblahce of the truth.
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in with the theory maijitained by Spencer. And this theory,

as we have seen in the same Number, p. 267. is satisfactorily

refuted by Shiickfordf whose work on The Sacred mid Pror
fane History of the World Connected, goes to establish the

direct contradictory of Spencer^s position.* The arguments
of Spencer are also successfully combated by JFitsms in his

^S;yptiaca : see likewise the same author's Misc. Sacr. Lib,

I. Diss. i. p. 429—437. Warhnrton confesses truly, that

Spencer*s work is but a paraphrase and comment on the third

book of the Moreh Nevochim of Rabbi Maimonides : and
joining forces with Spencer,-f in maintaining the orthodoxy
of the philosophizing Jew,J he contends, with all his might,

* The particular application of his arguments to Spencer's notion will be
found briefly sketched in p. 177—179. of this work.

I How little Spencer deserved to have the support of Warburton, is not

only manifest, fiom the whole sclieme of his argument, in his great work Be
legibus Uxbrieoruniy which is itself unsupported by true history, and has aU
ways been resorted to by Infidel writers in order to wing their shafts more
effectively against the Mosaic Revelation -, but may also be made to appear,

more evidently and briefly, by the quotation of a single passage from this

writer's Discourse concerning Prodigies " It is," he says, " the nature of
the soul to be greatly impressive to a persuasion of paralieis, egnaiitics-,

simtUtudesy in the frame and government of the world—This general tem-
per of the soul easily inclines it to believe great and mighty changes in states,

ushered with the solemnity of some mighty and analogous changes in na-

ture ; and that all terrible evils are prefaced or attended with some prodi-

gious and amazing alterations in the creation :—Hence perhaps it is, that we
generally find great troubles and judgments on earth described, especially

by persons ecstatical, prophets and poets, (whose speeches usually rather

follow the easy sense of the soul thmi the rigid truth of things,) by all tlie

examples of horror and confusion in the frame of the creation : The prophet

Da'oid describes God's going forth to judgment thus ; The earth shook and
trembled, the foundations also of the hills onoved and ivere shaken,'* &c. (p.

70—72.)—Now can it be any defence against this irreverent attack upon the

prophets inspired by God, vt'hich charges them with indulging in erithusiastic

visions and expressionsfounded only in their oun fancies and 'not in the truth of
things ; can it, I say, be deemed any defence to urge, as Warburton has

done, that " through his inattention to the argument, he often expresses him-

self \e.Ty crudely .?" {Biv. Leg.\o\. ii. p. 341.) If he be so crude in his ex-

pression, aS to cast discredit upon revelation, whilst his intention is to sup-

port it, he must surely be a very unsafe guide in ttieology. At the same
time, it can hardly be imagined tliat an author, possessmg considerable

powers and facilities of language, could in any case, especially in one affect-

ing the very foundation of revealed religion, express himself so crtulely, as

to represent himself destitute of a belief, which he frmly, habitually, and

reverently maintained. At all events, it is evident, that such a writer is to be

consulted with much caution, and his authorities scanned with much suspi-

cion.

i For a very curious and interesting account of the circumstances which

gave rise to the production of the celebrated work, the Moreh J\i'evochini,

in which Maimonides first gave to the world, the theory of the ceremonial

institutions of the .lews here referred to, the reader may consult Warbur-

ton s JJiv J.eg. vol. ii. pp. 353, 354. He will probably, however, not be alto-

gether satisfietl, that the existing necessity of " showing to the apostatizing

Jewsj that the scriptures might be defended or even explained on the prin-

ciples '.>f Aristotle ; and of gratifying the iiuiuisitive and disputatious ten-
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ajxainstthe arguments of JVitsius ?iiud SImckford.—Div. Lcgr.

Book IV. sect. 6. To this he was urged by the necessity,

which his paradoxical system had imposed uj)on liim, of mak-
ing out for the Egyptian rites and institutions an extravagant

antiquity : and, in defence of his dogmas, he advances every
thing that a powerful but perverted ingenuity, acting on a

wide range of learning, could supply.^'

dencies of those, who inquired the reasons of tlie Jewish laws by finding

out a reasonableness and convenience in their ceremonial rites," supplies a
proof, that those reasons, which the philosophic Jew had thus assi.^ned,

were the true reasons which influenced the divine Legislator in the several

ordinances of his law. The parallel, which Warburton here insinuates, be-

tween the nature of his own great work and that of Maimonides, will not
escape the notice of the observing reader.

* The character of this distinguished scholar and divine, as it is pourtray-
cd by the hand of a master, 1 here willingly subjoin.—" He was a man of
I'igorous faculties, a mind fervid and vehement, supplied by incessant and
unlimited inquiry, with wonderful extent and variety of knowledge, which
yet had not oppressed his imagination, nor clouded his perspicuity. To
every work he brought a memory full fraught, with a fancy fertile of original

combinations, and at once exerted the powers of the scholar, the reasoner,
and the wit- But his knowledge was too multifarious to be always exact,

and his pursuits were too eager to be always cautious. His abilities gave
him an haughty confidence, which he disdained to conceal or mollify; and
his impatience of opposition disposed him to treat his adversaries with such
contemptuous superiority as made his readers commonly his enemies, and
excited against him the wishes of some who favoured his cause. He seems
to have adopted the Roman emperor's determination, ederint diiin metuant

;

he used no allurements of gentle language, but wished to compel rather
than persuade.—His style is copious without selection, and forcible without
neatness : he took the virords that presented themselves : his diction is coarse
and impure, and his sentences are unmeasured.*'

—

Johnson^s J-ife of Pope.
For a view of the character more favourable, but not more just, I would

refer to that which Bishop Hurd, the uniform admirer and panegyrist of
Warburton, has given in the life he has written of that prelate. His enco-
miums, on The Divine Legation especially, are overcharged; and the recol-
lection that the cause of truth and of religion, no less than the reputation of
his friend, was involved in the estimation of that important work, should
have rendered his panegyric more qualified.

IVIy friend Dr. Graves, in his late excellent work on the Pentateuch, has
sketched a portrait which for likeness of feature and justness of colouring,
seems to me to merit a place in the neighbourhood of that which has been
drawn by Johnson.—Speaking of the Divine Legation, and having observed,
that " \Vhil«f its author lived, his splendid talents and extensive learning*
raised in his followers and defenders such enthusiastic admiration, that they
could not perceive, or at least would not allow, that he had been in the
smallest point erroneous : while the keenness of his controversial asperit.v,

the loftiness of his literary pretensions, and the paradoxical form in which
he too frequently chose to clothe his opinions, roused in his answerers a
zeal of opposition, which would sometimes yield him no credit for the dis-

covery of any truth :" he then proceeds :
*' Time should now enable us to

view him in his true light : in reasoning, sagacious yet precipitate ; in criti-

cism ingenious, but not unprejudiced ; his comprehensive view sometimes em-
braced in the process of his inquiries too wide an extent; while his quick
imagination sometimes led him to combine liis arguments with too slight a
connexion. But when he directed to any one grand point, his undivided
and unprejudiced attention, he frequentlv diffused over it the radiance of
jjenius, and discovered the recesses of truth. H;jppy, had his humilitv been
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Lord Bolinghroke has seldom been found instrumental in

correcting theoloi^ical mistakes, and yet nothing can be more
apposite in reply to these dangerous notions of Tillotson,

Spencer, and Warburton, than his observations upon this

very subject. For the weighty reasons assigned by these

writers, he says, (alluding to such as held the opinions of

Spencer,)—" the God of truth chose to indulge error, and
suited his institutions to the taste of the age : he contented
himself also to take ordinary and natural means, in a case to

which they were not adequate : and whilst miracles and di-

vine interpositions were displayed in great abundance before

the eyes of the Israelites, yet Moses, under the direction of

the Almighty, chose to make use of superstitions which he
did not want, and which defeated, instead of securing his in-

tent ; insomuch, that if the apostasies of the Israelites, after

such manifestations of the one true God, can be any way ac-

counted for, it must be by the effect of the very expedient

which had been employed to prevent these apostasies." In

short, he says, the whole plan of Providence seems to have
been, " to destroy idolatry by indulgence, to the very super-

stitions out of fvhich it grew.^^'^'—Bolingbroke's Phil.

Works, vol. i. p. 313—319.
What the noble sophist had intended with no better will

to revealed religion itself, than to those of its advocates
whom he professes to rebuke, I have, in this extract, taken

such liberties in modifying, as will permit the argument to

bear, only where truth would have directed it ; namely, upon
those mistaken interpreters of revelation, who depart from
the written word of God, to follow the guidance of their own
fancies, in explaining the grounds and motives of the divine

dispensations. Such it is impossible not to pronounce, Til-

lotson, Spencer, and Warburton, to have been on the parti-

cular subject now before us.

equal to his talents, and bad his temper been as calm and tolerant as bis

understanding- was Inmlnous and penetrating-. His researches would then
have been conducted with more caution and impartiality, would have pro-
duced more unexceptionable conclusions, and been attended with happier
success." J)r. Gnivts^s Lectures on the Pentateuch, vol. ii p. 209—211.

* On the same subject, this writer, in another place, thus pointedly,

(though as his custom is, irreverently) expresses himself. In order to pre-

serve the purity of his worship, the Deity is represented, as prescribing to

the Israelites, a multitude of rites and ceremonies, founded in the supersti-

tions of Egypt from which they were to be weaned, and lie succeeded ac-

cording-ly. I'hey were never weaned entirely from ail these superstitions:

and the ^reat merit of the law of Moses was teaching the people to adore one
God, much as the idolatrous nations adored several. This may be called

sanctifying Pagan rites and ceremonies, in theological language : but it is

profaning the pure worship of God, in the language of common sense.

—

Fhi^,

Worh, vol. V. p. oT^.
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In how very difTercnt a manner we ought to pursue our in-

quiries, from that which these writers would propose, 1 have

aheady endeavoured to enforce, p. 41— lU. also Number
XLVII. and pp. 398, 390, 400—403. of this work. And
liow^ fully we are justified in so doinc;, w ill yet more satisfac-

torily appear, on consulting Dr. Graves^s Jjcciures on Ihe

Pentateuch^ (especially the two sections of Led. vi. part

iji.) and the Eiisht Discourses on ike Connexion between ihe

Old and New Testament ; in Avhich latter work, the unity of

the scheme of Redemption pervading the entire neries of the

divine dispensations, has been treated with much ability by
Archdeacon Daubeny ; whose opinions upon so many impor-

tant points, I am happy to find perfectly coincident with

those which I have submitted to the public throughout these

pages, on the nature of the atonement.

To such as may be desirous to investigate more deeply,

the opinions of the three distinguished waiters against whom
I have found it necessary to contend in discussing the subject

of the present Number, I recommend an attentive perusal of

the tenth book of Ensehius^s Prceparaiio Evangelica:—
Book III. ch. V. of Slillin2:fleefs Origines Sacrce

:

—Bo-

chart's Geographia Sacra :— Witsius's Mgyptiaca :—
Winder's History of Knowledge:—Ellis's Knowledge of
Divine Things from Revelation, (especially p. 122—129.)

Nichols's Conference with a Theist, (particularly vol. i. p.

290—308.— and pp. 319, 320.) Eaber's Horez MosaiccR

:

and Dr. Woodward's Discourse on the Ancient Egyptians,^

{ArchcBolog. vol. iv.) The Bishop of Lincoln, in his ex-

cellent Elements of Christian Theology, (Part I. chap. i.

* An extract from this discourse I here subjoin, as particularly worthy of

attention, in reply to the favourite theory of Spencer.—" Whatever niig-ht be
the bent and dispositions ofthe Israelites, it was Moses's proper business to

rectify them. Ue was not to indulge them in their fancies, but inform them
of their duties, and direct them to what was fit, reasonable and consistent

with good morals and piety, though that happened to be never so much
against their gusts and inclinations, which accordingly he everywhere did :

and there are numerous instances of it through all his government of them.

His doing otherwise might, indeed, have shown a great deal of policy ^ but

not near so mucli probity and goodness, as are discoverable through his

whole conduct of this great people. I can very easily allow Dr. Spencer,

that this was the metliod that Mahomet, ApoUonius Tyanseus, and some po-

liticians have taken : nor will I enter into any contest with him, whether the

Devil makes use of the same in order to seduce mankind from the worsliip

of God; all which he gives, I tliink, surely with a little too mucli looseness,

as parallel instances in confirmation of his notion : but this I am mighty sure,

Moses was on all occasions very far from it." pp. 281, 282.—Spencer has

justified these observations by his strange assertions. '* In eo enim eUixit

sapientia divina, quod antidotume veneno faceret, etillis ipsis ceremoniis ad

populi sui utilitatem, quibiis olim Diabolus adhominumperniciem uteretuv."

And again he cites this political axiom, to kjcxcv tv Kuy.ivov vk iri Kivnnov,
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p. 37—4".) has admirably summed up the argument from
the concurrence ofprofane tradition with the Mosaic history;

deducing both from the common source of revelation, dis-

guised indeed, and disfigured in the one by allegories, and
fabulous conceits, but conveyed to us by the other in its

pristine and uncorrupted purity. The laborious and valua-.

ble researches of Mr. Bryant, Mr. Maurice, and particularly

Sir William Jones, have thrown new and powerful lights upon
this important subject.

As to the searching with a curious minuteness, into the re-

semblances which subsist between the Pagan mythologies,

and the great truths of the Jewish and Christian revelations

;

this may undoubtedly be carried too far. And I agree en-

tirely with the learned and judicious Mr. Nares, that we are

not bound in the proof of the authenticity of revelation, to

mark out its traces amidst the rubbish of absurd fables, and
disgusting mysteries, which compose the various religions of

the Heathen world. See Nares's Banipton Lecture, pp,
tiiil, 252.—And 3^et, since these resemblances have been
employed, by the pen of infidelity, to overthrow revelation,

under the pretence, that the discoveries which we ascribe to

it, had been derived from Pagan mythology, it surely must
be admitted, that such inquiries of the learned, as tend to

reverse this position, possess no inconsiderable value. The
engines designed for the destruction of Christianity, are

hereby converted into instruments for its defence. The in-

fidel, who laboured in the support of error, is thus rendered

an auxiliary in the cause of truth. And it may perhaps not

^infairly be viewed, as a sort of providential retribution, that

a Hume, a Bolingbrokc, and a Voltaire,* should be pressed

* Volney is not, perliaps, of sufRcient calibre, to be ranked with the above
mentioned discoverers of moral and relip:ious truths. And yet, lie has Ri-

ven specimens, which prove him not wholly unworthy of sucli society. He
has, among-st many curious matters, discovered, that the mysterious birtli of
the Messiah, signifies nothing more, than the Sun risiiig in constellation of
Virgo ; that the twelve apostles, are the tr.'che signs of the Zodiac ; and that

.ill ** the pretended personages from Adam to Abraham, are mythological be-

ings, stars, constellations, countries.^' liuiiis, pp. 348. 588, 389-—Of this

work of Mr. Volney, it has been well remarked by a learned writer, that it

"is truly styled The Uiins : for that, agreeably to its title, it menaces de-

structio*! to every thing that has justly commanded the respect and venera-

tion of man ; as it would rob men of the inestimable blessings of peace and

ff)od order, of the endearing ties of social connexion, and consequently of

what constitutes both imblic and private happiness ; and by breaking the

salutary restraints of religion, would banish peace from the human breast,

and spoil it of its firmest siii)])ort in life and surest consolation in death."

And to this is most properly subjoined, that " its baneful influence is not

coTifined to these alone; that it carries in itself the seeds of its own ruin and
confusion ; and that it would almost require a volume, to enumerate the con-

fradictory and jarring atoms, of which this chaos of confusion is composed."
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into the ranks with the champions of revelation, and com-
pelled to march in the triumphal procession which celebrates

their own defeat.

The latest claim that has been set up in opposition to the

Hebrew scriptures, is on behalf of the sacred books of the

Hindus. These, it has been pretended, evince not only

the priority of the Indian records ; but also, that Moses has

borrowed from the Brahmens, much of what has been com-
monly ascribed to him as original, especially with regard to

the creation of the world. The fallacy of such pretences

has, indeed, of late years, been fully manifested, by the

valuable exertions of Sir William Jones, and those of his re-

spectable fellow-labourers in the field of Indian literature.

At the same time, it is to be lamented, that the admissions

of that illustrious vindicator of the Hebrew writings, as well

as those of Mr. Maurice, and others, respecting the antiquity

of the Vedas, have been such as to furnish those who were

desirous to pervert the truth, with an opportunity of apply-

ing the produce of their meritorious labours to the prejudice

of the Jewish records ; an opportunity which was not nea;-

lected."^ The futility of the attempt was, happily, at once,

exposed by a few judicious observations in the British Cri-

tic, (vol. xvi. pp« 149, 150.) and has since received more

ample refutation from the pens of Mr. Faber^ and Mr.
Nares, in their Bampton Lecture volumes. But, in truth,

notwithstanding that, as has been abundantly proved, such

admissions of the great antiquity of the Hindu records, by
no means justify an inference, affecting the originality and

An Enquiry into the origin of the Constellations that compose the Zodiac, p.

197.

Such are the judicious observations of a writer, whose learning has ena-

bled him to overthrow the principal theories, which have been erected by

others upon the subject of which he treats ; and yet has not prevented the

writer himself, from adding one more to the numerous instances, that already

existed, of the danger of adventuring into those visionary regions, in which

fact supplies no solid footing, and fancy is the only guide.

* Sec the Advertisement prefixed to the 5th volume of the London editiou

of the Asaitic Researches : in which, after noticing the antiquity ascribed to

the Vedas by the above OrientaUsts, the Editors insidiously subjoin the fol-

lowing observation. *' We shall not take up your time, with a dissertation

on the exact age of either the Hebrew, or the Hindu Scriptures : both

are ancient: let the reader judge.

—

Whether the Hindu Brahmens
BORROWED FROM MoSES, OR MoSES FROM THE HiNDU BrAHMEXS, is

not our present enquiry.'* p. iv.—The merit of these observations, it should

be noticed, belongs exclusively to the London Editors : the advertisement be-

ing altogether a fabrication of theirs ; and no one part of it being to be found

in the original Calcutta Edition, of which tins professes to be a faithful

copy Such is the use, to which the pure gold of Sir W. Jones would be con-

verted, by these workers of base metal.

3 C
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priority of the Hebrew scriptures ; yet it is fairly to be ques-

tioned, whether that antiquity has not been rated much above

its real standard.

The astronomical tables of the Hindus, it is well known,

supply the only reasonable data from which to judge of their

chronology : their habitual exaggerations rendering every

other source of chronological information altogether chimeri-

cal ; insomuch that Sir W. Jones pronounces, (in his Dis-

sertation on the gods of Greece, Italy, and India) that " tlie

comprehensive mind of an Indian chronologist has no limits;

and at the same time proves his assertion by a number of the

most extraordinary instances indeed. Their astronomical

calculations, therefore, having naturally become a subject of

great curiosity and interest with men of science, the cele-

brated M, Bailly, in the year 1787, published, at Paris, a

volume on the Indian astronomy, in which he contended for

its great antiquity, carrying it back to a period of more than

3000 years before the Christian era. This conclusion he

founded upon the nature of certain of their astronomical ta-

bles ; which, he contended, contained internal evidence, that

ihey had been formed from actual observation, and must
therefore be carried up to so early a date as that of 3102.

A. C His reasonings upon this subject, in his elaborate

Traite de V Astronomie Indienne et Orientate, were fol-

lowed by other astronomers, particularly by Professor Play-

fair in the 2d vol. of the Edinburgh Transactions, in 1789

:

ard the ^ Surya Siddhantd, supposed to contain the most

ancient astronomical treatise of the Indians, was also carried

up to a very high date, not less than 2000 years before the

Christian era.

That the reasonings, however, which led to both these con-

clusions, are erroneous, later discussions of the subject leave

hut little room for doubt. Mr. Marsden, in an ingenious pa-

per in the Phil. Trans, for 1790, had, without attempting to

impeach IVI. Bailly's astronomical arguments, pointed out a

Mr. Davis, who was tlie translator of tliis ir.ost ancient of the Sasiras,

thinks that he finds in it sufficient data, from which, computinf^ tlie diminu-
tion of the obliquity of the Ecliptic at the rate of 50" in a century, he can
fairly infer the ag^e of the work itself to be 3840 years ; thereby carrying- it

br^ck more than 2000 years A. C. (Miatic Researches, vol. ii. p. 238)—But
Professor Playfair, proceedinjj at a rate of computation, which he conceives
more accurate, places the date of the work above 3000 years earlier than the
Christian era. {Edinb. Trans, vol. iv. p. 103.) He therefore thinks himself
perfectly secure, in adopting the interval of 9000 years A C. in which, also,

he fortifies himself by the authority of Sir W. Jones.—The demands, both of
Mr. Davis and Professor Playfair, must certainly be admitted to be modest,
compared with that of the Hindus themselves ; who require of us to Jjelieve,

that this book is 2,164,899 years old, having been at that distant period giv.
en by divine revelation
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satisfactory mode, of accounting for tlie apparent antiquity of

the IndiaH tables, by conceiving the computations to be found-

ed, not upon a real, but an imaginary, conjunction of tlie

planets, sought for as an epoch, and calcuhited retrospective-

ly. The celebrated M. Laplace, again, after tlie most accu-

rate mathematical investigation, has not only^ pronounced

• I cannot refrain from giving, at full length, the opinions and reasonings
of so distinguished a mathematician as M. Laplace, on a point of such viial

njoment, as that of the great antiquity, which it has been the fashion to

ascribe to the astronomical tubles of the Hindus, and on a point, also, in

which, the opinions of a mathematician can alone have weight.
*' Les tables Indiennes indiquent une astronomie plus perfectionee ; mala

tout Porte a croire qu^elles ne sont pas d\ine haute antiquite. Ici, je m'^loigne
a regret de I'opinion d'un savant illustre, (M. Bailly) qui, apres avou' honor^
sa Carrie re, par des travaux utiles aux sciences et a I'humanite, mourut vic-

time de la plus sanguinaire tyrannic, opposant le calme et la dignite du juste^

aux fureurs d'un peuple abuse, qui sous ses yeux me me, se fit un plaisir

barbare d'appreter son supplice. Les tables Indiennes ont deux epoques
principales, qui remontent, I'une a I'annee 3102 avant I'ere Cliretienne,

I'autre a 1491 : ces epoques sont liees par les moyens mouvemens du soled,

de la lune, et des planetes, de sorte que Tune d'elles est necessairement
Active. L'auteur celebre dont je viens de parler, a cherche a etablir, dan-
son traite de I'Astronomie Indienne, que la premiere de ces epoques est fon-

dce sur Tobservation. Malgre scs preuves^ exposees avec I'interet qu'il a su
riipandre sur les choses les plus abstraites, je regarde cotntne tres vraisetn*

blable, que cette epoque a ete imaginee, pour donner une co7ninune ori^inc

dans le Zodiaque, aux onouveitiens des corps celestes. Eu effet, si, partant
I'epoque de 1491, on remonte, au moyen des tables Indiennes, a I'an 3102
avant I'ere Chretienne ; on trouve la conjonction generale du soleil, de la

lune, et des planetes, que ces tables supposent : 7nais cette co7ijo7i':tion trop

diffSrente du resultat de nos ineilleures tables^ pour avoir eu lieu, nous tnontre

que Cepoque a laqxielle elle se rapporte, n^est point appuyee sur Its observations.

A la verite, quelques elemens de I'astronomie Indienne semblent indiquer,

qu'ils ont ete determines, meme avant cette premiere epoque; ainsi, Inequa-

tion du centre du soleil, qu'elle fixe a 2*^,4173, n'a pu etre de cette grandeur,

que vers I'an 4300 avant I'ere Chretienne. Mais, independamment de^
erreurs dont les determinations des Indiens ont ete susceptibles, on doit

observer qu'ils n'ont c)nsidere les ind'galites du soleil et de la lune, que re-

lativement aux eclipses dans lesquelles 1'equation annuelle de la lune s'ajoute

a I'ecpiation du centre du soleil, et I'augmente d'environ 22'; ce qui est a-

peu-pres la difference de nos determinations, a celle des Indiens. Plusieurs

elemens, tels que les equations du centre de Jupiter et de Mars, sont si diff

fcrens dans les tables Indiennes, de ce qu'ils devoient etre a leur premiere
d'poque; que I'on ne pent rien conclure des autres Clemens, en faveur de leur

antiquite. Vensetnble de ces tables^ et sur-tout l'impossibilite de la con'

jonctiou qiCelles supposent a la meme epoque^ prouvent au contraire, quellca

ont ete constmitcs, ou du inoins rectijiees dans des temps inoderms ; ce que
confirment les moyens mouvemens, qu'elles assignent a la lune, par rappwrt

a son perigee, a ses na-uds, et avj soleil ; et qui plus rapules que suivant Fto-

leinee, indiquent evidemment que laj'urmation de ces tables est pusterieure an
tem,ps de cet astronotne ; car on a vu que ces trois mouvemens s'accelcrent

de siecle en siecle."'

—

Exposition du Systevie du Monde, pp. 293, 294.

Thus has M. Laplace, from the evidence, whicli llic tables tliemselves sup^

ply, not only overturned the prevailing notion of their great antiquity, but

reduced their date even lower than the second century, since he places them
lo.ver than the age of Ptolemy, who lived unul 161 A. D.

Having been led to make mention of this eminent mathematician, than

whom agreater name has not arisen since the days of Xewlon, I cannotforbear
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upon the recent date of the tables, but has also pointed out

errors in the calculations from which M. Bailly deduced his

results ; and has clearly demonstrated the epoch in the tables,

not to have been real, but fictitioiis. And last of all, Mr.
Beiitley %eems completely to have settled the point, in his'

two most ingenious and learned papers, in the 6th and 8th
volumes of the Asiatic Researches, in which, he not only con-
tends, that from the principles of the Hindu astronomy, the
recent date of the tables can be deduced ; but that also, from
authentic testimony, independent of all calculations, the age

of the Surya Siddhanta can be proved such as not to carry
the date of its composition farther back than the year 1068.
In his endeavours to establish these points, he has not scru-

pled to pronounce M. Bailly and Professor Playfair to have
been totally mistaken, in their reasonings, concerning the anti-

quity of the Indian astronomy; and to have proceeded upon
an entire ignorance of the jrrinciples of the artificial system of
the Hindus: the nature of which he states to consist in this,

—that " certain points of time back are fixed upon as epochs,
at which the planets are assumed to fall into a line of mean
conjunction with the sun in the beginning of Aries ; and that
from the points of time so assumed as epochs, the Hindu
astronomer carries on his calculations, as if they had been
settled so by actual observation ; and determines the mean
annual motions, Avhich he must employ in his system, from
thence, as will give the positions of the planets in his own time,
as near as he is able to determine the same by observation."
(Vol. vi. p. 542.)—He then proceeds to show by what means,
such fictitious epochs maybe assumed, without incurring the
danger of a perceptible variation from the real mean motions:
and upon the whole, he has fortified his argument in a way
that renders it not easy to be shaken. The high authority of
the names, which Mr. Bentiey has to oppose on this subject,

;iolicinj^, as a matter of sincrular curiosity, the coincidence of a remarkable
astronomical epocli, as fixed by his calculations, with the year, in v.hich
Archbishop Ussher has placed the creation of the world, according to tlie

chronology of the Hebrew. The epoch is that of the coincidence of the'
greater axis of t!ie earth*s orbit with the line of the equinoxes, at which time
the true and the mean equinox were the same. This M. Laplace computes
to have taken place, about the year 4004 before the Christian era ; which i?

the vei7 era of lUe creation, as chronologists have derived it from the Hebrew
scriptures.—Traite dc Mecmnquc Cr/cstc, torn. iii. p. 113.—This point I have
stated, merely for the gratification of the curious reader, without intending
to lay upon it any particular stress. At the same time, I cannot avoid ob-
serving, that if a coincidence, equally striking, bore an aspect unfuvourabh-
to the truth of the scripture history, it would be cried up by a certain class

of literati, (who admire Mr. Brydone's lavas and such like trash,) as a cir-

cumstance amounting to a demonstration of the. falsehood of iIk- Ilehrev--

scriptures-
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(Sir W. Jones himself, having, as well as M. Bailly and Pros

fessor Play fair, maintained the anti({uity of tiic Indian astro-

nomy,) may occasion some delay to the reception of his opi-

nions. But from the proofs which have been advanced in

their support, and from the additional lights lo be expected
upon this subject, there seems little reason to doubt, that
they will ere long be generally acquiesced in.

At all events, the main foundation, on wliich the extraor*

dinary antiquity of the Indian records has been built, nin.sl

be given up as no longer tenable : and the decided priority

of the Mosaic scriptures, cannot any longer reasonably be
questioned.^ So that, as the Chaldean, Phenician, Egyp-
tian, Grecian, and Chinese antiquities, which at different times
have been deemed irreconcileable with the truth of Scripture

history, have, to a more minute inspection, contracted their

dimensions to a perfect agreement with the Scripture stand-

ard; so it may without hazard be pronounced of the Indian
antiquities, that the day of their exaggerated extent has near-

ly gone by ; and that there is no longer much danger of any
serious impediment, from that quarter, to the belief of the Mo-
saic history. That the Indians did, at a very early age, cul-

tivate astronomy, and that to them we are indebted, for that

most ingenious and useful invention of an arithmetical charac-

ter, possessing at the same time an absolute and a local value,

cannot, undoubtedly, be denied. And yet, it must be ad-

mitted, that there are such indications of gross ignorance, in

the very science, which they have so much studied, that one
scarcely knows how to give them credit for certain other dis-

coveries which are ascribed to them. To make the circum-
ference of the earth amount to 2,456,000,000 British miles,

{Asiat. Research, vol. v. art. 18.) and to hold the moon's dis-

* Mr. Nares, in his valuable note upon this subject, {Bampton Lecture, p.
256--273.) seems somewhat reluctant to admit Mr. Bentley's results, in op-
position to those which could boast so many distin.cjuished names in their
support. He has, ho\yever, with great learning- and ability, shown, that even
from the evidence, which M. Bailly himself adduces in corroboration of his

opinion, no inference can reasonably be drawn, which in any degree inter-

feres with the truth and originality of the Scripture history. Indeed, the
whole of Mr. Nares's discussion of this subject^ is particularly worthy of at-

tention. Of his entire work, it may be, as it has been, most truly affirmed,

that there is perhaps no other extant, which, within the same compass, brings

so much argument to bear, against the various enemies of our religion fiom
without, or against the betrayers of it fi'om within. Arul, as compressing,

in the best manner, the greatest quantity of important information, on all the
great subjects, on which modern wisdom has attempted to assail Revelation,

1 most earnestly recommend it to the Theological student,—I cannot permit
the very favourable mention, which this auil\or lias made of my former pub-
lications on the Jltonemeni , to prevent me from giving a vcsiimcny, which
ilie "cause of religious truth so imperiously dem.inds.
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<ance from the earth to be greater than that of the sun,'^' are

not proofs of any great progress in astronomical research.

On this subject, see Montucld's observations, in the part re-

ferred to in the note below. In truth, from circumstances

such as these, joined to the fact, of the Indians being unable

to give any explanation of, or assign any reasons for their par-

ticular tables and calculations, there seems good reason to

think, that much, of what has been supposed to be their own
invention, has been derived to them from other sources; as

has proved to be the case, with respect to the Chinese tables

;

and as Mr. Nares has well shown to be extremely probable,

with respect to those of the Indians likewise.f Bampt* Led,

pp. 270, 271.

As to the readiness of the Indians to impose fabrications

upon the Europeans, all must now be tolerably well satisfied,

since the publication of Mr. Wilford's letter, in which he con-

fesses, with a grief that had actually reduced him to a fit of

sickness, that *' his Pundits had totally deceived him, in al-

most all that he had written about tJie Sacred Islands in the

West ; having at different times, and in proportion as they
became acquainted with his pursuits and his wishes, made
erasures in the Sanscrit MSS, and on those erasures inserted

the names, Rajata-Dweep, for England, and Suvarna-
DwEEP, for Ireland." He adds, also, that '* those frequent-

ly recurring erasures in most Indian mss, tended to throw a

deep shade over their presumed authority." Another impo-

sition, on a subject infinitely more important, has also since

come to light. For, unfortunately, we find, that the remark-

able passage in the 3d vol. of the Researches^ which Sir W.
Jones affirms, to be an exact translation by himself, from an

Indian MS, forwarded to him by Mr. Wilford, relative to

Noah, under the name of Satyavarman, and his three sons,

Sherma, Charma, and Jyapeti, is altogether a forgery
BV THE Br ah MENS.

I cannot forbear annexing to this Number a passage from

an old translation of a work of the celebrated Amyraut, It

* " lis font aussi la l^unc plus tlolgnOe de nous que le Soleil, et mcme i!s

sont aussi attachccs a cette opinion, qu'on I'est encore dans ccrtaints con-

trces a nicr ie mouvement de la terre. Un Brame et un missionarie ctant

dans la meme prison, le premier souffroit assez patiennnient, que I'atitre en.

trepr it de le dtsabuser du culte de B) avia ; maift lorsque, dans d'autres con-

vcrsations, il vit que le Missionaire pirtendoit, que le Soleil ctoit au delade

la Lune, 9'en fut fait : il rompit entierement avec lui, et ne voulut plus lui,

parler."—J/on^wc. Iliaa. des. Mathem. torn. i. p. 404.

f Will not this supposition throw some light upon tliat extraordinary ac-

quaintance with certain Trigonometrical principles, laid down in the iSuryd

Siddhantay which have excited Professor Ph} fair's wonder in Edinb. Trmis

vol iv.
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Jjas a close connexion with the principal topics under discus-

sion : and the singular value of its contents, will, I trust, jus-

tify its insertion.

—

" Furthermore, whereas it was well said by one, that things

of greatest antiquity are best ; and the philosophers them-
selves, when they treat concerning God and religion, extreme-
ly cry up antiquity, and attribute much to the dictates of

their ancestors ; as if nature itself had suggested to them, that

there was a source of all these things, from which they, that

were nearest it, drew the purest and sincerest waters ; where-
as, accordingly as they are derived through several minds, as

so many several conduit pipes, they become corrupted and
tincted with extraneous qualities, and contract impurity. If

there be found a doctrine that has all the marks of antiquity,

and there appears nothing in the world that equals it, it ought

not to be doubted, but that the same proceeded from him that

is more ancient than all, as being author of all things. If the

language in which it was revealed be as the mother and stock,

from which others, though very ancient, are sprung ; if it de-

scribes the history of the world, and of men, and their propa-

gation upon the earth ; if it affords the demonstration of times,

and that without it the knowledge of chronology would be

more intricate than a labyrinth ; if it deduces its history from

point to point with an exact correspondence ; if it clearly and
certainly relates histories, that are as the body of the fabulous

shadows that we see in the writings of the most ancient au-

thors in the world ; who will doubt, but all which they have,

is taken from thence, and that we ought to refer what is there-

in depraved and corrupted, thereunto, as to its principle, and

have recourse thither to learn what we are ignorant of?—If

there be found a religion, all whose parts accord together with

an admirable harmony, although it has been propounded at

several times, and by several persons, in several places ; if

there be a discipline, a doctrine, a book, a society, in which
God himself speaks to men in a style and manner agreeable

to the eminence of his majesty, displays his justice to them
most terrible in its appearance, discovers his power in its

highest magnificence, and ^Ives them to sound the breadth

and length, depth and heighth of his infinite mercies : lastly,

if examples of an incomparable virtue be found therein, with

incitations and instructions to piety ; such as are not to be

paralleled any other where in the world ; 'tis an indubitable

argument, that they are proceeded from some other than the

human mind, or the school of Man."
In referring to the authors who have illustrated the primary

•subjects of this Number, I ought not to omit the name of Mr.

Lloyd, who, in his valuable treatise on Christian Theology/,
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has so justly propounded, and so impressively and eloquently

enforced, the leading doctrines of the Christian religion. But
that t]]is Number has been already carried to an unreasona-

ble length, I should add to it some extracts from his 1st and
2d chapters, which could not fail to enhance its value. From
his remarks in the 1st chap, (particularly p. 6— 10) on the

proper provinces of Natural and Revealed Religion; and
from those in the 2d, on the unity of divine truths displayed
in the Jewish and Christian dispensations ; I can promise
the judicious reader much satisfaction and instruction.

In bestowing upon Lord Bolingbroke the epithet of So-
phist, in the preceding Number, at p. 406, I feel upon second
thoughts, that I have not been strictly correct in the applica-

tion of the term. Ingenuity exerted, under a subtle show of
reasoning, for the purpose of misleading and overreaching the

controversial opponent, is the distinguishing attribute of the

character so denominated. His Lordship, however, has not
condescended to deal, in this treacherous manner, with those
whom he combats in argument. His magnanimity, and his

candour, are both at war with such mean and petty artifices.

The one raises him above the little forms of logical and exact
ratiocination; and the other inspires him with the disdain of

concealing from his opponent any vulnerable part. His ar-

gument is, accordingly, of that elevated quality, that deals in

lofty language and privileged assertion, and of that intrepid

character, that fears not, as occasion may demand, to beat
down the very positions, which, when other occasions de-

manded, it had been found convenient to maintain. The no-

ble writer, in short, too courtly to associate with the anti-

quated followers of Aristotle, and too free to be trammelled
by the rules of a precise and circumscribing dialectic, passes

on fluently in one smooth and gentlemanly tenor, undisturbed
by any want of connexion between premises and conclusion,

and at perfect liberty to relinquish either, or both, just as his

lordly humour may happen to direct. To these ingenuous
qualities which exalt bis Lordship's reasoning above the pe-

dantic exactness of logic, is superadded an easy freedom
which releases his Lordship's history from the troublesome
punctilios oifacl. So that, upon the whole, there is scarcely

any writer, who, in a flowing and copious vein of declamation,

possesses, in any degree comparable to his Lordship, the art

of arriving at whatever conclusion he pleases, and by what-
ever route : not merely overwhelming the astonished adver-

sary, by a rapid succession of movements the most unexpecf
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ed; but displaying still greater argumentative powers, in

overturning those very dogmas which had just before been

rendered impregnable to all but himself, and thereby defeat*

ing the only antagonist worthy to be opposed to so illustrious

a disputant.

To be serious, there is no writer of any name, Voltaire per-

haps alone excepted, whose attempts upon Christianity are

more impotent and contemptible than those of Lord Boling-

broke. The bare enumeration of the positions he has main-

tained throughout his Letters on History^ and what are call»

ed his Pfiilosophical Works, would be an exposure of igno-

rance and imbecility, sufficient not merely to satisfy truth,

but to satiate malice. It was therefore scarcely necessary

that his deistical productions should have been submitted to

the careful dissection of Clayton, Warner, and Leland, and

the powerful and unmerciful lacerations of Warhvrton,^^

They m.ust soon have done the work for themselves. Hav-
ing little more than their impiety and their viciousness to re-

commend them, they must inevitably, excepting only with

those to whom impiety and vice are a recommendation, have

ere long reached that oblivion to which, save only with such

persons, they are now, I may say, almost universally con^

signed. On their first publication, it was proposed as the best

mode of counteracting their mischievous design, to collect the

contradictory passages, and merely arranging them mutually

confronted in opposing columns, so to leave them without

comment to the reflections of the reader : and, if I mistake

not, this idea was acted on by one writer, in a work, entitled

an Analysis of the Philosophical Works of the late Lord Bo-

iingbroke. This work I have not seen : but so exact a spe-

cimen of this nature is supplied by the very part of this wri-

ter's works, to which I have had in the foregoing Number, oc-

casion to refer, that I cannot refuse to produce it for the

reader's satisfaction.

Being anxious to prove, in opposition to the received

opinion, that the idolatries of the Gentile world could not

have been derived from the corruptions of an original Reve»
lation, he peremptorily asserts, that " it is impossible for any
man in his senses to belie\ e, that a tradition, (namely, that of

the unity of God) derived from God himself, through so few

generations, was lost among the greatest part of mankind ; or

* See the F/eu' of Lord Bolingbroke's Philosophy in four letters to afrieridf

in which all that fervid vigour and burning severity for which its author is so

distinguished, are overpoweringly exerted for the purpose of laying bare to

the public eye, the niiserable deficiencies of his Lordship, as aphiiosophicaJ

writer, under the several heads oi ingenuity, oi' truths of consistency, oiUmm-
ingy and of reasoning.

3 D
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that Polytheism and idolatry were established on the ruin* of
it, in the days of Serug, before those of Abraham, and so
soon after the deluge." (Philos. Works, 8vo. ed. vol. i. p,
299.) At the distance of less than two pages, we find it as

peremptorily asserted, by this same extraordinary writer, that
" Polytheism and idolatry have the closest connexion with
the natures and affections of rude ignorant men;" and
in less than half a page more, that " the vulgar embrace Ihem
easily, even after the true doctrine of a divine unity has been
taught and received, as we may learn from the example of the

Israelites : and that superstitions grow apace, and spread
wide, even in those countries where Christianity has been
established and is daily taught, as we may learn from the exam-
ples of the Roman churches," &c.—But this is not all. We
jfind this same Avriter again, in vol. ii. p. 200—210. both deny
thefact that the divine unity had been taught to the Israelites,

and soon forgotten by them, (which is the very example he
builds upon in the above passage,) and also the application of

that fact to the case of other nations, (which application is

the very use he has himself made of that fact.)—And then,

after all this, and almost in the same breath in which he has
made these assertions, he draws back again in part, and says,
*' I do not so much deny the truth of the facts, as I oppose their

application." (p. 210.) That is,—I cannot resist the reca-

pitulation,^-our author first denies a certain fact as imposi-
ble: then establishes its strong probability upon general

principles of human nature, supported by an example drawn
from the case of the Israelites, and applied to that of mankind
at large : then he both denies the truth of that very example,
and Ihe justness of its application, (both of which are his

own undisputed property:) and then again he admits them
both, in certain (but different) degrees ; since he does not so

much deny the one as he opposes ihe other.
,
What does all this

mean ? Is il, or is it not nonsense ? Have we not here then,

(to use the sort of pleasant and sportive phrase, that might
not improbably have been used by such writers as his Lord-
ship,) in beating about for game, sprung a whole covey of con-

tradictions, which, after winging their tortuous course in all

directions, have at last sought shelter, by taking flight into

the impenetrable thickets of nonsense? Now what is to be

^one with such a v.riter as this? The author of the memoirs

of his life, whilst he speaks in terms much too strong of his

qualities as a statesman, remarks, in alluding to the excursions

which, as an author, he had ventured to make beyond his

proper sphere :
*' I should be sorry, that you took your poli-

tics from priests; but I sliould be in more pain if I thought
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you in danger of receiving your religion from a politician.'

Memoirs of the Life of Lord Bolimrbroke^ p. 2Ji2.

In truth, to sum up all in a word, my Lord Bolingbroke was

no more than a coxcomb in literature, and a pretender in

science. Nor has religion, though the principal object of his

hostility, so much to complain of his bungling attempts as

philosophy: at the samfe time that both have experienced

more of malevolence than injury at his hands. AVith him,

the great sages of antiquity have been as much the objects of

lordly contempt, as the prophets and apostles: and the

maxims of ancient wisdom have been held as cheap as the

established doctrines of Revelation; Whatever, in short, is

not Lord Bolingbroke, is not sense. All, whether ancient <5t

modern, who have trod the same ground before him, historians,

chronologists, moralists, philosophers, divines, all are either

blockheads or impostors. And even Locke and Newton
dwindle into drivellers, where they have presumed to meddle

with those subjects, which the Visconnt condescends to il-

lustrate

—

{Phil. Works, vol. ii. Essay 3. ubique, especially

p. 160.)

The treatment, which the truly wise and learned, both of

ancient and modern times, constantly receive at his Lord-

ship's hands, naturally calls to mind the sarcasm of Crito ia

Berkeley's Alciphron.—" I tell you, Enphranor, that Plato

and Tully might perhaps make a figure in Athens, or Rome

:

but were they to revive in our days, they would pass but for

underbred pedants, there being at most coffee-houses in Lon-

don, several able men who could convince them they knew
nothing, in what they are valued so much for, morals and po-

litics." And Lysicles immediately subjoins, " How many
long-headed men do I know, both in the court-end and the

city, with five times Plato's sense, who care not one straw

what notions their sons have of God or virtue."

—

Berkeley's

Worksy vol. i. pp. 369, 370. The versatility also, with

which this noble writer can, at one time, affect grave and

learned research, and at another, as it may suit his purpose,

profess to hold all such pedantic argumentation in contempt,

is most happily illustrated, in the same admirable treatise,

by the picture which is there drawn of the Proteus shiftings

and modifications of the free-thinking tribe.—" When one of

these has got a ring of disciples around him, his method is,

to ex-claim against prejudice, and recommend thinking and

reasoning ;
giving to understand that himself is a man of deep

researches, and close argument, one who examines impartially

and concludes warily. The same man, in other company,

if he chance to be pressed with reason, shall laugh at logic,

and assume the lazy supine airs of a fine gentlemen, a wit, a
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railleur, to avoid the dryness of a regular and exact inquiry.

This double face of the Minute Philosopher is of no small

use to propagate and maintain his notions. Though to me it

seems a plain case, that if a fine gentleman will shake off all

authority, and appeal from religion to reason, unto reason he
must go." (pp. 460, 461.) But the truth is, as the same
writer again remarks, (p. 639.) " that in the present age,

thinking is more talked of, but less practised, than in ancient

times ; and that since the revival of learning, men have read

much, and wrote much, but thought (comparatively) little

:

insomuch that, with us, to think closely and justly is the least

part of a learned man, and none at all of a polite man. The
i&ee-thinkers indeed, make great pretensions to thinking, and
yet they show but little exactness in it. A lively man, and
what the world calls a man of sense, are often destitute of

tliis talent, which is not a mere gift of nature, but must be
improved and perfected, by much attention and exercise on

ver}^ different subjects ; a thing of more pains and time, than

the hasty men of parts in our age care to take."

What time our man of parts employed for this purpose,

may easily be inferred from the circumstance of his having

commenced his philosophical investigations at the age oiforty,

after a youth revelled in the most voluptuous and dissipating

enjoyments, and a manhood distracted by the most tumultuous

political agitations. But it is full time to have done with

him ; I shall therefore only add to what I have said upon so

unworthy a subject, by referring the reader, who can have

any curiosity to know more of such a man, to the characters

that have been given of him, by Chesterfield, and by Blair.

The latter concludes a very qualified commendation of his

tyle,' by observing that in his matter there is " hardly any
thing to commend ; that in his reasonings, for the most part,

he h flimsy and false ; in his political writings factious ; iu

what he calls his philosophical ones, irreligious and sophistical

in the highest degree."

—

Blair''s Lectures on Rhetoric, vol.

i. Lect. xix. p. 282. See also the observations in Lect. xv.

p. 211. of the same volume. The former gives such an ac-

count of him, upon the whole, as nnist be edifying to the

young reader particularly; who will thereby be completely

let into the secret of such men, by one of themselves : and

will have the benefit of observing how much even a libertine,

when in cold blood, can be shocked by libertinism. One or

two passages I cannot avoid transcribing, as proving how
greatly, even from the testimony of his warmest admirer,

Lord Bolingbroke is found deficient in every thing that is

truly valuable, either in a philosopher or in a man. His noble

panegyrist, in recommending to his son to study the manner
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that would best enable him " to seduce and to impose," pro-

poses to him Lord Bolingbroke's style and mode of writing,

for his imitation, in direct opposUion to works of learning,

and sound reasoning, which he particularly decries : and af-

ter pressing upon him again and again, the repeated perusal

of Lord Bolingbroke's writings, he assigns as his reason for

30 doing, that he wishes him *' to lay aside ail thoughts of

all that dull fellows call solid, and exert his utmost care to

acquire what people of fashion call shining,"—Chest, hellers,

vol. iii. p. 1.51. And in another place, where he speaks of

the whole of that unhappy Lord's character, he is obliged,

though with much softening, to describe him as "a most
mortifying instance of the violence of human passions, and
of the weakness of" (what he chooses to call) " the most
exalted human reason." " His youth (he says) was distin-

guished by all the tumult and storm of pleasures, in which he

most licentiously triumphed, disdaining all decorum. His
fine imagination has often beeji heated and exiiausted with his

body, in celebrating and deifying the prostitute of the night;

and his convivial joys were pushed to all the extravagancy of

frantic Bacchanals. Those passions were interrupted but

by a stronger ambition. The former impaired both his con-

stitution and his character, but the latter destroyed both his

fortune and his reputation." Vol. ii. p. 328.

Such was the Pythagorean institution of this great philo-

sopher, who was to be qualified by these intense lucubra-

tions, to communicate ne\r lights to mankind, and to improve
the world by a juster set of notions in morals and philosophy.

The noble characterizer, after glossing over these hideous

enormities, and contrasting with them what he is pleased to

represent as splendid qualities, is compelled after all, to con-

clude, in words no less applicable to the insincere and un-

principled writer, than to his subject : " Upon the whole of

this extraordinary man, what can we say, but, alas, poor hu-

man nature !'*—Poor indeed, when it presumptuously rejects

those aids which heaven designed to minister to its weakness,

and to rectify its corruption.

In a course of observations, in which I have insensibly-

been drawn to enlarge at so much length, upon the subjects

of free-thinking and scepticism, it is impossible to forget

David Hume. The ideas suggested in the progress of it,

bring into view, by necessary association, this chief of mo-

dern sophists ; who, whether the precedence be determined

by the boldness of impiety, the contempt of truth, the per-

plexities of disputation, or the inconsistencies and contra-

dictions in reasoning,—is undoubtedly entitled to the first

place m the list of British infidels. The Icadine; subject also
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of the discussion in which we are at present engaged, natu-

rally summons him to our tribunal. For, as his philosophic

forerunner, Boliiigbroke, has bestowed much unprofitable la-

bour on the questions of Polytheism, and the divine unity,

tlie same questions solicit the minutest investigations of this

author, especially in his treatise upon the ^ Natural History

of Religion ; a title which, as has been remarked, contains

a form of expression, much as proper, as if he had spoken of

the Moral History of Meteors. And here, having positive-

ly pronounced, that " Polytheism must have been the first

and most ancienV (which certainly 7nay be admitted if it

was the first,) " religion of mankind :" {Essays, vol. ii.

p. 102.) and having affirmed it to be an incontestable fact,

tiiat about 1700 years back, all mankind were Polytheists ;

(p. 403.) and that, as far as history reaches, mankind ap-

pear universally to have been Polytheists ; at the same time

that he does not pretend to be ignorant, that about 1700
years back, there was in existence such a book as the Old
Testament, and such a history as that of Josephus ; and that

he himself informs us, (p. 433.) that it 'appears from Hero-
dotus, that " the Getai were genuine Theists and Unita-
rians :"—having, I say, thus dogmatized as became a sceptic,

and falsified as became an historian, he proceeds in a manner
perfectly his own, to show what never had been dreamed of

before, not even in the craziest reveries of a Bolingbroke,

that the notion of the Divine Unity had sprung up from the

blundering conceptions of the vulgar, and that it demand-
ed the reasoning powers of the Philosophers to restore

again the old system of a plurality of Gods Iff

This will hardly be credited. Let the reader therefore

turn to the precious original, (p. 433.) where he will find'the

manner fully described, in which this notion takes its rise

amongst the vulgar, for of these it is that he has been speak-

ing throughout the preceding page. " Men's exaggerated
praises and compliments still swell their idea upon them ; and
elevating their deities to the utmost bounds of perfection, at

last beget the attributes of Unity and Infinity, simplicity

and spirituality.^^ Thus, then, the one, infinite, uncom-
pouNDED and spiRiTUALyirs/ cause, springs, as we see, out

• On this treatise Warburton makes the following- observations in a letter

to his friend Hurd. " Tlie Essay is to establish an atheistic naturalism,

like Bolingbroke : and he goes upon one of Bolingbroke's capital argu-
ments, that idolatry and Polytheism were before the worship of the one
God. It is full of absurdities. They say this man has several moral quali-

ties. It may be so. But there are vices of the mind as well as body : and
a wickeder heart, and more determined to do public mischief, I tjijnk, I.

never knew"' Litten- of a late eminnit Prelate, p. 2;>P-
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of the tendencies of the vulcrar to yraise and panegi/rir.

But immediately after we find, that tills is a height too giddy
for those who have thus risen to it, and that it is necessary
that they should be quietly let down again to the firmer and
more peaceful footing of Polytheism. For, " such refined

ideas, being somewJiat disproportioned to vulgar compre-
hension'' (although having (rrown naiuniUy out of vulgar
conception) " remain not long in their original purify : but
require to be supported by the notion of inferior mediators or
subordinate agents, which interpose between mankind and
their supreme deity. These demi-gods or middle beings,

partaking more of human nature, and being more familiar \o
us, become the chief objects of devotion, and gradually recall

that idolatry which has been formerly banished by the ardent
prayers and panegyrics of timorous, indigent mortals."—See
also pp. 429, 430. or rather the whole of the extraordinary
reasoning upon this subject in the 6th, 7th, and olh sections.

Thus then we see, that the vulgar in their high flights of

praise and paneoryru, rose to the discovery of a^rs7 cause;

while a set of iviser men,'-^ we must suppose, called in to re~

* In trulh Mr. Tliime himself seems entitled to rank amongst those iviser

'men, as he has been able to discover many advantages in the scheme of Poly>

theism. For, he says, ifwe examine without prejudice, the ancient heathen
iTiythology, as contained in the poets, we shall not discover in it any such

m )nstrous absurdity, as we may at first be apt to apprehend. Where is the

difficulty in conceiving, that the same powers or principles, tvhatever they

ivere, which formed this visible world, men and animals, pioduced also a spe-

cies of intelligent creatures of more refined substance, and greater authority

than the rest ? That these creatures may be capricious, revengeful, passion-

ate, voluptuous, is easily conceived ; nor is any circumstance more apt amonfi^

ourselves to engender such vices than the license of absolute authority. And
in short the whole mythological system is so natural, that in the variety of

planets and worlds contained in this universe, it seems tnore than probable^

that somewhere or other it is really carried into execution." Essays, vol. ii.

p. 242.—Thus the cautious investigator, whose scepticism will not yield to

the proofs of the existence of one God, sees no difficMlty in admitting it as

'more than probable that there are inany. In this system of Polytheism also

our jihilosopher finds many advantages. For " where the Deity is repre-

sented, as infinitely superior to mankind ; this belief, though altogether just,

when joined with superstitious terrors, is apt to sink the human mind in the

lowest submission and abasement, and to represent the monkish virtues of

mortification, penance, humility, and passive suffering, as the only qualities

which are acceptable to him. But where the gods are conceived to be only

a little stiperior to mankind, and to have been many of them advanced from

that inferior rank, we are Tnore at our ease in our addresses to them, and may
even without profaneness, aspire sometimes to a rivalship and emulation of

them : hence activity, spirit, courage, magnanimity, love of liberty, and all

the virtues which aggrandize a people." Ibid. p. 440. Our author has for-

gotten to add, that in our aspirings to a rivalship with these nearer gods,

that he proposes as the objects of our addresses, we might rise also to that

capriciousness, revengefulncss, passionateness, voluptuousness, and other

such qualities with which he has been pleased to invest them, and which

<jualities seem in the view of himself and Mr. Gibbon to be the principal in.
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store the mob of middle deities to their pristine honours,

since the purpose is to suit the objects of worship to vulgar
comprehensions » And so we find, that, under the direction

of this wonder-working x*?*}7^> the philosophers and the

people are made at once to change sides, and act each other's

parts; the people taking to themselves the discovery of the

first cfl«se, and the j)hilosophers, in return, the discovery of
demi'gods and middle beings* Unless, indeed, as Bishop
Hurd says, the people are supposed to have done both

;

discovered the unity in their blind, timorons, and indigent

state, and when they were so 7vell-informed, struck out, in a

lucky moment, their gross system of Polytheism.^ On this,

and the whole monstrous assemblage of falsehoods, inconsist-

encies, and nonsense, with which this extraordinary Essayf
}s stuffed, I would refer the young reader to the Remarks on
Mr, David Hume^s Essay on the Natural History of Re-

iigion, in v.hichj Dr. Hurd has so successfully employed the

weapons, with which his friend Warburton had just before

transfixed the brother infidel Bolingbroke.

Yet such writers as these, such writers as Hume and Bo-'

lingbroke, (at least until their ignorance, falsehood, and ab-

gredients in that " elegant mythology" which they would so strongly recom-
mend to our admiration. It has been well remarked, by an eloquent and in-

teresting^ writer, that antichristian writers, while they are giving us their

opinions, may in truth be giving us more ; may be discovering their moralff

while they mean to teach us only their creed: and thus may carry, like Bclle-

rophon, their own condemnation, while they imagine tliey are graciously

conveying intelligence and new light to mankind. So that the old proverb.

Bellerophontis Litercpy may be a proper motto for the learned labours of them
all.

—

Young's Centaury p. 29.

* Diderot, Indeed, In his execrable SystSine de la J^Tature, has completed
the view of this subject, that had been so imperfectly sketched by Boling'

broke and I/ume. He has manfully undertaken to prove, not only that Poly-

theism must have be^, in the early ages of the world, the necessary result

of men's observation ff nature; but that it must be much more so novj, that

the course and progress of pliilonophy has tended to remove Ttien's prejudi-

ces ! ! !—This completely relieves Hume's argument from all its perplexi-

ties.

I Mr. Nares, in his admirable collection of sermons, preached at the

Bampton Lecture in 1805, pronounces of this extraordinary production, that

if he wished to satisfy any person of the indispensable necessity of a divine

revelation in the first ages of the world, upon the infidel's own view of

things, he would refer him at once to Mr. Ilum.e's JVatural History of Reli-

gion. {Xares's Hampton Lectures, p. 485.) And Dr. Maclaine says of the

same work, in his Letters to Mr. Soanie Jenyns, that perhaps no book
is more adapted to show the unspeakable advaiitages of a divine Revelation.

\ This work has been here, agreeably to the hitherto commonly received

opinion, ascribed to Bishop Hurd. Bu^, from the Letters of Bishop War-
burton lately published, it now appears, that it was the production of his own
pen, and received only some additional colouring from his literary friend.

—

See a curiou.'; account of this transacUoQ in the Letters of a late ./Siiiinent

Prelate, pp. 239, 24a
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surdities had become sufficiently notorious to expose their

followers to the like imputations,) it had been the fashion to

extol and admire. How such writers could ever have obtain-

ed followers, may at first sight indeed appear difficult to ex-
plain. The difficulty however, admits a satisfactory solution

:

and one which has been so justly given by a late respected
writer, that I shall content myself with the mere repetition of
what he has said upon the subject. Having remarked that,

in his Treatise of Human Nature^ Mr. Hume's vain love of
singularity had led him to endeavour to involve even the fun-

damental principles oi geometry in confusion ; but that finding

it impossible by his paradoxes on such a subject to rouse the
attention of the public, he turned himself to moral paradoxes;
this writer goes on to show, that Mr. Hume in doing so had
calculated rightly, for that these, " when men begin to look

about for arguments in vindication of impiety, debauchery and
injustice, become wonderfully interesting, and can hardly fail

of a powerful and numerous patronage. The corrupt judge ;

the prostituted courtier; the statesman, who enriches himself

by the plunder and blood of his country ; the pettifogger, who
fattens on the spoils of the fatherless and widow ; the oppres-

sor, who, to pamper his beastly appetite, abandons the de-

serving peasant to beggary and despair ; the hypocrite ; the

debauchee ; the gamester ; the blasphemer ;—prick up their

ears when they are told, that a celebrated author has written

a book full of such comfortable doctrines as the following :

—

That justice is not a natural but an artificial virtue, depend-
ing wholly on the arbitrary institutions of men, and previous

to the establishment of civil society not at all incumbent :

—

That moral, intellectual, and corporeal virtue, are all of the

same kind; in other fjords, that to want honesty, to want un-

derstanding, and to want a leg, are equally the objects of moral

disapprobation, and that it is no more a man's duty to be grate-

ful or pious, than to have the genius of Homer, and the strength

and beauty of Achilles :—that every human action is necessa-

ry, and could not have been different from what it is :—that

when we speak of power as an attribute of any being, God
himself not excepted, we use words without meaning:—that

we can form no idea of power, nor of any being endued with

any power, much less of one endued Avith infinite power : and

that we can never have reason to believe that any object or

quality of an object exists, of which we cannot form an idea :

—that it is unreasonable to believe God to be infinitely wise

and good, while there is any evil or disorder in the universe

;

and that we have no good reason to think that the universe

proceeds from a cause :—that the external material world does

not exist ; and that if the external world be once called in

3E
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doubt as to its existence, we shall be at a loss to find arsjijv

ments by which we may prove the being of God, or any of his

attributes:'—that those who believe any thing certainly are

fools:

—

that adultery must be practised, if men would obtain

all the advantaires of life ; that, if generally practised, it

would soon cease to be scandalous ; and that, if practised se-

cretly andfrequently, it would by degrees come to be thought

^0 crime at all ;* that the question concerning the substance

• " My inquiry concerning the Principles of MoraWis of a\\ my v/riling-s,

historical, philosophical, or literary, incomparably the i>est^^ Hrmie*s Lije^

p. vii—The passage, referred to above, afibrds an excellent specimen of the

writer's qualifications as a moral instructor. And yet it is of such a inan

as this, ihat such a man as ^']da'm Smith has delivered the followiig testi-

mony :
—" I have always considered Mr. Hume, both in his life-time and

since his death, as approaching- as nearly to the idea of a perfectly wise
A>JD viuTuovs MAN, as perhaps the nature of human frailij' will permii.*'

—Letterfrom Mlam Smith, L. L. D. to W. Strahan, Esq. annexed to Hume's
JLife, and prefixed to the late edition of Hum-e's Uistory of England.—For
the reception, which such a declaration as this so amply merited, I refer the

reader to Bishop Home's Letter to Dr. ^dam, Smith : in which, as well as

in tlie Letters on Infidelity at large, he will find the ablest and most incon-

testable confutation ofHume and his infidel associates.

In truth, the extract from Hume on the subject of adultery appeared to

me so monstrous, that, with some doubts of Dr. Beattie's accuracy, I turned
lo the original to ascertain its fairness, and there found the following justi-

fication of the reporter :
—

*' It is needless to dissemble- The consequence
of a very free commerce between the sexes, and of their living much to-

gether, will often terminate in intrigues and gallantry. We must sacrifice

iotne'-Mhat oj tJie useful, if ii^e be very anxious to obtain all the agreeable

qualities ; and cannot pretend to reap alike every advantage. InsU;nces of
license daily muhiplying will weaken the scandal with the one sex, and leach

tl>e other by degrees toadoi>t the famous maxim of La Tontame, with regard

to female infidelity; that if one knovcs it, it is but a small matter ; if one

inonvs it net, it /? nothing." (^Hume'n Essays, vol. ii. p. 394.) Again (p. 255.)

Jie contends, that the necessary "combination of the parents for the subsist-

ence of tlieir young is that alOne which requires the virtue of chastity or fidel-

ity to tiie married bccL Without such a utilit), it will readily be owned (he

assorts) that i7/c/i a virtue would never be thought of'^ And this being a

favourite subject with this writer, whose Inquu-} concerning the Principles

of JMovals, ij. boasted of by himself as his best work, he proceeds to enlarge

upon it in an additional note, (p. 490.) in which he calls in the a-.d of Greek
to sustain him in his philo<io])hic profligacy, and referring all notions of

virtue and vice to public utility, asks with an (lir of final triumph,—" And
indeed to tvhat other purpose than that of utility do all the ideas of chastity

and modesty serve?"—This is the perfectl.v wise and virtuous man
of Adam Smith.

Dr. Aikin's remarks (in the Ccr.eral Biography,) on this extraordinary

language of Dr. Smith, althoiigl) not pressing upon the parts of Hume's wri-

ting.s here adverted to, deserve to be noticed. " We may (he says) reason-

ably deniur to Dr. Smith's moral estimate, in attributing the perfection of

virtue to a man, whose leading principle was, by his own confession, selfish,
(the acquisition of literary fame,) and who never seems to have made any of

those sacrifices of interest and inclination to public good, iti which \irtuous

action chiefly consists. Further, whatever degree of fieedcmi of discussion

may he justifiable, with the benefit of mankind in view ; it may be doubted,

wlielher a mere fondness for speculation, or a love of philosophic applause,

will morally excuse a writer, for sporting with opinions, which are commonly
held of the highest importance to humaji >\elfare."
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of the soul is unintelligible :—that matter and motion may
often be regarded as the cause of thought :—that the soul of

man becomes every different moment a different being, so that

the actions I performed last year, or yesterday, or this morn-
ing, whether virtuous or vicious, are no more imputable to me,
than the virtues of Aristides are imputable to Nero, or tiie

crimes of Nero to the man of Ross."

—

Essay on the Nature
and Immutability of Truths by Dr, Beuttie, p. Ill

—

1\3.

See also pp. 315, 316, where many other doctrines equally

rational and valuable are to be found, together with the refer-

ence to those parts of Mr. Hume's w^orks in which they are

contained.

But this is not all. Mr. Hume has not done enough, it

seems, for the extinction of religion and the subversion of
morals : but, with a zeal, bespeaking his fidelity to the master
whom he served, he left behind him blasphemies to be pub-
lished after his death, which even he was afraid to publish

whilst he lived. So, indeed, his great admirer tells us, in hig

Apologyfor the Life and Writinyrs of David Hume: whose
posthumous papers, he says, would probably " carry his phi-

losophy still nearer to that point, which he might not think

it DISCREET to push too vigorousiij in his life time." What
THAT POINT was, is but too evident on a single glance at the

works which he thus bequeathed for the public benefit. The
Dialogues on Natural Religion, and the Essay on Suicide,

are standing monuments of a heart as wicked, and a head as

Aveak, as ever belonged to any man, who pretended to the

character of a philosopher and a moralist. To leav^e delibe-

rately as a legacy to mankind, a recommendation of self-

MURJER, and an assurance that there is no God, at the very
moment when he was himself about to appear before the bar

of that dread being; and, whilst thus occupied for the de-

struction of his fellow-creatures, to amuse himself with pleas-

ant conceits about Charon and his ferr-j-boat, (as his biogra-

])her informs us he did, when he was alaiost dropping into his

grave,) has something in it so fri2;htful, that one naturally re-

coils from the thought of it with horror. It seems to be

equalled only by the hideous impiety of Diderot, who addu-

t^es it as a decisive proof of the nonexistence of a God, that

he was permitted to w^rite a work, filled with blasphemies

against his nature, and arguments against his being. '^

**'Si ce Dieu tout puissant est jaloux de ses prerog-atives,—comment
permet-il, q'tiii morsel oomme moi, use uttaquer ses droits, ses litres, son

existence meme ?" Vol. ii. p- 60. of Systeme dt la JVaiure; a work which was
published under the name of JMiraband, but is supposed \vit4» good reason

ro have had tlie atroaious Diderot far its author
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Having, however, made mention of this valuable bequest

6r]VIr. Hume, I cannot deny the reader the satisfaction of

knowing somewhat of the precious material of which it con-

sists. And first as to his Dialogues. He there exhibits va-

rious modes, in which the world may have been produced, all

of which he pronounces to be to the full as satisfactory, as

that of a creation by the will of the Deity. Generation or

vegetation, he says, will answer the purpose : and the latter

process, w^hich he prefers, he thus panicularly explains : " In

like manner as a tree sheds its seed into the neighbouring

fields, and produces other trees, so the great vegetable, the

world, or this planetary system, produces within itself cer-

tain seeds, which, being scattered into the surrounding chaos,

vegetate into new worlds. A comet, for instance, is the seed

of a world : and after it has been fully ripened, by passing

from sun to sun, and star to star, it is at last tossed into the

unformed elements wiiich every w here surround this universe,

and immediately sprouts up into a new system." {Dialogues,

p. 132.) But, as this process of vegetable production, sup-

poses a mother-vegetable already in existence, or a world al-

ready in being, so accurate a reasoner could not but account

fipr the formation of the first world, from which all others are

to sprout. And this he does in two ways, that he may the

better satisfy all descriptions of readers. Either such a pro*

cess has been going on from eternity : or a world might have
been formed originally thus ;—" A finite number of particles

is only susceptible of finite transpositions : and it must hap*

pen in an eternal duration, that every possible position must
be tried.—The continual motion of matter, therefore, in less

thaji infinite transpositions, must produce order;" and order,

when once established, supports itself." (^Dialogues, pp. 146,

149.)—Now must not Ephraim Jenkinson, and his cosmog-
onieSf hide their diminished heads, on a comparison with this

Philosopher and his suhUnie inventions'* How far inferior

also was the object of the former sage to that proposed by the

latter? The one but sought to cheat the honest Vicar of
Wokefield of his horse, but the other looks to the more glori-

ous attainment, of cheating mankind, of their trust in a God,
and their hopes of a futurity.—How meagre and unphilosophi-

eal is tlie first chapter of Genesis, compared with such lofty

speculations as these of Mr. Hume !!

If v»e turn now totliat other vahiable performance, the Es'~

sa?/ on Suicidey''^ there we find truths no hiSS momentous, and

* Some of i\Ir. Hume's admirers became so much ashamed of tliis mon-
:Htrons and ab^surd perfovmance, that they were led to deny that it ever came
from his pen. Wlioever wisties for a c( mplete proof of his being the an

thor, may consult the Montldy Keview for 1784, vol. Ixx. p. 427-
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reasonings no less acute, than those which the former had e?i-

hibited. He informs us, that the whole scope of man's crea-

tion is limited to the present life :—that the life of a man is of

no greater importance than that of an oyster :—and as it is

Sidmitted that there is no crime in diverting the Nile or the
Danube from their courses, so he contends there can be nonej

in turning afew ounces of bloodfrom their natural channel:
and so, upon tlie whole, he peremptorily concludes in favour

of self-murder ! ! ! He goes farther : and to satisfy the con-

science of the Theist, he maintains that on the supposition of
a God, we are acting under the direction o( Providence, when
we put an end to our existence : and again to satisfy the con-

science of the Christian, he endeavours to evince the lawful-

ness of suicide under the Cliristian dispensation. The last

point, indeed, it has been remarked, it is not difficult to make
out, provided the liberty of putting two texts together be per-

mitted :—thus, Judas departed, and went and fianged him-

self.—Go and do thou likewise, Mr. Hume's arguments are

little better.

So much for this paragon ofmodern metapJiysicians ; this

deep thinker, and acute reasoner, whom it was at one time

so much the fashioH with witlings and libertines to extol. As
to certain advantages of style, Mr. Hume, no doubt, pos-

sessed them, but as to his reasoning, nothing under that name
can be more contemptible. This indeed seems now pretty

generally admitted : and few, who have any regard for the

opinion of men of sense, would at this day venture to support

the paradoxes, and adduce the arguments of David Hume.
By the species of reasoning adopted by that writer, Dr. Beat-

tie has well remarked, it would be easy to prove any doc-

trine : and to evince this, he supplies the following recipe,
as conveying the whole mystery of manufacture of his meta-
physical paradoxes. " — Take a word, (an abstract term i»

the most coprenient,) which admits of more than one significa-

tion r and by the help of a predicate or copula, form a propo-

sition suitable to your system, or to your humour, or to any
other thing you please, except truth. When laying down
your premises, you are to Hse the name of the quality or sub-

ject, in one sense ; and, when inferring your conclusion, in.

another. You are then to urge a few equivocal facts very
slightly examined, (the more slightly the better,) as a further

proof of the said conclusion ; and to shut up all with citing

some ancient authorities, either real or fictitious, as may best

suit your purpose. A few occasional strictures on religion

as an unphilosophical thine, and a sneer at the JVhole Duty

&f Man, or any other good book, will give your dissertation^

^rbat many arc pleased to call, a liberal turn ; and will go near
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to convince the world, that yoii are a candid philosopher, a

manly free-thinker^ and a veryfine writer.'^ {Essay on Trnthj

p. 309.) This gives by no means an exaggerated idea of Mr.

Hume's mode of conducting his metaphysical disquisitions

;

so that, what has been said of his Dialogues, may be applied

with truth to almost all his reasonings on moral or religious

subjects :—namely, that they cannot possibly hurt any man
of a philosophical turn, or even any man of common sense :

that they may serve indeed to contirm the giddy, the profli-

gate, and the unprincipled in their prejudices against religion

and virtue, but must be despised by every man who has the

smallest grain of seriousness or reflection.

Gray^s estimate of his character 1 cannot prevail upon my-
self to suppress, not only because it comes from a man of

real genius, learning, and reflection, but because it must be ad-

mitted to be altogether uatinctured with the supposed preju-

dices of a divine.—" I have always thought David Hume a

pernicious writer, and believe he has done as much mischief

here as in his own country. A turbid and shallow stream

often appears to our apprehensions very deep. A professed

sceptic can be guided by nothing but his present passions, (if

he has any,) and his interests ; and to be masters of his philo-

sophy we need not his book or advice, for every child is ca-

pable of the same thing, without any study at all. Is not that

naivete and good humour, which his admirers celebrate in him^

owing to this, that he has continued all his days an infant,

but one that unhappily has been taught to read and write ?

That childish nation, the French, have given him vogue and

fashion, and we, as usual, have learned from them to admire

him at second hand.'' (Mason's Gray,^ vol. ii. pp. 249,250.)

There are two striking features in the character of Hume,
which have not been adverted to in the sketch here drawn of

him by Gray :—his disingeniwusness, and his bigotry.

* For some adniirable and beautiful remarks by the same author, on the

Materialists; and upon Lord Shnftesbiiryy and particularly on Lord Boling-

broke and his Philosophical Works, see the same volume, p. 118— 125. With
respect to Ihmie, ue aie informed by Mr. Ritchie, that he was particularly

stung- by the seveie animadversions of 6'ra)/- For, as the biographer adds,
** notwithstanding- the eulogium which he sometimes bestows on the equani-

mity of liis own temper, it is know n, that he felt the attacks on his literary

reputation with exquisite sensibility : and although he persevered in the re-

solution of writing no answers to his antagonists (except in the single case of

his quarrel with liousscau) he did not always receive the criticisms ofothers

with the apathy lie professes.'* Jiccount of the Life and IVritir.gs of David
Hume, p. 301. Indeed, if we give ciedit to the account given of him in the

London Jtevieiv for 1777, we shall pronounce him one of the most choleric,

instead of being one of the calmest of philosopliers. His Treatise of Hu-

man J\'ature having experienced consideiable severity of criticism in a pub-

lication entitled. The Works of the Learned, the author (as tlie Review

states) became so highly provoked, that " he flew into a violent rage to d'?-
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To couple the term biorot^ with the name of David Hume,
may at first siii;ht appear to partake of lii.s own paradox. But
it should be considered, that bigotry is not necessarily con-

nected with religious belief; and that it is no less possible to

display its invincible prejudices, by an irrational and intole-

rant zeal against, than for, religion. Now undoubtedly, in

this sense, no man has proved himself more of a bigot than
Hume. Far from being the calm and philosophic inquirer

which he pretends to be, he is evidently influenced by an in-

satiable zeal for the propagation of his atheistical tenets ; and
his intolerant and persecuting spirit against those who oppose
the adoption of his infidel creed, is every where manifested
by his furious abuse of all who are tenacious of their Chris-

tian hopes, but more particularly of the clercjy, and these too

of every religious persuasion without distinction. Of this,

abundant proofs are to be met with, in almost every part of
his writings: but more especially in his 21st Essay, on Na-
tional Characters, {Essai/s, vol. i. p. 215.) wJiere, and in the
annexed note T. he pronounces " priests of all religions to be
the same," and goes on laboriously to prove, that a priest,
as such, MUST be destitute of every virtue, aud possessed by
almost every vice. How strongly Horace Walpole, (whom!
particularly name, as not having any undue leaning towards
revelation, and as being, it must be supposed, tolerably free

from that odium, theologicwn, which our author so plentifully

charges against the clergy,)—how strongly, I say, he con-
demns this intolerant zeal in this man of pretended modera-
tion and philosophic calmness, may be seen on looking into

his works.f—Now, surely, this is a most unreasonable intru-

mand satisfaction of Jacob Robinson the piiblisber ; whom he kept durinj^ the
paroxysm ofjiis anger, at his sword's point, trembling lest a period should
be put to the life of a sober critic by a raving- philosopher."—It is well
known also, that his resentment against Dr. Beattie was so violent, that he
cou Id hardly put on it any decent restraint.

* I find indeed from an anecdote in Ritchie's Life of Hume, that I have his

own authority for this ejjithet. For, as his biographer informs us, his reply

to a friend, who jocularly threatened him with writing an account of his life

and character, was, that as to his character he would himself give it in a sin-

gle sentence ;
" candid and liberal with respect to the prejudices of others,

bigoted with respect to his own."

f Lf)rd Orford indeed omits no opportunity of expressing his dislike and
even contempt of the common run of what are called Geniuses, and Philoso-

phers, in modern times. " No Genius I have known, (says he,) has had com-
mon sense enough to balance the impertinence of their pretensions. They
HATE PRIESTS, BUT LOVE DEAUI.Y TO HAVE AN ALTAR AT THEIR
FEET : for which reason it is much pleasanter to read them than to know
them.'* {Lord Orford's If'or/ts, vol. v. p. 421.) This observation, though
immediately directed against Rousseau, who was at this time introduced into

England by Hume, was manifestly not designed exclusively for him. And
although Hume is frequently spoken of in terms apparently favourable, yet
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sion into what our autlior so willingly admits to be the eXclu^

give province of the clergy. There is some excuse for

warmth in the man who perceives an attempt to rob him of

what he holds most precious ; but there is none for the man
who makes that attempt, flying into a passion, because it is

resisted.

Again, as to the disingemiousness of Hume ; this is suffi-

ciently manifest on the inspection of his works. The instan-

ces adduced by the various writers, who have taken the trouble

to expose his flimsy sophisms, are so multiplied as to render

it unnecessary to dwell upon this subject. Of these writers,

in addition to the authors of the well-known answers to his

Essay on Miracles, (an essay which but for adventitious cir-

cumstances could not have deserved an answer,) I would par-

ticularly recommend to the young reader, Dr. Beattie^ and
Bishops Hiirdaiud Hornet who have, in the works already al-

luded to in this postscript, exhibited this imposing and deceit-

ful infidel in his true colours. Nor is it only in matter oirea-

soning, but in matter oifact, that he stands convicted of dis-

honesty. No writer, perhaps, has established this more clear-

ly than Dr. EIrington, in his Donnellnn Lecture Sermons, to

which I refer particularly at pages 233, 234. and 296—302.
It is but fair however to confess, that Mr. Hume has not

confined altogether to religious subjects, his talent of disingen-

uous representation. His unfaithfulness, and gross partiali-

ty, as an historian, have been long pretty generally acknow-

ledged : and it has been pronounced by judicious and candid

writers, upon the subject of English history, that the history

which Mr. Hume has given to the world, is a most injurious

work to put into the hands of the British youth, in order to

^ive them just ideas of the history or constitution of England.

Dr. Towers, in liis Observations on Mr. Hitme^s History,

says, that" fidelity, accuracy, and impartiality are requisite in

an historian : and that in these Mr. Hume is greatly deficient.*'

— Dr. Gilbert Stewart also points out, in his View of Society

in Europe, (see particularly pp. 320. 323. 326.) many grosi^

and wilful errors in the Historian:—and at p. 327. he fully

demonstrates, how unfit Mr. Hume was for the task which he

undertook.—" Mr. Hume (he says) struck with the talents of

J)r. Brady, deceived by his ability, dispo_sed to pay adulation

to goverimient, or willing to profit by a system, formed with

art, and ready for adoption, has executed his history upon the

tenets of this writer. Yet, of Dr. Brady it ought to be re-

even in his Lortlship's letters to Hume himself, (vol. iv. p. 260—265.) the cnt-

lihg sarcasms and contemptnous sneers ag-ainst authors and philosophers of

a certain class, sufhciently intimate in what light tho noble author re.nlly

Viewed the Scotch as well as the French philosopher.
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•membered, that he was the slave of a faction, and that he

meanly prosiiiuted an excellent understandnig to vindicate

tyranny, and to destroy the rights of his nation. With no
less pertinaciti/, but with an air of greater candour, Mr. Hume
has employed himself to the same pitrposes : and his history,

from its beginning to its conclusion, is chiefly to be regarded a3

a plausible defence of prerogative. No friend to humanity,
and to the freedom of this kingdom, will consider his constitu-

tional inquiries, with their effect upon his narrative, and com-
pare them with the ancient and venerable monuments of our

story, without feeling a lively surprise, and a patriot indigna-

tion." Mr. Fox also, in his late celebrated work, speaks of

the continual display, in Hume's history, of his " partiality to

kings and princes, as intolerable. Nay, (he adds) it is, in my
opinion, quite ridiculous ; and is more like the foolish admira-

tion which women and children sometimes have for kings,

than the opinion, right or wrong, of a philosopher.*'—And a

set of writers, whose national partialities would not indispose

them to Hume, agree fully in this sentiment. " Few things

(they say) seem more unaccountable, and indeed absurd, than

that Hume should have taken part with high church and high

monarchy men. The persecutions which he suffered in his

youth from the Presbyterians, may perhaps have influenced

his ecclesiastical partialities. But that he should have sided

with the Tudors and the Stuarts against the people, seems
quite inconsistent with all the great traits of his character.^*

{Edinb. Review, vol. xii. p. '276.)—What great traits of

character? We have already seen what they amount to.—No,
no : the man who is not influenced by a love of truth, must be

destitute of principle. And, in such a character, inconsisten-

cies must abound. Where there is no standard to refer to,

no anchor to hold fast, what can be expected but perpetual

vacillation? The man who laboured to traduce scripture,

would not fail to falsify history. He who could be blind to

the grandeur and glory of the Christian dispensation, could

not easily discover the beauty and the sublimity of the British

constitution. And we need not be surprised to find the same
man a renegade in religion, and a slave in politics.

The mischievous and dishonest uses, also, to which Hume
perverts his history, should not pass without observation.

Mere historic falsehood had lost mach of its interest in the

breast of this writer, had it not been made subservient to his

favourite object, the subversion of moral and religious truth.

The picture, which has been already drawn of the historian in

this light, is sketched with such justness and good taste by
the masterlv pencil of Mrs. H. Ptiore, that I cannot do better

8 F
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tlian present it to the reader's view as it has come from the

hand of that admirable woman.
" There is a sedateness in his manner, which imposes ; a sly

gravity in his scepticism, which puts the reader more off his

guard, than the vehemence of censure, or the levity of wit

;

for we are always less disposed to suspect a man who is too

wise to appear angry. That same wisdom makes him too cor-

rect to invent calumnies, but it does not preserve him from
doing what is scarcely less disingenuous. He implicitly adopt*

the injurious relations of those annalists who were most hos-

tile to the reformed faith ;* though he must have known their

* Villers, in his i\f5aj/ on the Heformation^ (Mills*s translation, p. 10?'.)

offers the following observations, which go to support the above allegation,,

and deserve to be particularly attended to.
—" It is well known with what

iury the rage ofparty pours out calumny upon eminent men. Upon Luther,
above all rneHj it has been discharged in torrents. Among other causes, it

has been found out, that his zeal arose only from the discontent of the Au-
gustins, who beheld, it is said, with envy the Dominicans invested by tlie

iPope with the commission ofpreaching indulgences. That Maimbourg should
have picked up such a story is nothing wonderful. But it is inconceivable,

that Voltaire and Hume should hare repeated it as a certain fact.'*" This
author then proceeds to expose the falsehood of the calumny, and refers to

a note of Dr. Maclaine on Mosheim*s Ecclesiastical History, in which, he
says, is " proved, beyond dispute, the absurdity of the imputation." The
translator pursuing the same subject, goes on thus. " The credit of Voltaire

is now so low in this country, that no means, however base, of forwarding a
favourite object will be thought beneath him. He is now detected ; and his

authority is of very little value. But Hume, who through the whole course
of his history lies in wait for an opportunity of throwing discredit upon the
cause both of religion and of liberty, who possessed a rooted enmity against

all the best interests ofmankind, and whose actions exhibit more of deliberate

misanthropy than those of any other man perhaps that ever lived, still enjoys

a reputation and authority which he by no means deserves ; and his writings

contribute strongly to corrupt the public sentiments. Dr. Maclaine*s note,

referred to by v'illers, is a full exposure, more full perhaps than was neces-

sary, of one of those instances of bad faith with which his history abounds.
If any one were to publish an edition of his history, with notes, pointing out
the eagerness with which he has used not only lawful but poisoned arms
against religion and liberty, exposing the unfounded assertions, the weak re-

flections, and the barbarous phraseology which he so often employs, he vv7)uld

abate tliat false admiration so long attached to his works, and confer a great
ebligation upon the public." Tliese charges against Hume may possibly not
be sufficiently temperate and measured: but they contain in them much of
truth: and tjje principal cliarge, that of liistorical bad faith, is undoubtedly
made out by Dr. Maclaine, in the note alluded to ; which note I here subjoin,

not merely becau.se it establishes the point at present under consideration,

but because it so completely rescues the author of the Reformation from the
unfounded calumnies which lIu^Tie had contributed to circulate, and which
of late days an interested zeal has propagated in this country with more than
usual industry.
" Mr. Hume, in his history of the reign of Henry the 8th, has thought

proper to repeat what the enemies of liic Reformation, and some of its du-
bious or ill formed friends, have advanced, with respect to the motives that
engaged Ltither to oppose the doctrine of indulgences. This elegant and
persuasive historian tells us, that the Jhislin friarshaA usually been employ'
cd in Saxonv to preach indxdgenccsy andfrom this tni-st had derived both pro-
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accounts to be aggravated and discoloured, if not absolutely
invented. He thus makes others responsible for the worst
things he asserts, and spreads the mischief without avowing

fit and consideration ; that Arcemboldi gave this occupation to the Domini-
cans; that Martin Luther, an Austin friary professor in the University q/
Wirtemberg, resenting the affront put upon his own Order^ began to preach
against the abuses that xvere comtnitted in the sale of indulgencesy and, being
provoked by opposition, proceeded even to decry indulgences themselves. It were
to \.e wished, that Mr. Hume's candour had engaged him to examine this ac-
cusation better, before he had ventured to repeat it. For, in the frst place,
it is not true, that the Austinfriars had been usually cTnployed in SaKony to

preach indulgences. It is well known, that the commission had been oflered
alternately, and sometimes jointly, to all the Mendicants, whether Austin
friars, Dominicans, Franciscans, or Carmelites. Nay, from the year 1229,
that lucrative commission was principally entrusted with the Dominicans t

and in the records which relate to indulgences, we rarely meet witli the
name of an Austinfriar^ and not one single act by which it appears that the
Roman Pontif ever named, the friars of that order to the office under con-
sideration. More particularly it is remarkable, that, for half a century before
Luther, (i. e. from 1450 to 1517,) during which period intlulgences were sold
with the most scandalous marks of avai-icious extortion and impudence, we
scarcely meet with the name of an Austin friar employed in that service, if

we except a monk, named Palzius, who was no more than an underling of
the papal questor Eaym,Qnd Peraldus - so far is it from being true, that the
Augustine Order were exclusively, or even usually employed in that service.

Mr. Hume has built his assertion upon the sole authority of a single expres-
sion of Paul Sarpi, which has been abundantly refuted by De Priero, Palla-
<cicini, and Graveson,t\\G mortal enemies o^ Luther.

** But it may be alleged, that, even supposing it was rxoiusual to employ
the Augustinfriars alone in the propagation ofindulgences, yet Lrtther might
be offended at seeing such an important commission given to the Dominicans
exclusively, and that, consequently, this was his motive in opposing the pro-

pagation of indulgences. To show the injustice of this allegation, I observe
secondly, that in the time of Luther, the preaching of indulgences was become
such an odious and unpopular matter, that it is far from being probable, that

Luther would have been solicitO';s about obtaining such a commission either

for himself or for his order. The princes of Europe, with many bishops and
multitudes of learned and pious men, had opened their eyes upon the turpi-

tude of this infamous traffic : and even the Franciscans and Dominicans,
towards the conclusion of the 15th century, opposed it publicly, both in their

discourses and in their writings. Nay more, the very commission, which is

supposed to have excited the envy o^ Luther, was offered by Leo to the Ge-
neral of the Franciscans, and was refused both by him and his order, who
gave it over entirely to Albert, bishop of Mentz and Magdeburg. It is then

to be imagined, that either Luther, or the other Austin friars aspired after

a commission, of which the Francisca7is were ashamed ? Besides, it is a mis-

take to affirm, that this office was given to the Dominicans in general ; since

it was given to Tetzel alone, an individual member of that ord«r, wlio had
been notorious for his profligacy, barbarity and extortion.

" But that neither resentment nor envy were the motives that led Luther

to oppose the doctrine and publication of indulgences, will appear with t!ie

utmost evidence, if we consider in the third place,—That he was never accu-

sed of any such motives either in the edicts of the pontifs of his time, or

amidst the other reproaches of the contemporary writers, who defended the

cause of Rome, and who were far from being sparing of their invectives and
calumnies. All the contemporary adversaries of Lxn/nr arc absolutely silent

on this head. From the year 1517 to 1546, when the dispute about indulgen-

cts was carried on with the <rreate?t warmth and animositv. ilot one wrj'?'.-
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the malignity. When he speaks from himself, the sneer is so

cool, the irony so sober, the contempt so discreet, the mode-

ration so insidious, the difference between Popish bigotry and

Protestant firmness, between the fury of the persecutor and

the resolution of the martyr, so little marked; the distinctions

between intolerant phrenzy and heroic zeal so melted into

each other, that though he contrives to make the reader feel

some indignation at the tyrant, he never leads him to feel any

reverence for the sufferer. He ascribes such a slender supe-

riority to one religious system above another, that the young

reader, who does not come to the perusal with his principles

formed, will be in danger of thinking that the reformation was

ever ventured to reproach Luther with these ignobie motives of opposition

now under consideration. I speak not of Erasmus Sleiden, De Thou, Guic-

ciardiiii, and others, whose testimony mig-ht perhaps be suspected of partiali-

ty in his favour : but I speak of Cojeta?i, Hogstraty De Frietio, Emser, and

even the infamous John Tetzel, whom Luther opposed with such vehemence

and bitterness. Even CochUvs was silent on this head during the life of

Luther; though after the death of that great Reformer he broached the

calumny I am here refuting. But such was the scandalous character of this

man, v.ho was notorious for fraud, calumny, lying, and their sister vices, that

J-'allavicim, Bossuet^ and other enemies of Luther^ were ashamed to make
use either of his name or testimony. Now, may it not be fairly presumed,

that the contemporaries of Luther were better judges of his character and

the principles from which he acted, than those who lived in after-times ? Can
it be imagined, that motives to action, which escaped the paying eyes of

Luther's contemporaries, should have discovered themselves to us who live

at such a distance of time from the scene of action, to JI. Bossuet^ to Mr.
Hume, and to other abettors of this ill-contrived and foolish story ? Either

there are no rules of moral evidence, or JIi\ Hutne^s assertion is entirely

groundless." Moshciuis Ecclcs. Hist. cent. xvi. sect. i. chap. 2. vol. ii. pp.

ir. 18.

Lr. jMaclciinehas very properly observed, that the cause of the Reforma-

tion (which must stand by its own intrinsic "dignity, and is, in no wa)', affect-

ed by the views or characters of its instruments) can derive no strength from

this inquiry, but as it may tend to vindicate the personal character of a man,
who has done eminent service to the cause of religion In truth, so far from
looking for selfish and ignoble motives to account for Luther's zealous op-

position to the publication of indulgences by Tetzel, one has only to read

the account given by Mosheim of this transaction, to have his astonishment

excited, tliat Luthers did not start up in thousands to raise their voices

against it.
—"This bold andenterprizingmonk,"he says, speaking of Tetzel,

*' had been chosen, on account of his uncommon impudence, to pi-each and
proclaim in Germany, those famous indulgences oi Leo X. wliich administer-

ed re7nicsio7i of all sins, past, present, and to come, hoivever enormous their

VMture, to those who were rich enough to purchase tl)em. The frontless

monk executed this iniquitous commission, not only with matchless insolence.

Indecency, and fraud, but even carried his impicy so l^ir, as to derogate from
the all-sufticient power and influence of the merits of CMirist" The transla-

tor adds, in exemplification, that *' in describing the effi( j^cy of these indul-

gences, Tetzel said, among other enormities, that eveji had any one ravished

the mother of God, he (Tetzel) had tvherc\\:ithai to efface his guilt. He also

boasted, that he had saved more soulsfro7n hell by these indul^^cnces, than St.

Peter had converted to Christianity by his preaching."*—Yet Hume could dis-

cover no cause for Luther's resistance of such indulgences, but that he had
lost the sale of tJiem himself.
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really not worth contending for. But, in nothinji; is the skill

of this accomplished sophist more apparent, than in the artful

way in which he piques his readers into a conformity with his

own views concerning religion. Human pride, he knew, na-

turally likes to range itself on the side of ability. He there-

fore skilfully works on this passion, by treating with a sort of

contemptnous superiority, as weak and credulous men, all

whom he represents as being under the religious delusion. To
the shameful practice of confounding fanaticism with real reli-

gion, he adds the disingenuous habit of accounting for the best

actions of the best men, by referring them to some low mo-
tive ; and affects to confound the designs of the religious and
the corrupt, so artfully, as if no radical difference subsisted

between them." (^Mrs. H. Move's Hints for a Yowig Prin-
cesSy vol. i. p. 156—158.) Thus does this elegant writer de-

scribe the pernicious tendencies of Hume's History, which, as

possessing at the same time many of the beauties of style, she

happily characterises in a word, as " a serpent under a bed of

roses." (p. 155.)—And thus we see, that in no occupation

of Mr. Hume, whether exercising himself as the light Essay-
ist, the deep Philosopher, or the grave Historian, does he ever

lose sight of the one great warfare, in which he had enlisted

himself against truth, virtue, and religion.

In this Postscript to the foregoing Number, I have wander-

ed far indeed from my subject ; but by no means from ray

object. For if I shall have the good fortune of impressing

any one of my youthful readers, with a just opinion and ab-

horrence of such writers as Bolingbroke and Hume, I con-

ceive I shall have done no small service to the cause of truth,

of virtue, and of religion.

No. LXX.- ON THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE
ANNUAL EXPIATION UNDER THE LAW, AND THE ONE
GREAT EXPIATION UNDER THE GOSPEL.

Page 49. (^z)—The sacrifice on the anniversary of expia-

tion seems to be distinguished from all others by a peculiar

degree of solemnity, as if to mark its more immediate refer-

ence to the great sacrifice of Christ. Thus, on this day, we
find the High Priest exclusively commanded to officiate: and
on this day alone, in the stated exercises of his office, was he

permitted to enter into the Holy of Holies, and to carry the

blood of the victim into the presence of God, to ofTer it before

that Glori/, which, seated between the two cherubims, over-

shadowed the mercy seat, and represented the divinity:—

a

circumstance, which the Apostle particularly marks, (Hebr.

ph. ix.) as prefiguring the entrance of our great High Priest,
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with the blood offered by him for our redemption, into the
true presence of the Most High, the immediate habitation of
God's holiness and glory. The High Priest also seems to

have been selected for the solemn services of this day, as

more adequately representing the whole assembly, in whose
name he sacrificed and supplicated forgiveness ; and there-

fore more properly typifying him, who, representing the

whole human race, was to procure redemption by his blood
for the whole assembly of mankind.
Whoever wishes for a more minute detail of the particulars

of this solemn sacrifice, and of its peculiar fitness to represent
the sacrifice of Christ, may consult Outram. de Sacr. lib, 1.

cap. xviii. § 6, 7. lib. 11. cap. iii. § 2, 3, 4. He will also re-

ceive much satisfaction, from an examination of Ainsivorth's

comment on the sixteenth chapter of Leviticus. For many
valuable remarks, connected with the subject of this Number,
Dauheny^s Discourses on the Connexion between the Old and
New Test, may be consulted. And in Rhevferdiiis^s treatise

De Comparatione Expiationis Anniv, Pontijicis Max. V.
et N. Test. Menschen's Nov. Test. &c. p. 1013—1039.) a
most copious and circumstantial enumeration is given, of the
particulai's, in which the annual expiation by the Jewish High
Priest resembled the one great expiation of the New Testa-
ment. It may be proper to observe, that such is the force of
the resemblance, that Socinus himself admits this anniversary
sacrifice of atonement—inasmuch as " it was of special di-

vine ordinance, at a stated season, offered by the High Priest,

and appointed to atone for all the sins of all the people,''

—

to be fairly accounted typical of the sacrifice of Christ. So-
cin. Oper. {Pnelcct. Theol. cap. xxii.) tom. 1. p. 583.

No. LXXI. OI^ THE NATURE AND IMPORT OF THE CE-

REMONY OF THE SCAPE-GOAT.

Page 50. (a)—On this, see what has been said in pp,
206, 207, of this work, and attend particularly to the 5th,

7th, and lOtb verses of the xvith ch. of Leviticus, from which
it appears, that the two groats are, throughout the chapter,

tipoken of as one sin-offering ; being expressly so colled in

the first of these verses; presented joinily as the offering of

the people in the second ; and though separated into two dis-

tinct parts by the lot cast in the 0th verse, yet each describ-

ed as contributing to the alonement for the people, as appears

from the lOth verse compared with the 17th. Indeed, that

the two goats made hut one sin-offering on this occasion, the

best commentators freely admit. See Jameson^s observa-

lions on this ch. of Leviticijs. Tlio reason of this seems ob*
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vious. The cleatli of the animal was requisite to represent

the means by which the expiation was effected : and the
bearing away the sins of the people on the head of the animal
was requisite to exhibit the effect; namely, the removal of the
guilt. But for these distinct objects, two animals were ne-
cessary to complete the sin-offering.

It must be allowed that an account somewhat different has
been given of this matter, by some very judicious Commenta-
tors. The goat sent into the wilderness, and that which was
offered up in expiation, jointly, they say, typify the great
Redeemer of mankind : the former animal exhibiting that

which could not be displayed by the latter, as having been
slain ; namely, that Christ was not only to be delivered for
our offences, but to be raised again for oar just ificaf, ion,

(Rom. iv. 25.) and that although he was to be crucified

through weakness, yet he was to live hy the power of God.
(2 Cor. xiii. 4.) Thus Ainsivorth, Bochart, Alting, and
before them Augustine and Procopius, understand it. The
opinion of these writers respecting the truth to be illustrated

by the dismissal of the second goat, may perhaps not im-
properly be combined with that which has been here pro^

posed : so that, whilst the goat, which was slain, exempli-
fies the sacrifice offered for the sins of mankind ; that whicfif

was sent away alive, may represent, not only the removal of
those sins in consequence of that sacrifice, but also the res-

toration to life of him by whom they were so removed.
Whether however, this point be admitted or not, the circum-
stance of the two goats jointly constituting one offerins^, by
exhibiting its different adjuncts, cannot, I think, with any rea-

son be controverted.

Rhenferd contends, that this point is completely establish-

ed by an evidence resulting from the nature of the ceremo-
ny itself. For, he says, the imposition of hands, and the
confession and implied translation of sins upon the victim,

being usual in the sacrifice of animals in expiation; and this

ceremony being omitted in the case of the goat that was slain,

whilst it was employed in the case of the goat that was sent

away ; decidedly prove, that both animals were designed f rt

be considered as one oifering, and that tJie latter, cons^e-

quently, represented him who was to bear the sins of Israel,

and by his sufferings, to expiate and to remore them.—See
Jac. Rhenferd. exp, anniv. &c. p. 1033, of Meuschen^
Nov. Test, ex Talm.
Whoever may have a curiosity to know, wliether any, and

what ceremony, analogous to that of the scape-goat, is o))-

served by the Jews of modern times, on the daff of expiafiony

may turn to pp. If)?, I-'jO. where he will find, thai n r^^rf:
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is now substituted for the legal victims ; and that the entrails

of the animal to which the sins of the offerers are conceived

to liave been transferred by imprecation, are exposed upon
the top of the house, to be carried away by the birds into

their solitary haunts, in like manner as under the law, the

scape-goat had been conceived to carry away the sins of the

people into the wilderness. See also Buxtorf. Syna(r. Jud.

and Bronghton''s Didionari/ of ReligioiiSf Article Expia-
tion.

No. LXXII.—30CINIAN objections urged by a divine
OF THE ESTABLISHED CHURCH, AGAINST THE DOCTRINE

;
OF THE VICARIOUS IMPORT OF THE MOSAIC SACRIFICES,
AND AGAINST OTHER DOCTRINES OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND.

Page 63. (b)—The arguments in behalf of the vicarious

import of the Mosaic sacrifices, have been so fully examined
in Numbers XXXVIII and XXXIX, that no*^lhing need
here be added to what has been already offered upon this

head.

It is with great regret that, in reverting to this subject, I

feel myself obliged to notice the following observations;

w hich have been recently hazarded by a Divine of the Es-
tablished Church, with a rashness and a flippancy which can-

not too strongly be condemned.
" Those who seek a protection for their absurd and un-

scriptural ideas of a vicarious punishment under the shelter

of the Jewish ritual, do not consider that that ritual was
solely intended to preserve the Jews from the idolatry and
Polytheism of the neighbouring nations, by keeping their

imaginations sensibly interested, their minds perpetually

employed, and their time continually occupied with the per-

formance of rites and ceremonies, sacrifices and oblations,

which all tended to keep alive in their minds the unity of the

Godhead ; and thus to preserve them a distinct people, till

the time appointed came for the opening of the Christian dis-

pensation ; when the distinction between Jew and Gentile

was to be done away.'^ There are, I know, some people

• The same idea this author takes pains frequently to enforce. In his

Jltligion idthoiit Cant, (p. 112) he states it tluis. "The ceremonial laws
of the Mosaic dispensation were intended vierely to preserve unbroken the
harrier between Jew and Gentile, till the coming- of him,'* &c. And yet,

will it be believed, that in the very same page, this determined enemy of
every thing typical in the Mosaic dispensation, affirms, that" in the Mosaical
law, the f^reat scheTne of redcviption was obscurely insinuated, rather than
distinctly pourtraycd, in types and fgnreSy in the sacrifces of the altar, and
the atonements of tlie priest. The Jiedeemer, he adds, was eeen through
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whose fancy is stronger than iheir judgment, who suppose
that the varied sacrifices and ordinances of the Mosaic ritual,
and indeed all the fractional parts of the Mosaic dispensation,
were intended only as types and figures of particular facts and
doctrines in the history and institution of the Messiah.

—

Those, whose winds are not fitted for larsrer and grander
Diews of the ways of God, may well employ their time in tliese

puerile conceits, but they will be despised by wise and sober
men, wlio do not like to assimilate the operations of the
Deity to the trick and pantomime of a conjurer.

^^— The
Guide to Immortality, by Robert Fellowes, vol. iii. pp.
55, 56.

Such are the modest insinuations of a divine, whose mind
is of course " fitted for large and grand views of the wayg
of God;'' whose comprehensive ken enables him, aliiiough

unaided by any lights from scripture, to discern what Avas

the sole design of the Jewish ritual; who is possessed of
" a judgment," that at once detects the silly fancies ^)^ all

«uch as " suppose" that that ritual could bear any relation

ihe rites of the Mosaic dispensation, as throug-h a veil or a g-lass darkly.''

Ho '.V then dots this '* wist and sober" writer dift. r from those "whose
fancy prevailing over their judj^ment," has led them to view the Mosaic
dispensation as cont;iining in it somethin,^ typical of the Christian i' He
adiiits, that the sacrijiccs and atonements under the one, did obscurely

typ fy the great schttne of redemption in the other And who contends that

the type was any other than a faini and obscure draut^ht of the redity ?

Thus, then, he saves his reader the trouble of confuting^ the assertion, that

the Je .vish ritual was ^o/e/y intended to form a barrier between Jew and
Gentile, and that none but a visionary could ever have dreamed of its bear-

ing i typical relation to the Christian scheme.

This is not the only case in which the freedom and variety of this au-

thor's views have led him to mutually confronting- positions on the same
stibject.—To select one ms'cance more out of a rich abundance.—In p 179.

of the last named work, he tells the Christian, that " it is only by personal
acts of sin, hardening into habits of sin, that he becomes a iransgiessor,

subject to the wrath of God;" and, agreeably to this, he asserts again, in

p. 210 that " it is not by some occasional misdoings that we are to pass
sentence on any man ;"—that " in estimating the worth of the human cha-

racter, we are not to form our calculations on the conduct of one single

day, but to take the average of many days and years, and see what propor-

tion a man's violation of his duty bears to its jierformance, his vi/tm-s to

his vices, his sins to his righteousness"—And yet this indulgent moralist,

who had thus far endeavoured to relieve us from any inconvenient pressiu'e

of sin upon our consciences, by enabling us to reduce tlie balance against

us in the debtor and creditor account of transgression and righteousness,

shortly after turns upon us all at once, with this unpleasant sentence :

—

*' The moment we have violated any one duty of truth, justice, and hu-

manitv, or any one saying of the perfect law of Christ; that momtrit iiv

are polluted I'cith guilt ; and without repentance obnoxiows to puuishmerit."

See- p. 220.— Really, it were by no means unadviseable, that a writer (not

excepting even ateacher of theology,) should take some little pains to know
what his own opinions were, before he proposed them for the instruction of
ihe public.

^ 3 G
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to the Messiah ; and who is also " wise and sober'' enough
to '' despise" all those, who, by forming such a supposition,
** assimilate the operations of the Deity to the trick and
pantomime of a conjurer."

Now, w ho are the persons w ho, bj forming such strange

suppositions, and bj indulging in such " puerile conceits,"

have rendered themselves the objects of this gentleman's

contempt? Not to speak of the person alluded to in the last

note, (who probably stands too well with the author, to be
exposed to any portion of that ^corn, which is to be shared

among those w ho entertain such notions,) one of the first and
most distinguished in this way is the Apostle Paul. He has

gone the um-easonable length of endeavouring to prove, in a

most minute and laboured detail, that the institutions of the

Law were but shadow s of things to come. But then, of St.

Paul, and his various " puerile conceits," this writer makes
no account. The Apostle, he informs us, " labours with

mysterious meanings, which he fails in developing with suf-

ficient perspicnifij.^*—" He was of the sect of the Pharisees,

who w^ere wont to allegorize on the literal sense of scripture.^

His writings have a tincture of cahalistical refinement,—and.

even occasionally glimmer with a ray of Grecian philoso-

phy.^' " The Epistle to the Romans is bewildered v. ith the

polemical Christianity of that day."—His epistles, generally,

are " filled with the abstruse discussions of Rabbinical learn-

ing; or relate to questions which are at present of more curi-

osity than importance.'^—*' A modern believer has" (conse-

quently) "very little concern with any of the epistles of this

Apostle ;" or indeed, it must be added, with any of the epis-

tles, all of which this writer finds to be " involved in a tenfold

obscurity;" and to which, he pronounces it impossible, that

we could ever pay the smallest attention, but that "we pre-

fer stumbling in darkness ; that we delight more in error than

in truth ; or that we imagine there is no piety where there is

no mystery."

—

Picture of Christian Philosophy, Pref. p^
iv.—vi. pp. 131, l.*^2.—See also Guide to Immort. vol. iii.

pp. 230, 231. where the same point is again earnestly enfor-

ced. In another work, {Reiig. without Cant, j)p. 13, 14.)

the same author takes rare to acquaint his reader, more par

ticularly, with those pharisaical dogmas and heathenish no-

tionSf which St. Paul had so deeply imbibed : and he illus-

trates the power of ancient prejudices over the mind of tiie

Apostle, by a happy and elegant allusion to the tang of the,

tainted cask ; which, as he has presented it in a latin phrase,

likely to excite atteution from its novelty, will, lie thinks,

give to *' the sagacious" a suflBcient idea of his meaning.
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Of Ilis meaninn;, In truth, no person can entertain a doubt.
His language is plain and intelligible enough. It is neither
more nor less than this ; that St. Paul, and indeed the Au-
thors of all the Apostolical epistles, have shown themselves
to be mere drivellers: that we should consequently reject all

their fancies ; discard the hitherto received t/oc/z/^rs of Chris-
tianity as idle dreams ; and regard the Gospel merely and ex-
dusively as a moral system, or, as he chooses sometimes to
term it, as a rule of life. This is the point which this writer
mainly labours to establish throughout his various theologi-
cal* publications. And for the purpose of effecting this, he
strenuously contends that the Christian religion contains in it

710 doctriue that is myslerious ;-\ that it pronounces a good

• The Anticahinist, A Picture of Christian Philosophy^ Ivcligimi idthoiit

Cant, and The Guide to Imviortality^ are the works, witli which tliis author
has favoured the public on theological subjects. [Another theolog-ical work
has, I understand, issued from the same pen, since the time at which this
note was written : but what the nature of its content s may be, I confess I
have not been anxious to discover.]—Of these several volumes, all largely-

descanting- upon the morality, to the disparagement, or rather to the exclu-
sion of the doctrines of the Gospel, the Christian excellence which forms
the favourite theme, is benevolence. Jt were well, if he had treated those,
from whose opmions he thinks proper to dissent, with that mildness and
brotherly forbearance, which might prove him to have written under the in-

fluence of the virtue which he so highly praises. His language, on the con-
trary, is every where that of the bitterest rancour, and the most arrogant
contempt, against all who embrace the doctrines which he rejects, and which,
in subscribing' the articles of the church to which he oelongs, he bound him-
self by a solemn promise to maintain. Nay, he even dooms to the place of
future torments, in common with the mo.st profligate and abandoned of sin-

ners, all who have taught the ** false and pernicious doctrines of innate de-

pravity, imputed righteousness, and such other dogmas as are contrary to

goodness." Guide to hnmort. vol. i. p. S16. Yet with all this g-all perpe-

tually discharging itself, charity and the kindly affections are the never-

ending topics of declamation ; a declamation even sometimes swelling into

plndaric.

Love, Indeed, of one kind or other, is with this writer so favourite a
theme, that a late work, in which he has indulged in the effusions of poetry,

is exclusively devoted to the sul)ject. It must be confessed, however, that

the love there treated of, is as far removed from Christian love, as any that

a Christian ininister could feel himself justified in recommending

—

Poems,
ohiejly descriptive ofthe softer and more delicate sensasiojis and evictions of the

heart.'.'.' Surely, surely, there is mischievous stuff' enough of this kind

abroad, without calling in the clergy to contribute their stock of silly love-

%ongs, to the increase of tlie nuisance. And yet, perhaps, the love-songs of

this clergyman are not more mischievous than his theology. Tliey certainly

are not more poetic.

I
" In the following work, it will perhaps be ohjected that I have intro-

duced no mysteries: but whatever is mysterious is unnecessary. The essen-

tials of a religion consist in a few, and those the plainest truths."

—

*' False

religions may extol the importance of ^Hysterics : but tliere is no mystery in

the true."

—

Guide to Immortality, vol.!. pref. p. xiv.—Similar Innguage is

scaUered plentifully amongst the pages of this work. Being thus prepared

•o rcnd-cr all perfectly smootli throughout tlu.- Tiaspehs, and the Epistles be-
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moral life to be the only requisite condition* of salvation

;

that in the Gospels alone are to be found comprized every

ijig- altog-ether discarded, our author proceeds with his pruning'-knife in his

hand, and freely and unsparing-ly lops or bends every thing to his own wish,
and, as he conceives, to the great edificai ion of his reader. And yet, strange
to say, notwithstanding his pLJn reasoning, which *« all men in the posses-
sion of reason may understand," he has left behind him mysteries not less

than those which he boasts to have removed ; if that which cannot be com-
prehended be allowed to be mysterious. Amongst many such, his observa-
tions upon the incarnation and the atonement, supply notable specimens.
Tlie very opening of his work, indeed, cannot fail to satisfy all who examine
it, of his qualifications as a commentator, w ho is to remove from the sacred
writings all the obscuriiies of mystery. Confessing that he cannot discoveir'

what meaning should be assigned to the word Aoyofy he " gives no transla-

tion to this jjiystcrious term, but retains in the text the original word Logos,
to which he leaves every reader at liberty to annex whatever interpretation

he may think best" (Vol. i. p. 3)—This is certainly a new mode of removing
a difficulty ; and Mr. F. is evidently not quite satisfied with it himself He,
tlierefore, in the succeeding notes, calls in the aid of Dr. Lardner, und la-

bours, with the help of this Socinian ally, to explain the nature of that, the
term to express which he does not venture to translate. And now the mat-
ter comes out, that this Logos, let the word mean what it may, must actually
be God himself. For if it be the reason, the ivisdom, or the poiaer of God,
then what but God ImnselfcAn it be .'—Thus the first point gained in making
the matter plain, is, that the attribute of any Being is that Being—Well,
then, this Logos is actually God himself. How goes on the plain reasoning
now?

—

In the beginning rvas God ; and God was with God, a?id God was
God.—So far there is no mystery undoubtedly; nor yet in the succeeding
assurance, that Godvoas in the beginning ivith God. And for such communi-
cations, it must be conceded to Mr. F. and his Socinian auxiliaries, that the
Evangelists could have but little need of inspiration. But as we advance a
little farther, we find that this />o^(j^os, (that is, God,) is called The Light ;
and that this Light, which in one verse is God, becomes, in the next, the Mes-
siah, "the visible image of the wisdom of God ;*' and that immediately after
it becomes God again.--(See the notes, p. 3—7. vol i. of Gtiide, &c.)--So
much for the freedom from mystery, and clearness of exposition, in which
this author exults; and for the want of which he every where indulges in
the most indignant invectives against such as give support to the creeds and
articles of the Established Church ; all of whom indiscriminately he never
fails to abuse as ignorant and intoler.ant, in a manner that evidently marks
where these terms may justly be applied.
A glance at the exposition of the introductory verses of St. John's Gospel,

as given in pp. 58, 59, of this work, will satisfy the reader, with what as-
sociates tiiis Chiireh ofEngland divine is to be ranked in his comments upon
Scripture.

* Guide to Iinmor. vol. i. p. 327.—This is also the familiar language of
Mr. F. throughout. Tlie clergy, he says, (Vol. i. p. 323.) " ought solely and
<-xcUisively to be the .moral teachers of the people." (He means to say, that
the clergy " ought to be solely ai.d exclu.sivelv moral teachers of the peo-
ple.") Indeed he carries this point so far, that'he would have " the minis-
ters of the Establishment compeli,ed to teach nothing but that pure mo-
rality which Christ taught, without any cantor viystcrj"—Religion ivithout
Cant, p. 131.— It has been remarked of the work so entitled,—which deals,
usque ad nauseam, in the cant or coiimion-place usual with a certain clas.s
of writers on the subjects oUiberanty, benevolence, mvralitv, he. blended, at
the same time, (in the indulgence it is to be presumed of benevolent and
moral fceling.s,) with no small portion of the cant o'i infective against all the
supporters of the established religion,—that instead of being denominated
JtiUgion mithout Cant, it might by a sligiit transposition have acquired a
mucli more appropriate dcscrintion, CutU •uithout licii^io.'.
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useful truth and every religious duty ; and that consequently
in his own work, which professes to s^ive a just view of what-
ever the Gospels teach, the Christian reader will meet " a
faithful and a cheering Guide to Immortaliti/." The author
goes yet farther : he holds, that our Saviour's Sermon on the
Mount " contains a summary of every thimr which it is ne-
cessary to believe or to practise." (Anticalvinist, pp. 13.

2.').) So that even his own three volumes, explanatory of the
true meaning of the four Evangelists, are in a great degree
superfluous ; inasmuch as the substance of a ftiw chapters
which have been given by one of them, comprehends all that
is actually requisite. This is undonbtedly making brief work
with the writings of the New Testament : and, in this view of
the case, he might with as much propriety have entitled his

book, a short cut, as a cheering oiiide, to immortality.
But that we may appreciate the more justly the value of

this writer's theological opinions, it is necessary to observe,
that whilst he every where^ insists on the propriety of con-
fining the entire range of Christian instruction within the limits

of our Lord's discourses, as recorded by the Evangelists, he
at the same time very candidly informs us, that some of the
grandest and most important truths of Christianity were not
made known to the apostles until after their Master's death.
• The great mystery of a suffering Messiah," he says, (an(J

with what consistency he talks of such a mystery, or of anu
mystery whatever, let the reader judge,) " could not pru-
dentially be explained, and was not openly and unreservedly
taught till after his resurrection." (Giiide, Sec, vol. i. p. 344.)
In the sentence preceding this, he takes care to state distinct-

ly, that during the life of our Lord, this knowledc^e was with-
held even from his immediate follow^ers. Neither could it

have been communicated to them, in the interval between
the resurrection and ascension, consistently with the repre-
sentation of the case which this author gives : for he particu-
ly acquaints us, (which he admits to be more than the evan-
gelists themselves have done,) with the subjects of our Lord's
discourse during that interval. " It was principally occupied

* Besides what has been already quoted upon the subject, in p. 442. we
Ond the follovvinj^ remarks in this writer's Guide to hum. vol. iii. p 231.

—

"* Those, who prefer rcli.erious speculation to the practice of relig^ion, or who
wish to keep alive th- memory r.nd to rekindle the heat of controversies,
whose lustre and wliose interest have long- since been lost in the night of
ages, may dedicate the best portion of their days to thefruitLes study cf that
imperviously dark and inextricably bfwilderitig polemical matter, which is still

preserved in tiie Apostolical epistles"—"But the precepts of Christ, as
they are contained in his various parables and discourses in the four Evan-
gelists, contain all the instructions which are necessary to our impruvement
in righteousness r—Ir.rlnde, in short, every essentia] principle of genuu-'S
Ghrist-mitv.v
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with instructions relative to their (the apostles') ministry/'

See. But " all things necessan/ for the belief or the practice

of meuy and which are essential to salvation, our Lord had
repeatedly inculcated on his disciples before his death.** And
accordingly, " the apostles delivered nothing necessary to

salvation, which Christ had not previously enjoined in his

discourses to his disciples ; and of which we have a copious

snmniary in the writings of the evangelists." {Guide, &c. vol.

iii. pp. 229, iSOO—What now follows from all this ?—That
*' the great mystery of a snffering Messiah,** is of no impor-

tance in the Christian scheme. For nothing is important

that is not contained in our Lord's discourses delivered be-

fore his death, and as they are given to us by the evangelists :

and in these discourses, Ave are told, the subject of a suffering

Messiah Is carefully suppressed.

But we have not yet done with the variety of the author's

views upon this head. He has again and again assured us,

that our Lord had, in several discourses before his death,

communicated to his disciples every important truth : and
yet he freely confesses, in other places, that there were se-

veral important truths w hich were not so communicated, but
which our Lord Jiad promised to convey to his disciples by
the Spirit of truth, whom he would send to them after his

death. {Guide, vol. iii. p. 64.)—It is true indeed, that as to

this Holy Spirit, or Paraclete, Mr. F. questions,^ (p. 63.)

whether it may not simply signify Christ's resurrection
AND ascension" ! ! This, however, he proposes only to the
" dispassionate and deep-ihinking.**—But what again shall

we say of the evangelical narration, as Mr. F. describes the

matter in another place? (p. 68.) '^ After my resurrection,

I Avill declare to you the 7iill and counsels of the Father^

rvilhout any indistinctness or obscurity.** And yet to this

he immediately subjoins; "the sacred historians have only

• *' It. Is a question, n lilcli may be proposed to calm, and dispassionate, and
decp-llilnking- men, v. hctlier our Lord, under the idea of a paraclete or coun-
sellor, spo];e of Ms resMrreclion and ascension ; events v/hich so greatly con-
tributed to dispel tlie prejudices, to enlighten the minds, and to elevate the
hearts of iiis disciples ; and, in short, to lead them into all truth."—So much
for plain, unrejincd, natural exposition. Now, if in speaking of the comforter
that was to be sent, our Lord meant his resurrection and ascension, it is evi-

dent that we may substitute these words for that which they imply, where-
ver it is spoken of. And then, our Lord's address to his disciples would run
tlius :

" If I go not away, tny rrsiirrtction and ascension will not come to

you ; but if I go, I will send bin* (i. e. my vesvrreclion a7iu ascension) unto

you. And when he is come," &.c. *' However, when he cometh, even the

spirit of truth, (or, in other words, ony restirrection and ascension,) he will

guide yon into all truth : for he (that is, 7ny rcmirreciion and ascension) will

not speak of himself," Sec.— 1 certainly must leave this to " the dispassionate

and deep thinking," for 1 find it quite beyond the reacKof my comprehen
fciun.
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vtry briefly recited the discourses of Jesus with his disciples

after his resurrection.''—Thus, then, " the nillandconnsels

of the Father,'' the expovnding in all tiic scriptures^ {be^rin-

ningfrom Moses and alt the prophets,) the things concern-
ing himself—wliich were vouchsafed by Cluisi to his disci^

pies after liis resurrection, and which the evana;elists liave

(not " briefly," but) not at all " recited," are to be sought for

precisely where it is confes?>ed that they are not : and the

gospels are alone to be referred to, for clear and dislinrl vieu^
of doctrines, which the gospels do not contain : Avhiist that

part of scripture is to be rejected as unnecessary and even
injurious, which was specially allotted to the purpose of con>
municating to mankind that knowledge of the truth which
the Spirit of truth, as well as the words of our Lord, convey-
ed to the apostles subsequent to liis resurrection.

Thus we find this writer, who is to clear away all mystery
and difficulty from scripture truth, perpetually at variance
with himself no less than with the real doctrines of Chris-

tianity. Surely, he should have endeavoured to form at

least a consistent set of opinions, before he attempted to ob-

trude them on the public ; and more particularly, before lie

ventured to fly in the face of the whole Christian world, by
an open rejection of one of the most important portions of in-

spired scripture. Humility, however, is not one of the weak-
nesses of this writer ; and certainly knowledge is not his fori

^

—Any reply to the arguments advanced by Mr. Fellowes,

for the rejection of the epistles in the investigation of the

Christian doctrines, is rendered unnecessary by the argu-

ments themselves. Independent of their extravagance, (I

had almost said their folly,) they carry in them, as we have
seen, their own refutation. In truth, the object of our Sa-

viour's life was to supply the subject, not to promulgate the

doctrines of the gospel. The evangelists therefore confine

themselves to the simple duty of narration : and the doctrines,

which altogether depended upon what our Lord had done and
suffered, particularly upon his death, resurrection, and ascen-

sion into heaven, were, after this groundwork was fairly laid,

to be fully set forth by those, to whom our blessed Saviour

had solemnly promised the unerring aid of the Holy Spirit,

and who were especially designated by him for that very

purpose. See p. 258, 259. of this work, for farther observa-

tions upon the attempt made by Dr. Priestley and his Socinian

phalanx, similar to this of Mr. F's. to beat down the authori-

ty of the epistles. By rejecting the epistles, or, which is the

same thing, the doctrines which they contain, Mr. F. incleed
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thinks that he may ^reconcile " Jews, Turks, and infidels of

whatever denomination,'* to Christianity. {Guide, &c. vol. i.

pref. p. XV.)—No; that he will not effect: but he will ac-

complish this,—he will render Christianity very little differ-

ent from what Jews, Turks, and infidels, have already em-
braced.

Thus then, upon the whole, it is manifest, that we have
the very essence of Socinianism presented to us by a writer,

in the garb of a minister of the Established Church : a writer

too, who expatiates in every page on the moral virtues ; on
(he virtues of truth, honesty, and fidelity ; whilst he openly

boasts of the c;ood policy of continuing in the bosom of that

Communion which he labours to subvert; and exultingly

avows his breach of those solemn engagementif, by virtue of

Tvhich he obtained admission within its pale. Such plain

and unenlightened Christians, as have not acquired a relish

for the refinements, which enable an ingenious casuist to

violate his promise, and to betray his trust, will be apt to sus-

pect, that in this author's hands, Christianity has not only

been abridged of its mysteries, but also curtailed somewhat
in its moraiit)'. For what do those articles contain, to which
every clergyman of the Established Church has declared

his entire and unfeigned assent, but the very doctrines which
this gentleman ridicules and rejects? Surely, the doctrines

of the Trinity, the Incarnaiion, the Redemption, and the

various other momentous Christian truths, which they pro-

nounce to be indispensable to the formation of a genuine

Christian faith, are not to be found compi*ized in the Sermon

* Upon this prudential plan of clearing" away mysteries from Christianity,

in order to bring infidels of all descriptions within its pale, I cannot avoid no- .

ticing- the observations of a writer, whose opinions deserve at least as much
respect as those of Mr. FcUo-^^es,—" As to the mysterious articles of our

faith, which Infidels would by no means have us forget; ' Who,' say they,
* can swallow iheni f' In truth none but those who think it no dishonour to

their understandings to credit their Creator. Socinus, like our Infidels, was
one of a narrow throat ; and out of a generous compassion to the Scriptures,*

(which the world, it seems, had misunderstood for 1500 years,) was for weed-
ing them of tlicir mysteries ; and rendering them, in the plenitude of his in-

fallible reasr)n, undisgnsting and palatable to all the rational part of man-
kind. Why shovlil honest Jcivs and Turks befrightened front us by the Trini-

ty, &c. ? He was for making religion familiar and inolFensive. And so he

did; and unchristian too."—The same admirable writer subjoins. '* Those
things which our hands can grasp, our understandings cannot comprehend.
Why then deny to the Deity liimself, the privilege of being one amidst that

-imiltitude of inystcries, which he has made .>"*—Such are the striking and

just reflections of the celebrated D?. Young on this important subject, in

his Centaur tiot Fabulous; (p. 14.) a work, which in this age of frivolity, vo-

luptuousness, and irreligion, I would particularly recommend to the attention

of my young reader, promising ]»im in the pertisal, not less entertainment

from the liveliness of its illustrations and the brilliancy of its wit, than im-

provement from the soundness of its reuspnings and the animation of its
,

piety.
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on the Mount, which this author maintains to be a *< sum-
mary of evcrij Iking which it is necessary to believe or to
jyradise.''

It is indeed scarcely conceivable, how a person in the pos-
session of a sane understanding can reconcile to himself sub-
scription to the articles of any Church, and rejection of the
doctrines which those articles define. To say, as this author
does, that the s/.i'//z article, in pronouncing, that nothiii'r i^

to be received as an article of fiiiih, which is not founded
in holy writ, supplies a dispensation from the obliijalion of
the rest, is to make as short work with the articles of the
Church, as he has already made with the Canon of scripture.
Would it not, under these circumstances, have saved much
unnecessary trouble, to reduce the articles of the Church to
the single declaration of the sixth ? Or, indeed, were we to
seek the simplicity which this author so strongly recommends,
the sixth article itself must be yet farther reduced to corres-
pond to the just dimensions of gospel truth; and the whole
that our Church should pronounce to be requisite for the
true belief of a Christian teacher, should at once be confined
to the range of Christ's Sermon on the Mount. But, to a
person not desirous of escaping from the obligations of a
solemn engagement, it would naturally occur, that the
Church, in propounding certain articles of belief, could ne-

ver have acted so absurdly, as to superadd to these, one
paramount article, which was to do away the obligation of all

the rest. On the contrary, he would necessarily reason

thus : that, whilst certain doctrines are proposed as articles

of faith, and it is at the same time declared tiiat none are to

be received as sucli, which are not founded on the authority

of scripture ; it is clearly intended to be conveyed, that the

articles proposed are founded upon that authority, and to be
received as articles of faith, by those only who conceive
them to be so founded.

The languajre which Mr. Fellowes's reasoning would put

into the mouths of the framers of the articles, is rather

whimsical. " For the pvrpose of avoiding diversities of
opinioyiy and the establishing of consent touching true reli-

irion,^ we refjuire from the clergy of the Established Church

of E'leland an unfeigned assent to the several doctrines

which we propose ; and for the better effecting the aforesaid

purpose, we also require of then], each for himself, accord-

ing to his private interpretation of scripture, to modify, or

to reject those doctrines, at pleasure; and to introduce such

* The Title of our Articles, in describini^ the object for which tliey are

fi-amed, uaes the very v;orUs which are here pruiteU in Iiahcs.
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diversities of opinion, as they may respectively think fit."-^

This is Mr. Fellowes's view of the matter. I would sug-

gest to him a view of it somewhat different, in the words
of one of the most distinguished ornaments of the English

Church at the present day.—" 1 do willingly and ex animo
subscribe to the thirty-nine articles of the Church of Eng-
land, is the indispensable form of subscription ; and there-

fore it behoves every one, before he offers himself a candi-

date for holy orders, to peruse carefully the Articles of our

Church, and to compare them with the written 7Vord of God.
If, upon mature examination, he believes them to be au-

thorized by scripture, he may conscientiously subscribe

them ; but if, on the contrary, he thinks that he sees reason

to dissent from any of the doctrines asserted in them, no
hope of emolument or honour, no dread of inconvenience or

disappointment, should induce him to express his solemn as-

sent to propositions, which, in fact, he does not believe."^^

—

(Bishop of Lincoln'^8 Elements, &c. vol. ii. p. 567.)—Ac-
cording to Mr. Fellowes's reasoning, on the other hand, a

Christian minister 7nay express his solemn assent to proposi-

tions, which, in fact, he does not believe. And this is the

writer who resolves the whole of Christianity into morality.

Juravi lingua, mentem injuratam gero, is a sentiment

which has seldom been so openly avowed, as by this gentle-

man. The dishonest subterfuge of mental reservation, has

been often charged upon that Church against whose corrup-

tions it has been the glory of ours to protest. It might
*(• now with justice be retorted upon our own, if indeed it

* Dr. Balguyy in speaking of the duties of the clergy, touching the ar-

ticles, affirms, that " every word that comes from our mouths in opposition

to the established faith, is a violation of the viost solcnm engagenitnts, and
an act of disobedience to lawful authority."

f It has in truth been retorted, in a late publication, by a Roman Catholic
writer, and directed even against those of our clergy, who conceive them-
selves to be bound by their subscription to consider tlie articles merely as
articles of peace. Even of these tliis author pronounces, that iliey must be
allowed to have acted under impressions " contrary to every principle of
Christian sincerity, and favourable to perjury." "What then would the same
writer have said of a minister of the Established Church, who, so far from
viewing those articles to wliich he had solemnly declared his wfeigiied as-

sent, as articles of peace, openly arraigns them as grossly atitiscripturai, and
professes it to be Ins deli rminaiioii to oppose io.d to overturn them by
every means in his power ?—The passage to which I have referred is to be
found at p. Ivi. of the Introduction to a work, entitled The i'rotcstant

Jlpology for'the Tiotnan Catholic Church.—The author of the Jntroductiony

(who styles himself Jrcncviis) possesses ability and ini'ormation, worthy of a
better cause tiian that which he has undertaken to support ; and many
things have fallen from his pen, in that trc-tise, wliich well deserve the
consideration of Protestant divines — I nentifiii this the more v.illingly, be-

cause it has not been my lot to nuet with publications by any late writer o*

the Romish Church, alike deserving cf notice.
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could (as I confidently trust it cannot) reasonably be sup-

posed, that opinions on the subject of subscription, similar

to those entertained by Mr. F. prevail in any degree amongst

the clergy of the Establishment.

But, after all, we do not find this gentleman completely

satisfied with his own views of the subject. In the wish

which he expresses,* that Parliament should give relief from

all subscriptions to doctrine, it is manifest, that he is not al-

together contented with the dispensation, which he conceives

the 6th article to supply. Whether Parliament, however,

grant such relief or not, his free spirit is not to be restrained.—" When the Church of England got rid of one Pope, it

never intended to raise up thirty-nine in its place."f

(p. xxi.) And if the Church presume to do so, he is at all

events released from such iniquitous exercise of authority,

by a duty of hic^her obligation, the duty which be owes to

the great spiritual King. (p. xxi—xxiii.) But it may be

asked, whether this duty authorizes him to betray his trust,

by voluntarily continuing a member of a particular communion,
which he labours, in violation of the most solemn engage-

ments, to overturn ; labours to overturn, by the very means
which his connexion with that communion supplies ; and the

enjoyment of which means, he pretty plainly intima tes to be

the principal cause for which he maintains that co nnexion.

(pp. xix, XX.)

It is, however, but fair to state, that, in this deliberate en-

deavour to overturn the doctrines which the articles enforce,

this author considers himself by no means chargeable with

a violation of his engagements. The argument indeed is

somewhat new. It amounts to this : that he who attends to

the direct, natural, and obvious meaning of the articles, is

least likely to arrive at their right construction : and that as

to the letter, they are in truth more honoured in the breach

than in the observance. Whoever doubts this to be a fair

representation, may turn to the pages last referred to ; and

also to p. 33—-L2. of Relig. without Cant, where we find

the author more fully unfolding the entire mystery of his

reasoning upon this subject;—for mystery and paradox, this

* Guide to Imm. vol. i. pp. xviii, xix.

f It is curious to observe this advocate for Christian freedom, who spurns

with such indig-nation these Popes which are imposed by tlie authority of

the Church, devising at the same time a Pope of his own, to which he
would have the whole body of the clerg-y compelled to bend the knee

,

For, as we have already seen, (note * p. 444-.) liis favourite plan is,

that the ministers of the Establishment should be compelled to teach

nothing" but pure morality. Thus like most of the other mighty advocates

for freedom, the liberty which he wishes for, is merclv the libei-ty to dcr

prive others of theirs.
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author dees not dislike, where they are of his own creation.

It is there hiid down, authoritatively, that the true meaning
of the articles is not to be collected from the articles them^
selves, but from the sense of the clergy at large ; who, it is

affirmed, " may put any construction * upon them which
they thiik best:" that, "according to that construction,
the articles may and ought to be subscribed:" and that he,
who thus subscribes them, inasmuch as he maintains a unity
of doctrine with the majority of his brethren, ** is a better

* Dr. Paley, a writer certainly not of the same stamp with Mr. Fellowes,
gives a very difteient account of this marer. *' Subscription to Articles

of Religion, thoug'h no more than a declaration of the subscriber's assent,

may pro])erIy enoug-h be considered in connexion with the subject of
OATHS, because it is pfoverned b) the same rule gf interpretation ; vhich
rule is the ammus imponentis. Tlie inquiry, therefore, concerning-

subscription, will be, quis impo suit, et qtio aniftio'*—{Principles oj jyioral

ajid Po'iiical Philosaph^, p. 148)—This is manifestly an irquiry of a na-

ture very far removed f'-om that which Mr. F. recorr mends to us. And,
although I cannot agree with Dr. Paiey^ either as to his general notion of
the intent of the articles, or as to his idea, that the animus-impoxentis
terminates with the legislator that enacted them, yet it cannot, 1 think, be
reasonably denied, that he proposes the true principle of ihe'ir interpreta-

tion. A just corrective of the laxity, with which Dr. Paley applies that

principle, may be found in Mr. Gisborne^s Principles of Moral Philosophy,

p. 190—192.—To tliis work, as well as to the Bishop of Lincoln^s Elonents,

I would earnestly advise the divinity student to resort, for accurate notions

upon this subject. Very loose opinions have been scattered ttbroad, by va-

rious writers, upon this point; a point, which of all others demands a
most conscientious precision. But of all these writers, none, perhaps, of

any note, has advanced a more relaxed system, than the late Cambridge
Professor, Dr. Iley, who, in his Lectures on Divinity, however much of
learning and good sense they may otherwise contain, has certainly merited
the charge maile by Bishop Law, of leading the members of the Church
*' into all the laJiyiinths of a loose and a perfidious casuistry'* (vol. ii. p.

13.) His description of the na*ure of the tacit repeal adopted by the

Church of Geneva, (vol ii. p. 56,} and his manifest recommendaiit^n of it

as an example to be followed by other churches, will supply a sufficient

proof of the trutlj of this assertion.—Dr. Potoellf again, another eminent
member of the University of Cambridge, has given but ico much colour,

by certain expressions of his in his Discourse on Subscriptions, for the wild

opinions of Mr. Pelloives upon this subject : although when well consi-

dered, and in connexion with the context, they will be found to give him
jio support. The following observations of this writer deserve to be
quoted. Speaking of the subscription of the clergy, hesais; "Our arti-

cles of religion are not merely articles of peace. They are designed also

as a test of our opinions. Tor, since it cannot be imagined, that men sliould

explain with clearness, or enforce with earnestness, or deftrd with accu-

racy of judgment, suci) doctrines as they do not believe: the Church re-

quires of those who are appointed to teach religion, a solemn declaration of

their faith. Nor is it more unreasonable to exclude a man from this of-

fice, who, through error, unavoidable, suppose, and innoct nt error, is unfit

to execute it; than to deny him u civil employment, for which he is acci-

dentally disqualified. He therefore wiio assents to our articles, must have
examined tliem, and be convinced of their truth."

—

Dr. /Vac//'* Dis-

courses on various subjects, pp. 33, 34. The whole of this passage is well

\yorthy of attention.
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friend to the Church of England, than he is, who may sub-
scribe the articles in a sense more agreeable to the letter,"
&c.—Thus we are informed by a writer, who boasts of not
submitting his opinions to authority, that Me are not to ex-
ercise our private judgment in discovering the true sense of
the articles, but to take it entirely on trust from others.
This however turns out, in the conclusion, to be after all

but a convenient mode of rendering the whole dependent
upon the judgment of the very individual, who thus mo-
destly disclaims its exercise. For, since all is now to be de-
cided by the suffrage of the clergy, and since there is no
practicable contrivance Avhereby this suffrage can be numeri-
cally collected, the sense of the majority must, of course,
be precisely that, which each individual may conceive it to
be. But again, as it is not merely " the majority of the
living members," but " particularly the most learned, up-
right, and judicious members of the Church of England,
that constitute the Church ;" it must be the sense of the
majority of these, it is manifest, that is to determine the
point. Now who are the most learned, vprlght^ and jitdi-

cions, members of that Church? These clearly can be no
other than they who reject all mystery; who make Chris-
tianity nothing but a moral rule ; who can discern in it no-

thing more than Dr. Priestley or Mr. Belsham, or any other
free expositor who would devest it of all its peculiarities

;

who, in short, agree with Mr. Fellowes in pronouncing the
entire sum and substance of the Christian religion to be com-
prized in Christ's Sermon on the Mount. Thus, then, it

appears, that our author ends where he began, and that tke

true meaning of the articles, as well as the genuine sense of
scripture, is to be collected only from him who has supplied

us with The Guide to hnmortality.

Now what is all this less than insanity ? But it is the in-

sanity of a vain mind, of which we see too many instances

on religious subjects daily. Well might a periodical Mriter,

whose attachment to religious truth entitles him to general

praise, describe this writer as " presumptuous, idolizing his

own conceptions, and fancying his own reason infallible, and
cutting short the line of faith, exactly where it happens to

interfere with their suggestions. Already" (it is added)*
^* he is a latitudinarian in the widest sense of the word: the

natural progress is from that to a fanciful, self-willed, merely

It should be observed, that these remarks were drawn forth by
one of the earliest of this writer's performances. He has since travelled

farther in the same direction ; and g-iven additional proof of the justice of

these animadversions, and the truth of these prognostics.
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nominal Christian ; making even the gospels bend to his own
whim. From this point the descent to Deism, or even

Atheism, is perfectly easy : nor do we know indeed that a

Deist differs much, except in name, from such a Christian."

Mr. F. has, it is true, congratulated himself on his good

fortune, in being the subject of these animadversions of the

British Critic ; as they have furnished the occasion of his

" receiving so much elegance of praise, from one who is

equally distinguished by the vigour of his intellect, and the

fervour of his benevolence." {Relig. ivithoiit Cant, pref.

p. xxxviii.)—That Dr. Parr has proved his benevolence, by
the high panegyric which he has bestowed upon Mr. F. there

can be no question ; but whether he has done equal credit

to his intellect, or, what is of more consequence, whether he

has served the cause of truth and of Christianity, by such

indulgence of that amiable feeling, is certainly much to be

doubted. Had I)r. Parr confined himself to the testimony

which he has borne to the purity and benevolence "^ display-

ed in the pjivate life of Mr. Fellowes, as he is a competent,

so he would have been admitted to be an unexceptionable

witness. But, in speaking of an author, whose works are be-

fore the public, Dr. Parr, how^ever highly his learning and
talents may be (and highly they ought to be) rated, yet can-

not possibly expect, that the opinion which he thinks fit to

pronounce upon that author's productions, shall necessarily

regulate the public decision. Perhaps, indeed, in the decla-

i-ations which this classical and most elaborate writer has

• Dr. Parr spcalcs in terms caltog-etlier unmeasured of the /benevolent

ai^d charitable feeling's which vmiformly govern the life, and g-uide the pen
of Mr. Felloivea. And yet it is an extraordinary effect of those henevolent

and charitable feelings, that he should everywhere throughout his writings

pour forth the language of virulence and contempt against all wlio buppurt
the creeds and arlicles of the Clnuxh, against all in short who deem any
tiling beyond his abridged form of Christianity necessary for a Christian.

Perhaps even from the writings of the most illiberal bigot, a stronger in-

stance of the want of charity cannot be adduced than that which this

author svipplics, (as has been noticed, p. 443.) in speaking of these,

who *' teach ilie false and pernicious doctrines of innate depravity, inifmted
righreousntss'^ &c. In short, it is of a writer, who has war continuady in

liis month, tliat IJr. Pan' pronounces peace to be for ever in his heart.

It is almo?it ludicrous to see such a writer represented as using in his own
person the language of Grotius, " Pacem amavi semper smoque," eren
in the qualified sense in which this pacific disposition is described. {Spital

Ser^non, p 82.)—Ur. Parr's vmiversal acquaintance with the ancient

classics, will readily suggest to him whose language I use, when, (without

being deferred by the " tales pacis hostcs insurrecluros," &.c.) 1 beg to

substitute for the foregi/mg the following description as more api ly illus-

trative of the charac'er of his friend.—ar« s't/?, avtovz ^wtxaiVi <^etin

TrtpuKiyoLt iTri ru fx»Ti nvrcvc tx,iiy >fO-u^iAV, fAUTi rag oiKKiSi avB^uirmc tuvt
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hazarded on llie subject of Mr. Fellowes^s theological pub-

lications, although nothing can shake his reputation as a

scholar, he may not have added much to liis character as a
divine. For wlien he tells us, that he finds but " two or
three points of controversial divinity in whicli he dissents

from Sir. Fellowes,'' (who in almost every point of contro-

versial divinity dissents from the articles of the Established

Church :) and that he discovers scarcely any thing to be ob-

jected to, except " that Mr. F. does not assent to some po-

sitions of Mr. Wilberforce* about original sin ; for the at-

tempt to refute whom, some enlightened believers may ap-

plaud, and some orthodox churchmen would pardon him :'*

—when he tells us these things, he proves beyond a doubt,

either that he has perused Mr. F's writings with an eye of

blameable partiality, where the cause of religious truth de-

manded an honest search, and even a piercing scrutiny ; or

that his own opinions hang but loosely and uncertainly upon
the point of orthodoxy. Dr. Parr needs not to be informed,

that the truths of Christianity are not to be conceded even
to the amiable sympathies of friendship ; nor their just

measure and degree to be accommodated to the formation of

a polished and a pointed sentence. It were to be wished that

in his praises of Mr. F. he had not selected as a mark of his

sense, his being " a Christian without bigotry." It

certainly, on the other hand, is not to be wondered at, that

Mr. Fellowes has returned the compliment, by describing his

eloquent encomiast, as '* a Priest without intolerance
AND without guile."—The reciprocal panegyric might

surely have been rendered sufficiently palatable, without the

seasoning of illiberal aspersions upon Christianity and it»

Priesthood.

* Dr. Parr, in speaking of the state of his mind respecting the book
published by this excellent man, and sincere Christian, which gave rise to

the strictures of Mr. Felloives, states, that the description of it lies in the

following narrow compass

—

to. /j^iv «| «tg;;^^«c, ou /ui/uvn/mett; to. Si ^sr*, oi>

a-vvinfAi ; Tat (ft iirt TsrAo-ivy ou SoKtfAx^ce.—Sow although there be some opi-

nions in Mr. IVUberforct^s work, to which I am as unwilling to apply the

^oKt/tAA^w as Dr. Parr can be ; yet I cannot help tJiinking, that it would nei-

ther have discredited his discernment to have undei stood the reasoning, nor

his taste and piety to have stored his memory with many of the results, wliich

it contains.—I confess, I think it but a bad symptom of the times, when even

grave characters can be found to join in the vulgar ridicule of distinguished

piety : when religious seriousness but serves as a ground for ludicrous denomi-

nations and sarcastic epithets ; and these too not confined to the light and the

malevolent, but receiving a partial sanction from the philosopher and the di-

vine, and even admitted with more than toleration in one of the great assem-

blies, with whose morality and corruption those of the entire people of

these nations -are vitallv interwoven.
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Dr. Parr, for whose general character and talents I feef,

in common with all wlio can appreciate integrity and geniuj?,

a sincere and unaffected reverence, may think, that I have
spoken too strongly upon this subject. But the impress of

his praise is no slight matter; and the danger of its giving a

circulation to what ought not (and without it perhaps would
not) obtain currency with the public, demands an open expo-
sure of the baseness of the coin, to which it would attach a

fictitious value.

In truth, mischievous as are the publications of Mr. Fel-

lowes, I should not have thought it necessary to animadvert
upon them in this place, but that the eloquent eulogies of

Dr. Parr, joined to the writer's presenting himself to the pub-

lic as a clergyman of the establishment, might, by throwing

young readers off their guard as to the true character and
object of his works, expose them to be misled by the false

lights of a treacherous Guide, To such readers, the satis

eloquentke, sapientice pan/w?, of the author, is imposing ; the

specious gloss of liberality and benevolence, which his wri-

tings wear, is attractive ; the classic authority of his splendid

panegyrist is commanding. And, as it was for readers of this

description, especially for students in divinity, intended fqr

holy orders, that the present work was originally designed, it

naturally falls within its province to endeavour to secure them
against such snares, when calculated to entrap them into false

notions of their duties as professors of a Christian faith, or of

their engagements as members of a national clergy.

No. LXXIII. THE ATONEMENT LY THE SACRIFICE OF
CHRIST MORE STRICTLY VICARIOUS, THAN THAT BY THF
MOSAIC SACRIFICES, WHEREBY IT WAS TYPIFIED.

Page.51. (r)—The justness of the position here laid down
will be readily perceived, not only from the observations

in pp. 50, .01. of this work, but yet more fully from compar-
ing what has been said in Numbers XXXVIII. and XXXIX.
on the vicarious import of the legal sacrifices, with the re-

marks in Number XLII. on the true and essentialli/ vicari-

ous sacrifice of Christ. The reflections contained in pp. 199,

200. 219, 220. of this work, should be particularly attended

to, as pointing out the due proportion of the Mosaic and
Christian atonements. See also pp. 4o, 49. and Number
LXVIII. and pp. 447, 448. in Number LXIX.

I subjoin here a very extraordinary para^rraph, which I find

in a treatise of Dauzius de Avr^a Rednnptionis humance, on
the subject of an admission by the Jews of the vicarious suf-

fering of the Son for the sins of men, pursuant to an eternal
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'Compact with the Father to that end.—" Consentiimt hie

nobisiiiet Judfei, scilicet Deiim Patrem cum Filio siio jam ab

aeterno de redimeiido humano genere consilium iniise. Ilinc

notabilem quendam hac de re inter Deum et Messiam dialo-

gum per fabulam, fingunt : quem ex Helvico hie apponere
placet, qui eundem ex R. Mos. Haddarschan, super Gen. i.

3. excerpsit, et ita sonat ; Dixit Jehova sanctvs BenediditSf
Messia juste mi ! istif qui siint reconditi apnd iCy hujiismodi

eruiit, quodfnturum, iit peccata eornm inducant te in juginn
grave, Src. Respondit coram eo Messias, Domine mundi I

Ego quidem latus suscipio super me tribulationes istas, sive

tormevta : eo tamen pacto, ut tu in diebus meis vivijices mor-
tuos, et eoSf qui a primo Adamo usque ad illud tempus mor-
tui fuerint, ^^c. Dixit ei Sancius Benedictusy Concedo.
Protinus igitur suscepit ex dilectione super se Messias tor-

menta omnia et iribulationeSy sicut scriptum est, les, LIII.

AFFLICTUS IPSE, ET ANGUSTI ATUS EST.'* MeUScIien. NoV.
Test, ex Talm. p. 850.—This extract I give to the reader aa

matter of curiosity.

LXXIV. CONCLUDING NUMBER.

Page b\,{d)—Those objections, the discussion of which
would have been improper and impracticable from the pulpit,

have been carefully canvassed in the preceding dissertations.

It has been the wish of the author to notice all, that seemed
in any degree deserving of attention. They who are acquaint-

ed with the subject, will, it is hoped, do him the justice to al-

low, that he has omitted none of moment. Whether he has

been as successful in their refutation, as he has been indus-

trious in their collection,^ is with others to judge. This at

least he can venture to affirm, that he has examined them with

a conscientious regard to truth and scripture. And he now
concludes this inquiry, with an humble and not unanxious

hope, that the word of God may not have suffered in his

hands.





APPENDIX,

CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE

UjyiTARM^ SCHEME,

AS DESCRIBED BY MR. BELSHAM,

IN HIS

REVIEW

OF MR. WILBERFORCE's TREATISE;

WITH OCCASIONAL STRICTURES

ON THE LEADING ARGUMENTS ADVANCED IN THAT PUBLICATION.

fAAh\OV TgSTTOVTet/."

Thucyd. p. 15. edit. Franc. 1594.

I like not that arrogant theolopy, which presumes to explore what angels

desire to look into, and which failing in its attempt, rejects as absurd what
it is not able to understand."

Bishop Watson's Charge in 1795.

** Aperte dicite non vos credere Christi Evangelic: nam qui in Evangelio

quod vuhis creditis, quod vultis non creditis, vobis potius quam Evan-
gelio creditis."

Aug. cont. Faust, torn. vi. p. 335. ed. 1569.
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XN supplement to certain remarks in the preceding sheets,

(particularly pp. 28, 29. 53—62. 93—98. 105—109.) it be-

comes necessary to exhibit a brief outline of the opinions of
that sect, which, under the assumed title of Unitarian, has
presumed to arrogate the exclusive profession of the divine

unity; and which has of late years exerted itself, in the sister

country, with uncommon zeal and activity, for the subversion

of the doctrines and the establishment of the national religion.

An abstract, presenting at one view, the leading principles

and consequences of the system, devested of the imposing
phraseology, which writers of modern days know so well how
to apply to all objects whether worthy or unworthy, may
prove not less beneficial to some who have, than to others

who have not, embraced its doctrines. The task, indeed, is

not without its difficulty. To seize what is fugitive : to fix

that which is ever in the act of change : to chain down the

Proteus to one form, and to catch his likeness ere he has

shifted to another :—this is certainly a work not easy to be
accomplished. What Unitarianism, however, was in the

year ^1798, a writer, who professes himself its faithful inter-

preter and vindicator, has circumstantially detailed. Mr.
Belsham, the late theological teacher at Hackney, has ex
oflicio announced the creed of the day : and, so far as the

principle of dissent can admit concurrence, the doctrines

which he has promulged, may reasonably be presumed, to be

those generally received by the Dissenters of the Unitarian

denomination throughout the sister country.

The scheme, as presented by this writer, in his Review of
Mr. Wilberforce^s Inquiry, is briefly as follows. Beginning

with the existence of " an infinitely powerful, wise, and good

* Tins appendix was originally drawn up in the year 1800. WTiat have
been the wandering's of the fugitive since that period, the Author has had
little leisure, and less inclination, to explore. He is also disposed to think,

that full as much consequence has been already attached to the subject as

it is entitled to.
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being, as the first and fundamental principle of rational reli-

gioii," he pronounces the essence of this being to be love:

and from this he infers, as a demonstrable consequence, that

none of the creatures formed by such a being, " will ever be
made eternally miserable." To suppose the contrary, he
maintains, is not only inconsistent with the divine benevo-
lence, but directly contradictory to the plainest principles of

justice. That all will rise again after death, he admits to

have been taught by Christ: and he likewise admits, that
" the wicked will be raised to suffering." But, since God
would act urijvstty in inflicting " eternal misery for temporary
crimes ; the sufferings of the wicked can be but remedial, and
will terminate in a complete purification from moral disorder,

and in their ultimate resiora.ion to virtue and happiness;"^
or, as he elsewhcre-j- expresses it, " Moral evil must be ex-

pelled by the application of natural evil;" and if not fully

effected in this life, " the process must be carried on by the

severer sufferings of a future retribution."—Thus the doc-

trine of a purgatoryX stands immoveably fixed on the basis

of the Divine justice : and the antithesis between eternal mi-

sery and lemporary crimes, is made to complete the demon-
stration of the Unitarian ; by vvhich, he is not only enabled
to communicate " confidence" and " tranquillity" to the
'* enlightened and virtuous believer ;"§ but, he might have also

added, a hardened and fearless security to the impenitent of-

fender : and without this, he contends, *' the God of nature
must be viewed as frow^ning over his works, and like a merci-
less tyrant, dooming his helpless creatures to eternal misery,"

&.C.II—Whoever desires to see this curious specimen of rea-

soning fully examined and exposed, will find ample satisfac-

tion in Mr, Walker's Letter to Mr. Behham: p. 40—42.

Having thus softened down the article of judicial retribu-

tion, and lightened guilt of most of its terrors, as well as of
much of its deformity, (there being, as he contends, "a pre-
ponderance of virtue, even in characters contaminated with
the grossest vice ;")** he naturally proceeds to depreciate
the value of the atonement by Christ,—The notion of liis

death, as a propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of men, Mr. B.
totally rejects; and the doctrine of redemption through his

blood, he holds to be an entire mistake, founded in the mis-
understanding of certain phrases peculiar to the Jews :ff and
finally, for the full establishment of his opinions, he refers us
to Dr. J. Taylor; the amount of whose reasoning on this

"• Tfeviciv, ?tc. p. 12—16. f pp. 41, 42.

t See hes'ule the above references, p. 154. § p. 21.
f]

n. 2&.
•• pp. 14. 38, S9, 40. 43. ff pp. 17, 18. 105, 106.
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head, " in his admirable Key,''^ as Mr. B. finds convenient
to call it, has been ah-eady examined at large, in the foregoing

work, especially pp. 110— 113. 119, 120. 181— 187.

The merits and the sufferings of Christ having, in the
scheme of this writer, no connexion wilh the acceptance of
man ; the notion of his divine nature, and even that of his pre-

existence, are discarded as wild chimeras. Jesus Christ he
considers, " as a man in all respecls like to his brethren:"
and he seems particularly anxious, that the opinions of the
Unitarian should not be confounded wilh those of Socinus;
who, he says, whilst he properly maintains, " that Jesus had
no existence before his birth, yet admits the unscriptural and
most incredible notion, that since his resurrection, he has been
advanced to the government of the universe."f The father

of Socinianism, had but half accomplished the work of degra-

ding the Son of God, whilst he allowed him a superiority over
the human kind after death. Mr. B. with strict consistency,

completes the system ; and boldly contends, that as he differ-

ed in no respect from man in his mode of coming into the world,

so can he have no dominion or superiority over him in the

world of spirits. That he " is indeed now alive, and employ-
ed in offices the most honourable and benevolent," he does
not attempt to deny: but since '* 7ve are totally ignorant of
the place where he resides, and of the occupations in which he

is engagedy^^ he maintains, that " there can be no proper
foundation for religious addresses to him, nor of gratitude for

favours now received, nor yet of confidence in his future inter-

position in our behalf."J Thus, because we are ignorant of

the place and occupations of the Son of God, is all intercourse

between man and his Redeemer at an end ! Thus says Mr.

* In a periodical publication, disting-uished for the upric^litnoss and talent

with which it is conducted, there is to be found a series of valuable letters,

upon the subject of the work above alluded to : and in the conclusion, the
writer observes as follows, upon this " admirable ICey"—"The key of this

author is not, I am persuaded, the leg-itimate one. I should rather be tempt-
ed to resemble it to some of those false keys, vuli^arly called picklocks.

—

The web of the key, to speak technically, is, in those ing-enious instruments^,

cut to as slender a fortn as is consistent with the strength necessary for

turning the bolt, in order that the chance of the impediment from the ward.i

may be as little as possible. But the lock, with which this theological ad-

venturer had to do, was of such a peculiar construction, as to resist every

effort to open it. except with the true key. The Doctor gave some despe-

rate wrenches, and doubtless imagined that he had effected his purpose

when he found the key turn in his hand. But it has been discovered by oth-

ers, that he did no more than break it in the lock, and the bolt, for any thing

which he has done to remove it, remains where it was before "

—

Chritt. Ob-

serv. vol. vi. p, 504.—Tiie figure undoubtedly conveys no unjust idea of the

work, which it is so much the fashion Avith Socinian writers, and with good
r#nison, to extol.

t p- 7i. i p, 85.
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Belsliam. And so far is he from considering our blessed Lord

as an object of religious address, that he can look on him only

as the '* most excellent oUiwnan characters, the most eminent

of all the prophets of God ;" whose " memory he reveres,"

whose " doctrine he embraces," in whose " promises he con-

fides," and to whose *' authority he bows."^

To what then does Christianity amount, on Mr. B's plan ?

To nothing more than good habits ; and these habits, the re-

sult of man's own unaided and independent exertions, or

rather the result of external influences and irresistible impres-

sions.f Those usually received, and (as Mr. Wilberforce

properly styles them)y)ecwh"ar doctrines of Christianity, Avhich

declare the corrupted state of human nature, the atonement of
tlie Saviour, and the sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit,

our author rejects as utterly inconsistent with truth and scrip-

ture. J The preponderance of virtue over vice in the world

at large, and with a very few, if any, exceptions, in every in-

dividual in particular, he maintains to be indisputable.^ The
practice of virtue, he pronounces to be the only ground of ac-

ceptance with God, without any regard to faith in Christ, to

liis merits or his sufferings, all which he proscribes as notions

unscriptural and absurd :|j and as to the influence of the Holy
Spirit being that which prompts to virtue, he finds little diffi-

culty in expunging this likewise from his creed, being fully

satisfied, " that the scriptures do not teach the existence of

any such person as the Holy Spirit, and that there is no

ground for the expectation of any supernatural operation on the

mind."*^ The sole incitements to virtuous conduct, spring,

according to Mr. B. from " the circumstances in which men
are placed, and the impressions to which they are exposed :"

—" moral and religious habits, not being acquired in any dif-

ferent way, from other habits of mind :"ff—that is, according

to his reasoning, all being equally the result o( a necessary ope-

ration: the religious tendency, as well as its opposite, natu-

rally arising out of a certain " state of the brain ;"JJ and " ha-

l)its growing by the influence of particular impressions, with

the same regularity and certainty, with which the fruits of the

earth are produced and matured by the genial influence of the

sun, and of the fructifying showers."§5
Thus does the advocate of human merit, vindicate the in-

dependency of human virtue. Let us stop for a moment to

examine this more fully.—" Virtue|||| is a system of habits,

• pp. 84, 85. t P- 170—175. t p. iro. § pp. 13, U. 38, 39.

1! pp. 104, 105. 172, 173. •• p. 97.—see also pp. 70, 71, 76, 77y 78, 79.

it PP 134. 148. 173. 180. n p. 171. §§ pp. 174, 175.~also p. 41.^

111! Mr. B. in his Elemental where it is his intention to convey his ideas in
• c ^"t'*^'' form, defi"**': fiv-/* •f^ h« «« iK^. •.-T.-'/^nrv of an "''(ion. af-
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-conducing to Ihe s^reatest ultimate happiness:"* " and mea
>bein2; the creatures of circumstauces, the habits they form,

whether good or bad, are the result of the impressions to

which they are exposed ;"f—or, as we have just seen, are the

•result of a necessary and mechanical operation, and arise out

of causes independent of the agent, if such he can be called.

Now it seems natural to demand of this writer, in v/hat respect

his scheme differs from that part of the high doctrines of Cal-

vin, which he most strongly reprobates? Does he not equally

with the Reformer of Geneva, contend that man has nothing

which he can call his own? Does he not, equally with him,

reduce every action under the necessary and irresistible con-

trol of motives, in which the agent has no choice, and over

which he can have no power? And does he not, whilst he thus

concurs Avith the follower of Calvin, differ from himself, by
abolishing the very idea of merit, whilst he makes merit the

foundation of his system ?

Mr. B. indeed, exerts all his ingenuity, as Doctor Priestley

had done before, t to escape from this resemblance to the Cal-

vinist. The attempt however is vain. The Unitarian may
fancy, that he has provided a complete salvo for the difficul-

ties of his system, and a clear distinction from that of the Cal-

vinist, by substituting his notion of a purgatory for that of

eternal pmiishment. But here, the consequences with which

he presses the Calvinist return upon himself. For, if it be

inconsistent with " infinite justice and goodness to doom a

section, habit, or character, to the ultimate happiness ofthe agent." (p. 371.)

—It is at the same time to be noted, that of this tendency the true and pro-

per judge is the agent himself. What then follows ? Why plainly this, a^Dr.

Price hus properly objected, that agreeably to this definition, " Any the most

pernicious and horrible efiects will become just and fit to be produced by

any being, if but the minutest degree of clear advantage or pleasure may
result to him from them." (Review of Morals, p. 183.) Now how does Mr.

Cooper, who coincides in Mr. Belsham's sentiments, reply to this ?

—

« Granted. But iet God look tn that. A future state of retribution has been

ascertained for the very purpose of obviating this objection."—Mr. S. indeed

admits, that " the expression is harsh, and hardly consistent with thei-ever-

ence due to tire Supreme Being ;" but contends, *• that the meaning is just«

and the reply satisfactory.*'—What ! a retribution hereafter !
Wherefore.*

.retribution P Mu&t a being, whose only business was to calculate the balance

of advantage, suffer for a mistake in that calculation, when he made it with

a view to that which alone he was bound to look to^ his own advantage And

this too, when he could not by any possibility have made a different calcula-

tion. For, as Mr. B. informs us, (Elements, p. 391.) " The cnly diderence

jbetween the most virtuous and the most vicious person is, that the former

was placed in circumstances, and exposed to impressions which generated

virtuous habits and affections, and tjie latter in circumstances by which vi-

cious principles and dispositions were produced r'' the one so circumstanced

as that he must unavoidably calculate ri^ht, and the other so circumstanced

AS that he viust unavoidably calculate Horong.—So much for the true distii^-

lion between virtue and vice.

*
P' 3S. t p. 41. -^ Phihsoph. Xecnsifyi tect. xui.

^ K
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being to elernal misery, for no oth^r cause, but that of not

extricating himself out of the state in which his creator placed

him, without any power to act or Avill ;"* I would ask, by
what principles of reasoning it can be reconciled to the same

infinite justice and goodness, to doom to temporary misery, a

being placed in circumstances precisely similar; i. e. deter-

mined to one certain mode of action, by an indissoluble chain

of motives, and an irresistible necessity. If the idea oi pun-

ishment for that which was the result of inevitable necessity,

be repugnant to the essential nature o^justice, it must be equal-

ly so, whether that punishment be of long or of short duration.

The quantity of the evil endured, if no evil whatever ought

to be inflicted, can make no change in the nature of the case.

The power that prolongs or heightens the punishment, where
no punishment was deserved, may be more malignant, but can-

not be more unjust. Thus then, allowing to the Unitarian

the full benefit of his purgatorialf scheme (for which how-
ever scripture supplies iwt the smallest foundation) ; he is ex-

posed, equally with the Calvinist, to the charge, which he

* lievierOf p. 58.

I The formal notion of a purgatory^ I find laid down by our author, in ths
philosophical treatise before alluded to, in which it is his professed object to

give to students accurate and fundamental notions on all the leading sub-

jects of morality and religion. That the precision of his ideas may not suffer

in the reporting, I shaU state them in his own words. ** If there be a future
life, the immediate condition of the great mass of mankind when they enter
upon it, must be a state of very considerable pain and suffering. For the
great majority of human characters are alloyed with one or more vicious ha-
bits and affections. These inust be put under a process of cure, more or less

severe in proportion to the malignity of the moral diseased—Elements of the
Philosophy of the Mind, p. 402. Our author also affirms that he has the testi.

mony of scripture for this doctrine. I apprehend it must be the second Mac-
cabees, where others have pretended to find it also. Or, perhaps, as he has
not joined in turning the doctrine to so good account as those who profess
to have found it there, his authority has been of that classical nature which
migjit betlt;r suit a philosopher.

' Ergo exercentur poenls, veterumque malorurn
Supplicia expendunt: alix jianduntur inanes
Suspense ad ventos ; alils sub gurgite vasto
Infectum eluitur scelus, aut exuritur igni.

Quisquc suos patiraur Manes."

./Ex. Lib. vi:'

" For this arc various penances enjoined

;

And some are hung to bleach upon tlie wind

;

Some plunged in waters, others plunged in fires,

Till all the dregs are drained, and all the rust expires.
All have their Manes, and those Manes bear."

Dryden,

,
Pagans, Jews, Mahometans, and Papists have heretofore held these n^-

lions: to these we must now add t\\Q Philosophical Unitarian.
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himself brings against the latter, of " impeaching the charac-

ter of his Maker and traducing his works. ""*—Thus much foi*

the consequences of the two systems.

Again, as to the principle of necessity, it is precisely the
aame, whether the Unitarian endeavour to dignify it by the

title of philosophical ; or degrade it by that of predestina-

rian. Or, if Mr. Belsham will still pretend to differ from the

follower of Calvin, whom he describes as equally with himself

pronouncing man a necessary instrument destitute of self-

agency, it can only be in this ; that whilst the latter makes
man a necessary instrument in tlie hand of God, Mr. B's sys-

tem admits the possibility of rescuing him from this slavish

subjection to his Maker, by placing him under the irresistible

control of chance^ or destiny) or some other equally conceiv-

able power. For, to suppose all the actions of man to

spring necessarily from motives, and these motives the una-

voidable result of external impressions and local circum-

stances ; the Divine Spirit giving no direction in the particu-

lar case, and the man having no power either to regulate their

operation or to resist their impulse : is to suppose all that the

stoic and the atheist could desire.

Such is the exalted 7nerit of man, fashioned by ihe deisti-

cal jargon of that, which equally disgraces Christianity and

philosophy, by assuming their names. Such are the lights

afforded us by the rational Christian : who mends Calvinism

by purgatory ; secures to man a property in his actions, by
rendering him the unresisting slave of motives; and maintains

the interests of religion, by subjecting human conduct solely

to the mechanical operations of secondary causes.

It is indeed extremely difficult to make out Mr. Belsham^s

system. But it is one of the advantages of inconsistency,

that the statement of the absurdities in one part of an argu-

ment, is liable to be discredited by contradictory positions in

another. Thus, whilst Mr. B. repeatedly affirms, that man is

not to look to the influence and sustaining aid of the Divine

Spirit, but solely to his own exertions, or as he most singular-

ly explains these exertions, to circumstances and impressions

which work upon his mind by a mechanical and necessary

operation ; he professes, in other places, not altogether to

banish the notion of the divine agency. We are, he says,

^' thankfully to ascribe all our improvements, our hopes, and

our consolations to God."t Mr. B. has here struck a little

out of the path to direct atheism, in which he seemed before

1 apidly advancing : and this saving clause was indispensable

.to a writer, who professes a belief in the existence of a God.

*" 7?(?? jVtu, p. 37. f p. 175' .
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But when we come to inquire, on what ground our gratitude

is due to a Being, who has not contributed by any beneficiaf

influence to the improvement of our virtue, we find our inde-

pendence of a divine grace still carefully secured, inasmuch
as the sole foundation of our thankfulness to the Supreme Be-
ing is, that " to his appointment and continued agency, all

causes owe their efficacy."* It is then, for the original con-

stitution and general arrangement of the works of nature alone

that we are to be grateful : and not for any special operation

of a divine influence, in any individual case. May we not
therefore fairly apply to our philosopher, what Cicero pro-

nounced of the refiners of ancient times, " verbis reliquisse

Deos, re sustulisse V
But, that we may the more perfectly understand our au-

thor's meaning, he supplies with a specimen of the mode, in

which a judicious instructor should endeavour to reclaim a vi-

cious person, desirous of reformation. Having first carefullj'

guarded him against all unscriptural doctrines, such as origi-

nal siuy atonement, merits of Christ, and the like : having,

warned him not to expect any supernatural impressions upon
his mind, nor to imagine that moral and religious habits are icf

be acquired in a way different from any other : having point-
ed his attention particularly to those parts of scripture, which
direct him to do justice, to love mercy, &c. having urged hint,

to " fix in his mind, just and honourable sentiments of God,
asrthe greatest, wisest, and best of beings :"f—he proceed?
more circumstantially to the case of the offender; and begin-
ning in due form, with a definition of virtue, as " a course of
conduct leading to the greatest ultimate happiness :" and of
vice, as " that which leads to misery ;"—he next lays before
the sinner, (or in the milder vocabulary of Mr. B. the " per-
K)n oppressed by the tyranny of evil habits,")J the exact
Hlate of his case.—" You are deficient in virtuous habits, you
wish to form them : you have contracted vicious affections,

yon wish^ to exterminate them* You know the circum-

* p. 175. ISO. tp. 174: i p. 172.

§ N. B. It is above all things necessary for ilie reformation of this person,
**o{>])rc8sed by the tyranny of evil iiabits," (so alarming and fanatical
a phrase as that oi' simia- I must not use,) tliat he feel uo revmrse, be the vi-
cious acts that he has committed ever so enormous. For Mr. Belsham in-
forms us, in his Elt-mcnts, (pp. ;)07 406.) that "the doctrine of philosophi-
cal necessity fvpcrsedct remoree." And indeed it is happy that it does so ;

because, whilst on tlie one hand, he pronounces remorse 7iot tobc essential to
repentance; he proves on the other, that it is a thing- in it^oXUiighly perni-
cious ; inasmuch as it is founded upon the belief, that in the same previous
circumstances it was possible to have acted otherwise."—-A perfect freedom
from uneasiness of mind, after the murder of a parent, or the seduction of the
itinocent

; an undisturbed composure, flowinjr from the conviction that under
all the Circumstances it was impossible to have acted otherwise, must sureiy
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iStauces, ra which 3'-oiir vicious habits wore originally contract-
ed, and by which they have been confirmed. Avoid* tJiese

circumstances, and give the mind a tontrary bias. Yoii
know what impressions wiil produce justice, benevolence, &c.—Expose your mind repeatedly and perseveriuglyto the in-

fluence of these hnpressiojiSy and the affections themselves
will gradually rise, and insensibly improve, t<c.—JLL that
is required is judgment, resolution, time, and perseve-
rance''! ! !f Really, Mr. B, must excuse me, ill take the
liberty of saying, that I know nothing in the Enoilish languaa:e
to equal this, except the Energies of Bliss Bridgetina Bo-
therim^X It is not my intention to introdirce ludicrous idcasi

contribute much to accelerate the repentance of the oficnder, and to Gom
plete his reformation

!

^
* This is a whimsical sort of address, from a writer, who, upon his prin-

ciple of necessity, maintains the impossibility of avoiding-, upon the recur-
rence of similar circumstances, any act whicli has once been performed. For
ii"this be, as he contends it is, {Elements, &c. p. 107.) a sufficient reason for
asserting-, that the person who has once yielde'd to any temptation, must un-
der the like circumstances yield to it again, and that consequently the only
chance for his escape is to be found in flight : it must likewise be a sufficient
reason for concluding, that he who has not at one time been able to fly from

••the circumstances which brought the temptation, will not be able to fly from
them at another ; the circumstances at the time of tlie intended flight being
the same as before: and thus the impossibility recurs ad infinitum.—Our
Writer had condemned Mr. Qodmny^Elemtnis, he. p. 405 ) for the indiscreet
avowal of the consequences of this system ; namely, that necessary agent;}

are incapable ofmoral discipline. But has not Mr. B. himself as completely
disclosed the secret by his reasoning ^ For, \i & necessary agent can never ac-
quire an increase of strength to resist the temptations of vice, where is the
improvement in moral discipline ? This Parthian moralist, who is to be for

ever unequal to the taSih vfrfxiva, and can hope to conquer only by flying,

will fiftd that he will not have much to boast of in the way of conquest, if

his steed is to be as much fettered in the fliglit, as he is himself manacled in

the conflict. Alas ! that Mr. B. will not permit his penitent to call to his
aid that auxiliary, and that armour, which would enable him to qneiich all

tlie fiery darts of the ivicked !

t pp. 174, 175.

t Modern Philosophers .—a work, which if perused with feelings favoura-
ble to rehgion and order, must be allowed to furnish a decisive proof, that
Mrs. Hannah Moore is not the only female of the present day, by whom zeal
and talents have been eminently displayed, in defence of all that can be
deemed valuable in this life, and in that which is to come.
Were we, in truth, to search out among the authors of later times, for

those who have most successfully promoted the cause of virtue ami religiv^r.

by the combination of what is most interesting with what is mo.st edifving in

their writings, we should find them to have been principally of the otiicr sex.

With the namer.f Mrs. Hannah Moore, who ranks eminent in that class,

—

and whose numerous and diversified publications, sca-.tering their benefits

through every gradation of society, from the prince down to the peasant,
have come home to the breasts of all with that irresistible force that springs
fhom the united powers of piety and genius,—we have to connect in grateful
remembrance, t'le names of //am/7?o«, oi' Bowdlcr, of Ji^cst, of Chapone, and
(notwithstanding something that one could wish to be otherwise) of //.r; -

^ai(kl. To "the. ycdcr^hle Elh.aLcfh drrtev ar.d the bloominer EH'-n'-t.t
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upon surli a subject : but the resemblance is too striking and

apposite to be overlooked.

So far as Mr. Belsham's language is intelligible, his process

of conversion amounts to this. He tells the vicious person,

that he has contracted bad habits ; and he desires him by all

means to get rid of them. How far this salutary advice and

direction would operate to the reformation of the sinner, they

who may have been reclaimed from vicious courses by such

means, can best say. But one thing deserves particularly to

be remarked, that whilst the mind of the sinner is directed to

contemplate the excellence of virtue, to excite its own ener-

gies, to expose itself to impressions, and the like ; not one

word escapes of the propriety of pmv/er; on the contrary, all

supplication for divine assistance seems to be expressly ex-

cluded, and indeed evidently must be so, on Mr. Belsham's

principles. For, if goodness be the necessary result of im-

pressions and circumstances, the mechanical effect of particu-

Far traces on the brain, derived from the general operation of

established and unalterable laws of our constitution ; there is

no room, in the particular case, for divine interference. We
may, according to Mr. B's principles, indulge in sentiments

of complacency to that first cause, the beneficial eflfects of

whose original arrangement we feel in the individual instance,

but ynayer addressed to th-e Divine Being can have no rational

object. Prayer, accordingly, forms no part of this writer's

system. In no one line of his work does he recognize it as a

Christian duty :—indeed the mention of it has not once csca-

pc<l him.

It is not then surprising, that we should find Mr. B. endea-

vouring to diminish the opportunities and inducements to

prayer, by contending that the Christian religion has not pre-

scribed the appointment of a day for the purposes of divine

worship. But he goes farther. He affirms, that *' Christiani-

ty expressly abolishes every such distinction of days :"* that,

*' under the Christian dispensation every day is alike ; no

one more holy than another : that whatever employment, or

Smith,^ we luve also to cast our eyes ; if, in Mrs. Move's words, we would
** contemplate profound and various learning.; chastised by true Christian hu-

mility ;" and it" we would wish to dwell on the recollection of " acquire-

ments, which would have been disting-uished in a University, meekly soft-

ened and beautifully shaded by the gentle exertion of every domestic virtue,

tlic unaffected exercise of every feminine employment." (6V/e^*, pp- 250,

251.)—Did my present subject lead me merely to advert to the distinction,

whic!» superior talents, exquisite taste, and the charms of fine composition,

confer tipon the icmale writers of the present day, it would be impossible to

overlook the commanding claims of Miss Edgeworth.

* Jie-viixv, p. 20.
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amusement, is lawful or expedient irpon any one day of the

week, is equally lawful and expedient on any oilier day :"^-

that consequently, " a virtuous man is pcrforniini^ his duty to

the Supreme Being, as really, and as acceptably, when he is

pursuing the proper business of life, or even when enjoying
its innocent and decent amusements, as wlien he is otfering

direct addresses to him in the closet or in the temple." j-

From these premises he peremptorily concludes, that all di-

tinctions of days should be exploded : that our l)iisiness niul

our amusements should be pursued on every day alike : and
that the laws which enjoin the observance of the Sabbath arc
*' unreasonable and unjust."J He likewise maintains, that the

Sabbatical spirit naturally leads to uncharitable and censori-

ous feelings :§ that *' persons who are so very religious on a

Sunday," (as to make regular attendance on the services of

the church a matter of conscience,) " are too apt to lay aside

religion for the rest of the week :"lj and that, upon the wliole,

the Sabbatical observance is highy injurious to the cause of

virtue. To this pernicious institution, our author does not

scruple to attribute the decrease of national morality: and he
rejoices, with a Christian joij, that the late ''

ill advised'*

proposition, " for enforcing a stricter observation of the Lord's
day," was wisely rejected by the legislature.

^f

Now, it may perhaps occur to a plain unphilosophical reader

to inquire, what sort of a teacher of Christianity is this, wlio

thus levels Christ, through the whole of his existence, to the

rank of human nature :—leaves man, for acceptance, to his

own merit ; and that merit the pure result of external impres-

sions and mechanical operation :—rejects the notion of

prayer,^^' making man as it were independent of his 3Iaker :

—

* pp. 20. 139. tp! 133. t pp. 140, 141. § p. 141.

II p. 142. H p. 203.
** How different are the reflections of true philosophy, ^ided by a pious

reverence for the superior lights of Revelation ! The words of a distin-
guished and attractive writer, whose publications have always tended to pro-
inote, what his life has uniformly exemplified, the love and practice of vir-

tue, are too interesting and important lo be omitted on this subject.—" If

we admit the truth of revelatoin, the evidence which it delivers of the spe-

cial interposition of God, in the physical and moral government of the
world, must be deemed decisive Instead, therefore, of involving ourselves
in the mazes of metaphysical subtilty, let us direct our attention to the
foundation of that intercourse with the Deity, wiiich is at once the most ii^

teresting duty, and the noblest privilege of our nature. We are taught
that he luho cometh to God, inust believe that he is, arid that he is a re-

nvarder ef them ivho diligently seek hint : tliat in him iie live, and move, and
have ovr being : that as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them,
that fear him that j/'ur, being evil, knovi hoiv to give good gifts to our chil-

dretit how much w,ore shall our Father, nvhich is in heaven, give good thijigs to

them, that ask him. For this thing, says St. Paul, I besought the Lord thrice,

that it might depart from me : And our Saviour is recorded to have pray-
ed the third time, saying the same rcords, .' viy Father^ if it be possiblef let
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?vn(i finally, proscribes the Sabbath as destructive ef religion

and morality^ Mr. B. being aware that such a question

would naturally suggest itself, has been careful to supply the

answer. He tells us, that he desires to be considered as a
*' moral teacher of Christianity."* And, lest we might not

perfectly understand the nature of this moral or Unitarian
Christianity which he teaches, he informs us, that it is sub-

staiiiially the same with the system of Lepaux, and the

ihis cup passfrom me : J\/e<verthe!eEs not as I •mill, but as thou luilt. Indeed
the form of devotion, which Christ recommended to his disciples, affords the
clearest proof that lie regarded prayer as an acceptable and efficacious act,

>Jor is tills supposition inconsistent with that immutability of the divine at-

tributes, which is essential to their nature and perfection. Tiie wisdom, be-

nevolence, and justice of the Deity are the sa^ne yesterday, to-day, and for,

ever. But this uncliangeableness implies, that, in their exercise they are al-

ways accommodated to the purest rectitude, and to tlie greatest sum of fe-

licity. And thus a providence is established, which discriminates between

the virtuous and the vicious ; which adapts the properest means to the ac-

comphsliment of the best ends; and regulates all things so as to work to-

gether for the highest good. To this superintending direction a pious
Christian will look up, with humble confidence,yor ease under suffering, for
protection in danger, and consolation in sorrovj. If prayer were not enjoined

as a duty, he would instinctively perform it as a refuge for human infirmity.

And he may reasonably presume, that such fiUal dependence will be indul-

gently accepted by his heavenly Father, who in his divine administration is

characterized as being ever ready to bind up the broken in heart ; to heal the

iuoundedin spirit ; and to give good gifte to them that worthily ask him" Fa-
ther's Instructi-ons—Pari the Third—by Thos. Percival, M. D. p.

118—120. I the more willingly refer to this excellent performance, because,

independent of the value of the passage here extracted, and the vein of fer-

vent piety which perrades the entire volume, the observations which it con-

tains on the subject of the Divine permission of Evil, the topics it suggests

ior the farther confirmation of the Evidences of Christianity, and the direc-

tions it conveys for the due regulation of the Clerical conduct arid character^

entitle it to the most serious perusal from every friend to religion and vir-

tue.

Since the date of the first edition of this work, the revered person, spokeu
of in the above note, has paid the last debt of nature : and has gone to re-

ceive in another state tlie reward of the piety and virtues which distinguish-

ed him in this.—To offer any general remarks here upon the life and cha-

racter of a man so estimable and so esteemed, would be little worthy of a

subject whose magnitude and interest entitle it to the moat ample considera-

tion. To the memory of this venerated friend, I have already elsewhere of-

fered an liumble tribute. And hai^pily, as preserving to society a valuable

light, a complete ^[emoir of his life and writings has been given to the pub-
lic by his son, Doctor lldward Fercival, now of Dublin.—Tliis Memoir, pre-

fixed to the entire collection of Doctor Percival's works, must be too well

known and too justly appreciated, to render it necessary for mc to enlarge

upon the fidelity and ability with wlilcli it has been executed. The spirit

which it breathes, and the talent which it exiiibits, conspire to aflbrd the

hajipiest presage, that the son will prove himself, through life, not unwor-
thy of the father, whose endowments, whose attainmcnls, and wiicsc caCcI-

kncies, Ire has recorded.

• p. 227.
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Theophilanthropes of France. This is a fair and candid ac-
count of the matter. The same title, which they can pro-
duce to the denomination of Christians, Mr. B. can undoubt-
edly advance. Indeed, his must be allowed to be yet stronger ;

for, though, as he observes, their " common principle Is a
belief in the existence, perfection, and providence of God,
and in the doctrine of a future life : and their rule of morals,
love to God, and good will to men;" and thus, as he remarks,
their " professed principles comprehend the essence of the
Christian religion: yet in not admitting the resurrection of
Christ, the Theophilanthropists deprive themselves of the
only solid ground, on which to build the hope of a future ex-
istence."^ Thus, we see, in one short view, the nature of
Mr. Belsham's Unitarian scheme, and its advantage over that
of the French Theophilanthropes. He not only holds, in

common with them, the above-mentioned essential principles

of Christianity ; but he also maintains, in addition, that a
man has actually risen from the dead : the admission of which
fact into the creed of the Theophilanthropes, he candidly
confesses, would have left his scheme no superiority over
theirs; inasmuch as, by laying a solid groundfor their doc-

trine of a future life, it w^ould have rendered their system
perfectly complete.

But seriously, are these the doctrines of that sect, who call

themselves Unitarians, in the sister country : or are they er-

roneously ascribed to them by Mr. Belsham ? Indeed, if we
are to judge from the applause bestowed on Mr. B's perform-
ance by writers of that denomination in England, we have rea-

son to think that he has given a fair representation. Now, if

he has, it surely seems unworthy of men, who exult in the
open and fearless avowal of their opinions, to trille with the

name of Christian; and if he has not, it is full time, that they
should throw back Mr. B's doctrines on himself, and his The-
ophilanthrope associates. I am most willing to admit, that

no person has a right to deny to Mr. B. the appellation of a
•' Moral teacher." To this he is fully entitled, as having a

firm belief in the existence and general providence of God;
and as inculcating princi])Ies, that tend to beget love and gra-

titude to that Being, and to produce a corresponding benig-

nity of aflfeclion to our fellow-creatures, impressing the duties

of benevolence and social kindness to man, as I make not the

amallcst cjuesiion he truly feels them. But, whilst thus much
is freely admitted; surely Mr. B. cannot reasonably be of-

fended if he should be denied the appellation of a "teacher

©f Christianity.^'^ For what is Christianity ^ Is it any thing

p. 217.

3 L
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differing from the natural religion of tlic Deist ? And if differ-

jng; is it in doctrines, or in precepts? Not in doctrines, ac-

cording to Mr, B. for he asserts again and again, that it has

none peculiar. Is it in precepts ? no, says Mr. B. for the

pure and simple scheme of the Theophilanthrope, who rejects

Revelation, " comprehends tlie essence of Christianity." And
has, then, Jesus Christ passed as a mute, across the great

stage of hum.an affairs ? And shall we denominate ourselves

from him, who has taught us nothing different from what we
knew before? No, says Mr. B. this is not so: by his rising

from the dead> he h^a jnoved to its the certainty of a future

life.-^Is this then Christianity ?—Of tliis, Mr. B. may be an

excellent teacher : but in such Christianity, his instructions

will, I trust, ever be confined to a very small number indeed^

And is Mr. B. displeased v/ilh Mr. Wilberforce, for calling

this " a sort of halfway-house between orthodoxy and infidel-

ity ?" I cannot but think, that most people of plain sense and

candid minds, who have not been visited by any rays of mo-
dern illumination, will rather be of opinion, that Mr. W, has

erred, in not advancing this mansion a little beyond the mid-

dle point. Nor is this without countenance from Mr. B. him-

self, since he confesses, that " of the two he would rather

approach the confines of cold and cheerless scepticism, than

the burning zone of merciless orthodoxy ;"^ by which last, it

must be observed, he understands the principles of Chrisiian-

fty as held by the established church ; merciless being mere-

ly the ordinary adjunct to the character of every established

priesthood.

On this subject, IMr. B. exhibits rather an unfortunate spe-

cimen of that calm and softened charity, which distinguishes

and adorns the temperate region, where he rejoices to find

himself placed, in a happy medium between the two above

mentioned *' ineligible extremes," A want of integrity, a

disregard of truth, " indolence, pr!de, and bitter zeal against

all who oppose the doctrines of the public creed," he repre-

sents, as the never-failing conserjuer.ces of an established

religion, "whether true or false:" the unvarying character-

istics of " an established priesthood." Such a body, he con-

tends, " is, in its very nature, a persecuting order." '* All

breatJie the same fiery and intemperate spirit. Truth and
honest i'lquiry they are paid to discountenance and repress."f
'* Interested priests and crafty statesmen will continue to

siippcrt a relic: ious establishrrent, which aviswcrs their private

flud political purposes, at the same time that they hold itv

* p. 263. t p. 199.
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<loctrines in contempt."* The object, to which these olv
servations are iniended more immediately to apply, Mr. B-
does not leave his reader at a loss to discover, when he plainly
affirms, that the heads of our establishment look to means
very different from that of " a sincere faith in" their own
'* creeds and homilies, for the prosperity of the national
church :"f and with the same liberal reference it is, that he
jeminds ns of the saying of Cicero, *' that he wondered how
augur could meet augur without laughing :" and again, of that
memorable exclamation of Leo, in the days of papal Rome,
" how lucrative is this fable of Jesus Christ !"J—thus clearly
intimating, what a warm supporter of his doctrines and his

performance has since announced in terms a little more di-

rect ;
" it is well known, that many of our public teachers

laugh in their sleeves,—and some of these sleeves they say
are of lawn,—at those doctrines which they inculcate from
the pulpit, with a pretended earnestness. "§
Nor does Mr« Belsham confine his charges to those who

are the immediate superintendents of the national religion.
Though particularly tavourex! with Mr. B's notice, they do
not entirely engross it. By his observations on the institu-

tion of a national fast,|| he takes care to hold np the civil, no
less than the ecclesiastical, heads of ihe state, as objects of
public contempt and execration, for their gross insincerity,

and unprincipled imposition on the people. Now, if all this

be of the nature of that charity, which belongs to the middle
region, under whose temperate influence, Mr. B. professes to

renjoy philosophic repose ; I rather apprehend, that the inha-

bitant of this " pleasant and commodious dwelling," is as far

removed from the charity, as he boasts io be from the pecu-
liar doctrines, of Christianiiy.

It must indeed be confessed, that great allowance is to be
made for those, who have been, as it were, rocked in the \e\y
cradle of discontent: and who have been used from infancy

to view every act of the Government, and every ordinaire of

the Church, with the bitterness of a discomfited and vindic-

tive enemy. But it is strange, that whilst language of the

nature here cited every where deforms Mr. B^s pages, and
those of his Unitarian associates, they should make the wanl

of charity the principal charge against all who hold Chris-

tianity in any other, than the vague and fleeting form, in

which they profess to embrace it. In the management of a

controversy, it may not indeed be {>.ad policy, to charge the

* pp. 230, 233. f p. 230. i p. 230.

§ Layman's Letters to Mr. JViioaforce on the Doctrine of Hereditary 7V-
pravity, p. 17 J.

ff Review, pp. 204, 20.5.
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adversary with whatever unfair arts you tnean to resort to

yourself. Thus, whilst the opposite party bears all the

odium, you possess yourself of the profit. So at least it seems

to be with the writers of Mr. B's way of thinking. A total

want of candour and charity is perpetually objected to all,

who defend the rectitude of the national religion; whilst every

principle of both is grossly violated by those who oppose

it :—and at the same time that the charge of self-interest, is

freely bestowed upon such as support the establishment ; it

is hoped, that it will not be remembered, that interest fs as

much concerned to acquire, as to retain : it is modestly ex-

pected, that no mention will be made of the pride and fervour

of party ; and that no note will be taken of the resentful jea-

lousy of those temporal advantages, which, as they form the

leading theme of animadversion, may not unreasonably be
presumed to be the principal ground of hostility.

In a spirit congenial to these feelings, Mr. B. seems not a

little to have participated, when he thus openly states, as in

another placed he indirectly insinuates, under the thin co-

vering of the terms paganism and popery, that the religion

of the Church of England is a mere engine of state ; and as

such " cried up by interested statesmen, and their hireling

priests ;" who, he says again, naturally " support that reli-

gion which supports them :"f and that, at this moment,
"pt/rc Christianity^^ (by which he describes the system
taught by himself and Dr. Priestley,) *' is so far from meet-
ing with public encouragement in England, that it is in a
state bordering upon persecution."J This last remark in-

deed seems, according to Mr. B's view of things, to have
been altogether unnecessary. The assertion, that " an es-

tablished priesthood is in its very nature a persecuting or-

der," renders this a tautologous position. But, in what way
do these professors of pure Christianity appear to be " in a
state bordering upon persecution?'* Simply, because they
are not permitted to rail against established authority with
impunity ; to preach up doctrines in politics subversive of
subordination ; to bring the government, both in church and
state, into disrepute and contempt amongst the people, by
every species of calumny; to establish the enlightened sys-
tem of France, the Theophilanthropism of Lepaux, and the
miso-monarchism of Paine. The government, the clergy,
and the people of England, are surely much to blame, in

throwing any obstacles in the way of such great reforms !

And what is the grand proof, adduced by Mr. B. of the
persecution carried on against pure Christianity in England,

• p. 196. t p. 233. t p. 197.
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at the present clay ? Plainly this, that the «^rcat champion of
Unitaiianism has been driven iVom his native counlry, and
*' compelled to seek for refuge" from the ra2;e of persecutiii;>;

bigotry, " in the transatlantic wilderness ;"— in whicii, how-
ever, it appears that he is subject to no deprivations ; since

we are informed, in the very next line, tliat, in this tvilder-

ness, he has the good fortune to be surrounded by " en-

lightened sages."* But, ludicrous as is this picture of the

wilderness of sageSy here presented by our autlior, it were
unfeeling and unpardonable to trifle on such a subjecl.

What Doctor Priestley's reasons may have been for c?i-

changing England for America, I shall not presume to pro-

nounce. That they are not to be resolved " soleli/' into

his religious opinions, as Mr. B. seems desirous to convey,
is, I believe, pretty generally understood. That the purity

of Dr. P's private character, the amiable simplicity of his

manners, the variety and strength of his talents, the perse-

vering industry with which he pursued what he deemed use-

ful truth, and the independent spirit with v.hich (had it not

been phrenzied by the intemperance of party,) he might
have so profitably maintained it,—are circumstances which
must make every good man regret that misapplicaiion of his

powers, which rendered it necessary for him to abandon his

native country in the decline of life, I v.ili most readily ad-

mit: and I freely subscribe to the strongest ttstimony which
his warmest admirers can bear, to the many ai:d great vir-

tues f which adorn his private life. But whilst 1 most cheer-

• pp. 19r, 198.

f From a friend of tlie hig-hest literary distinction and moral vorlb, wlio

was connected by habits of early and continued inlimacy with l)i-. Priest-

ley, I received, on the first publication of tliese remarks on that autbor*6

character, a letter containing the following observations.
" The character you g-ive of Dr. Priestley, has reminded me of that

drawn by Dr. Samuel Parr, in his letter from Irenopolis, to the inhabi-

tants of Eleuthropolis. As tjiis pamphlet was a temporary publication

during the riots of Birmingham, and you have probably never setn it, I

will transcribe the passage to which 1 refer.—* 1 confess with sorrow, that

in too many instances, such modes of defence have been used against this

formidable Heresiarch, as would hardly be justifiable in the support of re-

velation itself, against the arrogance of a Bolingbroke, the bufii^onery of

a Mandeville, and the levity of a Voltaire. But the cause of orthodoxy re-

quires not such aids. The Church of England approves them not. The
spirit of Christianity warrants them not- Lei Dr. Priestley be confuted

where he is mistaken. Let him be exposed wliere he is superficial. Let

liim be rebuked where he is censorious. Let him be repressed where he is

dogmatical. But let not his attainments be depreciated, because they are

numerous almost without a parallel. Let not his talents be ridiculed, be-

cause they are superlatively great. Let not his morals be vilified, because

they are correct without austerity, and exemplary without ostentation ; be-

cause they present even to common observers the innocence of a hermit,

and the simplicity of a patriarch ; and because a philosophic eye will at
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fully make these concessions to the talents and the virtues of

Dr. Piieslley ; and whilst I join in the most decided repro-

bation of those savage acts of violence, which in his instance

have disgraced the annals of English polity
;
yet I cannot

hesitate to believe, that if, in any country, in which the di-

rection of affairs was held by those enlightened politicians,

and professors of pure Christianity^ who form the asso-

ciates of Dr. Priestley, and Mr. Belsham, any man had em-

ployed himself for a series of years, in labouring to overturn

the established order of things ; and had even advanced so

far, as, in the intoxication of his fancied success, openly to

boast, that he had prepared a train, whereby the whole must

inevitably be destroyed ;* a very different lot from that,

once discover in them the deep fixed root of virtuous principle, and the

solid trunk of virtuous habit/ This beautiful portrait is, I think, accxirate

in its lineaments. But tiiere are two features in the character of Dr. Priest-

ley, which it does not exhibit, and which to you I will not scruple to com-

municate. He has a sort of moral apathy, which makes him absolutely in-

sensible of the severity of the wounds he inflicts in his polemic discus-

sions. Feeling no enmities in his constitution, he makes no discrimination

between friends and foes. And having adopted the language, and dipped

his pen in the gall of controversy, he suspects not that he excites bitterness

of heart, because he is unconscious of it in himself I could exemplify this

observation, by his treatment of Dr. Enfield, Dr. Brocklesby, Judge
Blackstone, and several others whom he really loved or respected.—

Another .striking trait in his character, is an almost total deficiency in dis-

eretion, that intellectual faculty, which is, as Pope well expresses it, " al-

though no science, fairly worth the seven.'—A report has prevailed here,

that Dr. Priestley proposes to return to England. But 1 find that his latest

letters signify his intention of passing the remainder of his life in America,

where he is happy in every respect, except the enjoyment of literary so-

ciety, and possesses a library and philosophical apparatus far superior to

those which he had at Birmingham."
This fragment, containing so much that is interesting concerning Dr.

Priestley, will, I conceive, not be unacceptable to the reader, and although

I consider the bright parts of the character to have been too highly em-
Ijlazoned by Dr. Parr, the darker spots to have been too sparingly touched
by my much-valued correspondent, and some important points to have been
entirely overlooked by both, -yet I cannot withhold from the memory of a

man certainly possessed of many umiable qualities, and some extraordinary
endowments, a tribute, to which two persons, eminent for their worth and
their attainments, ha-e conceived him to be justly entitled.

* ** We are, as it were, laying gun-powder, grain by grain, under the old

building of error arid superstition, which a single spark may hereafter

inflame, so as to produce an instantaneous explosion."

—

Importance of Free
Inquiry^ p. 40. What Dr. P means by the old building of error and super-

stition, the context sufficiently explains. On the impossibility of support-

ing the ecclesiastical constitution, if once a great majority of the people
can be made hostile to it; and on "the power of small changes in the po-

litical state of things, to overturn the nest conpacted establishment.s," he
likewise enlarges with mtich earnestness and force: Ibid. pp. 39, 41, 44.

The fittest seasons, and best opportunities, for silently working out the
great effects, which he licre professes to hold in view, tjiis writer had be-

fore communicated to his ieJlov/-labourer, Mr. Lind^ey, in the dedication ef
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which has fallen to Dr. Priestley, would await him. The
privilege of transferring his residence to anotlier hind, unless

indeed it were to that land from which no traveller returns,

would hardly be conceded. Our enlightened philosophers,

of the present day adopt on these occasions miich simpler

modes of proceeding: and a peep across the British Channel,
may readily satisfy us as to the nature of the process, where
there is no *' lucrative fable of Jesus Christ" to be main-

tained ; no " established * clergy to breathe the fiery spirit

of persx3Cution ;" and where the rights of civil and religious

man, are explained and exercised, upon the broadest princi-

ples of a philosophy, untrammelled, even to Mr. B's most san-

guine wishes.

One distinction between the two cases may indeed possibly

exist. The professors of an all-perfect philosophy and a na-
tional Christianity, knowing; theirs to be the cause of virtue,

and acting only from a love of truth, are meritorious in lemoviiig,

by whatever means, all impediments to the accomplishment
of ends so glorious as those the 1/ hold in view: whereas the

advocates of received doctrines, and of existing establishments,

not even believing what they profess, and being only concern-

ed to defend a lucrative falsehood, are, by tiie original sin of

their cause, criminal in the performance of every act, however
natural and necessary, which has a tendency to maintain it.

This distinction may possibly supply a satisfactory explana-

tion :—but to proceed.

As I cannot entirely agree with Mr. Belsham, respecting

the persecution carried on by the established clergy, against

those, w^ho, under the title of Unitarians, are, as Mr. B. af-

firms, the only professors of a pure Christianity ; so neither

do I, respecting that which lie deems a natural coiisequence

of thir:; persecution, the great increase of this body m numbers
and conBequence. Possibly indeed, without making any very

his History of Corruptions, pp. vi, vli.
—" While the attention of men in

power, is engrossed by the difficulties that more immtdiately press upon
them, the et«deavour of tlie friends of reformation, in points of doctrine,

pasi: with less notice, and operate miithout obstruction.''^ Times of public

danger and difficulty are tl^us pointed out, as best suited to lay that train,

which was finally to explode with the ruin of the er.labli:5hment. And in-

deed, at an earlier period of l.'"e, he had even ventured to promise himself a
more rapid accomplishment of the great olject of bis ui.-Iits. Spf aking- of

the establishment, and those abuses which iie ascribes to the principles of

tlie hierarchy, be does not scruple to predict, thai in " some general con-

vulsion of the state, some bold hand, secretly impelled by a vengeful pro-

vidence, ^hall sweep down tlie whule tog'.iher.''— T/ew of the Principlte

end Conduc,t of the i^rutestunt Dissenters, p. 12.—Passages conveyi.ig simi-

lar sentiments in the wri.mgs of I)r Priestley, might be accumulated ; Lui

their notoriety renders it unnecessary.

* It will be recellected that this was written in the year 1800.
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valuable concession to Mr. B. it might be admitted, that " the

number of Rational Christians," (by which he means Unita-

rians, or the professors of his Moral Christianity,) " was

never so great as at present ;"*—a position, which at the

same time, but badly accords with the assertion, that the

early christian church was almost exclusively Unitarian. But,

that " it is still a progressive cause," can by no means be al-

lov/ed. So that Mr. B. may safely release his mind from all

apprehensions of that, which he so sincerely deprecate^, *' the

support of civil authority ;" from which he seems to dread

the only impediment to its triumphant progress.

If indeed, by " a progressive cause," be meant a pro-

gression in its course to that, which seems its natural termina-

tion. Deism ; it might, undoubtedly, in that sense, be admit-

ted to be progressive. But, if thereby be meant, a continued

increase of numbers, nothing can be more opposite to the

real state of the case. For let any candid and reflecting

man, even of this very denomination, lay his hand upon his

heart, and say v»hat he thinks likely to be the case of the

rising generation, educated in the Unitarian principles : let

him say, what Juis been the case of those educated in the

straitest principles of the sect, under the immediate instruc-

tion of its greatest luminaries. Dr. Priestley and Mr. Belsham,

at the Academy of Hackney. Let Mr. B. himself say, what
has been the progressive nature of the cause in that seminary.

Mr. B. has too great a regard for truth, not to admit, that the

pupils of the new light had gone beyond their teachers a lit-

tle too far : that they had somewhat too stronglyf exemplified

• Revievj, p. 198.
^

f Mr. Belsham himself, in speaking- of this subject, is oblig-ed in a great
jncasure lo acknowledge the truth of this charge. " Tiiis fact," (he says,

alluding to a statement similar to the above made by Mr. Carpenter,) " to a
cervain extent, cannot be denied ; and most surely, it excited unpleasing
sensations in many, and not least in the minds of those, whose endeavours to

form tli£m lo usefulness in the Church were thus painfully disappointed."

—

However, ini mediately afier, he seems, in the contrast between the systems
pur>ued at Hackney, and in other seminaries where education is conducted
on a different princi})le, to change the tone of lamentation on this head into

a note of trintuph. " It is an easy thing," he remarks, " for tutors to edu.
caielheir pupils in the trammels of any religious faith which they may choose.
Take away tije key of know ledge, and the business is done You bring them
out atonceCalvinists, Arians, Papists, Protestants, any thing that you please;
and ready to join in the cry against any sect, which, for the season, may be
obnoxious lo the ruling party. Tl)is was not the method pursued at Hack-
ney : they gloried in cncoui-aging freedom of inquiry : nor were they at all

apprehensive, that the interests of truth and virtue would suffer by it in

the end." {I.tttcrs on ^irianis7n, ]). 40.)—Thus, Mr. Belsham, on second
thoughis, is of o|)inion, that what was done in Hackney, is a thing to be glo-
ried in : and ihat in educating those who were designed for the christian
ministry, so as to render ihem infidtls and atheists, *' the interests of trutk
and viiU:u cynuut suftlr in '.lie end "
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the progressive nature of the system, by reaching at once the

goal of Deism ; and that in some instances, perhaps not a few,

the race had been crowned with the prize, of direct, avowed,
and unqualified Atheism.

Mr. Belsham affirms, that " Mr. Wilberforce, and others

who agree with him, seldom regard their system in a compre-
hensive view, or pursue their principles to their just and ne-

cessary consequences:"^ and he adds, that " it is from the

absurd and injurious consequences, which necessarily result

from Mr. W's principles, that he infers their falsehood and

But, that we may the better form a right ju'^j^ment of that, which is con.

ceivecl to constitute the excellence of those dissenting- academies, to which
such fiiends of rational inquiry as Mr. Belsham and Dr. Priestley have been
used to look for the real improvement of youth, I here give an extract from

Dr. Priestley's Memoirs relative to this subject. In my time, the academy
was in a sXaXe peculiarlyfavourable to the serious pursuit of truth, as the stu-

dents toere about equally divided upon every question of much importancCy such

as liberty and necessity^ the sleep of the soul, and all the articles of theological

orthodoxy and heresy ; in conseq-ience of which, all these topics were the

subjects of continual discussion. Our tutors were of different opinions: Dr.

Ashworth taking the orthodox side ; Mr. Clarke, the sub-tutor, that ofheresy,

though always with the greatest modesty." Here is a view of the true

v/ay, in which, under the guidance of the new lights of philosophy and reli-

gion, youth is to be led on " inter sylvas Acudemi quaerere verum." The
'Calm and undisturbed retirement of study exchanged for the unceasing

wrangling of a debating club. Tutor and sub-tutor, master and pupil, all

together by the ears, continually, on the gravest and deepest subjects ot

theological controversy. And tlie sublimest truths and most awful myste-

ries of revelation bandied about amongst boys, as the common and hourly

topics of disputation : whilst the parties of combatants on every subject are

equally matched, and falsehood and truth, infidelity and religion maintained

hy equal numbers. Under such circumstances of education, it has been

truly remarked in reference to Dr Priestley, tliat in the course, v/hich by his

own account he steered in his theological opinions, there is nothing to ex-

cite surprise. A Calvinist at twelve ; becoming an Arminian at eighteen;

at twenty-one an Arian ; at twenty-four a denier of his Saviour, and a dis-

believer in the inspiration of the scriptures.—Miserable infatuation! (it is

justly added) to set the stripling on a sea, of which he knows neither the

soundings nor tlie shore; and calmly to see him rush to every point of the

compass, before he knows the bearings of any !'*

But this Academy, which was " in a state so peculiarly favourable to tlie

iserious pursuit of truth," was distinguiehed by other circumstances enume-,

rated by Dr. Priestley, v/hich were perhaps not less favourable to that end,

than those which have been already named. *' There was no provision for

teaching the learned languages. We had even no compositions, or orations,

in latin. Our course of lectures v/as also defective, in containing no lectures

on the scriptures or on ecclesiastical history ; and by the students in gene-

ral (and Mr. Alexander and myself were no exceptions) commentators in

general, and ecclesiastical history also, were held i:i confempi'^—i-^lemoin-

of Dr. Priestley, p. 21.)—Thus, all theprejudicesof ancient learnings which

might have acted as so many clogs upon the youthful genius, were com-

pletely removed; and notlilng hindered the hoy of the academy from fancy-

ing himself at once arrived at that goal, wliich, in the more measured walks

of science, the matured student feels many labo.icms eftbrts still re^uisit,-:

t.9 attain.

* p. 10.
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impiety."*" No words can more aptly convey my ideas of

Mr. B's scheme, than those with which he has here supplied

me: for, strange as this gentleman and those who think with

him may affect to consider the charge, they by no means fol-

low up their principles to their just and necessary conse-

quences ; nor, whilst they boast in a loud and exulting tone

of their dauntless pursuit after truth, have they always the

courage to be consistent throughout, and to advance boldly

in the face of those conclusions, Avhich to any intelligent and

unprejudiced mind could not fail to evince " the falsehood

and impiety" of the system. But Mr. B. himself has v.ell

remarked, that " the natural and necessary consequences of

principles are the same, whether advocates of such principles

are apprized of them or not, and whether they do or do not

choose to contemplate and avow them :"t and fact completely

proves, what reason would obviously suggest, that where the

principles of this new sect have been fairly and honestly fol-

lowed on to their legitimate consequences, the system of re-

velation, and in many cases of theism, has been entirely

thrown up as a heap of mummery and priestcraft. To cite

particular instances were invidious ; but they are numerous,

and could easily be adduced.

By what has been said, it is however far from my intention,

to charge either Dr. Priestley or Mr. Belsham, with a disin-

genuous attempt to escape from such consequences, as na-

turally flow from the opinions which they maintain. No, I

believe them both to be incapable of duplicity. But,- origi-

nally educated, as both confess to have been, in the strictest

tenets of that creed, whose distinguishing doctrines they now
reject; and having at an early age entertained a full convic-

tion of the truth and importance of the Christian scheme;
some latent influence of their first persuasion natjrally re-

maining, they cannot now release themselves entirely from a
Christian belief. Strangely as they have altered and disfi-

gured the structure, the foundation still rcaiains. The first

impressions of the youthful mind are not easily effaced. And
fortunately for these gentlemen, something of " what the
nurse and priest have tauglit," still continues, in spite of their

boast to the contrary, to retain a secret hold upon their

thoughts. To Iiave a fair experiment of the system, we must
look to its effects upon those, who have never known Chris-

tlanity, but in the linitarian dress of Mr. Belsham and .Ur«

Priestley. Examine these, and behold its genuine fruits.

•pit. U-^U
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ITow then can we admit tlie truth of Mr. B's assertion,

that the numbers of this sect daily=^ increase ? In one way,
indeed, but in that way only, can it bear any resendjlance to

fact. Men who, having rejected the Christian revelation,

are yet restrained, by a regard to opinion and decorum, from
openly abdicating; the Christian name, may find it not incon-

venient to rank themselves of a class, whose latitude of opi-

nion can occasion but little embarrassment to that fieedom
for which they contend : and thus Mr. B. may possibly reckon
among the residents of his *' mansion," many who are con-

tent to sojourn there, on account of its commodious neigh-

bourhood to that region, which they regard as their true and
proper home.
One proof, however, Mr. B. produces of his assertion,

which might not have occurred to many, and which is entitled

to a more than ordinary degree of attention: namely, that
*' there are thousands" of those professing themselves of the
established church, who think with him, " but are deterred

by secular considerations, and the harsh spirit of the times,

from avowing their real principles."f Indeed, according to

tlie charitable notions entertained by Mr. B. in common with

Dr. Priestley,J of the character of those who maintain the

* The writer of a judicious paper in a late periodical publication, makes
the following observations on the nature of the Unitarian or Socinian sect, and
on the unlikelihood of its extension.—" Sociniunism must ever from its na-

ture be the most harmless of all herisies, the least contagious of .'ill the va-

rieties of human opinion. It has been called, and how aptly the history of
its Hackney Academy and all its other institutions may prove, that half-way

house to infidelity : but it should be remembered, that many who set out on

the pilgrim's progress of inquiry, take up tlieir place of rest there, who, if

there were no such inn upon the road, would infallibly proceed to Doubting

Castle. It is a system which saves men from utter unbelief more frequently

than it tempts them to it ; and it never can become a popular doctrine. It

appeals to the vanity of the half-learned, and the pride of the half-reasoning :

but it neither interests the imagination, nor awakens the feelings, nor ex-

cites the passions, nor satisfies the wants of the human heart. Hence it

must ever be confined to a few scanty congregations composed wholly of the

reading class, and is equally incapable of producing either extensive good

or extensve evil." Quarterly Review, vol. iv. p. 485. With this writer I en-

tirely agree in the opinion, that this jejune and clicerless heresy is not likdy

to be embraced by many : but that so far as its influence does extend, it will

be found productive of grcal evil without any countervailing good, is, I

think, as evident, as that such an effect must' follow from a derehction of

all the leading tenets of a Christian's belief: nor 1 confess, does it appear to

me a matter of much consequence, whether the traveller, of whom the Re-

viewer speaks, proceeds on his entire journey, or stops short at the inn which

Unitarianism provides for him on the way.

t p. 227.

t Mr. Belsham's liberal views of the character of the clergy of the esta-

bUshed churcli, have been already noticed, in this appendix, pp. 474, 475.

Dr. Priestley's representations are of a nature equally complimentary. In

his Wst. of Cor. vol i. p. 147 he says of the Trinitarians of the present age,

Miat " thev are all reiucibb to tv/^o classes, viz. that of those who, if Ujej^
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national faith, it h not surprising, that this should appear, to

minds so prepared, with all the circumstances of probability.

And certainly no argument can be more convenient : from no

combination of events can its force suffer any diminution, and

from no ingenuity of reply can it ever meet refutation.

Though the entire host of those professing the pure Chris-

tianity of the Unitarian, were ostensibly reduced to Dr. P,

and himself, yet by the application of this argument, aided by
a portion of that faith, which not having been largely expend-

ed on other subjects, Mr. B. might have to bestow in abun-

dance on this and similar occasions, I should not be surprised

to find him solacing himself even then with the satisfactory

persuasion, that the " glorious period" was fast approaching,

in which " the Unitarian church" was about to " comprehend
in its ample enclosure, the whole Christianized world :"* the

prejudices and interests of mankind, causing but a temporary

and artificial suppression of thrse sentiments, which must ne-

cessarily and universally pre' ail. This argument then I must
admit to be wholly unanswerable.

Dr. Priestley has indeed advanced, that he " never knew
a single instance of any person, who was once well grounded
in Unitarian principles, becoming an unbeliever."f If the

becoming an unbeliever, be admitted as the proper proof of

an antecedent deficiency of confirmation in Unitarian princi-

ples, the position is a safe one. But if Dr. P. means to say,

that the influence of Unitarian principles is unfavourable to

infidelity, it need only be replied, that the fact speaks a lan-

guage directly the reverse. For it is notorious^ and it will

require no small degree of hardihood to deny it, that from
those who have professed Unitarianism in England, the

largest stock of unbelievers has arisen ; nay more, that their

were mpenuous, would rank with Soclnians, believing" that there is no prO"
per divinity in Christ besides that of the Father ; or else with Tritheists^
holding- three esiual and distinct Gods." Having* thus distributed the whole
body of professed Trinitarians between Insincerity and Ignorance, he after-

wards in the conclusion of the same work, (vol. ii. p. 471.) narrows his atten-
tion to the clerical part of that body, pronouncing" their arguments in de-
fence of the system they support, to be " so palpably weak, that it is barely
posaihlc they sliould be in earnest :" by which it is not difficult to discover,
to which of the two classes before named, the established clergy were in his
opinion to be consigned.—That Dr. Priestley should, indeed, have imagined,
that many, who rejected the doctrines of theEstabUshed Cliurch might yet be
found among the ranks of its professed teachers, may well be supposed, when
we find, that he deliberately advised .Mr Lindsey to' retain his preferments in
the ChiM'ch, at the same time that he laboured to undermine its creed: an
advice, however, which the Rector of Caterick was too honest to comply
with, although it might not be unpalatable to certain clergymen of the pr*?-...

sent (by; such as Mr. Fellowes and Mr. Stone.

* 7?etvVw, p. 266. t Thcol. liepos. vol. iv- p. ?4.
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principal Academy, the place in wliicli lJnitari;iii prinriplcs
were inculcated in their greatest purity and with every ad-
vantage of zealous ability in the teacher, and of unbiassed
docility in the learner, has, borne witness to the efTicacy of
those principles, by its dissolution, imperiously demanded by
the prevalence of infidel opinions. Now in what way shall
we account for this event? AVas Unitarianism not properly
taught at Hackney ? Or, with all its vaunted simplicity, is

it a scheme so difficult to conceive, that the learners not be-
ing able to comprehend it rightly,^^ became unbelievers from
rot having been firmly grounded ? Howsoever it be explain-
ed, the fact is incontrovertible, and seems not a little to coun-
tenance the idea, that the road to Unitarianism differs from
that which leads to infidelity by so slight a distinction, that
the traveller not unfrequently mistakes his way. iVnd surely,
if, with Mr. Wilberforce, we suppose the station of the former
to be placed at no great distance from the confines of the lat-

ter, it is not surprising, that they ^vho in the morning of life

begin their journey from this advanced stage, should be able

to finish the entire course with ease ; whilst those Avho do not
reach it till the evening of their days, may have some indispo-

sition to proceed, especially if from early habits, they had
been taught to feel a salutary horror of those regions that lie

beyond.
One difficulty, amounting to paradox, which attaches to

this entire system, yet remains to be noticed. It might ap-

pear to such as have been used to consider Christianity, as

something more than natural religion with a superadded proof
of a future state of retribution, that they who hold this to be
the sum of the Christian scheme, must at the same time reject

the writings of the New Testament, or at least all those parts

that go beyond the mere facts, of the life and resurrection of

Christ. Mr. B. however informs us, in what manner the

Unitarians, whilst they retain the title of Christians, by ac-

knowledging the authority of the New Testament, yet con-

trive to preserve their " simple creed," unaffected by those

important truths which it contains. There are two ways, in

which the word of revelation, and a system of religious belief

may be made to square. One is, by conforming our belief to

revelation: the other, by adjusting the revelation to our be-

lief. The latter is that chosen by Mr. B. and his Unitarian

* Indeed Mr. B. seems to represent Unitarianism, as a matter complicated
and difficult to be understood. For the total rejection of Cliristiunity by
some of his Unitarian bretliren, he assigns the following" reasons, "Thev^
either did not understand their principles ,- or they were perplexed ivith diff,-

culties, which perhaps patience and attention m\^hx have solved ; or/' ^-r. if'--

iiicTj, p. 265,
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associates ; and accordingly, the New Testament, and tli€

creed of the Unitarian, are at the same time without difficulty

retaineti.

Of the mode of adjustment Mr. B. exhibits a perfect speci-

men. Christ, he says, being; described in the New Testa-

ment as a man, having appeared as a man, having called him-

self a man,—having had all the accidents of a man ; having

been born, having lived, eaten, drank, slept, conversed, re-

joiced, Avept, suffered, and died as other men," there is suffi-

cient reason to pronounce him really such ; no farther proof can

be required : and the onus probandi, he contends, lies with

them, who " maintain that he was something more than man :"

and whatever texts of scripture can be adduced in support of

that opinion, he adds, '' the Unitarians pledge thenifrelves to

shoAv, that they are all either interpolated, corrupted, or??iis-

nnderstood:''^'^ in short, they engage to get clearly rid of

them in some way or other. Either the passage should have

no place in scripture : or, if it must be admitted, it should ap>

pear under some different modification : or, if the present

reading must be allowed, it is wrongly interpreted by all but

Unitarians; and sometimes even the subject originally mis-

understood by the inspired writer himself: until at length, the

sacred volume is completely discharged of all that exceeds

the convenient and portable creed of the Unitarian. This, it

will be allowed, is, in Mr. B's own words, " making scripture

with a witness :"f and exhibits no mean specimen of my Lord
Peter's ingenious device, in extracting the legitimate meaning

of his father's will: the " totidem syllabis," or at all events

the " totidem Uteris," cannot fail to supply the deficiencies

of the " totidem verbis."J
Lest however these ingenious modes of eliciting the sense

of scripture, should be deemed too bold, Mr. B. supplies a

decisive reason to prove, that the Unitarian alone is duly

cjualified to form a sound judgment in matters of sacred criti-

cism. To comprehend the true import of scripture, he in-

forms us, " re(|uires time, labour, patience, and candour."§

How then could it l)e expected, tliat any but the aforesaid

moral teachers of Christianity should rightly ascertain its

meaning? That this laborious, patient, and candid expurga-

tion of script nre, whereby every passage intimating the divine

nature of Christ is completely expunged, or new-modelled so

as to speak a different langua2;e, should be stigmatized by the

Iiarsh representation, of " mangling and alteriiig the transla-

tion to the mind" of the Unitarian, as Mr. Fuller and Mr

• J^cT'/V-u), pp. 270, 271, 272. f lieview, p. 116.

i Tale of a Tub, sect. ii. § lieviexv, p. 272
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Wilberforce have, it seem«!, very uncivilly described il, only
serves to recall to Mr. Belsham's " recollection the honest
quaker's exclamation, O argument! Oar/runient! {he Lord
rebuke thee:"* the argument being witlimit qnesdon, all on

* This animated and delicate species of irony is, with Mr. IJclsham, a fa-
vourite mode of treating- liis literary antn-ronists. Havinjr, in liis rontroVcrsy
M-ith Mr. Carpenter, established the inconsistency of man's rrcedran with the
divine foreknowledfre, on sucli principles, tliat, as lie modesth afhrms, " no
proposition i?i Euclid admits of a more ptrfcct demon stratioii :'*

lie suddenly
recollects himself,—" But all this is metaphysical reasoninjr

; ;m{l \vh^ should
we puzzle ourselves with metaphysical subtleties ?" And tiicu in a Vpii it of
humanity, sympathizing^ most tenderh with his .qalled and lacerated oppo-
nent, he exclaims,—" O naughty metaphysics/ thus cruelly to imp;ile a loor-
thyy viell-meanin^ gentleman, upon tlie hoi ns of a K^i'inji' tlilemm.i, and to
leave him writhing and smarting there without rehef— I am sorry' for my
friend's unfortunate situation," &.c. {Lett, on Jlrian. p. 47.) and so'he goes
on grieving for the cruel discomfiture wJuch he had himself caused to his
friend; but which, it seems, he could not well have avoided, from the un-
common keenness of his argumentative talent, and the piercinij- potency of
his "Metaphysics. It should, however, be observed, to the credit of Mr
Belsham, that he has not been influenced by any unworthy fear, to withhold
from the world, the knowledge of the nature and use of those all-subduing
weapons, which have never failed to secure to him sucli easy triumphs in
his controversial campaigns. The Logic and Melaphysic, whereby he has
laid many a sturdy combatant low, he has fairly given "to the public ; and it

is now tiie fault of those with whom he has henceforward to contend, if they
do not conceive with the same clearness, and reason with the same precision
as himself.

On the work which exhibits tliese, and which, dignified with tlie title of
Elements of the Philosophy of the Mind and of Moral J'hilosophy, professes
to give, within the compass of one octavo volume, a most com])lete view of
Logics, Morals, and Metaphysics, 1 iiave iiad occasion already to ofier some
remarks, in the preceding notes of this appendix. Those remarks, however,
as they relate for tlie most part to detached topics, rather incidental to the
main object of the work than essentially connected with it, scarcely suj^ply
an adequate idea of its true value, and of the benefits which must liave ac.
crued, in point of strict reasoning and just conceptions, to the students of
Hackney, and which are now held out by this publication to the world at
large. 1 shall here adduce a few specimens, which go more immediately to
its general excellence as a treatise of Logical and Metaphysical instruction
First, in the list of axioins we find the following, which may prove the de
gree of caution, with which our author proceeds.—" Axiom 4. The agree-
meJit of two ideas with a third, cannot prove their disagreement wilh each
other." (p. lii)—By this, such reasoners as are naturally led to conclude,
that when two ideas agree with a third, they m.ust disagree with each other,*

are completely guarded against falling into this vulgar error. Again, in the
next page, we are apprized of a termy so circumstanced, as that it may be-
come a proposition ; namely, the major term in a Sylhigism, whose riiajor

premiss is a particular aflirmative. JFor of such a term" he says, "if it* be
the subject, it is particularly taken as being a particular proposition ;'* and
again, " If it be the predicate, it is particularly takoi as being an affirmative
proposition.'* This will provide against the errors of those, who might have
conceived, that the term would still remain a term, and could never have
turned into a proposition of any sort.—Again, in the muiltr of JJefnitior.,

we find much more of copiousness and versatility than can be met with in

ordinary treatises of Logics and Metaphysics. The definiti(ms with which
the work commences, are those 'of Perception and Sensation. These and
their concomitants wc find thus variously propounded.
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the side of the Unitarian, whose modifications of the Gospel,

exhibit ina; it as a mere revival and confirmation of natural re-

liGlion, cannot fail to approve themselves to all " men of en-

1. " Perception is the attention, which the mind pays to a variety of

impressions made upon it by external objects or by internal feelings.'*

5. " Perception is the faculty, by which we acquire sensations and ideas.**

3. " Sensation is the perception ofan object by the organs of sense"

4. " Sensation is the facult;, ofacquiring certain internal feelings, by the

impression of external objects upon the organs of sense.'*

5. ** ^1 Sensation, is the impression made upon the mind by an object

actually present."

6. '• Sensations are internal feelings, excited by the impressions of ex-

ternal objects upon the organs of sense " See pp. vii. 10, 11, 15, 16.

Now, not only have we here a rich variety of definitions, but such as, by

;i due combination of their ])owers, is found capable of engendering more.

Thus, if we combine the second and fifth, we obtain a new definition for

Perception; namely, "the faculty by which we acquire impressions mside

upon the mind," Sic. so tliat Perception finally tunis out to be its own pro-

ducer, inasmuch as it seeks after and acquires those impressions, from which,

we are told in the first definition, it derives its existence.—Again, if we com-

Inne the first and sixth, we obtain a more extensive and detailed view of the

na'^tire of Perception : for since in the latter. Sensations are descjibed as a
species of " internalfeelings,'* it follows, that ** Perception is the attention

which the mind pays to a variety of impressions made upon it, 1. by exter-

nal objects, 2. by Sensations, 3. by all other internal feehngs." And, lastly,

since by the fifth definition, " a Sensation is an impression made upon the

mind," if we join this in friendly union with the two former, we have then

contained in the definition of Perception, " an attention to impressions made
upon the mind, by impressions which are made upon the mind."—I will fol-

low this no farther. 1 do not pretend to exhaust the combinations and their

results : these few, perhaps, may satisfy the reader.

Of our author's uncommon powers in definition, I shall only give one in-

stance more: but that one cannot but be deemed sufficient, inasmuch as it

will sliow the possibility of deciding, in an instant, the most diflicult ques-

tions In metaphysics. " Volition is that state of mind, which is immedi-
atel> p.'eviovsto actions which are called voluntary." ** Natural Liber-
TV, or, as it is more properly called, I'iiiLosoPHicAL Liber ia', is the

power of doing an action, or its contrary, all the prtvioiis circumstances re-

maining the same." (p. 2>7.) Now here is tlie point of free w.ll at once de-

cided : for, volition itself !>eing included among the previous circumstances,

it is a manifest contradiction in terms, to suppose " the power of doing an
action or its contrary, all the previous circumstances remaining the same ;"

since tl»at supposes the power of acting voluntarily agaiJist a 'volition. After
this, surely, Mr Heisham might have spared himself the trouble of the
ninety-two pages wliich follow, as his opponents must have been at once
suflocatcd by the al)ove definitions- liut tlie philosopher was determined
to give the absiu'd advocate for free will no quarter; and therefore has dealt

out argument after argument, blow after blow, until the adversary is no
longer able to stand before him. lie was not even content, until he brought
the evidence oXMathematics \.o his aid, to prove tx absurdo, that philosophi-

cal liberty totally confounds the distinction between virtue and vice. Thus,
'* for example, benevolence without liberty is no virtue : malignity iviihout li-

berty is no vice, lloth arc equally in a neutral state, ^dd a portion of liberty

to both; benevolence instantly becomes an eminent virtue, and maUgnity an
odious vice. Tliat is, if to eq^uals vou add eq^uals, ti?e wholes
WILL BE uNEQ^uAL; than wliicii nothing cau be more absurd!!!"—Does
the reader doubt that these words are fairly quoted P Let him turn to pp.
258, 259. of the treatise, and satisfy himself that there is in the world such
a mathematician as the author of the above proof. But I have done with
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lightened minds;" whilst the old orthodox fancies,—that
" the corruption of human nature, the atonement of the Sa-

viour, and the sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit," are

the prominent doctrines of the Christian revelation,—are left

to the professors of the national faith : interested and unprin-

cipled men, who, not believing the doctrines they uphold,
" testify their regard to the scriptures by empty professions;"

or ignorant and blundering bigots, who are led by a slavish

and *« blind submission to vulgar interpretations. ""«= It needs

scarcely to be remarked, that among the virtues of the new
system, modesly seems not to occupy, any more than charity,

a very distinguished place.

For the fulfilment of the engagement, to overturn every
interpretation of scripture, that wars with the simple creed

of the Unitarian, Mr. B. refers us,—for he has not thought

proper to undertake the task himself,—to a list of Com-
mentators, on whose critical exertions he is willijig to rest his

this work. It must by this time be clear, that In Logics, Metaphysics, Mo-
rals, and Mathematics, the students must have been well instructed at

Hackney.
Having been led by the subject of this note to the mention of a combina-

tion of metaphysical and mathematical reasoning- almost too ludicrous for

serious observation, I cannot make better amends to the reader for such a

demand upon his patience, than by dlrecling' his attention to a very small

but valuable tract, entitled, The Doctrine of Philosophical necessity briejiy

invalidated ; in v/hlch the author, Mr. Dawson of Sedbergh, has most hap.

pily effected that which has. been so unmeaningly caricatured : having en-

listed the accuracy and brevity of Vlathematics (a science with which he is

so well acquainted) in the cause of Metaphysics : and having thereby been

enabled to plant the standard of Philosophical Liberty on a strength, from

which the advocates of the opposite doctrine have not found it convenient to

attempt to dislodge him. One faint effort indeed was made by a writer in

the Montlily Review for July 1781. But this was so easily repelled by the

author in a second edition of his Tract, that as far as I can learn, the attempt

has not been repeated.

• For these two descriptions of characters, and for that of the Unitarians,

placed in direct opposition to both, as the only " enlightened and consistent

Christians," the reader may turn to v.'hat Mr. B. has said. Review, pp. 25—30.

195. 199. 220. 230. 233. Indeed it should be stated injustice to Mr. B. that

the charges of incompetency, insincerity, and slavish adherence to popular

svstems, are not confined by him to the divines of the established church.

Some not a little distinguished amongst the Dissenters, are examples of the

inipartiality of his strictures. Even the pious, candid, and learned Dod-

dridge had adopted an " erroneous and unscriptural system "^ *' His love

of populariiy," with other causes, had " strangely warped liis judgment in

the interpretation of tlie scriptures; and his works are, consequently, " not

calculated to instruct his readers in the true sense of the Christian scrip-

tures, nor to infuse into them a spirit of rational and manly piety." (pp.

102, 103. 213, 214.) He had unfortunately retained some of those old-fash^

ioned notions about atonement 'm<l grace, w'hich have been vulgarly supposed

to distinguish Christianity from natural religion. He was not, in short, »

Rational Dissenter : for it is not from the members of the establishment

solely, but from die various other classes of dissenters, that the grand chx?

ractexistic o^ Rationality divides the Unitarian

3 N
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cause. Here we find, in addition to some respectable names,

and to some from whom his peculiar opinions will not receive

much support, the names of " Wakefield, Evanson, Lindsey,

and Priestley."* These last being the only persons now
j- living, of those whom he has enumerated as the great ora-

cles of gospel interpretation, to these of course he must

principally refer, when he affirms, as w^e have seen, that

*' the Unitarians pledge themselves ;" to get rid of every

passage in scripture, that militates against the principles of

their system. Now, I do agree with Mr. B. that if he had

traversed the entire range of all who profess to have a single

shred of Christianity hanging to them, he could not have

found a phalanx more admirably fitted, by the apparatus of
^* interpolations, omissions, false readings, mistranslations,

and erroneous interpretations,"J to empty scripture of every

idea that does not correspond with the pure Christianity of

those who call themselves Unitarians. Paine could not well

have been added to the list. He most imprudently strikes

down all at once, and would brush away the flimsy cobwebs

of both Old and New Testament at one stroke. But cer-

tainly, more § resolute expungers, parers, and diversifiers

• Bevieiv, p. 206.

t It is matter of melancholy reflection, that of the above-named writers,

all actively engaged in the propagation of their respective opinions when
the first edition of this work was published, not one is at this day living.

So rapidly do we all pass off in this fleeting scene of things !—Respecting
those who no longer live to answer for themselves, I confess I feel some-
what of the force of the maxim, De mortuin nil nisi honmn. And yet,

when it is considered, that though the man dies, the author lives : that the
interests of the living should not be sacrificed to a sentiment unprofitable

to the dead ; tliat, on the contrary, were the deceased himself to rise from
the grave, he wovdd probably feel it his first duty to oppose those very er-

rors which he had before been industrious to disseminate :—there seems no
good reason, why any greater delicacy should now be used in treating of
the pernicious mistakes and misconceptions of such writers, tlian had for-

merly been obsened ; more particularly as the subject is infinitely too imr
portant for compromise. I have therefore neither retracted nor softened
any observation ap]olyingto the wo.ks of the above-named authors, unless
where I have had cause to doubt the truth and justice of the observation
itself

^ JRevieiv, p. 206.

§ Dr. Geddes has travelled too slowly through the Old Testament, to
entitle him by his meritorious services in the New, to a place in the present
list. But from the liberal views which the pari of bis translation already
published, joined to his late volume of Critical Jtemarh, pjesents, con-
cerning ihafalse representations oj the Deity in the Pcntatenchy the cruel and
sanguinary character of the God of the Hebrews,—the juggle of the tnira-

cles aaid to be wrought by JMoses^-^-iUe incredible number of prodigies not
literally to be believed,—\.he. frerjxient interposition of the Deity and his agents

f

not to be admitted,—the absurdity of attributing inspiration to the writers of
the early books of the Old Testament,—the error, incousistency, and doivn'
right absurdity, to be found in the Hebrew ivritings, from, which their inspira-
tion cannot be credft'uf, even on the authority of St. JPaul, or though an ange^
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of sacred writ, lie could not have discovered in the whole

tribe of polemics. Of their powers in this way, some fe\V

specimens have l)een exhibited in the forei^oing Dts.serta'

tions : and from the notable exertions of master-criticism,

which have been there occasionally noticed, little doubt can
be entertained, of the sufficiency of these writers to fulfil

the engagement entered into on their behalf by Mr. Bel-

sham."*

from heaven ivere to teach it,—the information oj the Ilebreiv historians de*

rived from, public registers, popular traditions, and old sor.gs,—iroui tliese,

and other observations of a similar nature, there is offered a reasonable

promise, that when this translator of the books accounted sacred,
shall Iiave extended his researches to the New Testament, and thereby
clearly made known his scheme of Christianit]i,\\Q will prove himstlf fully

entitled to have his name enrolled among the most enlightened of Mr. B's

Unitarian Commentators. Wlien we find him thus freely concurring with

Lord Bolingbroke, in pronouncing the God of JMoses to be •' partial, un-

just, and cruel, delighting in blood, commanding assassinations, massa-
cres, and even exterminations of people :" can w-e doubt, that he will agree

with his Lordship, and other philosophic inquirers, in viewing the f.od of

Paid, in a light equally unworthy of our religious adoration ^ Baling-

brokers Works, vol. v. p. 567.—4to. 1754.

The earthly career of Dr. Geddes has been closed since the above was
written : nor did he live long enough to carry his mischievous perversions

of scripture beyond the limit of the Pentateuch, and the historical books.

* The above engagement has in fact been fulfilled by the Version of the

New Testament, wJiich has lately issued from the press ; and wliich, as

appears by a note on the beginning of the first epistle of St. John, has been

founded principally upon the labours of those able expositors, and asso-

ciates of Mr. Belshara, to whom we have been above referred. I hold

myself therefore now bound, in point of justice, to retract, (so far at least

as the New Testament is concerned) what I had ventured to pronounce, in

p. 108. of this work, concerning the unlikelihood of any Unitarian ver-

sion of the scripture being given' to the public. It must however be con-

fessed, that by what has been done, these Unitarian expositors have not

much abridged the liberty for wiiich they so strenuously contend. Their

version is of that convenient latitude, that a person may at the same time

admit its authority, and yet disbelieve almost every doctrine, and every im-

portant truth of the Christian revelation. It is, in short, like th» ancient

mantle of my country, a covering of such loose and wide dimensions, that

the wearer may turn round and round in it, without disturbing its shape, or

depriving himself of its shelter. And like that too, it has been used as a

disguise to mufile the assassin, and to conceal the dagger.

The Editors of this work have not, it must be observed, conducted them-

selves in the publication ot it, with that manly boldness, which they are at

all times so ambitions to put forward as their distinguishing characteristic.

They have on llie contrary not scrupled to adopt one of those psotn Jruwis,

which they are pleased to consider the ordinary expedients ot their ortho-

dox opponents. The name of a Bishop of the Established Church was cal-

ciliated to hill suspicion, and to contribute to a more extended circulation,

and accordingly this Improved Version, which tJiey have now sent abroad,

rhey profess to iound upon the basis of .irchhishop jVcivcome * translation ot

the New Testament ; whilst in truth they adcpi no part ot thut translation

which in any degree shackles them in point of doctrine, hiit abide by it in

such places only as are of a nature perfectly indiircrcnt. They have thus

^OPtviv^d to give a resnectablc name to their Unitarian Ulasphein.qs. lhe;r
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Our author hiinself, indeed, has favoured us with but few

displays of his critical ingenuity. ^ Those few, however,

thus hold out deceitful colours to the unwary, and vend their poisons under

a false label.

To g-ive any adequate idea of the nature of this Improved Version within

the narrow bounds of a note, would be impossible. The reader may easily

conceive that the whole apparatus of " interpolations, omissions, false read-,

iiig-s, .mistranslations, and erroneous interpretations," on which, as we have

seen above, Mr. Belsham places so firm a reliance, has been fully brought

to bear, and has most thoroughly performed its work, in the forging of this

last great production of the Unitarian foundry. A few particulars how-
ever, which may suffice to give some faint notion of the design and execu-

tion of the performance, I cannot but advert to.

In the introduction to the^vork, (p. v.) we are fairly apprized, that it has

been a principal part of its design, to '* devest the sacred volume of the

technical phrases of a systematic theology."—That is, in other words, we
are told, that the great object has been, so to render the New Testament,

as to empt} it of all such expressions as might give support to any of

the received and peculiar doctrines of Christianity. This appears pretty

manifestly to be what is here intended : for agreeably to this, we find, that

all tiiose plirases, which in any way connect with the unscripturai notions

of ttie oniracutous conception^ the pre-existe7ice, and the divinity oj Christy—
the personal existence, divine nature, and gracious infiuences of the Holy Spi-

rit,—the existence of evil spirits and angels, &.C.—are all completely swept
away; and nothing left to us, but what perfectly agrees with Mr. Belsham's
idea,—that Christianity comprizes a good moral system, with indeed the
knowledge of this one fact, that a man has risen from the grave.—In the
next place, we are told, what sufficiently explains how this has been effect-

ed. It is stated, that it has not been the intention, " to exhibit a version
critically correct in every minute particular :" and that " verbal criticism

had of course not been attended to in the degree that some might wish and
expect" (p. vi.)—Thus we are fairly informed, that certain liberties are
to be taken in the translation, to which the minuteness of verbal criticism
might possibly present some impediment. That is, in a work, whose very
object is to ascertain the exact meaning of words, the exact meaning of
words is not to be attended to, lest it might embarrass the freedom of trans-

lation, and force upon the translator a sense niflierent from that which he
chooses to assign. Of what nature are those freedoms in translation, which
have grown out of the facilities, and are adapted lo the objects, which the
editors have here planned for themselves, 1 shall now give two or three
sliglit specimens.

Tiie first v.hich T shall mention, relates to the doctrine of the Incarnation^
which is at once thrown off, by rejecting from the beginning of the gospels
of St. Matthew and St. Luke, the whole of what belongs to the miraculous
birth of our Lord. Tliis lias been done, it must be allowed, with sufficient
boldness: for it is fairly admitted, that these portions of the gospels " are
to be foimd in all the .MSS. and versions now extant."—Now it is actually
amusing to observe, what is the leading evidence by which the editors con-
ceive themselves justified, thus to expunge from the canon of scripture, what
h;is come supported by the testimony of rt//the MSS. and all the versions,
Willi respect to the passage in Matthew, tlicy tell us, that the Edionites did
ix)t read the two first chapters in their c()j)y of liis gospel ; and with respect
to St. Luke, they tell us, that Mercian, a heretic of the 2d century, did not
admit the two first chapters of his. Therefore it follows, tJiat since the
sect of the Ebionites, and the heretic Murcion of the 2d century, are against
all the Manuscripts, and all the Versions, it is impossible that these last can
be received as true. The argument is certainly quite intclliblc. But let
f.3 in«;uire a little about lliese irrefragable witnesses. And, iir:)t;, as tr.
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proi'e him by no means unwortJiy of the cause which he sup-

ports. The two passages, which expressly ascribe the office

these Ebionitesy we are informed, that their canon of the New Testament
rejected the three hist j^^ospels, and all the epistles of St. Paul. And next,
as to this Marcion, we find, that he rejected ihe Old Testament, and every
part of the New which contained quotations from the Old, and that he used
no gospel hut that of St. Luke, expunj^inj from this also whatever he did
not approve : and we are told these things too, upon the very authority on
which the editors build, respecting the omissions from St. Matthew and St.

Luke—Why then have not these admirers of Marcion, and the llbionites,

received the testimony of such unimpeached witnesses throughout ? Why
have they not, on the authority of the latter, rejected all the New Testa-
ment except St. Matthew ; or, on the authority of the former, rejected the
entire of the Old Testament, and all the New, excepting a part of St. Luke
and some of the Epistles: or, on the auihorlty of both together, why have
they not rejected the- whole Bible, boih Old and New Testament ?—But it

seems, that these witnesses are to be brought up and turned down at plea-
sure : they are both good and bad, according as may serve the present pur-
pose. For, not only do we find, that they are not believed, bv the party pro-
ducing them, in any part of their testimony except tiiat which relates to the
beginnings of the two gospels ; but we find that even in these they are be-
lieved, only so far as is convenient; our Editors themselves admitting, that
the Ebionites had mutilated the gospel of St. Matthew, by taking au-ay the
genealogy ; that is, by taking away the first 16 verses of the first chapter.

And therefore, respecting these first 16 verses, the Editors reject the tes-

timony of the Ebionites as being convicted of a mutilation of the gospel;
but as to the i emaining verses of the first chapter, and the whole of the se-

cond, they hold the testimony of these same Ebionites to be good, against
all gainsayers, against all Manuscripts, and agains' all Versions.—All this

is pui forward honestly, and without any attempt at disguise. The Ebion-
ite witnesses pronounced, on one side of a leaf, as not credible, from their

acknowledged mutilation of the sacred text ; and upon the other side of the
same leaf, maintained to be witnesses of such repute, as ought to be relied

upon, in opposition to all the MSS. and all tiie Versions of the New Testa-
ment in the whole world.

But that we may form a better judgment of the value of this Ebionite

testimony according to the showing of its Unitarian abettors, let us attend

to a few more particulars on this head. The gospel of the Ebionites began,
it is said, with these words, It came to pass in the days of Herod
King of Judea, that John came bapiixing Mntk the baptism of re^

pentance in the river Jorda?i. This the Editors distinctly state in their third

note, from the authority of Epiphanius ; whilst, in the very note which pre-

cedes, they reject the text of St. Matthew, expressly because it places the

birth of Christ before the death of Herod ; which event, they contend from
Luke iii. 23. must have taken place two years at least before Christ was
born. Thus, the gospel ascribed to Matthew is spurious, because it fixes

the birth of Christ before the death of Herod ; and yet the gospel of the

Ebionites, which fixes it not less than thirty years before that event, (inas-

much as it represents Herod to be alive at the commencement of the Bap-

tist's ministry) is notwithstanding to be relied on as a genuine and iiuliA-

putable document.—Yet farther,—for the Editors seem ambitious to make
an overpowering display of the riches of their criticism on the first open-

ing of their work,—they inform us, from Epiphanius, that Cerinthus and
Carpocrates argued from the genealogy at the beginriirtg of the gospel, that

Christ was the Son of Joseph and Mary ; vvliilst, at the same time, they ac-

q\iaint us, that the gospel, which was used by Cerinthus and Carpocrates,

was the gospel of the Ebionites, to which they admit no genealogy was pre-

fixed, or from which (to use their own and Epiplianius's words) the gem-
alogy was tahfn a%Hty, This, it will be confessed, is making a tolerably
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of intercession to Christ, are, (Rom. viii. 34.) He is non
at the right hand of God, making intercession for us: and

larg-e demand upon the complaisance of the reader; yet there remains still

more occasion for his courtesy, if he will travel on amicably with the Edi.
tors even throug-h the first two pages of their translation. The genealogy
appears, upon the first view, to be a difficulty in their way, which they have
themsflves unnecessarily created. The Ebionites they have produced, as
their favourite witnesses, to ascertain what was the true and original gos-
pel of Si. Matthew. -But the Ebionites omit the entire of the two first

chapters of that gospel. Wliy then injure their evidence by contending
for the genealogy, which they reject ? The reason is plainly assigned. The
genealogy, as it stands, may answer the purpose of proving, that Jesus was
the oifsjjrlng of Joseph and Mai'y : and, accordmgly, the Editors apprize
us, that Cerintlius and Ca'-pocrates, applied it to this use, and hence de-

duced the mere humanity of Christ.

They proceed also to show the reasonableness of admitting the genealogy
to be genuine, on the ground, that "it can hardly be supposed, that an au-

thor writing for the instruciion of Hebrew Christians wovdd h^ve omitted to

trace the descent of Clirist from Abraham and David, upon which they
justly laid so great a stress." They then proceed to evince the like reason-

ableness of discarding all that follows the genealogy to the end of the
second chapter. " This" (they say) " could not have been ivritten by the

author of the ge7iealogy, for it cosTRATHCTS his desigx, which was to

prove, that Jesus, being the son of Joseph, was the descendant of Abraham
and Uavid ; whereas tlie design of this narrative is to show, that Jose])h,

the reputed father of Jesus, was not his real father. This account there-

fore of tlie miraculous conception of Jesus Christ must have been wanting
in the copies of Cerintlius and Carpocrates, as well as in those of the Ebi-
onites : and f the genealogy be genuine, this narrative must be spurious.^'

Thus, then, the whole matter is completely arranged. The genealogy must
be genuine as marking the,human descent of Christ from Abraham and Da-
vid, a thing expected by the Jews : and by all who received it as genuine,

the narrative of the miraculous conception, as contradicting its design,

must be rejected as spurious. At the same time, lest we should imagine,

that the force of this reasoning might have operated so powerfully upon
those Hebrew Christians who received the genealogy and maintained the
proper humanity of Christ as to induce them to take aviay the narrative

which so directly contradicted the genealogy, in like manner as it is admit-
ted others of them had taken away the genealogy itself, the Editors take
care, in the very next note to assure us, that to that description of Chris-
tians "the account of the miraculous conception could not have been in any
tlegrce imacceptable :" " 7ior ivonld it" (tliey add) " at all have militated
against the doctrine of the proper humanity of Christ, it being a fact analo-
gous to the miraculous birth of Isaac, Samuel, and other eminent persons
of the Hebrew nation." Thus it appears, that the history of the miraculous
conception is itself something miraculous ; for it at the same time contra-

dicts, and yet does not at all militate against^ the idea of Christ's human de-
scent.

Now perhaps it may be doing no more than justice to these erudite and lu-

minous commentator.s, to bring together into one point of view, the scattered
lights, which have been here distinctly noticed; but which cannot fail from
their combined brilliancy, to shed a brigliter glory upon the work which
they are designed to illustrate.— 1. The Ebionites and Marcion have omit-
ted, in their respective copies of certain portions of scripture, passages,
which are inidoubtcdly parts of the geiuiine sucrcd text ; and the former (it

is confessed) have i\.c{.wA\y taken auay \\\^ geneah)gy from St. Matthew's
gospel : the proof, therefore, arising from their omission of whatever relates

'o the miraculou.s conception of Christ must be received as decisive against
that fact, although it is admitted, that the narratives of it, as given by St,
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(Hebr. vil. 25,) He ever liveth to make intercession fur ns.

Now, as Mr. B. cannot allow to Christ the office of iiiterces-

Matthew and St. Luke, come attested by every manuscript and every ver-
sion now extant witliout exception.—2. The j^ospel of St. Matthew, as ii iti

conveyed to us at this day by all the MSS. and all the versions, cannot he
g-enuine, because it requires us to believe, that our Lord wa.s born befort*
the death of Herod ; but we may admit as unquestionable the g-osjjcl of the
Ebionites, wjuch pronounces Herod to be living- attl)e commencement of the
Baptist's ministry, or about the thirtieth year after our Lord's nativity.
Lastly, the narrative of the miraculous conception ascribed to Saint Mat-
thew, must have been rejected by all who received the g-enealogy, as contra-
dictin,^ the desig-n of the genealog-y, which was to establish the iiuman de-
scent of Christ ; at the same time that it is quite clear, that the fact of the
miraculous conception could not at all have militated against the doctrine ol"

the proper humanity of Christ, nor consequently have been in any degree
unacceptable to those who held that doctrine.—Such are the new view:/pre-
sented at the opening of this Improved Version, which is to set every thing to
rights in the Christian Scriptures See pp. 1, 2, 3. 5 and also p. 121.

There are, moreover, certain chronological deductions connected with
some of the foregoing observations, which I cannot avoid laying before the
reader. Two pages back it has been stated, that the Editors contend, that
the death of Herod must have taken place two years at least before Christ taai

born. Their mode of establishing this ];oint is deserving of some detail. It

follows, they say, as a necessary consequence from the death of Herod be-
ing placed (as ii is by Lardner) in the year 750, or 751, U. C. Lardner, in

the part referred to by the Editors p. 129.) had asserted, that " if Herod
died in 1750, U. C. he died three years and nine months before the vulgar
CHRISTIAN era; if at a Certain time before mentioned in the year 751,
then he died about tivoyears and nine inonths before the said era ." and which
Is the truth, he professes liimself unable to determine. (See Lardner's
TVorks, vol. i. p. 428.) Our Editors, referring to Lardner (twice upon the
same subject, at p. 2, and at p. 129.) contend peremptorily, that Christ
**MUST HAVE BEEN BORN at Uast tvjo years and nijie months, and probably

three years and nine vionths, after the death of Herod ,-" and thus, in utter dis-

regard of all the arguments by which the Vulgar Christian Era has been dis

proved, or rather with an apparent ignorance of the existence of any such
ai-guments, they have at once assumed the vulgar and the true era of our
Lord's nativity to be the same ; and on this assumption, as in itself sufKcient

to invalidate the whole story of our Lord's birth as given by St. Matthew,
they build the rejection of that story as an utter fabrication. They profess

at the same time to ground their reasoning on the authority of Lutdmr ,

whose main object has been to establish the direct reverse of their position,

—

that Christ *' must have been born two years at least after the death of He-
rod,"—inasmuch as, with great learning and sound argument, he has la-

boured to demonstrate the consistency of St. Luke's declaration respecting

the age of Christ in the 15th of Tiberius, with the narrative of St. Matthew,

which places the birth of Christ about two years before thedeatli of Herod.

{Lardner*s Works, vol. i. p. 339—382.) That learned writer, however, in hi.-i

Jippendix concerning the time of Herod^s death, has, unfortunately for our

Editors, in the passage above referred to, spoken of the Vulgar Christian

Era as posterior to the death of Herod : and they, substituting for the Vul-

var Christian Erc^ the ti7ne of Christ's nativity, have at once inferred the

priority of Herod's death to the birth of Christ ; and have adduced tlie au-

thority of Lardner's name in behalf of a position, which Lardner has most

triumphantly overthrown. A similar instance of careful reference to autho-

rities, and of minute attention to the accuracies of ecclesiastical history, is

presented to us in the very front of this elaborate j)erformance, which I can-

not avoid adverting to in this place. The Editors, whilst dealing out in

tjipir Introduction large portions of that knowledge of manijscripts and the
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sor, he bcs^ins with remarking, that " the exact import of the

phrase is difficult to be ascertained" in these passages : and

various critical apparatus for the translation of the New Testament, which

Wetstein, Michaelis, Griesbach, and others had already amply supplied, take

occasion to speak of Ephrem the Syriariy as " a writer of som e note in the

SIXTH century." (p. xiv.) In this at least they have thouj^ht and spoken

for themselves : the commonly received opinion havin£^ hitherto been, that

Ephrem flourished about the 7niddle of the fourth ce^itury. From Jlasetnan

we learn, that he was present at the councd of Nice, in the year 125 : and we
are told by Jerome^ that he died in the time of the Emperor Valens, that is, at

some time before the year 379. We are also informed by the early autho-

rities, that this same Ephrem, who is here so sli.e^htly glanced at as " a •vcri-

ttr of some 7iote,'* was a person of the most disting-dished celebrity : a man,

of whom Jerome says, " ad tantam venit claritudinem, ut post lectionem

scripturaiMim pubUce in quibusdam ecclesiis ejus sc3-ipta recitentur :'* who is

described by Ebedjesu, a learned Syrian of the 13th century, " Ephrsem

magnuis, qui appellatus est Syrorum propheta :" who was even entitled by

the Syrians, " the doctor of the whole world ;*' and who, in truth, with the

consent of all wlio have hitherto made mention of him, has been estimated

as one of the most illustrious divines and writers in the century in which he

lived, that is, as we have seen, in the fourth century. The Editors of the /m-
proved Version, however, acquaint us, that he was ** a viriter of sotne note in.

the sixth century' " It is the less pardonable, I may add, in these Editors, to

have been thus inattentive in the case of Ephrem ; as he is reported {Lard'

jzer, vol. ii. pp. 419, 420.) to have wriuen a commentary upon the Harmony

of Tatian, a writer, whom the Unitarians have been at all times anxious

(thoug-h most unfoundedly indeed) to claim as an auxiliary to their cause.

(See IViUiams's Free Inquiry, p. 60—66.)

1 need not, I thmk, go much farther upon this subject —I shall however

touch briefly upon two or three points more. The beg-inning-s of the g-ospels,

(at least of three of them,) have al>»'ays been found sadly troublesome to

Unitarians. Matthew and Luke however, have now been forced to part

with theirs. This could not be so easily effected with res^ard to St. John.

We have no Ebionite or Alardon appropriate to his use But we have what

just answers as well, a Unitarian expositor.—For example. " The word
was in the beg-inning-, and the word was with god, and the word was a

GOD." The word then is found, not to be god, but only a god. But
again, lest, as being a god, it might still by possibility b(- supposed, that

the formation of the world has been ascribed to this word m the verse

which follows, we are told that " all things were done by him ; and wiih-

out him was not any thing done that was done ?" tliat is, says the note,

" all things in the christian dispensation were done by Christ ; i. e. by his

authority,—the word yivo/w.nt never signifying to create."—W< 11 : but then

we come to the 10th verse, in which we find the words, O Kccrjucg cT/* Avrts

iytvtro. This, to common readers, would indicate, th.at the nvorld was crea-

ted by this word. Bit as we have seen above, that ttavto, iysvovro must be

rendered, *' all things were done by him;" of course it must follow here,

that " the world was done by him " let ihese word.s mean wliat they may.

No such thing after all. Our expositor tells us, that the only true rendering

is, " the world was enlightened by him." And thus the whole matter of the

Divinity of Christ, and liis creation of the world, are cleared away from the

introduction of Si. John's Gospel. For, it must be ob^rved, that in the

opening clause {In the Jieginning vcas the Word) nothing indicative of Christ's

pre-existence is contained : inasmuch as the beginning here means simply (we
are told) " the commencement of the gospel dispensation, or of the ministi-y

of Chriiit." The Yvhole, then, as duly explained by these critics, stands tluis :

Christ (for so they admit the word is to be understood) ivasfrom the co^n-

mencemeut of the ministry of Christ ; and Christ tuithdrew to commune v:ith

God, and to receive instructions for his ministry ; and Christ ipas a God, FtU'
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for this he assigns a reason which cannot be denied to bo
sufficient, that probably the writers ilionselvcs annexed to it

the excellent and strictly classical reasons assigned for these improvements
upon the common version, I refer to tliis profoundly learned work itself, pp.
199, 200. If the reader should not be altogether satisfied with those rea-
sons, he will however be pleased to recollect, that the Editors have given
fair notice, that it was not their intention to condescend to the " minuteness
of verbal criticism.'*

I sliali content myself with one specimen more of tl»e qualifications of the
Editors for the work which they have undertaken. I have given one, as an
example of their accuracy, in ascertaining the genuine text of Scripture: a
second as an example of their precision in reference to historical dates: a
third, as an examp'e of their attention to the mmutiae of Ecclesiastical his-
tory : a fourth, as an example of their acumen, in detecting the precise sig-

nification of the original language; and this will serve as an example of the
justness of their inferences on general principles of reasoning. Acts vii. 60,
we find St. Stephen addressing his prayers to Jesus Christ,—" Lord Jesus,
receive my spirit ;" and,—" Lord, lay not this to their charge." On these
passages, our expo.sitors favour us with the following just distinction and
jjalutary caution. ** This address of Stephen to Jesus, when he actually saw
him, does not authorize us to offer prayers to him, now he is invisible:'*
and for farther explanation they refer to Mr. Lindsey, who states the matter
thus. *' Unquestiona!)ly Stephen addressed this prayer to the Lord Jesus.

Bat this can be no precedent for directing prayer to him unseen, or address-

ing him as Goci, whom the blessed martvr declares he saw ivit/i his eyes, and
calls him the Son of Man standing on the right hand of God ; calls him the

Son of Man, m that his highest state of exaltation."

—

Apology, &c. p. 129.

—This reasoning is quite invincible, and contains in it a mme of vaUuble
matter, which does not at first sight present itself Jesus must, it is evident,

be a ttiere man, or he could not have been seen by St^^plien in bjdily form,
** standing on the right hand of God," nor have been called hy Inm the Son

of Man.—(" Behold, I see the Heavens opened, and the Son of Man standing

on the righi hand of God.") He might then of course be worshipped and

prayed to, whilst he was plainly visible as a man. Bui when he ceased to

appear as a man, he ought no longer to be addressed in prayer. Or perhaps,

generally speaking, it is meant, that no being that is invisible can properly

be an object of worship. How all the arguments which Popery has ever

devised, in defence of image worship, fade and vanish, in comparison of the

bright and overpowering evidence, which this reasoning supplies !

By this time the reader must be sufficiently aware of the great value of

\\\\s Improved version of the J\'ew Testainent : and it may accordingly be

safely dismissed; more particularly as Mr. JWires's valuable Jiemarks raw-

der all farther criticism upon the work nearly superfluous. And yet before I

finally take my leave of it, I must do it the justice to say, that there arc

criticisms, the production of certain Unitarian commentators, which are too

bold even for its adoption. Of this, one striking instance is to be found in

the translation of Acts xx. 28. in which the Editors j)rcfer the safer mode of

evading the admission of our Lord's divinity, by reading Ki/§ix instead of

0SS, Lord instead of God. Mr. Wakefield, on the contrary, contends strenu-

ously for 0JS, and afterwards effects his escape from the consequence, by

proposing two of the most extraordinary criticisms that were ever ventured

by a Greek scholar. T« tii^ AifxtLTti, he renders, not his own blood, but, his

own Sony because truly a man's son may be said to be his own blood: aud

therefore, the Son of Gou may be expressed byGon's own bloou,—an ex-

pression, which had it been used of Goo the Fa thek by a Trinitarian in

defence of A/* doctrine, would have subjected him to Mr. Wakefield's inef-

fable contempt. Mr. 'W. supplies also another mode of getting rid of the

difficulty, (that is, the difficulty of acknowledging the divinity of our Lord,)

viz. that of translating the words, '* by the blood of his own," (supplying the

3 O
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no very distinct icUa.^ St. Paul it is clear was no Rational

Christian ; or he would not have used words so inaccurately

word S'on.)—This, observe, is the rendering of//* ru tSiit ttifxttToi. So much

for the most celebrated scholar of the Unitarian scliool which England has

produced.—The reader will be rewarded for his trouble in looking into

^liddletoiCa Doctrine of the Greek Jrticle, p. 418—428, on this passage. In

truth, I refer most willingly to this work, as one which will supply to the

scripture student, some of the most valuable helps to the critical investiga-

tion of the Text of the New Testament, which can be derived from any

modern publication.

Having been led, in the foregoing part of this note, to advert to the rejec-

tion, by the Unitarian Editors, of the portion which follows the genealogy in

the first two chapters of Si. Matthew's Gospel, I deem it not unadvisuble to

offer here a few remarks upon the subject of those chaptsrs, which without

going at length into the proofof their authenticity, will I trust be found suffi.

cient to supply at once a satisfactory assurance on that head. Dr. Marsh,

iu his ninth lecture observes, that if we turn to the second volume of Gries-

inich*8 S\mbolce Criticit, v:e shall find a quotation from the^r*^ chapter of St.

Matthew's Gospel, and a reference to the second made by Celsiis the Epicu-

rean philosopher, which quotation and reference are noted by Oi^igen, who
wrote in answer to Celsus. Griesbach, he adds, justly remarks, " Hinc patet

duo priora Matthzei capita Celso nota fuisse." And with no less justice on
his own part, he deduces the following inference ; that if Celsus, who wrote
his celeVjrated work against the Christians in the time of Marcus Aurelius,

and consecj^uently little more than an hundred years after St. Matthew hirti-

self wrote, yet found the first two chapters in his manuscript of St. Matthew's
Gospel, those Uiapters must either have been ori^ma/partsof St. Matthew's
Gospel, or they must have been added at a time so little antecedent to the

age of Celsus, that a writer so inquisitive, so sagacious, and at tne same time
so inimical to ChristVunity, could not have failed to detect the imposture. But
that, in this case, he would not have quoted those chapters as parts of St.

Matthew's Gospel : and consequently, that the truth must lie in the other

part fuihe dilemma, namely, that those chapters are authentic.

—

Course of
Lectures, Part ii. pp. S5. 56.

To this reasoning of the learned and able Professor nothing can be added,
which will give greater force to his conclysion. In point of fact, however,
it is important to observe, that we a»e not left to a single quotation from the
first, and a single reference to the second chapter of St. Matthew, for the
proof that the^e two chapters were known to and admitted by Celsus. In
tnith we find, from Origen's refutation of that author's charges against Chris-
tianity, tli^t his references to those chapters were so numerous as nearly to
supplv a perfect detail of the facts which Mey relate. See Origen against
Celsus, pp. 108. 119. 125. 134. 139. 184. 189. 192. 208. The reader who may
dislike the trouble of referring to Origen's work for the proof of this, will
probably acquiesce in the following recapitulation given by Lardner of the
testimony borne by Celsus to the facts recorded in the first two chapters of
St. Matthew.
" We learn from him" (Celsus) " that Christ was born of a virgin, in a

small village of Judea, supposed to have been descended from the Jewish
kings : that she was married to a carpenter: that for some while her hus-
band was doubtful about her cha-siiiy : tliat Chaldeans, or other wise men
from the East, came to Jerusalem t;o()n after his nativity, to do him homage
%^ iCing of the Jews, having been excited to that journey by the appcavunce

• Jiemiev)f pp. 69, YQ
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and unphilosopljically; for, besides the aforesaid vagueness of

of a star: that Herod moved by jealousy put to death many younr children,
hoping- to kill Jesus with them ; that bv direction of an angel he was carried
by his parents into Eg-ypt for the preservation of his life ; where, as Ceisus
insinuates, Jesus learned the charms practised in that country. He calls
Jesus the Nazai-aean man, or man of Nazareth, from the place where he was
broug^ht up and chiefly resided I efore his appearance in u public c.aracter.'*
See Lardner's JVor.h, vol. viii. pp. 10, 11. 19—22. 58, 59. and for a yet more
particularized detail by Dr. Doddridge, see ibid p. 6J.
Now, what is this, but an abridgment of the history given by the Evangel-

ist ? Indeed the testimony thus borne by Celsus is so irresistible, that its
application is not denied even by the writers, who most strenuously oppose
them.selves to the authenticity of the first two chapters of St. .Matthew's Gos-
pel. Thus Dr. Wiiiiams, in his Free Inquiry, p. 49. when urging his olyec-
tions strongly agauist those chapiers, asserts, that " we have no certain
references or allusions to them, till the days of Celsus the Epicurean, about
the year 150 or later." That the reference made by Celsns to these chap-
ters, is certain and undoubted, is then, plainly admitted. As to the lateneat
of that reference, the drawback thence arising will not be considered very
formidable, when it is recollected, that the date of Celsus's work is iTOt re-
moved from that of St. .VfaUhew's Gospel by more than abtmt one hundred
years, nor from the death of St. John by more than fifty ; and when, in addi-
tion to this, the remarks already quoted from Dc. Marsh are held in remem-
brance. But imaginary as this di awback is, yet cannot even this be conce-
ded to Dr. Williams; the very reverse of his allegation being the truth For
we do find certain references to the first two chapters of St. Matthew be/ore
the date of Celsus's work.

In the first place, we find them numerous and decisive in the writings of
Justin Martjr : so much so indeed, as nearly to supply a recapitulation of
all the facts related in those ciiapters ; and in such language as clearly to

prove, that from those chapters the information of the writer was principally

derived. The very words also of St. Matthew are sometimes quoted with
a precision so unequivocal as to determine the source of the quotations.

Passages and phrases which occur in St. Matthew only, and applications of
the prophecies of Isaiah, Micah, and Jeremiah, which are made by no other

Evangelist, are adopted by Justin ; and adopted by him with a literal ad-

herence to St. Matthew's text ; and, what renders tlie demonstration perfect,

with a literal adherence in those very citations from the Old Testament, in

which St. Matthew has departed from the words both of the Hebrew and
the Septuagint. (See Just. Mart. pp. 5^, 54. 504—307, and the observations

upon these parts of Justin, at p. 5i)l of this work.) These references to St.

Matthew are contained in Justin's First Jlpology, presented by him to the

Emperor Antoninus Pius in the beginning of lus reign, and in his Dialogue

ivitk 'I'r.pho ; both of which are supposed by the best Commentators to

have been written about the year 140. Thus we have travelled nearer to

the age of the Apostles; and iu truth we come nearer still, if we consider

that Justin's testimony, though not published till the year 140, may fairly be

carried back to the period at which he became a Christian ; inasmuch as we
must suppose him at tliut time well acquainted with the Christian scrip-

ture>^, which must in fact have been the means of his conversion ; and con-

sequently carmot easily imagine, that what was not then conceived to form

apart of" St. Matthew's Gosjji I, could be afterw.iids received by him as

such- In this view of the ca.se, the authority of Justin's testimony reachea

backwards nearly to the year IjQ.

To a date equally etvly may be referred the testimony of the Composer,

or (perh ips I might more properly sa\ ) the Chnsiianizer of t!ie Sibyilme

Oracles ; who, as Lardner jus.ly observes, was manifestly acquainted with

the first two chapters of St. .Vla.thew. For a few extracts from this work,

see p. 504 of this volume. The objection that this collection, or at leaat A
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expression, it is certain, that " God has no right hand at

part of it, was the forgery of a Christian writer, instead of detracting from

its value, supplies the very circumstance, which renders it admissible as

evidence in the cause : since otherwise, (were it what it professes to be,

strictly propheiical,) its similarity to any other written document could af-

ford no proof of that document's previous existence The only print, which

it is important to establish, is the date to be assigned to this collection

:

and, that it existed from an early period of the second century, may be

fairly deduced from the authorities collected by Lardner. Celsus makes
the interpolation of these Oracles a subject of reproach against Christians.

And Justin quotes them in matters relating to Christian doctrine. I shall

not, however, dwell upon the testimony which these writings present ; but

proceed to that, which brings us back within the limits of the Apostolic

age, and which offers itself with an authority not inferior to that of Aposto-

lic origin. I mean the testimony o^ Ignatius.

This Apostolic father, who suffered martyrdom at Rome in the tenth of

Trajan, that is, in the year 107, (See Lardner^ vol. ii. p 69.) we find, in his

(genuine) Epistle to the Ephesians, plainl> referring to the history of the

Virgin Mary's miraculous conception of our Lord, and to the appearance of

the star which so wonderfully announced his birth. (See Patr. ^dpost. vol,

ii. pp. 38. 94. 110. 112. 114.) In the larger Epistle also, (ibid. part. 4. p. 78.)

we find an exact quotation of the passage in Matth. i. 23 : on which, how-
ever, I will not lay particular stress, as the larger Epistles of this Father

are, and not unjustly, su.specied of interpolation, and therefore this quota-

tion may possibly be of spurious origin. We have now travelled back
within abottt forty years from the publication of St Matthew's Gospel ; and
we have the testimony of a cotemporary and associate of the Apostles, one
who outlived the Apostle John but by six or seven years, who had received

the teaching of the Apostles, who had been appointed by the Apostles
themselves to the Bishoprick of Antioch, the first and oldest Christian

church among the Gentiles, appointed to it within less than ten years from
the date of St. Matthew's Gospel, (see Lardner^ vol. ii. p. 66.) and who him-
self, like the Apostles, died a martyr to the truth of the religion which he
])rotessed. We havs.>, then, in fact, what amounts to Apostolic testimony
for the truth and autlienticity of the disputed chapters of St. Matthew. Yet,

strange to say, a deficiency in this vei-y respect has been alleged as an
objection against tlieir authenticity.

It is urged by Dr. Williams, that the silence of the Apostolical Fathers
supplies an argument of this nature. It is true, indeed, he does not here
mean to include Ignatius, having made his testimony the subject of a dis-

tii'.ct inquiry. He speaks only of the other Fathers; and, of these, he adds
that, witiiout which their silence could afford no semblance of an argument
wliatever; namely, that tl.ey "often cite and refer to other parts of St.

Matthew's Gospel, and had frequent o<:casion in their debates with Jewish
unbelievers, to refer, also, to tlie first and second ch.npters, had they known
or acknowledged them to be genuine." {i'vet inq. p. 103) And :n another
placf, (p. 93,) he says, that " as these Fathers frequently had occasion to
speak of the family and birth of Christ, it is hardly credible, that none of
them should have referred to tliose clia])ters, had they been extant, and ac-
knowledged to be the composition of S.. Matthew." Now, the direct op-
posite of both the assertions herein contained is precisely the fact. For, in
the iirst place, the references made by these Fathers to St. MafJiew's Gos-
pel are extremely ^i^w -. and, in the next place, they are in no part of their
writings enj^agecl in any debate or discussion whatever on the subject of
vhe birth of Clirist : (buth of which pr/mts shall be more particularly advert-
ed to at the conclusion of this note.) So that wen any infevt-nce to be drawn
from the silence of these Fathers upon the subjects contained in the first

two chapters of St. Matthew, it should rather In-," thai on tliose suhji^cts no
rontrovcrsics existed at that day, the fUcis rtlutcd in tIio-,e chapters being
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rvhich Jesus can stand, to intercede" ! !* By this philosophi-

acquiesced in without dispute : this, I say, sliould he the natural inference,
when we find the facts familiarly alluded to by the only one of the Aposto-
lical Fathers whose subject led liim to refer to them—Ignatius ; and again
by Justin, who immediately succeeded the times of those fatliers, and who
111 truth wrote both his First Apology and his nialogiie imth Tr.pho before
the death ot one ot them, namely Polycarp. Many have been the occasions
on which I have found myself compelled in the cotirse of this work to pro-
test agauist the disingenuousness of Unitarian critics in their treatment of
ancient authorities

; but, perhaps, there is no one, against whom such a pro-
test IS more loudly demanded, than against the writer whose objections I
have been engaged in noticmg. Tl\e foregoing observations, coupled with
those which will be found subjoined to the present note, will probably ap-
pear to most readers sufficient to substantiate this charge ; and yet they
supply but a small part of what might be adduced in its support. At the
same time, it remains to be remarked, that, notwithstanding the strained
exertions of this writer against the authenticity of the introductory chapters
of St. Matthew's Gospel, he aflbrds but very imperfect aid to the Editors
of the Unitarian Version

; inasmuch as his arguments are principally di-
rected against the genealogy, which they retain as genuine ; and tlie proofs,
by which he endeavours to overturn St. Matthew's relation of the circum-
stances attending the miraculous nativity of our Lord, are built upon the
assumed genuineness of the history of the same event as given bv St. Lnke :

"

so that if Dr. Williams be right in his results, the Editors are wrong iii

theirs: wrong in retaining the genealogy of St. Matthew, and wrong in re-
jecting the first two chapters of St. Luke.
But to return to our immediate subject. We have seen that the testimo-

ny supporting the authenticity of the first two chapters of St. Matthew car-
ries us back to the age of the Apostles. A farther confirmation is had from
the Syriac Version, whose date is justly referred to the same earlv age, and
in which (as in every other Version of St. Matthew, including the 'OUl Italicy

whose antiquity is also unquestioned,) those two chapters are found to ex-
ist. And that evidence should not be wanting from any description of the
early writers, we have the testimony of a //eZ/retu Ciiristian, Hegtsippus ;

who, as Eusebius informs us, was amongst the first successors of the Apos-
tles; and who is described by Gobar, as Aey^aioz ts avjj^ i(.a.i uto^oxiucc. In
a fragment of this writer, we have a reference to part of the history in the
second chapter of St. Matthew ; from which Lardner pronounces, that it
*' appears plainly, that this part of St. Matthew's Gospel was owned by this

Hebrew Christian :" so that, he adds, *' he must either have used our (ireek
Gospel; or if he used only the Hebrew edition of Si. Matthew, this history

must have been in it in his time" (Lard. Works, vol. ii. p. 143.) How then
stands the evidence upon the whole .'' Tlie Syriac Version, which is one of
Apostolical antiquity, and the Old Italic, both contain the two chapter.s.

Ignatius, the only Apostolical Father who had occasion to make reference

to them, does so. The Sibylline oracles do the same. Justin Martyr does
the same. Celsus, the bitter enemy of the Christian faith, does the same.
Hegesippus, a Hebrew Christian, does the same. Irenneus, and all the fa-

thers- who succeed him, it is admitted on all banc'?;, do tlie same. And tlm

chapters are at this day found in every manuscript and every version of the

Gospel of St. Matthew which is extant throughout tlie world. Thus we
have one continued and unbroken series of testimony from tlie days of the

Apostles to the present time ; and, in opposition to tiii.^, we find only a

vague report of the state of a Hebrew copy of St. Matthew's Gospel, said to

be received amongst an obscure and unrecognized description of Hebrew
Clu'istians, who are admitted, even by the very writer.s who claim the sup-

port of their authenticity, to have mutilated the copy which they possessed.
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cal discovery, the authority of St. Paul is completely and at

by removing' the g-enealogy.—I should not have dwelt so long upon a sub-

ject, which is at this day so fully ascertained us the authenticity of the hrst

two chapters of St. Matthew's Gospel, did it not furnish a fair opportunity

of exhibiting the species of evidence, which Unitarian critics are capable of

resisting ; and the sort of arguments, with which they do not scruple to re-

sist it.

I have mentioned above, that the first two chapters of St. Matthew are

found in all the MSS. that are extant. To those hitherto commonly known,
a late discovery in the library of this University enables me to add the testi-

mony of one more, and tliat one of considerable antiquity. For this discovery

the public is indebted to the great industry and accurate research of the Rev.
Doctor Barret, now Vice Provost of Trinity College. This manuscript,
which is a codtx rescnptus, contains the Gospel of St. Matthew in the most
ancient Greek character, of which a fac simile lias been published by the
University : and it has been satisfactorily shown by the learned Editor not
to be of later date than the sixth century. In this MS. we find the first two
cliapters of Matthew's Gospel, with the exception of some parts wanting
from mutilation ; namely, the first sixteen verses of the first chapter, and
from the seventh to the twelfth, and from the twentieth to the twenty-third
verse of tlie second chapter,—It is a circumstance worthy of observation,

that Dr. Williams, speaking of this manuscript, of which he had received
an account previous to its publication, observes, " no information concerning
our inquiry can be derived from this manuscript." (Fne Jnq. p. xxi.) Now
the course of the inquiry had been to discover MSS. that could justify the
rejection of the first two chapters of Sv. Matthew, or at least of the genealogy.
For that purpose, undoubtedly, this VJS. could yield no information : but
for that, which ought to be the purpose of an inquirer, it affords full infor-

mation ; viz. information of the fact, that at the date of the manuscript, the
genealogy and the whole of the first two chapters of St. Matthew were deem-
ed by its writer to be authentic, and were found as a genuine part of the
Gospel in the MS. from which it was copied.

Tn snpport of what has been asserted (pp. 499, 500.) concerning Justin
.Martyr''s reference to St. Matthew's Gospel, the following remarks will pro-
bably be deemed satisfactory.

The quotation from Isaiah vli 14. by Justin Martyr, is as follows: I/jy it

TTu^dtvo; tv ysis-gi t^tty kai Ti^trm viov kai i^atrsv irrt tbd ovofjLArt i*UT», ^sQ*
nfxe.^v 0«5c. p. 53. In anotiier place (p. 223.) this is quoted with some little
variation, Xh^iT^i being read for t^u, and there being added after viov the
words, H=t/ KXKxTi'ra.t to ovofxx uvth E/uiuuv>s»\. Now St. Matthew, and he
only of ihu writers of the New Testament, has quoted this prophecy. Both
he and .histin quote it in the same application. Both quote it in the third
person, instead of the Sicond, (thou shciU cail,) in which it is given by botk
the Hebrew and Septuugini of the Prophet: and, what is most remarkable,
both an)iex the interpretsttion of Emmanuei in the very words, ^e6' n/uim o

0IOC, God ivit/i us. So tliat, upon the whole, there can be no reasonable
doubt of .lustin's having taken the quotation from St Matthew ; as well
from their mutual agreement in general, as from their common departure
from, and common addition to, the text of the prophet as it stands both in the
Hf-brew and the Greek.—Again, in p. 54, Justin relates the declaration of the
Angel to the Virgin in the manner described both by St. Matthew and St.
Luke

; and having, through the first part of it, used the expressions of both
indifferently, he concludes with these words, km KAXta-u^ to cvo/aa aurn luaavy
o.urc( yj.^ cu>au tjv K^tov ctuTv atto Tav a^st^T/av otwT»v ; which last clause con-
ta:t:s t.'ie very words of St. Mattiiew, words to be found in no other writer of
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011C6 set aside. His words, it is shown, admit no precise

the New Testament. Justin, moreover, to prove tliat he was pivlnj^ a quo-
tation from tJie Evangelists, adds, «' as they Jiave taught ns, who have wriitcn
the history ot'ail things conceminpT our Saviour Jesus Clirist :" hereby ckarly
announcing, ihat lie derived his information from more th;!n one of the sacred
hisionuns, and ilierefore manifestly pointing out both St. Matthew and St.

Luke, who oily of the sacred historians liad related the story of the angel's
address to Miry And yet, what is Dr. Williams's observation upon this
passage of Jus in ?—" The wovds suppose.l to be here cited from St. Mat.
thew, Skvey for he shall save Jus people jfroiri their sins. Tins, however, is by
no means certain ; for all the other parts of the quotation are taken out of St.

Luke, ciiougli in a manner somewhat disordered. These words, therefore, may
"be no more than a loose citation^ by memory, from St. Luke, or s reference to
some other pa^.'^agf s of the same writer—see Acts iv. 12. x. 43. 'ihe thought
occurs in a variety ofplacesinthe New Testament; so that we are not necessa-
rily obliged to conclude that there is an allusion to St. Mattiiew, and to no
other Evangelist." He adds also, in a note, that "the manner in which the wri-
ters of the New Testament make citations from the old, plainly shows tliat

they often quoted from memory." {Free Inq. p. 98.)—Here is surely most ex-
traordinary reasoning The wry vords of St. .Maitiiew, to a letter, are used
by Justin. The same weds ate employed by no other writer of the New
Testament. And yet tliere is rea.son to'think, that this precise repetition of
St. Matthew is not a quotation from him, but rather a loose citation from St.

Luke, who has not used any terms resembling them. And, because the
thought occurs in various places of the \ew Testament, we are not obliged
to conclude that there is an allusion to St. Matthew, who is the onlv writer
that has used the rcords : and this too, although Justin tells us, that he rjuotes

from the Evangelists, at the same time that it must be admitted, that no
other but Matthew and Luke can be alluded to ; the one of w hom does not

at all employ the words alluded to, and the other does most accuiately.

Dr. Williams, indeed, in a note, adds, that "Justin also aeems \o allude

to the Arabian Magi, JVIatth. ii 11. in his dialogue with Tryphi», p. 315, &c-
btit it may be only an allusion to a common tradition." {Free Inq. p. 98.)—
Now the reader wjU be surprised to learn, that this seeming ailusion to the

passages in Matth. ii. 11. concerning the Arabian Magi, is almost an eract
transcript of that part of St. Matthew's history, and in severa! places convey-

ed in the very words of Si. Matthew. The Magi, speaking of the king,

whose birth was signified by the appearance of the star, tell Herod, in the
precise terms of the Evangelist, kai Hxdo/uiv. Tr^ca-Kuvna-itt avtcv : and having
come to Bethlehem, and fallen down and worshipped the young child, they

are described bv .Justin as bringing their gif's, in the very language of St

Matthew; Tr^ca-iViyKAV <tinai Scd^A) ^^vtovj kai xtC^vovy K!tt (Tf/.u^\u.v : and
again, being warned in a vision not to ieturn to Herod, they are described

by Justin, as returning into their own country by a diflerent way, in almost

the very words of the Evangelist likewise, Ji' atxxwc cJn uc mv ;t*§«v tturay.

See Vlatth. ii. 2. 11, 12. and Justin, pp. 304, .505. 307 which kst pages, indeed,

whoever reads, will he instantly satisfied, that St. Matthew is scarcely out

of the view of the writer in a single line. It is true, indeed, that it is not to

this part of Justin that Dr. Williams has referred, when he has spoken of

the seeming allusion to the .Magi, but to p. 315. C. Colon. 1686 ; that is, to

p. 330 of the edition here cited But why did not D'. Williams take care

to inform himself of what Justin did say, before he ventured to pronounce

what he did not say. More however yet remains. ^Vc find in this history, as

jgiven by Justin, two projjhecies applied, which are applied by none else but

St. Matthew ; and we find also, that these pio/^hecies are cited in the words

of St. Matthew, and not in those of the prophets by whom they were deliver-

ed. What can be proof, if this be not ]— 1 In like manner as in St. Matthew,

we here find Herod, when alarmed by the report of the wise men, consulting

the scribes and elders ; who inform him, that Christ was to be born in Beth-

lehem, for that the Prophet ha-d said, Koti (rv Btitkitf/. yn laSxy aSa./u.as iK*-)(j^i\
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meaning. That however, which St. Paul ought to have said,

ft iv Toi; nyi/uLotrtv laJ'rt, «» a-n yag e^iXivtrcTiti nyis/UiVO? oTt? TroifAAVSt rev Xstov

fxa. See Matt ii. 6. and Justin, pp. 55. 305 Now, in tliis citation of the

prophecy, the Evangelist and the Martyr agree in every letter; whilst the

prophecy itself, as given by tlie LXX, runs differently thus ; Kcti <rv Bi&xufA,

oijcof T« E<|)P4t65t) oKtyo^oc it TH itvctt iv ^txtai<nv laJ'aL' tx. a-a fxci i^iXivaiTetl

•jtyay.ivi^ Tn iivAt it? A^^ovrei iv too Ifr^otxx.

—

Alex.-—2. When describing the

slaughter of the children at Bethlehem, and the consequent fulfilment of

Jeremiah's prophecy, Jmtin thus quotes the prophecy : ^«v« sv Vctfxct hkho-^^,

y,}ifJ^fX'J? KAt COllg/UOC TTCKVi' Pet^»K kKAIHO-O, to, TiKVA aWT«f, KAl SX, i)^i>.t

^x^AicKyiQuvAi on ax, uti. See Justin^ p. 307, and Matt. ii. 18. Here
also, we have a complete agreement between Justin and St. Matthew,

with this single exception, that the words S-gjivcc kai, found in the common
readings of St. Matthew, are here wanted. But it should be at the same
time noted, that these words are likewise wanted in some manuscripts and

many versions of St. Matthew ; and that Griesbach marks them as most pro-

bably to be expunged from the text of the Evangelist. Now, on the other

hand, how stands the prophecy it.self, as rendered by the Seventy ? *a)v« iv

Vaua »x.scr6« ^guva, xai xXavB/uHj kai otfu^juHy Pa^hk A7rox.KAlofjt.ivng iTTt Tcev

•JtttV AVTitfy KAt UK ilBiKSV TTA^AXXhB^VAI, OTt UK iKTlV. JlUx. OP, aS lU VatiC.

rrrcKKAiofxiVH ax tf^iXi rrAvtTAJ-QAt iTrt rot; vtoic Aumfy on ax mrtv.—These re-

markable passages in Justin, it must be observed, have been altogether unno-

ticed by Dr. WilUams.—W^hat then, upon the whole, is to be judged, con-

cerning the likelihood of Justin's having quoted from St. Matthew, and con-

cerning the accuracy of Dr. Williams's examination of this subject,-—it can-

not be necessary farther to discuss.

At p. 499 of this work, the Sibyllene Oracles have been referred to. A
few extracts from those oracles are here subjoined. In the eighth book
are to be found several passages relating to the nativity of Christ. The
angel Gabriel is there described as visiting Mary the mother of our Lord,
and foretelling the miraculous production of the Saviour : and the birth of

this illustrious deliverer, at Bethlehem, of a virgin mother, is at length

detailed. To this detail is added what follows.

Ka/vo(^oiv>j5 ^e fjLccyenTi a-eQua-^v) B-ea-^ocreg cct'/i^,

ILTTccoyuvoBug ^e Cf ei^e? ^ei^^i} B-eoTrei^STt <puTVf}.

K*< Mya n BeSMef^ ttcct^k; Beox,Xy,TO(i eXe^^ij

ViUTthccTUKi T£ KXi uiyovof^oi^ KUt xoijicecrtv ci^vav.

p. 253.

In the same work al.^'o, at p. 65. we find the incarnation of the Son of
fiod ; and the name, ifo-twc, by which, in his human form, he Mas to be
known to men, thus described:

At) TOT£ Kcct fJLtyotXoia ©fat/ rrctti ccvd^uTroigiv

H^ei G-x^M0o^o(i, Bvt)rct(i ef^oiHf^evog sv y-ij.

TiTG-ct^a, (pui}]ivTcc ^e^cf ra. ^e utpavu, ^v* ctvro).

Dr. Williams refers to both the above passages ; and admi<s, that there are
many which relate to the birth of Christ. Yet he contends, that they are
all evidently taken from St. Luke's gx)spcl, one only excepted; namely,
that one first cited above, which states, that " the wondrous new star that
appeared was revered by the wise men :'* and this hp endeavours to explain
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Mr. B. informs iis : viz. " that Jesus having been advanced

away, as being derivable from the {general tradition, and tlierefore not ne-
cessarily to be traced to St. Matthew's gospel. (.Free Inq. p. 97)—Dr. Wil-
liams has, however, been rather unfortunate in the assertion, that every cir-

cumstance noticed in this work concerning the history of Clirist, with the
single exception just made, is taken from the gospel of Si. Luke. ILid lie

examined the Sibyliinc Oracles for himself, and not contented himselt wiih
looking to the extracts given by Lardner, he would have discovered his
assertion to be untenable; he would have found one passage, at leas', al-

luding to a fact not recorded by St. Luke, nor by any evangelist but St-

Matthew, that of the preservation of the infant Jesus by the flight into
Egypt.

Tore cy)f^u, Q^oreiTtv

Es-st* e^^KpvTj^y oTTOTctv 'r£<pvXxyf^evot; }j|jj

E« yjs AiyvTToiQ KctXoi XtSoq. ev J^' cc^u. rara
Aoco<; TT^otTKoi^ei eQ^oiiMVi edvv J^' wye^ovvrcci

Avra v<pf]yi]cr£i.

pp. 65, 66.

It has been said in the preceding note, p. 500. tliat ** the references made
by the ^tpostolical Fathers to St. Matthew's gospel are extremely few ;"

and that, (with an exception in the case of Ignatius) ** these Fathers are,

in no part of their writings, engaged in any debate or discussion whatever
on the subject of the birth of Christ." The truth of these positions will

be manifest on a short review. The Jpostolical Fathers are Ji^^e, Barnaba.s,

Clement, Hermas, Ignatius, and Polycarp. Now, first, as to .S'f. liurna-

has : the greatest number of possible references made by this Father to St.

Matthew's gospel amounts to eight ,- and, in the opinion of Lardner, those
that may with any strength of probability be considered as such, do not ex-
ceed four, viz. Matt. xvi. 24. xx. 16. v. 42. is, 13. And, neither in these,

nor in any allusion of this Father to any part of the New Testament, is there
to be found any thing controversial respecting the birth or history of Christ,

That the reader may sati.sfy himself as to this fact, I subjoin the several

passages, to which, in addition to those above enumerated. St. Barnabas can
be supposed to have referred. Matt. xxii. 43,44 xxiv. 22. xxv. 5, 6, 10.

xxvi. 31. Luke vi. 30. Acts x. 42. Horn. iv. 3. v. 16. ix. 10, 11, 12. xi. 36.

XV. 8. 1 Cor. iii. 16. xi. 20. 2 Cor. v. 17. Eph. ii. 2. v. 16, 17. Phil. iv.

5. 2 Tim. i. 10. Heb. iii. 5. x. 25. 1 Peter i. 17- ii. 5. 2 Pet. iii. 10.

Rev. xxii. 12.

2. As to St. demerit. In the epistle, which, as Bishop of Rome, he ad-

dressed to the Church of Corinth, we find bxii four references to the gos-

pel of St. Matthew : viz. vii. 1. 2, 12. ix. 42. xviii. 6. xxvi. 24. And
neither in these, nor in any allusions to other parts of the New Testament,
do we meet with any matter connected with the history of the birth of
Christ, or relating to any object but that of moral and religious improve-

ment, and the enforcement of Christian rules of conduct. The passages
supposed to be alluded to by this father, are, in addition to those already

specified, these which follow. Luke vi. 36, 37, 38. xvii. 2. Acts xiii. 22.

:s.x. 35. Uom. i. 29, 30, 32. ii. 20. Ix. 4, 5, xiv. 1,3. xv. 1. 1 Cor. i. 12.

X. 24. xii. 12, 15, 22, 24. xiii. 4. xv 20. 2 Cor. iii. 18. viii.*5. x. 17, IS. xi.

24,25. Gal. i. 4. Eph. iv. 4,5,6. Phil. i. 10. ii. 5, 6, 7. Col. i. 10.

1 Thess.v. 18, 23. 1 Tim.ii. 8 Iii. 13. v. 4. 2 Tim. i. 9. Titus iii. 1.

Heb. i. 3, 4, 5, 7, 13. iii. 2, 5. iv. 12. vi. 18. xi. 5, 7, 8, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37, 39. xii. 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11. James i. 5, 6, 7, 8. ii. 21, 23. iii. 13. iv. 3,

4, 6. 1 Pet. iv. 8. v. 5. 2 Peter ii. 5, 6, 7, 9. iii. 4.

£This father's allusion to one of the above passages, Gal. i. 4. I insert

here, though not connected with the present subject, as throwing a strong
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to great dignity and felicity, is, by the appointment of God,

light upon tlie sense, which, in those apostolic clays, was assij^ned to the

phi-ase giving himself for «j, as applied to the sacrifice of Christ. A/«t

T«v a.ya.-ry)V «v sfX-" '^i^^
h/j^a;, to atfAit ecvra iJuKiV vTng yif/.a)V lM<rcv( X^/fo? o

^v/nv vTTi^ TU'V -I'^^cev ny.m. {I'atr. jipost. vol i.
j p. Ib9, 19l».) Throvgh

tht^love Kihiih Ac hua for tin, Jtsiis Christ our Lord, by the iviU oj God, ^ave

/lis blood for vs : his Jit sh for our fi.^h, his stul Jor our soiU. Tlie reader

win plt.iise to carry this exposition of the p;.ssage of Galatians i. 4 bick

to p 143—146. of tills work, where the substitutive force of the word vTns^

has been already considered 3
3. In ihe Sht'pherd of JJernias we meet with allusions (most of them re-

mote) to ten p ssag-es of St. Matthew nt the most: viz. Matt v. 28, 42.

S. 32, 33. xiii. 5, 6^ 7, 20, 21, 22, 31, 32. xix. 2 i, 24. xviii. 3, 4. xxiii. 6.

xxviii. 18. The other parts of the New Testament to which this father

may be supposed to allude, are the hallowing. Mark ix. 50. Luke xiii.

24, 25. xvi. 18. John xiv 6. Acts v. 41. Rom. viii 11. ix. 4. xi. 29. xv. 7.

1 Cor. id. 16, 17. vii. 11, 15. 2 Cor. vii. 10. Gal. iii. 27. Eph. iv. 4, 30, 31

.

Philip, iv. 18. Col. i. 15, 16. 1 Thess. v. 13. 2 Tim. i. 14. iv. 18. Heb.

xii. 17. James i. 5. ii. 7. id. 15, 17. iv. 2, 3, 4, 7, 12. v 1, 2, 4. 1 Peter

j. 6, 7. iii. 15. V. 7. 2 Peter ii. 15, 20. 1 John ii. 27. iv. 6. v. 6. 2 John
4. 3 John 3, 4. Jude 21, 24. There are expressions also in this fathier re-

S( mbling- several in the book of Revelations. But in none of these allu-

sions to the books of the Kew Testament do v/e find the author concerned
with anv oiher thm topics of moral and religious ex!;ortation,

4. In those Epistles of Ignatius which are received as genuine, there are

to be discovered, besides ihe aUusions to the first two chapters of Matthew,
noticed at p. 500. of this work, but «/a: passages of that evangelist to whicti

this father can be supposed to refer: viz. iii. 15. x. 16, xii. oo- xviii. 19,

20. xix. 12. In addition to these, he may be considered as referring to the

following pans of the otiier gospels and epistles. Luke xiv. 27. John iii.

8. viii. 29. X. 9. xii. 49- xvi. 11, 28. Acts x. 41. Rom. viii. 38, 39. xv. 7.

1 Cor. i. 10, 18, 19, 20. iv. 4- v. 7. vi. 9, 10. xv. 8. 2 Cor. v 14, 15. Gal.

i. 1. v. 4, Eph. ii. 22. iv. 3, 4, 5. v. 2, 25, 29. vi. 13, 14, 16, 17- IMiillp. i.

21. ii. 3, 5. Col. i. 7. 1 Thess. v. 17- 2 Tim. i. 16, 18. ii. 4. Titus ii. 3.

pliilcm. 20. Heb. x. 28, 29. xiii. 9. 1 Peter v. 5. 1 John i. 2. 3 John 2.

Of these, as of tlie passages of tlie New Testament alluded to by the fa-

thers before named, it is to be remarked, that none are coimected with any
discussion concerning the nativity of our Lord And the allusions, which
this father (as observed at p. 500.) has made to thai subject, will be found
upon examination, not to have been studiously and formally brought i'or-

var<l for the purpose o\ proving the miraculous circumstances of our
Lord's buth, as if they were at that time n-jt generally assented to ; but in-

troducetl faniiliarly and unqualifiedly, as relating to a fact well known, and
about which no Hifieience of opinion prevailed, or at least, none that de-
manded a more det;illed consideration.

Listly, w,th respect to Polycarp, of whose writings the Epistle to the Phi-
lippians is the only one that has been preserved; his lefeiences to S . Mat-
thew are as follow. Matth- v. 3. 7. 10, 44. vi. 12, 13, 14, 15. vii. 1, 2. xxvi. 41.

Tiicse relate merely to nuitter of religious exhortation and enforcement, as
do his remaining references to oiher parts of the New Testament ; namelv.
Acts ii. 24. Konv xii 17. xiii. 9, 10. xiv. 10, 12- 1 Cor. v. 11. vi. 2, 9, 10. 2 Cor.
iv. 14. vi. 7. viii 21. Gal. i. 1. iv. 26. vi. 7. Ephes. ii 8, 9. iv. 26. Phihp. ii. 10,
II , 16. Col i. 28. 1 Thess. v. 17, 22. 2 Tliess. iii. 15. 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2, vi. 7 10.

2 Tim. ii 11, 12. iv. 10. Heb. iv. 12, 13 1 Pet. i. 8, 13. 21. 1 Pet ii. 11, 12.

17, 22, ^^4. iii. 9, 14. iv. 5, 7. v. 5. 1 John ii. 7. iv. 3. Jude 3.

The purposes for wliich tlie Apostolical P'atliers referred to the New
Testament, will readily be discerned by a review of the passages, to which
they can be supposed to have alluded, and which have been here very fully
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continually employing his renovated and improved powers, in

enumerated. In truth, so far are they fiom havin}^ had occasion to refer to
such parts of scripture as relate to the family and hiith of (;hri.st, that, with
the exception of Ig-natius, their suhjccts in no instance le.id them to any dis-
cussion or even notice of these points. The epis'le of liarnabus consists of
two parts : the one exhortmsr to constancy in (lie belief and profession of the
Cliristian doctrine •without the rites of the Jewish iau : and tlie other contain-
ing" a course of moral mstructions. (Si:e jyicnard. JuUic. de S. Bam l*atr.

Jipost. vol. i. p. xxviii.) The epistle of Clement is dcsi^-ncd to compose dis-

seuLions, wiiich had sprung- up in the chuicli of Corinth respectin^^ spiritual
governors ,- and is principally occupied in recommendinj^ pc-aci, and harmo-
ny, and humility, and faith, and all the virtues of a Christian life. 'Ihc wri-
ting's of Hermas consist of visions, mandates, and similitudes, all totally

unconnected with the person and history of Christ. Tiie sht^rt letter of
Polycarp, which is scarcely of sufficient bulk to till ten actuvo pages, is en-
tirely employed in godly exhortation. And in the genuine Epistlts ot" Igna-
tius, in which heretical opinions are adverted to, we Hnd that father o|)posing
to those opinions the fact of our Lord's niirHCulous birtli, agreeably to ^he
account given of it by St. .Mattliew ; and opposing that fact as decisive and
unanswerable In argument, whilst it is Itself assumed as am itter about which
there was no dispute. That the heretical opinions, moreover, agains. wiiich

he had to contend, were not those which maintained the simple iuimanity of
Christ, but those, on the contrary, which denied his human nature altogether,

and the reality of his suffering and resurrection ; seems faiily deducible from
the entire tenor and language of his Epistles, and more especially from the
xith section of his Epistle to the Magnesians, in which he lays particular

stress on these things having been dune truly and certainly^Tre^a.^bivTu. !tKi)bui

Kcti CiCutce;. [On this subject I cannoi fjibear recommending lo the reader

an excellent work of the late Mr. Wilson, of St Joim's College, Cambridge,
on the Method of Explaining the jVew 't\stai7itnt by the early opinions of Jeiva

and Christians concerning Christ. Let him look particularly to p. 3.')7f and
the argument connected therewith. I cannot but think, that this ingenious

writer has taken a jiister view than that which even the learned Bishop Pear-

son, the great vindicator of Ignatiui's writings, has formed, of the nature of

the heresies with which this ancient father had to contend.]

How little, then, upon the wliole, these early fathers had to do with

establishing the truth of the history relating to " the family and birth of

Christ;" how little they wei-e, in their writings, concerned in *' debates with

.lewish unOtiievers /' how little they were urged to the necessity of* refer-

ring to the first two cliapters of Si. Maithew," and how little consequently

Dr. Wdliams is at liberty to infer fn^m the silence which he attributes to

them on tiie subject matter of those clmpters, the conclusion that they are

spurious,— I leave to the reader to determine. Tiiat he may fu-m the better

judgment of the value of the argument derived from the silence of the Apos-

tolical Fathers concerning any assigned portion of scripture, I shall conclude

With transcribing some observatimis of the industiious and cautious Lurdner

upon the subject of their writings {Works, vol. 11. pp. 103, 1U4.)
—

" All

these are but short pieces. The largest is the Shepherd kA Hernus, whlcli is

almost as large as all the rest put together. But it was inconsistent with

the nature otthat work for the writer to q^tote books. All these pieces,

except the Siiepherd of llermas, are epistles written to Christians; who, it

is likely, needed not at that time to be particularly iiifbi-med what books

they out^ht to receive; but only to be adtiioiiislied to attend to the thini^s

eontained in them, and to maintain their respect for them, as is here otten

done." From these and otiier particulars, he procccd.s to nay,—" it is ap-

parent, that these Apostolical Faihers have not omitted to take notice olany

book of the New Testament, which, as far as we are able to judire, their

design led them to mention. Their sdence, tnerefore, about any other books

can bs no prejudice to tlicir genuinen'^is^, if we shall hereafter ra««t witii
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Rome unknown way, for the benefit of his church." We are

told, that " we may imagine what we please, but that more

than this is not revealed ; of which it unfortunately happens^

that not one word is revealed—except by Mr. Belsham : St.

Paul having simply said, that Christ is now at the right hand

of Gody making intercession for US.—God however has no
right hand? and interceding does not mean interceding.^

credible testimonies to them." What has been here justly remarked re^

specting the books of scripture, equally applies to portions of those books.

* Mr. Belsham's remark on the force ofthe original word, rendered by uS;,

making intercession, deserves to be noticed. " The word," he says, " ex-

presses any interference of one person /or or against another." Now, from
this it follows, that if Christ be not supposed to interfere/or us, he must be
employed in exercising- his powei-s against us. Does Mr. B. pre'er this to

the received sense ? It appears, however, that he has borrowed his view of

this passage from Dr. Taylor's note on Rom. viii. 27. as he refers us to that

for full satisfaction. Such then is the joint lig'iit of Dr. Taylor and Mr. Bel-

sham. But it seems necessary to remind Mr. B. of the difference between
ttTvyxctvitv iccLTcti andsvTv^;^av£/v vTriQ^. 1 must therefore take the liberty of

referring him to his Lexicon. Or, if he Hnill look to Commentators, perhaps
were iie to consult Locke and Peirce,—two of those very commentators whom
he himself has named, but seems to have named only as giving a grace and
character to his list, whilst they certainly deserved to have been placed in

better company,—he would find their interpretation decidedly in favour of
that, which no scholar can question to be the sense ofthe original, interceding.

As the authority of a German commentator is likely also to have considera-

ble weight with Mr. B. I would recommend it to him to attend to Rosenmul-
ler's distinction, (Rom.xi. 2.)

—"EvTt^^;^4tvs/v vm^ t/vc?, est negotium aiicujus

comviendare, intercedere pro aliqiio ; iV'rvy)(^sLViiv kata tivo?, -est aiiqitcm,

accusare -•" so says Schleusner likewise, (wlio deserves to be particularly

consulted on the word evrvy;)(^oivw) and so say all the Lexicons. Mr. B. how-
ever says otlierwise. " Time, labour, patience, and candour" have, no doubt,
convinced him that they are wrong.
As Mr. B. has referred to Dr. Taylor, for the true and adequate sense of

the original word in these passages, it is but fair to state that writer's obser-
vations on the force of the term as applied in Rom. viii. 27. " The Spirit of
God irtakes intcrceasion for the Saints, not by making application to God on
their behalf, but by directing and qualifying t/ieir supplications in a proper
manner, by his agency and lyijlutnces upon thrir hearts ; iv/iic/i, according to the

iioipcl scheme, is the pevnliur 'work andojpce of the Holy Spirit."—What
then ? is Dr. Ta\ lor, he who has so " well explained the Jewish phrase in his
admirable AVr,"—is he, after all, but one of those " popular interpreters,''

who, in opposition to the *' Itational Christian," contend for the idle notion
of the existence and infiucnce o'i \.\\g. Holy Spirit? Ai\d does he, to whom Mr.
B. refers, for a full explanation of the original phrase commonly rendered in

the sense of making intercession for uis, expoiuid the words i\"-tvyy^a.vitv uTnp,

when applied to the Holy Spirit, as signifying that benevolent interference,
whereby <nir s\ipp!icalions are rendered more acceptable and efl'ectual with
our Almiglity Father ? The same word.';, it is clear, cannot be instantly purged
of this meaning, when they are ajjplicd by the same writer, in a few lines

after, to the case of our blessed Lord :.so that I fear much, that when Mr
B. comes to reconsider tliis matter, he will be obliged to repudiate his boast-
ed auxiliary. Dr. Taylor, as little better \.\\'m\ Orthodox.
What had been thus given, in the formei- editions of this work, as matter

of speculation, has now become matter of fact : Mr. Belsham, in his latter

.views uf this subject, has carefully omitted the mention of D...Taylor. He
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With a few other criticisms of the like nature, Mr. BeUham
has enriched liis work. He has, however, not adventiireii

far into the fiehl of controversy. He has trusted ratlier to

abstract reasoning upon what he calls philosophical princi-

ples ; and whilst he has confined himself to the sliii)u;ing to-

gether a number of rapid conclusions from plausible j)re-

mises, or to what is vulgarly styled * declamation, he has left

finds it muchsafer to place his reliance on Mr. Lindsey; an autliority, which
is not likely to Tail him in any Unitarian perversion of the sense of scripture.

And, with his assistance, having first explained tiie word iVTu^p/stv*-, as ex-

pressing any kind of interference whatever, he arrives at this conclusion, that

what is called the intercessioti of Clirist. implies the '* operation and elfect of
his mission and doctrine in the world." {Latm Inqxdry, &.c. p. S2r.) In like

manner, the Unitarian Version, to which he refers, and in wliich probaldy he
but quotes himself. For an admirable exposure of the absurdity of the in-

terpretation thus given by Mr. Belsham and his Unitarian Version, 1 refer

the reader to Mr. J^'ares^s Remarks^ p. 140—144. I slirdl only add, for the

purpose of showing how miserably unfit tlie Editors of tliis A'ersion are for

,the task which they have undertaken, that in their note on this word in Rom.
viii. 34. whilst they profess to give tlie interpretation of it by Sch!tvsiur, (an

authority to which I had formerly taken the liberty of referring Mr. Belsham,)

they garble and actually falsify his application of the term : aiid again, that

in their note on the same word in Ilebr. vii. 26. they repeat the identical

error of retierence into which Schleusner had fallen, quoiing .Vets xxvii. 24.

instead of Acts xxv. 24. and this too, whilst they are engaged in enumera-

ting the precise parts of the New Testament in which the word is to be

found, and would have us believe that they have consulted those very passa-

ges for its meaning : thus evincing, at the same time, their servile adherence

to any authority on which they may choose to rely, and their negligent rash-

ness, united with affected research in matters relating to the accuracy of th«

sacred text.

* One of the finest possible specimens of the species n^ criticism that goes

by this name, is to be found in another publication of Mr. JitisJunns, which

J have already noticed, entitled Letters on Jirianism- At p. 129, of that work,

he attacks the absurdity of deducing from the.language used throughout tlje

New Testament respecting the creation of all things by Jesus Christy the

strange conclusion, that by him a creation was liierally eflected. He admits,

indeed, that in Ephesians iii. 9. it is said, that " God created all things by

Jesus Christ :"—that in Heb. i. 2. it is said, '* by whom also he made the

worlds :"—and again in Cc'ossians i. 15, 16. " Who is the image of the in-

visible God, the first-born of every creature, for by him were all tilings crea-

ted that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, w hethcr

they be thrones or dominions, or principalities, or powers, all things were

created by him, and for him, and he is before all things, and by him all tjiings

consist." But after launchmg against these th.e usual S )cinian refutations,

—that creating does not mean creating^ and that worlds are dispensations, &.c.

&c,—he proceeds, by a still happier llight, to show that the same language

is as applicable to Buonaparte as to Jes2is Chnst I give liis words — '* Of a

certain person, who now makes a very considerable figu-e in the world, it

may be said with truth, so far as the civil state of the contin.-nt of Europe is

concerned, that he is the creator of all these new distinctions, high and low,

whether thrones, or dominions, or princip^ilities, or powers, all ti)cse things

are made by him, and for him, and he is before them all, takes precedence

both in time and dignity, and by him do all these 'things consist. Yet vi ho

wojld infer from such language as this, that the present ruler of France is a

being of superior order to mankind, much less t,!i:,t lie is tlie miker cf tl.^t
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it to the more critical advocates of Unitarianism to prove,

that the words of scripture bear that meaning which he

every where assumes. Indeed this work, the professed ob-

ject of which is to try the doctrines of the gospel by the

standard of scripture, no less than by that of reason, is so

miserably deficient in the point of critical inquiry, that its

avowed admirers, the Analytical Reviewers feel it neces-

sary to admit, whilst they endeavour to vindicate this de-

fect.—" We have said, this is a popular work. The reader

must not look into it for verbal criticism, or the citation of

ancient authority." But they add, in excuse, " the work to

which it is a reply, was altogether declamation."^ And if

so, it has undoubtedly been answered in its own way.
I have now done with Mr. Belsham : nor should I have

directed the attention of the reader so much to this gentle-

man's performance, had I known any I other work, than the

world ? The lan^vnge ivhich is true of Biionaparte, in a civil sense, is applica'

bie to JtHus Chrlit in a moral view ; but it no more implies pre-existence, or

proper creative poxver, in one case than in the other " / / f—This comment of
Mr. Belsham's requires no comment from me.

* Hevieiv for JMarck, 1798.

t That part of the Unitarian creed, which relates to the person and cha-
racter of our Lord, has rtceived some additional touches from the hand of
Mr. Belsham, in a work recenily published ; which lie entitles, A Calm In-

cjuiry into the Scripture Doctriyie concerning the Persun of Christ ,• and in
which he professes to give a formal digest of the recog-nized opinions of the
Unitarians upon this subiect in the }ear 1811. Of this digest I select the
few passages which follow.—" The Uiutarian doctrine is, that Jesus of Na-
zaret h was a man con.stiiuted in all respects like othermen,subject to the same
infirmities, the same ignorance, prejudices, and frailties,"—" that he was born
in lou" circumstances, having no peculiar advantages of education, or learning,

&c "—" Tiie Unitarians maintain, that Jesus and his apostles were supei'na-
tiirally instructed as far as was necessary for the execution of their commis-
sion, that is, for the revelation and proof of tiie doctrine of eternal life, and
that the favour of God extended to the Gentiles equally with the Jews;
and that Jesus and his apostles, and others of the primitive believers, were
occasionally inspired to foretell future events. But they believe that super-
naturul inspiration was limited to these ca.ses alone : and that when Jesus
or his apostles deliver opinions upon stibjects unconnected with the object
of their mission, such opinions, and their leasonings upon them, are to be
received with the same alteniion and caution with those of other persons in
simiLu- circumstances, of similar education, and with similar habits of tliink-

i"/?" (P- 447- 451.) Here then is an improved view of the case : a mani-
fest progress in the Unitarian system. Tiie supernatural instruction vouch-
safed to our Lord was strictly limned to the object of his mission : this ob-
ject Was, exclusively, to make known the doctrine of eternal life, and the
admission of the Gentiles to divine favour equally with the Jews : in all mat-
ters not connected with this object, tiie oj>ini ms and reasonings of our
Lord are to be esteemed of no greater v.lue than those of any person of
similar circumstances and education, he b..irig subject to the same ignorance
ami prejuflices to which the common nature of man is subject : and as he was
of low circumstances, and had no peculiar advantages of education or learn-
ing, of couriic it ibUo'.vs upon the whole, that the opinions and reasonings of
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Review of Mr. JV'ilberfone's Treatise, in which the entire

system and bearings of the doctrines called Unitnrian, are

exhibited with equal brevity, distinctness, and candour. To
Mr. B. is certainly due tJie praise of an honest and open
avowal of his sentiments. And, in his work, as J doubt not
in his life, are exhibited strong traits of talent, combined with
amiable and virtuous feeling. The same freedom with which

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, are (except wlien tliey relate to the doc-
trine of a future life and universal retribution) to be titated wiih as little

respect, as tliose of any person of low orij^in and circuiTisiances who Iiad re-

ceived as few advan'ag-es of learning' or education. I have not carried on
the arg-um^-nt as reg'ax'dini^ the aposiles, tor .Mr. Btdsham and his associates
have long- ago disposed of ihe Episvles. But how much of tlie gosi>els must
now follow them as waste p.»p(.i- ?—Yet farther, itisnot merely ihe ignorance
and prejudices t to which our Lord was as subject as other incn, tliat wc liavc

to guard ai^^'ainst, in his opinions and reasonings on all topics, save the one
above e.xct'pled ; but we have also to secure omselves against tlie conse-
quences of I )iose iVz/?;-7//2>/ts andfrailties o'( 3i\\ descriptions which are inci-

dent to human nature, and to wlucli our Lord was not less liable than other
human beings. Thus, according to Mr. Belsham, the moral as well as the
intellectual imperfections, which render the o])inions and reasonings of men,
and more particularly of men who have had no peculiar advantages of edu-
cation or learning, liable to error and exception, alike ailect the opinions

and reasonings of our blesse;l Lord ; save onl\ on that one subject, to w Inch

Mr. Belsiiam informs us, his commission was rigidly restrictetl. As Mr.
Belsliam'j langiuige seems to cast a reflection on the moral character of

our Lord, it is but justice to Mr. B. to state what he iias ex[>ressl\ said

upon that pomt. " The moral character of Christ, through the whole
course of his public 'ministry, as recorded by the evangelists, is pure and
unimpeachable in every particular. Whether this perfection ot character

in />?fZ>/ic life, combined with the general declaration of his freed-m from
sin, establish, or were intended to establish, the fict, that Jesus through
the whole course of his private life was completely exem|)t fiom all the

errors and failings of human nature, is a question of no great intrinsic

moment, atid concerning which we have no suffu.ient data to had to a sa-

tisfactory conclusion." (p. 190.) Here Mr. Bclsliam admits that we have

no actual proof of any sinful acts committed by our Lord in iiis j-rnate

life, so that we cannot positively and satisfactorily pronounce any thing upon
that head. But it must be observed, that this admission has been mad^
after the i-ecital of certain declarations of scripture, that*' he knew no sin,"

that he " was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from sinners ;" that.

he did no sin, neither was guile foiuul in his month ," and others of the

same itnport :—although, as these declarations do not relate to the object

of Clirisi's mission as stated by Mr Belsham, it is difficult to discover to

what credit they are entitled upon the princii)le which he Ikis laid duvin. In

a distant part of his work, however, in which he wa^ sufficiently removed

from the influence of the above testimonies, and when he prepares himselt

to sum up resolutely the articles of the Unitarian creed, he nses aboNC the

weakness into which he had liere allowed himself to fall; and (as we have

seen in the two preceding pages) affirms of that great Being, who c:.me to

redeem the world from sin, that he was subject to the conmion infirmities

and frailties of human nature. It will not now appear SMrprising, that Mr.

Belsham and his Unitarian associates are so extremely anxit)us to establisJi

the apocryphal gospel of the Nazarenes to be the true original gospel of

S'. Matthew : for that gospel, as Jerem- Jones, (a favourite with the Unita-

rians,) has shown, in his Method of a-ttling the Canonical Authority of the

JWiu Testamcnty vol. i. p. :j76, has left »is reason to believe, that " Christ

<V)as a sinnert or at least that it is doubtful whether he iiuas jo or not."'"
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he has treated others, and with which, were he to offer any

animadversions on this work,* his pen would be directed to-

wards me, I have not scrupled to use with him. If I have

misrepresented him, it certainly has not been my intention.

His language I confess, has offended me by its arrogance: and

perhaps the feeling, which that would naturally excite, may
have dictated a mode of reply, not always sufficiently re*

spectful. If any thing like asperity or sarcasm has escaped

me, I wish it to be considered, as applied to the cause, and

to the manner of supporting it, rather than to the writer him-

feelf. His opinions, as undermining the best interests of hu-

man kind; and his style, like that of all the writers of the

same side of the question, as tending to overbear by an im-

posing confidence of tone, and a familiar and frontless as-

sumption of superiority, can scarcely be received without

indignation,! or met without warmth. I do not pretend to

* It is now ten years since the first publication of this work : and, during

that time, neither Mr. Belsham nor any of his learned Unitarian fellow-la-

bourers, have, as far as I know, favoured the public with any observations

upon the arguments which it contains. Dr. Priestley, if I recollect rlg-htly,

;ibout the year 1790, stated in one of the public prints, that his History of
Early Opinions, having- remained along time unanswered, if the same silence

should be observed during a limited period which he specified, he would
consider it as an acknowledgment on the part of the whole Christian world
that it was unanswerable. In this I will not presume to follow Dr. Priest-

ley's example. It had better become Dr. Priestley to suppose, that his

work had not received an answer, because it was not deemed of sufficient

moment to demand one. It must surely become me to suppose the same of
mine. At the same time, I cannot but rejoice, that its reception and circu-

lation have been such as to give good reason to beheve, that there is no small

portion of the community to whom it appears to contain useful matter : and
I shall certainly feel most sincere satisfaction, if it be allowed to continue to

work its silent way without the noise and the exasperation of controversy.

f I cannot allow myself to employ the term, v.'hyj# Mr. B. does not
scruple to combine with this, on much slighter p\-ovoi[^ion,—" contewpt."

(/Pt'Titit?, p. 61) And yet,—to pass from Mr. Belshan^ to the entire class

of his fellow-labourers, and to speak not of tlreTh'Sividual, but of the cause
at large, and of its champions,—what can be more fitly calculated to excite
even the feeling which that term expresses, tlian the impotent and arrogant
attempts of a icw loquacious sciolists, directed against the sublime and
solid truths of revelation ? Bialiop IVatson, whose tolerant moderation is

the subject of general praise, is forced to exclaim, that '* it cannot but
move one's indignation, to see a smattering in pliilosoj)hy urged as an ar-

gument against the veracity of an apostle." {'I\vo ^^pologies, &c. p. 559.)
—What shall be said, wlien the same sort oi" smattering is employed, to

overturn the whole edifice of Christianity, to subvert the sanctioned wis-
rh)m of ages, and to overwhelm in one shapeless ruin the joint structure of
I'-'arning and inspiration?—The Ucan of JVinchcster, Vfho '\<i so justly dis-

linguishod for the brilliancy if his talents, the richness of his acquirements,
and the clo(iuencc and vigour of his style, has described the modc! i Soci-
nianisni, as " consisting of a train of whimsical paradoxes, the mere abor-
tions of the mind ! strange without originality, dull witiiout sobriety, flip-

pant without wit, and contagious without allurement."' (Discourses o7i Va-
iious Si:']jrcCf,r>. 145.)—A Ica'ure ec^ually appropriate, and moj-e olfcBsive,
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We been free from the impression of these feelings. I trust
however, I have not permitted them to carry me beyond the
due limits. My object has been truth : and my wish, not un-
necessarily to hurt the feelin-s of Mr. B. or of those, who
Ti^ith him assume the title of Unitarians. If, to the body
of that denomination at large, I have attributed sentiments
and opinions, which they do not recognize as justly imputa-
ble, it is to Mr. Belsham, not to me, they are to ascribe the
error. My representation of their peculiar tenets, has been
chiefly derived from the work whicli he has given to the pub-
lic, with the express purpose of promulging and vindicating
the creed of the Unitarians, or Rational Christians. If
he has not been a faithful interpreter of their opinions, it is

theirs to correct the mistake. Hitherto that publication has
been circulated, as the Unitarian Manual ; and whatever

because more Insulting- and more mischievous, remains to be added to the
picture; namely, an imposing affectation of superior knowledge without
possessing any of its attainments. That grandest of all mischiefs, which
an admired ancient has described as, A/uxQist. t/c /utx\u. ^'^KiTrtty S:km7<x.
HVAi fj.iyt<s-H */!av«o-;f: eminently belongs to the race of modern Socinians, or
Unitarians, as they choose to call themselves ; and requires of coarse only
to be unmasked in order to be put down. To tliis, I confess, my effort!
(throughout this appendix especially) have been particularly directed : and
so anxious have I been to effect this point, which in such a case I conceive
to be vital, that I have not hesitated to expose myself to those imputations
which are generally cast upon the liberality and the politeness of the wri.
ter, who scruples not to press home truths in a direct manner, without fe»r,

and without compromise. If I have had the good fortune to accomplish
this object, I am satisfied to submit to whatever consequences may follow.

I am not, indeed, without the apprehension, that I may appear to assume
somewhat too much in the application of the following passage from
Bishop Warburton : and yet it approaches so nearly to the state of my own *

feelings, in winding up this appendix, that I cannot avoid transcribing it.

In speaking of the particular manner in which he had thought it right to

treat the pernicious sopliistries which were opposed to the fundamental
truths of Christianity, that glowing and powerful writer thus expresses
himself—** He knows what the gentle reader thinks of it. IJut he is not
one of those opposers of Infidelity, who can reason without earnestness,

and confute without warmth. He leaves it to others, to the soft Divine,

and courtly Controversialist, to combat the most flagitious tenets with se-

renity ; or maintain the most awful of religious truths in a way, that mis-

leads the unwary reader into an opinion of their making but little impres-

sion on the writer's own heart. For himself, he freely ^wns, he is apt to

kindle as he writes ; and would even blush to repel an insult oh sense and
virtue with less vig:)ur than every honest man is expected to show in his

own cause."

—

Remarks on llumts Essay, &c. p. 12.

Suck observations as have been added to the Jppemlix, since the appearand

of the first Edition of this work, it has been thow^ht right to introduce in the

fonn of J\''ot€Sy so as to leave the text {as it originally stood) unaltered.
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reception it may have experienced from others has certainly

ITJed to obtain among that description of Chnst.ans, no

small portion of applause.
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PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

Abraham's intended sacrifice of Isaac—a singular resemblance to it in the
tMystical sacrijict- of the Fheiiicians, 211—218.

ATNOHMATA, or sins of ignorance, fully explained, 187—194 Opinion
of the Rabbis concerning sins of this description, 153— 154.

Jlnimal food not granted to man before the flood, 282—289.

apostolical Fathers—their references to various passages of the New Tes-
tament, 505, 506 the nature and objects of their writings, 500, 506, 507

their silence respecting the first two chapters of St. MaUhew fals«*ly

urged as an argument against the authenticity of those chapters, 500—507.

Articles {Thirty-nine)—not to be subscribed unless fjy those who believe

the doctrines which they propound, 449, 452 the bearing of the Sixth

Article on the interpretation of the rest, 449 Mr. Fellowes's unjustifiable

notions of their meaning and obligation, 448—453 Dr. Paley, Mr Gis-

borne, Dr. Powell, and the Bishop of Lincoln, referred to upon their inter-

pretation, 452 reduced in number from thirty-nine to tvjtnty-five by Mr.
Wesley ; and those which are retained by him, niaterialiy altered, 100.

Asiatic Researches—the London Edition of this work contains a luicied

fabrication, intended to subvert revelation, 409.

Atonement—thereceived doctrine of, objected to on the ground th^t Christ's

death was not a propitiatory sacrifice, 32 Objection answered by texts of

scripture describing it as such, 3'2, 131 Objected, that the language in

these texts is figurative, 33, 131, 143, 147 Objection answered, 33, 34,

128, 149 Leading arguments against the doctrine, urged with their j^reat-

est force by Ben Mordecai, 148 Levitical atonement said by B Mordecai

and Dr. Priestley to imply* only ceremonial purification, 183, 187 the

contrary shown, 183— 187 more minutely argued, 187—197 Atone-

ments in the Old Testament extended to the violations of moral law, and

procured a real forgiveness, 34, 35, 193—196 Objections against the

doctrine, unfairly drawn from the expression, vicarious punishment, 197—
198 Arguments brouL^ht by Sykes and B. Mordecai against the docirine,

on the supposition of an implied vicarious substitution, \9ii shown to have

no weight ag-ainst the true notion of atonement, 19S—2u4 'Christian

atonement described by the terms, bearing sins, &c. in such ninnner, as to

convey the propitiatory and vicarious iniport more strongly than is expressed

in the Mosiic, 199, 200, 219 mc(msistency m the arjjuments urged on

this head against the doctrine, 219 language of tiie New Testament more

circumstantial and precise upon the nature of atonement, than that of the

Old, 49, 398, 399 contended by Dr. Priestlev, that no trace whatever of

the doctrine is to be found either in Old or New Testament, '25S -refuted,

38, 260——the doctrine, whv not as fully explained in the Gospels as in the
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Bpjstles 259, 260, 447 Doctrine of atonement does not sink our ideas of

the divine mercy, 265, 266 position to the doctrine arising generally from

what cause, 38 see Rtdemption—

B

^<,///y_maintains an extravagant antiquity of the Indian Jstrononiy, 410,

411 ^followed by Professor Flay/airy ibid. confuted by La Place, 411,

412 and by Mr. Bentley, 412, 413.

Balguy's excellent argument to prove the natural insufficiency of repent-

ance to procure forgiveness of sins, 65, 66, 128.

Barbauldy (.Mrs.)—her admirable remarks on prayer, 88, 89 defender

of public worship againstWakefield, 108 represents good works as giving

a claim of right to divine acceptance, 109 a highly accomplished writer,

108, 405.

Beaitie, (Dr.) his excellent confutation and exposure of i^?^me^ 424, 427,

429, 430 pronounces the human invention of language to be impossible,

292.

Belsham, (Mr.)—rejects the notion of Christ's pre-existence, 53 refers

to others for the proof, 53, 54 indulges in impious raillery on the subject

of atonement, 105 has no fixed creed, 108 explains the difference be-

tween Unitarians and SoctTiians, 95 argues in support of a purgatory^

462, 465, 468 denies that any religious address should be offered to

Christ, 462 maintains, in opposition to the received notion of the corrup-

tion of human nature, the preponderance of virtue over vice, 464 make&
virtue mechanism, 464, 465 overturns his own scheme of merit, 464,

465 must on his own principles reject the notion of punishment altoge-

ther, 465, 466 adopts the principle o? predestination, 465, 467 and the

fatalism of the Stoic, 467 inconsistently recommends gratitude to God,

467, 468 his new mode of reforming a sinner, 468, 469 objects spe-

cially to remorse in the sinner, as a thing pernicious, 468, 469 inconsist-

ently calls upon the sinner to reform, whilst the principles which he advances

go to prove the impossibility of reformation, 469 adopts the unintelligi-

ble phraseology of the liluminati, 469 rejects the idea of prayer, and
necessarily, 470 objects to the Sabbatical observance, as forbidden by

the .Gospel, 63, 470 considers it injurious to tlie cause of virtue, 470, 471

sliort view of Mr. B's Christianity, 471, 473 differs little from the

deism of Lapaux, 107, 473 Mr. B. a moral teacher, 473, 474 but not

a teacher of Cliristianity, 473, 474 admits himself to be nearer to Infidel..

ity than to Orthodoxy, 474 guilty of a total want of charity in his judg-

ment of the Clergy of the Established Church, 474, 476 arrogates exclu-

sively tiic profession of a pire Christianity, 476 complains of persecution,

ibid. his proof of this perseculioa. 477 sufficiency of this proof con-

sidered, 477, 479 asserts the Unitarian cause to be progressive, 479

in what sense this can be allowed to be true, 480 Mr. B. prevented from
advancing to Deism by his early instruction in sounder principles, 482, 48S

his assertion of the increase of the number of Unitarians borrows an*

appearance of truth from one circumstance, 483 One most extraordinary

and irrefragable proof of Mr. B's assertion, 483—484 he admits Unitari-

anisin to be hard to be understood, 48.5 called on to account for the dis-

solution of tiie Academy of Hackney, 63, 480, 485 admits and glories in

the licentiousness of the system at Hackney, 480, 481 explains how the

Unitarians contrive to retain the Bible, 485, 486 interprets like Lord Pe-

ter, 486 enjoys an exclusive monojjoly of the powers of reasoning, 487,

488 exhibits singular proofs of t!iis in a treatise on Logics, Metaphysics,
and Moj-als, by a reference to which tieutise his high claims are estimated^

487, 468 classes the clergy of the establi.shment under the heads of im-
postors and bigots, 489 charges Doddridge with supporting from preju-

ilice an errcmeous and unscriptui-ul system, il)i<:l. refl-rs for the proof of

the trutli of his tenets to other Commentators, 489. 509, 510 has made a
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good selection for his purpose, 490, 491 why could not add Paine, 490
why not Gcddes, 490, 491 exhibits a few specimens of his own criti-

cism, 492^—509 convicts St. Paul of ignoranci-, 497—502 sets hira
T\pn, 504, 508 commends Dr. Taylor's Scripture Key, reason why, 113,
462 refers to Dr. Taylor, whose observations make against him, 508
compares Bonaparte to Jesus Christ, 509 lias lately given a nc<y digest of
the Unitarian creed as touching the per.son of Chri.st, 510, 511 shows
that the teaching of our Lord and his Apostles is to be received with great
caution and d'strust, 511 expresses doubts as to the moral character of
our Saviour, 511.

Ben Moniecai, (H. Taylor,) his letters written with acutencss, 84
his just views of the principle of onediaiio/i, 84 iiis scheme of Atone-
ment, 27 not free from a tincture of Socinian principles, 27, 110—
different from that of Dr. Taylor of Norwich, ll.; objects to the re-
ceived doctrine of Atonement, its implication of the (iivine)mplacabilitv, 2»

answered on his own principles, 28—30, 113—116 objects without
reason to Grotitis, Stillingfleet, and Clarke, 115 objects to the doctrine
of atonement on the ground of a want of discoverable connexion between
the means and the end, 29 answered, 29, :iO, 120, IJl objects on
the ground <if the divine immutability, and of the texts which .speak of
man's reconciliation to God, 30, 31, 118 answered, 20—32, 121—123

denies that the paschal lamb is referred to in calling Jesus the Lamb
of God, 128 refuted, 128, 129 endeavours to prove t-iat the word
t\a.crfj(.o( does not support the idea of propitiation, 130 shown to be mis-
taken, 130, 1.11, 142 his argument from ihe word Kxrst.A?.xy» shown to
be inconclusive, 141, 142 endeavours to prove that the plirase yir u*,

cannot mean in our stead, 144 his argument shown to be erroneous, 144—
146, 505 attempts to deprive the Levitical atonement of all propitiatory

import, and to represent it but as a ceremonial purification, 187 tliis

notion refuted, 184—187 his arguments against the doctrine of atone-
ment on the supposition of its implying the absurdity of a vicarious substi-

tution, stated and answered, 198, 203 his attempt to do away the force
of the expression, bearing sins, examined and refuted, 227, 258 his

theory of Sacrifice, 276 shown to be erroneous, 40, 281, 282.

Benson, (Dr.) admits that bearing sins, signifies snffering the penalty due
to them, 252 his criticism on the word a.va<^t^ai exanuned and refuted,

255, 256.

Blaney, (Dr ) not consistent, 249, 250.

Bolingbrnke supplies, without intending it, a good argument against cer-

tain mistaken views of the Mosaic institution, 406 a short review of his

character, and of his attempts to overturn revelation, 416, 422.

Bryant, (Jacob)—grounds of his opinion thai Philo Judaeus derived his

knowledge from Christi.uv sources, 161 his striking observations on the
Mystical Sacrifice of the Pht-nicians, 213—216.

Buchanan, (Dr Claudius)—his Memoir on the Expediency of an Eccle-

siastical Establishment for British India, a work deserving most serious

attention, 74

—

76 it presents a melancholy view of the neglect of reli-

gion in India by the British, 75 exhibits a pkusi'ig picture of the Church
Q^ Malabar, 76 represen s that clmrch as ])ossLS>ing the purity of the

Protestant profession of Christianity, transmitted to it from the apostolic

age, ibid.

Celsus—bears testimony to the authenticity of the fir^t two cJjapters of

St. Matthew's gospel, 408, 409.

Chubb, exhibits curious specimens of dcistical arguments against Chris-

tianity, 84—86.
C/o/>/)^r.Z'Mrj'/i'^ judicious remarks on the distinction between the sacri-

fices of Ca<n and Abel, 87o.
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ComHilac, (Abbe de)—his attempt to explain tbe natural rise and growth

of lang-ua.cre, 2 56, 237 followed by Br. Jdam Smith, and Mr. Bitgald

Stewart, 237 Ins theory untenable, 237, 238

Corruption of human natwe, 24, 96—98 fully examined by Leland,

96 eloquently described by Mr. Wilberforce, 96, 97 also by Mrs.

Hannah More, 98 -denied in a certain sense bv the Wesleyan Method-

ists, as well as by the followers of Priestley, 98, 99, 102, 103.

CreUius,—his criticism on Isuiah liii. and particularly on the phrase bear-

ing sinsy fully examined, 227—258.

Cunibtrland, (Bishop)—opposes the idea of the Phenician sacrifice be-

inj^ derived from th« intended sacrifice of Isaac, 217 the particular

impressions under which this writer engaged in the Review of Sanchonia-

fho's History, disqualified him for the due discharge of the task, 217.

Deist, rejects totally the idea of a Mediator, 18 his objections apply

equally to Natural asto Revealed Religion, 18—23 not a true philoso-

pher, 18, 19 cannot prove from reason the sufficiency of repentance,

J9^ 20 well answered by Baiguy, 65, 66 refuted by experience,

showing the necessity of a revelation on this head, 20, 21, 67—8.3 his

objections against a Mediator bear with equal force against repentaiice and

praver, 22 The error in all such reasonings, 22, 23, 87, 88.

Dodson, (Mr.)—his criticisms on Isaiah liii. and his endeavours to do

away the force of the expression bearing sins, carefully examined, 223

—

258 commended, yet partial in his translation anil commentary, 223,

224 refers in proof of the justness of his criticisms to writers who have

given no proof, 230, 231, 242—*'47-

Etamon, (Mr.) charges the evangelists with gross contradictions, 106

—retains only the gospel of St. Luke, and but a part of that, 106, 107.

Fellowes, (Mr.) attacks most imwarrantably the doctrines and articles of

the established church, 440—436 observations upon his writings, ibid.

Female luriters of modern times, who have contributed by their publica-

tions to the advancement of virtue and religion, 469.

Gcddes, (Dr.)—Specimen of his respect for the writings, and of his

qualifications as a translator, of the Old Testament, 270—272, 290, 291

instance of his grotesque rendering of certain words, 178 his absurd

view of the sacrifices of the Hebrews as borrowed from the Egyptians,

270—272 opposed and answered by Dr. Priestley, 272—274 his

strange distinctioi\ between those whom he calls the vulgar Papists, and

the vulgar Protestants, 390, 391.

Grotius,—his erroneous translation of Heb. i. 2. 54, 55 charged with

Socinianism, 55 his extravagant application of tiie famous prophecy oir

Isaiah liii. to Jeremiah, 227 his strange notion concerning the nature of

Abel*s sacrifice, examined, and confuted, 368—371 his excellent re-

marks on the relation subsisting between the Mosaic and the Christian sa-

crifices, 394, 395.

II

ffeath, (Mr.)—The objections urged by him and others against the anti-

quity of the book of Job fully examined, '320—325
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Heidegger's interpretation of tlie passage in Gen. 1. 29, 30. a3 a grant of ani-
mal food to Adam, shown to be erroneous, 285— 87.

Herder*s Essay to explain the natural acquisition of language, admitted
lo be the best in support of that notion, and yet radically dtftciive, 299.
Hume, (Dayid)--a short view of his character, and of his inveterate and

impotent hostility against Revelation, 421—437 a dangerous guide in
history as well as \n philosophy, 432—437 his calumnies against Lutiier
fully exposed, 434, 435.

Ignatius (Saint)—affords strong testimony to the authenticity of the first
Cwo chapters of St. uMattheiv, 500, 501, 506 nature of his allusions to
scripture, and of his writings generally, 506, 507.

Indian records,—falsely asserted to be prior to the Mosaic n'ntings, 409
414 dishonest attempt in the London editors of the Asiatic Researches
to advance their extravagant claims to antiquity, 409.

Jev:s,—their notions concerning the state of the dead, unfolded In the ex-
plication of their terms Sheol and Rephaim, 346—349 their extrordi-
nary admission of a compact with the Father binding the Son to a vica-
rious suffering for the sins of men, 456, 457.

Job,—the reality of the history, and the date and author of the book,
carefully considered, 312—368 Various opinions on these heads, and
their principal supporters, 312, 314—316, 317, 318, 332, 33 . the book
an inspired work, 331, 332 erroneous objections to the antiquity of the
book of Job by Bishop Stock, and their confutation, 332—366——the his-

tory of him handed down among the Arabians, 366—368.

Josephtis,—his testimoiiN , as far as it goes, favourable to the notion of the
propitiatory virtue of sacrifice, in opposition to the assertion made by Dr.
Priestley upon that subject, 159-— 161 uses expressions which clearly
mark the use of the word /Aar«§'cv among the Jews in a strict propitiatory

sense, 131.

Justin Martyr— quotes from Ezra an extraordinary passage relating to
the Passover, 173, 174. affords ample testimony to the authenticity of
\\iQfirst iivo chapters ofi Si. Matthew's gospel, 499, 500, 501, 502, 504.

K

Kennicot, prefers Coverdale's to our present version of the bible, 237-^—
his criticism on Hebr xi. 4. not admissible, 373—378 mistakes the nji-

ture of the Mincha, 375

—

o77.

Keschita,—\\\t true meaning of this word considered, 318—320.

Language,—its origin from divine institution, 289—301 of the New
Testament peculiar, 137, 138 opinions of Capcllus, Emesti, Michacits,

Middleton, IVarbwion, Leland, and Campbell, upon this subject, ibid—

—

figzirative distinguislted from analogical, 146, 147.

Leland, (Ur. Thomas, of Trinity College, Dublin,) has best refuted the

objections against the inspiration of the writers of the N. T. derived from
their unclasi>ical st}le, 138 an account of his writings, 138— 140.

Lincoln, (Bishop of)—on Philip, ii. 6, 7- deserves particularly to be con-

sulted, 53 his judicious reflections on the endeavours of the Christian

after perfiection, 101 his excellent observatioJis on subscription lo the

Articles oj the Church. 450—452.
Luthei—the calumnies circulated against him by Hume exposed and re-

futed, 433—436.
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JUaimoniJcr-^h'is notion of the origin of sacrifice, 151——his opinion of

the book of Job followed by Le Clerc and Michaelis, 313-—the origin of

his celebrated work, the Moteh J\revechi7n, 404. followed by Spenotr and
Warhurton, 404.

Matthcu^ (St.) reconciled with Isaiah, 227—239 arguments relating

to the authenticity of the first two chapters of his gospel, 492, 507.

Jilcde—his opinion that sacrifices were esseniiuMyfederal feastt, 278, 279
shown to be ill founded, 279, 280 his excellent observation on those

passages of scripture which .seem to depreciate sacrifices, 309.

Michaelis—his exposition of the word ixa-^ngm, 131 his opinion of

the apostolical antiquity of the old Syriac version of the N. T. 137.——his

objections against the reality of the history of Job examined, 313—316——
his arguments in support of the antiquity ofthe book, 323, 324.

Jtlonboddo, (Lord)—his strange theory of the origin of language, 295.

JViorc, (Mrs. Hannah)—a distinguished and powerful advocate of virtue

and religion, 469 quoted on the subject of human corruption, 98 her
just and beautiful observations on Hutne's History, 433—436.

Morgan,—his absurd idea of the origin of sacrifice, 40, 267 of some
use, 267.

N

JSTares, (Rev. JS.)--his Bampton Lecture amost valuable work, 413, 414
his Remarks on the Unitarian Version of the J^'^e'a Testament referred to,

261, 262, 497, 509^ the cause of Christianity much indebted to hira,

262, 413.

Outrarn^—his work Be Sacrifciis deserves to be particularly consulted on
the sacrificial docti-ine of the Rabbis, 151, 200, 204.

Parr, (Dr.) unguardedly commends Mr. Felloxves^s writings, 454—456
his eloquent eulogium on Dr. Priestley, 477 his defence of Dr.

Thomas Leland, 139, 140.

Passover,—an accurate discussion of the meaning of the original word,
175—181 shown to be a sacrifice, 169—175- extraordinary passage
relating to it in Justin Martyr, 173.

^Percival, (Dr.)—a distinguished writer, 471 his excellent remarks on
Providence and Prayer, 471, 472 valuable observations on the Origin of
£vil, the Evidence of Christianity, and the clerical character and conduct,

472 Memoir of his life and character by his son Dr. Edward Percival,

472.

Philo Judccu.f,—not accurately versed in Jewish customs, 161, 165, 171

holds a number of doctrines, and particularly those of a Mediator and
propitiation, that closely resemble the Christian doctrines, 161—165

supposed by Bryant to have derived his knowledge from the first Christians,

161 this notion opposed by Alllx, 161.

Popish Hvritcrs, support the notion of the human invention of sacrWice,

and whv, 269 those of the present day not entitled to serious considera-

tion, 387—391.
Portcus, (Bishop)—his sermons on the Christian doctrine of Redemption^

excellent, 84.

Pre-exister.ce—Texts supporting, 54 .\rguments against, by Grotius,

55 bv modern Sncinians in general, 55—61 by Mr. Liwdsey, 56

by Mr. Tyrwhitt, 57 by Mr. Wakefield, 58, 59, 60 by Socinus, 59
—^r-defended against the above objectors. 53—61.
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Price, (Dr.)- his stvange opinion conccrnlnp; Universal:, 293, 294
offers some excellent observalions on the coinpuiibiiiiy of ihe eflicxv of
prayer with the divine imniutability, %7, 88 lUa on tlie erticacy ot m-
iercession with the Deity, 90—92 remarks hkewise on tlie benrficial in-

fluence of intercessionary prayer on the mind of him who offers it, 91, 93.

to be lamented that sucii a man should in some poinis have departed so far

from scripture truth, 92.

Priestley, (Dr.)—Ins irreverent lanj^^uag-e conceminf^ the sacved writers,

62, 106, 107, 149, 226 pronounces it indispensable to his scheme to over-
turn the received doctrine of Atonement, 63—65 liis boldness of assertior*

respecting- historical facts, 79—83 his historical incompetency fully es-

tabhshed, 67—8 J his mcompetency as a reporter of the Kabbip.ical

opinions and writincjs, 149—159 his gross mistatement of their writings,

and of those of Philo and Josephus, 149—165 his extraordinary power
of modifying and applying the testimonies of ancient writers, 151— 165 •

seems as little conversant with classical as with historical writers, 165,

166—r—cons ders the death of Christ in the same light with that of any otlier

good man, 95 misrepresents the arguments in support of the doctrine of

atonement, 105, 260 charges the sacred writers as ignorant and lilunder-

ing, 106, 107 ^boasts of having no fixed creed, 108 instances of his

mode of evading the force of scrip, ure authority, 117, 118, 131, 143, 144

directly mistatesthe book of Job, 126 his unjustifiable inaccuracy in Scrip-

ture criticism shown in his remarks on two important passages, Isaiah liii.

10 aad 2 Cor. v. 21. 133—141——his strange explication of the words/or and
insteady 143, 144 confesses 'hat he forces the language of scriptuic, 147,

148 contradicts himself, 148, 149 his rejection of the attribute of

Justice for the purpose of provm;;^ the sufficiency of repentance witliout any

other consideration, 126, 127 his principles go to exclude all punisiuiKut

whatever, 126 denies that the Passover was a sacrifice, 169 convict-

ed by the direct words of scripture, and all his arguments on this head sliown

to be plainly contradictory to truth, ibid. Passover on the contrary pro-

ved to be a sacrifice, 169—172 his endeavours to prove that the Lcvitical

atonement contained no idea oi propitiation^ but merely implied ceremonial

purification, 183 seems not to have attended to tiie original word *1i33,

signifying atonement, 183—184 fallacy of his argument, 184, 185 con-

futed, 184—187 his assertion that no trace of the doctrine of atonement

is to be found in either New or Old Testament, shown to be totally un-

founded, 258, 259 his assertion that no trace of the principle of atone-

ment is to be found in scripture, refuted, 260 his assertion that the doc-

trine of atonement sinks our ideas of the divine mercy, refuted, 265, 266——
maintains in opposition to Geddes, th:»t the Mosaic sacrifices were not bor-

rowed from the Heathens, but had a divine origin, "2,70, 274 in this he

contradicts himself, 274, 276 his theory of sacrifice, 276 his reason

for denying, in opposition to accumulated facts, that the notion of expiatory

sacrifice had ever obtained amongst the heatliens, 303 his private cha-

racter and talents, 477, 478 his public conduct censurable, 478,479 •

does not fairly follow up his own principles, 481 restrained by early ha-

bits, 482 his religious opinions less exceptionable as he advanced in life,

274, 57 J his uncharitable animadversions on the established clergy,

483 affirms that Unitarians never become Deists, 484- is directly con-

tradicted by fact, 484, 485 gives such an account of the nature of .\cade-

mies of the Unitarian description, as proves the progress to infidelity to be

almost unavoidable, 481.

Quarterly Revieu^—^n excellent article contained ihcreln on the subject of

the Missions to India, 76 ^its just observations on the nature of Socini^tri.

isnit 438. ^
3 U
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Ba/^/jtS'—Ml account of their opinions on the subject of the mcrifeitil

AtoJi£'nu7ity proving that they considered sacrifices not only as generally ex-

piatory, but as strictly vicarious, 150—159 the notion entertained by

some of them of the human origin of sacrifice accounted for, 157.

Rational Christian—h\s philosophic lights, 467 see Unitarians.

Rational ii/sw/irtrj—Unitarians so distinguisii themselves from the other

classes of non-conformists, 93 see Unitarian.

Rede7nption,—doctrine of, naturally to be rejected by unassisted reason,

17 principle of, Gombatted by Socinians with peculiar vehemence, 64,

65 in the highest degree necessary to defend it, 18, 64 Arguments

relating to it misrepresented by Dr. Priestley, 28, 29, 105, 260 misre-

presented by H. Taylor and others, 113—115, 117 scheme of, held by the

Unitarians, 23 held by B. Mordecai, 27 held by Dr. J. Taylor, of

Norwich, 110—112 the doctrine objected to as implying divine implaca-

bility, 28 objection answered, 28—29 objected to, for want of con'

flexion between the means and the end, 29—30 objection answered, ibid.

119 121 ^objected to on the ground of the scripture phrase of o7ir being

reconciled 'to God, 30, 31, 121, 123 objected to on the ground of the di-

vine benevolejice, and of the stress laid on this attribute every where

through scripture, 31, 126 objection answered, 31, 123—127 nature

of the Redemption fully opened up by Isaiah, 226—254 advantageous ef-

fects of the scheme of Redemption upon the mind, 37 the full compre-

hension of the principle on which it is founded, impeded by the same diffi-

culty which attaches to other part of human knowledge, 121—see Atone-

tneiit.

Richie, (Dr.)—refutes Dr. Sykes's theory of sacrifice, in his Criticism on

modern notions of sacrifice, 278 furnishes an excellent refutation of Dr.

J. Taylor's scheme of Atonement, 113 particularly recommended on the

subject of the origin of sacrifices, 310.

Sacrifice—human, general throughout the ancient world, 67—83

deemed stncXXy vicariotis by the Heathens, 164, 165 Heathen sacrifice a

corruption of the rite divinely instituted, 210—212 -a striking instance of

this in the Mystical sacrifices of the P/ienicians, 212—217 contended that

the death of Christ was not ^propitiatory sacrifice, 32 answered, 32—34,
131 objected that under the Laiv "there was no propitiatory sacrifice

whatever, oo, 34, 148, 149 objection answered, 34—35, 181—210 the

sacrifice of Christ though spoken oi'm\sir\^\\2iQ[^e seeoningiy figurative, intend-

ed as a real and efficacious sacrifice, 146, 147 inconsistency of those who
hold the death of Christ to have been but figuratively called a sacrifice, 35, 36,

263, 264 that the only true and real sacrifice, the sacrifices of the Xaw,
being all but figurative of i/, 41, 42 Passover proved to be a sacrifice,

:ind the nature and meaning of this sacrifice explained, 169—175 sense

in which the notion of vicarious is to be applied to sacrifices in general, 35,
197—198 vicarious import of the sacrifices of the Law, expressed by the

ceremony of the imposition of hands, 2D4, 205 more strongly marked by
the ceremony of the Scape-Goat, 205, 206 Sacrifice for Sin defined,

35 means of reconciliation by Sacrifice explained, 36 not inconsistent

with the divine dignity and attributes, 36, 37 Sacrifice of Christ diflfers

from all other sacrifices in one important particular, 37 nature of Christ's

sacrifice usually examined in an erroneous method, 39 Supporters of the
f.uman invention of sacrifice, "267, 263 Tlieories of it—by Spencer, 40

—

275 by Author of Script2ire account of Sacrifices, 275 by Dr. Pri st-

ley, 276 by B. Mordecai, 270 by Sjkes, 40, 276 by Warburton,
40, 280 General heads of argument against all the theories of the human
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invention of Sacrifices, 40——only true mode of discovering the origin and
nature of the Rite, 41 the rite unnatural in the view of unassisted rea-

son, 301 an argument hence in favour of divine institution, 303, 304
the rite universally practised, an argument in favour of divine institution,

301—303 brief view of the Cliristian sacrifice, 41 Objections against
the divine origin of sacrifice examined, 304—310 Divine origin inferred-
from Abel's and the early Partriarchal sacrifices, 42,310,311 the sa-

crifice of Abel an animal sacrifice, 368—371 Divine origin and true de-
sign of sacrifice inferred from the sacrifice of Abel, 43—47 sacrifice of
Abel, why accepted, whilst that of Cain was rejected, 43—46, 371

—

o77
rite instituted at the fall, 44, 381—384 the animal sacrifice peculiarly sig-

nificant, 44 sacrifices before the law, animal and piacular, 4o>—47, 211,

212, 393, 393 true import of the early animal sacrifices before and under
the law, 211, 212 history of scripture sacrifice shown to be consistent

throughout, 47—49 the sacrifice of those under the Law, most particu-

larly typical and illustrative of that of Christ, 49, 50, 437, 438 sacri-

fice of Christ in what sense, and how far, vicariojis, 50, 51.

Scripture Account of Sacrifices, Author of—his scheme of 7?ec/cm/»fion, 120,

121 ^his singular notion concerning the pollution of the Scape-Goat, &c.

208 refuted, 195 admits that bearing Sin, means bearing its punish-

ment, in the case of one's oven sin, but not in that oi^ another's, 249 an-

swered, 249—252 his scheme of the origin and meaning of sacrifice, and
the objection to it, 276, 277.

Septiiagint translation of Isaiah, inferior to that of any other part of the

Old Testament, 134, 224 the translation of Job also inaccurate, and

takes great liberties with the original, 337 collation of the various

copies of the Septuagint by Dr. Holmes, 65, 66.

Sharp, (Granville) has, in his letter on certain particularities of the Hebrev)

Syntax, made some excellent remarks on the converted future of the He-

brew, 329.

Smith, (Dr. Adam) argues from the natural sentiments of mankind, in be-

half of the reasonableness o^ intercession and atonement, 124, 125 infected

by his connexion with David Hume, 125, 126,426 his opinion of the pro-

cess whereby the use of general signs is acquired, 297 this opinion con-

trovex'ted, ibid.

Smith, (Elizabeth)—her translation of the book of Job, an extraordinary

work, 352, 353 extracts from, and observations on, that tranblation, 352,

354, o55, 356 praise of her by Mrs. Hannah More, 469.

Socinians distinguished from Unitarians, 93—95 their mode of inter-

preting scripture described, 107, 109, 114 their sophistical reasonings

to be most carefully watched, 506.

Spencer—his error concerning the nature and origin of sacrifice, 268, 269,

275 his wrong interpretation of the ibiKcS^na-nua. of St. i'aul, 268, 269

his argument derived from the use of the word Ja^^^ in Heb. xi. 4, re-

futed, ibid. his work built upon the Moreh jYevochim of MaimonideSf

404 a dangerous guide in theology, 404 refuted by several writers,

404, 406, 407 his reflections upon revelation, 404.

Stock (Bishop of Killalla) objects to the generally received idea of the an-

tiquity of the book of Job, 332, 333 his objections shown to be unfound-

ed, 333—364 his translation of Job, a hasty, imperfect, and highly objec-

tionable performance, ?i3:—o66-—indulges too freely in conjectural eincn-

dations of the sacred text, 365, 366.

Sykes, objects to the doctrine of Atonement on the ground of texts staling

man's reconciliation to God, not that of God to man, 121 states the texts

uncandidly, 123 his whole objection answered, 30—32, 1 Jl—123--—his

erroneous criticism on tlie phrase, /or us, 144-^146 contradicts himself

in his endeavours to prove, that Christ, when compared to the Paschal

Jamb, was not said to be sacrificed, 174, 175 his arguments against the

doctrine of atonement on the ground of its impljing vicariou.s sub-stilulionj,

stated and answered, 198—204 his aflTumaticn, that tlie imT)os:ii')ii of
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hanr^s Im])liec! notlilng vicarious, considered, 204—208 his denial that tbq
scape-goat was a sin-offering, examined, 206—208, 252, 253 refers to a

tex% as proving decisively that ^U^J signifies removing or taking aivaj,

vhirh makes directly against him, 24?, 248 his theory o{ sacrifice, 40,
41. 2r6 shown to'be erroneous, 41, 276—280, 282—289—'- contends lor

tlu permission of animal food before the flood, 283 this notion refuted^
282—289.

Taylor^ (Henry)—see Ben Mcrdecai.
Taylor, (Dr. John, of Norwich)—his scheme of atonement, 110—H2

sum of his scheme, 112 falls in with some of the principles of the So-
cinian, 110, 112, 113 his whole scheme but an artful accom'inodation
of scripture phrases, 110, 112 his key a false one, 465 his works im-
prudently recommended by Bishops, 112 the errors of his scheme fully
refuted by the author oftlie Scripture account of Sacrifices^ and Dr . liicliie's

C'riticistns on inodern iiotions of atonement, 112 and well pointed out in
the Christian Observer, 463 difference between his scheme and that of
.W.Taylor, 113 his familiar illustration of his scheme, 119, 120 his
unjustifiable mode of investigating the nature of the Levitical atonement,
182, 183 his endeavour to do away the force of the phrase, bearing sinsy

fully examined, 228—258 his erroneous criticism on the word \<\D1,

and the weakness of his endeavour to show that it merely signifies removulf
and not sustainir:g the penal conseqiiences of sin, 239—247 is referred to
hy Mr. Belsham, but turns out too orthodox for him, and is afterwards re-
linquished by him, 508.

Texts of Scripture—supporting the doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ,
54 texts, proving the plan of atonement to have arisen out of the divine
tyiercy, 29 texts w^rongly urged by Priestley, Sykes, and Taylor, in proof
of tJie sufficiency of obedience per se, 116, 117 texts reprtsenting man
as forgiveny>ce/j;, how to be understood, 116—119 texts representing us
as reconciled to God, not God as reconciled to us, misunderstood by Crellius,
Sykes, li. and J. Taylor, and others, 30, 31, 121—123 texts i)roving the
displeasure of God 'against the sinner, 31, 123, 186 texts proving the
death of Christ to have hc&n &. propitiatory sacrifice, 02,122, 219 texts
proving the sacrifice of Christ to resemble the paschal sacrifice, 169— 175

texts proving that atonement, in the Old Testament, included the idea
of averting the divine displeasure, and obtaining forgiveness, 186 two
important ones cleared from the erroneous criticisms of Dr. Priestley,
1j2— 141 celebrated one in Isaiah llii. particularly examined, and its

application by St. Matthew vindicated, 219—253 texts ascribing the
hearing of sins to Christ's sacrifice, and explaining the manner in which this
phrase is used in scripture, 219—258 texts in Isaiah liii fully explana-
tory of the doctrine of atonement, 219- 226, 252—255 text in 1 Pet. ii.

24'. erroneously referred to Isaiah liii. 4. 228, 255 texts announcing the
principle of atonement, 254, 255, 258 texts proving the sacrifices of the
Jmiv to be typical of that of Chribt, 41, 42 texts erroneously supposed
to siipport the idea of the human invention of sacrifices, 307—309 text
proving Abel's sacrifice to have had a reference to that of Christ, 43
text in Ccn. iv. 7 explained, 45, 384—392 texts evincing the piacular
virtue of the animal saci'ifice, 46, 47 texts referred to by Justin Martyr
and the apostolical Fathers, 502—508.

'/V//o/*on'j» unjustifiable idea of thr> origin of the plan of redemption by
the sacrifice of Cfirist, 399 conrnit-d, 399—406 his mistaken sup-
position of a Jieligion of JWifi/re, Z^j9—403 his writings recommended
by l.ocke as supplying a model of prnpicuttv, 599.

7'm /a/,—his absurd objection, 41, 42, 267 ^he use to which it may b^
•pplied, 267.
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ToKvnson, (Dr.) .G^ives a good account of St. Matthew's peculiar mode of
citing- the prophecies, 239.

U

^
Z7mfar/a«j—l-rlef view of their scheme, So their notion of the suffi-

ciency of the promiclgation of fori^lveness on repentance, erronenus, 23

—

25
adopt a principle of reasonint^ in common with tlie Deist, 2^ arc

equally unussailahle, on the .e^round of scripaire, with the Deist, 25, 26
their strange explication of texts of scripture, 55—01 and Appendix
ubique—mode of reasoning- subversive of every pobsible interpretation of
scripture, 61, 62, 107 called by Mr. Jlovjen, llnmawfits ,- and by Mr.
liobhouse, Huniunitariansy9?i favourers of Muhometanism, 85, 86 pre-
tend to be exclusively worshippers o^i one God, 93, 461 their scheme fully

explained by Dr. Priestley and Mr. Belsham, but most compendiously by the
latter, 93, 461, 473, 510, 511——their scheme difficult to describe, why,
461 they disclaim the title of Socinians, 94, 95 go far bevond Soci-

nus, 94—96 explain av'ay the meaning of scripture, 25—27, 81—83

represent the sacred writers as erroneous and unphilosophical, 105—107
differ little from the Theophilanthrope Deists, 107, 474 cannot

form any canon of scripture, why, 108 have lately published a versioii

of the New Testament; nature of that version, 491—497 in that version

admit the substitutive force of the word vTn^, 146 reject humility, 26,
98 agree with the Stoics in their proud notions of virtue, 109 refer

to each other boldly for proofs which have not been given, 2.U— 233, 242,

246, 489 said to hold a. pure Christianity, 476 said to be persecuted,

ibid. said to be a progressive cause, 480 likely to decrease in num-
ber, 480, 482 do not all follow up their principles, 481, 482 in one
vay seetn to increase in number, 483 naturally pass to Deism, 480

—

415 how conliive to retain the bible, 485, 486 ihey alone sound cri-

tits, and why, 486, 488 disingenuous in their treatment of ancient au-

thorities, 501.

tinitarian Version of the J\>i^ Testament—of a latitude which embraces
opirions subversive of Christian doctrines, 491 insidiously professes to

founa itself on Archbishop Newcome's translation, 491 effiected by
means of the usual apparatus of Unitarian exposition, 491, 492 avows
the design of clearing away all the leadmg doctrines of the gospel, 492

is eiabled to take the widest liberties of translation by its systematic

rejectionof verbal criticism, 492 gets rid of the doctrine of the Incar-

nation by lejecting the opening chapters of St. Matthew ami St. Luke, 492
futile ind contradictory grounds on which it attempts to maintain this

rejection, 4^)2—494 quotes Lardner's authority in support of tlie oppo-

site of that \\\\\c\\ he maintains, 495 does this from a gross blunder in

confounding ^e true and vulgar eras of the nativity , 495, 496 falls into

another blunder concerning the age and character of Kphrem Syrus, 496
. gives a moit extraordinary and absurd tran.'«lation of the first chapter

of St. John's gospel, 496 gives an equally extraordinary and absurd

explanation of Si Stephen's address to Christ, 497 the whole of tlii*

neiv Temon judici(.usly examined and exposed by Mr. Nares, 262, 497.

U7iiversals—the various opinions concerning their nature, 289—294

Aristotle's views on t>(is subject, just, 290, 291 excellent remark upon

this subject, by Mr. Dugald Stewart, 291, 292.

Veysie, (Mr.)—his judicious remarks on the sense in which God is said

to forgive men freely, 119 his just distinction, on the subject of figura-

tive allusion, 116, 117.

Villers—g'nes, in his Essay on the Reformation, a dismal account of the

Ignorance of scripture enforced by the Romish Church, 388, 389- con-
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trasts the characters of the Protestant and Romish Churches, 389—con-

victs Hume of falsehoods in his charges against Luther, 434.

W
Walker^ (Mr )—has given, in his Letter to Mr. Behhainy an excellent re-

futation of hi>. reasoning, 490.

H^arbu'ton,—his sirange position that repentance must necessarily enti-

tle to forgiveness, 66, 401 nis singular theory on the subject of Natural
Religion, 400, 401 his well-founded observations on Wesley, 103, 104

his paradoxical position concerning the language of the Nt w Testa-
ment, 1)8 this well refuted by Dr. Leland, 138—140 his idea of
the scenical nature of the intended sacrifice of Isaac, 2i8 his theory of
Sacrifice, 40, 280 his objections against the divine institution of sacri-

fice considered, 304—307 his extravagant notion concerning the book
of Job, 315 his uiijustifiable adoption of the opinions of Spencer and
Mahnonides, 404, 405 his unmerciful laceration of Bolingbroke, 401

characters given of liim, 405, 406.

Ward's Errata—a meagre abstract of Gregory Martin's ancient refuted
work, 389 its recent republication a proof of the low state of scripture
criticism in tlie Romish Church, ibid specimen of its miserable cavils

against the Protestant translations of the Bible, 389, 390 answered by
IJr. K}an and Mr. Grier, 390 the danger to which these gentlemen are
exposed by their attempts to answer it, ibid.

Watson, (B. of Landaff)—his judicious observation on the position that
the doctrine of .4fone?7ic«? is inconsistent with the divine attribute of mercy,
265 his just expression of indignation against the presumption of oj-

posing a fancied piiilosophy to apostolic authority, 512.

Wealey—his f)llowers hold opinions of perfection^ inconsistent with Chris*

tian humility, 98 speak contemptuously of the Clergy of the Establish-
ed Church, 98 not remarkable for the justness and accuracy of tleir

reasonings, 99 their numbers rapidly increasing, and the reason vhy,
ibid danger to the establishment from the injudicious counterance
given to them by some of its members, 99, 100 change of the liturgy
and Jlrtlcles. and rejection of the Catechism^ two of the Creeds, and many
of the Psalms, by J\Jr. Wesley, 100, 101 the ^Irticles rejected by him
inconsistent with his favourite doctrine of perfection, and the rejection de-
rogatnry to the dignity of Christ, 100, 102, 103 extravagant dogmas
maintained by him and his followers, 100 proofs of this in tie writings
of Mr. Wesiey, 102— 104 his latitudinarian principles respecting doc-
trines, 102—104 miscliievous consequences to true religion, 104.

Wilberforce, (Mr.)—his Practical Viciu,^ book of high value, ^o, 96—

—

defended against Dr. Parr, A55 his eloquent description ofthe corruption
of man's natural state, 96, 97 describes Unitarianism as aiialf way house
to infidelity, 474.

Williavis—in his Free Inquiry, asserts that there are no rertain references
to the first two chapters of St. Manhew's gospel, till the days of Celsus, 499.

this assertion refuted, 499, 500 liis strange asser'ion concerning the
silence of the apostolical fathers on those chapters fulh examined and con-
futed, 500—507 this writer exhibits a striking specimen of the disingc
nuousncs&of Unitarian critics, 501.
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The editions of such books as have been quoted by a reference to pa-

ges, or appropriate marks ^ throughout the preceding tvork, are here

subjoined.

Abarhan. Exord. Comm. in Levit. De Viel.

Acosta. History of East and West Indies.

Albert! Observationes Philoloj^jcx.

Allix's Judgment of the Ancient Jewish Church.
Archjcologia. .....
Asiatic Researches. .....
August inus, De Civitate Dei.

Balguy's Essay on Redemption. ....
Banter's Mythology, &.c. of the Ancients.

Barbauld's (Mrs.) Remarks on Mr. Wakefield's Inquiry.
Barret's Inquiry into tlie origin of the Constellations.

Barrington's Miscellanea Sacra. ...
Butt on the Message from J. the Bapt.
Bayle's Dictionary. ... , .

Beattie's Essay on the Nature of Truth.
Beausol). and L'Enf New Version of St. Matth.
Belsham's Calm Enquiry

Elements of the Philosophy of the Mind.
Letters upon Arianism, &c.
Review of Wilberforce's Treatise.

Ben Mordecai's Apology by H. Taylor.

Berkeley's Works.
Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric. ....
Bocharti Opera Omnia. .... J

Bolingbi-oke's Philosophical Works
— Works

Boyle Lectures. .....
Bi-issonius de Regio Pers- Principatu.

Broughton's Dictionary of all Religions.

Bruckeri Hist. Crit. PlVilos.

Bryant's Observations relating to ancient liis*..

Philo Judeus. . . .

^

Buchanan's .Memoir on an Ecclesiastical Establishment in India.

—— Christian Researches in Asia.

Burnet's Life of Bedel. ....
Butler's Analogy of Religion, he.

BuxtorHi Dissertationes Pnilol. Tlieolog.

Synagoga Judaica,

Cssar. Opera. .....
Calixti Schol?e Prophetical, ab Ernesto.

Campbell's Four Gospels, &c.

Capelli Critica Sacra. ....
Chapellow's Commentary on Job.

Cicero. ....
Clarke's Woiks.
Clavigero's History of Mexico.

Clemens Romanus (Wotton)
Cloppenburg. Sacrif. Patriarch. Schola.

Cosiard's Two Dissert, on Kesitah and IleiniLS.

Coventry's Philemon to Hydaspes.

Ci-ellius— Bibliotheca Fratrum Polonorum.

Cudworth's Intellectual System. ....
Treatise concerning eternal ajul Immutable Moi

Cumberhuul's Sanchoniatiio. ....
Cvrill. Ale.'vand. contra. Julian.

Datliii Opuscula. Do. 1796

3 T

Lend.
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Dawson's Doctrine of Phil. Necessity invalidated

De Dieu (Ludov.) Animadversiones in Vet. Test.

Delai.e)'s Ilev. examined with candour.
De Rossi Varije Lect. Vet. Test.

D'llerbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale.

Dodson'.s new translation of Isaiah.

Letter to Dr. Sturj^es.

Edwards's Survey of the methods of Religion.
Elhs's Knowledge of divine things, &,c.

Elrington's Donnellan Lecture Sermons.
Eisner Observationes Sacrse.

Ennius. .....
Episcopii Opera Theologica.
Ernesti Institutio Interpr. N. T.
Erskinc's Sketches and Hints of Church History.
Eusebii Dtmonstratio Evangelica.

Preparatio Evangelica.
EvaTison's Dissonance of the Evangelists.
Farmer's Inquiry into the Temptation.
Fellow es's (.uide to Immortality.

Picture of Christian Philosophy.
Religion without Cant.

Fortnita Sacra. ....
Geddes's Critical Remarks.
(iillies's Aristotle's Ethics and Politics.

Gisborne's Principles ot Moral Philosophy.
Glassii Philologin Sacra.

Goguei's Origin of Laws, &c.
Graves's Leciures on the four last books of the Pentateuch.
Gray's Key to the Old Testament.
Git-gor} 's Lowth's Lee ures.

Grey. Liber Jobi a Schult.
Grotii Opera. .....
Gussetii Comment. Lingux Ebraicsc.
Hale.^'s Methodism Inspected.
Ilalhed's Code of Gentoo Laws.
Huilet's Notes and Discourses.
Harris's Comment, on the 53d ch. of Isaiah.
Han Is's Hermes. ....
Heath's Essay towards a Version of Job.
Heidegger, Hist. Patriarch. Sacr.
Hehodoi i /Ethiopica. ....
Hey's Leciures in Divinity.
Hobbes's Lcviulhan.
Hodge's Elilui. ....
Hodii de Vcrsionibus Grxcis, &tc.

Holnjcs's Four Tracts.
Horsle)'s Hosea. ....
Hottiiigeri Smegma Orientale.
Howcs's Critical Observations—(Number 1.)

Lond
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Jones, (Jerem.) on tlie Canon of the N. T.
Joniandes De Reh. CiL-ilc. Cassiodori Opera.
Jortin's Itemaiks on Ecclcs. Hisiory.
Josepiius. Opera.

Ti unshited by L'Estrange.
Juliana Ojiera, C\rill.

Justini Martyris Apolop;-. duae,

Kennicol's Remarks on Si'Iect Pa'^sag-es.
• State of tlie Hebrew Text.

• Two Dissertations.

Kidder's Commentary on the 5 books of Moses
Ki-ebsii Oljservationes e Flav. Josepho.
Laplace. Exposition du Systeme du Monde.

Trait e de .Mecanique Celeste.

Lardner*s Works, by Kippis.

I-,avoisier's Elemenis of Chemistry.
Laurence on the Lottos.

Law's Theory of Relie^ion.

Layman's Letters to Mr. Wilberforce.
Le Clerc, Nov. Test.

Leiand's Christian Revelation.

Leslie's Theological Works.
Letters from a late Eminent Prelate.

Lig-ht foot's Wirks.
Lindsey's Apolog-y.

Lloyd's Christian Theolog-y.

Loccenii Antiq. Sueo. Goth.

Historia Uerura Suecic
Locke's W^)rks.

Lowth. De S.icr^ Poesi Hebr.
Letter to Wavburton.
Translation of I.suiali.

Maimonides De Cullu Divino.

Moreh Nevochim, Buxtorf.

De Pa>nitentia. Clavering.

—

De wSacriticiis De Viel.

.Mallet's Northern Antiquities.

Maltby's Illustraiions of the Christ. Religion.

Marsh's Course of Lectures, p;irt ii.

Marshami Canon Chronicus.

Marti nii Sinic. Hist.

Mason's Woiks of Gray.

Maurice's Indian Anuquities.

.Mede's Works. ....
Memoirs of Lord Loling-bioke.

Meusclien. Nov. Tesram. fX. 'I'almude.

.Michaelis (.1 D.) Gianiniaiica Syi'iaca.

Introducti-..! to the N. T. (Marsh. Ld
Notic et Epimetra.

Mickle's (C.-lm'-ensj l^usau.

Mid<lleton's Doctrine lA' the Greek Article.

Mirabaud. Systeme »lc la Nature.

Moiitucla. Histoire des Vlathematiqucg.

More's (Haimah) Cu;lfbs.

Hmts for a VDUi.g P.incess.

Works.
Morgan's Moral Philosopher.

Moi'ini Exercit. De LinguA Prim?;va.

Mosheim's Eccles. History-

Xares's Rampton Lecture Sermons.

Remarks on «I.e Version ofthe N. T. by the

Do. 1726
Aurel. lf)J2

Ix)nd. 177.3

ed. Hudson. Oxon. 17-0
Lond. 17U2
Li|)s. 1606
Loud. 17J2
Oxf. 17o7
Do. 1753
Do. 1747

Lond. 1694
Lips. 1575

Paris. 1793
Do. 1793

Lond 1788
. Edinb. 1793

Oxf 1803
Camb. 1771
Lond. 1799

Francof 1714
Do. 17i""l

Do. 1731
Do. 18U9
Do. 1684

Dublin 1775
I.ond. 1804
llulm 10-17

Francof lo76
Lond. 17t'8

Oxon. 1753
Lond. 1766
Perth. 1793

Parisiis. 1671
Basil. 16.9
Oxon. 1705
Lond. 1(83

Do. 1770
Cambr. 1803

Do. 1810
Franeq. 1696
Amstel. l6o9
Lond. 1H07

Do. 1794
l>o. 1672

Do. 1752
l.ipu. 1736
H.U-. 1784
C;.mb. 1793
Oxon. 1703

Dr.blin. 1791
Lond laud

Do. 1781
P.ir;s 1758
Lond. 1809

Do. 1805
Dublin. 1803
\Amd. 1737

Ultraject. 1' 94
Lond 1765
Oxf. 1795

Unitarians. Loud. 1810
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Newcome's (A.Blsh.) Historical View of the English Biblical

Translations. . . • . ,

Newton's Chronology.

Nichols's Conference with a Theist.

Noldii Concordantise Partic. Ebr.

Nott's Bampton Lecture. ....
Orford's (Lord) Works. ....
Origen against Celsus (by Bellamy)
Orme*s History of IndostaH. ....
Ouiram De Sacrificiis. ....
Owen's Modes of Quotation.

Palairet. Observat. Philologico-Criticx.

Puley's Moral and Political Philosophy.

Parr's Spital Sermon. ....
Patrum Apostolic. Opera, cura Ric. Russell.

Pauw Recherch. Philos. sur les Americ.
Pearce's (Bishop) Comm. and other Writings.

Pearson on the Creed. ....
Pearson's Critical Essay on the ixth book of the Div. Leg.

Pierce's Paraphrase. ....
Percival's Father's Instructions, Part 3d.

Peters's Critical Dissert, on Job,

Phavorini Lexicon. . . , .

Philonis Opera. . , ...
Photii Bibliotheca. ....
Pilkington's Remarks, &c. ...
Platonis Opera. .....
Plauti Opera, (Lambini) ....
Plutarch i Opera. ....
Pocock's Theological Works.
Porphyrius De Abstinentia

Poweli's Discourses on various subjects.

Pretyman's Elements of Christ. Theology.
Price's Four Dissertations.

Review of Morals.

Priestley's History of Corruptions, &c.
Notes on Scripture

Protestant Apology for the R. C Church.
Randolph's Sermons in Advent.

Book of Job translated by Miss Smith.
Reid's Essays on the Intellect. Powers.
Remarks on Hume's Essay on the Nat. Hist, of ReUgion.
Rennel's Discourses on various subjects.

Richardson's Dissert, on the Language of Eastern Nation
Richie's Criticism on modern notions of Sacrifice

Peculiar Doct. of Revelation.

Sale's Koran. ....
Sclmurrer. Dissert. Philolog. Critica:.

Scholar Armed. ....
Kchultens. Liber Jobi.

Origines Hebr:eae.

Scripture Account of Sacrifices (Portal.)

Senecx Opera. .....
Shaw's Travels in Barbary and the Levant.
Sherlock's Use of Prophecy-
Shuckford's Connexion of Sacr. and Prof History.
Simon. Critique De la Biblioth. et Des Proleg. de Dupin.
Smith's Theory of Moral Sentin>ents.

Socini Opera, (Biblioth. Fratr. Polon.)
Spanhcniii Historia Jobi. . . . .

Speerman's Letters on the Septuagint.
Spencer De Legibus Hebr. ....

Dublin.

Lond.
Do.

lenje.

Oxf
Lond.
Do.
Do.

Amstel.
Lond.
Lugd.
Dubhn.
Lend.
Lond.
Berl.

Lond.
Do.

Camb.
Lond.

Do.
Do.

Basil.

Parisiis.

Rothom,
Camb

Francof.

Paris.

Francof.

Lond.
Lugd.
Lond.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Birming.
Northumb.

Dubhn.
Lond.
Bath.

. Dublin.

Do.
Do
Oxf

Lond.
Warringt,

Bath
Gothoe.

Lond
Lugd. Batav.

Francof
Lond.

Amstel.
Oxf

Lond.
I^ond.

Paris

Lond.
Irenop.

Lugd.
Edinb.

Cantab.

1792
1728
1723
1734
1803
1798

1803
1688
1789
1752
179S
1804
1746
1768
1777
1715
1808
1733
1800
1754
1538
1640
1653
1759
1602
1577
1620
1740
1623
1776
1800
1768
1769
1782
1803
1809
1801
1810
1786
1777
1801
1770
1761
1766
1795
1790
1795
17o7
1724
1755
1672
1738
1749
1743
17S0
1759
1656
1672
1759
1727
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Spencer's Discourse on Prodigies.
Stebbing^s Examination of Warl)urton.
Stewart's (Diigald) Elem. of the Pliilos. of the Human Mind
Stilling-fleet*s, Orig-ines Sacrx.
Sermons on Several Occasions.
Stock's Isaiah. .....

Job.

Strabo. ....
Stuart's View of Society in Europe
Suid?e Historica.
Sykes's Essay on Sacrifices.

Essay on the Truth of the Christian Religion

Scripture Doctrine of Redemption.
Taciti Opera, ed. Brotier.

Theological Repository—vol. 1, 2, 3.

— vols. 4, 5, 6, Birm. 1

Thesaurus Temp. Jos. Scalig. Animadv,
Tindal's Christ, as Old as the Creation.

Tillotson's Works.
Townson's Discourses on the Gospels.
Van Mildert's Boyle Lecture Sermons.
[Unitarian] Version of the New Testament.
Universal History (Ancient)
Velthusen, &c. Comment. Theologicae.

Veysie's Bampt. Lecture.
Viller's Essay on the Reformation (Mills)

Vitring-e Comment, in Jesaiam.
Volney's Ruins. ....
Vossius (Gar. J.) De Theolog. Gentil. et Idololat.

Warburton's Divine Leg-ation.

•Principles of Natural and Revealed Religion.

Walker's Letter to Belsham
Ward's Errata of the Prot. Bible.

Watson's (B. of Landaff') Two Apologies, 8tc. .

Wesley, Dissertationes in Librum Jobi.

Wesley's (John) Sunday Service of the Methodists.

Whitaker's Origin of Arianism.

White's Gommentary on Isaiah.

Wilberforce's Practical View.

Williams's Free Inquiry into the 1st and 2d. chapters

of St. Matthew.
Wilson's Illustration of the Method of explaining the

. New Testament.

Winder's History of Knowledge.
Windet De vita functorum statu.

Witsii Egyptiaca. ....
Miscellanea Sacra.

Wollaslon's Religion of Nature.

Younc^'s Centaur not Fabulous.

Lond.
Do
Do
Do.
Do.

h.aU.

Do.
Amstel.
Lond.
Basil

Lond.
Do.
Do.

Paris

Lond.
&!, 1786,

Am.stel.

Lond.
Do.

Oxford
Lond.

Do.

Dublin

Lips. 1794-
Oxford
Lond.
Leov.
Lond.

Francof.

Lond.
Do.

Dublin
Do.

Lond.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1665
1774
1792
1724
1673
1803
180.5

1707
1782
1564
17-18

1725
1756
1771
1795
1788
1658
1732
1728
1788
1806
1808
1746
-1798

1795
1803
1714
1795
1668
173S
1753
1799
1807
1806
1736
1790
1791
1709
i79r

Do. 1789

Camb.
Lond.
Do.

Herb. Nassav.
Do.

Lond.
Dublin

1797
1745
1677
1717
1712
1725
1755
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NEW BOOKS
LATELY BUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY

JAMES EASTBURJS',
CORNER OF BROADWAY AND WALL-STREET,

JK^EfF-YOBA^.

DIVINITY AND ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.
IIIE HOLY BIBLK, coMtaininjj the Old and New Testaments. The

Text taken from the most coiMCct Copies of the present authorized Ver-

sion : with the Mars^inal Reading-s, a collection of parallel Texts, and co-

pious Summaries to each Chapter. Wiih a Commentary and Critical

Notes. Desi{:^ned as a help to a better understanding of the Sacred Wri-
tings. By Adam Clarke, LL. D

It may appear unnecessary to say any thing in recommendation of the

merits of Dr. Clarke's Comvientary on the Biblet since it has already ob-

tained so large a share of public partronage ; tlie number of its subscri-

bers being upwards of 2,300 in these United States—and since nearly one
fifth of the whole amount of the work has been already published, by

which the religious and literary portion of the community is fully enabU d
i<» appreciate its value. Yet the circulation of this excellent work has

Iiitlierto scarcely extended beyond the verge of the stales of Kew-York,
of Petnisylvania, of Maryland, and of the district of Columbia To intro-

duce it therefore to the notice of that vast b<;dy of religion and of learning,

wlilch is at once the ornament and tlie bulwark of the New-fc".ngland states,

and of those other portions of the union, where learning and religion

Hourisih, it may be permitted to present a brief survey of the character,

s()iriuial, moral, and intellectual, of this important production. Dr. Clarke
h:is beet) for many years esteemed one of the most pious, eloquent, learned,

ami p(.pular preachers of the Gospel in Great Britain. So high indeed is

his reputation for talents and learning, that, although belonging to a r//s-

senting sect, he has been appointed Bistoriographer General by the British

Govt rnment, and has been entrusted with the arduous and honourable task

of continuing the Fcedtra of Kymer. Dr. Clarke's Coininentary on the

Bible, without peradventure, contains a much larger mass of sound learn-

ing, of valuable information, of nice criticism, and more especially of ori-

ental researcli, than any Commentary on the Sacred Scriptures which has

hitherto appeared in any language. But this, though great, is not its great-

est praise ; for while the profoundest scholar may reap a rich harvest of

insiniction frt)m the author's extensive field of investigation, the plain and
humble disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ v;ill find his soul enlightened,

soothed, supported, cheered, strengiheneil, and elevated by the deep and
fervent piety, the ])rac ical, vital, experimental godliness, breathed torth,

in spirit unci in truth, from every page and evtrv line of this truly evangeli

cal pcrlormance. But what need can there be of entering into any length

ol' (ietail in enumerating the merits of a work, which before it had reached

its third number in England, ran tWrough a first edition oi Jive thousand,

and already finds a circulation of ten thov&and copies among the well wish-

ers I'ud supporters of the best interests of religion and of letters in that

country.

Six numbers have been already published, and No. 7. is in the press.

Price 1 Dollar and .iO Cents per number, with maps, pl^ns and tables.

—

Subscription^ also received by Thomas Giiftin and Charles liudd. No. 189

Greenwich-street, New-Vork; John F. Watson, Philadelphia; E. F. Back-

us, Albany ; Beers and Howe, New-llaven ; Munroe & Francis, and Lincoln

and Edmunds, Boston : Henry M'lnpple, Salem ; Thomas and Whipple,
Newburyport ; Fitzwhvlson and Potter, liichmond.
A DISCOUIISB on tlie Nature, Design, and Institution of the HOLY

ELCHAUIST, commnnly called the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. By
Adam Clarke, LL. U. Principal Librarian to the Surry ln.stituiion, and



NEW BOOKJ*.

President of the Philnlo|^ical Society ; to which are added, a Collection of
his smaller Triu is. Price one dollar in boards.
The lUSrUKV OF TilK CHI licll ()[• CHRIST. Uy the late Joseph

Miliier, M. A. late master of ihe Oiammir-Sdiool in Kinfr.sion upon Hull,
and contiMUoJ by the Rev. Isaac Alilncr, 1). 1). F K. S. Dean ot Car-
lisle, and President of Queen's Collejje, Cambridjje, in live vols, price ^11
25cis. boards.

A COUKSE OF LECTUllES, containing- a descciplioii and svsieinalic
ar.dngemcnl of Uie several liRANCHES OF DIVINITY, acc.'.mpanied
with an account boih of the i)rmciptl aiuhors, and of the proi,Mcss which
has been madu ai dill'erent periods m tneoloirical learning,'. U\ Herbert
Marsh, D. D. F. K. S. Margaret Professor of Divinity in ihe University
of Cambridge, t'aris 1 and 2. price 62 1-2 cenis each. Each part contains
six Lectures, delivered annually, and will be published as they come out
It is presumed that ibe name of the le.trned au.hor will preclu.e the ne-
cessity of any other recommendaion. Ttie pai.s already pubisheil can be
had as above, and subscriptions will be taken for succeeding courses.
The plan of these lectures will be found diilerent from any ever btft)re

given to the public.

A True and Complete POIITII VI FUiiE OF MErHODlSM, or the His-
tory of the \Vesleyan .Melhodisis , including their rise, progress, and pre-

sent state i the lives and characters of divers ot tiieir ministers; the
doctrines the .Methodists believe and teach, I'ully and e.xplieitly stated ; with
the whole plan of their discipline Tiic diilerent collections made among
them, and the application of the monies raised thereby, and a deseiiptiun of
class-meetings, bands, love-feasts, &c. Also, a defence of Methodism, &c.
By Jonathan Crowiher, who has been more than 31 years a member, and
above 26 years a travelling pieacher among them. To which is added,
some interesting documents respecting the extensicjn of their religious pri-

vileges, by a latt ac of the British legislature. Price ^i oO cents, bound.
In boards ^1 <i5 cents.

POETRY AND DRAMA.
PSYCHE ; or THE LEGEND OF LOVK. With other poems. By Mrs.

Henry Tiglie ; with a portrait of the author. Price ^l in boards.
" For elegance of design and accuracy of execution, this much exceeds

any poetical composition of the present day. While the hearts of our coun-

trymen sliall beai at the sweetest sounds of their native language, conveying

as nature dictates, the feeling of the purest passions, so long shall this little

tale of Psyche dwell on their ears, and they shall think the Angel is still

speaking."—Monthly Review, Oct. 1811.
'* The elegance and refinement, which proceeds from good breeding, when

it operates on a benevolent heart; a sensitive frame, and exquisite tender-

ness of feeling, balanced by sweetness, patience, an<l const:»ncy, are leading

Imes in the mural portrait of Mrs. Tiglie, drawn from the internal evidence

of her writings."—Critical lieview, June 1812.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ELEMENTS OF CHEMICAL !MllLOSOI»flV, vol. I. part 1. priec §2 50,

by Sir HuM'phrey Davy, LL. 1). Sec. R. S. Prof Clum. K. I and B A. M.
R. I. F. R. S. E. M. R.'l. A. Member of the Itoyal Academy of Siorkliolm,

of the Imperial Med. and Chir- Academy of St. "Petersburgh ; of the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society ; and Honoiirary Member of the S..iietiesof Dub-

lin, Manchester, the Physical Society of Edii.gburgh, and the Medical S')-

ciety, London.
The WOKKS in verse and prose, of the late ROBERT TRF VT J'AIXE,

jun. Esq. with notes; to which are prefixed, .skctciies of his life, character,

and writings. Price 3 dolls. 25 cents in boards.

THE IXFLUKXCE OF LlfFRATLKE L I'O.V SOCIETY. From the

French of Madame de Stael. To which is prefixed a memoir of the life and

writinffs of the author. From the second London edition.



NEW BOOKS.

ESAYS ON THE PRINCIPLES OF TASTE, by A. Alison, LL. D. ^c. in

I vol. 8vo. price in boards 2 doUai'S 25 cents, or bound in slieep, 2 dollars

50 cents.

WORKS OF FISHER AMES, Esq. 1 vol. 8vo. price 3 dollars 50 cents in

extra boards.

DISCOURSE delivered before tbe NEW-YORK HISTORICAL SOCIE-
TY, at their anniversary meeting 6l!i December, 1811, by the Hon. De Witt
Clinton, one of the vice presidents of the society. Price 62 1-2 cents.

DISCOURSE delivered before the same Society, at their anniversary

meeting-, 6th Dec. 1812, by the Hon. Governeur Morris, first vice-president

«f the society. Price 37 1-2 cents.

THE REMAINS OF HENRY KIRKE WHITE, late of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge, witli an account of his life, by Robert Southey, 2 vols.

half-bound at 2 dollars 25 cents.

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION,
OR IjY the PBESS. -

THE POSTHUMOUS WORKS of the Right Hon. EDMUND BURkI: ;

containing his letters on the regicide peace, with numerous other important
papers.

BIOGRAPHICAL ME.MOIRS of Adam Smith, LL. D. William Robert-
son, D. 1>. and Thomas Reed, D. D. by Dugald Stuart, L. L. D. F. R S.

Edinburgli, with three heads to be engraved by Lenev.
THE bl'EECHES of the right honourable LORD ERSKINE, while at the

bar.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE GREEK ARTICLE, applied to the criticism

and the illustrations of the New-Testament, by the Rev. T. F. Middleton,
D. D. Rector of Tansor. To be edited and corrected throughout by the
Rev. .John M. Mason, D. D. Provost of Columbia College, New -York.

PLEA FOR THE DEITY OF JESUS, by the Rev. David Simpson, M. A.
late of St. John's College, Cambridge, and minister of Christ-church, Mac-
clesfield.

The last two works, together with " MageeTon the Atonement and Sacri-

fice," contain a full and clear exposition of the four essential and funda-
mental principles of the Christian scheme ;—to wit, the entire depravity of
fallen man ; justification by Jesus Christ ; sanctification by the Holy Spi*
UJT ; and the doctrine of the Tuinitv, three persons in one Jehovah.
THE EXCELLENCY OF THE LI TURGY, in four discourses To which is

prefixed an answer to Dr. Marshes Inquiry^ respecting the neglecting to give
the Prayer-Book and the Bible, with four other discourses, all preached be-
fore the University of Cambridge, by the litv. Charles Simtofi, M. ^1. fel-

low of Ring's College, Cambridge.
XIXESElt.VlONS by I. Watts, D. D. jtist published from the original

MSS. bv J. R. Smith, D. D.

THE'SERMONS ENTIRE, of the Rev. Robert Hall, includlngtwo just
published in London on "Education," and the "Discouragements and
Supports of the Cliristian Ministry."

BlOGltAPHIA EVANGELICA ; or an historical account of the lives and
deaths of the most eminent and evangelical autliors or preachers, both
British and foreign, in the several denominations of Protestants, from the
beginning of the reformation to the present time. Wiierein are collecttd,
from authentic historians, their most renuirkablc actions, sufferings, and
writings ; exhibiting the unity of their faith and experience, in their several
ages, countries, and professions; and illustrating the power of divine
grace, in their holy living and dying.—By the late Rev. Emsmus Middleton,
B. I), rector of Turvey, Bedfordshire, and lecturer of St. Bennets, Grace-
church-street, and St. Helens, Bishopsgate-street, London.—Edited and
.brought down to tlie present time, by the Rev. James M. Mathews, profes-
sor of biblical literature, and ecclesiastical history in the Theological Semi-
nary of New-York.—Making from 5 to 6 vols 8vo. price g3 per volume.
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